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forbear
to record the observation
of one whose name is forgotten, that the
f dial, unlike the repining spirits of dis.
~
~

RIlLIGIOUS

DUCOURiE.

IT

is surprising
what a vast amount ofl contented men, refuses to count any hours
ingenuity
and application
of the world's
save those that were bright.*
This was
talent has been directed to the admeasureat first a \-ery imperfect
instrument,
and
ment of time.
The common
almanac,
measured the hours not by a fixed length,
found now in the humblest
dwelling,
is but according
to the changing
length of
the result of the scientific i~vesti~ations
l the day. The Chaldeans were the inven.
and labor of ages, commencIng
wIth the \ tors, and the dial of Ahaz, mentioned
in
first rude attempts at dividing time and ex· scripture,
was doubtless brought from that.
tendin"
to the wonderful results of mod· inventive
country.
And such was the
ern as~ronomical
knowledge,
and which, state of knowledge or rather ignorance in
taken together,
are calculated
to give us Rome at the time of the first Punic War,
the most profound impression
of human j that a dial was brought to Rome and set
capacity and industry within the observa· up in the forum, which waf> made for an.

#.

tion of man.
In our earliest records of the race we
read: "And God said, Let there .b~ lights
in the firmament of heaven, to dIvIde the
day from the night:
and let them be for
signs and for seasons anl1 for days and
years."
Gen. 1: 14. These lights have
ever furnished
the natural
divisions
of
time.
The revolution
of the e::.rth measures the day.
The week i:; measured by
the quarterly changes 01 tbe moon; and
the year by the revolution
of the earth
round the sun.
It has sometimes
been
a matter of theological dispute whether all

I

other lattitude.
It was seen to be of no
use; but how to mend it no one was wise
enough to tell!
The dial was succeeded
by the water-clock
(clepsydra)
which was
also imperfect from the ignorance of the
law which governs the motion of fluids.
Water was placed in an elevated glass.
and the hou! was measured
by the time
it requirer! it to drop into another below.
They knew not that when there was much
water in the glass it would drop faster
than when there was little.
The use of
these water-clocks
was to determine
the
length
of pleadings
in court.
Modern

these divisions
are the result oC the ob· court-sittings,
as well as sermon-sittings
servation of n:tture, or of divine inspira.
might be improved
by the old Persian
tion.
We enter not into the question,
clepsydra.
The ancient lawyer was alas the investigation
is more curious than lowed to speak while a given quantity of
profitable.
It is certain,
however,
that there are
divisions of. time not marked by the heav·
enly bodies,
such as the subdivisiJn
of
the day into hours, minutes and seconds.
Such division
was unknown
till the in.
.
f r
.
The dial is
ventlOn 0
Ime pIeces.
first of these curious inventions;
and
1

the
we

,

water filtrated through a perforated cup.
The old Puritan preachers
had a similar
monitor in the hour glass which they placed
upon thepuJpit cushion;
but jUdgingfrom
SOme of their sermons which have come

I

*Upon an old dial plate in a summer-house of the
Garden of Planls, in Pari., is an insoriplion.
"Hora.
floa
",iIi I<ro04l."
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and Friday, of Venus. The pres.
ent names of the week, therefore,
are the

Clocks are of moden invention,
which names
of the ancients
(i. e.) they are
we owe to the Mediaeval
ages.
The an· inamed
from the same h,e~venly bodies.
cients
knew nothing of minutes or mo· 1 who were regarded as presldmg
over the
ments, but spoke of the la tter by the ex· i measures of time.
I

pressive words,"twinklingofan
,eye," &c.!
This division furnishes us with what is
Their hours were not fixed penods,
but called the Christian Sabbath.
The first
the time, whether long or short when any Sabbath was the 7th day, and as the first,
thi:1g happened.
Homer makes the hour christians were Jews, they observed
that
the seasons of the year; and Moses, Dan· day as a dayof rest, and by a special or.
iel and the Savior the time when anything
dinance kept in memory of Christ laid the
happened, or was to happen.
The night foundation of our present
observance
of
of the scriptures was divided into watches ,Sunday.
They doubtless
followed their
of three and f?ur ,periods,
which were orclina:r avocation,s 011 Sunday, with the
loosely and arbltranly
regulated,
and es.! exceptIOn of the time of their new reli.
pecially of a cloudy night when they could gi,lUs services, as Christ did not directly
not observe the place of the star.
Their i set aside the institutions
of the first reli.
best defined period wasthat of "cock-crow,
gion; but ",-jth the fall of the Jewish pol.
ing" which depended upon the discretion i ity and the growth of the Christian
of not always infallible
poultry.
Th,e Church, the Lord's day (our Sunday) be.
day was divided
into morning,
heat of! came the day, the sacred day of lhc week.
the day, mid-day and evening;
the even- and its importance
to religion
and good
ing beginning at the middle of the after· order has been acknowledged
by all ob.
noon.
In the days of the Savior although
serving men, whether friends or enemies
this division wasin vogue, the Babylonian
to the Christian faith.
The failure of the
method of dividing the day by hours was French
Revolutionists
to abolish it, and
a-lso known.
Many difficult pr?blems,!
their unhap~y experience under the change
growing out of the unequal
periods
of has fixed It, doubtless,
for all civilizcd
light in different latitudes and the nature
lands.
The nature of man and beast reof the earth's orbit, could not be solved, quires it. They are better with it than
before an exact method of measuring time they can be without it. They will do more
was discovered.
i ,:ork and better work in the remaining

I

I

!

I

The division
of time into weeks has'! Slx, and thus it is better for this world.een in use from the earliest aO'es, and its i It promotes
the cause of religion
and
existence is supposed to confi~'rn the ac- mora.Ii~y: and th~s claims the approval of
count of the creation as given in the 1st. the relIgIOUS deSIres of man, and shows
chapter
of Genesis.
Certain
it is, that the wisdom of its appointment.
Chinese, Hindoos and Egyptians,
as well
as Jews and Christians,
not only thus
divide time, but name the days of the week
from the heavenly bodies.
Our Sunday,
Monday and Saturday, still show this or·
igin: Sunday for the Snn, Monday forthe
Moon, and Saturday
for Saturn.
Our
Saxon forefathers gave us the other names

The months and years are regulated by
the sun and moon, and the history 0 f how
these divisions were suggested, though in.
structive
and pleasing,
we can not now
prosecute.
Besides it is within the' reach
of all readers.
"re advance abruptly for
want of time, to another division
of our
subject.

in honor of their rude uivinities.
Tues·
God has fixed exactly the measures
of
day is the Saxon name of the planet Mars. the day and year, whether man has been
Wednesday,
of MerclJry,
Thursday, ofi able to see his divisions or not.
But an

"

.*f
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,
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important moral question
$
while any of us can sit under a
we measure time? We answer.
tree that has spread its branches over
1. By our passions.
You will readily many generations.
The man wqo looses
say, these are poor calculators, and so his fortune in a day, speaks of his pros.
they are, but we are daily accepting their perity as lost, because it was unlooked
wild and deceptive measures. They make for; while ifhis reason is turned into hope.
the hours, days, weeks and years of God less lunacy we think the years long that
long or short to us. How long are the hold him to the most hopeless of all dis.
hours to a spirit of impatience and dis· eases. Our thoughts and habits make the
content! How short to the spirit of regret scale of our measures. We cannot do
that surveys the day:s of opportunity that otherwise. You remember the fable of
have passed with dreamy swiftness. Hours l Methusaleh. When asked to make a suit.
are insupporable as we sit under the shade ~able shelter against the weather, he reo
of a gloomy temper; they are nothing plied to the Lord that as he had hut two
when the soul dances in its pleasure.hundred years to live, it was useless to
God's time then is made to us a short or build it. There is ~erious meaning in that
long time according to the spirit we pos·l fable. Years, to such a life as his is represess; and herein we see the one thing need· i sented to ha,ve been, were but as months
ful,not in arbitrary dogmas bllt in actual ob· to us. What were promised were few, com.
servation and experience. The Christian pared with what he had. So now, a man
religion is divine, because it is the religion who has lived to be seventy, if you tell
of the spirit, and not of the letter: it ~f- him he may live ten more, looks at the ten
fers a holy spirit to all who wi]] ask, and as a very short time; while to the glad
labor, to which time and all time's changes visions of youth, when the dim mystery
shall be made submissive and serviceable. of life is not yet revealed, and whose illu.
God's time moves on, never pauses, never sions are all beautiful, ten years are long
hastes. Its sweep is as calm as the Shin./ and glorious, The old man feels that he
ing ray of his sun, as noiseless as the has no heart for further enterprises; no
movement of moon and stars. It hears time to pile up structures of glory. He
not when we complain, and stops not whe!) must think of the eternal house, or of no
we entreat.
It drives on whether we reo certain habitation.
He says: I am on the
oice or weep. It heeds not our perturba. boundary of my pilgrimage.
Here I must
tions; but these perturbations
are meas· halt and die. Ten years to a hopeful
uring our hours, the brightest and roughest, youth, to whom every object i~ interesting;
and will measure them to the end. Let who puts his life into all he sees; who
God's time then, that neither waits nor makes field; town and meadow glow with
hastens, give us moderation in all our de· the visions that chase each other before
sires, and we will receive his measures his mind's eye, is a deathless period. We
which are full to eternity. But we meas· measure time then by our relative judgure time also.
ments, and as thus measured, what have
2. By our judgments.
Every thing we before us?
around a limited being is relative.
If a! 3. But we measure time by our services.
youth is cut off in the morning of his life, This is the worthiest of all measures.we speak of his departure as premature. What services have we rendered? What
If a man be spared to a ripe old age we! work have we done? What moral im.
give thanks to the indulgent providence.-!
provement have we made? What recol'N e measure our time by the ordinary jlections of faithfulness-the
most blessed
limits of our stay upon earth. But the of all memories-are
we blessed with?-hound, did he live as long as his mas· This js the religious computation of time.
er, would be an old and worn out All others exist for it. They will pass.
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away::s forms an-d in;~~ents
all pass:~a,
a c:~munity
;;f the Danites,
but this will remain. Our passions will whose name was Manoe; and his wife
die, forget~ng and being forgotten. The was barren, and never had a child.
day is at hand that on earth there will be And an angel ofthe Lord appeared unto
nothing to desire. The judgments, the the woman, and said to her, Behold,
comparisons of the mind will change with thou art barren and hast never had a
the last changes of our mortal condition. child.
But thou shalt conceive a son.
What we have accounted much, we will Now therefore be careful not to drink
learn to account little. What we have
.
fi
t d l'
.
wme, nor any ermen e
Iquor, nor
accounted long wIll appear but short.t
thO
h' h'
1
F b
. '.'
ea any
mgw IC ISunc ean.
or e •
.Even the artlficlalmstruments
that meas· h Id th
. h h'ld
d h I b
.
.
0
ou
art
Wit
c
I
an
sat
ear
ure our tlme Will 'have no value to us.."
'k'
ff
th
.
a
son;
and
on
hiS
head
a
razor
shall
Th at c I oc k , s t n mg 0
e unconscIOus
.
r
e the eyes i. not come; for the child shall be a NazIlours b elore
our -eyes, as bero
I' r
of our parents, and that repeater pressing! ante to G:0d from the womb.
And he
thy 'heart, and beating responsive to its! shall begm to save Israel out of the
throbs-will
soon have no value to us. hand of the Philistines.
And the woThe hand that made them has perhaps man went and told her husband, sayalready lost its cunning .. We will need ing, There came to me a man of God,
the.m not in the far-off heavens. But the and his visage was like that of an anrecords of righteousness;
the spirit of gel of God, very awful, so that I did
duty and submission, of love and obedi- not ask him whence he was, nor did
ent faith; the consciousness of having he tell me his name.
But he said to
endeavored, will never, never fail, will me, behold thou art with child, and
ever, ever be needed and cannot be put shalt bear a son, Now therefore thou
to confusion.
must not drink \vine nor any fermented
Our true time-pieces, then, measure time liquor nor eat any thing unclean' for
for us by measuring the breadth of our the child shall be consecrated to God
views of the divine government, the heighth! frum the womb to the day of his death:
of our principles of action, and the depth ~Wh
Mdt
th
.
h
. ~ ereupon"
anoe praye
0
e
of our trust In God. T e day of our servI- L d
d 'd 0 L dAd
.,
t
.
.
"
or
an
SalOl'
onale.
gran
ces IS our day. The lllght of our melli'
,
.
. th e mg
. ht 0 f our mcapaci
'
't y. If me that the man of God, whom thou
clency
IS
the hours are filled with good thoughts, the ~idst send, may come to us again, and
years will be full of good services.
m~truct ~s ~hat we shall do to the
'lWhysbouldwe countour Ife byyears,
child whICh IS to be born.
And God
Sinceyearsareshortaodpas_away,
k
h'
f M
d
Or wbyby fortone's smilesor tOllrs,
hear ened to t e vOICe 0
anoe, an
Since tears are vain and ~mites decay l
.
O! count by virtues-Ihese.hall last,
the angel of God came agam to the
When Ufe's lame footed race is o'er
..
.
And Ibesewbenearthlyjoysare past,
woman.
Now she was slttmg In the
:May cheer us on a bi'ightu shore 1 't

J. B. F.

field, and Manoe, her husband was not
with her.
So the woman hasted, and
The opening and closing Year,
ran and told her husband, and said to
A CHRISTMASAND NEWYEAR'S ADDRJ;:SS.him, the man hath appeared
to me,
JUDGES 13: S.-Thompson'!
Translat.on,
~ who came to me before.
Upon which
"And the children of Israel again ~Manoe arose and went with his wife,
proceeded to do evil in the sight of the and when he came to the man, he said
Lord, and the Lord delivered
them to him, art thou the man who spoke
into the hand of the Philistines, forty to my wife? And the angel said, I am.
y~ars. Now there was a man of Sa- Then Manoe said, now the thing will
"

TilE

OPENING

AND

CLOSING
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and

YEAR.

come to pass~.~H~o~w~i-s-t~h~e-c~h~i-Id~t-o
b~~~w~o~m~a~n~b~or~e~a~s-o-n~,~

educated and what is he to do? And called his name Sampson; and the
the angel of the Lord said to Manoe, he child grew, and the Lord blessed him:
must abstain from all things which I and the Spirit of the Lord began to go
mentioned to this ."oman.
He must out with him, at the camp of Dan, be- .
eat nothing which proceedeth from the tween Saraa and Esthaol."
vine, nor drink wine, nor any fermentTHE eight verse of this remarkable chaped liquor, nor eat any thing which is ter, 1eacs us in our thought.
We stand
unclean.
He must observe all that Ii to·day between two days which a large
have commanded her,
Then Manoe 1 portion of the world regards as two inter·
said to the angel of the Lord, let us esting birth, days. Yesterday, the birth of
detain thee here till we set before thee Christ, a more" wonderful" child than the
a kid of the goats.
And the angel of giant son of Manoah, was celebrated by
the LOl-d said to Manoe thouO'h thou many arid thought Of by all. And before
detain mel can not eat of thy victuals'
we meet here agalll the New Year Will be
but if thou wouldst offer a whole burn~ hailed with greetings and hopes our world
·
ffierl 't t 0 th e L or,d
B ecause over,
o ffiermg,o
, as well as memories and
" regrets. .The
'd
t
1
th
t
h
dYlllg
anthem
of
the
Chnstmas
IS mmg.rM anoe d 1 no rnow _ a e was an _,
,
J'
M
hng
Its
notes
With
the
notes
of
the
yearanO'e 1 0 f t h e L or d t h ere lore
anoe
,
,'=',
'.
trumpet, prepanng to sound.
We mllY,
Sald to hIm, what IS thy name, that
fl t'
d
I k b k
as re ec mg men an women, 00
ac
when thy word cometh to pass we to the one and forward to the other, and
may honor ~hee? And the ang~l or! in our feeling justify the~r ~nion by ~he inthe Lord saId to Manoe, why a~kest fluence of healthful, religIOUS, sentiment,
thou my name?
It is indeed W onder- more strong than any union from mere ar.
ful. Then Manoe took the kid of the bitrary authority or accidental nearness of
goats, "vith the sacrifice of flour, and time. We can unite the world of history
carried them up upon the rock for the and nature; the b;rth of the Saviour with
Lord.
And he went apart to offer the birth of the year, and by better author.
the sacrifice, while Manoe and his ity than any that has settled either as the
wife were looking on. I And when the real beginning of each.
No learned reflame ascended above the altar, up' to- search has ever been able to fix any parwards heaven, the anO'el of the Lord ticular day as the day of his birth-no
ascended in the flame.;" When Manoe trace of tladition has handed it down.
'J'
'
tl ley fie II fl a t WI'th The moral idea, therefore, may be substi·
an d h'is Wile
saw tLIUS,
,
.
f:
t
th
era: for the nse of
t h elr aces 0 e O'roun.dAd n as t h e tuted for a forgotten
,
I f h L
d that Sun of Righteousness that has no
ange 0 t e
or, no. more appeare
Easttlrn or Western limit and casts no tro.
to Manoe and hIS Wife, Manoe then pical shadow. The old Heathens cele.
knew that he was a~ ange~ of ~he 1 bra ted the birth of the Sun, and when
Lord; whereupon -he Sald to hiS WIfe, Christian were taking the place of Heathwe shall surely die, for we have seen en festivals, the nativity of the true Son
God. But his wife said to him, had it which enliahtens the world was fixed near
been the will of the Lord to cause us or at the s:me season of the year. The
to die, he would not have received at
I Th
d
tr'
d
change was natura.
e one gave ate
h I b urn t ollenng,
our h an d a woe
an a
h'
sacrifice' nor would he have showed to the year; the other to t e centunes.
us all th~se things; nor would he, as The one celebrated the birth of time; the
on this occasion, have caused us to other the" fulness of time" and the dawn
hear these things.
of human eternity. The one looked back
,
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to the beginning of the world and forward direction, what man ever needs, and yet
to its catastrophe. The other was ordain- seldom seeks. How may I educate the
ed before its foundation and was profess-I child: how order him? Not what mighty
ed in the beginning of the ways of the sceptre shall he wield? Not what wonAlmighty; of whom the early ages were drous honors shall be given. If ordered'
prophetic and prepared for him, while the aright; if I can faithfully perform every
latest shall be blessed in his name. The duty to him, I know he shall fill the place
year begins when the Sun commence,s his that God designs. His prayer reveals the
ascendency and makes his first invasion very spirit of all acceptable prayers, and
on the domain of darkness, and gives the thus instructs the world. It recognizes
earliest sign of the awakening earth that the weakness of the worshiper-it
seeks
shall come forth from her now desolate divine help and looks forward to his own
chambers arrayed in her renewed and beau- faithfulness.
teous robes. So Christ arises in the depth
As Manoah felt and prayed with respect
of the world's night-of
the world's win- to the promised child, so would we have
ter, and before his ascending glory a new you feel and pray with respect to the Holy
illumination awakens the mind and directs Child, Jesus, and the child of the seasons
the energies of man.
In both cases the that will be born as the opening year. "0
old and ever· repeated lesson of divine Lord teach us what we shall do to the
wisdom is taught: from the lowest depres. holy child Jesus, and how shall we faithsions come forth the best gifts both spirit. fully order the child of the twelvemonth
ual and earthly.
The longest nigh t pre. that anew opens to us our duty and opporcedes the lengthening day.
The manger tunity."
?
leads to the crown. Sampson and Christ'
I. liVltal of IJhnst.
Not what of his
come up from the barren womb, for God metaphysical nature or the modus 01 his
doth wondrously for which the soul or' partici pation in the divine nature.
Let
struggling humanity is glad.
bigots and zealots fight over what neither
"Humility is the first-born of virtue,
they nor their teachers can understand.
And claims the birth'right at the throne of heaven."
It is like asking for the stature of the an.
The chapter before us carries us back to gel that appeared to Manoah, or the rank
the story of the parents of Sampson: but of the child whose birth he predicted and
its instruction does not confine us to these. sent. "Lord teach us what we shall do
The Hebrew champion was, also, a child with the child" that ha~ been born! No,
of promise.
An angel announced his it is not even what has been done for man.
birth, and directed his education.
"Ma- kind, either in the decrees of a foregoing
noah entreated of the Lord, and said, 0 my eternity without our knowledge, or 'what
Lord, let the man of God come again unto will be done for us, unconditionally, I
us and teach us what we shall do mean, in the curtained future that shall
with the child that shall be born." Willi never end. We may have thus prayed
you notice the direction of this prayer? i and studied to settle such abstruse anJ
He does not pray that his curiosity may be unanswerable questions; but we will do
gratified by seeing the wonderful angel so no more, and especially as we ask after
that had appeared to his wife. Nor does the son of God in connection with the
he OWIl he knows not whither to find the sun of the year, which latter reminds us
wondrous man of God. Nor does he in- that the time is too short. Vain anxieties
quire into his rank and station among the and worse dogmas are the answers to
htlavenly hosts. It is enough that he was these speculative and not personal ques.
from God, and therefore to God he direct- tions. 'What are we to do? if>the question
ed his prayer, who alone can send the of life and practice.
What are we to do
answer. He prays, too, [or guidance and ~to him and for him who was born and
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died on our ~:;'~nt?
This q~~;:d~
to thi~~'
make us dutiful
rather than inquisitive;
We will acknowledge him as did the wise
humble rather than presumptuous.
It will men and shepherds
of old.
We will
animate oUr motives, quicken our hope and bling an offering of praise and duty to
give us the peace that flows from labors his cause and people which shall smell
performed rather than the peace of self- ~sweet as the ancient
frankincense
and
confidences,
not to say Pharisaical
pre- I myrrh.
We will transfer his birth from
tentions.
The mission of Christ will help the manger Df Bethlehem to the dust and
us if we mix our will and affections with darkness of our own souls, that they may
it.
It works not as a charm or a talis- be cleared and enlightened--here,
in thy
man, although it propose to save us, how- sanctuary, for the year which is about also
ever unworthy.
It ret;eals truths; but we to be born to us, and along the way· side
must receive and apply them.
It makes of our duties and charities, and do Thou
exceeding
great and precious promises;
0 God, help our ignorance anu weakness!
but we must aspire after what it premises.
II. But what shall we do for the year
• It brings redemption;
but it is to make us about to be born?
We are too apt to ask
zealous of good or redeeming deeds.
what shall the child do for us, and not
God's annointed was born, was trained,
what shall we do for the child?
What
and his wonderful
mission completed by will the year bring us of wealth and honapproving
Providences
full eighteen cen- ' or and pleasure?
The year is also the
j
turies ago.
He received
tha malice off child of God, and his birth is announced
men, tha homage of angels and ascended! by the angel of time.
He "maketh winds
to tbe Father.
But his name and his his angels and flaming fire his ministers,"
faith are with us, and we are called upon so he makelh seasons his messengers and
to akuowledge
the one and live the other. ministers.
The child of the New Year,
Do we pray with pious Manoah, what shall like the child of Manoah, is announced
we do, or waat can we du? We are an- by the angel of God, whose countenance
swered,
we can render him obedience
may be terrible or gladdening,
according
whom the Father hath sent and sealed. to our faith in the divine goodness.
As
We can imbibe his spirit-follow
his ex- many hopes are clustering
around
that
ample,
and grow in his likeness.
We year as there were solicitudes around the
can deny ourselves
and yield to him the cradle of Manoah's
son.
Will
these
fruit of every denial.
He was born to be gratified?
Will the months smile upon
bear witness to tne truth, and we can reo us serenely, or look severely?
Shall we
ceive ,and honor his testimony.
We can I prosper
or fail?
Shall
our enterprises
be "doers of his word," and seek God's/live
or die?
Shall we qive or die? Shall
blessing "in the deed."
He taught in one the motion of God's angel, the earth upon
solemn
lesson-when
he anticipatad
the her mystic course,
remove us from her
most fearful judgments
that ever fell upon surface?
Shall
it spare
the healthy
any people-that
qcts of kindness
and faces of those we love? Parents whoselesmercy, performed for the least or his breth- sons of experience are exemplified in their
ren-were
performed
toward
him, and lives before God and the world-friends,
would so be recognized.
He, therefore,
children?
Will the aged fall who now
who refuses his pity to his most despised
stand so feebly in their places?
Will the
follower,
refuses it to Christ.
He that strong grow weak, and the weak faint?deals
treacherously
with
his neighbor
These questions we will ask; but they are
deals treacherously
with Christ.
He that not the questions we should ask.
There
wounds his brethren
wounds Christ in is more faith in the prayer
of Manoah:
the house of his friends.
Vie can easily Lord what shall we do?-not
what shall
i'ee the need of the prayer: "0 Lord God! , be done to us. Look up to the heavens
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Look back ~o the manger, and dare first place, a few observations on the
you hesitate in your trust. Go'droles oved phrazes employed by the sacred penman.
the year as he ruled over the stable of And
Judea's least village, and the tomb of Ju·
I. "Go teach all nations."
From the
dea's richest senator. His spirit has fixed days of Dr. Geo. Campbell's Dissertations
its judgments as it gave power to the arm on the four Gospels, the word "teach," in
of Sampson and the words of Jesus. Its the first clause of the Commission, has
changes will be various and transitory, but been understood to signify "to make dis·
its moral consequences are beyond the ciples."
The original word is Mathctulimits of temporal things-are of the spiril sate. Its scriptural use and meaning can
of God. 'What will happen is of his dis· be gathered from Matt. 13: 52, 27; 57;
posal and our use. We can not command Acts 14: 21. Anotherword-Didascontes
the results, but we can' choose what we -is used in the phraze "teaching them to
ourselves shall be, at least so far as our observe," &c. The true idea of the Lord
consciences are concerned.
We know is doubtless contained in the following'
not what to-morrow will bring forth, but translation: "Go make diSCIples of all
we know that God has charge of it, and nations-teaching
them to observe all
that all events, even the darkest and hard. things whatsoeverI have commanded you."
est, will be' safe to the faithful.
Like As disciples are made by teaching, our
every o,ther' year, it will have its good and translator
saw fit to use the same words
bad success. We c'an take its favors, in both cases as expressive of the spirit of
we can bear its trials, if Go'd shall direct the original.
and defend us. He provides fo'r sparrows;
II. "Lo, I am ...,.jthyou always, even to
we are of more value than' many sparrows. tbe end of the world."
The phraze here
Under his shield, therefore, we 'wiIr walk rendered "end of the world" evidently
forth in the dim vista ofits circling mo'nths, signifies the end of the age, either Jewish
and unknown events, to walk #ith its or Apostolic, or both. To the end of the
bright angels and wrestle with its dark Jewish polity Christ promises to bil' with
ones, and compel the hours to leave their his Apostles, not in person. but by his
blessing on our hearls, homes, churches spirit, enabling them to perform miracles
and country. Thus will we have st.rength in confirmation of their word and in dein sickness; peace in the hottest of our fence of their persons and teaching till his
fie~'cest batt~es, and we will do for the Religion should be so established as to be
chIldren o~ tIme what shall be remember· self-perpetuating.
This view is sustained
ed when time, God's eldest earthly child, b h
d f M k 16 1'7 20 h
shall also ascend with bis records to eter-!, y t, e, recor 0
ar
:..,.;
were,
nity. And when time's last day shall, to llll glvmg the same commlsswn, the Sa·
us, come, may our spirits, as angels of viour is represented as saying "And thes~
the Lord, .ascend in the flame. that con· signs" (signs of his presence oy the spirit
sumes thmr corporeal dross, as It goes "up of miraculous wisdom and power) "shall
above the altar toward heaven,"
f 11
h
h
b I'
I
'
J. B. F.
0 ow t em t at
e leve: n my name
shall they cast out devils; they shall
speak with new tongues; they shall take
Exposition of Scripture.
up
serpents; and if they drink any deadTHE APOSTOLIC
COMMISSWN;.
MA.TT. 28: ]9, ~o
ly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall
"Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing
them in tbe name of the Father, and of the Son, and lay hands on the sick, and they shall reof the Holy Ghost. teaching tbem to observe all things
cover.
whatsoever Thavl' commanded YOu; and 10, I am with
So then, after the Lord h ad spoken unto
you nlwa)'s, even to the ,end of the world. Amen."them, he was received up into heaven,
Matt. 28: In,20,
In an examination of this Scripture and and sat on the right hand of God."
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And also by Luke, who presents
him
on the same occasion as promising to en·
dow them with the spirit.
Luke 24: 48,
49.
See, also, John 20: 22, and Acts 1:
5,8.
To establish a new and transform·
ing religion in the place of an old and
corrupt
tradition,
the Spirit of God was
given to the Apostles and primitive belie·
vers in a manner in which it has never
been bestowed since.
Thus was he with
them to the end of the age when miracles
ceased.
We may remark that had they
continued,
they would have ceased to
have been miracles.
The rising of the
sun is not a miracle, though had it never
risen till to·day it would have been the
greatest of miracles.
The above transla·
tion is confirmed
1. By the meaning
of the original."Conclusion
of this age" is certainly the
signification
of the original "tes suntelias
ton aionos." And from a careful and reo
peated examination
of its use throughout
the New Testament,
I am fully satisfied,
except to sustain the dogma of Apostolic
Succession,
or wme peculiar
notions of
an organized
church, or of a future judg.
ment at the close of all terrestial things,
no other meaning would ever have been
thought
of. We will favor the English
reader with distinctive
instances in which
the original words occur, and leave him
to draw his own conclusions
independent
of the correctness
or incorrectness
of the
opinions that have sought warrant [rom the
common translation.
The word rendered
"end"
is 8unteleias from sun/eleo, which
signifies to bring to an end, to finish, to
'consummate,
to ratify, to be terminated,
to
be fully realized.
In the text it signi.
fies completion,
conclusion,
or consum·
mation.
The verb is found in the follow.
ing passages:-Matt.
7; 28; Rom. 9,28;
Reb. 8: 8; Luke 4: 2; Mark 13: 4; Acts
21: 27:-the
noun: Matt, 13: 39,40,49;
24: 3; and the passage
before us.
The
"word translated
world, is aiono8 and signi·
fies a period of time of significant
character, an era, an age, a peculiar condition
of man and the world.
By what scholars
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call an Aramaism, it signifies the visible
creation,
as in Reb. I: 2. Its common
meaning is a period of time or an era.The whole phrase may, therefore, be very
properly rendered, consummation
of this
age or era.
2. By the genera,l concurrence
of the
New Testament
Scriptures.
It must have
been often observed by the critical reader
of the New Testament,
that most of its
writers were made to look forward to some
great event that would occur in their own
generation,
as the consummation
of the
Mosaic
dispensation
and the complet~
establishment
of the Christian,
involving
a fearful overthrow of the whole Jewish
polity and religion.
This was called the
"end of the age," or "world,"
as it is in
our translation.
The Apostle
spoke,
therefore, of the end. of the world having
already come in his day.
"Now once in
the end of the world," Reb. 7: 27, and
"upon whom the ends of the world have
come," I Cor. 10; 7. In almost every
book of the New Testament,
if we except
the gospel of John, this event is connected
with the second personal coming of Christ,
and is described,
often, as an objective
and scenic event, to be seen, hearl and
felt; upon "a cloud," with" the "voice of
a trumpet,"
"raising
the dead."
The
destruction
of Jerusalem
and the Jewish
polity and the coming of Christ are ever
connected,
which events make the "end
of the world" in our text.
The 24th and
25th of Matthew and the parallel passages
in Mark and Luke, will exemplify this reo
mark.
Although
the day and the hour
of that event could not be known according to Christ: yet it was to take place
during the existence of that generation,
Matt. 24: 34; Mark 13: 30; Luke 21: 32.
It is called "the day of Christ;"
Phil. I:
10; the time of judgment:
James 5: 9:
"the end of all things;"
1 Pet. 4: 7. The
"last time;" 1 John, 2: 18; &c., &c.Allusions 01 this charaeter could be multiplied indefinitely,
but ev.ery reader can
find them.
In the scriptural
style it is not extrava-
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gant to so describe great political and i humble judgment,
can be opposed to it
moral
changes.
The destruction
of the! but a kind of double·sense
interpretation
Jewish capital
and commonwealth;
the that makes the Bible a book of connunscattering of Israel from the place of the drums and riddles,and is the opprobrium of
divine presence and fr0111all the privileges
dogmatic
theology:
a theology that seems
of the Religion whose founder they had cru· to look, not so much to the meaning of
cified; and the remarkable
establishment
the words of the sacred writers, as to a
of that religion
as the regenerating
ele· forced meaning which, least of all others,
ment of the world, were events far more suits the words in dispute.
So. at least, it
consequential
and significant
than many strikes me upon every investigation,
and
which are described with equal strength of I feel it a duty to record my sincere con.
language in the Old Testament.
Let the viction.
Piety and learning,
I know,
reader patiently consult Isaiah 13. 9, 10 have often been on the side of another inand the 14th chapter-also
24: 19,20,23;
terpretation,
but truth
and courage to
Ezek. 32: 7, 8; Joel 2: 30, 31; also 3rd state it, which at last must be the true Ii fe
chapter, and similar passages in all the of all God· accepted
piety, are with the
prophets.
The destruction
of Babylon,
view we have briefly delineated.
Egypt, the devastation
of locusts and like
III." Baptizing them," i. e. immersing
objects are described in imagery as vivid them as the, original baptizontes signifies.
as any implied by the phrase "end of the The origin of baptism, as a religious rite,
world;" "coming of the Lord," &c., &c. reaches back to an unrecorded
antiquity
In accordance
with this, the only ra· and connects itself with universal history.
tional view of the scripture, we find that It was the "water of separation,"
"a puriwhen the church was established
on the fication from sin" under the Levitical law.
diiY of Pentecost
immediately.
in the inThe worshippers
of Buddha, embracing
stitution of the "fellowship,"
the sale of nearly one half of the human race, have
Judean estates and the establishment
of from time immemorial,
regarded 11 bath in
a common
fund-provision
was made the sacred Ganges as a cleansing from all
against this "end of the world."
And in moral pollution.
The Greeks and Rolilt the churches,
even among the Gen- mans,
numbered
among their religious
tiles, in view of wars, famines, pestilences
rites, ablutions in running streams and in
and the final overthrow of Jerusalem
and the sea, by which candidates
for favor
the ancient
people of God, the spirit of with the Gods were accepted.
The Kile,
prophecy and Apostolic authority and ex- the Ganges and the Jordan have been saample were used to secure contributions
cred rivers from time's first records.
The
for the poor saints of Jerusalem,
and for origin of baptism,
as an emblem
of inthe necessity
that would scatter
them \\ ard cleansing, we think clearly traceable
abroad as the ~eralds of a new and divine to the advance of the human mind from
Religion.
The eV'idence that sustains this the idea of bodily cleanliness,
associ a •
view of the phrase under consideration,
ted with bathing, to the idea of purity of
and of the scriptures
referred to, is scat· soul.
Christ found it in existence, adoptered in some form over all the New ted it a8 the initiatory rite ofhis religion,
Testament,
and is so positive and over· and gave it the sanction of his divine auwhelming that the fil st critics of Christen·
thority.
He placed it in the porch of his
dom, and some of them very reluctantly,
holy temple and made it the universal lanin view of inherited notions and prejudi.
guage of confession
which
should
be
ces in favor of a more popular though very adopted py men of all nations
and laro
inconsistent
interpretation,
- no longer guages.
It may well be called the divine
think of resisting
it.:\'o Nothing, in my language, by which the believer ill Christ
~See OnsJansen

M, Etnart, Neauder,

~c.

acknowledged

his death,

burial

and res-

CHRISTIANSALVATION.
urrection,
and commenced
an obedient
life to his authority as the manifestation
of the fatherhood,
remedial intention and
spiritual
purposes
of God:-"baptizing
them in the name of the Father, Son and
Holy Ghost."
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l gospel

motives.
What is my first duty?
To convince him that there is a God, the
common Creator and Father of the hu·
man race.
I succeed.
I have saved him
-how
far?
From the folly and darkness
of idolatry by saving him from his igno.

A question
of incalculable,
practical
eance concerning
the nature ami perfec.
importance
now presses itself upon our tions of the Divine
Being.
This saves
attention,which
we propose to discuss after him from the evil and hard heart of unbe·
presenting
the commission as recorded by! lief.
Next, I convince him that Jesus is
Mark.
That question is:
ithe light of that Father shining in the
WHAT IS CHRISTIAN SALVATION?
"Go ye into all the world, and prAaeh the gb.rel
ever)" creature.
be saved.

He that believeth

He tlial believeth

I

to,

and i. baptized shall

nOlshall

be damned."

world,

and is, therefore,

its Saviour.

I

present
before him, also, the steps by
which he may become and continue
his
disciple:
teach him how to imitate his ex.

I, What is Christian Salvation?-I
ample, to imbibe his spirit, and obey his
answer, it is deliverance
from ignorance,
instructions.
Believing
in Christ as the
sin and error.
"You are saved" says the true Son of God, and accepting his name
Apostle
Paul, "if you keep in memory in haptism, he enters the Christian profes.
what 1 have preached unto you."
1 Cor. sion.
Now how far is he saved?
Just so
15: 3. The gospel or grace of God brings far as his knowledge
and practice
of
salvation, teaching us the denying of "un· Christ's teaching extend.
It is a matter
godliness and worldly lusts, and that we of degree. As his actions give evidence
should live soberly, righteously and godly of a reformation
of heart and life, h.e will
in this present
world."
Titus 2: 11.be saved from his iniquities,
and blessed
"According
to his mercy he saved us by i with a just and benevolont
character.the washing of regeneration
and the reo The salvation
of Christ is, therefore, in
newing of the Holy Ghost. " We need not the language of our habits and experience,
multiply quotations.
"We are renewed
a deliverance
from ignorance,
sin and
in knowledge"
not ignorance.
Salvation
error, into the enjoyment
of Christian
jlO far as God is concerned,
is ascribed to kn'owledge, virtue and piety.
It may com.
his essential
benevolence,
his "grace,"
mence positively and decidedly with a sin.
"mercy,"
"love."
But so far as man is gle act such as baptism, but it continues
concerned, it is the result of effort to learn only so long as he continues a practical
from the divine teaching, and to practice
christian.
Th'e gospel of God's mercy
after the divine pattern
and commandassures him the past is pardoned whenev.
ment.
He is in the possession of Chris- er he commences;
and the gospel of God's
tian Salvation,
then, who possesses Chris- rectitude equally assures him that the joys
tian knowledge,
virtue, and piety: knowl· of christian
feeling and the triumphs of
edge of God and human duty: ",irtue, or Chris}ian faith are his, only as he forms the
strength
of moral purpose
to overcome i christian
character.
We are prepared,
the evil habits of his soul, and a piety now, to answer our question and proceell
of such love to God as makes his com· to its proof:
mandments
the rule of the life.
Let me
1. Salvation
is deliverance
from igno·
present the whole idea I wish to convey rance, sin and error, into knowledge, holi·
by a familiar example:
Suppose
a Hea- ness and piety.
Proof:-In
addition to
then man stand~ before me, to whom I the scriptures already referred to, we find
desire to impart the Christian
salvation.
it written in the first announcement
pf a
He is a worshipper
of idols;
has no Saviour "thou ~halt call his name Jesus;
knowledge of Jesus or acquaintance
with. for he shall save his people FROM THBJR
I

I
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SALVATION

FROM PUNISHMEI1T.

SINS."
"He gave himself for us that he 19loom of punishment,
he has learned
to
might redeem us from all iniquity, and pu·l regard as evidences of divine love by which
rify unto himself a peculiar
people zeal-l he is being trained
for higher purposes
ous of good works." He sent his Apos. and engagements,
and thus his salvation,
tIes to teach, to preaclt, to open their eyes by this knowledge,
gives him a resigna.
and turn them from darkness
to ligh t, tion and a cheerful submission that deliv.
from the power of sin or Satan to God." ers him from their power.
He walks not
"He became the author of eternal salva'l after the Hesh, and hence is superior to its
tion to all that obey him."
If, then, a power.
'Delivered
from the guilt of his
man be turned from ignorance
to the past sins, he fear5 no future condemnation
knowledge
of the true God; if he be only as he fears his abandonment
of
turned away flom the authority of human
Christian duty and life, his return to sin.
and fallible teachers to the authority of His love, partaking
of the love of the
the teaching of Christ, and from the pow· Father who sent his son to deliver
the
er of his iniquities
to the good works of worst of sinners, casts out all fear, for it
piety, humanity and benevolence,
surely has naught
10 fear in a universe
over'
no one will deny that he is saved from reo i which that Father presides
wi.h infinite
ligious blindness and worldly iniquity,and
power,wisdom
and goodness. 'Where there
is turned to the wisdom and holiness of is fear there is torment,"
and fear is al ways
the just.
the daughter either of ignorance or hatred.
2. Weare
saved whenever we become He that fears is not saved, and needs
Christians.
"He that believeth
and is knowledge
to deliver him into' a state of
baptized shall be saved."
The Scriptures
filial trust and love.
"He that believeth
everywhere
represent believers in Christ not is condemned
already."
His sense of
as saved, whenever
they commence
the condemnation
reveals
the necessity
of
lile of oLedience.
Hence it is written:
[aith-a
"faith
that works by love and
"He hath saved us."
"He saved us." purifies the heart," a love that casts out
"By grace ye were, or are saved."
"The fear.
If, therefore, sin brings its torment;
like figure whereunto
baptism doth 110W if it be true that he that has no lo\'e for
save us."
By the institution
of baptism
God can not enjoy him; that he that is
the believer confessed Christ, put him on suffused with pride, anger and bitteness,
as a profession, and entered upon the re· can not enjoy the sweet waters of life;
newed life of knowledge, virtue and piety. if our comfort, hope and triumph are 'in
The argument is this: If the Savior pro, proportion to our faith, patience and duty,
nounced his disciples saycel when they cor· it must be clear to all reHecting men, that
dially embraced
his religion; when they the Christian salvation
delivers
(rom all
"believed
and were baptized;"
if his fear of punishment.
"Let the wicked for·
apostles
declared
themselves
and their sake his way and the unrighteous
man his
converts saved when they were found in thoughts,
and let him retllrn unto the
the Christian
life, then Christian
salva· Lord and he will have mercy on him, and
tion takes place whenever a man becomes to our God and he will abundantly
par·
a Christian;
and it so takes place because don";
Let him forsake his depravity
and
he comes to the knowledge
of salvation
he will escape its punishment.
Let him
by Christ.
forsake his iniquities and he will taste of
3. A man thus saved is in no danger forgiveness.
Let him "repent and be con·
of punishment.
And this follows
from verted,"
or reform his wicked
life and

1
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the nat~r~ of his ~alvat~oa..
The tempo·
ral affltctlons whIch hiS Ignorance
and
comparative
Heathenism, when he had no
practical
faith in God, arrayed in the

I
I

turn his heart ,~o God, and" hls sins w.ill
be blotted out.
Whoever
forsakes a SlU,
that sin is instantly pardoned.
]t~ renun·
ciation and its counterpart
virtue, make

~~~~~~~-~~~~~~'~~~~~-~,~-~
SI:of PARDONED.
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the pardon, so far as man is concerned. profligacy and crimes?
You unhesita.
And whoever, in the ordinance of bap. tingly answer, no. It would be no possi.
tism, forsakes a life of sin and consecrates ble pleasure or help to him to know him.
himself to a new life, has the Scriptural self pardoned unless with it he receive
assurance that the whole past is forgiven, hope for amendment.
His sin is his pun.
while the aSllurance and enjoyment of that ishment-his
condemnation; and he must
pardon will flow parallel with his preserv· be delivered from it, or he is, and must
ed faith and duty. And thus he who is ever be, miserable.
Pardon, then, with
'forgiven much loves much."
man, is deliverance from sin, aT,lduniver.
What pardon is with God we do not at sal experience so testifies. Every sin of
present wish to define. Our views on this heart and life is pardoned to me and with
subject differ from a vast majority of our me when forsaken.
God is, indeed, mer.
readers. But what pardon is with man, ciful; full of compassion and love. But
as a matter of enjoyment and incentive to He changes not when our sins are par.
duty-as a part of his salvation, we feel doned. The change is in us: and though
able and willing. to define. It is deliver· in his mind he might and does pardon us,
ance from the power and punishment of the punishment of no single sin can be
sin in the profession and enjoyment of a escaped but as we forsake it. The divine
Christian character.
It
secured in pro· pardon, to us, then, if; the Christian charportion as we reform evil habits, and se· acler. All that helps us to this, helps us
cure our improvement in good ones.to our enjoyment of the divine nature,
Hence the duties upon which it is suspen· which is love, and which casts out all fear.
ded, with a single exception, are life.lime. We fear and must fear until we partake
duties, and I believe, eternal duties. Faith of it. Hence we should daily seek for it.
and repentance are so defined in the Now we can understand why punishment
Scriptures, as to show them to be princi· often continues after the sin is forsaken.
pies of the soul, partaking of its nature Reformation restores not always an im.
and devotion. It is faith in Christ, the all· paired constitution, a wasted estate, a
perfect, by which the life or happiness of lost confidence or even self.approbation.
the just is secured. It is repentance toward Our memories are so cOhstituted as to reo
God-an infinite perfection to which we ~mind us of our transgr,essinos.
Sin de.
are called, and which is, and ever must stroys t~e soul's happines~. It must be
be, a"repentance unto life." The Scrip- forsaken; and, lest we fall into it again,
tures are full of proof of this sentiment. its remembrance is continued.
We are
Our observation and experience also con· sure to faU into it unless we are harness.
firm it. Take a fact from observation: ed for faith and duty. There is nothing
Look at the most depraved man of your then, in pardon, that cuts the springs of
acquaintance;
unlawful indulgence has endeavor.
Weare
ever attaining; we
debased his appetite and brutalized his never fully comprehend.
We press for.
temper, perverted his affections and reno ward and the prize is still before. But
dered his so~l ~allous to good i~pression~,! in proportion as we ~o attain we walk by
deranged his llltellect and dIseased his the same rule and mllld the same things.
body. Family and friends suffer in his
Man is a progressive being, as all lim.
disgrace. What is he morally? With ited and improvable beings must be. In
the past as a scene of distressing reflec- this view he is never so righ teous 'nor so
1iom; the present a scene of broken reso· pardoned as not to neelI reformation or
lutions; the future filled with dismal fore· more pardon. As a servant of God he
bodings? Suppose now, that God were, says with David, "Judge me, a God, ac.
audibly to speak his pardon; would he be cording to my righteousness;" but ore th~
happy? Could he be and continue in his words are cold he adds, "Wash me thor-
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~~yi:iquities,
and cleanse ;;T~~orrow
if not withllut .;
from my sins; for I acknowledge my trans- f of the desolations
that spread waste
and
gressions and my sin is ever before me." death over families, States and nations,Or with Christian Paul we exclaim: "with
and there springs
up within the mind a
my mind I serve the law of God, but with feeling, which if out·spoken
would say:
my flesh the law of sin."
As in our bod- it comes not near me and ram conten t.
ies we frequently,
perhaps always, have But let the cup of sorrow be filled for such
both health and sickness, so in our souls lips; let disease invade the hitherto secure
we have both sin and holiness;
and the household,
and death carry away some
sense of the former should inspire to great- favorite joy of the heart and home, anrl at
er efforts after the latter.
once this same spirit feels and speaks, as if
J. B. F.
no sorrow was like its sorrow,
no grief
----.---like its bereavement.
Strange that we are
The Miseries and Discipline of Life.
so tarely in learning that our lot is a com.
"Let the day perish wherein I was born."
Thus spoke Job, in the dreariness of his
pain, when smitten by the hand of God,
and there appeared no promise or prospect of relief.
In the burden of his life,
he wept over his miseries, and there seemed no star to break the midnight
of his
fearful agony, and in the trouble of his
spirit, his prayer was for death.
Under
the crushing loael that had already gather·
ed and was still gathering upon his soul,
he longed for the quiet of death, "where
the wickecl cease from troubling,
and the
weary are at rest."
Such, I apprehend,
under similar circumstances,
would be the
promptings
of every selfish heart; that is,
of any heart, when under the sway of
selfish impulses.
Job's story begins with
this contempt of life, but it does not end
with it; for his selfishness gives way to
thoughts of God, his power, wisdom and
goodness, and he comes to acknowledge
that he had" uttered what he understood
not, and things
too wonderful
for me,
which I knew not." And he lived to bless
God in the crown of a hoary age for a
life that had been so signally marked by
divine discipline and favor.
It is but nat·
ural to wish that all contempt of life may
terminate,
as wisely and as beautifully as
the history of Job.
The selfish principle which undervalues
every thing in God's creation,
is afton
very strong in us, when least suspected'i
and least observed.
There are times when
we hear of the calamities of others, with·

mon one; that all in the body are subject
to adversity, and that the grief that over·
whelms us is not greater, and perhaps
not half so great as that which, while
confined to the lot of another,
gaveus nO'
pain.
Proud man!
Can he believe that
all the agencies of Providence
are moved
and directed for his special gratification?
As if nothing is wrong or needs thought
and sympathy, when he is in comfort?So it would seem is our melancholy
reflec·
tion, whenever we contemplate
the sorrow
of those who cannot
be comforted, and
whose selfish heart~ believe that their sufferings are beyond all that mortals are
called to endure.
It may sound harshly, but it is truth
that we speak, when we say that this is
a low estimate
both of the joyous and
sorrowful side in the picture of life.
But
low and unworthy as it is, how much is it
ministered
to by a misconducted
rengious
teaching.
Men stand up in their churches
and bow around
their family altars, to
thank God that they are not as other men ~
to measure their privileges by the lack of
others; to rejoice that they live in a land
of Bibles
and gospel light, while
tho
Heathen bow down to idols in darkness;
that they are well while others are sick;
and alive while many of their associate8
are dead.
Do not misunderstand
me.
I
have no blame but much praise to offer for
that disposition which thanks Goel for Bi·
bles and the gospel, death and life.
It is
the expression of gratitude by a measure
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that seems to make for the worshipper
a fish who become weary of life.
The
sort of favoritism
with Heaven; and for· bright visions of \lnsullied
youth some.
gets that God is good to all, and thai his ten- times are darkened by this shadow.
They
der mercies, however the contrary may ap- have en tered upon a life over which the
pear to our limited vision,-are
over all sunshine of glorious hope has arisen. The
his works.
Sincere and praiseworthy
season of enjoyment has opened; the sea.
gratitude
for the Bible always presupposon of activity, manly independence,
and
ses that we have some acquaintance
with glorious ambition, is opening.
Noble en.
its treasures and comforts; for the gospel, terprises
and lofty attainment"
make the
that we have accepted its merciful provis- air castles of its pursuit.
Its anticipa.
ions; for health, that we are seeking to tions are all ideal; its future friendships
use it for the purposes
for which it was are all noble and disinterested;
its fu ture
given; for life, that it is accepted
as a home the splendid mansion of perfect hap.
treasure lent.
And however
grateful,
piness, seated upon some proud eminence,
the well taught mind must ever know that commanding
an ever bright and glowing
the day of calamity is only deferred, and horizon, undimned by a cloud and never
that life itself and death is a warfare from swept by the desolating storm.
To cast a
which there is no release.
shadow of gloom over such a vision-to
But why, let me ask, should we feel darken its glowing expectations,or
hide its
our calamities
when they do come, as more glorious sun under an eclispe, and that
than those of others, and our burdens as too before the morning march oflife is half
heavier than our neighbors?
VVhy give ended, is to give a shock to youthful sen.
other than the common character to our sibility, that may turn it into the most
griefs?
Why account
the sufferings of wearied and desolate view of life.
And
our neighbor small, however great, and these shadows
will come, despite
the
our own great however, small?
Yet this bounding
vigor of your pulse and the
is the course of genuine selfishness where- glowing beauty of your eye.
There is
ever you observe it, whether in yourselves
chilling selfishness
to be encountered;or others-and
you may also observe, and there is a miserable
insufficiency
to be
may God bless the observation
to your found where we hold the promise offulness
immediate and everlasting
good, that the and joy; there are longings after the true,
sufferings of the selfish make them more the beautiful and the good, which many
selfish, while the sufferings of the gr/ne- aspects of the world will tantalize;
there
rous make them more noble.
The m'iser are unwonted
evils and multiplied
anxi.
holds on to his gold or his merchandize,
eties to press with leaden weight upon the
or the products of his farm, the more teo light spirit; there may be long, lingering
naciously, as sickness or danger, or famine disease and the sad disappoin tment of
threaten the land; harder and harder be· proposed remedies, that lesson your confi.
comes his heart as the need for its soften- dence in a skill whose pretentions
gave the
ing gathers upon him, until it becomes as air of infallibility;
and desertion
of
the nether mill-stone.
Whilst more im· friends, or their unworthiness,
which is
pressible
and affectionate,
more ready to worse; and the embarrassments
of novel
give and serve become all true souls as situations
and adventure, for which there
they feel the power of a common adversi· has been no studied preparation
or self.
ty or a spreading
desolation.
And here discipline.
Ah! I can well see how life
we see how hardly can a rich man enter may loose its charm even in the spring.
into the kingdom
of heaven; whilst the time of apparent joy and hope, and how
poorest condition may be rich in faith and between the ages of twenty and fifty, dis.
affectioII, and nigh to the kingdom of God. eases caused by mental anxiety are most
But it is not a1ways the obstinately sel. prevalent.
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But, if tbis condition
is to be regret-! alone to me, or I could, if not meekly, at
te:l,there is another to be deplored.
We least manfully, bear them. The fallen fab·
expect youth to meet with early and grie'l ric of my fullest expectations
has also
vous disappointment;
but we hope that! leveled the fairest prospects of my family,
a sobered experience will clip the wings 1 and those for whom I toiled early and
of its fancy, and bring it to more solid, if1 rested late; those who hung on me in infancy
not so enrapturing
enjoyments, than those and looked to me in youth, are my fellowwhich arose to its untrained imagination.
sufferers.
How can I be otherwise than
But when this weariness of life takes on weary of life?"
I admit the power of the
the corroborative power of experience and state~ent.
Loss of heal th and loss of
reflection;
when it professes
to have property, with innocent
dependants,
is a
proved life and found it worthless;
when hard lot; but still even it is a bearable
it rises up in its manhood, and in the gate one, or there is no wisdom in philosophy,
of the city, and before the judges,
in no rebuke in virtue, no truth in religion.
poem, sermon and massive volumes testi- When
a lot is hard, unrelievably
hard,
fies that there is more of misery than joy; there is comfort in the thought that God
that its employments
are monotonous;
its knows it. "The poor man cried and the
schemes delusory; its friendships false; its ILord heard him and delivered him out of
pleasures cloying; its honors transitory;
its! all his trouble."
But at last may it not
paths beaten and dull; its charms unreal'l be insatiable
desire; desire run mad, that
and all its poosessions shriveled and in· gives us our discontent,
and makes the
significant!
I say when manhood takes loss of this world's good fall so heavily
on this sad and absurd aspect, it is a sin upon the spirit.
We make an ireita ble
that must be exposed, and its view of life and discontented
dream of life, whose
is as enrthly as any other misanthropy.
exaggerations
are turned to a sickened
I repeat, while this distaste of life is to be loathing.
My proof is that the laborious
regretted in youth, it is to be deplored in! poor have no such feelings.
They never
sober manhood.
Youth
to which the had time for such fancies; and this day,
dreams of earth have suddenly melted; its God is my witness,
I would rather go
hopes turned to ashes, crushed by disease down, or up, if you please, to the comand clouded by care; its luxurious bIos· monest
ways of the commonest
life, if
soms scattered without fruit, and a worm they alone could preserve me from such
at the core of every bud of its promise; !bewildering
und forbidding hallucinations.
no wise goodness at hand to instruct it;1 The common lot may at last turn out to
no vigilant tenderness to solace and cher'l have been the better lot.
What I mean
ish it; no loving consolation
to ~peak topo say is, that our false way of living ofit in gracious words; no piety to hold out! ten converts desire into disease, the worst
the divine hand of Love and slrength!
0 of all human maladies,
for it is of the
to such a youth there may be weariness
mind, and partakes
of its incomprehensi·
and saddening discontent.
But even such ble greatness.
An outward malady may
a youth is not forsaken, as we all see when be ail evil, but it is a limited one. It can
death uplifts the curtain that often hides go so far and no farther.
But an inward
from human eyes the hand of that equal disease is unlimited, and even death canFather, upon whose bosom thedead spar· not stay its ravilges.
It makes man a
row reposes without being forgotten.
victim to his highest advantages.
His
But manhood should have learned bet·. noble mind, made to be active for the enter by experience.
Still r am met here and during, by tlfe aid of the transitory
and
opposed
by the statement
of manhood'~
changing, come::! down to seek mere trancause of disconten,t.
"My fortune
has sient sensations
and finds stability
in
dermouled,
and my sorrows come not! nothing, for his interest
is in nothing
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whose basis is truth or stability.
It is not
the lack of capacity to appreciate the no·
ble in man and the divine in nature; but
it is the distorted and exaggerated imagination that prefers false sentiment to simple truth.
The light even of a good intellect, bhining through such an atmosphere,
would reflect every object in a~perverted
form, and cause the healthiest
creations of
God and the wisest enjoyments
of society
to appear as mere annoyances
and disap'
pointments.
Moderate the desires, is the
command of God, the dictate of Reason,
and the testimony
of experience
to all
such.
Then regular pursuits will no Ion·
gel' be odious.
Despair for what we can·
not have will be replaced by a calm satis·
faction in what we may have.
Friendship
that shows itself in homely fidelity and
kindly deeds, rather than in poetic and
impassioned sen'timentalism;
in unadorned
loyalty and immovable
constancy,
rather
than the high sounding words of an undisciplined enthusiasm;
and Religion,
ever
the mother and the hand-maid of thepeni.
tent, will come in to teach acquiescence
to the law which brings real sulfering,
sorrow and death, to show UB the evil as
well as the good of the scene through
which we have so short a passage, alford·
jng us aids for our improvement
in it as
a scene of probation
anti trial-whilst
far
away
glitter
Earth
us to
ness,
every
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are unwilling
to live for what may reo
main.
They have acquired a habit of b'e.
ing miserable.
They have extinguished
the primal light of faith and hope, intend.
ed to be the light of the soul, and how
can they be happy?
Such have mistaken
the great purpose
of life.
And I pause
to ask you, to ask every man, what is that
purpose?
It is happiness
says some one,
to whom I reply, why then are we not
happy!
Or at least, why can we not be
happy?
My answer to the question,
is:
Duty orwork is the purpose of life. Life
in other words, was made for work. Man
must work, or be miserable.
His happi.
ness is in his work, not as an equivalent,
but as an element.
Let a man, therefore,
make happiness his end and he is sure to
miss it. No man who studies his happi.
ness is ever happy.
While no man who
studies his duty is ever unhappy.
He may
have a false idea 01 duty, but so long as
he is faithful he cannot be miserable._
Make his ideas pure, benevolent, generous,
faithful in beneficence,
and it will expand
his capacity for happiness
and, in propor.
tion, raise and gladden him.
But let him
set his mind wholly upon his Own happi.
ness, and he will be defeated. Some one,
child, parent, fellow, will come in to mar
the pleasure-cup
of his fancied bliss, and
perchance
dash it to th~ earth.
But he

beyond its unsolid
and tremulous
that strives for the right, makes duty the
in the New Heavens and the New end of life, will find what he did not strive
that death shall open-it
will point for; for the rewards of duty are not ar.
the eternal dominion of righteousbitrary, they are inherent in the duty itself.
peace and love, where we may find We may not see the reward, but every
longing satisfied in eternal fulness good wish has its reward in the very do.

and joy.
But why then, do not all account
life
a blessing?
Why
are men mean, suI·
len and fretful?
Is it alone because their
wishes are diseased?
It is because they
live only for pleasure and make no pro·
vision for infirmity and neglect?
IT IS.
Their lives are without either memory or
conscience to cheer them; without charity
to bless or uselulness
to call forth grati.
tude for their stay amongs~ men.
What
they have lived for has departed, and they
2

ing of the work.
To the outward senses
of men good deeds or evil deeds may often
appear as the same;
equally prosperous
or adverse;
but there is no truth so well
settled, in my mind, as that all good deeds
will meet, and do meet, their reward,
while all evil deeds meet their retribution.
The great error that I meet with on this
subject
is this:
Weare
waiting
to be
good, instead of laboring
to do good.
Let me say with emphasis that we are
not to wait for preparations
for duty
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or character. The being and doing are the ties; peavy, indeed, was the burden which
pr"Paration itself-preparation
for a high. his spirit hild to bear. Not on one occaer being and doing. Vole are being pre· sion only, but often, we conceived him
pared every day for good or for evil. Our bathed all over with the cold sweat of a terfriendships, our prosperity and pleasures, rible anguish,-but
often we may hear him
aye, and our sorrows are the agencies of exclaim, "My soul is sorrowful even untO'
our preparation.
"Sorrow ," say~ a Chris· death."
tian writer of the present century:
"It was for such a beiI:\g humanity wait·
"Sorrow is the noblest of all discipline. ed; out of the depths of its gloom, of
Our nature shrinks from it, but it is not doubt, of suffering and of sin, the heart
the less for the greatness of our nature. of humanity cried for such a being, and
It is a scourge, but there is healing in its in the fulness of time he came. Humanstripes. It is a chalice, and the drink is ity looked up bewildered to the stars, it
bitter, but strength proceeds from the bit· looked down weeping to the gravej but
terness. It is a crown of thorns, but it the stars were cold, and the grave was
becomes a wreath of light on the brow silent. With passionate supplications,
which it has lacerated.
It is a cross on with tears and blood, it besought reply to
which the spirit groans, but every Calvary its deep, sad questionings.
But heaven
has an Olivet. To every place or cruci· and earth were mute to its petitions.
At
fixion there is likewise a place of ascen· last a being was given to it, who undersion. The sun that was shrouded is un· stood the secret of its grief, and who
veiled, and heaven opens with hopes eter- solved the mystery of its fears; who spoke
nal to the soul, which was nigh unto out of its own affections and to them;
despair. Even in guilt sorrow has sancti- who, enduring its trials to the utmost,
ty within it. Place a bad man beside the with the comfort of divine truth, bestowed
death.bed or grave, where all that he loved the hel p of divine companionship.
Disis cold, we are moved, we are won by his tinctively, Chri~t was a man of sorrows,
affiiction, and we find the divine spark yet and distinctively Christianity is a relialive, which no vice could quench. Vv' e gion for the sorrowful. It is by affliction
cannot withhold our interest, and we are that the need of it is feltj it is by affliction
compelled to give him our respect.
that its innermost meaning is apprehended.
"Christianity itself is a religion of sor· Even the pardon which it proclaims, the
row. It was born in sorrow, it was in· mercy which it reveals, descends only on
carnate in sorrow, it was tried in sorrow, the tribulations of repentance.
It is a
and by sorrow it was made perfect. The religion which brings the soul into com·
author of Christianity was a man o~ sor· munion with solemn things on every side
rows and acquainted with grief. Alone of it, and into most intimate communion
did he tread the winepress of agony, until with itself. It is a religion which, in givthe last drop of torture was crushed out. ing the soul an ideal of faultless excelA.lone did he walk on the waves of amic- lence, humbles and chastens it, in the
tion in the dark and stormy midnight of presence of the holiness by which it is
solitude and woe. With sensibilities so elevated and sanctified. It awes by the
quick. so gentle. and so loving, with a majesty of its truths, it agitates by the
perfect soul, to which wrong or wicked· force of its compunctions. it penetrates
ness must have caused unspeakable pain, the heart by the tenderness of its appeals,
yet, to which the depths of wrong and and it casts.over the abyss of thought, t~e
wickedness were exposed' with sympa. shadow of tts eternal grandeur.
Nor IS
.
.
h
11'
tr·
this all. It reveals such views of this
thles alive
to t e sma
.
.,. est sUllenng. and t h ronge d wor Id ,suc h' VIews 0 f th ose wh 0
yet which clasped m then wale embrace throng it, as often to deepen reflection
all humanity in its wants and its capaci. into sadness.
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"But this sadneBs is exalting. It is the J The strains of joy that go forth from itll
baptism by which every man who lives burdened heart are often mingled with
profoundly is introduced into his greater ~melancholy, bu,1their very sadness reveals
life. Since Christ wept over Jerusalem, the hope of heaven. Life is good in its
the best and bravest, who have followed misery, for even misery cannot destroy it;
him, in good will and good deeds, have and its deepest grief becomes a source of
commenced their mission, like him, in deep and sacred interest. "Ah holy hours
suffering, and not a few of them, like him, of suffering and sorrow! hours of com.
have closed it in blood. Sorrow is not to munion with the great and triumphant
be complained of, it is to be accepted.sufferer; who that has passed through
It has godline8s in its power, it has joy your silent moments of prayer and resigwithin its gloom, and though Christianity nation and trust, would give you up for
is a religion of sorrow, it is not less a reo all the brightness of prosperity."
ligion of hope; it casts down in order to
Life is good, for it is the creation of God.
exalt, and, if it tries the spirit by afflic· Its light sprang from darkness; its power
tion, it is to prepare it for beatitude."*'
from inertness; its being from nothing.,
In conclusion then, allow me to reite'l It ca~e from the overflowing .goodness of
rate the testimony of all true men in an- eternIty, and that goodness 'wIll attend it,
swer to the que~tion, is life a blessing? It till it again is swallowed up in its boundis :l great blessing, because it affords a less ocean. There is goodness in its ingreat discipline tor the greatest, even the .fant voices; in its youthful aspirations; in
immortal ends.
Life is good.
God its satisfied maturity; in its peaceful,
made and pronounced it good, and all his quiet age. Good to the good; virtue to
children, saints, Apostles and martyrs, the faithful; victory to the valiant. A
have rejoiced in its gooqness under the bles~ing then to its birth; hope in its
heaviest calamities.
It is glorious, for it death; eternity in its prospect!
unfolds to us some knowledge of its glo.
.Break do:vn the barriers of sense; open
rious author; brings down wisdom from WIde the WIndows of faith; let the light
the infinite and bears up homage and grato of heaven pour in upon your souls, and
itude to the glorious One who created the this earth which binds you in chains beuniverse. It is good in unnumbered sour. comes the starting·place for the goal of
ces of happiness around everyone of us. I immortality.
This life may bring you in
It is good in the buoyant and happy affec. dull cares .and wea~ying vanities, or prove
tions that bless it. It is good in its con. an a~censlOn mount where heaven and
nection with infinite goodness, or the hope etermty m~y spread themselves out forev.
of infinite glory that spans the darkest e.r. Our lIves are ourselves. As is our
clouds of its dangerous passage. It is good lIfe such are we. If our life be low,
even in its frailty and suffering, for it still mean, selfish, base, so are we-and it is
survives and is not crushed under earthly because w.e are so. If m.oney-getting,
burdens, and is daily redeemed from de. honor-seekIng, pleasure.cravIng, be our aU
.
. hI"
we are what we pursue, and no wonder we
sfructlOn, crowned wIt
OVIngkIndness are often miaemble, for we have debased
and tender mercy. Its heavenly nature is ourselves, and brought down to the dust
revealed in its frailty, as the true divinity our heaven-ward bent. Be lofty minded,
of Christ was manifested in his death.~e tr~thful, be pure and be holy, and this
It is good even in its inheritance of conup' h~ WIll pr?tve a dg~atddhozahnnhah
to the God
.
[
h h
.
.
w 0 gave I ,an I seat
t e gateway to
~lOn, or t e and of the mcorrupt IS upon an endless and blissful immortality.
•
It, and t~r~ugh ~ouldering and unsightly
0 God! give. us, with the rejoicing
changes It IS passmg to glory and triumPh'J ~postles an~ saInts of ?ld, properly to es.
!1~late an~ fl9htly to rejoice in the calam.
>Henry Giles.
Itles of thiS hfe.
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The Curate de la Vente of Louisiana and reflection, discussion or analysis of any
Father Davion.
kind: for him, thought in such matters

While spending a most delightful winter would have been a grievous sin; his breviunder the sunny skies of our Southern bor- aTy was the only book which he had read
del', my leisure was occasionally instructed for many years, and he laid to his soul the
and amused in noting some romantic inci- flattering unt:tion that he was a pious man,
dents of Louisiana history. Among other because be minutely complied with the ritthings that struck our attention and found ual of his church. He fasted, did penance,
their way into our note book is, the following and never failed reciting, in due time, all the
description of two of the early pioneers oCthe litanies. Thus, observing strictly all the
Catholic church of America. The pictures forms and discipline of the Roman Catholic
will do well to study, as human nature is still faith, he thought himself a very good Christhe same.
They are from the pen of tian. But every man who did not frequentCHARLESGAYARRE,the historian of that ly confess to a priest, and did not receive
State, and once Senator of the U. S.
the sacraments as often as the catechism of
ED.
his creed required, was in 11is opinion, no
"There was another person who highly ap- better than pagan, and was entirely out of
preciated Cadillac, and who keenly regretted the pale of salvation. Animated with the
his dismissal from office: that person was fierce zeal of a bigot, he would not have
the Curate de la Vente. No Davion was he, scrupled, if in his power, to use the strong
nor did he resemble a Montigny. With a hand of violence to secure converts, and to
pale face and an emaciated body; with a doom to the stake and to the fagot, the unnarrow forehead, which went up tapering believer in all the tenets, whether fundalike a pear; with thin compressed lips, never mental or incidental, of Catholicism: for his
relaxed by a smile; with small gray eyes, religion consisted in implicit belief in all the
occupying very diminutive sockets, which prescriptions of his church, and his church
seemed to hr.ve been bored with a gimlet; was God. Hence, all government which was
and with heavy and shaggy eyebrows, from not theocratical, or bordering on it, be lookbeneatb which issued, habitually, cold and ed upon us as an unlawful and sinful aseven stern looks; he would have struck the sumption of power, which the church by all
most unobserving, as being the very person- means, was bound to take back, as i~slegit.
:fication of fanaticism. When he studied, imate property.
to qualify himself for his profession, he had With such dispositions,the Curate de laVente
sever~l times, read the Bible and lhe Gos- soon became the terror of his flock, wbose
pels through; but his little mind had then frailties lIe denounced with the epileptic viostuck to the letter, and had never been able lence of a maniac, and whose slightest deto comprehend the spirit, of the holy books. linquencies he threatened with eternal damLike a fly, it moved all round the flask nation. A fanatic disciplinarian, he had
which contained the sweet liquor, without been shocked at the laxity with which the
being able to extract the slightest particle soldiers, the officers, the Canadian boatmen
of it. When ordained a priest, the Bible and and traders,. and the other colonists, perthe Gospels were consigned to oblivion. For formed their religious duties. He did not
him, kneeling was prayer, and prayer was take into consideration diat a judicious alreligion. Christianity, which is the triumph lowance ought to be made for the want of
of reason, because it exacts no belief but education of some, for the temptations which
that which flows from rational conviction, peculiar circumstances threw in the way of
was, according to his conception, nothing others, and for the particular mode of life
but a mysterious and inexplicable hodge- to which all were condemned, and which
podge of crude and despotic dictates, to be might be received in extenuation, if not in
accepted on trust and submitted to without justification of maRy faults. He might have
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reclaimed some by the soothing gentleness
Iy, cross himself devoutly, fall on his knees
of friendly admonition:
he discouraged or before the image of our Savior, and striking
disgusted all by the roughness of intempe- his breast with compunction, he would exrate reproach.
Aware of the aversion which claim, "0 swr.et Jesus, if this be an infrache had inspired,
and indignant
at the evil tion of thy law, it is at least a trifling one,
p~actices in which some indulged openly and it is done for the benefit of thy church:
from inclination, and others out of vain bra- ~forgive me, 0 Lamb of mercy, and I will
vado to a minister they detested, he had sup- in expiation, say twelve paters and twelve
ported Cadillac in all the acts of his admin- aves at the foot of ~he altar of thy Virgin
istration, in all his representations
of the Mother, or I will abstain a whole day from
state of the country;
and he had himself all food, in thy honor."
After this solilomore than once written to the ministry, that quy, he would get up, perfectly reconciled
God would never smile upon a colony in- with himself and with his Maker, to whom,
habited
by such demons, heathens,
and in those cases, he always took card to keep
scoffers at the Holy Church;
and he had his plighted word.
Many a time, his worldrecommended,
not a Saint Bartholomew
Iy transactions
for the glorification of the
execution, it is true, but a general expulsion
church, and for the inci ease of church proof all the people that were in the colony, in perty at the expense of these he considered
order to replace them with a more religious- as infidels, forced him to enter into such
minded community.
As to the Indians, he strange compromises
with his conscience
considered them as sons of perdition, who and with his God. Hence the origin of the
offered few hopes, if any, of being redeem- ~accllsation brought against him by Bienville,
ed from the bondage of Satan.
in one of his despatches,
and which I have
Seeing that the Ministry had paid no at- already reported, "that he kept open shop
tention to his recommendations,
he had de- and was a shrewd compound of the Jew
termined
to make, out of the infidels by and of the Arab."
The truth is that he was
whom he was surrounded,
as much money sincere in his mistaken faith, pious to the
as he could, which he intended to apply to best of his understanding,
a Christian in
the purpose of advancing the interests of will although not in fact, a zea!ous priest in
the church, in some more favorable spot for his way, which he thought a correct one,
the germination of ecclesiastioal domination.
and a lamentable compound of fanaticism
With this view, he made no scruple to fatten and imbecility.
upon the Phihstines, and he opened a shop
Father Davion.
where he kept for sale, barter, or exchange,
Father Davion had resided for some time
a variety of articles of trade.
He disposed
with the Tunicas, where he had made himof them at a price of which the purchaser
self so popular, that, on the death of their
complained as being most unconscionable;
i chief, they had elected him to fill his place.
and he also loaned money to the Gentiles, The priest humbly declined the honor, givat a rate of interest which was extravagantly
ing for his reasons, that his new duties as
usurious.
As a salvo to his conscience, he their chief would be incompatible with thOSe
had adopted the comfortable motto that the of his ministry. Yet the Tunicas, who loved
end justifies the means.
The benighted
and venerated him as a man, were loth to
Indians and unchristian
Christians (to use ~abandon their old creed to adopt the Chrishis own expressions) were not spared by 1 tian faith, and they turned a deaf ear to
him. When the circumstance was too tempt- his admonitions.
One day the missionary,
ing, and he had to deal wit~ notorious un- !ncensed at thei; o?siinate perseverence in
believers, he would even indulge in what he Ido~at;y, and WIshing to demonstra.te that
Id h
II d
t I h t"f
theIr Idols were too powerless to pUDlsh any
~ou
ave c~ ~ ac u~ c ~a 109, I . c~m- offence aimed at them, burned their temple,
mg from a Chllstlan deallOg With a ChrIstIan. and broke to pieces tbe rudely carved figures
011 these occasions, he would groan piteouswhich were the objects of the peculiar adoI
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~ation of that tribe. T;e-;~:r
~ess at the minister Of~:O~l,~w-h~O'-w~a~s
demuch attached to Father Davion, that they stroying their power i-would not all these
contented themselves with expelling him, elements, where the grandeur of the sceneand he retired on the territory oCthe Yazoos ry would be combined with the acting of
who proved themselves readier prosel) tes, man and the development of his feelings,
and became converts in a short time. This on an occasion of the most solemn nature,
means, that they adopted some of the out- produce in the hands of a Salvator Rosa, 01'
ward signs of Christianity, without under- of a Pouissin, the most striking effects?
standing or appreciating its dogmas.
Father Davion had acquired a perfect
Ploud of his achievements, Father Da-! knowledge of the dialect of his neophytes,
vion had, with such aid as he could com-l and spoke it with as much fluency as his own
mand, constructed and hung up a pulpit to' maternal tongue. He had both the physi_the trunk of an immense oak, in the same cal and mental qualifications of an orator:
manner that it is stuck to a pillar in the Cath- he was tall and commanding in statute; his
olic churches. Back of that tree, growing high receding forehead was well set off by
on the slight hill which commanded the his long, flowing gray hairs, curling down
river. he had raised a little Gothic chapel, to his shoulders; his face was "sicklied over
the front part of which was divided by with the pale cast of thought ;" vigils and
the robust trunk to which iL was made to fasting had so emaciated his form that he
adhere, with two diminutive doors opening seemed almost to be dissolved into spiritualinto the edifice, on either side of the vegetal ity. 'l'here was iu his eyes a soft, blue, Jimtower. It was done in imitation of those pid transparency of Jook, which seemed to
stone towers, which stand like sentinels be a reflection from the celestial vault; yet
wedged to the frontispiece of the temples of that eye, so calm, so benignant, could be
God, on the continent of Europe. In that lighted up with all the corruscations of pious
chapel, Father Davion kept all the sacred wrath and indignation, when in tbe pulpit.
vases, tbe holy water, and the sacerdotal' he vituperated his congregation for some act
habiliments.
There he used to retire to of cruelty and deceit, and threatened them
spend hours in meditation and in prayer.with eternal punishment. First, he would
In that tabernacle was a small portable al- remind them, with apostolic unction, with
tar, which, whenever he said mass for the a voice as bland as the evening breeze, ofthe
natives, was transported outside, under the many benefits which the Great Spirit had
oak, where they often met to the number of showered upon them, and of the many more
three to four bundred. What a beautiful which he had in store for the red men, if
subject for painting!
The majesty of they adhered strictly to his law. When he
the river-the
glowing richness of the thus spoke, the sunshine of his serene, inland in its virgin loveliness-the
Gothic tellectual countenance would steal over his
chapel-the pulpit which looked as if it had hearers, and their faces would express the
grown out of the holyoak-the hoary-head- wild delight which they felt. But anon.
ed priest, speaking with a sincerity of con- when the holy father recollected the many
viction, an impressiveness of manner and a and daily transgressions of his unruly cbilradiance of countenance worthy of an apos- I dren, a dark hue would, by degrees, creep
tIe-the
motley crowd of the Indians, lis- over the radiancy of his face, as if a storm
tening attentively, some with awe, others was-gathering, and clouds after clouds were
with meek submission, a few with a sneer- chasing each other over the mirror of his
ing incredulity, which, as the evangelical soul. Out of the inmost recesses of his
man went on, seemed gradually to vanish heart, there arose a whirlwind which shook
from their strongly marked features-in the l the holy man, in its struggle to rush out:
background, a group of their juggling then would flash the lightning of the eye;
prophets, or conjurers, scowling with fierce- then the voice, so soft, so insinuating, and
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him dead at the fo;:;'

sounded like repeated p'eals of thunder' , and
a perfect tempest of eloquence would he
pour forth upon his dismayed auditory, who
crossed themselves
crouched to the earth
and howled piteousiy
demandinO' the par-!

the altar: he was leaninO'0 aO'ainst
it ' with
b
his head !last back, with his hands clasped,
~nd still retaining his kneeling position.fhere was an expression of rapture in his
f~ce. as if, to his sight, tbe gates of para..
'
"
l dlse bad suddenly unfolded themselves to
don of their sms. Then, the ghostly orator, ~give him admittance: it was evident that his
relenting at the sight of so much contrition,
so.ul bad exhaled into a prayer, the last on
would desend like Moses from his Mount tillS earth, but terminating,
no doubt, in a
Sinai, laying aside the anO'ry elements in hyLmn offrejoicing above.
h' I h
b d h'
": .
ong a tel' DavlOn's death, mothers of the
W IC 1 . e ro e
lmsel:, as If he had co~e Yazoo tribe used to carry their children to
to preSIde over the last Judgment;
and with the place where he had loved to administer
the gentleness of a lamb, he would walk t~le sacrament of baptism.
There, those
among his prostrate auditors, raising them sImple creatures, wit~ many ceremonies .of
from tlle ground
'
tl
t h' b
a wild nature, partaklllO' of the new ChTlsl
,presslOg lem 0 IS osom ' {t' Ian !,al
+' 'th an d 0 f t h'elr 0"Id I"IllgerlOg Inchan
.
, .,
and comfortmg them WIth sueh slVeet ac- superstitions, invoked and called down the
cents, as a mother uses to lull her first-born benedictions of Father Davion upon themto sleep.
It was a spectacle touching in the sel ves and their f.amilies. For many years,
extremE:, and angelically pure!
that spo,t was deSIgnated under the name of
Father Davion lived to a ve:y old age, Damon s Bluff·
In recent
times, Fort
still com
d'
th
d ff'
f Adams was constructed
where Davion's
,
man 109
e awe an a ectlon 0 I chapel formerly stood, and was the cause
hiS flock, by wb~m be was looked upon as a ~of the pl~ce being more. currently known
supernatural
berng.
Had they not, they under a different appellation."
said, frequently seen him at night, with this
dark solemn gown, not walking, but gliding
Faith-Believing-Believest Thou?
through the woods, like something spiritual?
In a world of mystery and doubt, the
How could one, so weak,in frame, and using question Believest thou, should be as comso little food, stand so many fatigues? How passionate as it is earnest.
In view of the
was it, that whenever one of them fell sick, profound importance of faith, it must ever be
however distant it might be, Father Davion earnest; in view of the trials of our tranknew it instantly, and was sure to be there, sient life, it should ever be compassionate.
before sought for? Who had given him the Even men, whose religious persuasions are
information?
Who told him whenever they few and wavering,
have their reflective
committed any secret sin? ; None, and yet moods, in which there is notbing th~y dehe knew it. Did any of his propheciell ever plore so much as the weakness of their
.prove false? By wha.t means did he arrive at faith.
Scarcely a week since, one of the
so much knowl~dge about every thing? Did! most reputable
and intelligent men of the
they not, one day, when he kneeled, as usual ~legal profession remarked
to me that he
in solitary prayer, under the holyoak,
see would give his fortune-a
very large onefrom a respectful
distance at which they c~uld be b~:ieve the wonders of the sacred
stood, a ,ray of the sun piercinO' the thick history.
He felt the need of faith's confoilage of the tree, cast its lambent flame solations; he realized a consciollsness
of
around his temples, and wreath itself into a apprehension,
not to say fear, as he looked
crown of glory, encircling
his snow-wh:te over the world's rapid and desolating chanhair?
What was it he was in the habit of ges, and felt, as we all feel at times, that
muttering so long, when counting the beads its desira~le things, with the desire for them,
of that mysterious chain that hung round are pass 109 away; and this consciousness
hi~ ~eck? Was he not then telling the Great! a~a.kened the desire for the established conSPirit every wrong they had done?
So j vlctlOns and hopeful aspirations upon which
they both loved and feared Father Davion. the feeble, the humble and the sorrowful
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have reposed in all ages.
Such men will
tell us that they cannot command their canvictions.
Their judgment m'lst pe formed
according to the evidence set before them,
and where that is not sufficient they cannot be responsible.

help us to different degrees of faith, and
they never so help us, but that with the Centurion of old, we can say, "help Lord our
unbelief."
A perverted
mind will resist
~~he truth; a clo~de? mind will sh~t it up
I III
darkness;
an mdlfferent
and fnvolous

We feel that much difficulty, doubt and m:nd will give it no attention;
and our resobjection of this charader
arise by mista- ponsibility is just here.
Our ow~ endeavking what it is to believe. Let us under- ~rs and char~cters make tbe c~paclty to bestand the nature of faith and there can be heve; the misfortunes and eVils of our lot
no practical hinderance'to
a right-th inking
mind.
'1'0 believe a proposition is to give
our assent-is
to be persuaded
that it is
true.
It may be the result of reasoning or
a response of the moral sentiment-its
nature is not changed.
The assent may be
rational or irrational, confident or diffid'mt
-its
character is not changed.
It is a
matter of degree.
With the same man it

make the necessity.
Let me not be misunderstood on a matter
so vitally important.
We do not allege
that faith can be received by a blind submission to arbitrary authority.
We do not
say, nor do we for a moment believe, that
every man must accept our form of faith.
But we do say, that there is a moral quality
in the understandingw hich must be exercised

~ay be at ti~es a clea~ assurance, shining ~up~n t~e truths ,presen:ed, whic~ creates an
In the soul, hke the sun III a cloudless skyobligatIOn to stnve agalllst what IS erroneous,
and again, amid the struggles of life's hard and to hold fast to what is true and improlot, it may be overcast with clouds and ving.
i

chilled with the wet atmosphere of doubt.
This view accords with the scripture.
It
But in both cases, it is our only light, and is exhorts ralher than commands us to believe_
needed most when the mind is most dark- "Believest thou ?" "If thou believest;"
"If
ened.
It never was intended to be positive) you have faith," is its usual method of comknowledge.
It would not be faith were it 1 passionate addless.
It asks the question in
palpable
and absolute certainty.
We are the sight of God, having awakened the soul
ordained to a lot in which we believe every to a sense of his presence.
It asks you not
day what we cannot prove.
Every truly the result of other men's thoughts, asserreligious man believes, what he has not the tions and conclusions.
It kindly and impresumption to think he can comprehend.
pressively asks, "Beli~vest thou?"
We
The wonders of the sacred narrative, even should confess the truth, whicllevcr way it
when fully credited, would be nothing to us, lies. If we possess but the lower degrees'of
or at best, but a gratificatio n to our ever faith, we should remember that every degree
restless curiosity, were it not that they :nan- is precious, and brings with it some good.ifest to us a power, wisdom and goodness,
We certainly do believe in something,lanupon which we may rely in view of earlh's guidly, perhaps, and inadequately for the
darkest scenes,sin's rueful experiences, and good we des;re, but we believe, unless we
death's desolating calamities.
'1'be Christ are absolute deniers of all things.
We
came to save us; to enlighten and free us; cannot own the latter character,
for it
and thewonders of his history reveal his com- spreads desolation over the soul, and we feel
mission and power, and manifest his glory. the condemnation
that ever accompanies
The impre~sion we receive from the whole absolute
denial.
If then every remove
bent of our moral constitution;
from all the from tllis state is precious and so precious
influences that surround us; from outward
as to prompt the desire-Lord
help my untraining and inward dispositions, all, in some belief-any
influences that will warm into
strong sense, under the educating discipline
activity our sluggish assent-iliat
will enof a universal Providence, was intended to large the measures of our conviction, and
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strengthen the slender foundations of our of waters.
My eye, for a moment, rested
trnst, should be sought and cherished as be- upon a shore studded with trees of all sizes
yond all price.
and most beautiful proportions.
Suddenly,
The question ever turns, then, upon the the foundation upon which they stood gave
estimate we place upon faith's advant.ages. way, and they floated aloof into the mighty
What does it secure; or rather what do we current. that swept hurriedly by, and were
need-ever
need-that
faith can supply?buried beneath its enguJphing
waves.We need peace of mind!
In order to this SUell, met.hought, is human life. An island
peace, it. must be nourished with truth; con- of small extent, and for a moment beautiful.
firmed in spiritual helps; assured of heav- But it loosens from its foundations and floats
enly compassion; protected against distract-l and sinks into the wide, dumb, and unrathjng doubts and tumultuous fear; it must give omable deep.
We are on it-make
our
serenity in all troubles, confidence in all homes upon it-store
and adorn them, and
discouragements
and immortal hopes, that feign would stay upon it forf.'ver. But we
rise above the fall and ruin of all sensual dare not" tarry even to listen, for the sands
good.
0 my brother of humanity! what is are crumbling beneath us, and the voice of
there to be compared to this?
What sub- ~the surge is already in our ears.
Every
stance, honor, or profit?
day a part of our shore gives way, and the
We may now see that faith is a moral encroachment
draws nearer and nearer to
choice and more a matter of will than any of our mortal life, and we know that \he whole
us believe.
We must believe, or we can- will be submerged, and a terrible unknown
not come into positive relalions with truth, will encircle us, which will carry us away
or establish ourselves in the boundless satis- as by a flood, whither and to what condifaction that God has provided for the soul. tions of future life we know not. And
Faith is a necessity of the soul, without
there is no remedy.
No levee, no embankwhich, no truth is perfected to us, and no! ment, no devise of human wit or industry
opinion becomes truth.
Let the evidence
can prevent the approaelling
doom.
A
be what it may, faith must realize the truth, foolish and matErialistic philosophy saysor it is not realized.
Facts the most certain "eat, drink and be merry, for to· morrow we
cannot be received
without
faith.
The die."
But, alas! the thought of that to-morhardest materialists cannot live even the life row spoils the appetite. Where, then, is reof J worldling without faith.
He believes lief?
"I am the resurrection and the life,"
in his business or interests, or he could not says Jesus.
"Believest thou this?"
NothfoHow either.
If the business were less ing else will avail.
The thought that God
pressing, he would doubt the existence of lives and promises us life through Christ;
the visible world, and, perhaps, his own, by that He i8, and REIGNS; that he gave us
the same process by which he rejects the our life :lnd its island home, and appointe1
consolatory truths of Religion.
The truths the measures of each, and when their foun·
of the spirit are just as real as those of the dations shall be removed upon one shore,
the flesh-they
are, indeed, the primary and He will carry us to another, and send us
el'erlasting truths which one generation de·l forth to renew our race with nelv missions,
clareth to another, and one civilizatioll hand· in new parts of his unlimited dominion.eth down to the next-and
they must he This thought
gives us repose, and this
believed or our existence cannot be tolerable thought is faith,-let
it be cherished.
It
to any thinking mind.
Let us state the comes through Christ-through
his spirit
question in its nalutal aspect.
What is our and his example.
It soothes our restless
life? jf there be no God and no immortal i- and uneasy spirits, anu turns our misgivings
ty. I stood but yesterday upon the deck of into the joy of a reassured soul.
It makes
a mighty steamer that was ploughing
its our life and the Creator's world pleasing to
way against the current of the Great Father! our sight, and maintains a devout thankful-
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ness and availing trust perpetually within us. noblest stream of your life will be shut
When power is failing, and light growing down if you are not loyal to your convictions
dim, and opportunity turning back, and the both of truth and duty.
tides of sorrowful existence running lowTo a woman "careful about many things"
yes, even then, it gives life to the spirit in the hours of every-day occupations, Jesus
within us-the
life of well-founded
confi- said, "Believest thou that thy brother shall
dence-and
we feel that we are not, and rise again."
Her reply is worthy of note
cannot be, portionless in a universe filled ~for its hu~ility
and indirectness.
"Yea,
with the love of a Father, and we say with Lord, I belIeve that thou art he,that should
the Prophet of old:
come into the world."
Her answer is to
"Thoughthe figtree sbal1not blossom,'
me as if she had said, "Lord I do not kno \I
And there shal1be uo fruit on tbe vine,
that I fully understand you j I am an ignoAnd the prodnceof the olive shal1fail,
And,thefield; shall yield no food,
rant woman, and know nothing now so well
The fiocksshall be cut off from the fold,
as my grief, but I believe thou art God's
And there shall he no herd in the stalls,
anointed, and that he will do for thee whatYet wil1I rejoicein Jehovah,
I willexulti" Godmy belper!
ever thou wilt ask."
This is the position
Hewill make my feet as hind's feet.*
we should all occupy.
We are conscious of
And hold me upon lhe high plaees."-Hab. lIt; 17,
10.
ignorance, frailty and liability to err.
We
But I will be told, and I freely acknowl- err most, and most egregiously,
when we
edge, that there are many small matters and loose sight of that consciousness.
Under
dark matters which a man may set aside its influence we take our seat at the fect of
and not believe-a
thousand things that are Jesus.
He fastens upon us tbe eyes of his
made the rallying words of party and sel-. compassion and says:
"There
is a Fafishness-things
which occupy the critic oc-l ther of all worlds, ages and spirits, whose
casionally,
the debater always, and the wisdom is wiser thall all men, whose gooddreamer who tires of their confusion.
I~ it ness is better than all desert; who though
easy to distinguish here?
Men fight about supremely just is mercifully forgiving, and
the mere clothing,-and
that often ragged
has sent his son to give us this assurance.
and dirty, with the violence and dust of His Providence is so minute that a sparrow
their foolish contests-of
truth. Truth-the
falls not without his notice, and so universal
truth, which connects itself with the highest as to beautify the lilly and number the hairs
and dearest realities, is ever charitable, for of our head. He has provided a better abode
it is inexhaustible.
Dogmatism, ignorance
for man than this wonderfnl yet decaying
and stupidity are selfish and churlish, be- body, beyond the range of its scenes and
cause they have but little to spare.
The the dominion of decay.
His house has
realities, I ask you to believe, are those that many mansions, and there is one for you.
affect your spiritual position, your feelings, Believest thou?" I know that you believe
and your prospects.
You need an allegi-, for naught else is left for you. Do not tell me
giance to a Divine authority, and the foolish 1 you cannot, for it is the only possibility left
and angry disputes of men only show you the awakened and struggling soul. If you
that need, and should induce you to send it do not it is your own fault, and you must
in ere they swallow you up in their own ser- meet as you are now meeting, the retribuvility and shame.
Your position will be tion of that fault.
Your views may not aldrift.ing, til! you gIve a. cordial acce~tance ~o ways be clear-may
not always be brightthe InvltaLlOns of ChrIst; you~ feelings wdl but they are all you have and you must
be at the mercy of chance, tIme, and the
' .
next wind of cunning philosophy, and the strul5gle to strengLhen and lllcrease the~.
Unlike our prospect by the natural eye III
*The allusionvery beautifullyshowsus how a man of the outward world, ou spiritual vision begood purposes may, by Ilis faith in God,be held up comes clearer, the broader and the larger
against the bardest and severest difficultiesof life and
nol fall, though attempting the highest ascents within Wl' make it. Take broad views of the divine government and let them span the narthe aspirationsof the human soul.
I
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row vista of this flesh-bound life and its enel
in the grave-let
them rise to a universal
dominion of an Almighty Father, and reach
forward into the endless developement and
glory of the future state, and they will become clear, consistent and satisfying.
It may afford some help to a mind struggling for a bright and strong faith in invisible realities, to remember always that the
objects of faith are invisible,and belong not
to the province of sense.
We must contend
with the dominion and enchantments of the
outward world, and turn our thoughts and
feelings often into a new channel.
The
words of divine truth that describe those
realities are too often heard without attention, and create no lively interest, because
we seek not their correspondent
conceptions and feelings.
Beside'l, Christian faith
is greatly a matter of affection, and like
any other affection, is more easily experienced than described.
And then the prevailing dispositions of our hearts render us
unwilling to see our self-reproach and selfcondemnation
which that faith must bring,
in view of every evil temper and habit.We should never forget that Christian faith
proposes a deliverance of the soul from sin
and the building up of the image of God
within us, and that such a proposition cannot be palatable, while we are deceived by
the blandish;ments of pride and folly. We
must feel ourselves as prisoners, before we
will ask for the freedvm of faith.
We must
see ourselves as diseased,before
we will apply the remedy . We must know ourselves
weary and heavy laden,before we ask for its
rest and peace.
Faith recieves motives for a
holy life; gives lively desires for purity and
goodness, and delivers from the power of
earthly riches, honor and pleasure, where
that power would lead us astray.
We cannot be dull and heartless and still expect the
strength, joy and triumph of faith.
By all
suitable ways, therefore, would we believe
and live by faith, we must keep our spiritual nature alive. Faith increases by exercise. Fearless obedience to the will of God
gives the only quiet repose of faith in his
plOmises.
Let the deep things of God and

immortality have constant hold on our intellectual and moral nature; let the engrossment of earthly pursuits be often set aside
for heavenly contemplation;
let sinful affections be mortified and renounced; let desires for the illumination and helps of God's
spirit be daily cherished until they become
parts of our nature;
let God be in our
thoughts, purposes, and aims, and the darkest night of unbelief will break away with
a moqJing light and beauty, that shall shine
on our tiresome way, brighter and brighter
until the perfect day.
J. B. F.
Our Faith.
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 28, 1853.
My DEAR BROTHER FERGusoN:-I w'as
gratified to learn through Brother Jones
on yesterday, that it would give you pleasure to confer with any of the Bretl1ren, and
to answer any questions appertaining to the
unpleasant
and unprofitable controversy,
that has been carri3d on through our public
journals by some of our leading Brethren.
In this controversy, you are represented
as holding doctrines which, if true, tend,
in my humble judgment,
to sap the very
foundation of the Christian's
faith-and
believing, as I do, that every gentleman has
a right to explain his o~ n language, and to
explain in his own way what he intended to
convey-and
entertaining
no other than
feelings of the highest
admiration
and
attachment
for you-I
take the liberty of
handing you herewith,
various items of
Christian faith, which are represented
as
being the doctrines, privately and publicly
expressed by you, as the doctrines of the
Bible; and I sincerely tru$t tbat it may not
be inconsistent with your views of propriety, to give an explicit and an unequivocal
answer to each item.
1st. That you reject the literal interpretation of the scripture, and have adopted
the allegorical-that
taken by Origen, Swedenborg, and other Mystics.
2nd. That you deny the plenary inspiration of the scriptures, and that you doubt,
if the scriptures are any more inspired than
Milton's Paradise Lost, or the reveries of
Emanuel Swedenborg.
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3rd. That you hold the doctrine of progression, and consequently believe that new
revelations
are constantly
being madetherefore the scriptures
are not the only
rule of faith and manners.
4th. That you believe that the stale after
death ~ill be like the pre~ent--a
state of
probatlOn,and progressive revelation.
5th. That you do not believe in a resurrection of the body flOm the grave.
6th. That you utterly repudiate the idea
of a judgment
after death, in the sense of
of a judicial judgment.
7th. That you do not believe the Lord
is yet to come the second time, personally
and visibly.

in divine knowledge.
Where we do OQt
attach unwarranted
authority to such expressions of faith or opinion, and have no
desire to exercise dominion over another's
faith, but (as the Apostle expresses
it) to
be helpers of each other's joy, we need
l ~ever hesi.tate in asking or answering quesl tlOns, satIsfied that when thus eJlgaged,
with good men, no advantage will be taken
of our courtesy, to arouse the prejudices of
the ignorant and the bigoted against each
other, merely on account of a difference of
opinion.
My friends think I have been
~vulgarly and rudely trespassed
upon by
the writer, whose letter in the "Christian
Age" has become the occasion of your en-

8th. That you maintain tnat regeneration
is not an event in the life of a person--but
a progressive lifetime work.
9th. That you deny the doctrine of remission of sins in the sense of pardon, or
the remission of punishment.
•

quiries; still 1 shall not complain of it, as
it is n0 more than I ought to have expected. Allow me to say, then, that there is not
one single specification, as it respects that
conversation,
that i3 not false, either in
whole or in part.
But I will reply to the

10th. That you -_
have staled in a
public discourse that the Apostle Paul con-,
tradi~ts himself in his Epistle to the Thessalomans, concerning the second cominO" of
our Lord.
b

specifications item by item.
1. It is not true that I ever rejected
"the literal interpretatio?
of the scripture,"
and adopted the allegol'lcal.
Whatever appears as literal in the Bible, I receive as Iite-

I

I

. These are items of Christian faith pub- ral-:-whatever is fig~rative, I receive as figullshed to the world by a man, calling you l. ratlve.
When Chrlst says "take up the
Brother, and professing to report a private cross," 1 do not understand him to require
conversation
as being held by yourself, ~ man t~ carry a lit.eral cross, and ,this is an
to be true; and trusting that Brother Fer- IllustratIOn r gave III the con~ersatlOns that
guson will be diE'posed to attribute to me have been so carefully misrepresented.
I
pure motives, in addressing him in this way, ne.ver, to any human being, livin~ or ?ead,
and frankly respond to the items above, I saId t~at 1 had a~opted the allegOrIcal JOtersubscribe myself, sincerely and affectionatepretatlOn of "Ongen,
Sweden borg, or other
ly,
Your brother in Christ,
mystics;" nor have 1ever read a line from
E. C. PAYNE.
Swedenborg
on the subject of interpretation.
The rules of interpretation,
acknowledged by the best standard critics, are the
. . . . "STEAlIlER BULLETIN," }
rules I adopt and use in the proof of every
MISSISSIppI River, 3rd March, 1853.
item of my scriptural faith.
BRO. E. C. PAYNE ,
2 . If b y '1'p enary IDsplratlOn
..."
' meant a
IS

l

My Dea~ ,Sil' :-1. readily ~rant to every full revelation of the will of God, by selecone the pr vIlege of IDterrogatmg me upon ted human agency, 1 do not, and never did
~ny q~estion as vital as that of the Chris- deny such inspirat;on;
I believe the scriptIan faith.
Our advance in Christian intel- tures to contain the revelations of God and
ligence and charity depends upon nothing that it is our highest duty and pril'ile~e to
so m~ch as, upon a free and confiding ex- understand, believe and obey their requisipreSSIOn of all we have received, or gained tions.
There could be no representation
of
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my reverence for the Bible that would mgre nallife which He has revealed in Christ.
grossly misrepresent me, than to say I place
5. I do not believe in the resurrection of
It on a par with "Milton's Paradise Lost this fleshly body; but no man living has a
and the reveries of E. Sweden borg." To stronger faith than I, in the "resurrection"
no human being, living or dead, have I eveI: of the spiritual body-the resurrection of
expressed such a view of them.
the same person that dies in a spiritual,
3. I do most cordially hold the doctrine of not a carnal body. The 5th chapter of 2nd
progression in human knowledge, as did the Corinthians is my adopted commentary upApostle when he said, "grow in knowledge on the 15th of 1st Corinthians, and my views
and in the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ;" afford me comfort and strength.
and at the same time regard the scriptures
6. I believe in a future judgment-the
as "our only rule of faith and practice." 1 judgment of God and Christ, and not of
llave never, to any man living or dead, pro- men, which goes on forever, and which will
fessed faith in "new revelations."
award to every man according to his
4. I do most conscientiously believe that works, and from which there is, and can be,
the state after death is progressive; and that no escape.
man, whether the man infant, or the man
7. I believe that throughout the Old and
matured, will grow in knowledge, love and New Testament, God and Christ are reprepower, in that state; and I know of no re- sented as coming in the coming of every
flective man that does not so believe.great natural, civil, or religious revolu"Now we see through a glass darkly, then tion; and that Christ comes to every disciwe shall see face to face ." Now "we know pie of his at death, and taKes him to himDoi what we shall be," but in that state "we self, that where he is, there his followers
shall be like him." The idea of a stagnant, may be also. Many views upon the subject
or arbitrarily bounded spiritual state, is to of the coming of the Lord, such as those of
me the most repulsive of all ideas, connected Millerites and others, I regard as the debris
with the future, and I repudiate it, as alike of the religious systems of Jewish dotage,
unscriptural and absurd. I cannot say that and calculated to mislead the hope of the
your fourth item, as you have stated it, mis- Christian.
represents my faith, if I understand your
8", I maintain that there is such a thing as
use of the terms "probation" and "revel a- a Christian life, and that it is a life-time Jation." My views upon this subject have bor to secure and enjoy it; but in common
been written out in the last volume of the with all Christians, I believe it has its deci"Christian Magazine," to which I respect- sive commencement,which may be described
fully refer you.
as a new birth, regeneration, &c. My only
It is the strength and joy of my heart to difference from others, on this subject is,
believe that God has provided states of hap- that I have labored to strip the subject of
piness, according to the capacity and devel-l the dffilculties that anwy controversy and
opement of his creatures, and that whoever foolish superstition have too often thrown
starts in the divine life of obedience and around it.
love, and whenever he so starts, may go <;>n 9. I believe that God through Christ offrom perfection to perfection, from glory to fers to all sinners a free and plenary parglory, forever and ever. If the cherishing don, bd not such a pardon as allows them
of the joy of this faith makes me a heretic, "to continue in sin that grace may abound."
then I must be so, for it is the result of the
10. I have never, at any time, stated that
most patient and prayerful readings of the the Apostle Paul contradicts himself; but
scriptures, and an observation of the experi- I have stated that if certain positions were
ence of the human mind. After the way assumed as true-which positions I denied
which some men call "heresy," so worship I -they would make bim contradict himself.
the Father of our spirits, and seek the eterIt is true that the representations of my
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faith, which you have kindly collected and
The Assault on our Faith.
presented before me, have heen published
We have had many letters in relation
to the world as correct representations. But to the recent assaults on our faith. We
sir, I put It to you, as a candid and honorable select the one that follows, as expressive
Christian man, whether a representation of the general desire of our friends as to
coming from one with whom, unfortunate- our course. It may be considered severe,
ly, before the representation was made, but when all the circumstances are reo
there was already a question of misunder- membered. it can not but be regarded as
standing pending--a representation based ljust.
We shall certainly not repl y to
upon private conversations. ought to be re- some of our oppnents.
They have never
garded as a correct exhibit of any man's seriously disturbed either the equanimity
faith? It was with pleasure, therefore, that of our temper, or the sincerity of our good
I learned, that afler a full investigation (by wishes for their improvement both in the
the board of trustees for your meeting- love of truth and good manners.
ED.
house, and the Elders of the church, when MR • ED I TOR , DEAR SIR. •
I was absent, and knew nothing of the inves- "Base envy withers at another's Joy,
tigation), of the charges made against my And hates lheexcellenee it can nol reach;
faith not only in a public journal, but also And when it hear of harm, it waxes wondrous gladY
in a private letter addressed to a member of
1 and many others sincerely hope, you
your congregati0n, that yourself, in com- will not feel it your duty to reply to the
man with the whole congregation, (one low and slanderous abuse that is heaped
only refusing to vote) did most earnestly and upon you, by ministers of no certain
cordially invite me to become your resident dwelling place, or standing-men
wholly
Pastor. Allow me, also, to say, that here irrllsponsible, estimated either by the law::l
where I have been preaching for years, my of honor, or religion.
The community
congregation-the
matter being pressed do not require it; nay, very many are
upon it also, in my absence,-has sustained seriously opposed to it. The faithful
me, with a unanimity and fidelity that com- and flattering manner in which your
mands my warmest respect. These facts church and the community have supportwould be my only public replies to such ed you, and the confidence you have uni·
representations, were it not that those who versally inspired, wherever you are per·
have not the opportullity of knowing the son ally known, are sufficient replies to
circumstances, under which these reprcsen- all such assaults as have recently been
tl1tions have been made, may need such a brought before the world. I have some
denial and explanation as the one you have where seen it remarked, that human behad the goodness to seek from my own pen. ings, when scrutinizinly, studied are found
With best wishes for your personal welfare, to have some resemblance to the lower anand a sincere desire for the peace and pros- imals, birds, reptiles, and insects that in·perity of the church with which you are as- habit the earth. This is certainly true in
sociated, I beg leave to subscribe myself,·
a moral sen:;e, if not in a physical.
We
Your fellow servant, under Christ,
have men whose dispositions resemble the
J. B. FERGUSON.
wolf and the lamb, the eagle and the owl,
P. S.-Will the Nashville and Louisville the bull-dog and the cur, the whale and
Christian Advocate, the Banner of Peace, the toad, besides the buzzing musquito
Tennessee Baptist, and all other papers that and the smaller animalcula, myriads of
have published the recent charges upon my which people a single dew-drop.
Some
faith, be kind enough to publish the above, of your opponents remind me by the ven.
and oblige one who, in common with all
sincere Christians, desires the things that am, which they so carefully secrete, of
make for peace, and whereby one may edify the toad. The rose does not exhale its per·
another.
s fume more naturally, than they seem to
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s~nd forth'th;ir streams of env;:;;d
de~l~~,
to expend ;ny thought
traction. Puffed up with seif-conceit, with l upon the course pursued by such men, or
an eternal smile of contentment, stereo· i to expect them to understand the workings
typed on the gross texture of sensual lips, of a noble and generous heart, intent
I have seen them squint and shirk and upon accomplishing, as far as may be, its
grunt, whenever your name and success destinies on earth. You might as well
were mentioned, long before your heretical imagine the smallest worm that crawls
opinions were broached.
They think could raise itself to the conception of a
themsel ves writers and orators, and for.! might.y planet's gravitation, as it moves on
sooth, as no one' else so thinks, they its ever shining way, through the realms
abuse every person so regarded. They are of space.
ever ready to preach and dispute, turn ev·
May I urge you, then, to pass such op'
ery colloquial address into a harangue, ponents with silent contempt.
Low,
and, if you do not contradict, they take groveling men, who garble private con.
it for granted at once, that you agree with versations, can not be regarded as real
their representations.
I have been hor· and worthy adversaries.
They are mere
ridly bored by their inane and insipid shadows, and to contend with them, is to
bombast, a~d because they are no~ his~ed 1 contend with the phantom of impotent
or treated With the contempt they mspll'e, envy. Men who can not sustain them.
they imagine they have done wonders, and selves in one place for any length of time,
given great satisfaction.
They smother desire to push you from your high posi.
a single idea under a deluge of words; a tion. Such is the reward of virtue often,
grain of wheat in a hogshead of chaff; as goes the world, and their attemps only
and, if pleasant dreams render the hearer show that they are conscious of the merits
patient under so great afflictions, they at· tIley can not, or will not imitate. If they
tribute the ominous stillness to the effects can not bite in public, they will sting in
of their lofty flights of oratory. Such private.
It is best to give them free play.
men report conversations they can not, or Your honorable, high·minded opponents
will not understand, and make themselves deserve-proper attention, but the pigmies,
public nuisances, or at least, impediments who never open their mouths, except it be
to the social and courteous intercourse of under the shadow and protection of great
life. Eternally meddling with every thing men, no reasonable person can expect
under the pretext of corre:ting abu~es, you to not~ce. Let them sail down the'
utterly incapable of producmg any thmg voyage ofhfe, unhonored and forgotten.
of their own; constantly assaulting, or de·
Your sincere friend,
riding the labors of others, while invent·
'
P.
ing, so called, schemes for public good,
nonsensical and impracticable, they de·
•
lude themselves into the idea that they
are great men-greatly
needed in troub.
THE CHRISTIANEXAMINER.-We always
lous times.
welcome its periodical visits, and take it up
It is useless to resent, or even to notice with an expectation of being interested and
the accusations of such men, whatever improved by its perusal-an
expectation,
they may be. No good man requires it. which we can truly say,has aever been disAll are the workings of heart~, corrupted appointed. The Christian Examiner num.
by their own en"y, and their abuse is as bel'S a~ong its con,trib~tors some of the
effectual as the discord of curs, yelping at ablest literary and sClCnttficmen, as well as
tit
oon or their own deformed shad- divines. We regard it as the best of Amerem,
,
R'
I'
bl' h
ows. It is really time thrown away for lcan evlCws: t IS pu IS ed in Boston,
you, or any other independent, successfud by Crosby, NIchols & Co.
I
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lIIAGAZINE-ELD.

Delay of the "Magazine."

WE have voluntarily delayed the pub.
lication of the" Christian Magazine" for
nearly four months. V.l e needed recrea·
tion, in view of our health, and we thought
that perhaps a little delay would give the
promoters of the present unworthy con·
troversy, time to breathe more freely and
perchance see the extreme folly and un·
profitableness of their course. vVe are
again at our post, and hope to be able ·to
visit our readers regularly with messages
of truth and peace. We have had a most
hearty reception wherever we have been;
have had opportunities of observing much
and reflecting more, and have returned
invigorated, we trust, for the labor that
seems appointed for our day and task. We
never had greater reason to be profound.
ly grateful for the merciful providence we
have enjoyed, nor more sensibly humble,
under the mighty hand of Him who pre·
pares us for our duty or suffering, and in
his own way and times take us from them.
My absence and delay have enabled me
also, in some measure, to see the con·
sequence of calumnies and falsehoods,
when directed by en vy and barbed with
malice. At home perchance I might have
felt them more than they deserved; but
others, my ow~ congregation and friends
have defended me in a manner, alike con·
fiding and effectual. My opponents seem
determined to enlarge my religious expe·
rience; and I should not complain, see·
ing that much, that was otherwise myste·
rious in the Scriptures and in Iife, is being
opened to me daily. I am beginning to
know the meaning of many a psalm of the
great but sorrowing David, of the wailing
Jeremiah and the rejoicing Apostles, that
but for the course of my enemies, would
have been meaningless upon the sacred
page. Why should it not be necessary
for me to pray with David?
"Deliver me 0 Jehovah! from lying
From a deceitful tongue.
For my soul has mado a long abode
With thoBe who hate peace.
1 am for peace; but when I speak
They are for war."
Ps. 120.

lips,

J. J. TROTT •
.....•....•....

~~~~~~~~

The worst' wish that I have allowed
myself to entertain for those of my opposers, who seek to carry their points by
assaults upon private character, is, that
they may yet see the error of their way
and reform. But so many and so various
are the good things that I have received
of the Lord, notwithstanding my unworthi·
ness, that it would be alike unnatural and
irreligious, to complain of the cup of evil
that some seek to mingle. If Jehovah
will but guard my going out and coming
in, and not suffer me to return evil for
evil, nor in any way to injure those that
trust in Him, I will not care what man
shall say or do unto me. In' His own
faithfulness and by His own means, the
souls of all who trust in Him shall be
brought out of trouble, for He who created, acts as a refiner and purifier over the
spirits which, shall live, despite of every
calamity and even death itself.
It is proper for me to state, that in view
of our health and the interests of ourself and others, we have made arrangements to remove our residence further
south, which will take place after a few
months.

J. B. F.
Elder James J. Trott.

THIS veteran and laborious proclaimer
of the gospel, who was called to the work of
a State Evangelist by the Stale meeting,
it appears, was very poorly sustained in
his labors for the past year. Although
constantly engaged, and often subjected
to the evils and trials of a separation from
a large family and the endearment~ofhome,
he has not received more than one-half of
the meager amount promised him. This
ought not so to be. It is surely wrong to let
the worthy and faithful laborer go unrewalded.
Subscribers to the Evangelizing
fund have not paid. Will they not meet
their promises at once, and will not other
liberal·minded brethren do something towards making up this deficiency?
We
will wait to see, and shall wait in hope.
His address is Franklin College, Tenn.
It is proper for us to say that this statement is made without his knowledge, and
purely from a sense of obligation to one
whom we have regarded for years, as among
the ablest and most worthy of the preachl ers of the gospel.
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Fromthe ChrititianE~aminer.
Condition of Palestine.*

DR. ROBINSON'S great work is too well
established iii the respect and confidence of
the Christian public, on both sides of the
water, to need any commendation
at this
late day.
Although
its learned
author
passed over but a limited part of the Land
of Promise, and was deterred by prejudice
from receiving any help from the resident
Friars, although he started with indefensible principles regarding the determinations
of the legendary localities, and embarrassed
his work with a tedious, inelegant, and infeIicitous narratil'e, his Researches stand con-l
fes~edly at the head of tbis class of writings.
While his mistakes are so slight as hardly
10 merit notice, his thoroughness,
original ity, uneq uaIled erudition, and extreme painstaking, deserve
all praise.
Visiting the
same spots with his volume in hand, we
were surprised to find::o general and minute a correspondence
of the description
with the existing reality.
Some discoveries
were made in the course of his journey,
some disputes settled forever, and little wa,s
left for future gleaners in the field, except
through
the region investigated
by the
American expedition.
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*1. Biblical Researches

in
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.hEt. Sinai, and

of l~e United States

River Jordan and the Deal!. Sea, W.

Philadelphia. 18,9. 8vo.pp. 598.
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F. LYNCB,
U. S.:'i.

3 • .IJ. DelCriptive Geography and Brief Historical Sketch
.f Palestine, by Runl JOSEPBSCBWARTZ;
for Sixteen
Years a Resident in ihe Holy Land. Translated by ISA.AC.
LEESER.Philadelphia: A. Hart. 5610-1850. 8vo, pp.
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52.
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! Lieutenant Lynch's work is equally credl itable to the country and to himself. Nothing but a national expedition, no individual
enterprise we mean, was likely to accomplish anything further than the sacrifice 01
other valuable
lives.
His .excellent
ap·
pointments,
his intrepidity,
perseverance,
skill, and energy, with such superior assistants as he possessed, have cleared away an
impenetrable mist from the most interesting,
but least known, waters in the world.
All
that we care to hear of the Galilee Lake,
the Jordan, and th.e Dead Sea, is set before
us in his accurate yet agreeable narrative,
with such fulnes£ and science, that the intelligence he communicated is already flowing
amidst the Christian public in various popular publications, and is mentioned everywhere with gratitude, as an unfading wreath
of fame for the Republic of the West.
Rabbi Schwartz's book betrays an unaccountable ignorance of all recent explorations in Palestine, and of some most notorious features of the country itself.
The
Galilee waters are still coverd with vessels,
according to his account, the Jordan is bordered with Paradise groves, instead of nn
impenetrable
jungle, and the land is still
crowned with not a little of its glory under

l Solomon.

.Ilrbia PetraJa, a Journal of Travels in the Year 1838,by
E. ROBINSON
andE. Smith. Boston:Crocker& Brewst.r. 1841. 3 vols. Bvo.pp. 571,679,475and 2;6.
2. Narrative
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Probably his inquiries had bepu
limited to Jerusalem, and the nearest sea.
.
port on the Medlterranean,
and there dlScolored by Jewish partiality, and rendered
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e res 0
the world; though he cannot be blamed for
not giving heed to any Christian traditions
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Such is not the con'Vent fare. There, be ho:~d:llb;;;:;':;~
sides a hearty welcome, a good bed and i ted cord of St. Francis for discipline. All
nourishing, though simrle, food are provi-l their apartments are .stone, and generally
ded, for which every pilgrim is expected to unwarrned, even by charcoal, through the
make a starting present; whi~h we have chilly dampness of the rainy season. They
never known to be asked, however, except fare worse than our penitentiary people, yet ...
at the almost uninhabitable Greek convent seem alwa)'s cheerful; are cheered by no'
of Baalbec. As the friars have sometimes promise of proselytes, yet never appear disto be your cooks, as well as waiters and cOUl'aged; are really poverty-stricken, yet
ph)sicians, as your wants must take them keep the same open door as when Europe
away from the service of the Church to poured in its superfluous gold; suffer fre• "serve tables," as they are even more kind qnenLly by debility and get worn out by
a.t the second visit than at the first, and have disease, yet do not desert their post in the
been the means of preserving many ex- sea,on of sweeping pestilence, but drop in
posed lives, it seems ungrateful to censure the midst of their duties, courageous as any
them for not being a higher order of men, heroes, rejoicing sometimes like the old
or to ridicule their childlike credulity. Re- i martyrs. In the last visit of the plague at
membering how their substantial buildinO"i Damascus, these brethren shut themselves
a1ways loomed up as a rainbow after th: up in their covent, so that their whole body
darkest heavens, how for one evening fa- should not perish at once, and sent forth
tigue was forgotten and pain was soothed, one of their number each morning to soothe
unfounded reports of their self-indulgence the sick and bless the dying. During the
shall not deter us from telling what we ~wenty-one days in which this pestilence
know to their credit. Being in company was at its height, it is said that twenty-one
with Catholics, all parts of the fyrian con- of these devoted men went forth one by one,
vents were thrown open; a free JDtercourse voluntary victims, never beholding the faces
was maintained with the brethren, their of their brothers again; until the destruocells were lounged in, their larders inspec- tion was arrested at last and the public
ted, their libraries examined, their more health restored.
private altars visited, and, without having a
But one thing is peculiar to the Holy
prejuJice either way beforeHand, their evi- Land. Travelers see neither more nor less
dent self-denial, occasional suffering, actllal than what they are prepared to see, the repoverty, and apparent cheerfulness made a flection indeed of their own hearts and
lasting impressi.on. There are twenty Latin thoughts. Nine out of ten of our countryconvents at present in Syria, under the gov- men would pronounce "all barren from Dan
emment of the "Terra Santa" corporation; to Beersheba," would hurry through the
whose head, stationed at Jerusalem, and aI- journey as speedily as possible, would reways a Spaniard, bears the title of Guardian joice most heartily when the French steamer
of Mount Zion and Custos of the Holy was bearing them back from the fading SySepulchre. Their occupants, Franciscan rian shore. Not so the Latin or Greek
"Minorites,"-not
monks, as Professer Rob- Catholic; he roams over the land with a full
inson terms them, but friars,--are stationed and flowing heart, bearing with him that
where their Superior pleases, without re- ready faith which stumbles at no difficulty,
gard to their wishes or health; as many at criticizes no legend, suspects no imposture,
J-erusalem as at any point, while Tiberias, discovers no incredibility in any assigned 10Baalbec, &c. are kept by a single brother, callty. In itself this condition is rather
and he sometimes of the Greek Church'l enviable; in places where there is nothing
All are fed.ali~e, ab~ndantly, t~ough plain-l to i~ter~st the ~rotestant, ~here he yawns
ly. Clothmg IS prOVidedonce m two years iheaVilym the fnar's face, hiS Catholic 8er-a single woollen under-garment and a Ivunt feasts to his full: he throws himself at
I

I

I
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~isses
the earth;ili~b
to be cast ~~b~
fissure in St. Sepulchre
or the star in the! friars will not have it so, and they insist
Chapel of the Nativity;is
humbled in awe, upon it that you must believe that the frenor wrapt in adoration, or melted in love .-- zied rabble on their day of rest dragged
Such child-like believers are the mass of their intended victim quite a distance into
pilgrims to-day.
This list is headed by the the country, while the same object could
Empress Helena, who erected the principal be accomplished
right at nand, and in ~
i
churches now covering various holy places,'" ~moment of time.
This IS not hU'man nawhose sep~llchre Pro~essor Ro~inson thin ks ture; an~ material
nature seems to utter
he has discovered In what IS commonly! her audible protest from the precipitous
shown as the "Tombs of toe Kings," and \ background
of the village.
So the Ascendown the same lengthening line are recent sion cannot have been where tbe present
names of such celebrities as Chateaubriand
chapel stands. because the sacred narraand Lamertine.
And foJ' them the holy tive implies
that it was after they had
brethren have admirrbly arranged the spots crossed this hill-top on their way to Bethwhere this fervor is to be manifested, so as any that "he was carried up intq heaven."
to keep the soul in a constant glow, and
Another drawback,
and a very serious
make the body insensible to much hardship, one, is, that you cannot always ascertain
and victorious over its own infirmity.
where you are in Palestine.
When theNeither the Jew who looks scowlingly modern names, as those of Acre and Jaffa.
over the land which belongs to himself bear a resemblance
to the Scripture ones,
alone, and by a Divine gift, nor the Mussul- this is an acceptable
guide, and of great
man who despises Catholic Christianity,
weight, especially
with Proffessor Robinas an inferior faith, has at all such means son in determing a locality .. But of most
of enjoyment;
and the Pwtestant
Chris- places this is not the case.
It is hard to
tian is seemingly the least favored of all. recognize Bethany under the Arabic -ord
In proportion as his mind is alive with the Erozereer,
or Sychar in Nlbloos,
and yet
stirring associations of sacrd hiBtory, his the natives know no other name; though
heart beats quick as he wanders over the there can be no question about either of
Galilee hills, crosses the memorablg mule- these towns.
The first guide in any inpath to Bethany, catches at eventide the vestigation
of the sacred places is th~
saddened murmur of the Lake of 'riberias,
face of nature.
This has changed
no
or watches the morning sun striving in more than was to be expected from the
vain to gild the leaden dullness
of the marauding habits of th~ Arab and the opDead Sea.
The moment, however, that pressive despotism of the Turk.
Barren·
he leaves these spots, marked out by un- ness has succeeded to fertility wherever it
changing
characters
of nature, and asks was possible,
and silence to the happy
aid of local tradition, his ear is stunned hum of prosperity.
The nightmare of deand his heart perplexed.
The incredible,
5pair presses down the heart of the land.
not to say impossible,
mingles so plenti- The vine. so long nourished
by its own
fully with the convent story anu the Arab blood, could not but perish.
No countrr
legend, that he cannot believe all, and he ever was more dreary.
For hours upon
dreads to rej@ct all.
On the way from hours you will hear n&t a sound, see not
Beyroot,
the great seaport of Syria, to even the waving of a wing.
Not merely
Jerusalem,
he is first confronted with a is this true where you expect it, a t the
crowd of monkish inventions at Nazareth.
Dead Sea, and where you do not expect
'fhe beetling crag overhanging
the village it, at the Lake of Galilee, but Jemsalem
strikes every eye as the spot where the herself sits as the throned queen of deso·
Savior was hurried up by the synagogue
lation.
Much of the time not a person or.. D. ~26.
*A.
thing i8 to be observed in motion outside
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of the walls, not a cry of pleasuro
or a du~ts, not in their best style, and a small
wailof sadness is to be heard.
It is as iq bridge here and there.
So that, through a
the dead, who skirt its hill-sides, sat thereiland
generally a desert, whose roads are
alone awaiting in the awe of expectation
a mere bridle-path
from one village on
that judgment-trump
which is to sound some hill-side to another on the next sumfirst in the valley of Jehoshaphat.
All mit, you have neither the relief of groves
Ottoman
cities are distinguished
from the of trees nor that of gardens of flowers,
Chri~tian
by their grave-like
guiet, be· neither the monuments of man's'piety
nor
cause the Turk never moves when he can the expressions
of his taste, neither
the
keep still, never talks when l;le can be company of the industrious cultivator nor
silent, never pe~mits the ringing of a bell, that of his humble and patient friends in
never encolJrages the interruption
of his the brute creation.
Instead of it you hear
dream of life by stirring
sounds.
The the cry of the partridge or catch sight of
Jew, who makes half the population
of thtl startled
jackal.
You see the low,
his Holy City, moves with the stealthy
dark tents of the Bedouin, or pass the
tread of a cat, asH the permission tovisit
tedious caravan
of ~ny-necked,
verminJerusalem
had just been conceded, afterl covered camels, at intervals
of days.years of refusal, and might speedily be i There are occasional
olive-orchards;
and
withdrawn.
And tho'lgh the bazaars of this saddest of trees might be taken to be
the city are much better furnished than of in mourning
for the fallen daughter
of
old, though population
is increasing
and Zion, so decrepid, neglected, gnarled, and
new buildings
are erecting, yet we are perishing
does it commonly
appear.rather glad that Jerusalem
is not and can- Damascus, indeed, with its walnut'groves,
not be a manufacturing
or commercial
its fruit-trees so fragrant, and its gardens
city,
so rich in Oriental beauty, is an excepThere are many other saddening
fea- tion.
But the palm and the cypress,
tures of the scene besides the o-eneral still- which so grace an Eastern
landscape,
o
ness.
There is a monotonous
succession
have mostly disappeared;
and though in
of ruins, as the prophets predicted.
The the valley of Samaria orange·trees abound
most numerous settl~ment~
are wholly or and almond-trees
almost surround· Bethin part fallen buildings, of no grandeur of lehem, the dismal olive constitutes
the
design or grace ()f' detail.
The Jews were l common orchard, and its. oil. is t~e chief
not dtstinguished
in architecture..
Cele- product of the country,-Its
hght, 1ts food,
brated as are the tombs of "the prophets"
its culinary convenience,
its prime neces·
and "the kings," of Absolem andJehoshsity.
aphat, they are nothing to the tombs at
Palestine
surprises one unfamiliar with
Thebes, either in size, beauty, or solem· its features .by its hilliness.
Two ranges
nity.
The poorest grotto in Egypt is, we of mountains
run through it from north to
had almost said, better than the best in south, some of them exceedingly difficult
Palestine.
But those temples of Karnak
of ascent, and frightful from their frequent
and Philre, which man and nature seem precipices,
but passed by the strangelyto have struggled
in vain to overthrow,
shod Syrian
horse in perfect ~afety.those monste.r statues
and sphinxes,
the These lofty and bold heights leave a grand
palace
of Abydos
and the pyramid
of impression.
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon
Cheops, find not the faintest reBection in tower sometimes
eleven
thousand
feet
Syria.
Whatever
the temple of Solomon
above the sea, and wear their snow-caps
might. have been, it was', as the Savior l in spots nearly all the year.
Hermon is
foretold, utterly swept away; and, except! now termed the Sheik's Mountain,
and
at the almost unknown Gerasa,the
Romanl rises above the rest of the Lebanon range,
remains are confined to a few ruined aque- reminding some travellers 01 Mount Blanc,
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In a country where so muc
but not seen so advantageol'lsly
upon its of Bethesda.
own elevated plain.
Tabor is a moJel of suffering is experienced
from want of wabeauty; a truncated cone, with some ruins ter, where even the winter traveler is tor·
of Crusaders' fortifications
and shrines of mented by thirst, it is easy to understand
various ages, well wooded and seemingly
the glowing eulogy of the Hebrew upon
fertile, dividing
the waters of the East his inexhaustible
fountains.
It seems &
from those that empty into the Mediterra·
very short· sighted
prejudice
to speak
nean, it never fails to fill the traveler's
scornfully of Siloam becauiSll it is not alSo near to the city
eye.
It is a thousand feet above the level ways clear and deep.
of the country,*" of limestone,
the pre· and so free to all, so cool and inexhausvailing formation, and a mile in circuit tible, it deserved
to be visited ar;llluaUy
upon its basin·shaped
summit.
with chant and psalm, as "a well of salThe water· courses of the country, the valion."
wells and lakes, have never materially
Notwithstanding
the hymn,changed, arid never will.
A little dis· HThon sweet-gliding Kedron. by thy &i1ver etrpsm,""tance from the ancient Srchar,
now a the Kedron has ceased to flow, even in the
most flourishing eity for Syria, the travel· rainy season; the resident missionaries
in
er rests himself at "Jacob's well," looks Jerusalem have not seen any brook there;
through
a fertile valley where Joseph's
the common descriptions
take for granted
tomb is shown, sounds this most ancient what has not been true for centuries.spring, and finds it "very deep," and is Following
down its horrid ravine by the
-satisfied to know that, time out of mind, wild gorge of MaT Salla, we found the
no other name but Jacob's well has ever precipi taus channel to be dry the whole
been given to it by Moslem, Christian, or way.
The Kishon, however, and most of
Jew.t
Again, as you enter Nazareth from the other streams, make amends for this
the east, a flowing fountain
is shown, solitary failure by crossing the traveler's
bearing the name of Mary; and as those path with a deep flood, which in the rain·y
gentle and devout· looking village women season hns drowned
many a muleteer,
draw their water at the spot, yon Rre reo though in the fiery drought of summer it
minded of her whose spirit seems to havl' shrinks into a shallow bel.!. Rising near
lingered
among her sex around her own Mount Tabor, it empties into" (he great
home, who no doubt exchanged
many a sea" at the foot of Mount Carmel.*"
friendly salutation
as she obtained
her
The main water· beds of Palestinesupply
of the beverage,-perhaps
won. the lakes Merom and Tiberi.as, the river
been so
dered over the ~ingular character of her Jordan, and the Dead Sea-have
recently and thoroughly
explored by enchild, and repeated his mysterious sayings.
Americans,
tbe results Qf tl:e
The" Pools of Solomon" are still visited, terpl'.ing
e~peeially are so
near Bethlehem;
and the excellent water United States expedition
that the
fu"nished
by them tra,vels through fifteen satjsfactOolY and so honorable,
facts ought t(l sup'plant
the
miles of aqueduct to Mount Moriah, sup. established
'plying the fountain
of Siloam, as it is pious fictions so long shrouding the scene.
The Jordan takes its rise nearly twenty
believed, by some irregular, fitful, secret
the spot
flow, reminding
one by its suddeh bub· miles above Cresarea Philippi,t
bling up of the "troubling
of the water" usually assumed as its foundation· head.
and others
not far distant, in the now deserted Pool and visited by Miss Martineau
as
such.
The
true
source
lies,
says the
*The Mount of Olives and Jerusalem are seven hun~
dred feet higher than thi •.
Rev. Mr. Thompson,
an American
mistKitto's C)'clopredia, under the ar'icle '(Water," states
that fifteen feet of waler are found here, and tbe "Scrip'In Ihe fourlh chapter of the Hook of JUdge. tbe ho •••
,"ure Lands makes a similar error; but it is now quite
of Syria is said to haY~ been swept away by this ril:er ..
dry. Robinson,
Vol, Ill. pp, -JOS,101).
\ +Kitto'. Scripture Lands, p. 108.
l

'

•
eionary, "nearly northwest from Hasbeiya,
mua says, "Were
Jehovah
worshipped
and boil6 upon the bottom of a shallow here no more, creation would come to a!1
pool some eight or ten rods in circumfer·
end"), and a few families at the ancient
ence.
It at once forms a considerable
Magdala, mistaken by ha~ty travelers for
stream.
It meanders for the first three Capernaum,
Providence
seems to have
miles through a narrow, but highly culti· crowned with these mountain turrets the
vated valley, then sinks rapidly down a tomb of a once crowded life.
Chorazin,
gorge of dark ba>alt for about six miles, Bethsaida,
Capernaum,
Gennasaret,
have
when it reaches the level of the great vol· wholly gone.
Abunndance
of deliciou8
canic plain, extending to the marsh above fish is yet found in the lake.
There is no
the Huleh [Lake Merom].
Thus far the questioJ:.l of the natural fertility of these
direction is nearly south; but it now b~ars flowery hill-sides;
only the history is writ·
8 little
westward,
and in eight or ten ten out in this sad desolation of the crushmiles enters the lake, not far from its ing sceptre of Turkey succeeding
to the
northwest corner."
comparative
mildness
of Roman rule.In summer, Merom m,akes one of the Tiberias is the only inhabited place worth
largest marshes
anywhere
known.
The naming, and 'even that, but for rBligious
Arabs pasture their wretched herds on the prejudice, would be abandoned.
Not on·
northern
part, but the southern
remains
ly is the proverb still true, that the "king
through
the dry season
an impassible
of the fleas holds his court there," but it
swamp.
In winter the water is excellent,
requires the enchantment
of distance to
wild·fowl float upon it, water.plants
fringe make its sight endurable.
In January,
its edges, and numerousllocks
of goats and 1837, an earthquake levelled much of the
sheep gather around.
Nearly ten miles walls, piled up the streets with ruins,
below this reeay marsh is the beautiful
killed many persons, and gave the inhab.
sheet of water now known generally and itants a warning which th(jY refuse to take.
appropriately
as the Lake of Tyberias
As the town has no business,
and many
to linger
(Arabic pronunciation
Tabarea),
from t~1e Jews reach It entirely penniless,
out, in this heated volcanic
basin, years
only town remaining
upon it borders.-disease, want, anu defeated
Its size has been exaggerated;
if is hardly of debility,
are
twelve miles long by half as many broad, hope, it is not strange that travelers
is still subject to squalls, and has a depth glad to escape from the most wretched,
at times of one hunared
and sixty feet; filthy, woebegone, unhealthy place in the
Throughout
their ancient
but its lovelines~ as seen by moonlight in whole land.
the winter season is not overdrawn.
At home the Jews appear more heart-sick and
a distance the battlemented
Tiberias seems miserable
every way than in any other
country; partly becau~e they are actually
keepin3 watch over the sleeping beauty,
snowy Hermon pierces the dear sky to the destitute;
partly because they have had to
north, the mountains
around are gemmed suffer such enormous oppression in years
with flowers, and the unruffled waters glit. past; partly
because
of the saddening
ter like. silver as they course wave after memories of what their fathers lost through
of prosperity,
ingrained
wave down towards
the solemn Sea of the wantonness
Death.
Besiaes
the associations
which into them by the fasting and devotion
which, particularly
in Tiberias,
divide
throng the scene of the Savior's principal
teacRings, which hush the voice and op. their days.
press the heart, a grave· like silence broods
The Dead Sea is thirteen hundred fcet
all around.
No plash of the oar is any below the level of the Mediterranean,
more heard, no net of fishes any more and nearly a thousand below the Lake of
drawn.
Except Tiberias, one of the four Tibetias.
As but sixty miles interpose
holy cities of the Jews(of
which the Tal· between the two inland sheets of water,
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and no falls were to be heard upon the ly polished by the molton waves. All
Tiver, some error was supposed to exist in travelers find it difficult to bathe in such
thn calculation.
The United Stales party buoyant waters, and quadrupeds roll over
8ettled this matter quite satisfactorily.on their sides and become terrified by their
The distance by im air-line is only sixty strange position.
No actual death is to
miles, hut the perpetual windings of the be found in or around the miters: but tbe
J onlan make two hundred; and though ~close and suffocating atmosphere tends to
the river has no Niagara, its course is a fever, a sensation of feebleness creeps
succession of rapids, which the wooden over one, any wound festers~ after a little
boat purchased by Lieutenant Lynch at while the body appears dropsical, and the
Tiberias (their last boat) co~ld not en- sufferings from thirst are peculiar.
While
du reo It is in fact a headlong torrent, one eigth of the fertilizing Nile is ascerleaping as if down the sides of a moun- ~tained to be animalcula, no trace of anitain at the rates of twelve nots an hour, l mal matter can be found in the Dead Sea,
changillg its winter depth of a dozen feet and the shores are sometimes so hot in '
into less than three in the hottest weather. April as to blister the feet. Of courso
TllOugh bathers bind themselves together they are barrenness itself.
by ropes, many are washed ;away and
The most interesting fact, however, ill
lllOwned every year. Naked and lofty one which Humboldt declares to be withmountains border the valley through which out a parallel in the known world. One
it flows, but the immediate banks, where portion of this sea is sunk nearly thirteen
swellings annually occur, though not hundred below the rest, and so eonstitutes
enough for a real "overflow," are lined the lowest piece of water in creation; and
witl~ canes, willows, tamarisks, and ole- through its middle a ravine has been dealJders, in an impenetrable jungle. At teoted running from north to south in conits best state, the river is not perceived tinuation of the Jordan,-a
plOof that
ti II one stands almost over its sunken wa- this was once the river's channel, but that
ters, and back of the screen of a Missis- it has been ~ubmerged by some monstrous
sippi-like growth come wide plains, abun- earthquake and spread out into this deep
dantly productive if watered as at Jericho, bed, whose actual state has been lying
but an absolute uesert if cooled by no concealed for ages. The sea is of more
living stream.
regular figure than has been represented,
The Dead Sea is an expansion of the and covers about forty miles by nine. .
Jordan, the mountains receding from the
The most difficult question regarding
shore, and rising on either side to' the the Holy Land is its capacity to sustain
heighs of fifteen hundred and two thous- within such narrow limits the three mil·
and feet. Professor Robinson ascertained llions of Jews who possessed it in the days
tliat the assumption of there having been I of its prosperity.
And at first sight, its
no lake on this spot until the destruction verdureless mountains, its stony fields, its
of Sodom was quite unfounded. Traces frequent deserts, its craggy heights, its
of volcanic action abound; a sulphury waterless wastes, tempt one to cry, "imtaint is perceptible in th~ air; the water, possible-"
But before one takes sides
though necessarily less pungent when we with the sceptic in this matter, let him do
visited it, in winter, than in summer, is justice, if he can, to the simplicity Qf
more unpleasant than any known medic- Syrian life, and the contentedness of its
inal springs; the effect upon the skin is of present popu~ation, and probably of its
a prickly, burning oil; the waters them. older occupants, with an amazingly slen·
selves have no smell, but a book dropped del' diet. The Orientals have long been
in by the American expedition would not satisfied with less than the crumbs of an
dry; and its metal boats were kept bright. ,Englishman's. taple. A [ew easily raised
I
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vegetables are all which the native craves;
unleavened bread and wild honey are his
banquet; the Bedouin never feasts, and
eften fasts. No hot country demands or
permits so much anim~l food as a cold
climate, and it is animal food which reo
quires such wide space to support life.Even the horse and camel pass the year
without a taste of grass or hay. ,All the
other customs of the people-and
these
customs are, without a doubt, the heritage
of the past-equally
eJ;onomize room.A single suit of clothing, unchanged during the night,-an
explanation of the
Mosaic injunct jon about the return of the
pledged garment at evening,-is
all which
the common people expect; and this appears to be worn day and night, until it
has to be abandoned.
One or two small
rooms, furnished with a mat, two earthen
jars, one fOTgrain and the other for water,
and an oil-cup for a lamp, corresponding
to the ancient Grecian in shape, are the
necessary equipage fOI houseKeeping. Is
it not plain enough, that a life of such
abstinence might be crowded compactly,
as it is at this hour in China, and cannot
be at all estimated by the proportion of
our population
to the square acre? And
that the vast uumbers reported in the historical. books of the Old Testament are
not wholly fabulous is demonstrated by
the present ruins of Gerasa.*- This almost unvisited place was, be it borne in
mind, nothing but an agricultural station,
an obscure inland town, yet its principal
theatre was larger than that of Bacchus
at Athens; and besides this accommoda.
tion for eight thousand persons, there was
still another theatre, a circus, and a nau.
machia, in the very heart of the Perrea.These remains, which were discovered by
Burckhardt, and which are in remarkable
preservation, considering where they are
found, prove that a dense population has
existed in luxurious circumstances where
there is at present a wilderness.
Another fact is equally certain.
No
one can do justice now to the natural
'Buckingham's
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gifts of the Land of Promise. If for cen·
turies New England were given over to
continual spoliation, if the green crops
were swept away by the wild men of the
desert and the ripe ones were seized by
a blindly despotic government, the travel·
er would find it hard to believe that agri·
cultural towns, each of more than ten
thousand inhabitants, had ever existad
among us. Perpetual misrule, uninterrupted oppression, have changed the viIlage to a graveyard, the garden to a field
of stone, the city to some low huts where
humanity struggles faintly against fearfal
odds. The besom of war has swept over
all these once fearful plains. Upon Esdraelon "the Assyrians and the Persians,
the Jews and the Gentiles, Crusaders and
Saracens, Egyptians, Turks, Arabs, and
Franks, have poured out their blood.Bonaparte achieved a signal victory on
this famous field, and retired again in disgrace from Syria over this battle-ground
of nations."~
And looking a little clo·
~er, you see many a tower, marking the
spot of an ancient garden, in the midst of
forlorn desolation,-many
a terrace along
the barren hill-side where once were ripened such delicious grapes as refresh the
traveler upon Mount Lebanon, and wine
was produced in abundance by a similar
labor to that which makes the present
wealth of the valley of the Rhine. The
severe rains recurring every winter, and
sweeping with unequalled force over such
hilly grounds, have carried away much
excellent soil, and left many a valley a
mere stone heap,-as
towards Jerusalem
from the north,--and
many a mountain
like Gerizim as ban en as it was once
blest in almost perpetual production.
If
the land as originally promised was "flowing with milk and honey," it was also
promised, even of old, that, if the people
proved apostate, the curse of barrenness
should fall upon the laughing valley, the
verdant hill-side,' the luxuriant plain, and
the vine-clad mountain.
S,) that Judea
as it is, being forshadowed in our sacred
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books, cannot be turned
into an arg-l'
ment against Judea as it was.
We will now notice as briefly as possible the other points most interesting
to
the Christian.
It has been well said, that
though "the Arab lurk for plunder among
the ruined cities of Judea and the Turk
may rule on Mount Zion, they cannot
rob Bethlehem of its cradle."
And this
half-ruined
village, with its grotto o[ the
Nativity, has its interest still.
Its people
are poor: their fields are robbed by the
Arabs while they are ripening [or the harvest, and by the Turks when the crops are
gathered in. Their chief subsistence
is
by the sale of beads of olive-wood
and
crosses of mother-o[-peaI
to pilgrims and
travelers.
The position
of the place has
much of its ancien t beauty.
From its
hill slope extend orchards and ganlens,
then the temb, according
to unvaried tra·

crimination
is made: where every thing
favors and nothing opposes the tradition,
as at Bethlehem,
it is accepted in its simpIest form. oJ(. The yet remaining
name
Beitlahem,
the well-known
distance from
Jerusalem,
uncontradicted
tradition, mark
this as "the city of David."
And the po.
sition of the convent,
its great age, the
unanimous opinion o[ Syrian natives, select that particular
spot as the scene of
the most auspicious
event in the history
of the world.
Jerome's
study, where he
ttanslated
the Scriptures,
and his final
resting-place,
besides the tombs of many
other Christian
saints,
are shown,
no
doubt, correctly eno'.Jgh.
Different
sects
have fought for the possession of this hallowed ground, and the privilege of saying
mass at a particul ar altar on a fete-day
has even been disputed within a few years
by drawn swords.t

clition, of Rachel, and the Greek convent
of Eliils, and in the distance
the dome-I
crowned city of Jerusalem.
The place of the Saviour's
birth is
shown underneath a convent- church, erected by St. Helena;
the silver star, that
once denoted the point above which the
"star in the East" rested its course, has
been stolen away, the Latin friars say by
the Greeks; the Greeks probably
refer
the robbery to their Latin friends.\ Dr.
Robinson's
principal
objection
to this
spot, that the pretended
stable is a cav·
ern,oJ(.is very surprising,
when many sub-

Nazareth
is more prosperous,
better
built, quite flourishing,
and altogether the
most agreealJle resting-pJai"e of the European traveler; and yet the local legends
are not all satisfactory.
The principal
Latin church, remarkable
for the most
impressive matin and vesper service to be
witnessed in Srria, is still more celebrated [or covering the spot whence the Virgin's house was believed to have been
transported
through the air to Loretto.The grottos underneath
seem larger apart.
ments than so humble
a family would
have occupied, and Joseph's work-shop
is

terranean places are so employed in Pal·
eatine still; and nothing can be more nat·
ural, under so sultry a climate, than this
application
of many o[ those gl'ottos which
abound through the limestone formations
of the land.
Dr. Robinson was wrong in
not visiting
the ground, and mistaken in
placing the convent at a distance [rom the

I
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shown at quite another part of the village.
One sees, too, that the friars must have
been tempted to fix the abode of the Holy
Family unJerneath
their ancient church,
~in order to gratify Catha] ic pilgrims by a
convenient
altar mOle tenderly associated
with the Blessed Master.
Had this cav.
ern been indeed the early home of the

village.
A change has come over the pub. Savior, the Evangelists
could hardly have
lie mind regarding these local traditions. ~
_
The early pilgrims carried with them the
-H is but rair 10 slale lbat Kitlo's "Cyclopredia" take.
credulity of children;
later visitors came precisely lhe opposite ,'iew (Arl. Bet/tlehern); while hi.
HScdpture Lands" does n01 pretend to gh'e an opinion.
to doubt, and went away to sneer.
A Lieutenant L)"nChevidently [Igrccs willi us find gives hi'S
better feeling is now observed, a wise dis· test:mony to the use or tbe Ryrian caverns for entt'e n.L
·Vol. II. p. 79.

the presenltime (Narrative, &r., p. 124).
tBu.kingham's
Travels, Cl.ap. XII.
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failed to allude to the fact in illustration
rable evidence;
but here there is really
of his humility.
It is far more likely that none.
The tomb of Lazarus
could not
the family a ccupied
one of these many have been in the village, as this is; neither
similar
cottages of stone.
The town in does its construction
bear the signs of so
general
has not materially
changed
for great age.
centuries;
perhaps four of the five thousJerusalem
is more overdone with these
and inhabitants
are Christians,
descend- legends than any other city, and it i~ a
ants: no doubt, of the Syrian converts of sad day, exhausting
as well as bewilder·
the Crusaders,
wearing
a general aspect ing, when the Latill guide marches the
ot comfort and independence,
possessing
traveler
over all the principal
points, to
fertile fields and some small manufac- i "the
s(one where
Lazarus"
sat,-"the
tures.
house of Di ves,"-the
arched window
Capernaum,the
Savior's home has entire- which presented Barabbas to the I?eople
Iy vanished, like Pella and Gadara, Chora- side by side with Je:;us,--"the
house of
zin and Bethsaida, Dalmamitha
and Gen- Veronica,"-the
corner where the Savior
l1esaret; but Tiherias
confidently
shows said, "Weep
not for me, weep for yourits Chapel of S1. Peter upon the spot of selves,"--the
place "where
Simon took
the miraculous
draught of fishes.
It is a the cross" and "where the Master faintsingle arched room of great age, thoughl ed."
But passing
over in appropriate
the celebrated travelers Irby and Mangles\ silence legends which could have had no
detected an inverted Arabic inscription
up- means of out ward authentication,
'and
on part of the arch, proving
that the others which are utterly improbable, there
stones were taken from some other build- is still a great deal left to touch the heart
ing, and that the antiquity
of their pres- and quicken devotion.
ent form is not what has been claimed.
Near. the errtrance to the gr.and ?ate of
Bethany,
the next place of interest, isl the ancIent Court of the Gentiles IS part
a small, poor farming village, occupied by of the Pool of Bethesda,
an excavaperhaps thirty families, the best of w)lOm tion partially
lined with cement,
so as
would hardly be said "to live" by our ag- to have been unquestionably
a reservoir,
ricultural population.
Thelargest
house, even now seventy-five
feet deep, three
a winter ago, could furnish the traveler no hundred an~l sixty long, and one hundred
bed but the earth floor, and no load save broad.
Dr. Robinson was able to trace
an egg or two.
The original
name ap- th'e work, under some arches that have
pearedto
be quite forgotton;
Ezereer, orlbeen
built to sustain streets, a great dis·
as Dr. Robinson writes it, "el-Aziriyel,"~
tance farther; and probably
half of the
is the only one known in the vicinity.
Of ancient "house of mercy" is bidden from
,course, the house of the "Siste'rs" and of us by modern buildings.
Dr. Rooinson
the "Leper"
and the tomb of Lazarus are cannot be right*" in rejecting this designashown to all who ask for them; as it would tion, and placing here the deep ditch of
be difficult to find an incident
in sacredj the fortress Antonia, not merely because
history
for which
monastics
have notithere
is no contradiction
in the heresay
marked out a site, and repeated their affir- attached
to this work, but because the
mation
for so many centuries
as now to work it-self is not of a military character,
report it without hesitation,
and believe it was peculiarly
designed
to hold water,
without
a doubt.
American
Christians
and, whLle no other sJJot can be found for
who cqme to the country,
as Dr. WainBethesda, no authority has yet been prowright says in his recent elegant work, to duced for the existence of this vast fosse.
believe rather than doubt, to kindle the
The temple of Solomon has of course
heart rather than quicken critical acumen,
entirely disappeaJed.
But the Mosque of
are glad to receive the legend upon tole-Vol./. p.433.
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Omar, hardly second in sanctity to that of ings of the city.
But it does not appear
Mecca, lifts up its exquisite marble walls improbable
that, if no other IQeality werQ
on the same proud height.
Underneath
treasured
in Christian
hearts, this of the
its dome a rock rises up, supposed
to be Redeemer's burial.place
might have been;
part of the original
foundation
of the as the grotto was not likely to be disturbed,
Jewish temple;
on one angle remain the ~and the city itself never was entirely desarches erected by Herod; possibly some l troyed.
Protestant
opinion is inclining
of the ancient treasures repo~e in th~ un- ' to accept this part of the legend, and to
explored caverns beneath;
the area is sub· recognize somewhere in these subterranean
stantially
the same as the ancient one; caverns the sepulchre of the Savior.
Upbut no Jew or Christian
can even mount on approaching
the church, quite a busy
its outermost step; and the intrusion of a ;bazarr
is f01\lnd around the door, remind·
Frank
into the great court would be ~iog one, by the noisy chaffering for cross·
avenged
by his blood.
Had England
es, chaplets,
shells,
and re1ics, of the
suffered the country to remain under the money· changers' tubles which the Savior
mild sway of Egypt, which abolished the overturned
in the Court of the Gentiles
Kafaar·toll
exacted at every village, sane· Within
the entrance
recline the Turkish
tioned the building of Jewish synagogues,
guard,
stationed
to prevent
Christians
authorized
Europeans
to bear fire·arms,
from venting their mutual
animOSity in
and gave to strangers
the protection
of bloodshed.
Immediately
in front is a
their own resident consuls, the most in· plain slab of Jerusalem
marble, a little
teresting inclosure in the world would be above the floor of the church, professedly
open to view, the country at large might the stone on which the Savior was anoint·
have been progressing,
instead of rece· ed. In the centre of the main building
ding, agriculture
must certainly have in· and directly
beneath its great dome are
creased, and the roads to Petra and Pal· the "angel·chapels,"
containing
the sepmyra would have been thrown freely open. ulchre.
The first of them, a beautiful
But English
interference
has commonly ~room about eight feet square, has nothing
been an 'injury to the people amongst Ii but "the stone on which the angel sat
whom it is intruded, an arrest to civiliza·
when he announced the resurrection."tion and an injury to other members of the The inner apartment, ever brilliantly
lightcommon wealth of nations.
The few years 1 ed, has a low sarcophagus
in the shape of
of Ibrahim Pacha's sway gave the monks an altar, and space for six persons
to
their first breathing·time,
brought the Be· kneel.
And those are not to be envied
douin to terms, secured the safety of the who can stand unmoved on a spot where
principal
roads, and lent Jerusalem
an the most fervent devotion has gushed forth
impulse not yet exhausted.
His name is in an uninterrupted
stream for fourteen cen·
repeated now by the Arab watch·fire. and turies, and where possibly the Redeemer
in the dreary silence of the cloister, with of th'e world found his last resting·place
I

I

a gratitude approaching
veneration.
The Holy Sepulchre and Calvary are a
heaven
upon earth to the Catholic pil.
grim.
One of these traditions
may be
rejected and the other yet be retained,There is no necessity for fixing the scene
of an infamou~ punishment
hard upon the
new tomb of a man of wea.lth, ce1:tainly
not fOf gathering
this murderous
crowd
within a garden, carefully kept as it must!
have beenl in the midst of the best build·

•

l

on earth.
One sight within the Zion Gate of this
prospering
yet solemn city deserves mention,-the
J1UtS of the lepers.
This hereditary but not contageous
disease still
nestles i'n the bosom of the land, has time
out of mind occupied this same spot'un.
der all changes of masters, is known in
three fOfms as it was to Moses, is helped
to be incurable by ancient religious prejudice, and presents the most pitiable beg-
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gary the world has ever seen,
At thel J.erusalem ~as always t~is clause: "or Jan·
,
,til
tae comwg of Mess18s "'if.
gate of the anci ent Sychar
and outside of
.
tile southern
entrance
or' Jerusalem,
are
But their recovery of the soil of their
to be found every day a crowd of men fathers is not at all improbable.
Even
and women,
uplifting
their shrivelled
now, did Europe look on in silence, noth·
white hands and shrunken but imploring png could bar it a~ains,t them,
T!le only
faces, to obtain alms of the passer,by.~stronghold,. Acre, IS rumed; the cltadel of
There the leper st.ill keeps at the gate Damascus
IS but a name; the comely bat·
'
.. 3) "t'11 d
11 1
'th
tlements of Jerusalem
are hardly protec.
, S'
we s a one WI '"
'
(2 K mgs VB.
,.
.
l'
th
t h tlOn agamst Arabs; no fleet gIrdles the
ou t th e camp, marrywg on y WI wre c .
.
,
'k
h'
If
d
. h'
b'
coast; no power has much wterest
III a
es l I e Imse,
an
pens mg
y pIece·
r t
0 1
t profitless
possession,
already costing so
mea 1 a t th e age 0 f lor y years.
n y a
.
L.
't
'-'d t D
h
"th
much blood.
Abd'ul Medjid has to look
t Jrose pom s, an a
amasCUg, were
e
.,.
t
t r
th'
to England
even for the' security of his
IS se
apar lor
elf
h ouse 0 f N aaman'
't 1 d
th d'
k 't
own Constantinople,
and, had he strength
e Isease ma CiS appear,
h OSpl a. oes
,
bl'
d th
't's
'd ntl
by land or sea, could not spare it from
ance w pu IC; an
ere I leVI
e
y
,
'
"
1
"b
do d to d
trembling Turkey.
But.the Jews are said
8h unne d as
unc ean,
a an
ne
es- ,
pair, and cast out from the sympathy of to be as numerous now as in their day of
't
glory, and wherever they reside, whatever
1lUmal1l y.
.
their occupation,
though the heart faint
One otber melancboly
Sight can never with long,deferred
hope, that heart beats
be ,forgotten.
In a narrow street, close the same as of old; no luxury of a higher
agal~st th,e outer wall of the C~urt of the civilization,
no success belonging to their
Gentdes, IS to be seen every Fnday noon business acumen no ease under the relaxa double line of Jews bewailing
their ation of sectari:n
bigotry, no favor benational
ruin, repeating
the penitential
stowed on their often proscribed worship,
psalms, and crying, "0 God, how long?"
can wean them fwm the Land of Promise,
Old men and maidens~ fathers an,d chil, the graves of their fathers, the altar of
~ren, seem to be pourmg o.ut their so~ls Jehovah's
accepted wor'ship, the expected
1D
agony of sorrow,
at tImes sobbing scene of Divine manifestations
yet to
aloud,
and even beating
their heads come.

l

against th~ col~, gray stones .. It is the
Upon the borders of the land and within
day on which TItuS took the city.
They it are said to be a million and a half of
have observed it from the earliest time Jews waiting with the keenest anxiet . for
when they could venture within its holy the hour of restitution,-a
million land
~alls, and have long regarded these stones more familiar with the resources
of the
as part of the ancient inclosure of their jland, its mountain fastnesses, its pathles:l
House

of God.

It is refreshing to find such tenacity to
God'given
faith, such strong hope sur·
viving the ages of persecution.
Without
a temple, a country, or a home, the na·
tionality of the Jew is unimpaired,
his
expectation
of a peculiar Redeemer is un·
shaken.
When
the anger of Jehovah is
appeased by his heroically,borne
suffering,
he looks to recover his ancient glory un,
der a Divine Prince, sitting on the throne

a

wilderness,

it,s ancient

strongholds

against

Assyrian or Roman,-a
million and more,
if not trained soldiers, yet trained to suffer
and endure,-if
kindled with the sense of
wrong, yet patient as the brooding storm
-if
slow to strike, yet quick to die for
the hope of Israel.
A mere whisper of
permission
from any strong government
like England would invite in such num·
bers as would change the desert into the
garden again, and the heap of ruins into

o[ David, judging the tribes of Israe1.*1'hlswas assured me by the Englishconsuta' Jeru.
So tbat the l'mallest J ewtsh conjract
at ealem,Mr. FinD.
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the busy city,-would
arouse a slumbering
quarter
of the world,
send fresh life
through the stagnant
veins of the East,
and reclaim
a prodigal
son from the
swine's husks to the family of civilization,
the household of humanity.
Restored to
their only home, their one altar, their
bleeding yet idolized land, Christendom
might see with wonde~ the nobility of that
race frQm whom its own Savior came!Christianity
might find better access to a
lace whom it befriended
instead of tor·
menting!
The word of prophecy would
r~veal to us a new significance in the dec·
laration, that" the Lord will gather Israel
from the people, and assemble them out
of the countries
where they have been
scattered,
and will comfort
the waste
places of Zion, and make her wilderness
like Eden, and her desert like the garden
of the Lord."
F. W. H.

it might,
exciting our minds to curious
and unprofitable.
~peculations,
withdraw
our thoughts from HIM-" THE WAY, THE
TRUTJI, AND THE LIFE."
Though we have no definite assurance
as to what were the employments
and experiences
of Jesus during his unofficial
l years, still it is probable that we incur no
risk of error in the statement
that his life
did not differ essentially in its external in·
cidents or in its internal trials,
from the
general lot of tltose around him.
That he
engaged in business, employed his hande
~in daily toil, experienced
the common
physical allotments,
was associated
with
those of a similar
age in his early ydrs,
derived pleasure and pain from the com·
mon source~ of human good and ill (guilt
excepted,) acquired
knowledge
by obser.
vation and experience,
and gradually
en·
larged his sonl as he advanced in age; are
statrments
which might easily win the
assent ofrefltlcting minds.
Certain apoe.
iryphal narratives
really too frivolous to
I

I

Christ, Our Sympathize~.
BY AUSTINCRAIG.
If to propitiate GQd and to turn away
His wrath from man by the sacrifice of
himself, has been the only, or even 1he
chief purpose of Christ's coming in the
flesh, it seems strange that he remained so
long on the earth.
The ojJicial career of Jesus,
from his
baptism
to his ascension,
was about a
tenth part of his life among men.
Of
thirty years of the life of this wonderful
personage we have no account, excepting
the narrative of the flight into Egypt and
the story of his conversation
with the
Jewish doctors in th~ temple.
It is im'1
possible not to feel lllterested
to learn
what Jesus did and said and experienced
during his childhood
and youth,-during
nine-tenths
of his life on earth.
Andyet
we may believe it well for us, that God
has veiled the unofficial life of Jesus from
our eyes.
Our salvation is concerned on·
ly with what he said and did in his official
capacity
as the Messiah
of God.
Interesting as his earlier history would undoubted!y be to us, we cannot say that it
would conduce to our veneration;
while

be regarded
as histories of JESUS, record
many marvels which they allege to have
been done by him in his pre-official
years.
Butit is unlikely that Jesus performed any
miracle before his baptism.
For his breth·
ren are represented
as having said to ~im
at the beginning of his public
life," If
thou do these things, shew thyself to the
world."
The Evangelist
adds:
"For

neither did his brethren believe uppn him. "

I

I

The un belief of the brethren
of JesUII
seems to forbid the supposition
that miraculous powers were manifested
by him
during his childhood,
or !outh.
Indeed,
I am n~t aware that t~ere l.Sany reason for
supposmg that the actH'e hfe of Jesus duo
ring thirty years, differed much (except in
its purity) from the life of others of a sim·
ilar condition.

Nevertheless,
it is impossible
to regard
the thirty unofficial years of the Son of
God, as we would regard an equal period
in the life of any of his associ.ltes.
Those
years must have had an intimate
relation
to the great object of his coming.
And,
l though tlley we;e not rendered remarka-
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ble by any connexion
with external wonders, they must have witnessed the birth
of experiences
and aspirations in the bosom of Jesus,
snch as were essential to
qualify him for his Mediatorial
work.
To
present the thought in a single statement, I
would represent the thirty unofficial years of
Jesus as the period of his education for the
Messiabship.
The amplest statements to this point occur in the "Epistle to the Hebrews. "_
(Cltapter 2: 17, 18. )-" In all things it

behooved him to bemade like unto his brethren; that he might be a merciful andfaithful High Priest in things pertaining to
God, to make reconciliation for the sins of
the people.
For in that he himself hath

luffered, being tempted, he is able to succor them that are tempted. "
(Chapter 5: 7, 9.)-" Who, in the days
of his fl2sh, when he Ilad offered up prayers
and supplications
with strong crying and
tears, unto hiI:\l that was able to save bim
from death, and was beard in that he feared,
(tbough he were a Son) learned obedience

SYMPATHIZER.
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corer and Savior of every class of suffering, struggling, tempted men.
So, then, J p,sus, during the thirty years
of his private life, was making trial of human conditions,--was
familiarizing himself
with toil and privation, with pain and sorrow, with moral infirmily and the forces o(
temptation.
When to this we add the experiences ofhis public career, we may confidentlyaffirm
that there is no species of
sorrow and sufi"ering, of trial and temptation, that is known to man and unknown to
Jesus.
He has tasted of every bitter cup
that sin has filled for man.
The pinchings
of poverty, tbe weariness of wasting labor,
the tern pting opportunily
of worldly advantage,
the cold indifference of those
whom he died to redeem; all, all are known
to Jesus.
And (as if this was not experience enQugh of sorrow) when nailed to the
cross, derided by foes, denied and forsaken
by his friends, with the damps of death
gat bering upon bis brow, he must ytt taste
the unutterable bitterness of the withdrawal of the soul's last support-"
My God!

by the things which he suffered; and being my God! why' hast THOU FORSAKEN ME 1"
made perfect, he became the author of eter"0, Lamb of God I. wag ever pain,
Was ever lovejlike thine!"
nal salvation unto all them that obey
kim. "
"Surely
he hatLI borne our griefs and
It may be well to remark, that the word carried our sorrows: if '* if *" he was
t, perfect,

" applied toJesus in two of these
passages, does not imply that there had
been moral imperfection in him; for the
same original word is used in ':fohn 17: 4,
translated"
finished," in the English Bible;
it occurs also in Luke 2 : 43, and is rendered "fu lfilled."
The m'eaning of the word
as applied to Jesus by the writer of the
epistle to the Hebrews, is that the sufferings of Jesus in the flesh perfected him for
tbe Messianic office,-qualified
him to become the" Author of eternal salvation unto tbem that obey him."

wounded for our transgressions,
he was
bruised for ollr iniqllities;
the chastisement
of our peace was upon him; and with, his
stripes we are healed. "

"In all things it behooved him to be made
like unto his brethren; that he might be a
merciful and faithful high-priest
in things
pertaining to God, to make reconciliation
for the sins of the people.
For in that he
himself hath suffered, peing tempted, he is
able to succor them that are tempted. "
There are seasons in our experience
when the burden of our griefs, or of thickCollecting these several scripture state. ening temptations, weighs oppressively upon
ments into a single proposition,
we learn us, and the soul yearns to unbosom its agothat it was necessary jar Jesus to experience
nies to some pure friend, to find direction
in person the various sufierings and temp- and relief in his counsel and sympathy._
tations incident to human life, in order tbat How blesst'd to have such a friend!
How
he might be able to sympathize with every it aJ.Jeviates the load of sorrow, to obtain
form of mortal woe, and become the Suc- the sympathy of the good!
How it weak-

~-~~
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ens the power of temptation, to remember ~self placed in the very circumstances of
that we have pure·minued friends who con· 1 the sinner.
Oftenti:nes while his fellow
tinually make intercession for us! How men are condemning him, the guilty one
it unburdens the oppressed conscience to feels that there are circumstances connected
reveal its guilty woes to some faithful with his case, which could men know as he
heart! "Confess your faults one to an- knows, they would not so harshly judge
other, (says the Apostle James) and pray him. They would mingle sympathy with
one for another, that ye may 11ehealed." the condemnation. Perhaps, swayed by
But there are some experiences which per- prejudice, they will not calmly consider his
haps every soul will feel that it cannotplea. Or, what is more ];I.ely, they cannot
must not-uncover to any earthly eyes.appreciate its force, nor he express it as j~
The soul has its outer sanctuary into which ~is present to his consciousness. But it is
they who are pure may be admitted; but all known to Jesus. The inherited infirmit has also its inner sanctuary--its "Holy ities of the guilty man's moral organization,
of Holies "-opened only on the great day the unfavorable circumstances of his early
of expiation, and entered only by the high- and later years, his long and bitter strugpriest.
"We have such an high-priest, gles with an easily besetting sin, his final
who is set on the right hanu of the throne yielding to the tempter under an unexpected
of the Majesty in the heavens, a:minister and powerful urgency; Jesus knows it all,
of the sanctuary, and of the true tabema- and feels it all. And he can relieve it all.
c1e, which the Lord pitched, and not man." "In that he himself hath suffered, being
Who, "beoause he continueth ever, hath tempted, he is able to succor them that are
an unchangeable priesthood; wherefore he tempted."
Often when the hearts of men
is able to save them to the uttermost that are burning with indignation at the sinner,
come unto God by him, seeing he ever liv- and they remember only that "Moses in
Bth to make intercession f.or them. "
the la w commanded that such should be
An earthly sympathizer could not be stoned;" the guilty one finds sympathy
sufficient for our needs; because the deep- with Jesus, and a heavenly v?ice speaks to
est experiences of the heart are not com. his soul, "Neither do I condemn thee.municable by human languag~. Not even Go, and sin no more. "
to God can the laboring bosom spealc its
In Jacob Abbot's "Young Ch'ristian,"
deepest woes. Prostrate, it pours out its there is an excellent illustration oftlte symunspeakable grief before him in yearnings pathy of Jesus, which I shall do well to
and sighs; and not the lips, but" the Spirit transcribe het'e :
maketh intercession for us with groanings
"It is very often tlle case that persons are
which canno~be uttered."
But Jesus who struggling with temptations and sins almost
" searcheth the hearts, knoweth what is the in solitude, anu those to whom they are dimind of the spirit, because he maketh in· rectly accountable do not appreciate the
tercession or the saints according to the circumstances in which they are placed, and
will of God."
the efforts they make to overcome temptaJesus is the sympathizer and friend of ~tion. I presume that teachers very often
sinners.
Only sympathy could conquer blame their pupils with.aseverity which they
s1n. So it was necessary that Jesus should would not use if they remembered distinctexperience all the weakness of our nature) ly the feelings of childhood. Perhaps a
and all the allurements of vice; that he little boy is placed on a seat by his intimate
should be tempted in all points like as we friend, and commanded upon pain of soma
are, and yet be without sin; Jesus judges very severe punishment not to whisper. He
the penitent sinner mercifully, because he l tries to refrain, and succeeds perhaps fOT
judges from personal knowledge of tempta-l half an hour in avoiding every temptation.
tion. The Judge is able to conceive him.l At last some sudden thought darts into his

I

I
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mind,-his
resolutions are forgotten; the to his new companions, to partak8 with
presence of the master, the regulation of them in all their trials and temptations.the school, and the special prohibition to He toils upon a perplexing lesson, that he
him, all flit from his mind; and after the for- may know oy experience what the perplexbidden act, which occupied but an instant, ity of childhood is; he obeys the strictest
is done, he immediately awakes to the con- ~rules, that he may understand the difficulty
sciousness of having disobeyed, and looks ~of obedience; and he exposes himself to
up just in time to see the stern eye of his the unkindness or oppression of the vicious
teacher upon him speaking most distinctly boys, that he may know how hard it is to
of displeasure and of punishment. Now endure them patiently. After fully making
if any severe punishment should follow the experiment, he J:esumeshis former charsuch a transgression, how disproportionate acter and returns to his station of authority.
would it be to the guilt! 'I.'he boy may in- Now if this were done, how cordially, how
,deed have done wrong; but how slight must much better can he afterward sympathize
the wrong be in the view of anyone, who with his pupils in their trials, and with what
could 101lkinto the heart, and estimate truly confidence can they come to him in all their
its moral movements in such. a case ~ It is cares.
unquestionably true, and every wise teach"Now we have such a Savior as this.er is fully aware of it, that in school discip- 'rhe Word was made flesh; that is, became
line there is constant danger that the teach- Man, and dwelt among us. He took not
er will estimate erroneously the moral char- . on him the nature of angels, hl\t the nature
acter of the actions he witnesses, just be- \ of man. "Wherefore it behooved him in
cause he has .forgotten the feelings of child- all things to be made like unto his brethhood. He cannot appreciate its tempta- ren, that he might be a met'ciful higl£.
tions or understand its difficulties, and ma- priest."
Dy a little struggler with the inclinations
If Jesus were unable to enter with perwhich would draw him from duty, is chilled feet appreciation and sympathy into the sad
and discouraged in his efforts, because the and bitter depths of all he.arts, he could not
teacher never knows that he is making an be the Savior of the world. Wherefore to
-effort to do his duty, or at hiast never un- know all human woe, he came down from
derstands the difficulties and trials whicb he heaven and was made flesh, and dwelt
finds in his way.
among us. For more than thirty years he
"Suppose now Ihat such a teacher should was w~th men, experiencing their condisay to himself, and suppose he could by tions; rising and retiring, laboring and
some magic power caHy the plan into ef- communing with them, eating at their tao
fect,-" I will become a little child myself, bles, watching ~t their bed-sides, loved by
',md go to school. I will take these same 1 friends, hated by enemies, assailed and
lessons which I assign, and endeavor to tempted by every species of eviL He
keep, myself, the rules which I have been knows all 0J.lrtrials and sufferings, and no
endeavoring to enforce. I will spend two story of human SOHOWis uninteresting to
or three weeks in this way, that I may learn him. Jesus was once a c11ild, subject to
by actual experience what the difficulties! the infirmities and griefs of childhood;
and temptatIOns and trials of children are." ~therefore the little children may come trustSuppose he should carry this plan into ef- ing to him. Jesus has experienced the
fect, and laying aside his
eumulated temptations of youth; knows its peculiar
knowledge and that strength of mor'll prin- besetments, its aspirations, its hopes-ma_
ciple which long habit had f"rmed, should ny of them, alas! formed to be disappoint.
assume the youth and the spirits and all the ed. 0 young men and maidens, seek the
feelings of childhood, and should take his gllidance and sympathy of Jesus!
What,
place in some neighboring school unknown but the remembrance of his Own youthful
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years, enabled Jesus, when the young man ered in his name, he is in the midst. He
came to him seeking instruction, to regard is acquainted with every soul of man. No
him with such brotherly compassion? Je- pang of human grief is unknown to him.
sus is acquainted also, with all the forms of No sigh for purity escapes a burdened soul,
temptation and trial which men experience ~but straight it goes to the heart of Jesus,
during their mature years-ambition, worid- i and speedily his divine sympathy fills and
liness, distrust; Jesus knows them far bet- calms the stormy bosom.
"If any man
ter than we. He knows every weakness of sin, we have an advocate with the Father,
our nature, every power of temptation, an9 Jesus Christ the Righteous."
If any man.
every unutterable depth of sorrow. The sorrow, we have a Comforter able and wilJewish priests bore the tribes of Israel up- ling tl) give relief. All sins and all grief$
on their bosom, in a symbol; but our high- are known to him. "N either is there any
priest bears the whole wOlld upon his heart, creature that is not manifest in his sight:
in that he has experienced every kind of but all things are' naked and opened unto
suffering and temptation known to man.
the eyes of him with whom we have to
The mission of Jesus as our Sympathi- do."
zer, was not ended when he withdrew from
" Seeing then that we have a great High
the earth.-Indeed,
it was but then fully Priest, that is passed into the heavens-Jebegun. With his glorification there was a sus the Son of God--let us hold fast our
great enlargement of his usefulness to man. f profession. For we have not an high-priest
When he ceased to be confined by physical i who cannot be touched with the feeling of
conditions, and became" a quicken ing spir- i oU'rinfirmities; but was in all points temptit," he grew nearer to mankinp. Had he cd like as we are, yet without sin: Let us
remained on earth, a corporeal Presence, therefore come BOLDLY unto the throne of
he would have been near to some and re- grace, that we may obtain mercy, and find
mote to others :. for Universal Presence is grace to help in time of need. "-Christian
not predicable of any subject of terrestrial Repository.
relations. It was necessary that Jesus
should depart Ollt of the sphere of material
cognition, in order that he might, as the
A Kind Word.
Purifier and Consoler, enter all willing
"It is a little thing, yet do not forget it.
hearts. "It is expedient for you (said he You know not how much good it may do.to his weeping disciples) that I go away j It may buoy the sinking spirit up and nerve
for if I go not away, the Comforter will not it against despair. We cannot tell what
come unto yon."
Jesus withdrew from the I those around us feel. Sunny smiles may
sight of his disciples, in order that he might ~conceal a heart tbat is even now breaking,
be nearer to them forevermore. He was and that wears the semblance of joy only
released from physical connexions, in order to conceal its wretchedness. A kind word
that he might become accessible to men in may dispel the gloom and heal the wounded
every clime and age, to communicate his spirit. Perhaps yOIl may not know it, but
spirit to them.
He" ascended up far it may bless you when the turf. IS green upabove all heavens, that he might fill all on your grave. Mark that sad and lonely
things. "
one in whose eye the tear drop often tremAnd now, perfected and glorified, he who bles. Listen to the low sigh that strugglei
was once the "Man of Sorrows," is pos- to hide the soul's emotion and speaks more
sessor of "all Power in heaven and inj plainly than words of the agony within.earth, " for the relief of wretchedness and There is bitterness there; the world may not
the cure of sin. He is a universal Pres- heed it, and may even look with scornful
ence, purifying and consoling all penitentl gaze or pass by in utter coldness, but be
minds. Wherever two or three are gat.h- I thou an angel of mercy t9 that blivhled
0
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heart, soothe its despondency, and point to
Ideal and Practical Charity.
brighter hopes. It will give you back arich
To visit the sick in a house clean lind
reward, the love of a trusting heart. You, tidy, where stairs are not rickety and
may find there II precious gem, one that, lchairs not broken. and clothes and beds
though it shuns display, yet glitters not the are nicely patched, as thoroughly washed,
less brigtly, and discovers its beauty to and withal fragrantly scenteu with sim.
those only who will carefully seek it.
pIe. herbs; to visit t~em,. and find them
., Spnak gently to the erring,-know
patlent and meek, lIstenmg to all yon
They may have toiled in vain;
h k f 11
d
d"
II . h
Perhaps unkindness made them 10;
say t an u y, un erstan mg It a WIt .
Oh! win them back again!"
out mistake, remembering and profiting
Yes, speak gently to the poor wa~derer by aU; to find them so perfectly proper
who has strayed from the paths of virtue in their views that they could never have
and holiness, who feeli! that he is an out- been vulgar, and so devout in evry thought
cast and that no one cares for him. Ye are that arises, that life itself seems a con.
a!! children of one Father, and that way. tinued expiration of prayer,-this
is
ward one is thy brother, an erring one, but visit that is quite ideal. It will do for
yet thy brother, and you may save him.the. dreamer. A pretty picture of fancy,
He was not always so; once a pure and but fortunately or unfortunately not al.
happy child, "he caroled light as lark at ways to be found, except in the higll
morn," and every evening saw him bendl colored scenes of a novel or the reveries
the infant knee to lisp the prayer his moth. of some, who would bc benevolent, but
er taught llim. And when in after years require such conditions for its exercise as
vice lured him with her syren t<ines, oh! consider poor men and women already
what a struggle was there within that young the very models of perfection-much
betheart; what agony in its feeble efforts to re- tel' than themselves.
It would certainsist temptation too strong for the unguarded ly be a luxury to visit such suffering
soul! He fell; pity while you blame; you, Christians.
So far from being irksome,
too, might have fallen, had you been in many would be fascinated by the opportuhis place. And when the fearful act was nity thus to spend an hour. But, somedone, when character and reputation were how or other, .there is a notion abroad
blasted, and the frown of the world was that in true benevolence there is to be
turned upon him, is it strange that frenzy some sacrifice, an effort, a self conquest,
should seize the blighted heart and hurry it i and besides this that those whom we visit
on to yet darker deeds, bearing it still far-! are not perfect beings, but for the most
ther and farther from happiness and God? part sick, suffering, famishing mortals,
Yet the wanderer may be recalled, and a brought up without habits of cleanliness
kind word may do it-may begin tha train and thrift, and being so used to hardship
of circumstances which will end in its re- that complaint and moodiness become
demption. For there is music in a kindly somewhat natural. Practically every day,
word that can soften the hardest heart, and charity is to visit such. This is honest,
when once the better feelings are moved, sober, downright benevolence.
Over
there is tope. ' A harsh or unfeeling word floors stained and mudded, up bending
may fa1llike a withering curse, and urge on flights of stairs, amid children crying or
to ruin and despair. Be kind to all. To quarrelling for bread, in tatters and filth,
the lowest and meanest of God's creatures, that a lone, suffering mother is not able
be kind. It will cost you nothing; it may to mend and to wash, too sick to hush.
be the messenger of peace to them. "
her murmurs day by day, and find it a
long, tedious and almost hopeless task to
As in water face answereth to face, so do so; to find bodify sickness preying on
the heart of man io man.
~the mind, and making one constantly cap.
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tious, fretful, ill-humored ,-and
then the woe betide him if he has not a clean sheet
mind preying in turn on the body, making of character to present, and then we drop
the disease more virulent; to find the hus- ~~n his palsied hand a sixpence, considerband careless, rude, and, brutal; to find mg that we have to payout another sixyour attention
in the end forgotten penee in the course of the day. Such is
and your patients but little improved one way of giving-a nice view of charity,
-in health; to see throughout it all the refined and dainty enough.for the famed
necessity of not looking for the luxury of realms of Utopia, but rather out of place,
thanks and successful effects, but of think· methinks, for the matter· of-fact world that
ing only of your own duty and the lies around us.
blessing to descend into your own heart,
A truer sort of benevolence, one hav·
and to persevere gently but firmly, day ing more of mind, heart, and of Gospel,
after day, in this unwearied work,-this
is too, in its composition, is to give to those
not ideal benevolence-it
is of anotner who have erred, and who wish to reform
sort. It is that true, real benevolence to those who, like all of us, have been
which, if there could be such a thing as hasty, or inconsiderate, or careless, and
merit in aught that you do, would be, in- have suffered the bitter consequences, but·
deed, a meritorious work.
now are struggUingupward
to a new life,
And tben this distinction between thel and wish only a helping hand; to give to
ideal and the practical runs through the any that are famishing, whether they be
subject of giving in the same way as in personages of character or not, like the
that of visiting.
The poor man that bounteous Father of us all, who makes
comes with humble and faltering tones to the sun to shine on the evil as on the
your door, how is he received by the ideal- good; to give to them, though they never
ist? Why-that
he Ehould never have will thank us, though they even turn and
been unfortunate in business, always aGt- rend us; to give, though at present they
ing with consummate prudence, and en- are rude and thriftless: seeking to reform
ergy and tact; or if he has lost, and them, not expecting to find them without
and lost his all in money, yet that the loss errors, but seeking only to know what
must have occurred in some such purely their errors are, and to put them in a way
accidental way as by a stroke ofparl\,lysis and with means to mend them: this is by
or a flash of lightning; that he should be far the greater part in practical matters of
saving in all he gets, never spending a charity. This is body and substance;
cent uselessly: tha~ he should be a model perhaps not a pleasant and ideal view of
of sobriety, never having tasted a drop of the subject, put it is a sensible one-one
certain beverages; that his whole lJiogra. that we are called on to take every dar of
phy, told over from year to year, should our lives. It is easy' to get rid of a beg.
bear witness to an, humble, patient, yet gar by spying out his faults. 'We salve
,dilJigent Christian,
struggling against the conscience in thinking that he is
misfortunes, but without a hard word for worthless, and save the purse in the bar·
any above him or around him, and then, gain. But if we do not give in this way,
too, that he should, even in rags, and it is not likely we will give at all. The'
reared, perhaps, in a cellar, be perfectly true luxury of giving should be in helping
proper in his mn ncr; saying neither
0 those most needing our help, in character
much nor too little, being neither too as well as in body, and in relieving those
haughty nor too cringing; these are the when we have to deny ourselves; to do
requisites that the idealist demands of the rvhat nature does not like to do.
beggar at the door. He is to be thorough.
In this holy season, Mr. Editor, when
ly sifted, fully known from youth to age'l our Savior's sufferings are so. prominent.ly
in mind and heart, pody and soul, and brought before us, such a view of ChmI
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tian duty may be a sensible one. The
example of our Lord should be ours; His
gilts to us our motives, His promises our
encouragement.
Self-denial is the lesson
writen all over the season in characters
we may not fail to see, and it is that doing something, really and earnestly, that
taking up the Cross, not merely bearing it
when laid upon the shoulder, which, espe·
cially now,it becomes us to practice.
Excuses wont answer; sentimentalism is out
of place. The work is no sham.-Evangelical Catholic.
T.

DEATH

l

I.

False Religion.

I

"To false Religion, we are indebted for
persecutors, zealots a\1d bigots; and per- ~
haps human depravity has assumed no
forms, at once more onious and despicable, than those in which it has appeared
in such men. I will say nothing of persecution; it has passed away, I trust, forever; and torture will no more be inflicted, and murder no more committed, under pretence of extending the spirit and
influence of Christianity.
But the temper which produced it still remains; its
parent bigotry is still in existence; and
what is there more adapted to excite thorough disgust, than the disposition, the
feelings, the motives, the kind of intellect!
and degree of kllOwledge, discovered by
some of those, who are p.reiending to be
the sole defenders and patrons of religious
truth in this unhappy world, and the true
and exclusive heirs of all the mercy of
God? It is a particular misfortune, that
when gross errOrS in religion prevail, the
vices of which I speak, shew themselve~
especially in the clergy; and that we find
them ignorant, narrow minded, presumptuous, and as far as they have it in their
power, oppressive and imperious. The
disgust which ~his character in those who
appear as ministers of religion, naturally ~
pro~uces, is often. transferred to ~hristjan- ~
Ity Itself. It ought to be associated only
with that form of religion by which those
vices are occasioned. "-ANDREW NORTON, Thoughts on True and False Religion, second edition, pp. 15, 16."
I
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The Death of the Year.
Twas midnight and the mool\beams eQ.1d
Gleamed down upon the pure, white anow,
The winds swept wildly through the wold,
Waving the bared trees to and fro,
And weaving with the night bird's song,
And owlet's laue too-whit, tu-who,
Their own sad wail, as swift and strong,
They through the mountain passes blew,
But, hist! there is a lander wail
Now echoes from the monnhin side,
Now rises from the silent vale,
And stretches o'er the earth so wide
That one would think the funeral cry
Of nations had been uttered, then
Tbey weep, who liVing had been men.
That wail why was it and so dread?
Ha, hat whence comes that laugh so chill,
As by, old Time with noiseless tread
Sweeps onward-ever
onward still?
Methinks I hear him whisper now
From out the mists of by-gone yeurs,
Which gather thick about ;lis brow
Danl,: with humanity's sad tears:
"Ah, ha, good youth, they tell in story
I step as lightly as the breeze,
Which blows o'er fane. and temples hoary,
And wakes a sigh from out the trees;
And yet I'm stronger than the waves
When waving winds on ocean '8 deep,
Fresh bursting from their prison-caves,
In wild, untntored freedom sweep.
Few moons have wasted since 1 saw
A yonth spring up along my way,
Whose beauty see.med without anow,
Whose onward course without a stay.
He saw me 38 l nearer drew
And wreathed his face intoa smile,
And snapped his fingers as he flew
Away with buoyant step the while:
But still I did pursue the chase
Until his youthful da)'s were fled,
And a long white beard grew on his face,
And hoary locks upon his head.
Then first he seemed to dread my power,
And fear-impelled, was forced to part
'With many a gem and many a fiower,
Which he had carried at the start.
Eut this did not avail him much,
For soon my hand was on his head,
And soon he felt my scythe's eol<1touch,
And wailed but once, and then was dead,
That wail is what.you Justhave heard,
For no-w the Old Year is no more,
And with him many a hope deferred
Lies buried 'mong the things of ~rore,
And many a head made desoJate"But here old Time could say no more.
For an elfin ;pay had sprung up strait
In the path which the old man trod before;
And him old Time now hot,pur.ued
As away on the wings of the wind he sped,
With flowers along his pathway strewed,
And roses blooming abo,'e his head.
B'lt still the moon beams shone as cold,
And the owl tu-whoed from the tree as bare,
And the winds swept on thro\lgh the lonely wold,
The same as if the blithe New Year
Had not been born at the death of the Old.
Cambridge, Mass. 1853.
H.
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MEMORY OF O. N. HUNDLEY.
1111 BROTHER.

Borther! cold the tUTf is lying,
Cold and still above thy head,
And the winter winds are sighing
Sadly o'er thy dreamless bed:
And thy eye is closed and sunken,
And all pallid is thy brow,
And thou hearest not the mourners
That are weeping o'er thee now.
For thy father weeps above thee
Tears he cannot well suppress,
And thy gentle mother mourns thee,
Mourns thee ever-comfortless.

•

To-day I bless Thee most for power
It draws me, Father, nernest Thee,To love all thine, e'en though they give
No love to me.
In stillness deep 1walk a land
Where spirit forms my footsteps greet.
And beauteous thoughts-an
angel bandChaunt low and sweet.

Fatherl why dost thou lament him,Why lament him that is goneHe, the righteous One who lent him,
Hath but taken back his own.
For a while his gentle spirit
Was to bless and cheer us given,
Then why grieve when God hath called it
To a happier home in heaven?
To a home of fadeless beauty,
Where bright 1Iowers ever bloom,
And is heard no voice of mourningMourning o'er the silent tomb.
Motherl why art thou now weeping
O'er thy son so early dead?
10 he in the cold earth sleepingSleeping In his narrow bed?
Well thou knowest he was gentle,
Ay, and loving too and kind,
And possessed a heart so noble,
And so pure and spotless mind;
That the grave cannot contain him,
Though its bars were icy cold,
For his 1Iight wonld still be upward,Upwurd to the spirit·world.
Brother! Cold the tnrf is lying,
Cold and still above thy head,
And the winter winds are sighing
Sadly o'er thy dreamless bed:
And, although I know thy spirit
Tre"'s a world of fadeless bliss,
Where the loving are not parted
Who have faithful been in this;Still I weep and mourn above thee,
For thou wast my childhood's friend,
And to know thee was to love thee,
As I knew and loved thee then.
Cambridge, Mass. 1853.

Drear hours I know wiJI darkly come,
Like April days of cloud and rain.
But thus must hearts. like wintry 1Ields,
Grow green again.
1 thank Thee Father, that I live;
Though wailings till this earih of Thine;
To labor for Thy sutrering olles
Is JoY divine.
And even I, so weak and poor,
"May bear some word of life from Thee,
A beam of hope may reach 80me heart
Even through me.1

..
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'TIS GOOD TO LIVE.
..•. THANISGIVING,

BY
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1 thank Thee, Father. that I live:
1 thank Thee for these gifts of TbineFor benl1ing skies of heavenly blue,
And stars divine.
For tbis green earth, where wi~d sweet briars
Like free'st spirits Joyous stray,For wiading stream and trees and tlowers
Beside its way.
But more 1 tbank Thee for true hearts
That bear sweet gifts of love to me,
Which mine enfolds, and feels that this
Is love of Thee.

~-~-~~.

Warmth from their spirits spreads around
An atmosphere serene-divine-Magnetical, like golden haze,
Encircling mine.

Motives .
" It is the motive, mure than any thing
else, that renders an action good or bad.However fair the look of an action may
be, if the right motive be wanting, the action is hollow, if the motive be a bad
one, the action is rotten to the core. Who
cares for an outward seeming, or show of
affection, unless the heart be also on the
same terms? Who does not prize a rough
outside, when it covers an honest inside,
more than the most fawning fondness from
a heart that is cold and false? Thus it is
right to insist on the principles for their
own sake, because the principles give
their value to the action, not the action to
the principles, for they are but dross.The principles are the gold on which is to
be placed the stamp, and if the gold is
not good, the stamp, though it often deceives the people, give it no real worth;
and he who graves the Queen's image on
base metal, is punished for his forgery."
, Rising and setting suns are commonplace exhibitions, when were there only
one such exhibition to be witnessed in a
century, multiplied millions, nay, almost
half the population of the globe, would
\behold it with rapture. '
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LIGlITENS

God's Presence Lightens Our E"orrow.
MR. EDITOR, DEAR. FRIEND: I send you

orange, fig
scenes.

Iest

an extract from a private
letter, written
by a fr;end far from home, and when lao
boring under
the daily apprehension
of
approaching
disease.
It was not intend.
ed for the public eye, but if is all the better for that.
It did me good, and I hope
will afford others a thouo-ht that may bless
o
If you will pub.
and lighten a sad hour.
Esh this, I will send you others from the

I
i

Mille pen.
Sincerely

NF.w

yours,
AMICA.

ORLEANS, Feb.
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or myrt~e ~f. earth's
ric~.
And this VISion of God IS

o~en to aJ~ m~n, den the humblest.
It
stirS the qUlvermg leaves, moves upon the
crooning waters, glows in the spangled
firmament,
and ?ives heavenly freshness
to the dull ~st. Sights an~ sounds around
us. The miSSIOn of Chnst was to reveal
this divine presence to all, even the most
sinful and lowly.
Do we see it? It may
be afteL struggles with self, and pride, and
sin; after prayers and watchfulness;
after

the last vestige of self or selfishness has
been crucified; after the letter of Scrip'
tUfe has been transfigured,
like the body
of our Lord, into its spiritual meaning and

11,1853.

My DEAR
My thoughts
are! glory, or meaning to our spirit if you had
turned constantly
to my home and my rather; but we see him at last, and the
friends; and I can not forbear to trouble ~light of his countenance
streams like the
you every few days, even though
I dawn of the morning: first faint and dishave
no personal
news to write.
I tant, but still coming on apace, till it
have suffered somewhat with myoId dis- shines full-orbed,
and plays into every
ease, but not enough to keep me in· doors. nook and corner of our narrow and dark.
N or do I make much complaint, as it is ened hearts, and makes them glow with
always disagreeable
to answer the same! love anu hope.
May we not, then, often
inquiries, and especially
when the answer say:
gives no happiness to those who enquire.
"I seefrom far thy beauteouslight.
:\'
:\'
'I<
* You see that I lack neiInly 1 sigh forthy repose!"

l

i

ther for friends nor entertainment;
.but I And such love and hope, 0 my soul! how
confess that it is dull and lifeles,s to me, they course
through
all the relations
in my present state, and so far away from of domestic and social life. opening livthose w:\,ho~ught to ~now an~. love me
best.
Except m the spmt of wOl'l
,>hip I enjoy nothing alone.
Still, I have
m' enjo ments.
Indeed I would sa it
}
y
,
y
humbly, but truthfully,
it is not in the
power of outward circumstance
to make
me miserabJ e. God is with us everywhere,
and we often feel him nearest when most
separated
from the sympathies of others;
and with this thought, who can be miserable? And how much, my dear ---,
do
we need this thought!
The sense of his
nearness
and complacency
gives to the
. soul its perpetual
noon, more bright thi~
day, to me, than even these sunny skies;
more warm and fertilizing
than all the
beams and dews of heaven; and the spirit
of this thought now breathes more balmy
odors than have ever swept the groves on

ing springs in all its deserts to make them
bloom and blossom as the rose.

1
"Hark! 'tis the music ofa thousandrills
.
.
Some through the groves, some down the slopmghIUS,
Winding a secret or an open course
AndaUsupplied from one eternal.ouree."

I

Ah! it is the thought of this love of God
at last that helps us to keep the commandments; to resist temptation;
to work at
our work and regard heavenly charities.
It melts the hard eye of bigotry with the
dew of tenderness;
gives a fragrant kind.
ness to the ill.tempered
and envious heart,
and makes us all bend over our often bro.
ken and bleeding nature to pour in the
oil and wine.
Who can allow his bosom
to be filled with gall and evil temper
while the thought of God is in it, or near
it, knocking to enter?
Then let us cher·

~~~~-~~~~
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ish this thought as the treasure of treas- l ever the envious slavery of ty;;n t wro;g
ures, for it melts my heart and sweetens trampples round to muddy and pollute the
my sympathies, and charms away all doubt, stream.
all fear, all dismay, and often makeR all
my faculties leap up and shout hozannahs
THE EAGLE ANDTHE SERPENT.-Some8S the the children of old shouted, when where I have Fead of a fight between an
they strewed the way of the Meek and the eagle and a serpent. The serpent came
Just.
forth, oppressed by the silence that pre'
Remember me affectionately to
. cedes a storm, upon his rocky den tha:
Do not grieve either on account of my overlooked the sea. The eagle was ca·
health or happiness.
I have enough oq reering in mid-heavl:}n mingling his scream
both, and the lack of the former does not with the wild winds as they gather their
destroy the foundation of the latter.
forces of thunJer and cloud to rattle down
Go<l bless ye, everyone!
upon the land and water, lest animal and
Yours, truly, &c.
fish should <lie with stagnant, stifled air.
$$$$ $$$
The storm was high as from his rock,
his snakeship looked forth upon tbe roarExcerpts of Things New and Old.
ing waves and tossing vapors whistling in
Seeing you would not be the dupe of the wind. The eagle saw his enemy, and
bigotry nor tbe slave of custom,what rule darting do';nward plunged his beak inte>
would you adopt to regulate your actions? his snaky fold. He writhed in agony, but
To this question, or one similar, I once with venomed spite, he struck the eagle in
heard an answer which spoke peacefully the unveiled bosom which the winds had
to my struggling thoughts, "Be wise, and parted-he
struck him in the heart. The
just, and free, and mild."
blood oame forth and 8tained the white
surf around. The fight went on until at
Truth has a sway more holy than ambi- last the huge and mighty serpent received
tion. It gives hours of serenity that far his death-wound in the head, and he at
outweigh all the gifts of Anarch Custom; length lay lifeless and rent upon the foam·
consecrates suffering by its gifts ofltnowl- ing beech, while high in air and far aoove
edge and power, which neither.··p:t>verty the storm the wounded eagle soared away
nor infamy can blight or mock, and to heal his wounds in the bright beams of
spreads a smiling morn above the soul suns and ~tars that send their healthfu1
that points to immortality.
It makes the power only to those who ever upward
true man stand unshaken-even
cherished look. Such is the strange fight between
friends turn with the multitude to trample truth and error. The one serpent-like
on what they cannot understand.
Its wounds the heart with poisonous bite and
thoughtful and often pallid cheek, though sting-but
while inflicting the fearful
coursed with tears wrung by the hand of wound receives upon its head the stah
human folly, is. ever beneath an ample that lays it proRtrate fotever. There is
forehead whose very aspect subdues all something of the serpent and eagle in us
unwonted fears, and its deathless VOicej'all. Vl e have heavenward aspiration:>
never pauses even though men should held back by the coils of earthward detramp upon tIle purest names that love sire. With the mind we serve the law of
them. It is our lamp in error's dreadful life, but with the flesh the law of sinnight, whose radiance shall shineon unde- and the 8truggle goes on with various refiled and undiminished to eternity's full suIt, until we shall realize the truth, that
day. Truth, ever calm, and beautiful he that is dead is freed from bin. We
and free, invites u,s all to fill our little have liberty mixed with thraldom; power
euers at her exhaustless fountains, how-, mingling with infirmity, and morality with
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sin. The religion of Christ helps us to "ural answer to his prayer, and an indubidiscriminate-to
remove the one and hold table sign of Hea\'en's concurrence!"
on to the other. Sin shall not "reign"
It is so~netimes said that the requisithough it will "dwell" in our mortal bod- tions of Christianity are too severe; that
ies, so that our earthly, fleshly bodies they take aaway our zeal for life and its
make our life a warfare, where victory pleasures, ltlld if carried out with consistshall never be fuJly proclaimed, until in ent practice, would Sltop the wheels of
the spiritual body we shall shout
progress and repress aU sallies of the
o Death!
o Gravel

where is now thy sting, (sin?)

imagination.

where thy victory.

'

We are asked sometimes how we can
listen to much of the dogmatical nonseme that is generally and solemnly uttered trom press and pulpit. We answer,
that if a writer or speaker will give us
something like truth on the whole, enough
to help anyone,
even the simplest to
g~e
himself and live, we will indulge
them with the license of unlimited talk.
The eagerness of some men for mere dogma is a good deal like village and neigbor.
hood gossip. We can listen to it, provided
they do not ask us to -take a part. Where
you can stop the current of bigotry or absurdity it is well; when not, better let it
roll by without interruption-it
will be
less noisy than if impeded.
'.
Scepticism.

..

The records of philosophy are very
comprehensive, but their most instructive
chapters are those that present the world
with example rather than theory. True,
there must be theory; but its principles
must be illustrated in action; its spirit
must be typified in life. It is by this
agency the Divine Being most perfectly
reveals himself, and renews the virtuous
energies of humanity.
The happiest inspiration that flows from Society, is the
influence diffused by the intellecual and
moral ligbts of its members. Constellations of these are arising and setting continually.
But there are some particular
stars, which on account of their proximity
to the region of our peculiar circumstances and sympathies should be most earn·
estly and studiously regarded; while we
may pever forget that in ,; all the train"
of earth's benefactors there is but one
star whose brightness never grow~ dim.

The "Eclipse of Faith,"
very apo·
sitely compares f;ome of the half· way
stopping-places of Scepticism between
Christianity and Infidelity, to a road-side
Inn th ough whose ragged windows all
the winds of heaven are ~lowing, and
whose gaudy signs assure us there is good
entertainment "within for man and beast,"
but when you enter, you find entertain·,
men t only for the la tter!
It is said of Lord Herbert, one of the
Fathers of modern Infidelity,' that after
writing his book against all external revelation, he prayed earnestly to heaven to
know whetber he should publish it or not.
The day was calm and serene, and he distinctly heard a sound of thunder which
he immediately received as "a preternat-

hWhen safely moored our pCTils o'er,
We'll Bin'g first in night's diadem,
Forever and forever morel
The star, the STAR OF DETlILEIIRM!"

" I pray yo~ listen, my dear children.
I am a very old man; and the longer I
live, the more religiously I become Fon·
vinced, that there is much to be forgiven
to poor frail Humanity.
Hast thou an
enemy, and dost thou wish him evil for
the harm he hath done thee? pause a moment and reflect: is he not, like thee, a
child of sorrow in this" dark estate ?"Are there not reserved, in the hands of
Fate, lashes sufficiently keen to draw his
life's blood from him, without adding thine
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also to the number? Think of the afflic-j air and water of this world are emboi.
tions entailed, more or less, upon all hu· ments of the elements of all our earthly
man flesh: disappointed hopes and unre· i enjoyments and an essential means of hu.
quited affections, the corroding pangs Of!man happiness.
Poverty, vicious associations, a defective
All the embodiments of nature are the
moral organization, a weak will-power, results of infinite wisdom, power and be.
with a fearful preponderance of the wild· nevolence, and to seek for enjoyment out.
er elements of our nature; th~ brutal ty· side of them, is a foolish effort to be hapranny of Appetite, which hunts us down py in opposition to God. God has incar.
like a blood-hound, fastening its inhuman nated all his favors, in nature and reo
fangs upon its own 'mother, natflre, by demption, and in those incarnations he
whom it was generated. Add to these comes near to us, and if we would "draw
the ravages of Disease, stealing like a near with a true heart, in full assurance
deadly viper along our veins. parching up of faith," we must seek the Lord in his
our life's blood, grating horrid discord up' own appointments, and no where else;
on the brain, until each nerve·note of the otherwise, we follow our foolish imagisystem vibrates in agony! and then comes nations and not the wisdom of God.
tbe terrible Finale--the dark, dread trag· i The first embodiment of the Christian
edy, Death!
1 idea was a divine embodiment. h was
Imagine now, you are standing oTerl conceived in the divine nature in the ages
the grave of your enemy, and say, would of eternity past. It is the eternal puryou not exclaim with our own beautiful pose of God which he purposed in Christ
Irving, "Alas, that I should have warred Jesus our Lord." An "election in Christ
against this poor pile of ashes !"
before the foundation of -the worid."It was said by a very wise man, "In The idea, purpose, election or predestinamy youth, I would have written a satire on tion was, "in the dispensation of the
mankind-in
my age. I would write their fullness of times he might gather together
apology."
Is not this the unfolding of in one all things in Christ, both which
the divine law of Love in the heart, when are in heaven and which are on earth."
the experience of after years serves to
But this divine embodiment of the
"temper
our judgment with mercy?" Christian itlea was unapproachable by men
-Preuss.
En.
or angels. Hence, it is called "the mys.
•.
i tery of his will," "the mystery of Christ"'
F.or the Christian Magazine.
I and "the
mystery of godliness,"
It was
Embodiments of the Christian Idea.
i the great secret of the universe, concealed
The visible universe is an embodiment in its divine embodiment from angels and
of the great idea ot "One God and Fa- men till it was deposited in, and develther of all." Hence, "the he,avens de- oped by, a mediatorial embodiment.
clare the glory of God and he firmanent
The second embodiment of the Chris.
showeth his handy work." "For the in- tian idea wa~ a typical embodiment con.
visible things of him from the creation of nected with mysteriolls promises. The
the world are clearly seen, being under· altars, priests and sacrifices of four thousstood by the things that are made, even and years were types of the Christian idea.
his eternal power and Godhead."
The patriarchs and prophets heard the
Man is an embodiment of spirit, and promises and looked at the types of the
without this embodiment who could have Christian religion, but there was a veil
the idea of spirit?
The atmo:.phere spread o\-er it, so that they could not
around us is an embodiment of electricity steadfastly look to the end or design of
and light, and without it we could neither the typical economy. "This veil is done
see nor live. In one sentence, the earth,! away in Christ."
Therefore the Old 1'es-

GOD'S

ANNOINTED

EVERYWHERE.

tament embodiment of the Christian idea after making arrangements for another emis an imperfect one, but necessary to pre- bodiment of the Christian idea, he repare the world for a revelation of the sumed the glory he had with the Father begreat secret. For had the world been ig- fore the world was.
The fourth embodiment of the Christian
norant of the spiritual ideas conveyed by
the words and types of the patriarchal and idea is the Apostolic mission. The spirit
Jewish institutions when Mes5iah came, of inFpiration incarnated the Christian idea
christianity, a~ revealed in the New Tes- in the minds, and hearts, and lives of the
tament, would have been perfectly incom- Apostles. They stood before the world inprehensible. Hence these "externals" and stead of Christ, as an intelligible, credible,
and infallible embodiment of the Chri~tian
"forms" of religion were not onlyessenidea.
We must look at them, hear them,
tial to religious enjoyment in the typical
ages, but, also. absolutely necessary in understand them, believe them and obey
order to perfect development of the chris- them, in order to receive and enjoy the
Christian idea. They, by the spirit, introtian idea under the reign 0 •• Messiah.
The third embodiment of the Christian duce us to the Son of God, and he introidea was in human nature. The idea was duces us to the Father. Thus we have feltransposed from the divine to the human, lowship with the Apostles, and with the
from the type to the anti type, and from Father, and his Son Jesus Christ, and thu8
the shadow to the substance.
"The word our very bosoms fill.
J. J. TROTT.
was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and
we beheld his glory. the glory as of the
•.
only begotten of the Father), full of grace
God's Annointed Ones Everywhere.
and truth."
"God was made manifest in
In surveying the often conflicting and
the flesh, justified in the ~ spirit, seen of painfully antagonistic state of religious soangels, preached unto the Gentiles, be- ciety, there is nothing more delightful than
lieved on in the world, received up into the assurance that precious souls, souls
glory." In the incarnation
and life, born of God, and keeping his commandteaching and ministry, death and burial, ments, are found among all sects, even the
resurrection and glorification of the Son most c(lrrupt and wordly. Men are not to
of God, we see the Christian idea in all be estimated by their arbitrary creeds; for
its brilliancy, as we behold the sparkling while some fall far below their accepted
diamond in clear water under the beams standard, many rise above, and the fresh
of a vertical sun. The son of Mary was streams of their religious life flow on amid
most emphatically the embodim.eut of the desert barrenne~s and icy death: None of
whole Christian idea. All the intellectu- us have truth in its perfection, and every
ality, morality and spirituality of chris- man's faith is mingled with more or less of
tianity were felt, taught and practiced by error; whilst God stands at the door of the
him on earth. Who can read his history human soul, ever ready to give energy and
and not be wiser than the patriarchs' and success to the truth it receives, and to counprophets and all the philosophers and sages teract and destroy the error. Hosts of stars
of the olden times? Who can believe in --often shining in a night of storm and
the wonderful facts of his divine wisdom darkness, but ever shining with bright and
and not feel the impresses of a divine life? benignant beauty-gem the coronet of evAnd who can be his disciple and not be ery church in christendom, and they beam
transformed into l1is divine likeness from only the brighter by reason of the surround•glory to glory 'by the spirit he imparts'?
< ing gloom.
For truly, "he is not a Jew who
But it was not compatible with the wisdom is one outwardly, neither is circumcision
of heaven that one so God-like should con- that is outward in the flesh. But he is a
tinue in this world of sin. Accordingly Jew who is one inwardly, and circumcision
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is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in Why don't all the Protestant den om ina·
the letter, whose praise is not of men but of tions unite against -the common evil, sin
God."
J. B. F.
and wickedness; instead of persecuting
""
the Catholics, and even one another?For the Christian Magazine.
Their contests, originating in envy and
A Wodding's view of the Sects.
ambition, tend to check the progress of
MR. EDITOR: The old adage, throw true religion more than all the opposition
nature out of doorl' with a pitchfo;k, and of bad men out of the pale of the church.
she will come in through the window, is Thereis more genuine liberality and char·
as true to day, as when uttered. The ity to be met with among the worldlings
Christian religion has only modified and than among many professed ch~istians.softened human nature, without changing There is more admiration and reverence,
it. Envy, jealousy, ambition 01 the low· given by the world to truly good men, than
est stamp and persecution are, to all ap' by their profe~sed brothers, but a preach.
pearances,
as rife now, as before the ing hypocrite, bolstered up as he may be by
coming of Christ. Even professed chris· the strength of a numerous sect, will be
tians and ministers, in spite of their study· properly appreciated and despised.
ing and teaching the beautiful doctrines,
Tnere was wisdom in the course pursued
exemplified by their master and Lord, by the heathen king of Japan, who closed
show as little charity and as much of the his gates against all Christians as ~ects.
spirit of persecution, as in ages past.The Catolics had made rapid strides to·
True the time for burning and torturing wards removing the evils of the heathen
those who disagree with our own opinions religion, when fired with sectarian zeal,
is over; yet no sooner does a man, by a they commenced war upon one another,
life of self·denial and labor, break through forgetting the great and noble object of
the old cobwebs-the dogmas of the sects, civilizing the natives. The sensible king
than every illiberal person sets up a hid· became disgusted at the scene before him,
eous yell, and begins to rake up some and urged on and assisted by one party,
thoughtless act of indiscreet youth, or to he easily crushed the other, till, in the end,
hint that all is not right, striving to elcite he expelled both. This will be the fate of
the curiosity of slander loving, ta ttling the sects here, unless they change their
people, in order to bring him to their own course. There is room enough for all to
low level, instead of trying to cultivate labor and grow strong, without extermina·
and elevate their own base natures.
The ting one anotber.
spirit of this kind of persecution is as
What is the real difference, in the course
bad, naywor.e, than the somuch denoun· pursued by Christians of the present day,
ced inquisition; because an invidious en· and that of the Athenians towards the best
emy, under the garb of a frlend,'may steal of their sons-Aristides?
There is many an
into one's confidence, and stab him una· Aristides in our own country, and there
wares. We boast of our liberality in reo are many who show the same feeling as
ligion, but from whence did it come?- the peasant, who requested Aristides to
Was it the product of any sect, or did it write his 'own name, for Ostracism, on his
originate with those who had manliness shell. Being asked, if he had been in·
enough to be willing to be the target fcr the jured by Aristides, he answered no-that
envy and malice of dogmatists? Why are he had never even seen him, but he was
there so many Christian wars? Why does tired of hearing him called Aristides-the
one denomination strive to break down just. Are there no such peasants now?
another? Why do the different sects lay Let us each one ask ourselves the qnestion
down creeds, and yet receive as members and answer it honestly to our own hearts.
those from whom they may expect benefits? Worldlings like myself, christians, min·
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lsters of the gospel, !ire there no peasants and will. Glory be to thy name for the
among us?
heavenly doctrines, precepts, and promFor one, worlllling as I am, I candidly ises of the gospel of thy Son. We make
admit that I am obliged to strive hard it our earnest prayer to thee, that our
to overcome envious feelings, frequently, hearts may be touched by its holy inliuthough I admire, nay venerate, a truly ences, that .our characters may be formed
honorable christian. I have been so dis- by its spirit, that our lives may be governgu&ted by seeing men of great professions, ed by its laws. 0 guide us, we beseech
merely wolves in sheep's clothing, that I I thee, 'in the ways of its truth to the everam content to remain without the assist-Ilastlng
home which it promises to the
ance and communion of the good and up- righteous.
right- I find liberality, charity and brothLet our attendance this day on thy puberly love, are not confined to the oh.u:c~es. lic worship, and the services and instrucWould th~t there were more. exhlbltlqns tions of thy house, conduce to our spiritu.
?f. th~se .VJTtu~samo~g the faltf~l. ~ reo al improvement and our eternal good.~olce III hberah~y, be It among ratlOnaltsts, Let 1,1S cnter thy gates with thanksgiving,
mfidels, catholics, or protes~ants.
I am and thy courts with praise, and take with
thankful that the days of pnest-craft and us our best affections and resolutions to
superstition a~e: to an extent, passed, and the temple of the Lord. Suffer not our
I would be rerolced to see the true doc- minds to be distracted, nor our devotions
trines of Christ. triumph eve:ywhere.
I to languish.
Let not aliI' thoughts, which
hope to see the tune, when .pnvate . char- ought to be engaged in the holiest offices,
acter shall cease to b~ assal~e~ by the so be still returning to the cares, pleasures,
calle~, but not genulll.e .chnstlans~ under I and follies of a transitory world j neither
the dIctates of party spmt and mahce.
llet us take thy name upon our lips when
AN OBSERVER.
qur hearts are far from thee .. But let Our
prayers and meditations exalt and purify
Family Prayers.
us, and assist us to discharge our duties
While opposed to mere formal worship, in this life, and contribute to prepare us
we have seen individual s who were as. for that eternal world to which we are
sisted in the direction of their devotional rapidly hastening.
feelings by the use of a form of prayer. To
Bless all who call upon thy name this
such we present the following for Sunday day. May they approach thee in sincerimorning, and will follow it up with ty, humility, and love. Mayall denomi·
prayers suited to el:\chday of the week:
nations of Christians, however divided in
"ALMIGHTY
anc1 ever blessed God, opinion, be joined together in the bond of
source of all being, and fountain of all peace and an earnest regard for the intergood; we, thy children, created by thee, ests of true religion- and virtue. And 0
continually preserved by thee, and indebt· let the name and the gospel of thy Son
ed to thee for all that we possess and all be known and glorified more and more,
that we enjoy, would come before thee till the whole world shall come to tfie perthls morning, to express our sense of thy fect light, and embrace the truth as it is in
goodness to us, to acknowledge our de- Jesus. In his worthy name, and as his
pendence upon thee, to adore thy great- disciples, we offer these our petitions; asness, and commend ourselves to thy care. cribing to th~e, the King eternal, immorGlory be to thy name that thou hast tal, invisible, the only wise God, all glo.
made us capable of holding communion ry and honor, might, majesty, and domino
with thee, the Father of our spirits, and ion, now and for evermore. Amen."of receiving the revelations of· thy word! King's Chapel Liturgy.
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to enter which would have been polluThe Edinburg Review, ~ CXCVII, Jan- ~ion to the scrupulous and rigid Pharisee.
uary, ~853, has, under this title, ~ re~arka- I rhus a Hellenist would have acted at a
ble article-remarkable as appearmg 10 that great disadvantage, in leaving the central
Journal, (once rather sneering and sceptical fortress of Judaism untouched, because to
in its treatment of such themes) as well as him inaccessible.
for.its interesting and suggest~ve ~haracter.
This last consideration will at once bring
~t IS founded on several publicatIOns ~ela- before us another requisite. None but the
tlOg to t~e great Apostl~ of the .~ent'l~s: straitest sect of Judaism will furnish the
the most Important of whICh are The Life man who shall be sufficient for this work.
and Epistles of St. Paul, &c., by Rev. W. The pretended mysteries of the Rabinical
J. Conybeare and Rev. J. S. Howson," teachers must be in his grasp to deal with
and "Der Apostel Paulus, Von Karl Scllra· and set aside. None must able to say of
der." 'Ve can only give detached ex- him 'This man who knoweth not the law
tracts; but these will be found .instructive, is c~rsed.' In one point at least his mesand may serve to draw the attentIOn of some sage to the Jews should be without fault:
readers to the whole essay.]
all should be compelled to look upon him
THE APOSTLE WANTED.
as pne trai~ed .to teach, and t~oroughly caThe foregoing sketch of the state of the pable of domg It. If the questIOn, 'Whence
world shortly after the Christian era, will hath this man leIters?' was for other and
enable us to lay down a priQri the necessa- wise purposes permitted to be asked resry and desirable qualifications of the man pecting Him who carne to be rejected and
who is to be the main agent in propagating suffer and die, it would have been, as far
the Christian faith.
as we can judge, a serious obstacle to the
First. It is absolutely necessary that he work of one who must be to the Jews as a
be a JEw. Founded as Christianity is on Jew, in order to persuade and gain them.
the ancient covenant and promises, its apBut yet another reason existed (and this
peal to the ,\ orld was mainly through Juda- is ably brought out by Schrader and N eanism, addressing itself "to the Jew first, and der), why the great Apostle of Christianity
also to th~ Gentile." It is to the Jews that should be a Pharisee.
Of all the opposithe preacher must look for his earliest and tion offered to Jesns of Nazarelh, that of
his most able converts; men, who have been the Pharisee was the most consistent and
reasoned with out of the law and the proph-I entire. They saw in his teac11ing the abneets, were thereby convinced, and prepared' gation of hierarchical Judaism.
If He
to convince others, that Jesus was the were a teacher from God, the ceremonial
Christ. And none but a Jew would gain law had passed away, the bearier between
access to that exclusi~e and prejudiced peo- Jew and Gentile was bro);:en, and Judaism
pIe. '1'he synagogues would be forbidden became an empty husk henceforward.ground to a Gentile teacher j the ears of the None thoroughly understood this but the
Jews would be absolutely closed against bigoted Pharisee. The lapse of years, and
him.
the warning of heavenly visions, had not
For the same reason, the Apostle of the kept the greatest of the chosen Twelve from
world mus,t not be a Hellenist, but of pure vacillating on this vital point; and there is
Hebrew descent. It is of the utmost im- ever)' reason to believe that the Church at
portance that he should be able to speak and Jerusalem remained to the end practically
cite in the sacred language of the law and prejudiced against the free admission of the
prophets. The HeJlenites were looked on i union of mankind in Christ. Amidst all
by the purer Jews with disparagement and ~the difficulties and inconsistences on this
contempt. They had their own synagogues ~matter, he only would be sure never to go
in Which the sacred tongue was never heard, 1 wrong, who havin~ during his life of Phar-
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INVITATIONS-ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.
Mic zeal keenly stigmatised as an abomination the anti-exclusive
spirit of the rc,ligion
of Jesus, had thus gained the clearest view
of its universality,
and in his conversion
adopted this view as his own to the full.
(To be continued.]

HARPJ<;R'SMAGAZINE.-This Magazine is
published in New York City, and we are
rejoiced to learn the great success it has
met with.
The publishers of this paper
have become justly renowned for their
many and noble enterprises, of which this'
is not the least.
This magazine is always
filled with interesting and instructive mattel', carefully collected from the best Sources. It is calculated to meet all tasteshistorical, philosophical or romantic.
We
would gladly devote more time in noticing
this popular work, did our labors admit;
but we commend it to the notice of our
t readers,
as the best and cheapest publication
of the kind in the country.

Invitations.
WINCHESTER, Tenn.,
January 31, 1853.
REV. SIR:-Believing
that it would be
productive
ot much good, we cordially in·
vite and earnestly solicit you to visit and
to preach to this community.
Should it
please you to accept our invitation,
ar·
rangements
shall be made that will suit
your convenience,
and enable the great.
Acknowledgments.
est possible
number
to be benefited by
Our acknowledgments
are due Messr~.
your ministry.
H. G. Riddle, C. F. Conrad and G. W.
Weare,
sir, very respectfully
Morris, and through them the Calliopian
Your ob't serv'ts and friends,
Society of Union University, for ihe an.
WILL.
EDW. VENABLE,
nouncement
of our election as an honorGEO. W. WHITE,
ary member of their prosperous
Society.
HU. H. FRAN CIS.
The Society has our best wishes.
Brethren

We publish

the above invitation
that
we may be able to say in reply to many
such, from all quarters
of the country,
that it is utterly impracticable
for us,in thel
present state of our home duties, to comply
with their request.
They have our sincere
thanks for their expressed confidence and
interest.
We hope to be able to visi.t
Winchester,
Memphis,
Clarksville
and
Hopkinsville,
sometime during the year,
but cannot now specify the time.
ED.

A. L. JONES of Hustonville,

Ky.; J. A. COPE of Dallas county, Texas;
"P." Berea Academy; Dr. M. of Sumner
county,. Texas; W. F. GROVES, Esg., of
ScottSVIlle, Ky.; W. S. BROWN of Glasgow; P. W . WARREN, ?otton-wood,
Ten.;
W. F: RAFFERTY, O~1l0; JO.HNWEA1{LEY
of Pnnceton.
~y., WIll receive our hearty
thanks for theu several favors, and their'
just views of the controversy
between sev.
eral. brethr~n
a~d ourself.
We"" ould
publ~sh theu artIcles but that we desire
neither dir~ctly nor indirectly, to provoke
any further disputation.
From the begin.
LIVINGSTON'SMONTHLY LAW JOURNAL.- ning we have carefully avoided saying or
This work seems to us to be eminently cal-l doing any thing that would savor of reo
culated to aid and benefit the legal profes- \ talliation.
The pUblic will yet see "who
sion. It is well gotten up, contains much cause divisions."
The obdurate and mis.
interesting
matter, in the way of biogra- guided course of our Opponents
should
phies, and a voluminous digest of the most only cause us to live more closely to God
important modern cases.
Mr. Livingston
and look off to the society where every
has reduced its cost to $3 00 yearly, which member is just, considerate
and kindly
will make it accessible to every member of affectioned.
It is good [or us to be com.
the bar. He is a New Yorker of enterprise,
pelled to remember Him w~o trieth us as
and we wish him success.
silver is tried, and holdeth
Our souls in

OBITUARY

NOTICES.
in the Spring of the year before her death.
She was
early removed from her bereaved family, clearly showing that "in the midst of life we are in death."
But let
us not mourn for the departed as if there was no hope.
"The Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh away, blessed be
the name of the Lord." Let us rise above the vain desires of the world, and place an implicit trust in him
who Is able to save.

life, and suffereth not our foundation to be
moved.
Our motto is to move "wisely
and slow; they stumble who run fast."

J. B. F.
'I.

The Editor's Sentiments.
Bold in speech and bold in action,
Be fureverl-Time
will test.
Of the free-souled and the slavish,
Which fulfils life's mission be,t.
Be thou like the noble ancientsScorn the threat that bids thee fear;
speak!-no
matter what betide thee;
Let them strike, but make them hearl
Bp thou like the great ApostleBe thou lik. heroic Paul;
If a free thought seek expressioD,
"peak it boldlyl -speak it alII
Face thine enemies-accusers;
Scorn the prison, rack, or rod I
And if tbou hasl truth to utler,
Speak! and leave Ihe reslto Godl

•

DIED, at her residence in Johnssn co., Mo. on the 22d
Nov., J852, after a protracted illness of over two years.
Mrs. Lucy HUFF, consort of Dr. Willam Huff, in the 6!!d
year of her age.
Mrs. Hnffwas a native of Ky., and with her husband
emigrated to Missouri in 1830. Her kindness, benevo.
lence, piety and social virtues, made he
iversany es- •
teemed and beloved.
For the last 30 ears she had
been an exemplary and devout member of the Christian
church, and in the full triumph of a Christian's faith,
urging her weeping relatives and frilmds to prepare to
meet hOI" in that Hbetter land," where "the wicked cease
from troubling and the weary are at rest,"calmly
breathed her last. A tonchingly beautiful evidence that the
terrors of the grave vanish, when the dying hour is
soothed by the Savior's promise.
Tbough beleavement
hangs heavy upon the aged companion she has left, the golden chain of a mother's tender love is broken, and a void, which is irreparably
felt, exists in the neighborhood eircle; yet the pleaslDg
testimon, of her dying words, though Dot expected to
stay the tears of sorrow, should soften the grief of tbose
who sO deeply mourn and feel her loss,
H.

I

OBITUARY NOTICES.
BRO. EonDR-It
devolves upon me 10 announce to
the brotherhood
the death of our beloved
brother, JonN VV. HODEY, of Lowndes co., Ala. He died
Oct. 27. J852, apparently resigned to give up the whole
world, and said 10 me, a ,hort time before he died"I have striven much for the cause of ChTist, but nolD
I must leave all!" his eyes glancsng towards heavoD, as

.1

nR~TIIER FERGUSON:It becomes my painful dnty to
inform you, and through you, a large circle of friends
and acquaintaDces, of tbe deatb of our beloved brother,
PAGE P. PARKER, one of elders of the church at Union,
Sumner co., Tenn.
[said
"Ilainful dut)·;" but why
sbould we tbus speak of tbe death of a Chri,tian?
Why
ifto.ay,
nol say, "let us rejoice together; an beir of immortality
"Farewell, vain world, I'm going homel
~ has beeu born in the heavenly family; a beloved brotller
My Savior smiles and bids lrie come!
~has gon~ from earth to the soeiet)l of angels and pure
Bright aoge16 beckon me away,
$ spirits abovel" It is true, we sorrow because of our
To sing God's praise in endless day."
separation from him for a few years, or days, perhaps,
grief is not to be eompared to the joy
Though he died in peace, we trust, with God and man, butthistransienl
The Savior said to
yet. we mOurn his losS"to us, in the Church of Christ, of the angels at his immortal birth.
his disciples wilen about to leave tllem, "If ye loved me
and deeply s)'mrathize with his bereaved wife, Eliza1 said, I go to my Fabeth J. Hobby. But we ,hould "sorrow not as those ye would rejoice, because
Jlnd why Can we not rejoiee wben those we love
who have no hope;" for if we believe that J~sus died tber."
go to tbe Father?
snd1"ose again, evon so them a ~o which sleep in Jesus,
He was sick three or fo'Ur weeks, during which time he
will God brillg with him. "UntQ them who look for
His diseaae
him shalllte appear the second time, without sin unto suffered much, but bore it all with ratience.
salvation."
"Blesse,l are the dean who die in the Lord was typhoid fever. When conseious tbat he would soon
_tbatthey
may rest from their labors; and their works die. be exhorted eaeb member of his family and the pertrue,
do follow lilem."
Brotlier [lobbs' pious, Christian walk sous present, to live for heaven, by cultivating
in life gained him f(lends who deeply lamented IJis eonstant, daily piety, and bidding tbem an alfeelionate
farewell, he fell asleep in Jesus, November 9th, lE52.·
death.
And, ·'though dead, yet h. speaketh."
W. F. KIGHT.

DIED, at ber re,idence in Lonwdes co., Ala, on the
7th. of Feb.,slster !\A.l'i'C'l ViTtu'IE, con80rtof.T. M. White,
agetl 27 )'ears and 6 months.
Sho was immersed about I
7 years BiBce, and became a pions and cOllsistant Chris· ~
tian. "ho has left her Illonrning relatives and friends
for a better sphere.
Christian Age please copy.
DIED, in Franklin, on the 22,1 of Dec. last, sister CAROLINE RUTtEDGE C••.•,PaELL, daughter of W. P. Campbell, aged 17 yeaIs, Sbe was immersed by bro. Tro't,

Hcar what the voice of heaven proclaims
For all the pions dead;
Sweet is the savor of their names,
And soft their ,leeping bed.
They dle in Jesus and are blest,
How sweet their slumbers are!
From suffering and from sin released,
And freed frolll every snare.
Far from tbe world of toil and ,trire,
1 hey're present with Ibe Lord;
The labors of Ibeir mort.llife
Elld in a)arge reward.
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Dear Sir: The undersigned,

SOCIA.f.
DEBTINY
OF MAN.
committee
An Address,
on behalf of the "Young Men's Christian Delivered lie/ore the Young Men':! Christian .I11,ocicticm
of New Orleans.
Association of New Orleans," respectfully
Febrnary
20,1853.
invite you to deliver an address before its
members, at such time and place as may
BY REV. J. B. FERGUSON.
suit your convenience.
In discharging the pleasing duty as~igned
Bre'hl'en'
In the spirit oftl Ja t re 1"IglOo
us of layin<r this request before you the
'.
,
.
b
1 h'
~which forms its communion
not upon the
undersIgned
beg leave to cxpress t Ie ope ~
.
cr
'.
•
that your attention to the means of restoring
banen dO",mas of a~ arr,)g~nt sectarIaDl~m,
your health, during yourlimited
stay in our but .u~on the practical duties of a genume
.
. .,
ChrIstian benevolence
I do most heartI'ly
City, may not preclude the possIbIlIty of your
'.
call
you
brethren.
It
IS
to me a source of'
acc.ep t anee.
.
unaffected
JOY,
to
know,
that as the world
V ery respec tf u IIy,
.
WM. S. MONUF
(Ires of a speculati\'e theology, that seeks
O. L. P. BEAm!
an impossible uniformity of faith and opinJOHN
M'CONN~LL.
ion, the positive spirit of love and duty,
which all our creeds recolrnize
in some
Commt'ttee.
~
form, gains tIle reverence and obedience of
all, of all creeds and of no creeds, who seek
February 21$/, 1853.
the elevation and happiness of man.
This
REY. J. B. FERGUSON,
spirit is now seeking IDany outlets into the
Dear Sir: At a meeting of the" ¥ oung great deserts of human ignorance and want;
Men's Christian Association of New 01'- ~and among these, it is a pleasure to place
leans," it was unanimously resolved, that I your, as yet, infant association.
Its purpoyou be requested to furnish us with a copy ses and objects command my warmest symof tbe admirable addless we had the pleas- pathy.
Its sacrifices and duties should seure to listen to on tbe night of the 20th inst. cure the hearty co-operation
of all who
Allow us, dear sir, to express our high desire the prosperity ~f your city, and the
gratification,
and that of the audience, for generul usefulness and happiness of man.
the able and eloq uent manner in which you ~And with this view of the nature of your
llave complied with our request.
With best association,
I could not, in reply to your
wishes for your speedy restoration to vigor- flattering invitation, forbear to contribute my
QUS health,
we beg leave to subscribe our- mitc to the entertainment
of this occasion,
:;elvcs, in behalf of the Association,
howcver illy prepared for a popular address.
Your ob't serv'ts,
As in all enterprises for the good of each

l

l

JOHN
JOHN

M'CONNELL,
l\1'DOUGALL,

Committee.
1

I

other, it is in vain that we make societies
unless somebody will work, I propose to
you an address upon the dUly and dignity
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help you to see the necessity and importance 1 brutal indifference, before a lot and destiny
of God-appointed
labor, whether it re~pect that hardens his heart, and swallows him ap
our indivi dual improvement,orsocial
eleva- as the victi rn of nature . You will remtIDtion.
And before I introduce the general bel' that the philosophers of another century
features of the subject, allow me to remind looked to this savage state of life as to a
you that while there is nothing easier than to pure archetype of human greatness,and some
form associations, there are few things more! of our romantic visionaries hav.e d~lighted
difficult than to perform their work.
In to dwell on the free and noble delights of
other words, there is more to be done than Indian hunting-grounds.
But what has thl'
to associate, elect your officers, and sub- reality revealed?
Where we expected tl)
scribe-somebody
must work or all is a vain find men, uncontaminated
by the vices of
boast.
We cannot work tooether
without
civilized
society,
'we
have
found
a creature
o
,
the riO"htspirit and the right spirit which ~
"Squalid, revengeful,andilllpure,
•

b

,

• .

'

•.

~

Remorseless

and submis.rive to no law,

not merely the good SplTlt, but the spmt i
But superstitious fear ond abjectsloth."
to do good, with all its immortal aims and
It is activity alone can raise us out of nahopes, will ever lead you to make any and ture and above it. It opens the fountain
every personal and partisan sacrifice to se- from whence flow the streams of art, govcure the objects of your truly Christian aSBo'l ernment, spiritual development,
and moral
ciation.
strength.
It refreshes the desert and deso·
I need not say to you, young gentlemen,
late places of earth.
By it all that is comthat there is a growing disposition, in many manding in heroism, sublime in patience,
of our communities, to undervalue, if \lot and ,ieh in the elevation of the enduring
to degrade the dignity of labor.
This dis- soul, is brought out, beautified and preposition has manifested itself in some form sel ved.
Strange, then, that freedom from
in all the ages of haman progress, and may toil should ever be regarded as a privileged
be regarded as a key to much that is evil condition!
Slrange that it should ever be
and miserable
in our lot. Labor is a ne- looked upon with longing eyes, as though
cessityof oUl·being.
We are endowed \Yith~ it wele worthy of human admiration!feeble physical powers; are placed in con- Ratber should we suppose that lle who is so
test with tremendous
elements in nature; unfortunate
as to possess the privilege of
are of all animals the least defended; of doing nothing, should make some apology
all animals exposed to the most dangers;
for lis indolence to his toiling brother.-and, possessing neither the instincts nor the How often, however, does he seem proud
weapons of defence, we have imposed upon of it, and in his inflation effect to condeus the necessity of activity as the only prin- scend, with patronizing air and lordly bearciple by which we may gain a sovereignty
iug, to the daysman beneath him. But he
over the beasts of the forest, the elements is not wholly to blame.
The laborer makes
of nature, our individual wants, and the his apology, hop~s you will excuse him, as
evils inflicted by the misguided judgment
if he were doing something mean, when
and perverted passiilns of our own kind.
"he really must be at work."
Activity is the measure of human im.
But, to estimate our subject aright, we
provement.
The savage state of man is must define what we mean by LABOR.one of comparative
indolence, having, in'l Much that we hear upon this subject is but
deed, its feverish excitements, but such ex- the effervescence of envy and jealousy from
citements are fitful, and are succeeded by one class of society towards another.
And
long periods
of irresponsible
repose.there is bitter and sceptical complaints made
While in this state, the wants of man are of it by all classes.
We are all conscious
confined to mere sensation.
Their tenden- of trouble, and care and uneasiness as cuney, also, is to depress and degrade the pow.! nected with it, and we need to mark its
IS

I

definition w;th a jUbt discrimination.
Labor
is a condition,ordailled
in the very nature
and purposes of our being, and cannot be
changed.
We may renounce
the condition.
By the power of wealth and the
hurry of dissipation, we may imagine ourselves exempt.
But experience will correct the delusion, and will correct it in sadness and sorrow, if we do not return from
our folly to receive labor as God-appointed,
and like every other divine appointment to
be used to bless or curse our 101, according
to its use.
Pleasure becomes mere frivolity, and dissipation, ending in a desperate
attempt at reckless gaity or sou I-killing
ellm,i, to leave its marks upon the pale and
haggard brow, as the type of an agony that
consumes within, whilst a slavery to duplicity and deeds of maddened sensuality, make
the man loathsome
to himself,
and an
abomination
to his species.
And, at last,
what is this sad condition but one of labor,.
labor perverted;
labor to kill time, the most
horrible of all self-murders,
because the
most senseless--a
murder
with the poor,

sweat of his brow he shall eat bread?
Be
ye sure that it has a meaning.
The curse
so much dreaded, in the primeval of innocence and freedom, falls not causeleEs upon
the earth.
Labor is amore beneficent ministration than man's ignorance comprehends
or his complainings
will admit.
It is not
mere blind drudgery, even when its end is
hidden from him. It is all a training; it is
all a discipline;
a development of, energies;
a nurse of virtues; a school of improvemenl.
From the poor boy that gathers a
few sticks for his mother's hearth, to the
strong man thatfells the forest oak, every human toiler, with every weary step and everv
urgent task, is obeying a wisdom far abov~
his own wisdom, is fulfilling a design far
above his own design--above
his own supply or support, or another's wealth, luxury,
or splendor.":'(.
Not, tben, amid the quiet
shades and embosoming groves and hills of
God's fair earth bas any man a liberty to be
idle.
He must w01'k, and for the best of
reasons, he is destined to higher ends than
indolent
repose and irresponsible
indul-

frail hand of a perishing life, of the grealest grant as yet bestowed upon it? To kill
time, or to he killed by it, what is it aaain
1 ask, but a lab0r that might be excha~ged
with the street-scavenger
with profi~ and
joy?

genee.
But when I speakoflabor,
I would be understood as meaning not merely the work
of the hands.
All activity is labor, and all
labor is to be estimated by its results.
It
may be mental or physical, or both.
The

"It was in the power of God," remarks
an admirable American author, "to provid<:l
for us as he has provided, for the beasts of
the field and tbe fowls of heaven, so that
we should neither toil nor ~pin. He who
appointed the high hills as a refuge for the
wild goats, and the rock {or the conies
might as easily have caused marble cities:
and villages of enduring granite, to have
been productions of Nature's grand masonry.
In secret forges, and by eternal fires,
might every instrument of convenience and
elegance have 'been fashioned.
The winds
could lla"e woven soft fabrics on every
tree, and a table of abundance might have
been spread in every wilderness, and on the
shore of every sea.
For the animal race~

man who toils with his head is apt to look
down upon him who toils with his hands
while the hand-laborer looks up with env;
and discontent
at him who "lives by Ilis
wits."
Both are wrong, for both are necessary, and a proper acquaintance with each
other would lead to mutual helps and ad.vaneemen!.
But both are superior to tIle
great ones of society who do nothing.
The
aristocracy of uselessness!
Must the chlldren of hard tasks and toilsome burdens
ever lQok up to them with homage?
Would
the industrious pupils of a common school
pay homage to the truant? . And will those
who have labored well in the great school of
Providence, and who still bear the heat and
burden of tbe day; who have learned their

~l i~ sprea~-why
IS

It peculiarly

is. it no~ for m~n?
ordamed

for man, that

. Wh;
III

the'

I

tasks and have toyed faithfully
*Dr. O. Dewey.

to perform
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them,--will
such God-honored men forever 1 honor, and no third.
First, the toil-worn
pay this homage to him who learns nothing, i craftsman, that, with earth-made implement
who earns nothing, who does nothing, and jlaboriously conquers the eartb, and makes
because he does nothing?
And are we aI- her man's.
Venerable to me is hard hand,
ways to hear in this fair land, reclaimed ~crooked, coarse; wherein, notwithstanding,
from the beast and the savage by the tri- 'lies a cunning virtue, indefeasibly royal, as
umphs of industry, when a lOan is intro- of the sceptre of this planet.
Venerable,
du'ced into our polite circles, the supercil- too, is the rugged face, all weather-tanned,
ious and degrading criticism-degrading,
I besoiled with its rude intelligence;
for it is
mean, to those who use it and those who the face of man, living man-like.
Oh, but
tulerate it-that
he is a poor schoolmaster,
the more venerable for thy rudeness,
and
a poor lawyer, a poor doctor, or a poor even because I must pity as well as love
preacher, or a poor mechanic, who makes thee !-Hardly-entreated
brother!
For us
his living by work? If so, I would ask how was thy back so bent, for us were thy
do the rest of mankind make their living? straight limbs and fingers so deformed.And if without work, what right upon ~Thou wert our conscript, on whom the lot
God's earth have they to live? Unless it be fell, and fighting our battles,
wert so
as pensioners, fraudulent ones at that, upon marred.
For in thee, too, lay a God-creathe honest toil of those who have made,and
ted form, but it was not to be unfolded; enstill beautify and protect their homes.
Bu~ crusted must it stand with the thick adheI mistake.
There is one ground of honor sions and defacement
of labor; and thy
upon which indolence may safely repose.
body; like thy soul, was not to know freelt will be found that what all tbe world coin- dom.
Yet toil on, toil on; tnou art in tby
cides in honoring must have some legiti- duty, be out of it who may; thou toilest for
mate basis,upon which is rested the meed of the altogether indispensible, for daily bread.
praise.
What is that basis in this case?"A second man I honor, and still more
It is that aristocratic indolence depends on highly; him who is seen toiling for the spirthe treasures that labor, not its own 'tis l itually indispensible;
not daily bread, but
true, has aforetime made and gathel'ed'-l
the bread of life.
Is not he, too, in his
1t is not a man, then, that we honor, but the duty, endeavoring towards inward harmony;
effigy of a man, reposing upon tne mauso- revealing this, by act or word, through all
leum that some honest or dishonest toiler his outward endeavors, be they high or
has erected.
This effigy does notbing, is ~low? Highest of all, when his outward and
nothing; but yet he does not starve and is~ inward endeavor are one; when we can
saved from honest beggary, and holds his ~name him artist; not earthly craftsman only,
significance in the world because so:nebody ~but inspired thinker, that with heaven-made
has workcd--somebody
forgotten, perhalls,
implement conquers heaven for us! If the
or dishonored, or at least not imitated.poor and humble toil that we have food,
The worker produced; the effigy consumes.
must not the high and glorious toil for him
The worker built up the treasure-heaps ofhu- in return, that he have light and guidance,
man comforts around him, and the effigy freedom, immortality?--these
two, in all
takes them away.
The worker went forth their degrees, I honor; all else IS chaff and
amidst struggling elements and fought the dust, whIch let the wind blow whether
it
great battle of life; the effigy, in cowardly listeth.
effeminacy, glories over the victory upon
"Unspeakably
touching is it, however,
beds of down and behind pillows of ease. when I find both dignities united; and he
A quaint writer of modern days shall de- that must toil outwardly for the lowest of
scribe the worker; your imagination
can man's wants, is also toiling inwardly tor
picture the effigy:
the highest.
Sublimer in this world know
"Two men," says Carlyle, "two men I ~I nothing,
than a peasant
saint, could

i
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:'lOch now, anywhere be met with.
Such a ~ But these may be called vague generali.
one will take thee back to Nazareth itself; ties, and so they are, if we fltop the course
thou wilt see the splendor
of heaven of our reflections here.
Our subject, howspring forth from the hum blest depths of ever, is but introduced,
and we descend to
earth, like a light shining in great dark· its more particular
acquaintance.
We
ness."
wish to speak of the dignity of honest
All honor, then, to labor, with its strong toil.
We wish to say that he, who earns
muscle, its manly nerves, its resolute and his own living, is the only independent
brave heart.
Honor to the swe;'lty brow,! man.
He has a right to hold up his head
and toiling brain.
Honor to the great and in the courts of Kings, and stand fearless
beautiful
artificers of humanity;
to man· before the grandees of the earth.
Such a
hood's toil and woman's task; to parental
man can neither be bought nor sold-can
industry, to maternal
watching and wea· neither be abashed or overawed.
If he
riness;.to
teaching
wisdom and patient
speak, he may speak the voice of truth,
learning;
to the brow of care that pre· i of conviction,
of sincerity, which cannot
sides over the State, the heart of anxiety ~be said of the slaves of artificialism,
in
that yearns over the Church, and to many· whom cunning
has taken the place of
handed labor that toils in the work-shops
wisdom, and circumvention
and convenand fields, beneath the sacred and guar· tionalism,
of honest faith.
He need not
dian sway that overarches
the world.imitate the servility of the poor, nor bow
Heard
ye the' sound of the axe in the to the bl"nding interests of the rich.
And
deep-echoing
forest?
There is music in if he have influence,
either in private or
its echo, that speaks of age and infancy,
public, it will generally be wise, salutary
and woman dependant
on its strokes for and ~acticable.
But I have a truth to
bread, defence and comfort.·
It is not state of the part which labor, as exhibited
merely, therefore, the ·hard hand and the in the Imechanic
art/" has played in the
sweaty brow that we see.
Vie see a mor· revolutions
that have brought into exis·
a1 significance,
a spiritual
discipline,
a tence the republican
institutions
of mod·
religious consecration,
more pure, often ern times, anll which more than any single
more heaven -honored and more beneficent, i element of power, have promoted
our.
than much that mars the sacred name of present forms of civilization.
I state that
Religion,
that comes from pulpit
and the producing causes of all free governpress.
And should such a worker be sad, ments have been the mechanic arts. And

l

I

I

or go forward to his toil degraded in the
spirit of his mind 1 -Why, all that is glorious in the world is the product of God.

I appeal to history for the proof.
The ~lements of modern society, with
reflective minds, date back at least to thtl

appointed 1abor-the
labor of ·the body or
of the mind.
The treasures of genius are
the trophies
of work!
The cultivated
fields are the results of industry.
The
rising citie~, the stretching
railways, the
crowded marts,
the enriched empires of
nations are all the out-goings of the toil.
some hand and laboring brain.
The pyra.
mids of Egypt, the towers and temples ofl
Eu:rope and A~erica,
the buried ruins of
ASIa and M.e~lco ~re the grand footsteps
of labor, stndmg time past and present,.
without which the achievements
of the one
and the glories of the other would never
have been.

fall of tha Roman
Empire.
The very
name of that Empire still calls up all our
ideas of human grandeur, power and magniflcence.
It had produced men, who, in
moral dignity and force of character, have
perhaps
ne:,er been sU"passe~ up~n the
earth.
ThelT names. are the mh.entance
of mankind, and thelT shades still pass
amongst
us-ever
encompassed
by an
atmosphere of glory-when
we think of a
government,
united,
vast and uniform,
extendmg from the Euphrates
to the At·
lantic, and from the shores of Britain and
the borders of the German forests to the
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sands of the African desert, consolidated tances, is less worthy of respect in us
into on'e commonwealth, united by the than in them. Its haughtiness of birth
bonds of law and government, by the looked down in disgrace upon all marfacilities of commerce, and the dissemina- riages of its class with any beneath it,
tion of the classic languages among the and confiscated the property of the palargest number of the tribes and nations rents. The children of such marriages
of the earth. And when this vast empire were not received into any order of nobilifell, amid the expiring embers of civilized ty, and were regarded as not much eleva·
institutions, the destruction of cities, and ted above the bastard class, tainted with
the usual safeguards of property and life, the alloy of their plebian extraction.the whole of Europe was parcelled out to And this state of things continued until
military adventurers-called
Feudal, or monarchs began to bestow titles of nobilmore properly, Allodial lords-who soon ity upon favorites at cou'rt of "low birth,"
were constituted the most powerful and which conferred some of the privileges of
despotic landed aristocracy the world ever ancient lineage and extensive domains.saw. Their occupations in their earliest Now, I ask, what was there in the ancient
history were the chase and pasturage;society to counterbalance
and restrain
they were without cities or contiguous this unnatural and conquered power?dwellings; they parceled out the lands of There was no wealth but thatin the hands
their military conquests between them- of the owners of the soil. Seated in his
selves and the original possessors, gene- rock-built castle, overlooking a whole
rally taking two-thirds, and in the cases of county, the feudal lord was· monarch of
the Vandals, all the best lands of the all he surveyed. His word was the law;
conquered provinces.
These lands were his beck was the will of thousands.
He
made to pass to their children, or in theisaid to one man "go," and he went; to
event of their failure, to the nearest ofi another "come," and he came. He was
kin, and only a small part of them was magistrate, sheriff, and jury. His castle
ever alienable to f males. The system was his court of nominal justice; the
was of almost universal prevalence.
It vaults below were the prisons of his vic·
extended over the whole kingdom of Char- tims, who starved or froze away their lives
lemagne, the kingdom of Aragon, the in the darkness and dampness of an unvisNeapolitan provinces, Denmork and Bo- ited dungeon. The haughtiness of the
hernia, and gave character to English and baron inclined him to a solitary or selfish
Scotch conquests.
Its privileges were life, ever a life of natural repulsion.enormous. It possessed all the offices of Covered with his coat of mail, or a cui· trust and power; whilst all not born to its rass, jointed so as to correspond with evdegree and lineage were degraded to a ery movement of his body; with a buckcondition of servitude, to which liberty ler which he could oppose to every blow,
could never c.ome. It made and unmade and a casque which, when its visor was
kings, until it made such as were able to lowered, enclosed the whole head, he went
strip it of some of its high prerogatives, forth only to command and feel himself
and alienate them to the crown. This impervious to the attack of any injured or
aristocracy held labor in perfect contempt; low-born vassal. To men of an inferior
and a gentleman in France and Germany class, he dealt death around him without
could not exercise a trade, without deroga. fear of personal injury, and a single knight
ting from his rank. Much of the affected was of more importance than hundreds
or real contempt, in which the fortunate of the plebians, whu were unable to offer
classes of modern society still hold the him the slightest resistance.
But such
needy laborer, is inherited from the feudal was his unnatural authority, that, with all
barons, and like most unworthy inheri·l these advantages, he was compelled to
I

I

keep up his address and strength;
to arm; ment was developed, by which the people
his more immediate
dependents,
and to; learned their rights, and arose in the might
inure his limbs to the weight and constraint
of their power, to demand a share in the
of his armor, which he dared never lay ~government,
a voice in the making of the
aside.
His mind, of course, was uncul· laws, the levying of taxes, and the adtivated; his life was spent on horseback
ministration
of justice.
When
a ruler
in the harness, in the exercise of military
was to be appointed over him, he demandpreparations
or engagements.
His iso,la- ~ed a voice as to whom he should be, and

I

ti.on. from his kind, and the frowning ofj h~nce arose the elective fra.nchis,ll'
When
hiS Jmprcgnable
castle, destroyed
all the 1 hIS property was to be leVied upon,. or his
feelings of brotherhood
and equality be· life expos((d, he demanded
a voice in the
tween man and man.
.'ind I ask what making of the law, and hence arose legprepared
the way for breaking
up this islative
assemblies,
composed
of repreexorbitant and arbitrary power?
It was, sentatives
of the people.
When accused
gentlemen,
tlLe revival of the mechanic
of crime against the honorof the State or
arts.
The rude and mentally uncultiva·
the happiness of his fellow, he demanded
ted baron was tempted to part wi th some a der.ision by his peers, and hence arose
of bis wealth to improve his erudition.-!
the trial by jury.
And when summoned
Beds of down were seen to be more com.l to the great work of war, for the aggranfortable
than bunllies
of straw; a pI ate dizement of a family or the gratification
'eemed a fiHer thing to eat out of than a of the vindictiveness
of a prince, he reo
.trough; a knife and fork were more clean belled, and hence arose most modern rev·
to eat with than to gouge and tear the olutions leading to free government.
All
flesh of his meal with his fingers; and plas· forms of modern representative
and free
tered walls were more beautiful to look government,
therefore,
are the legitimate
upon, and better "defences against cold children of the· mechanic
arts, and their
than the rough skins of slain beasts; it interests are the first LOsuffer by the miswas sweeter to the taste to drink from a takes of statesmen, and their welfare is the
.glass than a hOln; and a coach and four only perfect thermometer
of public prosower a smooth road was a more comfortaperity.
ble conveyance
than to plunge on horse·
But Commerce,
King Commerce-the
back into a suce'ssion of sloughs and quag· only legitimate
monarch
now upon a
mires.
These comforts and luxuries could throne, and the only throne under which
be had only by the industrious habits and the fires of destruction
are not already
patient fruits of agriculture.
And this lighted-is
the sun of the mechanic arts.
agriculture
could be created and sustained
H is agent, the merchant, is the mediator
only by the mechanic arts.
The mechan.
between the producer and consumer,
the
ic arts could not be cultivated withollt the tiller of the soil and the manufacturer;
erection
of a village;
and, if the village and it is the mechanic who reduces the
had a maratime
Ipcation, it would grow raw product to the various forms which
into a ~ity, whose concentration
of power meet human wants.
He lives upon a
and accumulation
of wealth at last swal. small per cent. of the products of human
10weJ up the authority
of the baron, and labor.
A small per cent. did I say?his lands and forests were used for the Yes; but upon that small per cent. the
purpose of general prosperi ty, safety, and most co11ossal fortunes the world has ever
peace.
All honor, then, to the mechanic,
seen, have been collected and dispensed;
for his power has at length taken the fortunes by which a restricting
hand is
place of the overshadowing
aristocracy
of this night laid on the wrath of nations
the feudal baron, whose rule is gone for· and the ambition of kings, and the gates
eller.
Silel,t1y, but steadily, a new ele·l of war are often shut and opened.
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Thus, the mechanic
arts, the arts of
labor, have tFanferred the sceptre from
landed capital to mercantile
wealth, have
prevented
the frequency
of wars, and
have employed
the simple productions
of
earth in beautifying i~, and rendering their
ministration
highly serviceable
in the development
of the rights and interests
of
the race.
Wby, the very rumor of war
creates an embarrassment
in tiade,-embarras~ment
in trade throws multitudes
out of empl~ment,
and the cry of want
and the cry of distress ascend to the halls
of legislation, so loud and importunate,
that the military furor dies aw ',quenched
by the applehension
of mightier calami·
ties.
Mechanic
arts have developed the
balance
of power between)abor,
capital
and land, and each now exercises a salu·
tary influence upon the other.
The land·
holder must have his comforts and luxu·
ries.
In order to do this, there must be a
market.
The capitalist ,can do nothing
without
trade, and there can be nothing
to trade in without the industry of the me.
chanic arts, and mechanic
arts languish
in wars; agriculture,
also, is neglected,
and the people take steps backwards
toward barbarism.
This thought,
to my
mind, presents
a beautiful
picture.
It
shadows forth a civilization
in which every department
of the body politic is de·
pendent
upon its fellow·department,
anp
each becomes a part of one stupendous
whole,-sec~ring
the prosperity
of that
whole by the effectual working of every
part.
There is, then, no opposition
of
interests in a properly regulated society;
and let us away with the idea.
The
wealth of the capitalist does not oppress
the mechanic.
He is benefitted
by it
when it is invested
in roads and banks,
offices of insurance,
and all the media
that opens markets
with speedy and safe
conveyances
and exchanges.
He wants
a sale for the products
of his labor, arid
the more capital is invested
in their pur·
chase, the more immediate
and certain is
his reward.
Let the spirit of hostility

ted: the dignity of the laborer respected in
the scale 01 his achievements,
and our
lovely and beloved South wiII take her
rank among the industrial
and powerful,
as ,he has among the patriotic States of
a great confederacy.
Our subject concerns itself mainly with
the material interests of man, but not overlooking
its connection
with his moral
well-being.
But let us present
to our
imagination a picture of an estate in these
old feudal times; of men and things as
they then existed and as they speak to our
senses, giving us a strictly true and living
idea of the social system which once pre·
vailed.
First, in the. outline of this pie·
ture is the gloomy castle with its massive
towers, deep moat, heavy draw-bridge
and
ponderous
gates.
At the entrance.,
the
Herculean warder on the battlement,
and
steel·clad sentinel~;
and within the courtyard rough and rioting men·at·arms.
As
you enter, there is the oaken hall, where,
after the chase or fight, the mad revels
run high, and tbe wiJdest passions rag.
tumultuously.
Ascend the tall and skypiercing
turret, and everywhere
beneath
your eye stretch
away in the hazy dis·
tance, dark and untrodden forests, poorly
cultivated
hills, and valleys
thinly scattered
between,
whilst under
the very
shadow of the fortress are the cold, damp
mud- walled
and thatched·roofed
hovels.
1 know that we are wont to look back to
those times as through the rainbow- braidered clouds
of romance.
But I would
have you regard them in their reality,their wild, comfortless,
coarse and naked
reality,~not
as the gorgeous imagination
of the novelist
would paint, but as the
stern fidelity of history would describe it.
Within and around this feudal domain is
superstition
and not religion, ignorance
and not knowledge, rudeness and not refinement, snffering and not comfort, wealth
obtained by violence,
poverty caused by
direct oppression,
man the foe of his
brother·man,
or his slave, without the obligation
to protect
him; and despotic.

cease.

lawless

then;

a fraternal

regard

be promo-
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iron panoply,
ruling hords of h.uman be· dent masters, are seen advancing in indus·
ings, coliared
and driven like brute:;.trial and civil habits, enjoying the highest
The landholding
nobility and the squalid condition of any of their race. Every white
serfs of Russia
are still somewhat living adult male ill a voter, and may aspire to
examples in their nations, of what almost the highest duties of the Church and offiuniversally
obtained a few centuries since ~ces of the Stale.
A newspaper is printed
between lords and peasants, warlike bar· in tile village of course; the Academy a11d
ons and their stolid followers.
Now, often the College is there; and the affairs
h.aving gazed .at this picture, turn to its of the nation, and the discoveries of sci·
contrast in our own homes, in this land, 11llCe, and the dogmas of religion are duly
favored of Heaven and reclaimed but yes· discussed by the fireside in winter, by the
terday from the wilderness.
Let any vii· roadside
in summer, at the store, mill,
lage and neighborhood
of the West, and shops, or post· office at all seasons of the
the associations
they will awaken, reach· year.
Among our population
there is but
ing back to Virginia.
Norlh
Carolina,
very little poverty-and
perhaps
none
and the New England
States, afford the that could not be remedied--if
the dignity
contrast.
Our villages and residences are l'of labor were so respected
as to embrace
also guarded,
as I have noticed in rapidl its duty.
There is but little crime-and
glances I have taken of them, in the g10· defenceless
age and delicate women are
rious summer months
of our c1imate.evelYwhere safe.
Front doors are secured
But their sentinels
are lofty trees and by slender bolts, scores of which might
beautiful ev&rgreens,
guarding the fronts be wrought out of the immense bars that
of neat houses, stores, and mechanic shops, once fastened the iron·cased
gates of an·
'with the Hall of Justice ill the centre, and cient castles.
Iron is an ornnment rather
_,Churches
interspersed.
The dwellings
than defence.
Colonels,
captains,
and
ilre much of the same pattern.
A few are corporals,
are in almost every family, en·
of three stories, but ,most of one and a gaged in no very warlike operations,
un·
half or two stories, embelIished with green less it be war with each other, in the con·
hlinds, and a verdant and often blooming
quests bf gain, of beauty, or pleasure.-front yard.
In various
directions
from We lorget who is the general, except upon
the main roads are well tilled and produc· muster·day,
and it comes so rarely that
tive farms with grass·covered
forests, and we forget its regular return.
The lawyer
comfortable
and sometimes elegant resi· must despair of clients unless he is a smart
dences upon the hillside,
or beside the man and popular.
The doctor may not
gently.f1owing
streams,
that wind amid be very scientific, provided he be sociable
orchards,
fields and meaclows.
The pic· and attentive.
The preacher-aye,
the
ture would be still more forcible, if bere preacher--is
the butt of criticism to every·
and tbere the hum of tbe tall factory and body, pu.blic property is he, and must dt)
the ~bistling
of the locomotive
were his b6st to perform a miracle and satisfy
hearn commingling
with the screams of everybody.
'rhe representative
of labor
boys and girls, rushing from neat scbool· who pays his poll. tax, neutralizes
the vote
hou~es,' sprinkled over the whole country.
of the man of thousantls,
and who pays
Al~d these we will have, as our brothers
ten times tbe taxes of his oeigllbor.
Col.
of other States have them.
The inbabi· Upper Ten, with his "big brick house," is
tants are nearly on a level, and where the fellow·citizen
of lower John Smith
equality
is not the guardian
of a large and it 'would be a hazardous
experiment
population,
the well fed and well clad ne· < for Mrs. Toplofty to give herself airs, begroes, reclaimed
from the worst forms of Ii ca'lse she has bought a three-ply carpet
barbarism, and conten ted under the d,irec- and a carrIage for berself, and a pianotion of intelligent,
merciful, and indepen·
forte for her daughter.
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The feuJal state once was; the villagel and multiform are the forms of our igno.
and city state now is. No one can bring rance, inequality and iniquity.
.Fearfully
tl1l1m together wi thout seeing an advance 1 great, therefore,
are our responsibilities
of the Present on the Past.
~he graduall and duties.
A stinted and partial eeluca·
transformation
of war·like
castles
into! ti,m belongs to a large part of our popu·
peaceful villages,-the
slenller bolt taking lation.
The progress of science has been
the place of the huge iron bar,-the
marvelous, and the diffusion of knowledge
school·house and factories taking the place wide, but still there remains a prevalent
of the prison; and these offer sufficientj ignorance
in the simplest
truths.
For
contrast to prove that, however the world ~example, an acquaintance
with the alpha.
of matter has continued on its old axis, bet of physiology and natural philosophy,
the mind of man has neither
stood still would save us from many pains and pen·
no! moved in a circle, but has gone on alties,
almost
universal.
Everywhere,
nearer and nealer to a promised
land of throughout
all communities,
in relation
Christian
civilization,
which is yet to to the body, the intellect,
and the moral
spread its verdant fields, and peaceful' nature, is blundering
guess· work, vainly
homes, and glorious hopes before the whole endeavoring
to do wha t can only be done
world.
Much has been done, but much by accurate
knowledge.
Take a single
is yet to be done by our own generation,
example.
How few of our race know how
and the myriads that are crowding behind
and what to breathe.
Vle make mistakes
us,
Our prosperity is but a pionee.r pros· as egregious as the putting together of fire
perity, that must yet embrace the oceans and gunpowder,
and hence the rapid iuof the world.
Much injustice,
misery crease of diseases of the lungs and nero
and crime yet torment
the race.
Thei!:.j ~ous system, killing th~usands ~e.foIe their
black and bloody footsteps stain our fair· i tIme.
And our labor IS not dlvH!ed as It
est fields, and leave marks on the pave· should be.
Physical toil, I have .shown,
ments of our noblest cities.
Garish lux· is more of a necessity than a curse, but
uryand
artificial
refinement
can never multitudes
are doomed to it incessantly,
cover up actual evil.
And the dark, as while dispepsia
and gout, and numerous
well as the bright side, the shame, as well nameless
ills, follow the steps
of too
as the glory of Christedom,
are ,easily much mental labor, and the failure to pay
seen.
In the old world, beside royal pal. that price for bread intended
for every
aces, are gin palaces--beside
our churches
man to pay.
Lilliputian
children,
in
are brothels-beside
our hospitals,
are statue, strength and constitution,
are be·
gaming hells-and
beside magnificent sta· coming the sad inheritance
or legacy of
bles for King's horses, are homeless tholl'S' the better classes
of society.
All our
ands of the King's subjects; and whilst sufferings cry out to tell us' that wisdom,
an idle nobility
squander princely
reve· wit, learning,
eloquence,
must dwell in
nues, over· worked laborers and starving 1 healthy,
fleshy bodies, uphe,ld by sound
Irish cry out of fireless
dungeons
for bones and moved by supple musCles, and
bread; the songs of the opera are succeed· nourished by a moderate digestion, ox we
ed by the Song of the'Shirt-and
graceful
are of little value in this working world.
literature covers over the crimes of grace· All life was not intended to be the work
less licentiousness,-and
golden splendor
of the body, seeing that all workers can
which cannot be imagined, shines beside think and love, as well as eat and drink.
the dark shadows of squalid misery, that Nor can all life be thought and love, see·
cannot be described.
But this, I am told, lng we were made to eat aud drink.
Be·
is in the old world.
How is it nearer sides, how many men feel themseles,
un·
home?
Much better, but y'et there is much <Jer the present
form of society, out of
to be improved.
Fearfully large, also, l place?
Some think they were born Shaks·
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peares;
but, alas! they must follow a weaving distant
villages into contiguous
trade.
Raphael
must command a cotton cities;-science
must manage iIt person,
jenny, or dig potatoes.
And hundreds oj making
every sailor a navigator,
'every
Byrons
are doomEd to drink juleps in farmer a cheJ.rlist, every builder an archi·
country bar·rooms,
or dream poetry amid teet, and everywhere
teach the well·infumes of frying tobacco juice, and clouds formed head to guide the dexterous hand;
of its fragrant
incense.
There may be labor must be made honorable
and all be·
some truth in this, and the old patent fool come willing to share it; the over·crowdof custom and fashion may, cheat us out e-d professions
must be thrown back upon
of mute Mil tons, but laziness
cheats us the farms or work· shops to profit by their
out of more, and the shame of labor leaves learning there; the incarnation
of vanity,
men to dream, whom God created to act. laziness
and selfishness,
feeding upon
But where is the remedy?
honest toil and thinking to live by its wits,
Our manner of treating our subject, di· that is, by out· witting it~ neighbors, must
rects our attention
at once to the source llearn its duties and improve
its elegant
from whence our help against the unequal
leisure; mathematicians,
poets and artists
distribution
of labor, the exorbitant
com· must rejoice to serve as well as amuse
mands of trade and accumulation,
the their fellows, and while at work must no
base idolatry of property,
is to come.longer look degraded, nor feel degraded;
The claims of mind are to be preferred; a intellectual
culture and moral worth will
friendship
is to be established
between
crea'te a nobility to be respected,
whether
science
and labor; the former leaving its with 91' without an equipage; all that can
secret laboratorie:;; to go forth into the ser- embellish life with the sentiments
of the
vice of the people; machinery
is to be sublime
and beautiful,
giving
graceful
substituted
for stiffened
bones and ex· form to duty, and cheering
and elevating
Ihausted
muscles;
facilities for intercom·
the soul. We must cease to flatter wealth
munication
are to be increased; man must merely to purchase labor and bribe talen t
take matter, knead it, gi.ve it form, breathe -to obtain outward prosperity
at the ex·
int~ it strength, and almost make it live, Hense of human souls; and thus loyalty
and quite make it the servant of all work; 1 to mind will hasten a brighter day.
Men
simple justice must legislate in the place will work for tl;e race who work [or them·
of selfishness;
the horrible lie, that Provo selves,-benevolence
and an enlightened
idence creates human beings to kill them self-jnterest
will form their happy marri·
• off by starvation,
must be exposed. and age,-duty
become radiant with the at·
famishing
millions
learn how to mould tractiveness of a privilege,
and reverence
themselves into able·bodied and harmoni·
for the human soul in every condition will
ously-souled
men; science must be applied
abolish the slavery o[ ignorance,
and de·
to agricul ture as it is to mechanics;
the velop a mental
and moral strength
that
fpread of knowledge
must diminish the will conquer matter, subdue and replenish
amount of manual labor; more brains must the earth, according to the original
com·
be busy with inventions,
so that even our mand, convert the wilderness into a para·
present nicely adjusted and powerful rna· dise, beautified and adorned as the equa I
chinery shall appear awkward and tardy, home of all.
compared with what shall supersede it, as
But while speaking of the dignity of lao
a wkward as the Indian
canoe contrasts
bor and the origin' of free gover~ments from
with the floating
palaces
upon our Mis· the cultivation
of the mechamc
arts, we
sissippi,
the baggage mule of the Alps must call attention to the art preservative
with the screaming locomutives-shooting
of all ans, and which is before our eyes
like arrows [rom land to land, flying back·l now, working a moral change in the wh,gle
wards and forwards like weavers' shuttles, 1 world, by giving perpetuity
to the discov·
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eries, and widening the circle of all in· ~ty, whi~h it has imbued with the increased
dustry.
Need I say I allude to the art ofl vigor which it communicates,
will con·
Prin ting?
The press is the Palladium
of tinue to bless and improve the race.
Liberty.
Once Liberty was the dream of
Thus have we shown, by an appeal
to
the hour, the admiration
of secluded as· historic fact, and a brief view of a single
semblies,
as she received the praise of mechanic
art, that the arts of industry,
some lips tired with zeal for human rights; by the introduction
of new wants, and
but now she breathes through the perma· new comforts, and new powers, have com·
nent exe!tion of human thought, and bids pleted the destruction
of the feudal powfair to spread her eagle wings over the in· er; have originated
all modern free gov·
creasing wealth and enlarged
desires of ernments,
and are this day its chief and
the most opulent state.of soci~ty ,the ,:orld ~onl.y reliabl~
sa.fegu.ar.ds.
The order of
has ever seen.
The dlscovertes of sCIence l theIr operatIon
IS dlvme.
The changes
and the charms of genius have attracted
they have produced,
and are producing,
a few in every age.
But the diffusion of like the changes of nature, ar unperceiv.
knowledge,
by means of the press, awa·, ed, and tIte more effectual and certain be·
kens not merely the transient
bursts od cause beyond casual observation.
They
popular
feeling, but constantly
imbues i gather their forces in secret, and manifest
the minds of the master· spirits who direct only their effects, before which tbeir ene·
human thought. Its effects are lasting up· mies retreat almost without a struggle.on society, and are perpetually
renewed Like Time, that greatest of all innova·
in each successive generation
which in. tors, they are gradually,
but powerfu]]}',
hales, in the ardor of its youth, the max. changing
the face of the whol e moral
ims and tbe spirit
the freed am 0 f old world;
and where
the superstitions
of
Greece "and Rome.
This art has modified effete forms of religion, or worn· out char·
the whole face of society.
It has coun. ters of government,
stand up in their way,
teracted
the causes of ancient decay; it they strike at their foundations
by cor·
has developed new principles of life-for
recting public opinion; and when their pro·
society-by
bringing the energy and tal. moters are ready to marshal their hosts in
ent of the multitude to bear upon the for· their defence, they have time only to es·
tunes of the State.
It has shaken the in., cape their supposed
fortresses,
ere the
f1uenGe of despotism throughout theearth,~ whole is in ruins around them.
Tyranny
and has infused the independent
princi.! in church and state must fall before the
pies of free government
into the very ar.! spirit of information
that the industrial
mies that were destined to enforce its au. arts have brought forth.
Tyranny has ev·
thority.
lt is extinguishing
the most in. erywhere prevailed by arraying one class
jurious elementa in human society, and of people against another.
In the State,
thougll too often the instrument
of evil its chief reliance
has been upon
the
as well as good, its evils are gradually
troops,
whose interests
were identified
abating,
while its power of improve.
with its support;
in the Church, upon the
ment is lasting in its effects.
Its abuses credulity and ignorance of its a.dherents,
are often alluded to, but the abuses of the inflamed byrappeals to partisan pride, un·
press, like the abuses of Grecian'-and Ro- der the assumed name of humility,
and a
man liberty,
will cease to trouble the bigoted self-conceit that consigned
all the
worl.d; while its agency for good, like the! world to eternal to~tures. that could not, or
maxIms of that same liberty,
and thel would not, mouth ItS shlb~oleths,
or sub·
works of its genius will permanently
con-l scribe its dogmas, or wear the old rags of
tinue to enfranchise"and
elevate mankind.
its beggarly orthodoxy.
But the progress
Th~ one will be forgotten while the other, of information
has destroyed its influence
actlllg upon the improved fabric of socie· even over its own vassals.
It has divided
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their affections, and the rulers of the peo-l Already we are running a race with tim~,
pIe are afraid to make their assumptions and are outrunning the sun along our telupon their own thrones and in their own! egraphic wires under the sea and round
pulpits,' lest the hitherto instruments of! the earth. We, creatures of a day, at·
their will, show that the last cobweb of oms of an atom in a boundless universe,
subservient prejudice is dispelled, and and Dome about ourselves by secret influ·
their power be overthrown at once. But ences no philosophy has yet explainedthe lovers of the right and the true have ourselves a secret, disclosing secrets eve·
nothing to fear. Let knowledge, virtue ry day! Upon our minds are thrown the
and worth be everywhere estimated-let
wondrous visions of things to come, while
their shams be exposed and held up to yet we have no vision that explains us to
merited ridicule, and all'sincere workers ourselves. Industry has heretofore work·
for the good of the race will rejoice and ed in the mines of the material world, too
gain strength. The true progress must go much to the neglect of its soul, and the
on-it cannot be stopped.
By slow de- attention must be directed that way now.
grees and imperceptible movements, like And strange facts are being dug up by an
the great changes of Nature, it must go indust:y .thus directed.
For e~ample,
on. And lel no earnest lover of liberty what, If I wouM say, that we have had
and virtue be discouraged.
Vegetation prophecies of all the great facts that
commences with the lichen, and swells marked our boasted progress, but the
with riches and luxuriance, till its sum. mind was not wide enough a wake from
mer carpet covers the whole earth, and its its puling infancy to hear, or it heard as
autumn stores fill up all the channels of in dreams, and stoned its prophets as
-want. The vast. continents of earth, up. dreamers or magicians!' Noone of you
on which millions are daily born and daily would believe me, and yet modern redie, are but the aggregation of innumera- search has shown that my· statement is
ble and slowly-collected parts. Animal not without truth. A modern journal fur·
life, from the torpidity of the oyster, nishes to my hand the following:
swells to the power and energy of man.
"Semiramis set up a pillar, on which it
So, slowly but by appointed steps, rises was written-'I,
Semiramis, by means of
the giant social fabric that shall yet unite iron made roads over i'mpnssable mount·
the human family, and bathe the earth in ains,. where no beasts come.' "
the sunlight of God's presence, shining
Fnar Bacon, more than four hundred
everywhere through the reflecting mirrors years ago, said:
of regenerated hearts. The spring ofhu"'Bridges,' unsupported by arches, can)
man improvement is opened. and its be made to span the foaming current; man
streams no earthly power can stop-no
shall descend to the bottom of the ocean
hellish power dare stop-and
no heavenly safely, breathing, and treading with firm
power would stop! Let us rejoice, then, step~on the golden sands,never brightened
to believe that the world has had its in by the light of day. Call but the secret
fancy, its childhood, and is advancing t Ipowers of ,Sol and Luna int~.a,ction, and
its manhood.
Ibehold a sll1g1e steersman, Slttll1g at the
But it j~ not upon the dignity of labor helm, guiding the vessel which divides
liS connected with the influence of art up
the waves with greater ra'pidity, than jf
on regulated liberty that I desire to ex she had been filled with a crew of marihaust your attention.
We could not if w ners toiling at the oars. And the .loaded
desired, make out a catalogue of the arts, chariot, no longer encumbered by the
and of their acknowledged benefits.panting steeds, darts on its course with reMuch less could we make out a catalogue lentless force and, rapidity. Let the pure
of their future wonders and discoveries.and simple elements do thy labor; bind
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e eternal elements, and .yoke them to B~ience of astronomy.
Reasoners
in
e :lame plough."
mental philosophy
reason themselves
out
Here is poetry and philosophy
wound of reason, and forsake the whol~some air
together, maki'ng
a wondrous
chain of of truth, and speak in dreams of dreams,
prophecy.
Who shall adventure
up0n a and talk of magic; and mental
philoso·
solution of that golden chain, which the phy, with its primitive truths, appears to
oldest of poets told us descended from the consciousness
of philosopher
and
heaven to earth, linking them as it wer
mind, and helps to a reconciling
and joy.
together?
Was
it an electric
fluid i 10us faith and hope.
Thus the dreams 01
which mind and matter
were indissol
\ the dreamer become the visions of the seer,
le."-Blackwood, for February, 1851.
and noble thoughts and ennobling
discov.
Surveying these wonders,
and calli g eries are inwoven jnto the thread of this
to mind the triumphs of art and industry,
otherwise
dull and plodding
life, and
and looking
forward urith a well· assured
truth comes
forth from its swaddling
hope to the future discoveries of science clothes to bless and elevate
the race.in the realms of mind and matter, may Truth, like the wrought iron, gives forth
we not say, with as profound truth as rev· its sparks when it is beaten' and is form·
erence, that God is in human labor, and ing into shape.
Now it is in the rude
that he is in it that he may promote hu· quarry;
anon in the red and the white
man progress?
Men have walked in the ~heat;
again plunged
with hissing noise
labyrinths
of ignorance
and fancy, anll ~into the cold tub of doubt, and comes forth
have lost themselves in the mar-es of their hard and ugly en~ugh to frighten
every
own bewildering imagmillgs
as they have one but the skillful smith, and under his
sought the philosopher's
stone, the alem.: machinery it will yet shine with a polish
bic of immortal youth, or the fancied glo. that a~l will admire.
Perpetual
motion
ry of burdensome,
and to them, useless has not been discovered; but the progress·
wealth.
But God has guided the race to es of machinery for mills, and factoriea,
light, and the wildest vagaries of tlleir and roads, and railways,
have gone on,
thought have led to wisdom said and done, and no mind can be perpetual
enough in
and their words have been put down by its thought to grasp the result.
the power 'of art, that facts might be sitt.
God is in it, my fellow· brethren,' and the
ed from fancies,
and in the allotted hour sudden thought and happy hit, that brings
come forth to bless the world.
Thus a out or uses the discovery, is his gift to the
child takes up the apple, and the law of race; and this thought
alone will make
gravitation
is set down.
The kettle boils ~every gift a blessing, if received
and ap·
upon the fire, and the steam engine, with propriated
with thankfulness.
The age
all its gigantic machines, runs to and fro is lull of inventions,
no one of which can
in the earth at the bidding of man.
Men be fully traced.
We follow the chain;
underground,
in houses, or rather caves, bestow honor here and there; but are ever
walled with stones, are mystifying know I· satisfied that we have not found all its
edge and calling
it alchemy; and chemis· links.
They run up into the Divine Spiro
try is the child of its parentage,
whose it, that pervades and guides, and governs
great mysteries
it was once death to reo the whole.
The inventive mind is multi·
veal.
Deeply imaginative
minds lo~k up plied, whose activity and whose advance·
at the everlasting
stars, as they adorn the ment in knowledge and science,
we may
canopy of night, and calculate
the for· all share, under the facilities for the transtUlles of princes and states; and the won· mission of knowledge,
though no one of
ders of a boundless universe, held togeth· us can picture the wonderful
futurity.er by eternal
law, are arranged
by the Could the spirit of the mightiest thinker
hands of pure and potent genius in the of the ancient world stand up before this

WORKERS

IN

age, he wouln realize that he never had a
dream equal to the present reality. Could
he see iron cables twisted in to knots as
though they were shreds of tape; ponder-I'
ous masses suspended without
a cord, by
a secret
power called
magnetis
; the'
thousand
marvelous
worlds revealed.by
the telescope, and innumerable
systems of
worlds revealed to the thought; the myriads of living creatures making a universe
of every leaf upon the tree, of every drop
of water, disclosed
by the microscope;
could he see the vast machinery of mod·
-ern mechanics
at work, and have the
world's life and all its business start up
before him, as it did in the Crystal Palace,
he might well, with the Bard of Avon,
find that poetry alone can speak the truth;!
and it but faintly, when it exdaims:-l
"What
a piece of work is man! how nO'l
ble in reason!
how infinite in faculties!In form and moving how express and ad·
mirable!
In an action how like an angel!
ill apprehension
how like a god!
Tl:e
beauty of the worlJ! the paragon of ani·
mals!"
And this stock
of inventions
must be enlarged.
The power of mind
has no limit.
Its work· shop in the hu·
man brain is the great instrumentality
of
God to subject and civilize the world.Who, then, will undervalue
the dignity of
labor?
Who so blind as to see nothing in
all this but degradatio~
and disgrace?-i
"Who so dull as to see nothing in the,
nineteenth
century but tall chimneys and
the black smoke?
To the imaginative,
even the smoke itself becomes an embodied geni, at whose feet the earth opens at
command; and they who yield themselves
to the spell, are conducted
through sub·
terranean
ways to the secret chambers of
the treasures of nature;
and by a transi·
tion to a more palpable reality, may find
themselves in a garden covered with crystal, to behold all beauteous
things,
and
precious stones fo.r fruit, su.ch as AI~dd~n
saw, and fountams throwmg
out ltqUld
gems, and fair company from the ends of
the earth, as brought together by enchant.
ment-and
this is the romance of reali.

ty!"
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But I was saying that God is in human
progress, and wished to illustrate
it by a
single thought.
That thought has been
indirectly stated, but we refer to it to make
it clear.
\Ve reiterate,
then,
that the
most important and useful discoveries are
accidentally
made by those who are searching for something else, and the unexpect·
ed result realizes as much or more than
the dream of the worker could have realized, and thus humbles while it elevates
him.
Need I refer to instances?
Why,
the very gas that lights our streets was
discovered
as a nuisance in coal mines,
and in efforts to convey it by tubes to the
outer air, was found to ignite, and was
thus made to illuminate
every important
town in the civilized
world.
Nature
makes nothing for itself; for Divine Benef·
icence presides over it.
Every fact in it
is but a round in a ladder of invention,
by which angels ascend and descend upon the habitations
of man.
We know
not whither that ladder reaches, but wher.
ever it touches the earth, it delivers up its
secrets,
and they float as voices from
Heaven over the hope and destiny of man.
Every discovery
brings a blessing, for it
comes with a use not suspected by the discoverer, and benefits men who never hear
of thei'r benefaetor.
But who shall speak of the triumphs of
the workers in electricity, by whose magic arts time and distance seem almost an.
nihilated?
Electricity
is now beginning
to be looked upon as the chain that holds
together
all created
things.
It has nei.
ther boundary
in earth nor heaven.
Its
home is everywhere-its
circumference
nowhere.
But ubiquitous
and powerful
as it is, it is found to he under restraint.
It is held by an unseen power from evil,
and aHowed only to show us what frail
creatures we are in the presence of the
subtle
agencies around us. But by discovery-by
work if you please--it
i$
d to
ser'
bl
. , h
ma e
us.
vt.cea e, provmg t e e~e.
rywh~re ~Isclosmg
ueneficence
of Him
who ID Wisdom created the world, and in
condescensi,on
pronounced it good.
That
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young girl little suspects, as she plucks flower, that opens its petals to the vernal
the beautiful rose, and shakes from it the sun, and perfumes the evening zephyrs,
dew-drops of the 11 orning, that her hand is but the developed bud from which it
has handled lightning enough to cause sprung. The mighty oak, felled by the
her instantaneous death. But'tis true.furious storm, is but the outgrowth of the
And the poetical dream, young ladies, of acorn germ; and, whilst returning to its
your enraptllred lovers, that they may be original elements, it becomes, even in its
killed by the lightning of your eyes- dacay, the nurture of flower, beast and
struck d'ead by a tear that only moves your man ,-who feed upon the vegetables its
eyelid-is also a sad reality to young gen· dissolution nourishes and develups.
The
tlemen, in more senses than one. The "boy is father of the man,"-for
the vastpower of death is in every drop of water, ness of his intellect-the
sublimity of his
and only by the power of God is its exe· moral enterprises~aye,
and even his
cution stayed. And atlast, who can tell weaknesses and imbecility, are but the
how much of electricity is in love itself, natural expansion of his juvenile or inconveyed by the smile of pity or ap;Jro· fant nature. The great globe itself exbation from friend to friend, and how hibits upon its surface, and within its hidmuch of it will yet be developed to de· den depth~, evidences of change and rev·
stroy the selfishness, hatred and animosi-' olution, which, though at first appearing
ty of man, and bring on the grand old as destructive, served also as adaptations
time when the Heaven and earth shall for successive orders of plants and anismile in the beauty and freshness of Ede~ mals, and last for man himself. And it
restored. Man, expelled from Eden, is is an old tradition and a general faith,
doomed to labor; but labor, under the that it awaits another grand, terrific, yet
blessing of Christ, may yet bring it back, glorious transformation, by which the new
and'the dead come down to see.
Heavens and the new Earth shall arise,
We need add no more upon the dignity prepared for a purer and higher order of
of labor, seeing that God is in its appoint. intelligences.
What is seen to be true in
ment, in its discoveries, its uses, and its nature, is true of man; and what is true
present and final results. But we cannot of the individual, is true of the species,
close, young gentlemen, without cprrying -in families,' States, and nations.
The
this thought a little further, and offering events of all history, and of all human
it to you as the. only revealment o[ the action', are thus linked together; and the
true position of man and of nations, in changes and revolutions of our times are
the struggles of his and their condition. all dependent on the past. and connected
Unless He be regar,ded in your laborswith all that is to come,and are made to
both here and in your professions-labor
subserve the purposes of Him who perwill be regarded as a hard lot, and the mitted or ordained them,-and
subordivoice of murmuring and discontent will nates each to His all·comprehensive and
take the place of thanksgiving and joy.unchangeable purposes. It is in this view
And unless He be seen in the progress of( you will see what we mean when we soy
nations, every man will do after the sight God is in labor and in history. He suof his own eyes, and will lose his patriot. perintends the movements that work the
ism and his hope. In conclusion, again I changes among men and nations.
He
assert that God is in history, as he is eve· may not be seen by the profane mullirywhere.
Development
and progress, tude, for "He is a God that hideth himamid change and decay, go forward as the self." His existence and presence. in the
law of nature and of God, marking alike connection of antagonistic
or opposite
the animate and inanimate-the
'rational events, may be denied; but He iff denied
and irrational creation. The beauteous, in nature, also, because he works by laws.
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Still is lie there as everywhere, despite thel~ till the inundation
hassub~ided.
The buperverse
denial.
He manifests
the true rial of her ancient
civilization
preserved
and beneficent
design iii the progress of it; preserved it for a future use, when the
men and nations;
establishes
the bounds ~human mind should be prepared for a fu()f their habitation,
that they may fulfill ture awakening,
and be able to U&6 all
their destined work; and when this is ful· that was valuable
in its past development
filled, he removes
them away, leaving, for the final and glorious regeneration
of
their knowledge,
vices and sufferings, to 1 the whole race.
instruct
and warn tho~e that succeed·-l
The revival of learning, after the long
Christianity--a
pure, spiritual Christiani· i night of storm and desolation,
was the
ty:...·-is the brightest manifestation
of His awakening
of the human mind to all inpurpose, and is at last the perfection
of terests alike-to
commerce, freedom and
all philosophy,
and the key to all appa· religion.
That awakening produced two
rent anomalies in the moral world.
distinct kinds of civilization.
That Over
Allowme
to remind you again of a few which the Bible exerted a decisive and a
events that prove and illustrate this great- controlling
influence, and that where the
est of propositions,-that
God is in our ancient classics were left to smile at the
humblest work and most wonderful
en· follies of an effete superstition.
The forterprises, to carry forward the great and mer resulted in the English revolution
of
glorious end of our creation,-the
highest
1688, which gave the measure of civil and
development
of the human
being.
We religious liberty,
which Englanl
enjoys,
will look again at the downfall of the Ro· and in the American revolution of 1776,
man Empire.
A few hardy shepherds
which placed a new government
of regumet, by accident, and formed a citY'-j
lated freedom in the lead of the free na.
They called it Rome, or strengtlt.
It be-, tions of the earth;--the
latter
in the
came strong-strong
as Leviathan.
It French
revolution
of 1789. Both, or
conquered, civilized and consolidated
all each, were reformations,
the one with the
the surrounding
tribes.
It received the aid of a new and controlling
element of
sceptre of the Greek Empire with all its civilization-the
Christian
element-the
philosophy and learning, and extended the' other without religion, and both with charregis of its power from the Atlantic to the acteristic effects.
The French people, in
sands of Arabia.
But it exhausted all its the revival of ancient
learning,
without
material for its improvement.
The influx the sanctifying influence 'of a divine faith,
of the world's wealth had deluged all the \ allowed
their philosophy
to degenerate
hardy
virtues of its early inhabitants.into Roman atheism.
They decreed that
The influx of the wor)d's philosophy had there should be no ruler in HeavelJ and
destroyed all faith.
The spoils of plun- no dominion upon earth, I'ave their own,
dered empires
rotted in its bosom.
The and following
in the wake of a Homan
blood of slaughtered
millions
cried tOl example, they found in Napoleon
Bonaheaven for vengeance.
The decree, the parte a Roman
Cresar, with /a military
just and retribute
decree, went forth-sl,e
Despotism
to absorb their blasted libermust die!
A bolder and nobler race roll· ty, and dazzle and govern with a Roman
ed down from their mountain
forests and power, their flattered and subservient
peodespoiled her of her inheritance,
and di- pIe.
Roman Atheism was established
in
vided her power.
But she has something
France, and who but a Roman Cresar could
tha't must be preserved.
Her classic lite- gove.rn a. Rom~n people? . Thus error, reo
.
.
volvlng In a clTcle, always comes round
ratme, her h~ly SCIl.ptures, are lnl~nded by an unalterable
uniformity; to ;lle sam;
for the future IDstructlOn and salvatIOn of centre and produces the same effects, mod.
the race.
They, with her monks, are car· ified only by the new influences it maT
ried intl1 the monastery
to find a retrea t ~gather in its widened orbit.
2
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But each revolution
served to arouse,
. to guide and to warn the world.
I.t start·
cd under its impulse,
at the beginning
of
the nineteenth
century, 'upon a new career
of improvement,
and its course from that
day has been onward, so that now we may
pause, and mark very controlling
results.
Two great and distinguished points have
been irrevocably
gained.
The rapid ad·
vancements
in scienti'fic discovery
have
rendered the revillalof Sci,mtific Atheism

ocean, and moving on towards an indefinite boundary.
Immense masses of hu·
man beings are being brought under the
same influences, are sailing in the same
vessels, reading the same books, and thuS"
preparing to conquer the earth, unite the
human family, and extend the great pur·
pose of God.
Commerce,
like a giant
Briareus, is stretching
her arms o\'er the
earth, that she may ultimately
gather together
a family of nations.
With
her
impossible, and those very discoveries are steamships
by sea and the net· work of
destined to uproot and destroy ellery ves- innumerable
railro·ads threading the terri·
tige of superstition,and restore to the UJorldI tOry of the globe, she will unite all nathe God of Nature as the Father its own tions, a1l tribes, just as certainly as sav·
foll'ies had exiled, and 1. pure record of age customs must give Wl\Y to civilized
Divine Religi.on.
Every false religion enterprise.
and every falsehood in religion are based
But compare
the nations
of the earth~
upon some mistaken or false notion
of and we must see the inevitable
result.the word or works of God, or upon some Compare Mohamedan
nations with C ath.
hated despotism
which the lmowle:lge
of olic States, the least leavened with Bibll}
Nature,
the Bible and human rights are truth; compare
these with Protestant
na··
destined to expose.
Every barbarous na- tions, and these with each other, and H
tion is now a weak nation,
and every will be seen that just in proportion
to the
Christian nation (so called) is possessed
influence of pure Christianity
IS the pow·
of a controlling
influence, just in propor- er now permitted
to each.
Three centution to the amount of B ble influence it is ries ago, when the world. by the revival
prepared to extend.
This is easily as- of learning
and the Protestant
Reforma·
serted, the infidel in history and in reve· tion, awoke from its long repose,
Italy
lation is ready to opine; but I ask is it not was the centre of intelligence
and Spain.
true?
The nations whose institutions
are of Empire, England was but a third· rate
tolerant,
so tolerant as to allow unob- power, and North and South America just
structed
efforts for. Christian
enterprise,
discovered!
Now look at each and note
now possess
most of the
commerce,
the contrast; anel tell me what Knowledge,
wealth,
influence,
territory,
and all the Science and Religion may not do in the
power 0 f the world.
France occupies the coming ages' of the world?
NQrth of Africa.
Russia the North·east
We do not say, nordo we believe, that
of Europe
and the N orth.;vest
of Asia, the nations which possess the power and
and is rapidly advancing towards the cen· wealth of the world, are faultless, or are
tre of that great continent.
England
destined
to eternal duration;
but we dl>
has a terri.tory upon which the sun never say that the human race has made rapid
. sets, a dominion such as the world never advances and that only such nations
as
saw before, including
four milliops and a shall move on as Science and Religion
half miles _square of territory,
three-fold
open their treasuries to bless the world~
more tlian~Rome possessed
in the height can stand. Let anyone
stop, and its
.':'-" of per glory,' and is enlarging her borders by doom is fixed.
They now hold the phys.
; ~ -adVances upon savage nations, every year. ical world in their hands,
and at theo
American
In~titutions
are stretching
an command
of God are making
its rough.
immense
empire over this whole conti· places smooth, that his people may dwell
nent, already
extending
from ocean to together in unity.
The mighty
laborerlJ
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and in himsel.f, ~in the r.eality of ·a·div;n~'

In screntdic
dlscoverYi
as well as spiritually,

be.rin? the mountains,
filling t~e valleys,
bndgmg the oceans, and coursing all. the
territories
upon firesteerls,
which carry
though t like lightning and men like wind;
they are at work, and each art is godlike
to all who have faith to look to the final
result: a wi/derne,ss of barbarism and self·
ish ness won to the world, and which shall
yet bloom and blossom as the rose!
The old world is now in revolution;
it
is passing
through the fearful transition
etate.
There will be sel-ere conflicts, but
with faith in the God in History as in Na·
ture, we say let them come.
Let human·
ity weep over thrones fallen.; over millions

government,
In the eXistence. of infinite
wisdom and goodness, in the future life,

Ia~d

~ven in I~is own .souI: all seemed
slIppIng from hiS grasp into infinite dark.
ness and chaos!
Some one has said that
he who never doubted only half believes.
Is there not something of truth in this!
Is it not by doubts and questionings
and
answerings,
by difficulties
solved,
by
manifold struggles with unbelief,
by in.
vestigation
and labor and prayer, the tide
of feeling and conviction now ebbing and
now flooding-is
it not in this way, thro'
this wild dark conflict, that at last we get
our feet planted
on the solid rock of
Faith, anrl fling the banner of victory to
the breeze?

I

of human beings butchered;
over hearts
.rhe firmest .Christian, strongest in the
bleeding and hopes of philanthropy
for a i faIth, clothed. In ~he :ull armor of God,
moment blighted.
The conflict is but for has often,I think, in hiS progress forward,
n moment,
the magnificent
triumph for 'taken up the pathetic cry of the disciples,
oternal ages.
That triumph is the gran· -'Lord,
we believe.
Help thou our un.
deur of the world.
Before it the majesty
belien'
There are times when the prob.
of earthly empires
sinks into insignifi.
lems of Life press upon us with overmas.
cance, for they are but means to an end, tering force, and we stagger for a moment
the final conquest of the eanh to human·
in spite of our strength,
and the couraga
ity and religion; the redemption
of men. with which we seek to face the mystery.
to the religion
of Christ.
To see a reo
Plans
of happiness
and usefi.llnesa
deemed race walking this earth; the chains which we had formed, into which we had
of ignorance and superstition
fallen; their flung all our feelings, all our energies and
step free and their brow uplifted; their na· hopes, confident
that there was nothing
ture robbed of its savacreness
and
chancred)
in
them
on
which
Heaven
itself couI-'u
o
0
into the image of Christ,
filled with his i frown, and expActing that God would sure.
spiri~ ana won to the loveliness an(1 pow. i Iy give his Llessing on efforts involving
er of his benevolence,-aye,
this is a vis· so much good to others as well as our.
ion which hearts impired with prophetic
selves,-i.hese
beneficent plans, these fond
forecast may now well indu~ge.
For it is hopes are suddenly trampled
out in the
coming!!
It is coming!!!
And all ty· dust, and the heart that cherished them
ranny and selfishness
shall fall before it, so fervently throbs with unutterable
an.
and there shall yet be universal "peace guish, and bleeds
at every pore.
And
00 earth and good will among men."
the mind is stunned and bewildered
with
the suddenness
of the blow, with the
seeming wanton cruelty wliich, without
Battle of Doubt and Unbelief.
visible cause, has shattered
the beautiful
Who has not seen .the time w~en he edifice that was built up with so much la(elt the ground tremblmg
under hiS feet, bar, and gave promise of so much useful.
when confused questionings
shadowed
all ness.
.

J

his thoughts, w'hen he began to doubt al.
Sometimes,
when ~he night thus sudmost every thing; wilen his faith in God,l denly bursts in upon our brjght:gla~
day,
I
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~utiing out the sunlight,-and~~ound;for
a single individ:al, while
no light of the stars in the place of it; the thousands are on the verge of starvation
question will spring up in the thoughtfor the want of a potato patch. We see
'Why, 0 why is this dismal wreck, if God palaces adorned with all the wonders of
is-good and mighty, and able to prevent nature and the splendors of art; enough
it? What need is there that this desola· spent at a horse·race, or in a single day's
tion should fall like the blackness of dark· pleasures, to make scores of suffering
ness on our little world of love and joy, families comfortable for a whole year.and on designs', of usefulness so worthy of And with these inequalities, we see all the
Heaven's favor? Why should so much hatred and revenge, the fierce and fiery
good, proposed and ready to be wrought passions, which flood in between the un·
out, be destroyed, and so much evil come justly rich and the unjustly poor, the op·
into the place of it? If God lives and pressor and the oppressed.
guides all things, why does he permit this?
When all these discords and social an·
If he is our Father, and loves us, why does tagonisms, all these real and terrible evils,
he deal with us in this way?
rise up before us, and challenge our faith
Again: we look abroad into the politi. jin explanation, we find it hard battling
cal and social world, and we'see the ine· against the doubts which will sometime:>
quality, injustice, oppression and slavery sweep in upon our thought-hard
battling
which weigh down the millions, grinding with the questions which will rise up in
them into the earth; we see exhausted, spite of us-' Can these things be, and
unrequited labor, huddled in its trampled God be at the same time? Is it possible,
straw; we-see hunger with its gaunt and if there be adivine government, that such
livid face, destitution in every form, igno- abominations, such monstrous wrongs and
rance, depravity, and crime of every abuses can be tolerated? On the whole,
grade, all seething and weltering together is there an infinitely mighty amI wise and
as it were in the great pit of hell. We good God, who can, if he will, have it
see childhood forced into unnatural and otherwise? or is this world only a chance
shocking maturity of vice, woman sunk medley, a kind of arena, where Might
into frightful depths of infamy and shame, and Right, Good and Evil, fight out their
to avoid starvation; and honesty, with battle, and the strongest has it? If there
its open, manly face, and ready hand'i is a good and just God, why does he not
vainly seeking and praying for Iabo r, and ~interfere to pwvent all this wrong {ind
at last seemingly driven for want of it to cruelty? why does he not show himself
the hard choice of crime or starvation.more visibly on the side of jU3tice and
All these, and many more, meet us as the suffering virtue?'
evils of political and social mis·organi·
But again: look at that sweet babe, sin·
zation and misrule.
less as )the angels, struggling with pain,
,At the same time, side by side with convulsed w1th torturing spasms, its inthese, we see enormous wealth wast:d in fant face the picture of terror, its whole
revel and dissipation, in frivolous and frame ,shuddering under the invisible blow,
corrupting amusements; pretended minis. every nerve quivering with keen suffering,
ters of God, named bishops, wringing" a -see the wretched mother bending ov~r
hundred thous'and dollars a year out of it in agony of sympathy, praying for its
their half·clothed and half· fed flocks, ut. relief, but having no answer,-and
this
terly indifferent to the cry of suffering.helpless, hopeless agony of child and pa·
W f} see the whole soil of a natIon, as rent protracted, with brief in tervals, thro-'
England, Scotland, Ireland; owned by at days and nights, and it Play pe weeks.few thousands of nobles and landlords; 0 how hard it is to feel that this is right
whole districts depopulated to make hunt. and just and merciful! how desperate thll
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battle with our doubts and questionings!
how hard to fight them down under our
feet, and say, '0 God, thy will be done'l.
Yet once more.
There is a man, one
of the" noblest
specimens
of human nature seen in a life's observation;
gentle
and loving as a child, yet embodying the
will and energy ·and enterprise of a score
of ordinary
men-benevolent
to a proverb, beloved
and honored
by all who
kno\\: him; hundreds relieved and employed by him, and depending
on his enterprise for the means of earning their bread,
-a man whose life ~eems absdlutely
nee.
essary to the welfare
and happiness
of
those about him, to say nothing
of the
devotion
and
unspeakable
tenderness
with which he is loved at home, by those
whose very being is bound up in him.
This man dies, is struck down in the
midst of his usefulness
and hopes and beneficent action, his fall bril)ging desoIa.
tion and almost the madness of despair to
those to whom he was so dear, and his
life so precious.
He dies, while within
reach of him a miserable, worthless, brutal thing, a loathsome wreck of humani.
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bringing from the battle field the spoils of
unbelief.
But, after all, if it rio not end in victory, what does come of it? Verily, a st~te
of mind much worse than that of doubt
or conflict.
This fight with unbelief, with
questionings
of evil, is one which ought
to be maintained
to the death, rather than
yield, rather than suffer these dark doubts
do conquer us. If we are vanquished,
we
lose every thing-but
if we conquer, we
win every thing.
Suppose we retreat from the high ground
of the Chriotian
faith, and take refuge in
the :~o~clusion
that there is no God, a~d
no dlvllle govern0ent
in the affairs of the
world, or, in other, words, blank,
naked,
absolute Atheism.
What kind of refuge
is this?
What
have we gained? how
much nearer are we to a solution of the
problems which oppress \Is? Not One step
nearer, that I can see'. The evils still
press upon us, whether their source or origin is named Nature,
or Ood; and they
press just as heavily, and are just as real.
By denying God, we change not the weight
or forqJ. of the burthen, but only the name

ty, a curse to himself and to all con~ect.
of it.
ed with him, whose death would be a reo
The shadows still fall, sorrow and suf·
lief and a ble~sing-this
one is suffered to fering still wring the loving heart, sick·
live, and linger on year after year, a noi. ness, death and evil are still in the world;
Borne pestilence,
a foul cancerous
tumor and I do not, cannot see how believing
Qn society!
they are the product
or sport of mere
Sometimes
seeing this, and suffering chance, or the eternal result of the iron
from it doubly, by the death of the one laws of Xature, will make them anyeasi.
and the life of the other, there are those er for me to bear, than believing they ate
who have fearful conflict with their unbe. all under the control
and direction
of a
lief, with the dark doubts and the fierce wise and beneficent God, my Father, who
questionings
which come trooping in up' uses them for good and gracious ends, and
on the soul like screaming devils from the who, when those ends are accomplished,
pit.
These are the times when they feel will abolish them forever.
that Life is indeed a battle, and that with
Yes, says the dark spirit of Doubt, but
these subtle and obstinate
foes they must it is not a question of what I shall gain or
have a hard fight of it.
And happy are lose, bu~ a questio.n of logic~l necessity.
they if the beautiful
banner
of faith do I may Wish to believe, but WIth these dU·
not sometimes
trail in the dust, and get ficulties in my way, it,is not.what I would,
soiled and trampled
i;1 the wild rush and but. w~at I. must. If there 18 a God, and
uproar of the conflict.
lIappy
are they, he IS Illfinltely
good.' these thlngs could
Of . h h I
f R
.
not be. But these thmgs are. Therefore
t , Wit
epa
eason, of SCripture, and there is not a God' or if there is he is not
of God, they wme off at last vis:torious,. infinitely good.
"
,
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So does Unbelief fight out her battle
with the soul, and drive it sometimes on
the bOl'ders of universal Night!
But cour·
age and science may still turn the tide of
conflict, and win the triumphs of Faith.Sound logic, as well as a just philosophy,
come up to the rescue, and the hosts of
doubt give ground at last, and in the end
are driven from the field.
Of course I cannot descend into details,
but must be content to indicate tlie way
in the most general manne-r.
It must be
obvious to all that the difficulties noticed,
allowing
them all the weight they are
justly entitled
to, cannot set aside the
abounding proofs in Nature, in Man, and
in Revelation
that there is a God.
And
how multiplied the proofs, compared with
the difficulties.
Now, if I mean to be
fair, I am bound to respect the evidence
on the other side.
And if I do this, my
doubts are out-numbered
two to one, and
a severe logic compels me to yield.
For example •. If the difficulties, against
the being of God are equal to five, and
the proofs for his being have the value of
ten-then
before I can logically deny the
existence
of God, I must either reduce
the ten below five, or raise the five above
ten.
And this indeed is more generous
to the evil genius of Doubt than is reo
quired: for if he will not believe there is
a God, however great the proof, so long
as one difficulty l"emains, or till five is reo
duced to nothing,-so
I am not strictly
bound to disbelie,ve, however high he may
raise his figure five, unless he a lso reduces my ten to nothing; or until he has
utterly destroyed all the evidedce of na·
ture, of the human mind, and the human
body.
This he cim never do.
One, therefore, who takes up his position
on such
ground, can never,
logically,
be either
Theist or Atheist, which sufficiently shows
the absurdity of such reasoning.
'If there is a God,' says the spirit of
Unbelief, 'He would not suffer evil to ex·
ist in this world.
Evil does exist.-Therefore, there is no God!'
Admitting
the soundness
of the first

proposition
of the syllogism, which we do
not by any means, would it not be easy
to set against this the evidences of God'lJ
existence
as unfolded
in Astronomy,
in
N aL:ral Theology, in the adaptatio-ns
of
the animal and vegetable world, the won·
derfnl framework
of man, and lastly in
the existence
of Mind itself?
All thes~
things are-how
came they, if there is no
Creation?
'You mmt remove this abounding
evil
from the uni'ierse,
before I can bel ieve
there is a God," says Doubt and Unbelief.
But Reason replies, 'You must reo
move these abounding
proofs of his existence, before I can believe there is not 8
God.'
The most indeed that can be logically
made out of the existence of evil, is this-:
'Evil exists, and therefore there is a diffi·
culty in the proof.'
This would be admitted, for I fancy there are precious
few
questions, or subjects of human thought
and inqu\ry, without difficulty.
A nd if
difficulty is equivalent
to a denial,
we
should believe neither in mind nor matter.
As to the position
that, if God was
good, evil would not exist-that
is begging
the question.
The school· boy argues in
the same way: If my fa ther were good,
and loved me, he would no.t r;fuse me th.s
deligh t and happiness
of going to seahe would not subject me to the hard stucJl
and severe discipline
of school.
This is tIle cllild',s reasoning; but we do
not accept his argument, nor €;ndorse his
conclusions--and
yet the evil and Ihe suffering ale real ('nough for him. Still his
father is good and loves him; and the very
ev it he laments is proof of 1/! A t bottom it is not evil at -all, !Jut good; and the
seeming to. be evil is only for a time, ~nd
at manhood takes the fOIm of real and las~
ing good.
The temporary appm;ent, give.
place t9 the eternal actual.
The assertion, therefore, of Doubt, thai
if God, were good, there would be nothing
of what we call evil, is very unsafe.
Th~
reasoning is narrow and without diSCIimina,.,
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,iO'Tl, and the conclusion
the premises.
The ways

of God may
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not be as ours,

1101' his thoughts
a.s ours; but with him
. there is 110 darkness at all, no evil, no
-change or caprice.
He is like the sun, the
centre of the universal system, supporting,
'Controlling, and blessing all. It may be
<lay or night with us, but at the sun it is alw~ys day.
'Clouds may float in our atmaSphere, and obscure the light for a season;
but there are no·clouds
about the sun.'That shines always, by day and by night'l
visible or invisible-lorever
bright, forever
beautiful,forever
beneficent!-T.
B. Thayer.
The Preacher
'I will give

JOU

and Pastor.

Pastors.'-hR.

iii, 15.

A 'Pastor is the person who has the cl1arge
o()f a flock.
The minister should be a Pastor. In other words, he should 'take heed
'to the flock over which the 'Holy Ghost has
made him an overseer.'
1'he preaching of
the Gospel, it has been said, is, indeed, the
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lies so well wIth the worldliness and sloth
which, we must fear, tinge too much the
character of some who wait at the altar.
Preaching!
What is preaching to a coogregation?
Is it the mere repetition of the
geneml principles or Christianity-such
ag
we quote from books, and gather in the
cloister?
Is it the mere doling out of theology and ethics?
Is it the dissertalion of
a student-the
babbling of a recluse~
God
forbid!
This amounts not to preaching;
and he who has exercised himself thus, and
wondered at his barrenness, must, llenceforth, wonder no more.
He fails ~o preach
-fails
well-nigh as disastrously as be who
mounts the pulpit without thought or arrangement, and pours nut a mere broken
and ghastly mass of declamation and vociferation.
ThOll wilt not preach to that congregation without preparation;
and an essential part of a preparation must be thy
deep and familiar acquaintance
with the
reI igious circumstances of the people before
thee.

great means of converting and saving men;
'fhe pastoral department
supplies some
'While yet the Scriptures plainly and strong- of the essentia.l elements of the effective
]y connect with this work-subsidiary
to it and successful
sermon.
It impa,rts to the
-and,
as it were, indispensable
to its ap- public preaching an indispens~ble knowlpropriate result,-what
is termed, in dis- edge-breathes
into it an idi~pensable spirit
tmction from preaching,
pastoral eilorts and warmth-inspires
it with an indispenand labors.
Preaching saves men; but it sable sympathy-dictates
an indi~'pensable
must be genuine preaching-enligbtened,
style-and
points out the indispensable apsuitable, well-adapted
preaching-if
this! plication.
Mark if such be not the Scripgreat object shan be fully accomplished, and ture view of this most important subject.Buch preaching
ordinalily
exists only in The good minister, for eXilmple, is to give
'Unison with pastoral watchfulness and wis- to each a portion in due season.
But how
dom.
Hence it is that the pastoral ministry can he do this, except by miracle, or by as.is an essential
department
of the sacred certaining,lhrough
pastoral diligence, w~at
<ltlice; and hence, too, when there is defi- the exact 'portion' is?' Yet again; what is
ciency in tbis department,
the labors of tbe his 'taking heed to the flock,' which the
pulpit, though otherwise able and accepta- apostle, in imagery so significant 1\.swell as
bIe, are of .::omparatively
little effect.beautiful,
enjoins upon the ministers of
Happy for the Church and the world, were Ephe3us?
Is all this poetry, a mere 'song,'
this great truth engraven upon the heart of or means ]le not, rather, that those eldeu
every Gospel minister upon earth!
The were to exercise a constant, minute, nnd imidea is still far too prevalent, that a minister's
partial care over their respective charges,
great duty, for tbe most part, goes out in < correspondent to that of 'a good shepherd?'
public preachi,ng.
An error this, as ins:d-! Once more; what of the example of the
ious and plausible, as it is unscriplural
and apostle, who himself appears, for a time,
falal; and it is the more preval~nt, as it tal-l to have acted the pastor at ;Ephesus?
He

I
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teaches publicly, of course. 'and from house hovah, who becomes the walls of its salvato house;' and for Ihree years ceases not to tion and its bulwarks of defence;
states
warn erery one, night and day, with tears. ,the peaceful confidence that every agitated
How was this? Was all this effort in the l mind may repose in him who is an everlnstshape of pulpit sermons? or was it not by ing refuge; shows that the desire of the
public discourses and by personal addresses troubled soul should ever be to the Lord,
combined-the
two modes reciprocally and for whom we should wait in the way of his.
mighlily aiding each the olher?
Went not judgments
for our sins, and who 1eadet,h
these two apostolic influences hand in hand, men and nations to righteousness
by his
just as previously, when daily, in the temple judgments
in the earth.
He states thl::
and in every house, Peter and John ceased great trut.h that mercy shown to the wicked
not to teach and preach Jesus Christ.?
This when full of wealth, honor, and the success
is a plJ'J,inmatter.
What God hilth joined of his enterpises, will not prevent his'injrrstogether, let not man put assunder.
We tice and impiety, or that he will not see the
may not mend the ways and works of God, hand of the Lord unlil his comforts die. A
nor be wise above what he has written.contrast is also drawn between the dominThe apostolic minister of old was a pastor. ion of God and man: the kings and tyrants
The minister for these times is equally a i of the earth whose names he had. blotted
pastor.
No other will, in general, be odout,
Jehovah had enlarged the nation, and
great use. The age requires not mere hire- though many had died in the captivit.y, ye~,
lings--not
those who, while they preach no ,says the Prophet, "Thy dead men shaH
Sabbaths, are yet remiss and neglectful at live; the dead bodies of my people shall
other seasons.
Tbe times demand of a arise; the earth shall cast forth her dead."

I

minister tbat he 'care for sou1s,'-that
he be
instant at all seasons--that
he spare no
pains: whether in the pulpit?r
out of it-warDing every man, and teachlDg every man
that, he may present everyone
perfect in
Chl'lSt Jesus.-- Trumpet.

1

There is no dcubt but that the reference
here to death and the resurrection is figurative. The people had been dead to tlleir
privileges, their homes and their country.
Their king had heen carri~d captil"e, their
temple profaned,
and theil' name blotted

•
from the roll of nations.
As we speak of
Spring and the Resurrection.
men dead in law, dead to enjoyment, dead
"0 Springof hope, and love, and youth, andgladness,
th
d d
T1 eir restoraWind-wingedemblem, brighlesl, best and fairesl!
lID sms, so were ey ea.
1
,
Whence come,llholl, when wilh dark winter's sadnes. tion was their national resurrection and life.
The tearslhat fadein lunDysmiles Ihollsharell?
But while we admit this we must also adSisler of joy, thou art the childthai wearest
,
"
Thy mother'. dyingsmile, tender and sweel;
mit that the figure IS drawn from the knowl'l'hy molher AlIlumn,for whosegrave thollbearesl
edoe of the life after death, and that this
Fresh flowers, and beams like flowers, with gentle r~et,
0
•
•
'.
f
Disturbingnot the leaves whichare:ber winding-sheet." great truth, which underhes the Iitel atllre 0
"Thy dead shalllive again;
!all people, was known and acknowledged
The deadbO~tesof my people~hallnrise,
~b th
1'0 het and the
eo!)]e. The image
Awakeand SlOg,)'e thai dwell 10 the dust!
yep
p
p
For lhy dewis like the dowuponlhe planl.,
was familiar.
And lhe earth shall be deliveredof her dead,"-ISAIAH,
1
f tl S . t
. th t.
xui: 19'
The great esson 0
Ie crljJ llre IS,
a
The above is the conclusion of a song of however we may be dejected and oppressed:
joy put into the mouth of the people of J 1I- we may trust in God, who is able to subdue
dah upon their return to the land from which our enemies, restore and elevate our privithey had been driven by'their enemies,'and
leges, cover us with the protection of his
their re-establishment
under the govern-l wings till his indignatio~ be over-past, and
ment and worship of the God of their fa- then come forth to deliver us from every
thers.
The song most beautifully and im- agitation and conflict, and make tlJem the
pressivcly celebrates the restoration of the i means of advancing his dominion over us:
land and city; refers its deliverance to Je- ~and the world.

t
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Now every life has its agitations and and feel.
We have ills and we have burconflicts, and every life has its tragical dens that may be so bitler and so heavy
end.
This fact gives sadness-and sometimes that the soul may be overcharged and disterribleness
to the melancholy spirit that mayed by them.
After the most favorable
ever anticipates
gloomy and forbidding i account has been given 'We know that our
changes.
All minds have this melancholy I evils are numerous and various; that howimpression
at times, but some feel it more ever doubtful in their forms, they are certain
deeply than others.
All life is a mingling in their coming.
We do neither deny their
of hope and fear, but some yield more to the existence nor their power.
But, we ask,
power of the latter than the former.
To a what is it that has been given to sweet,en
mind elevated by bope and: one depressed
and lighten
them ?-what,
clothes their
by fear, how differently will,every doubtful cloudy aspect with the sunlight of a divine
ohject appear.
The wisdom of God is seen promise?
It is the failh which one generain this as in every department of our moral tion and experience declareth
to another,
f,onstitution.
He would have us avoid the that God is in them and will deliver from
e\·il while yet at a distance, and prepare for them.
"Thy dead shall live; awake, therethe good which is yet and ever to come.fore, thou that sitlest in the dust, for thy
But both tendencies
are liable to extrava- dew shall be as the dew of pe:'fumed
gance and abuse.
When fear leads to mel- plants."
Our present earthly and sen~ual
ancholy its tendency is sickly and evil.
It Hife is incomplete
without the thought
of
sees no prosperity whose fan it wi'll not pre-l another;
and our n:editations
lead to brudiet.
It asks bow long the friendship of the tal endurance or pbrenzied despair, unless
friendly, the love of the loving, tl e health they lead to the thought of God and his
of the healthy will last.
Upon the bright unchangeable'
goodness.
The spiri.t of
cheek of infancy it sees the speck of dls- this world says to the troubled mind, bear
!lase, and in its laughing eye the dimming it like a man or try to forget.
It says,
and drowning tear-drop.
Its clear days are enjoy while you can, for the opportunity
only harbingers of storm, and the buds of is passing.
There may pe some wisdom
its spring betoken the stealthy frost.
If in such advice, but it is not profound--it
men and women are light-bearted and gay, sounds, often, as hollow as the pleasures
it regards them as insane, and if gepressed
that beguile us for a moment and are gone
and murmuring as religious and rational.
forever.
We have wants that cannot be
This spirit in any of us, is as unreasonable
met by it; we are in the midst of myste·
as it is complaining) as impious as it is mur- ries that such philosophy
cannot explain.
muring.
Mortal troubles we inherit, and We neell the revelation of a Heaven that
mortal destinies we must meet; but jf we 1 is not above our reach, and of an earth
believe that God appointed and God directs, that shall be something more to us than
and have any just conception of his nature a grave.
You may tell me that life is
and perfections, we wilJ~despite the evils of beautiful, but I tell you its beauty is but
our lives and lot, which we should never transien tly spread over dearth and desola·
deny but humbly acknowledge, rejoice in tion.
If it brighten in the rays and colors
life. God in our nature has furnished us and songs of spring, it darkens, also, in
aids to enjoyment, and ,where these fail, he the dreariness
of deatb's winter.
If the
bas furnished us aids in himself.
The for- green grass waves and blooms, it blooms
mer will lighten the ills of our present sea- over corruption and darkness
beneath.-"
son, the latter will swallow them up. "For If the waters /low on blithely and merrily
even the dead shall live," and the living they flow over rough chasms and fires be·
Ilhall praise thee.
neath. Go under the surface of our lives,

I

Now I do not wish to bide from' you a and there too are
truth that everyone must sooner or later see streaming oblivion.

flaming

pllrils

and
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This account of life we cannot deny or
contradict.
We cannot
forget that our
good and our happiness
will perish; and
we will see the day when we will be wil·
ling to admit that they ought to perish. But
if we cannot deny nor contradict, we can
balance.
We, too, can say, enjoy while
you can; cast away sorrows, for you will
have enough
of them; and, in addition
we say, we have immortal' persuasions
that brighten the darkest prospects.
We
believe in a destiny higher than the earth,
and in a Providence
stronger than human
power.
Our being is impregnated
with
eternal elements, to which death is but an

RESURRECTION.

amidst inaccessible
hill.tops where no buman eye can see its beauty, and scarcely
an insect can sip its sweets, will not the
hand that beautifies it clothe us whom be
has created, supported,
and so long borne
with in mercy,-answer,
ye! of little
trust?
Shall our expectation
be cut off,
and our spiritual restoration
never comeT
Shall ours be always the language of com·
plaint and discouraging
contrast?
Is not
the spectacle
a signal of our deliverance,
intended to be as dear to the soul as it is
to the senses?
The dispensation
of the
gospel, as much from God as the beauty
of spring, would have it so, and it say~--

a

I

incident,
a fearful one indeed, but still,
but an incident.
This faith gives a divino
ity to our lives,despite
all their meanness
and mi~eries.
It does not make us insensible to evil, but reveals the higher go~d.
It does not deny that pleasures will die,
that strength will fail, that our foundation
is in the dust-but
it promises a strength/
that shall never fail, and pleasures
that
shall never die-and
says, "awa',e and
sing ye that dwell in the dust."
I~ is
of the spirit everlasting
that comes down
to loneliness
and want, and sorrow, to
give courage
and hope.
It revives the
memory of a titeaclfast providence, and the
evidences of an almighty love.
It speaks
(jf how Jesus lived in reproach
and died
in shame, anll revived in glory everlasting.
My respected hearers, this is the season
of the springing grass, the new-born leaves,
the opening flowers.
The winter is over
end gone, and spring is awakening
with
gladsome
smile all along the blushing
borders of our gardens and walks.
Slow·
ly up the sides of the mountains and rapidly down the blooming valJeys,the lovely
season moves on its appointed
way.-l
·'The time of the singing of birds has
come, and the voice of the turtle is heard
again in the land."
A new expression is
gpread over the face of all things.
The
plants that know nothing and feel nothing
are carefully dressed in their beauteous
sheen.
And if the plants are so dressed,
and the unseen
crocus
th'at vegetates

"Thy dead shall IIveIn their dead bodies shall they rise."

What the prophet said to a nation separated
to the acknowledgment
of God, the gospel
says to all mankind, "Thy dead shall live."
The spi;it of God, in the prophet, declared
that the dead should live, but the spirit of
man who has lil'ed in sorrow and selfish dis·
trust, says the dead cannot praise thee, neitherthey that go down to silence;" while the
gospel uniformly says "All the living who
believe in me shall never die," and all the
dead "live to God. "
The gospel nas
brought the immortality
of man to light,
1 a d that light shall shine on forever. And
i the voice of the season is in unison with
the voice of the Son of God.
He is the
Resurrection-He
is the Lord, the Spirithe is the quickening spirit.
His spirit has
breathed upon the dry bones and dead c·IQds
of our forests· and valleys, and everywhere
from their tombs have sprung forth, fresh
as the morning, numerous as the sands, and
more beautiful than the robe of glory of
eastern monarchs, the flowers that but yesterday were as unsightly"roots and dry dust
beneath our feet. The miracle of the resurrection is before us, and myriads of plants
and insects, by an incomprehensible
operation of God, rise from the dust tp praise tbe
Almighty Crealor who delivers from dt:ath,
and will bring us 1111 to the light of more
beautiful and glolious days.
Sellers of the
products of these fertile hills and valleys,
owners of these smiling fields and orchards,
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inheritors
of one of the fairest portions of are invading our forms. and will crumble
God's creation, will you live and die insen- them to nothing; but God will adorn us
sible to these prodigies that are everywhere
witl; celestial
beauty
and impedshable
before your eyes?
Citizens of this dusty grace.
Thou shalt spring from the dust
and tumultuous city, will you not of len as- like the corn and the clover; thou shalt be
cend that proud hill· top that overlooks one i transplanted to the garden of the true Paraof the fairest and most varied landscapes idise; the radiant home of eternal holiness;
in nature, r.nd behold the hand of God, thin~ eyes shall be open upon his glory;
leading 011 the smiling season to preach to thine ear upon the melody of angels, and
you the exuberance of his goodness and the thou shalt taste the brimful cup of delivresurreclion
both of the just and unjust? erance and call upon the name of the
He would speak to you through trees, and Lord.
0 happy day and glorious triumphl
flowers, .and insects.
He would tell you The thought of it renews our withered
that the children of God of all ages, of all hopes and assuree our heart.longings
that
places, of all times, of all conditions, shall "our father'~ house" is no fable.
The
stand up before him; that light and life pen- tomb in Jeseph's garden is empty, and a
etrate the dark chambers
of death and vision of angels has revealed that he has
darkness;
that new heavens and newearths
arisen, who said "the dead live to God:'
are revealed to the dying!-and,
awaking We have had a visible resurrection
in the
from the dust we shall arise and sing, for world's history.
To prove that the soul
sin shall be no more,-and
sorrow shall be . lives on, the soul of Je~us returned to show
no more,-death
shall be swallowed up in us, in the body, that no child of God can
victory, and we shall die no more!
be destroyed.
"He has abolished death,"
And does anyone
ask with what body has taken away its significance,
and we
shall they come? let the old answer be given, are assured that it breaks not the conti.
"thou fool !" that which thou sowest is not nuity of life.
"I go and come again;"

l

quickened
except it die, and it is not that
body which shall be! We shall be raised, but
the mortal ~shall put on immortality; the natural shall be changed to a spiritual body,
and the glory of that state shall be as the
glory of the sun, moon and stars, where
one star differelh from another in glory, but
all are glorious, clothed with the beauty of
Him \\'hose likeness we Shall bear.
Look around with inexpressible
peace,
and have thy faith in the promises of thy
God confirmed
and illustrated,
in every
scene of thy accustomed
walks.
God
speaks to thee in every seed, plant, insect,
egg, and says, ·'thy brother, thy dead broth·
er, shall rise again;" not unclothed, but
clothed upon; not in the tabernacle of flesh
and blood, but in the house prepared in the
unchangeable and everlasting love and power of God.
He is not the God of the dead,
therefore, they live to him.
He is not the
God of senseless dust, therefore, he says,
"awake from the dust~ and thy dew shall be
1LS the dew of herbs."
Age and sickness

and his return removes the gulf that separates the true conditions
of our life."He showed himself alive after his pas.
sian by many infallible
proofs."
Let us
walk, then, in the light of immortality
made manifest through him, and in our
la~t earthly hour we will fear and feel no
evil.
He is the conqueror
of death, and
has gone before our spirits in the path of

l

duty on earth, and of glory in heaven!
Allow me, to conclude
these pleasing
reflections by reminding you of what you
must often have felt, namely, that the human soul without religious culture is much
like the outward world in winter.
There
may be lire in it, but it does not appear.
It is life under the form of dea th. In the
natural,
and especially in the sinful con·
dition of man, the world is without a Fa·
ther, life without a direction, and tbe soul
is emptied of God.
Christ overflows tho
worlJ, life and the soul with Godspreads his presence and love over earth
and heaven, which casts a cheerful radio
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ance athwart the pale and wasting brow of his birth would lead a youth of genius to
affliction, sorrow and death.
He gives a some acquaintance
at least '.vith the Greek
divine sense to life and to all things.
God writers who had sprung from it, or were
was in the world before we became Chris- connected with the studies there pursued;
tians, but we did not feel him 6ere.
He and the first remembrances
of his early
is in the world of the Hottentot, but is not days would be bound up with his taste,
felt there as in a land of Christian
cuI- however brief, of the sweets of profane litture.
Christian
culture is the spring of erature.
All this would eminently fit bim
tll.e soul.
Christ gives us a new mind and to address a Grecian audience; to kno\v the
8 new heart, from out of which we look,
peculiar stumbling·blocks
which the hearers
as from new eyes, upon all things.
His must be taught cautiously to appr.:Jach, and
gospel is as the breath of spring, giving ~entJy, to step over; and skilfu,lly to avoid
life to the dead, and beauty to the ill,fa- !TIcurrmg those charges, which might exagva red and ghastly features
of once des- gerate in the G,eek mind the repulsiveness
pairing and sinful spirits.
It hallows all of himself and his message.
At the same
that it breathes upon, and ennobles all time, no extraneous cul1ure could educate
that it employs.
1 a Pharisee.
In the Holy City alone, and in
Awake, then, you that sit in the dust1the schools of the Jerusalem rabbies, Wa.B
of unrepented

sin, or unrelieved

sorrow,

the fountain

head of J uclaism to be drawn

and sing, for the Lord is risen indeed and from.
has gone to dispense pardon and hel; and
Thus we have ar~ived at the complicated,
prepare a place for us, where with angels an~ we may conceive not often united r~and the lambs without spot; and all ran- q~lre~ents,
of pure Judaic
extraction,
somed souls we shall st db f
I'd
With b~·th and early education
among the
,
an
e ore lIm,an
H II .
.
sinu of everlastl'ng del'
.
e ellists a\ld GreCians, and subsequent
o
Ivelance.
t rammg
...
..
JD the rabbllllcal schools of J erusa·
J. B. F.
J
I
em. If.,lowever,
we rested here, one important advantage would be wanting.
The
Saul of Tarsus.
great Apo~tle is sure to incur the deadliest
But

Jew

and Pharisee

as he must be,

II

hatred of the Pharisaic

part.y, which he has

oth.e,r elements must be mingled in .him, deserted ~o pass o,ver t~ Christiani~y.
That
whICh few who were Jews and Pharisees
hatred Will be umelentlDg, and will pursue
united in themselves.
A Jew born in Pal.1him wherever his message is deli\'ered.estine, and receiving a purely Jewish edu- No calumny will be spared, no attempt
cation, could have been a missionary for the withheld, to make him odious to the local
most part to pure Jews only.
It is plainly magistracy.
Should he be found in Judea
necessary that he be, thongh not a HelIen- itself, the jealousy of tlle Roman procurajst himself, yet from youth accustomed to tors, ever ready to awake against turbulence
the use of the Hellenistic v'ersion of the and sedition, will be aroused to effect his
Scriptures wilh the Hebrew original,-nay
ruin.
One safe-guard, and one only, humore, frop) youth accustomed to the habits manly speaking, would obviate the danger
of thought and expression of t.he more cul- of his career being cut short by conspiracy
tivated Greeks,-no
stranO'er to the litera. on the part of his enemies, or the tyranny
tur~ and rhetorical usage ~f that language
of an unprin~i~:ed governor.
If he poswhICh has been prepared for the work wh,ich sessed the prlVlhges of a Roman citizen,
Christianity had to do. The advan.tage of his person would be safe from punishment
a boyhood spent in the haunts of Greek at the hands of the officers of Rome; and
iiterary culture would be great even if he Ian escape would be always open to him from
hImself did not frequent the school £ . _I conspiracy or apprehended
inj~slice, in an
.
...
s or In appeal to the supreme power III the great
structlOn.
A certam pride III the place of metropolis.
I
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We have said not~incro of personal chamc-I
teristics.
That the Apostle of the world
should be full of earnestness and self-forgetting zeal, is too obvious to be insisted on.
That a great persuader
should, besides
convincinO' men's minds, be able to win
and keep "their hearts-that
be who wishes
others to weep must weep himself-has
long ago passed into an axiom.
But we
prefer filling in this part of the sketch a
posteriori, from tbe facts themselves.
That the person so required was found
••-that
so many and unusual attributes were
combined to one individual-is
known to
II
'*
'*
us a .

TARSUS.

US

ty with which he cites the latter from memory, caa hardly be accounted for except by
early habitude.
Mr. Howson traces, with
that graphic minuteness
which, wbile it is
sometimes his temptations, is undoubtedly
also his excellence, the illustrious recollections connected with the tribe of Benjamin,
and with his own royal name, which would
stir the spirit 'of t?e ea~er He,brew boy,~
and tllfJ fine e~otlOns ,WIth which one capa·
ble of the feelings whICh we find expressed
in his writings, would wander by the clear,
cold stream of the Cydnus, and gaze on tho
snowy heights of Taurus., .
But other and more excltmg scenes soon
W e can h ar dl y con·
rose upon h"IS view.
SAUL'S FITNESS.
ceive the burst of enthusiasm
with which
We shall proceed now, with the aid of the
such a Jewish youth, educated
in exile,
works which we have characterized, in sOme
first beheld the spot where Jehovah had
measure 10 fill in a poster; ori the outlines
placed His name.
We may well conceive
given above.
To do this continuously
that from the time of the youthful Saul en·
would be out of the question.
We must
tering the Holy City, his previous inter.
necessarily select a few salient points of the
course with Hellenism was dropped, and
history as examples of the rest.
he devoted himself zealously to the st.udy
The destined Apostle of the Gentiles
of the law and traditions of his fathers.was born of pure Jewish descent, 'a He· He himself appeals to the fact many years
brew of the Hebrews,' at Tarsus, the capi- after: 'My manner of life from my youth,
tal of the province of Cilicia, a few yea I s which was at the first among my own nation
propably aner our era.
With his birth be
at Jerusalem,
know all the Jews; which
inhelited the citizenship
of Rome.
His
knew me from the beginning, if they would
native place, characterized
by himself as
testify, that after the most straightest sect
'no mean city,' was one of the most celeof our religion I lived a Pharisee.'
(Acts
brated seats of GreeK learning.
Two emixxvi, 4, 5.)
nent StQlCS, Athenodorus
the tutor of Au•HavinO' a foundation of excellent natural
gustus, arid Nestor of Tiberias, were taken talents, g~ted with creative profundity, and
from the school of Tarsus.
Strabo gives it ~a rare clearness and energy of thought, he
the preference over Athens and Alexandria,
made his own the whole circle of. Rabbiniand el'ery other academy of the time.
No cal Scripture lore, its jurisprudence
and its
city could be imagined more fitting for the theology, the different exegesis of the Bibirthplace of an Apostle of the Gentiles.ble, its allegory, typology, and tradition, as
Free from the warping influences which his Epistles sufficiently show.
By' this thewould have beset a childhood in Athens, orettcal tradition, he was enabled in after
Alexandria, or Rome, the Hehrew youth times so powerfully
and convincingly
to
might here stray without danger into the refute Pharisaical errors, and to unfold the
pleasant paths of Grecian Literature.
We most profoundly and amply of all the Aposknow that his main education was Jewish. tIes the intrinsic doctrines of Christianity.
II1 all probability,
both the Hebrew text of By nature an ardent and decided character,
the" Scriplnres and the Septuagint
versicn armed with the choleric and melancholic
were familiar to him from childhood.
The temperament
found among reformers, he
former would be sure to be known and read embraced whatever he once held to be righ~
in a pure Hebrew family; and the familiari· with all his soul, and was thusinclitied
to a

*

*

*

)

*
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rude straightforwardness
and action in extremes.
Thus he became a Pharisee of the
strongest kind, and a blind zealot for the
law of his f~thers.'
(Phil. iii. 6. Gal. i.

lem during three years, it is impossible to
say.
It may have been just the interval
between the completion of his Rabbinical
training and his maturity as a member of

13,14).

the Sanhedrim,
which we afterwards
find
Saul was never a hypocrite.
He hated him.
He may have been at Tarsus, or on
the name and followers of Jesus from his travel.
That he should not yet have arinermost soul.
In this he nobly differed rived as a )'outhful scholar, is chronologifrom many of his elders and compeers, who cally improbable.
However it was, such
in hypocrsy carried on an opposition to a seems to have been the fact; and his first
t.eac1ling which in their hearts theyapprovl:ostile efforts were brought to bear on the
ed, but saw t9 be the certain ruin of their Church about eight years after the Ascenworldly hopes.
Schrader (ii. 47,7) brings sion.
:If
:If
:If
,y..
:If
out well this difference, and speculates on
,
its probable effects.
It was no small thing
PAUL SENT FORTH.
for Phariseeism to possess a partisan of an
Five years) ~t least, elapsed after his conearnest and thorough spirit-one
too, who version, before we find him aClively engaged
was not, like the Palestine Jews, confined in ministeriallahor.
He certainly was not
to a narlow Judaistic circle of experience,
idle, but his proper vocation had not begun.
but bad from childhood known Gentile per- There had apparently
been nothing more
!lons and practices.
Is it not certain that than fragmentary
testimonies
in the synathey who compassed sea and lund to make gogues.
A t Damascus
and at J el'llsalem,
olle proselyte, would be carefully training he had been exposed to the fury of the
Buch an one for a missionary of their own, Jews, whom he had now through life for his
and promising themselves, by his coopera- implacable enemies.
At both places he
tion, a rich accession of Gentile converts? i was rescued by the brethren; who yet, not
Uso, Phuliseeism
was eventually pierced to knowing in what department
to employ the
death by a shaft winged with its own zeal of the new convert, sent him back to
feather.
$
$
"if.
his native town, to wait a special call of
With such an impression of Jesus, and Providence.
with his earnest character and fiery temper,
A great question soon began to be agitaSaul could not but be a persecutor.
To ex- ted in the Church.
Was Christianity to be
ting'-ish tbat hated name,-to
prevent the preached to the Gentiles?
That they were
obnoxious sect from spreading in or out of eventually to share in its blessmgs, no beJerusalem,-would
be an exprtion worthy lieving Jew doubted; but how tbis was to be
of all his energies.
To this, accordingly,
brought
about, was yet unknown.
The
we find him devoling himself, when the sa- first step towards a solution seems 10 have
cred narrative
first introduces him to our been taken at Antioch, by certain Cypriao
notice.
and African Hellen ists, who had fled on the
The question whether he had seen our persecution
which arose abou t Stephen,
Lord in the flesh, is wrapped in obscurity.
having spoken to Gentiles in that city.The probable answer is in the negative.This new step aroused the attention of the
Had he taken any part in the acts of the mother-church
at Jerusalem.
Barnabas
Pharisees during the eventful period of the himself a Cyprian, was sent to report on the
ministry of Jesus, he would have passed it movement, or perhaps to restrain what was
over in silence in those passages where he deemed an excess of zeal.
By what he
speaks so freely of his state and acts as a saw, he was convinced, and sympathized.
persecutor;
and that he should have been But joy was not his only feeling at seeing
present, and hare taken no part, is incon- the Gentile converts.
The time for action
wivable.
Why he was absent from Jerusa-( was obviously come.
There was one in

l
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retirement,
to whom it had
will send thee far hence unto
He went to Tarsus
to seek
year th~y taught at Antioch,
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been said, 'I would long ago have been ranked as the
the Gentiles.'
most wonderful of uninspired. 'I/o 'I< * *
Saill.
For a
PAUL'S DEATII.
which became

the second historical
capital of Christendom, the great centre of activity during the
transition-state
from Judaism, and most appropriately
the birth-place of that name,
by which those who were neither Jew nor
Greek, barbarian nor Scythi'\n,
were in future to be called.
After a journey to Jerusalem for a special eleemosynary purpose,

Of the death of St. Paul, we know next
to nothing.
All that tradition tells us, is
no more than might be inferred from his
own notices, and therefore
probable; but
on this very account, of little independent
weight.
Gathering the evidence for ourselves, we may safely assume that he died
by martyrdom, and possibly a~ Rome.

the two friends depart, by Divine command,
on this great missionary journey. * 'I/o

However this may have been, we know
that he regarded his course as fin ished.-

* *

PAUL'S

!The

end for which he was raised up had
been answered.
A man had been found,
who by birth, by training, by privilege, by
character, united in himself the many requirements for an Apostle of the Nations.
. By this man's living word, the principal
churches in the world were founded.
By
his written testimony, the principal disputes
of Christendom were anticipated.
'1'0 this
armory went Augustine; to this Luther.From this, future
champions
of God's
truth and man's right may yet equip themselves.

EPISrLES.

.
Into many points of interest which now
gather round us, we must ·forbear to enter
at length.
At Corinth, St. Paul wrote his
first extant Epistle to his l'hesselonian
con·
verts.
There commenc"!d that invaluable
series of leIters in which while every mattel' relating to the faith is determined once
for all with demonstratIOns of the spirit and
power, and every circumstance
requiring
counsel at the time, so handled as to furnish
precepts for all time, the \.hole heart of

this wonderful man is poured out and laid
We regard it as a sign for goorl, that just
open.
Sometimes he pleads, and reminds,
now attention should be directed to the biand coujures, in the most earnest strain oC; ography and character
of St. Paul.
No
fatherly love;-sometimes
playfully rallies study could prove so effectual an antidote
his converts on their vanities and infirmi- 10 the assumptions of hierarchical
pretenties; sometimes, with deep and Litter irony, sions; none will afford a more grateful reconcedes that he may refute, and praises lief from the tinsel of tbat frippery Chriswhere he means to blame.
The course of tianity, which is now so ostentatiously
imthe mountain torrent is not more majestic ported among us. He is above all others
nor varied.
We have the deep still pool, the Apostle of individual rdigion; of those
the often returning
eddies, the intervals of things which are true, and honest, and just,
calm and steady advance, the plunging and and pure, and lovely, and of good report.
foaming rapids, and the thunder
of the his course was a life-long and single-hearted
headlong cataract.
By turns fervid and striving after one glorious purpose, with no
Calm, argumentative
and impassioned,
he side-aims nor reservation.
wields familiarly and irresistibly the varied
Themore such a character is known and
weapons of which Providence
had taught appreciated, the better Protestants we shall
him the use.
With the Jew he reasons by ~be, and the better Christians.-Quarterly
Scripture citation, with the Gentile by nat- Review.
ural analogies, when both, by the testimony
eo

I

I

of conscience to the justice and holiness of Bow down thine ear, and hear the words
God. Were not tbe Epistles of Paul among of the wise, and apply thy heart unto my
the most eminent of inspired writings, they \ knowledge.
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chart of duty and steadfastly
held to the
I. We may be quite sure that our will sure lights of Heaven, lest gusty winds,
is like to be crossed in the day; so prepare
and fickle currents,
and tossing waves,
for it.
.
l drive our' slender barque we know not
2, Every body in the house has an evil ~whither.
Every Pilot, who is more anx·
nature as well liS ourselves, and therefore ious to record a true experience
than to
we are not to expect too much.
establish
a foolish claim to infallibility,
3. To learn the different temper of each will tell us that the downward current of
individual.
Prosperity
is more dangereus
than the up'
4. To look upon each m~mb~r of the ward struggle, as the latter will never ~l.
family as one for whom Chnst died.
llow us to sleep at our post, nor rernam
5. When any good happens to any one,~ inactive when the winds and waves roar,
to rejoice at it.
and the voice of the tempest is heard reo
6. When inclined to give an angry an· mote.
The tempest will come and reveal
swer, to lift uiP the heart in prayer.
.
a thousand
perils each one of which may
7. If from sickness, pain, or infirmity,
stand as a warden to open death'g gate.
we feel irritable,
to keep a very strict But we struggle on and hope ever; forthe
watch over ourselves.
storm, though long and dreadful, will be
8. To observe when others are so suf· overblown,
and the sun come out with
fering, and drop a w~rd of kindness and i joyous face, and blissful hours return, as
sympathy suited to thelf state.
placid as the tiele when not a bubble on
9. To watch for little opportunities
of) the waters stand.
pleasing, and to put little annoyances
out
2. Life is a warfare.
e battle with
of the way.
\ the elements
of nature, wlth each other;
10. To take a cheerful view of every and with ourselves.
In battlillg with Our·
thing, and encourage hope.
srlves everyone
will applaud the victory.
II. To speak kindly to the servants, 1
3. Life is a beateCn highway which leads
and commend them for little things, when over mountain
fastnesses,
down devious
they deserve it.
valleys, and has no resting place that can
12. In all the little pleasures
which i be called secure.
It is a way, moreover,
may.occur, to put self last.
on which n-o one can carry another with·
13. To try for' the soft answer that i out stumbling to his fall.
But we walk
turneth away wrath.'
.
~arm in arm together, so that if one fall
14. When we have been pamed by an l the other may lift him up.
unkind
word or deed, to ask ourselves,!
4. Life is a nursery where we are plant·
•Have I not often done the same, and been, ed, trained and pruned by the hand of a
forgiven?'
Divine
Husbandman.
The plants
are
15. In conversation,
not to exalt our· born o[ the spirit of God, or matured by
selves, but bring others forward.
the Providence
of God, and are destined
16. To be very gentl.e with the younger) [or trar:.splanting
to the Paradise
of God.
ones, and treat them :vlth I:espect, remem'l The smil~ of the wise and careful Husbel'lng that we were once young too.
bandman IS spread oYer our heads, and he
17. Never julge one another,
but at· sendllthegrief
we feel,asthedrippingsof
tribute a good motive when ~ou can..
the dreary rain and tile noise of the loud
18. To compare our mamfold.bless\ngs
thunder to purify tbe sultry atmosphere
with the trifLng annoyances of Ilfe.
and bring forth, in fresh luxuriance,
every
19. To rea,l the Sc'riptures every morn· blossom 'and fruit of faith and love.
The
ing, and ask God's blessing
to attenclj mists of worldliness
must be dispelled,
each member of the family through the; the vision of the inward eye must be
day."
cleared to look upon the upper and serener
-----.
heavens, and hence the bohs of a larm and
Religious -Experience.
h
I
agony come to our earts and lomes.1. Life is a stream, but it does not flow The earthly vine to be trained to the tree
over a smooth anJ regular channel,beside
of eternal-life,
must often have its lower
blooming
shore~ and smiling v!llas, nor tenclrils cut that it may run up higher and
will it bea •.us Without care or eaort 1..0 the higher,until it shall be so fastened among
peaceful ha~en that fills our hope an.d the upper branches,
that it may bear the
bounds our Journey.
On the contrary, It!
.,
h
o
d
to
I unearthmg of Its root, and t e final tranl>'
has many cross er,Il Les, ecep lve qUlc (..
.
sands and noisy rapids,
which require plantmg to the everlastmg
gardens.
that the eye should often be fixed on thei
J. B. F.
"Family

Harmony.
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Life and Death.
ren;" "his light was the life of men,"
are
WHAT IS THE CHRISTIAN TEACHINGON specimens
of the use of thes~ terms, at
1J'HESE THEMES? There
are distinctive
once bold, startling
and comprehensive,
opinions characteristic
of the several wri· and well calculated
to make the serious
ters of the New Testament;
but we think and candid reader pause to fear that there
there are broad and essential
principles
may be Ilctual falsity in the dogmas he so
upon which they agree.
We propose to complacently
receives, as the tell ching of
seek after these principles,
and to justify
Christian
revelation.
From
the above
and enforce them by an appeal to experi· specimens
of the use of the terms, ancl
ence and observation.
In the wide range from others
easily gathered
up by the
of thought and reflection, we do not know most superficial
readers, we may affirm,
that there is a single subject that has so confidently,
that something
more than
much occupied ou,r attention,
or so con· mere existence and loss of existence were
nected itself with all our religious emo- generally associated with the terms, and
tions as the subjects, of Life an.l Death.that they have a significance
not to be
From our earliest
recollectioJl
until this fathomed without a sustained attention.
hour, there has scarcely betn a serious
Life is used as equivalent
to trne life;
hour of our life that has not had its thought;
the experience of mental peace and elivine
investigation
or emotion connected
with favor; a resto~ation from the bitter experitheir great secrets.
But we shall eschew, ence of sin and misery to the joy and
in some measure, the remembrance
of past power of penitence, pardon and reformsthought, and seek, dryly perhaps, to know tion; the' knowledge of God and his pawhat is the teaching of the New Testament
ternal i.nterest, in us revealed by Christ;
with regard to the mysteries
of Life and or, to express it in one word-Life
was
Death.
The New Testament
writers have Lone. Death is used as equivalent
to igused these terms with
a variety and norance, guilt, misery.
As a child has no
strength of meaning, such as cannot
be conscience of sin, where it has no sense or
found in any accredited
writings, ancient 1 knowledge
of the authority
of parent or
or modern.
They rarely use them in a guardian,
so Paul,
before he kllew the
literal
sense.
"Let the dead bury their law, was "dead to sin."
As the sweets of
dead;" "whoever hateth his brother, abi- innocence and virtue, are as if they were

l

I

deth in d~ath!" ".thy brother
wh.o was l not, to a per~on absorbed in gu:Jty pleasdead is alwe;'· "wtthout the law SIn wasl ures and cnme, the Apostle would say
dead, but I was alive;"
"buried
by baptism into death;" "she is dead while she
liveth;" "no murderer hath eternal life abi·
ding in him;"
"if you would enter il1to
life keep the commandments;"
"he that
liveth and believeth
on me shall never
die;" "he that believeth
hath everlasting
life;" "we know we have passed from
death to life, because
we love the breth1

they are "dead while they live."
The words are used in a highly spiritual
sense; i. e., a sense that finds its response
in the spirit, or spiritual experience.
The
guilty and the unbelieving
man is dead,
whilst
the believing,
trusting,
obedi.
ent man is alive, are truths that human na.
ture, in its rudest forms of culture, will ever
respond to, if its experience
bo really
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awakened.
It is a most appropriate use; alive to God." Similar passages, at once·
of language, and is to be found among all announcing the immortal spiritual destiny
nations who have a recorded language.of man, and the immortal nature of the
Vve give three instances from different pe· Christian life, and the "word" or appointIiods of the world's history. The Pytha'l ment.s ~f G,od tha,t sustain it, might be
goreans erected a tomb to a member of' multiplied mdefimtely.
The conscious·
their order, who became ilOpiousand ahan· ness of this life can be lorfeited by sin,
doned, upon which they inscribed his by moral defection, and vice and mise.ry
name, 'age and moral misfortune, account· must ensue; whils.t a real faith in God'&
ing him as dead. A citizen expatriated i ~aternal mer,cy, ,and love may restore the
from the Roman Commonwealth was_!lifeandblessltwlththeuninterruptedbles.
"civilis mortuus"-dead in law. Fene· sedness of its eternal object. This faith,
Ion says of all life. that it is death, save in a true life, has been divinely made
that which is lighted in the heart by God. known and planted in the world by Jesu5
Every where we have the earnest testimo· Christ, who announced it in his teaching;
ny of opened souls saying that to live, ~exemplified it in his exampl~, proved it by
held in slavery by the degraded vices and his works; sealed it in his death, and
habits of our nature, is dealh; whilst a con· clowned and glorified it by his resurre'cscious purity of heart, energy of faith, tion. Through him"is opened up to eve·
and,?nenes.s with God is life, the true li:e, ry one who will believe and obey him, acand 111 Scripture phrase, the eternal hfe cess to God as a Father, the assurance of
which Christ offers to all who will accept ?is forgiveness and ,our reconciliation and
it.
I'
Improvement.
ThIS true life brings its
'
. "peace and
There is a sinful experience, then, 1l ?W~ ,expen,en~e,
w h'IC h IS
which renders its.unfortunate victims so iJOY In behev!Il~, and b,ecomes the earn ..
miserahle to all the true purposes, pow-! est of all that IS promIsed.
True and
ers, and ends of life as justly to be de·! imperishable life-or if we would have it
nominated death; and there is a virtuous in more modern terms-real
and endurillg
experience of such serene activity and reo development and happiness is to be ob·
ligious joy, as to allow us to ~all it the tained by the union of the ~pirit of man
true life. ' Christianity, as a religion, ad· to God in trust and love, which is secured
dresses these experiences itl a manner most by a constant and hearty acceptance of
effectual and responsive.
the instructions of Christ.
With this explicable use of the words
Now, to fully appreciate this doctrine,
death and life, we can understand anotherl a distinction ismade and kept up, through.
operative Christian doctrine: the inhe- out the New Testament, between body and
rent, enduring nature ofbolh, reaching into soul, or flesh and spirit. The one is a
all states of the spirit whether described temporal accompaniment,
that will be
as living or dead. This life or death of thrown off at death--a tent that will be
the spirit, is represented as independent unpinned and removed; the other is un·
of the outward ~hanges of ou.r condition, 1 ending in its very nature-and
will reo
and even of hteral death Itself.
Its I ceive at death a house not made with
experienc'e will be transferred to the ex· hands, eternal in the heavens. This disistence out of the present fleshly or tinction lies at the basis of all religion
changeable body, and will continue in the and true philosophy.
The terms that ex·
spiritual state, uninterrupted by physical press it in the New Testament are not al·
dissolution.
"The world passeth away ways used with shar,) precision, for it
and the lust of it, but whosoever doeth the speaks the language of the common peo·
will of God shall abide forever." "Reck· pIe, who often, use the terms interchangeon ye, yourselves dead indeed to sin, bui ably. Still the distinction is everywhere
<
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kept up, and examples of it will occur to The prevalent philosophy of'those times
every ~bserving reader. "Feat not them was that there is an ineradicable hostili.i~y
that kIll the body, but after that have no ty between the flesh and the spirit~the ohe'·...
more that they can do." "Though the out· being the source of all evil and vileness",
ward man perish, the inward man is ·re· the. olher of-all happiness and purhy.,>
newed.'~ "I must shortly 'put off, my tab· 2. Tlie fact,'that the flesh' is the occaSioni•
emacle."
"At home in ·the body; absent of many of the most easiIr besetting'an'a.1
from the Lord." "The' body without the pernicious vi.ces that degrade om Deing..
spirit is. dead." ~hese and simila,r Scr~p·13. And, thirdly, the peculi~r Itda?t.edness I
tures wIll show that however, loosely. the 'Of these; terms to express, I,n a .vIV'Id;and'j
terms body and soul are used~'t:he'distinc· 'impressive manner,. the 'grea1'lessons''Of.!
tion was clearly drawn; and the. idea that Christian purity ,arid t~uth•.. ,We w'Ould·,.
the spirit would live when dle 'bod,X had :~ike to illustratll each of these 'points at
mixed with undistinguishabJe dust, was a .length, but the 'space We' h,ave allowed -"
fundamental distinction.
This ·di:-tifl(,:·,ourselves' will no1 Iidmi~ of further re.'
tion is to, be found .everywhere, 'among~t mark upon them .. We have yet to askr.'
savages' and philoMphe'rs,'andwhether
ihe question, What is the' Christian dod'
admitted or not, we cannot get ri\! of it.trine' concernIng phrsical death.?
The in'stincts and imagirration of· ,the sav·
The origin and 'purpose. of physical i'
age, under the dim impressions of the death, as exhibited from the, Christian,(
world, he has so Httle studied, and the strnd 'point, presents a subject of most~'
piercing intellect of the most cultivated, interesting investigation.
Modern Geol.
alike believe ihat soul and body are two ogy a~ser.ts, and tQlthe satisfaction of all
t?ings. Christ~anity .a,dopted .the distin.G. its votaries bas proven, tha~ D~ath was. in"
tlOn, and has buIlt up Its teachll'lg upon It;! the world befo.re man was ~n It. An 111
and everywhere, throughout its 'sublime conceivable number of animals and plimts
lessons> ,the thaugh! is.·found;th'at the body, must have lived and, perished long, long'
with- its appetites and 'luxuries, ,must per· before the surface of the ea.rth wa's ,a. fit.'
ish-'-thb soul, with the trust and love that abode for Hs lord. The traditional and r
feed it, shall live on forever.
' popular idell, that the /lin of the fitst man
We have 'seen three points in this iIi· brought dea.th into the ;world, must be sur.
vestigation; let us pause and note them.
renQered, just as the popular idea 0 f ala.
1. The sinful man is morally or spirit- cal heaven above the, stars and, hell be- ')
ually dead, thougli his existence even il,1 neath the ea~th wa~ dissipated oy the dis,
the body may notbe interfered with; while coveries of Al\tran,omy. But .when we)
the believer is alive, and is going forward l;l,urender the. childillh p.o~ions, inherited .. I
in the experience of a true life.
fr~m the imperfect science apd ,langqage .
2. Thai this experience of the sinful of the,Past,n;lUst we, therefore, g~veup the
and, the righteous makes the essential and I truth that these notions enclQ ed? By nQr
enduring elements of human chllracter),means.
We lose .thl:lform, only to gain
and, will survive the dissolutioll of th.e th~ substance.
We may nO.1 be abl'e to,
body.
lqcate our heaven in the limited ,bounda.
3. That this Christian doctrine of Life ries of a ,world of light abo,ve, the stars.
and, Death is founded upon the natural, or to bOl,mdour hell by an, under· wOJld
and everywhere prevalent distinction be· beneath the grave, but ,we ~~0'Y that
tween soul and body.
heaven is, and that its socie!y is ble:ssed,
With these conclusions before .u's, .'.¥e and its .earn.est may be wrought out in tjJe
proceed to give three reasonll wqy the soul now at-one with God.l:\nd in love wit.h
terms Life. and Death are u's,ed wit~. such all his creations, anq, cr~.~tures... So wo'.
boldtiess.,.ofmetap,hpricaL
meaning.
1.. may.ho,}V ~atDe.~t~ is in t~~"'W9}:J~,thq
j
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we may have mistaken the cause of its or·
igin, and the benevolent design of its
permission and power. Nothing confirms
my reverence for the Bible more, or more
clears the estimate that should be put up'
on its disclosures from the mists of inher·
ited, and sometimes crushing supersti.
tions, than to ~ee how the revelations of
an advancing science, reveal to us our ignorance of many of its commonest pages.
As an example of what we ,mean, let us
turn over to the third chapter of Genesis,
with this CJuestion before us, Does the historian there say that man's disobedience
was the cause of physical death-his ~wn
and that of all inferior races and plants?
Let us read-17-20:
"And unto Adam he
said, because thou hast hearkened unto
the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of
the tree,of which I commanded thee, say.
ing, Thou shalt not eat of it: cursed is
the ground for thy sake; in sorroW shalt
thou eat of it all the days of thy life;
thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth
to thee; and thou shalt eat the herb of the
:fi~ld: in the sweat of thy face shalt thou
eat bread, till thou return unto the ground;
for out 0 f it wast thou taken: for dust thou
art, and unto dust shalt thou return.. And
Adam called his wife's name Eve, because
she was the mother of all living." 'J;hat
the earth was cursed-and
man was
doomed to labor-and
the annunciation
of the fact that he would return to dust,
is clearly presented; but all that could be
legitimately inferred from the whole con.
nection is, that his sin became the occasion,
not the cause, of his dissolution, and had
nothing whatever to do with the dissolu·
tion of the inferior races. He dies be·
cause he is "dust i" he returns to the
ground because he'was taken "out of it;"
and he is doomed to toil and eat in "the
sweat of his face," separated from the tree of
life until he return to the dust. The
sin of Adam brought upon him a death, the
very day he committed it. This was what
was threatened.
But he did not die, phys·
ically, for eight hundred years afterwards.
It must have been a moral death, there·

DEATH.

fore, that was visited upon him for his sin,
and which cut him off from the means
that would have made his existence more
life·like, more peaceful, pure and happy.
Even if the Scripture is subjected to a
rigiuliteralness of interpretation, all that
could be. logically claimed would be, that
the death 0 f the human family was brought
about by the sin of its head, and was so
brought about by h;s being cut off from
the tree of life. But the passage admits
of a more consistent interpretation, and
one in perfect harmony with all the recog·
nized facts of science and the experience
of mankind.
We would assert as mod·
estly as our convictions will allow, that
the Scriptures, rationally interpreted, do
not teach that man's first disobedience
was the procuring cause of organic or
physical death, and that it is a neglect of
investigation that allows Christians to hold
on to the dogma. Spiritual death, degra·
dation and suffering are all that can be
found in the original account of sin and
its punishment.
God did fulfill this sol·
emn threatening, in "the day" man eat of
the forbidden fruit. Adam lived, experi.
encing the curse of guilt, toil and woe,
as already stated, upwards of eight hun·
dred years after the transgrassion.
But does not the New Testament affirm
tha t by "one man's disobedien'ce sin en·
tered into the world, and death by sin;"
and that "in Adam all die?" It does unquestionably; but we have already seen a
usage of the words, Death and Life, in
the New Testament,
that shows them to
have other meaning than that usually giv.
en them. It is said by the same writer
from whom the above quotations are made,
"That as the law"-given
hundreds of
years after Adam's transgression-"has
reigned through sin unto death, so shall
grace reign through righteousness unto
eternal life." Here death is ascribed to
another sin than that of Adam, or the vi·
'olation of a~other law. Is it not evident,
thert::fore,that he must be' speaking of some
other than physical death? The truth is,
that sin and death are placed in exactly
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the same relation, as righteousness and quences of righteousness, represented by
life-not only in this passage, but through. the word Life." Then, all is clear, can·
out his writings.
Death was alienation sistent and satisfying. The facts, too,
and wretchedness; life was iI conscious· bear out the case. Adam's sin shows the
ness of reconciliation and peace. One stern operation of law in the influence of
was the fruit of sin, which sin he some· strife, miiery, despair-all,
and more,
times personifies as death; and the otller represented by the word Death; whilst the
was the ~ruit of obedience, which he also consequences of Christ's obedience are
'Calls life: "TIle' minding of the flesh is seen in the peace, love and indestructible
death; the minding of the spirit is life." happiness of all who" by access to God
"The fruit of sin is death;" the "wages of through his favor, or the favor of his reo
sin i~ death;" the" fruit of righteou~ness is ligion, have joy even in tribulation.
The
life and peace." The words are used Scripture in 1st Corinthians-"
As in Ad·
metaphorically,
and no other view can am, all qi.e so in Christ, shall all be made
make them consistent.
"We are dead to alive"-teaches
the plain truth, that as
sin" when alive to God' when alive to all die like Adam, because they have ani·
sin: we are dead to God. This, to me, 1 malar" natural" bodies; so all shall live
is the substance of his teaching, after fre. like Christ, in a "spiritual body," of
quent, and, we think, candid investiga. which God has given the pledge and the
tions. With this everywhere sustained proof in the raising up of Christ from the
view of Paul's use of these terms, let us dead. The assertion is not that Adam's
now look at the passages before ·us.
sin brought organic death into the world.
An antithetical contrast is drawn be· but that all men die like Adam, because
tween the results of Adam's sin and taken from the dust; because inhabiting
Christ's obedience. "As by one man sin fleshly bodies. The first man "was of
entered into the world, and death by sin. the earth, earthy."
We are like him,
and so passed upon all, for that all have and die like him.
sinned-so,
also, by the obedience (or
This view of the origin of Death is not
righteousness) of one. tbe free gift came any more incompatible with a just inter.
upon all men to justification of life."pretation of the Scriptures, than wi.th the
Give the terms of this passage their lit· facts of science, which prove, incontro.
eral force, aHd th-en answer the following 1 vertibly, that Death was a mighty man.
questions:
If literal death had come i arch in the earth ages before the era of
equally upon all men by Adam's sin, moral transgression.
As the Geologist.
could literal liCe, by Christ, do more? If therefore, observes layer upon layer of
physical mortality upon earth was lost to the dead bodies of earth's races, and be.
all the descendants of Adam by his fall, holds the terrific work of earthquakes,
could we expect less than its restoration volcanoes and deluges that filled the stra.
through Christ? And has he restored ta of the globe with terrific Death before
physical immortality on earth? Has he human guilt was known; and as he knows
freed his followers from natural decay and they did their fearful work by the opera.
death? But ~uppose, in perfect accord· tion of chemical and mechanical laws, he
ance with Paul's use of the words. Life need not feel that the facts of God's crea.
and Death, throughout the Epistle, we tion are at war with the facts of his reve.
render the passage thus: "By one man's lation. Death was a part of God's plan;
disobedience many were made sinnersand like all his plans, was dictated by a
were made to suffer the guilt and sorrows power that never fails and looks forward
of sin, represented by the word Death-i to purposes as benevolent as they are won.
so by the obedienco or mission of Christ Iderful and overwhelming.
they may be brought to enjoy the conse.l
But some one will say. Then you do
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not look upon phY15icaldeath as a punish.
.ment? No, I do not; but the greatest of
blessings or privileges, when accepted' as
• ell part of the will of God.
If it were a
punishment, it were.unjust; for it comes
equally uplon prattling innocence llnd
, hoary transgression; upon saintly virtue
and wretch.ed guilt. The best do not live
longest, nor does it come to the guilty
with the greatest terror. "As dieth the
fool so dieth the wise man;" and the man·
ner of their dying depends upon a thou·
sand contingencies that may make it placid or terrible to look upon. What, then,
is physical death, if it be not a punish.
ment? It is an era in our being; a part of
i.

o'

the visible order of things ordained by
,God, which cannot be changed-a
step
in our existence,. which, like birth, must
be made before anyone can pronounce
, upon its full nature or purpose. "Death
is ours," as "life is ours," says the Apos.
tle. The Scriptures do, indeed, speak of
it as a punishment, but always in a meta.
phorical sense, as equivalent to deadness
of soul, ungodliness, guilt, moral misery.
While in the teaching of Christ death
even the most shameful and vi~lent: i~
seen to be a blessing to a good manopening for him a new mansion and a
new experience, under the supervision of
Him who looked forward to his own death
as the hour of his glory and triumphno Christian, prop!lrly enlightened by
the promises and example of Christ, ever
looked at Death as an enemy thrusting us
into the gloom of eternal night, or the
billows of eternal flames, but as the smil.
ing hand· maid of a Father, whose off.
spring we are, I opening the portals that
lead to his blissful presence and the pleasures of his right hand of power. "To
die is gain;" and he that sees it not so, is
either ignorant, or the slave of some personal wickedness he will not give up.-In view of sufferings inherited and labors
endured, it is sweet slumber. In view of
reproa.ches and persecutions, it is a trio
umphant deliverance into more loving and
trustful, because more pure and holy as·

NOT

RATroNAL

.
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15ociations. In view of the loved and de·
parted and never forgotten, it is the meeting of friends in the beauty and glory of
their sublime estate, whose purest attainments reveal our new possibilities-whose
seraphic voices, no longer touching the
chords of human passion, but sweeping
the golden strings of celestial music, shall
greet us with a welcome to which all
earthly friendship is cold and distant.0 who has not felt the slavery of his
body and the environments of his mortal
relationships,' and longed for his libera·
tion!
"0 who would !ivealway.?

Thu. feltered by.in,

Temptation without and corruption within;
Where the ruptnre of pardon is mingled with fears,
And til. cup of thanksgiving with penitent tear.?"

J. B. F.
Doctrinal Distinctions are not Rational
Differences.
It is ~asy to say we love truth, and are
willing to pursue its track, wherever it
may lead; but he that will pursue it, will
find himself parting company with many
a cherished prepossession, and, perchance,
many a cheri~hed friendship.
We too
often have our creed, even though it may
not have been written out, nor even de·
fined in the mind; and it is more or less
prominent before us even when we see
facts that contradict, or a t least enlarge,
some of its items. This is right, if we do
not abuse it. We need to be prudent,
where so many paths may lead us astray,
and such innumerable mysteries hold us
in their folds. Still we must learn to reject naught, without mature consideration,
and never say that a statement or a fact is
impossible, because we do not comprehend it. We may often fail to see and
appreciate a fact by expending our mental
power in trying to understand the manner
of it. Now we do not fully understand
the manner of any thing; and more than
half the controversies of Christendom
are vain attempts to l'omprehend the manner of truth, and not truth itseif. The
manner of God; of the human 80ul; of
the future life; or the present religious ex-
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perience, have separated more Christians! men have represented him as the sup, as
ihan all the attacks of Infidelity put tOO!a man, as a tortoise, as a vegetable, and
'gether. One man asserts that the man.! as a devouring flame. But Christ has
i.f1erof the Divine existence is a Trinity; i revealed
the Universal
Father" and
and his neighbor, who cannot adopt hisj that his true light shines through hi:iJ.l.assertion, is forthwith accounted anathe· ~he human representation will make a
mao Another tells us the soul is immate· system of human folly-showing
the derial: and because his neighbor cannot gree of mental and moral culture of those
-comprehend him, he is ranked with skep. who accept it; but the Divine representatical philosophers.
Another divides the tion speaks to every degree of culture,
whole spiritual society into two grand and and offers an advance to each. It ,says ~o
{lefinitely fixed divisions; and because his vain man attempting to explain the Inexfellow-citizen cannot so read the revela· plicable, explain thyself first, or be at
tions from the spiritual state, he is turned peace in the humility ofa child·like.trust.
ovel tn the second division as wicked and Instead of explaining thy soul, seek the
only wicked, and that continually.
An· proofs that it will live, when it has quitted
other looks to God for pardon, help and the body, in a better world, where God
hope, because it is the nature of God to will reward its every earnest and honest
bestow such gifts; and another expectsl\ endeavor a hundred fold, for all the evils
them as the magical influence of penance it was profitable for it to suffer in his;
or submission to peculiar rites, and they j that blessed society a waits it after death;
will not fellowship each other in the en· that the Christ will come to us and take
joyment of either. Cannot every reflect· us to himself; and that wherever he is, is
ing mind see that the difficulty is about bliss, and there we shall be, and be like
the manner of the matter in dispute, and him. Whether it will be in or out of the
not about the great truth that underlies body, or a body, may be a matter of
the manner? Both believe in God, and speculation variously necessary to differought to be mutually assisting each other ent minds; but that it will be, is of importto love and trust him, and to appropriate ance to all minds. That something which
every manlier of his manifestation, that I call myself; that responds to the least
providentially comes before them. Both desire of reason; that moves, or is the
believe in the soul, and the spiritual ex- mother of thought, and around which all
istence of the man, and ought to be im· thoughts revolve; which says to itself, I
proving each other in self'power, in knowl- am, I exist, a fraction, perhaps, yet a disedge, purity, and love. Both believe in 1 tinct personality.
We may not know its
the ,spiritual and future world, and needl nature, whether it be of the essence ,of
to st.!'engthel). their faith in it against the 1 matter, or 0 f light; but we know it is, even
calamities and sorrows of our mortal des- though the body changes and dies. ClJild
tiny. Both believe in the joy and power of eternity, and traveler but for a few days
of pardon, and both need both the joy and in this heap of dust, it was made to exthe power, in order to receive and help pend its power, and the domain of its en-each other, Wit:llOutregard, or even in des- joyment, and Christ teaches us how and
pite of agreemIJnt or disagreement in in· when .
.comprehensible matters.
To doubt the
That God changes not, and yet pardons
~xistence of God, would be to displace and helps his sorrowing children, we are
ourselves from the rank of reasonable be- clearly taught; and that certain ordinan.
ings; but to doubt the manner of that ex· ces, such as baptism, prayer; and certain
istence, as represented by fallible mortals lines of duty and charity, secure the eniike ourselves, may be the best evidence joyment of that pardon, is also clearly reo
we can give, that we are rational.
Some vealed. But how or why it takes place in
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the Divine mind, or is communicated
to
the human mind, no one may be able!
clearly to define.
Let us then enjoy what
is provided, and spread the' knowledge
of
the provision.
1. B. F.
Preachers and Preaching.
[The following remarks are from a late
number of the London Eclectic
Review.
It is a part of a review of a volume of Scottish Sermons.
It contains
some w~olesome truths and serious lessons which we
all may ponder with profit.
There may
be remarks in it with which our readers
may not wholly a3ree, but even these may
be instructive.]
Preachingl
What a wide and difficult and somewhat
dangerous topic does it at present offer to
the thoughtful mind.
In the view of many
a declining sun, it is yet environed
with
some of its ancient
hues of brightness,
and is shedding much warmth, if compa·
ratively little new light, upon the minds
and hearts of our era.
As the name
"preacher,"
too, comes back on our memo
ories, we cannot fail to connect it with the
greatest names of the past; with the names
of Moses with Sinai for his pulpit, of Eli·
jah on Carmel, of Isaiah, of Jeremiah amid
his mourning
willows, of Malachi on thel
half-finished temple, of John the Baptist
on the edge of the desert, of Jesus on the
Mount,
of Paul on the Areopagus,
of
Whitfield
on the sides of Scottish
hills
or on the level of London Moorfields, and
of Edward Irving rousing up sceptical Ed·
inburgh at five in the morning, to hear his
discourses on righteousness,
temperance,
and judgment to come.
We propose to speak first of some of the
defects of modern preaching,
and, ~econdly, to proceed to the more gracious
task
of describing
some of these
modern
preachers whom we happen to have readl
or heard:
LENGTH OF SERMONS.
In Scotland, [America,]
one very com·"
mon defect in sermOIlS is their great length.

l That,

indeed,
has
been
considerably
abridged
since our forefathers when twO'
or three hours was not an uncommon meas·
ure of their time.
For this various pleas
were urged; such as the example of Paul,
protracting
his speech until midnight; such
as the great distances
to which men, in
those days, travelled to hear the Word, and
the necessity of giving them proportionate
supplies
of spiritual
nourishment;
and
such as the lact that the llearers liked to
listen to long sermons
and that the de·
mand must create the supply.
There was
another still stronger reason,
Books were
then scarce.
There was little
reading
among the lower ranks, and the long, elab·
i orate prelections of the Sabbath were ne·
cessary, it was thought, to make up [or the
intellectual
vacuum of the week.
Thes!l reasons
are now all obsolete.And yet we have not sufficiently shortened
our sermons.
Nay, in one or two denolni·
nations,
we have witnessed,
with some
alarm, certain attemp~s of late to return to
the ancient
longitude,
although,
in our
humble judgment, it were quite as sensibleto go back to the old length of our fathers'
beards as the old size of the sermons.We ure far from defending
the "fifteen
minutes,"
so common
in the English
Church, but we do think that the Scotch
"hour"
is equally
preposterous.
For,
mark, it is not with a ,speech or a lecture,
where you can interpose
light matter at
intervals-tell
a story here, and crack It
jest there.
The Scotch sermon is almost
universally
a grave affair; solemn, didac·
tic, or hortatory,
with little imagination or
fancy, and with much direct statement
or
close argument; and in proportion. to thegravity of any address should be its short·
ness.
"Brevity is the soul of wit."
How
much more tru Iy may it be said to be thesoul of sermonizing!
As it is, where ser·
mons of an hour continue to be preached.
the following are the general phenomena~
First-on
the pronouncing
of the text, and'
during the introduction,
there is a gener-at
preparation
on the part of the audienc~
for listen.ing, rather than actual attention..
I

I
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There are a rubbing of eyes, a pricking of
ears, a settling down into the attitude of
composure;
an exhaustive
coughing,
an
elaborate effort to resign themselves to the
orator.
If the introduction
be highly
wrought and effectively given, the interest
is really
arrested; and during the an·
noun cement of the particulars
and the iI·
lustration
of the first head, it does notma·
terially diminish.
But the discourse must
be a very superior one, or thespeakerpos.
sess a very extraordinary
power
and
charm, if, with a common audienc~,
at
this point there do not begin to be noticed
a disposition
to flag on the part of the
majority.
Some ya wn, others look around
the church, others sleep.
Any accidental
interruption,
such as the rattling
of a
shower on the windows, or the fainting of
a female, is felt as an agreeable diversity.
A few uplift their Bibles,
a few begin to
look stealthily
at their watches, and-tell
it not in polished
England!-in
the Nor·
land churches,
snuffboxes begin to go
their awful round from pew to pew,
We
have witnessed such scenes occasionally,
even unller the ministry of Dr. Chalmers;
and we all remember
that Jolin Foster
complains how the attention
of an audio
ence can be diverted from the most solemn
themes by the falling of a hat from a peg!
It is not true of preachers, however true it
may be of poets, "in media tutissimus
ibis;" it is precisely the middle part of
the hour's discourse that tells least, and
is, in general, utterly thrown away.
After three-quarters
have passed, mat·
ters begin to mend.
'fhe sleepers have
got their nap out; the shower has passed,
and the sun is shining cheerily again; the
fainting female, with her extempore
train
of followers, has vanished to the vestry or
returned to her pew; the hat is restored by
some hardy hand to its peg again, or else
rests ingloriously
in the obscure spot on
which it fell; the procession
of snuff-boxes ceases to move; the speaker, too, begins to increase in ardor and animation,
and the last fifteen minute~ are, in gene·
ral, listened to amid deep silence,
and
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often produce a profound, immediate, or
lasting impression.
Now, could not this in some degree be
bettered-and
be bettlired in the following
way?
Since people will listen to the introduction, let that be al ways, if possible,
good, and rather lengthy than otherwise.
Let the first crop of attention be thoroughIy reaped.
Since people will not listen
to the middle, or listen, at least, very
languidly,
however excellent it be, let it
by all means
be short, rapid, toucbing
with light, firm, hurrying
finger, upon
prominen't
points.
Since, again, people
will listen to the close, let that be solemn,
condensed, brief, impressive,
gathering together all the meaning and momentum
of
the sermon into one sharp point, into one
electric
shock, vibrating with which the
audience shall leave the church.
And all
this, we verily believe, can (in various degrees, of course, according to the ability
of the speaker) be effected in the compass
of forty minutes.

EFFECTIVENESS OF SHORT SERMONS.
We have some specimens of what can
be effected by short sermons in the writings of Wolfe, Arnold, and others.
We
know, too, of some distinguishell
ministers
in Scotland,
as well as England,
who
i make it a point that their discourses shall
in no case e~ceed the length of halt an
hour, and whose lucubrations,
since, are
distinguished
with greater pith and power,
and attended with equal or greater effect.
Their sermons, if thus somewhat shorter
and lighter in the middle, are very much
superior in head and tail.
PERSONAL ADAPTATroN rN PREACHING.
We have much graver cha rges than
this to urge against modern preaching.
It
is not, in general, adapted to the various
characters and circumstances
which are to
be found in every audience.
lOur
modern preaching is far inferior in
power to our modern press, is wielding
comparatively
little influence,
either on
the lower, or the upper, or the intellectual orders 'of the community,
and seems
rather, like the lines at torres Vedras, to

~
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be covering a great retreat, than, like the
fire of the final charge at Waterloo,
to be
carrying dismay and destruction
into the
ranks uf the enemies of the C,hristian
faith,
A volume could easily be filled with il·
~u8trations of these remarks,
There are,
In all c1enominations,
many brilliant
ex-

J the preacher should have a word in season that may abate his pride.
And here
is another young and ardent inquirer seeking after truth; let there be a handful of
truth for him.
And here is an artistic
critic, demanding
the beautifnl;
let the
beautiful
be there, either coming out in
sudden gushes or shed like a fine dew

ceptions. ,
"
as
F A certall1 vague unLversahty-such
oster, charges even on Hall-pervades
the majority
of sermons.
The preacher
forgets , of what a motley and mingled
yarn hiS hearers are composed, and that
eac I1 h as a right to expect something in
"
the discourse specially adapted to him,,
"
Here IS seated a mournmg family, expect·
,
mg a morsel of comfort, a movement as it
were, across their weeping eyes of a fin·
,,'
gel' of that Hand which IS to wipe away

over the whole
performance.
There
should be m'lk
r b b
I
,or a es, an d s t rang meat
for those that are of full age,
There
should be mu c h th a t everyone can un d erstand ,u nnd ,per h aps, \1
"t was B axter ' s
avowed and umversa
'
I p I)an ~ome th"Ina III
every d'
th t
1
r
'
h 0
Iscourse
a on ya Jew m t e aud'
d
d
C
h'
lence
can un erstan.
ontrast
t IS
~d 1 'th
h lId
'
I ea WI
a woe
sermon emp aye
III
trYI'ng to prove th e d oc t'nne 0 f th e m
' fi nlte
'
'I f '
, h
h
h
eVI a sm; or WIt anot er on t e Ar"
"
mllllan controversy;
or with a third, the
h If of
h' h
t k
'
,
a
w IC was
a en up m provmg
th t Ch 't'
b 1
h
a
flS s oc y was not a p antum; or
'th
r
th
h'
I b
I
h
WI ,a lour ,s owmg, e a orate y, t at
tl
fi h
'tl th'
f
"
Ie
s Wile
pIece a money'm
Its
i
th
bl
f Ch '
,
i mou
was an em em a
fist, commg
i b ac k from th e grave WIl'h t h e pnce
'
f I
a tie
Id'
d
'
war
s re emptIOn.

tears

from

all faces, and that he should.

man fu II y, and not sentimentally
supply.
'
H ere IS a poor, untaught,
half-human
creature, whose nakedness has been newly
'
c I othed, who has come from a "ragged
church" to this; surely a "crumb"
might
be spared from an overflowing feast to this
"dog under the table;" and yet, often, he
has to go empty away.
Here, again, is a
hopeful little boy, whose soul in his eyes
you see just awaking, and the emerging
of the evening star suddenly from black
clouds
is not so beautiful
as the first
shining out of immortal mind in a child'i;
dark or deep blue eye, and he is waiting
for an incident, or little comparison,
or
some such barley-corn of truth; and shall
not his young hunger be fed? Here, again,
perhaps, is one bowing under a sense of
secret
sinshrinking
away from the
preacher's eye, as if he knew all about it;
shall there be no "Go and sin no more"
for that poor fluttering heart?
Here, on
the other hand, is a proud and impudent
transgressor,
glorying in his shame; there
should be a shaft in the gospel quiver to
pierce him to the heart; some one word
that shall stamp fire upon his callous
cheek,
Yonder is a conceited youth, who
deems himself wiser than all his teachers;

ADAPTATION

OF PREACHING

TO THE

AGE.

Modern
preaching
is not, we think,
sufficiently adapted
to the cravings,
and
wants, and circumstances
of our present
age.
It seldom even recognizes that these
are peculiar.
It either cries out, "Peace!
peace!" when there is no peace, or proclaims war against phantoms,
which were
never aught else, and which have long
since vanished away.
What, we ask, is
the pulpit doing in order to meet the manifold skepticisms,
and shams, and maml mon.worships,
and commercial
frauds,
and political wrongs of this section of the
nineteenth
century?
Some eccentric and
some able men have become famous by
grappling,
in their pulpits,
more or less
successfully,
with some of these.
But
we repeat that in this part of the article
we speak of rules, and not of exceptions,
Premising this, we do not find that rela·
tion to the age in the pulpit, far less that
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precedence of it, which we should have \ of view, or who have compared its work·
expected and desired.
ing in the hearts of others with its work·
HOW TO MEET SKEPTICISM.
ing in their own; for need we say that a
The skepticisms
of the present day are portion of aoubt has its dwelling
in every
not sufficiently
attended
to in our daily; thinking soul, and that religion lives in 11
ministrations.
Whether preachers
know 1 constant state of warfare with it, and is
it or not, there is now a great deal of se· glad, even when it cannot
strangle,
if it
cret or lurking
skepticism in all assem· can suppress and silence its voice?
blies.
Some are doubting about the very THE PULPIT SHOULD TOUCH EVERY'DAY
existence of a God while listening
to his
Word, or standing
or bowing in his .wor·
ship.
Others, with leaves of the Bible
open before them, are skeptics as to its
divinity.
Others, while joining in ascrip·
tions of praise to Father,
Son, and Holy
Ghost, are doubtful whether these three
are one.
Others are perplexed
about in·
spiration, or about churches, or about bap.
tism.
Could, in short, the dark doubts
passing through the hearts of a congrega·
tion, in the course of one act of public
worship, be laid bare before the speaker,
he would tremble amid the fullest tide of
his oratory, and hide his eyes from the ter·
rible display thus given of the uncertain·
ties :lnd dubieties of thinking and earne~t
men in this age of ours.
The genuine preacher will not only look
at doubts in the face, but will inquire in·
to 1heir causes.
He will not rest till he
has explored, so far as he can, the "dark
bosoms" of the sufferers,
and found out
whether their skepticism
spring from se·
cret or open vice, or from a restless tend·
ency to speculation,
or from thaI excess
of the imaginative
faculty which so often
unsettles
men's vie\\s of Christianity,
or
from a gloomy temperament,
or from false
views of Christianity,
or from the influ.
ence of great names, or from a combina.
tion of wch causes; and according to the
result of this diagnosis
should be his

LIFE.
Our modern pulpit attacks gross vice;
but it says little about the worship of
money, about the cant of respectability,
about the undue honor paid to "Right
Honorable,"
and other great names, about
the mean tricks of trade and frauds of
commerce, and the innumerable
white lies
which abound in all departments
of soci·
ety.
It shuns, too, in general,
all allu·
~sions to the political
and social move·
~ments of the age; although,
surely, the
i pulpit should be an eminence commanding
a view of both worlds, and intermeddling,
on fit occasion,
with every subject con·
nected with the welfare and advancement
of mankind.
The consequence
is, that
people
stepping out of the every·day at·
mosphere
of life into the Church
find
themselves in a strange and peIplexing al·
mosphere.
They are less elevated
than
startled and tantalized;
they hear little
that come~ home to their business
and
bosoms; they seem to have passed by a
single stride into the sepulchral gloom of
the middle ages; and when they leave the
sanctuary,
it is like coming out of the
worlel of dreams.
Ah, the Church
does
not overlook and lord it over the Strand
-the
congregated
throng of men-they
go on their own way, and it stands apart,
uttering unregardecl thunders,
and shoot·
ing out flashes which too often are pow,

l

mode of treatment
and his plan of cure. erless as painted lightning.
It will not do, now, to stamp, stare, roar, OLD'STYLE PREACHING INEFFICIENT NOW.
and dogmatize
down all skepticism,
in
The truth is, that, while the age Ihas
the same monotony of coarse and whole.
progressed, the pulpit has stood still with
sale condemnation.
Such cannot
be the
true panacea to be used by any who have
studied modern
skepticism
calmly,
who
have looked at. it in a philosophical
point,

us.
Some there are who would deliberately
stereotype thA mode of preaching,
and in·
sist that we in this day must reproduce the
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exact style and manner of the Covenan·
ters or the Puritans,
and that every min·
ister to be succ'essful, must become a second Baxter or a Rutherford Redivivus.This is not possible, and it were not desirable if it were possible.
As well regret
the loss of the grimaces
which their
preache s made and the strange gamut
which they sung.
Even Paul himself,
were he returning to the Church,
would,
in all probability,
change his mode of ad·
dress.'
"Righteousness,
temperance,
an(1
judgment
to come," would still be his
themes; the result would be again that Felixes would tremble at his oratory; his way
to the heart and conscience
would still be
a terribilis via; but there would be important diversities
in his tone, his language,
the line of his argument,
and the course
of his appeal.
Paul was inspired as a
writer; but there is no evidence that as a
preacher
he was perfect, or meant as a
complete or final model for us.
Crysostom did not preach ,like Paul, but like
Crysostom; even as Paul had not preached
like Jesus, but like Paul; Luther did not
preach like any of the three, but like Lu·
ther; Knox copied
not Calvin
in his
preaching,
nor Melville
Knox, nor Chal.
mers or Hall nor any of them all. The beau·
ty, power and glory of preaching have al·
ways lain, if not in absolute originality,
yet in new adaptation
of old truth to new
circumstances.
And, on the other hand,
the weakness, contempt
and degradation
of preaching
have lain, and do lie still,
in slavish
conformity
to models in the
form of sermon, abounding with the heaus,
and particulars,
and inferences, the "ohs"
and the "ahs"
of old sermons, imitating,
too, their tone of sanctity,
and accompanied by the whining voice and the starched aspect
which belonged
to a by- gone
day.
How many the preachers who seem
to imagine that man's
religion, like his
life, depends
upon his nostrils,
or who
deem that length of visage is a measure
for piety and power, and who mistake a
compound
of clamor and cant for elo·
quence, or who confound the mere phra·
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seology
and technical
theological
Ian·
guage of our ancestors
with their living
fire and solemn earnestness!
These are
the men who disgust and weary the young
intelligence
of our day, whose sermons
present a contrast so striking to the amenities and manly genialities
of our current
literature,
and who may 1e said, indeed,
unintentionally
on their part, to be most
masterly
pioneers in the road of infidelity.
MATERIAL

AND LIFE

OF SERMONS.

We have known of some ministers who
were in the habit of inlaying
their common-places
with all the brilliances
they
could pick up from the popular religious
publications
of the day, so that some at·
tended them for the sake of hearing the
best things of Isaac Taylor,
Dr. Harril"
"last,"
or the bettcr sentences of Henry
Rogers' newest paper in the" EI1inburgh."
We verily believe that a sermon of mod·
erate literary
merits, coming
fresh from
the preacher's heart,and dictated by knowledge of the circumstances
of hi~ people,
will tell more powerfully,
and be far more
useful, than the sublimest
pulpit meditations read from a Bossuet, a Howe, or a
Hall.
Why should God's Word wear either a
straight-jacket
or a stiff and stern coatof-mail?
Why even a tunie?
Why not
a free, easy, flowing, and flexible toga?Is it not of age, and able to speak for itself?
Why a uniform
and starched-up
costume, like that of the childish
Chinese, painted
sometimes,
too, not as the
second veil of the temple was, with the
figures of the cherubims, but with flames
and fiends, like the dress and the victims
of an aUlo-deje?
Why so little of. the
di rlct, the conversational,
and the dramatic?
Why does the preacher so seldom
lean over the pulpit, and, dropping state
and ceremony,
talk on the level and to
the consciousness
and hearts of his peo·
pIe? Why so few allusions
to the litera·
ture, the art, the politics,
the science, and
the philosophical
aspects
of the rlay?Even good poetry is seldom quoted, or, if
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it is, with little effect, and with many si-j have no desire to afford mere entertain.
lent protests
on the part of the audience,
ment.
My desire is to do good to those
or inquiries,
"Who
is that?"
for we in who hear me, and especially to the young,
these days are afraid of sharpening
our by exciting them to more serious reflection
weapons at the forges of the Philistines,
than they are probably accustom~d to beand it were considerably
safer for a min- stow upon the common duties of life, and
ister to quote Satan than to quote Shelley.
their re5ponsibility
to God. My onlyhope of
Thus
it comes that-partly
through the accomplishing
this, is by the expression of
blame of the preacher, and partly ~hrough well known truths, in a plain and simple
that of the people-preaching
stands up manner.
But how far plain truth, plainly
in the midst of us a cold bust; beautiful
spoken, will be acceptable,
no one can
lSometimes, but certainly
blind; "among
tell until he tries.
us, but not of us;" tantalizing
many by
The years of girlhood and early womanits symmetrical
proportions
and snowy hood are generally
so bright, that the
whiteness,
but neither,
in general,
in- ~shadow of mature reflection scarcely falls
sLructing
nor making
nor moving
the j upon them.
The enjoyment
of life is so
world.
I fresh
and sweet, that the serious re5ponsiThe preacher should seize upon the ter· bility which life impose5 seldom engages
ritories of Science,
Literature
and Phi- the thoughts.
The path of life is strewn
losophy in the name of God, and appro·
with flowers, and if thorps sometimes appriate
to the cause of heaven
all their pear, it is only those which grow upon the
riches.
He must not come as a bewilderflowers themselves
and are inseparable
ed beggar asking for alms, but as a con- from their beauty.
The days of the young
quering monarch
claiming
spoils.
Pos- maiden
dwelling
under a father's roof,
sessed of the grand
central
truths
of with thl' kind protection
of a mother's
Christi-anity, he will gather around them love, shielded by the proud affection of
all the tributes
of" gold, frankincense,
brothers who love her alm03t with jealous
and myrrh" which the whole world of art tenderness,
glide onward,
not without
llnd knowledge
can supply., feeling that, 1 c~are, not without
disappointment,
not
after all, before Immanuel,
and the sub- i wilhou~ tears, but with almost uninterruplimities of his religion,
Art must lowed ted enjoyment.
She feels herself to be
her pencil, Science
lay aside her plum- loved by everyone,
and that those whom
met, and Poetry at once exalt and mitigate
she loves takes pJide in pleasing
her.her song."
Their kindness
is lavished upon her in
daily tokens of affection; she is every.
I
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where met with smiles; her most tritlinrr
.0
endeavors to please are successful;
she IS
.
.
.
"
praised as bemg amiable, If wdlmg to be
happy.
I know she has trials which seem
ED]
to her very great; but in after life, she will
.
look back upon those yeal s, before the
An Appeal.
serious
duties of life began, as we recall
"Favor is deceitful and beauty is vain; but a woman
that feareth the LOId, shall be praised."-Prov.
xxxi, a pleasant
dream.
When her brow is
30,31.
.
saddened under the weight of cares, from
My present discourse will be introduc·
which the wife and mother never escape;
tory to a series of sermons, upon the du.j of the anxieties, to which the tenderness
ties and responsibility
of woman.
It iSI of woman's uature always makes her suban undertaking
upon which I enter Withj ject, she will think of those blessed days
diffidence, and almost with reluctance;
when her chief responsibility
was in
for I can hope to say nothing
new, and childlike obedjence, in the performance of
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duties so light, that they were little more frolic of earlier days. And as the Winter
than recreation, Tewarded by the appro- itself, which shuts up the treasure-houses
ving smile or checked by the gentle rebuke of the kindly earth, lj.ndby the withdrawof love, until the remembrance fills the al of external allurements, turns our
eye with tears and the heart almost with thoughts to the pleasures of the fireside
sadness.
and friendly intercourse, and gives us time
Fond and bright days of youth, enjoyed for reflection, often becomes the happiest
but once; when we know nothing of the season of the year; and we look forward
world's sins and very little of its grief; with joy to its long evenings, in which,
when all our friendships are inseparable after the short day's duties are done, we
and our confidence without reserve; when learn how much we love each other, and
the denial of a pleasure is the severest the seclusion from the world makes our
trial, and the path of duty so easily trod- love more tender; so that there is no other
den that the sense of duty is scarcely felt; season which we would so unwillingly
when we hear of the wickedness of the spare, as that which at first seems the most
world, only as one who sits at the quiet, dreary: "Thus it is, in the experience of
cheerful fireside, hears the howling of the human life, that in its closing years, when
storm and thinks vaguely but pitifully, of the almond tree begins to flourish, our
the wretches whom it destroys;-we
<10 highest and most perfect enjoyment may
not prize them as we ought,until they are come. If the former seasons have been
past, until perhaps "the days come, in wisely spent; if we have laid up for ourwhich we say, we have no pleasure in selves a treasury of pleasant recollections,
them." We <10 not know how perfectly if the chambers of our imagery are filled
beautiful is the cloudless sky, or the with beautiful pictures; iI, as we sit down
bright April day, when the fleeting show- quietly in the soberness of thought, the
ers serve on ly to give greater freshness to past brings no feeling of shame and the
the earth's new beauty, until the long con- future no trembling; then does that part
tinued storms of winter come, and the of life, which seems to the observer so
heavens are obscured by clouds, and the quiet as to be almost sad, become more
sun itself looks down upon us' with cold excellent than all that has gone before.and cheerless light.
The step must lose its elasticity, but the
Yet I would not speak as those who re- heart may retain its youth. To the physgret the short continuance ~f Spring.ical frame the grasshopper may become a
The Summer, and the Autumn, and the burden, but the soul is stronger than in the
Winter are each beautiful in its place. days of youth, and all the burdens of time
Childhood and youth, the years of maturi- are light to him whose spirit reaches forty and advancing life, and also the deeli- ward to eternity.
I know how many are
ning years of old age, may become to us the sorrows of life; I know how poignant
equally full of real enjoyment, if, as we its grief, how severe its disappointments;
advance in that certain progress, we keep but they who learn to remember the Crea·
the face still turned towards Heaven, and tor in the days of their youth, and who
walk in companionship with God. Nay, walk with their Savior as with a friend,
the true enjoyment of life should contin- going about to dogood, consecrating their
ually become greater. As the ripened fruit bes~ strength to the service of God, will
is better than the beautiful promise of find that they daily become happy in the
Spring, although gathered under skies enjoyment of wnat God gives, and that·
that are becoming more sober, and the the shadow which bemory' casts, cannot
threatening of chill Winter is near; sO'are ohscure the brightness of that hope whidi
the mature enjoyments of middle ana ad- shines upon their'path from Heaven.
"anying life better than the laughter' ·and, But whence com\lth this blessedness'? l' '.
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The seed must b; sown in s~~i~g, ~n the
soft ground and under the fertlhzmg show.!
ers; the long days of summer must ripen
it, while the weeds are kept away by care·
ful cultivation,
or the autumn will have no
good fruit, and the needful provision for
winter
will be wanting.
Those bright
days of youth, when the· heart is tender,
and smiles and tears so quickly chose each
other, must have their hours of reflection
and sober thought.
The good seeds of
vir~ue and religion must be then planted.
\-Ve must cultivate
them, with the hope
that under the dews of God's grace and
the sunshine of his love, ther may spring
up and bear the fruit of righteousness,
or
our life will be a growing sadness; each
added year will· be an increasing burden,
and sorrow will become the pOItion of
our cup.
We would not lessen the brightness of the maiden's life; the overflow of
her innocent
mirth brings gladness even

1~:::;,

l~;e

supposes tl~at ~ will always be
and so perhaps it would be, if the same fascinations continued.
But they must fade,
and if nothing better takes their place,
ought she to wonder if she is slighted, and
i the tokens of that spontaneous approbation
i withdra\Yn?
Ought she not to have the
good sense to perceive that admiration is a
different thing ft:om love; and while she is
pleased with the attention that youth and
beauty bring, is it not better to seek for the
affection which is founded upon respect?_
But who can respect the butterfly, however
beautiful it may seem, however brightly
clothed in the gay painting of its rainbow
wings!
Who wishes for, or can endure, as
the companion of life, one whose highest
thought is her own gratification,
and by
whom the increase of admiration is exacted
as her unquestioned
right?
It is pleasant
for a time to expend one's ingenuity in the
adornment of a beautiful image, or in ga-

l

to tbe heart of age.
But she, too, ShOUld/Zing upon a beantiful picture; but who
have her seasons
of thought, of serious wishes to spend his life in such a way?reflection
and of prayer.
Life is to her, Even if the image retain its beauty, and the
also, a responsibility,
a time of probation.
picture the brightness of its hues, the lanShe, too, has a duty to perform, and here· guage of admiration will gradually become
after an account to render.
She should faint, and more substantial pleasure will be
learn to look, therefore, upon the earnest
sought.
But if, as the truth must be, the
realities
of life, not less than upon its fair image gradually loses its beauty, and
brightness and beauty.
She must not sup- the bright colors of the picture fade; if the
pose that because
she is fondly cher- sparkling
diamonds,
which we wreathe
ished now, her wishes all consul ted, and around the brow, begin to suggest the feelher pathway strewn with flowers, that it ing of painful contrast, and the pearls, enwill always be so. The charms of beau- circling tbe neck, serve only to call attention
ty and youth may now secure the tokens to the changes, by which time marks his
of willing approbation,
and the fondness
relentless
steps,-who
can wonder that
of admiring hearts, but when these fade, weariness
comes in the place of ecstasy,
as they must soon, unless their place is and sometimes disgust in the place of ad·
•
•
7
supplied by the better charms of a sweet muatlOn.

l

temper,

a well educated

mind and a reli·

gious character, t~e neglect she will e~pe-l
rience must be m the same proportIOn,
both sad and humiliating.
From this the
chief disappointments
of woman's
life
proceed.
When
her early fascinations
surround her, she hears continually
the
language of praise; her faults are quickly
excused, every hand is extended
to help
her, every face. meets her with a smile.-

I would

not speak

unkindly.

I know

how great are the wrJngs which woman
l endures.
There are shallow-hearted
men
enough, and selfish and bad men, under
whose power, in the different relations of
life, woman is placed.
They seek her
love as a transient gratification
to themselves, and when they have obtained it,
use their power to disappoint
all her
hopes, to blight all her affections.
They

•
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admire her at first only as the child ad- to inc~r the most fearful danger, for tbe
mires J play-thing, and, as the child, quick· sake of saving those whom they love from
ly become tired of it. They have not ruin.
They hope that their influence will
largeness
of heart enough to appreciate
be greater after marriage than before, and
the excellence of her character, or to over- too often find with breaking
hearts, that
look the faults of her inexperience,
and it is less.
They find, when too late, that
she becomes their servant
through
her their self-sacrificing
devotion
was migwhole life, in the vain endeavor to plea.se placed, and that the martyr-spirit
has not
those who are not worth pleasing, and to brought to them the martyr's
reward.
A
gain the love of those whom she has han- noble effort indeed, a noble purpose, which
ored by loving.
This experience
is so none but woman's
heart is able to cancommon and so painful, that I cannot help ceive, but which even woman's
love is
wondring to see the readiness, almost the seldom able to accomplish!
1f her influthoughtlessness,
with which women trust ence over the man she loves is not strong
,the whole happiness of their lives to men l enough to turn him from dissipated or sinof whom they know nothing, except that ful habits, before she surrenders her liberthey are ingenious in paying compliments
ty to him, there is little probability
of such
and persevering
in their attentions.
In a result afterward.
return for this cheap incense, they bestow
If the possession of a virtuous woman's
the best affection of their hearts, and lay love, and the hope that she may become
up for themselves
a store of disappointhis own, is pot enough to keep his hand
ment.
When the real trials of life and its from the cup of intoxication,
and his feet
vexations
come, they find but little sym· from the paths where sinners walk. the
pathy.
Every thing that goes wrong is claims of married life are not likely to
imputed to them; their silent but diligent do it. He will hear words of counsel
exertion to make every thing go right, is from hios betrothed, which he will not lisunobserved;
and Ii fe, instead of beillg the ten to from his wife.
With the hope of
rich experience of mutual
affection
and bliss before him, he will make promises in
forbearance
and gentleness,
one towards
which he fully believes, but which, having
allother, becomes almost a blank;-a
rou·l obtained
his reward, he is not able to
tine of duty which brings no pleasure bud keep.
I have had many opportunities
of
that which the performance
of duty al· observing where this experiment
has be-en
ways brings, and which wants that best triel;l, and the result has been so uniformly
human reward, the approbation
of those the same, that 1 am willing to run the risk
we love.
of seeming harsh in its statement'.
My
Sometimes
the case is still worse, and advice to a sister or to a daughter,
and
we see those who are gentle, pure-minded
therefore, to all whom I have the right to
and lovely, giving their hands with their advise, would be given without any hesihearts
in them, to men who perhaps
tatlon,
without any reserve:-"Be
sure
warmly love them in return, but whose l that the man whom you love is now a
ha1:>its and associations
in· life are weUl good and tempelate
and faithful man, or
known to be such that a pure minded wo- \ let your heart break, rather than become
man ought to shrink from them, if not his wire.
Say not, to him, conduct yourwith horror, yet with distrust.
They who self rightly for six months,
or twelve
illcur such a risk are generally actuated,
months, as a test of sincerity.
It is ineither by a degree of affection which pre- sufficient.
For so short a time and with
vents them from seeing the uncertainty,
so great reward in immediate prospect,
a
not to say the haplessness,
of the pros- man must be brutal indeed not to restrain
pect; or by the romantic
yet .admirable
himself.
But satisfy yourself beyond all
spirit of self-sacrifice,
which leads them reasonable
doubt, 'that the principle
of
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self· control is there, the ptactised love of
virtue, the confirmed habit of a sober and
pure life, before you speak another word
of encouragement,
and if possible before
your love itself is bestowed."
I know that this language may seem too
stern and rigid, but it does not come from
stern or harsh feeling.
There have been
times when I have advised differently, but
the result has taught me better.
She who becomes the wife 0 f a man
who has ~ver been dissipated, is incurring
as great a risk as anyone
should incur,
and far greater than she knows.
Surely
it is not too much to ask that the reform
should be complete,
unconditional,
and
long continued,
before she trusts to its
completeness.
But nn the other side, if woman has a
right to demand
the fixed character of a
virtuous life, we too have a right to de·
mand something.
The man who discov·
ers, when too late, that she whom he had
pictured to himself almost as an angel,
gentle,
sweet tempered,
easily pleased,
with a smile for everyone and a frown for
none, appeard
so beautiful
only because
untried; that her character has no depth,
and her mind no real accomplishments;
is not to be blamed if he feels disappoint.
ed, nor to be wondered at if he shows his
disappointment
by neglect.
He feels al·
most, as if he had been entrapped,
when
he was entranced;
that he has been be·
trayed into a foolish step by false appear·
ances.
Instead
of finding a help ·meet,
he finds one who expects continually
to
be waited on, caressed and flattered; who
has no definite
expectation
except
to
spend the money which he makes, and to
remain the idol of his affections because
she consents to be admired.
On her part, she discovers her mistake
soon enough, and if she has moderately.
good sense, will studiously
endeavor
to
increase the fascination
of her character,
,as the eharm of novelty dies away.
But
on his part, the effect is too often a disenchantment
which opens his eyes, even too
widely, to her faults, and makes him impa.
2
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tient of her efforts to correct them.
It is
very hard for her to do after marriage
what she ought to have done before; and
it is a vexat' on to him to learn, that the
whole substantial
education of his wife is
yet to be begun.
Mutual disappointment
brings mutual fault·finding,
and the bliss
of married life is found to have been a
dream.
If there is a general good purpose on both sides and strong mutual
affection, the lapse of two or three years
will bring things right, with a comfortable
degree of rational bliss.
But it would be
far better, if greater maturity of character
could exist from the first.
It would be
far better, if those early disappointments
and recriminations
could be avoided, and
this would be done, in part at least, if
the self·education
of woman in her youthful days were more carefully attended to;
if it could be more deeply impressed upon
her, that the graces of character are more
excellent than personal loveliness, howeyer attractive it may be.
The beautiful face will attract admiration, its pleasant smile wins the love, and
all the surroundings
with which youth and
beauty encircle
themselves,
da zle the
eye, and take the heart captive.
But she
is very unwise
who relies upon ,such
things for her permanent
influence,
or as
the foundation of happiness.
It is those
virtues
which entitle her to be called
lovely, and that cultivation of mind which
enables Rer to share the thoughts
and
cares of her h'lsband, while they command
his respect-it
is these upon which she
ought chiefly to rely.
These do not come
of themselves;
they are the result of self.
discipline,
self·denial,
and self· control.They are not obtained easily, but are part-

tlY

the reward
of persevering
endeavor,
and partly the answer to prayer.
I am inclined to think that young per~sons of the gentler sex give but little time
to serious reflection, or to preparation
for
the real duties of life.
The world in
which they live is, in some respects, quite
unreal and different from that upon which
they afterwards must enter.
The task of
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self.discipline and of self education, both pel. It teaches us to measure the degree
moral and religious, is more difficult be· of guilt in every heart by the degree of
cause its necessity is less evident. The i selfishness and worldliness, rather than
temptations to which they are exposed by the grossness or refinement of the out·
are few, the faults which they ~re likely ward act. The character may become so
to commit comparatively
trifling, and selfish, and the he~rt so worldly, and the
their charact~r is not so much in dan· mind so frivolous, that both the capacity
ger of being bad as of being unformed.
and desire for improvement are almost
The young man, from the time of his lost, in those whose manners are perfectly
first entrance into life, meets with the lady·like, and whose morals, according to
real trials and is exposed to the worst the common idea of morality, are perfect.
dangers of the world. The temptations ly correct.
For a long time the evil may
which assail him are such; that if he not be discerned.
They who have every
yields to them he 5s manifestly ruined.thing they wish for, and to whom almost
The faults of which he is most likely to everyone is willing to give way, may be
be guilty, are in themselves sins and vi· completely selfish almost without know·
ces, by the greatness of which his vigi· ing it themselves, and without showing
lance is kept alive. He feels it to be a their selfishness in a manner to give of·
question of life and death, and if he is fense.
wise, lays hold upon it, as upon the work
They to whom the occupation of life is
of salvation.
The greatness and urgency nothing but enjoyment,
may become
of his work therefore lIerve him to its ac· worldly to such a degree, as to drive out
complishment.
Many fail to do it, and all thoughts of God and religion, except
are ruined, but by many it is faithfully so far as the church may be a fashionable
accomplished, as I trust it will be, by all resort, without being suspected of an ir·
those who may hear me this day.
religious life. They to whom laughter
But with woman the case is different.and mirth are so becoming, and upon
In the departments of life, where those whose lips the words of serious conversa·
who now hear me walk, the question is tioll seem almost out of place, may be im·
not of virtue or vice, of sobriety or in· mersed in frivolous and idle pursuits, un·
temperance, of honesty or fraud. That til they are incapable of loving anything
question is settled by the circumstances of else, without danger of being called silly
life and the restraints of society. She or heartless.
And so it happens, not un·
shrinks with horror from the world's ini·1 frequently, that many pass from the days
quities, of which she knows almost noth· of girlhood, to those of womanly years,
ing, and to which her thoughts are seldom without maturity of 'character, and com·
turned. Let it be so always. Let there pletely unprepared for the real duties of
still be a part of the human family, from woman's life. The transition is very sud·
whose eyes human deformity is veiled.den, from the entire freedom from care, to
Let it be woman's privilege not only to a multitude of little vexations, which try
be free from the contagion of the world's the temper, to the responsible duties of
iniquity, but to be ignorant, except so far wife and mother, for which the whole
as her own safety requires, the knowledge strength of a mature character is requir·
of its existence.
ed. Then, too often, she finds how much
But does it follow that she has no faults she has been mistaken in herself, and her
to correct or to avoid?
Are there no friends find, with equal disappointment,
wrong tendencies of character, because how m,uch they have been mistaken in her.
they are likely to be checked before they She craves undivided attention, and not
reach their worst development?
Such iSI receiving it, is vexed and impatient.
She
not the estimate of sin given by the Gos·l expects uninterrupted enjoyment, and not
I
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1inding it, is dis.contented and full of com· can discern 1'1'0 sin in youthful gayety, or
plaint.
Her temper, which seemed so in that gl.ad merriment of heart, so natugentle, is found to be quick and petulant; ral to those wl:o are free from care .. We
her.disposition, which in the sunshine w~s do nt'lt expect nor desire at the age of six.
'so sweet, proves to be, under the common teen, the stillness and sobriety of threetrials of life, harsh and sour. Her Jriend· score years. It would be both unnatural
'Ship is invaded by envy, her love is ~o ex· and un amiable. But we may neverthe.
~cting that it continually finds food for less concede that a touch of little more
jealousy, and the result is, at the best, the seriousness, a gentle shade of reflection,
very common.place character of a world· improves the fairest face and gives to the
ly·minJed and ~elfish woman, whom it is most eloquent eye greater persuasiveness.
difficult to love, and impossible to res· There must be beauty of mind shining
pect. It is the natural result of a char· ~through the features, or they soon become
acter unformed, and of a mind undiscip' ~insipid and uninteresting.
Still more:
lined in early life. It is the natural, and there must be religious principle and the
not the extreme development of those earnest effort to form the character in the
selfish and worldly tendencies, which her heavenly graces, or the experience of af.
early education, as frequently conducted, tel' life. will show that the laughter was
is mQst likely to create.
~
like the crackling of thorns, and that
Let the yOllng lady pause for a few mO: childhood and youth, with all their mer.
ments, and with serious reflection, ask riment, are but vanity.
herself, how large a part of her time is
It should also be remembered that the
.given to amusement, or tQ the prepara· influence of woman is very great when
tion for it, which is sometimes her only she is young and beamiful. Although
labor, and how small a part to anything she is not herself exposed, as a general
that couLd be called self·education and reo thing, to the danger of great iniquity, her
ligious improvement.
How large a part influence is very -great upon those in whose
is given to the adornment of her person, ~path the temptation lies. The standard
and how slllall to the adornment of her $ of morality among men is to a considela.
mind. With how great eagerness she pre· ble extent fixed by woman. There are
pares herself for the balI- room and thea- few men who will not admit that their
tre, and with what languor for the church. Lraining, either in virtue or vice, has been
V,That diligen t cllre she takes that her steps to a great degree according to the female
may be rightly trained for the mazy and! ir;fluences, under which their early lives
intricate and sometimes objectionabLe were passed.
dance, and how thoughtless she is whether
In my lectures to young men, I said,
her feet are walking in the pathway of duo that it depends'upon them to elevate the
ty, of propriety and religion. I cannot tone of public sentiment, and to advance
but think that many, who are nOl purpose- the cause of puhlic morality in this city;
ly living bad lives, would be improved by that it is for them to say, whether intem.
such reflection.· They would discover per· perance and other forms of sin shall can.
haps th.at their lives, without being bad, tinue to increase among us, or daily be.
may be exceedingly unprofitable.
They come less; that the moraL character of Our
will certainly see that a life which is little 1young men is the moral character of our
else than a varied routine of idle pleas.l city, and that the one can be elevated only
ures, of trivial cares and useless occupa· by elevating the other. I believe that
tions, is but.a .poor preparation fof' the duo this is strictly true-but
perhaps there is
ties of a Christian woman.
an influence behind that, equally to be
You know that my views upon such i regarded. Our y?ung m.en give character
subjects do not incline to aust~rity.
I! to the city, but who gIves character to
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them for good or evil?
At what shrine is favor-by
leading them into extravagance,
their allegiance first offered, and whose is i or to frivolous amusements,
to the wasfe
that persuasive voice which it is, humanly
of time, and to false ideas of respectabilspeaking,'impossible
for them to resist?ity-nor
to the fascination
which
sfre
Very ofteh, before religion has placed its sometimes throws around the first steps of
restraining
hand :lpon them, before they intemperance.
Such subjects
will have
hav~ adopted any fixed principle
of life, their proper place in otherlectures.
Vlc
the direction to their whole lives is given are speaking now of general influence-by an influence which they have felt, al· the influence which she exerts by her real
though it was scarcely discerned.
They character,
by her ideas upon religious aud
may trace their saL·ation or th'eir ruin, for moral subjects
expressed
by words and
this life and the life to come, perhap~, to conduct. ' Every woman, whose mannen'!
the smile of encouragement,
or the gentle· are at all attractive,
is exerting such an
expression
of reproof, with which their influence
wherever
she goes, to a degree
fitststep in folly was encountered.
I would which it is impossible
to estimate.
In
hot willingly excite a srriile upon a subject every circle she fixes a standard
of moso serious, nor turn the solemnity of these\ rality, above which few men care to rise.
great interests into the channel of merri· ~vVoman's perception
of virtue is gelleralment; but it has been so truly said that it ly understood
to be more nice than that
may be seriously repeated--thcre
is little of men; and what satisfies her is sure to
hope of reforming young men and keep· meet with th.eir approval,
and generaHy
ing them in the path of virtue, unless we speakin.g, t.hey will not come quite up to
begin by reforming
young women,
and the mark.
If she speaks lightly of religteaching them to give their best influence ~ion, they will bla3pheme it. I f she is deto the cause of goodne~s anel. sobriety
v.ote~ to pleasure,. they will enter into dis"You
may rely upon It," salC] a young slpatlon.
If she.18 heartless.
they will
man to me not long since, and he was one be unprincipled.
If she treats
temperw.ho had felt the influence
of which he ance as a joke, they will regard intoxica·
spoke, "you may rely upon it, that if tion as a pardonable
fault.
What I now
they mix the drink for us, we will not reo say may be mortifying
to the pride of
fuse to tak~ it. If their lips first touch 1 such, but it is true.
·We seldom rise quite
the glass, we are sure to drain it. If they ~up to the standard
of. morality
and relig·

I
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evidently think us better company, when
our tongues
are loosene~ by wine, and
join in the laugh when we tell them of
our follies, ministers may as well stop their
preaching,
unless they can go a step fur.
ther back, and begin at the right pl~ce."
It is quaintly said, and has the air, at

ion which woman holds pefore us.
vV (}
never rise above it.
In this respect, she
is the law·giver
and we are the subjects.
The only hope for the moral advancement
of society,
is to keep woman in the advance guard.
Let her point the way and
lead it, and the right progress is secured.

:first, of being half ludicrous, half satiri-l
cal; but I fear that it is more than half
true.
The influence
of the young lady
and her consequent re~ponsibility
is very
great.
That influence IS often thrown on
the side of immorality and irreligion, sim·
ply because she does not think of it ad
all.
.
.
VJ'e do n?t speak now of specific ac·
tions, by which she often throws tempta·

But she must do it not by words only,
but by actions.
The influence must cqme,
if at all, from her real character.
Does
she love virtue and goodness?
Does she
respect religion arId seek to make it the
law Of her own life?
Is she striving to
conform her heart and her conduct
to the
divine law of Jesus Christ?-then
will her
natura!. influence be strong and availing
on the right side.
Otherwise,
whatever

!
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her occasional words may be, and whatev·
He sees the growin~ ranks vf the redeemed
er degree
of horror
she, may express from every kindred and people.
For all •
against
some gr!=lat iniquity,
or against these is he to bear the cross and endure the
sOme poor creature
whose first steps in shame.
For these is the crown of thorns
folly were taken under her direction,
but 1 to lacerate his brow, and the knotted scourge
who is now, by drunkenness,
made unfit ~to tear his flesh.
'fheir sins he bears, their
for her renned society,-her
inconsistency
griefs he carries on his interceding breast.
ill plainly appear, and men will see that) Through him is the voice of pardon to reach
it i,;; not the iniquity which she condemns,
them, and the peace of God to be shed
so much as its vulgarity and grossness.)
abroad in their souls.
How stupendolls an
There is but one way for any.of us to interest hangs around this hour!
He has
exert a true influence,
and that is by be- uttered the testament of love, and is going
ing true and faithful in ourselves.
Espe· ~to seal it with his blood.
It is "a night
cially is this so with woman, because hy- ~much to be remembered
unto all generapocrisy iplllnatural
to her, and her real tions."
"And it will be rememllered,"
wa
feelings almost sure to appear.
may s~ppose our Savior to have said.
"My
. Let this, therefore,
be the reflection disciples in every age will look back to this
with which my present lecture concludes.
hour to learn the depth of my humiliation
"The mOl al and religious interests of soci· and the fervor of my love. 'They will re<ety aTe in the hands of woman, and the vert to these words of mine, when they are.
'Only way by whi.ch she can conduct
men smitten of God and afflicted.
My voice
Tight is to be right herself.
For"
favor w~1Ivibrate t? the end of time, saying to the
is decei tful and beauty j s vain, but a wo- tned and stricken evel ywhere, Let not your
man who feareth the Lord,
~he shall be hearts be troubled,-believe
in me,-in
my
praised."
, father's house are many mansions.
And
now I am to be offered up a sacrifice to my

l
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own quendl1ess

love.

Let those, for whom

1 I die,

love me as I have loved them.
Let
"how th, Lord's death till he come.-l CorinthiaDsxi. 2,6.~ them know how sore an angllish weighs me
It is an hour of love. The toils. of death down in view of their guilt and woe, and
.are spread for the great Teacher.
The JlOW deep their names are engraven on the
traitor hus commenced his plotting.
The palms of my hands and on' my heart; and
great council of the nation have decreed
they will, they must love me."
that Jesus shall die. He knows that his
Full of these emotions, with the simplichour has come,-that
the s1:epherd is to be ity of true and deep feeling, be seeks no
smittEn, and the sheep sCllttered.
Regard- far-fetched memorial of the interview,--he
4ess of his own sufferings, but full of tender institutes no pompous ceremony; but takes
solicitude for his disciples, h~ gathers the) the bread and the wine before him, breaks
faithful few around the paschal table, and! and pours them, gi ves them to his disciples
there pours forth -over them his love, his ,.and says,-"Thus
do ye in remembrance of
,counsels, and his prayers, in words of the' me. Thus perpetuate
this hour of love,
most thrilling pathos, which ffillsthave made renew its memory, ponder on its hallowed
e.ven the traitor's beart die within him, and i communings.
When I have ascended on
which alone will suffice to account for t.he ~high, and you are treading after' me the
agony of remorse that seized him, when he deep vale of humiliation, or the flinty path
found Lis crime committed
past rccall.of the world's scorn and hatred, thus recall
As often as ye eat this bread, aod drink th;. cup, ye do

l

~ot for them alone does Jesus pray; but for my love and kindle yours.
And when you
those who shall believe on him t'hrough their shall preach the word of the kingdom from
,:orcl.
He looks far ~01V1l. tbe vista. ofj city to ci:y, and gather here and ~here a littUlle, and far-off generations use pefore him. ~tIe flock III the name I f the desphsed Naza-
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rene, .tell them of thls festival of love, let world sustain him, where he often,I'etS'forthem In memory of me act over the scene, 5 bearance give place to wrath, fretful nesS'
and, as they recall my prayers and'counsels, cloud his brow, and discontent rankle in
and muse sadly on my broken bedy and his heart. Some come from neglected famflowing blood, hreak for them the bread and i1yaltars; some from want and misery which
pour the cup, as I do now. Thus, when they have known without relieving; some
the world liaS grown old, and the time ar- from en11sof religious charitJ' to which they
rives that it should pass away,-when I have lent no ear; some without an effort,
shall stand at the latter day upon the earth, since we last met, to hasten the fulfillment
not, as now, in the weeds of poverty and of the prayer we always offer,--"Thy kingsorrow, but in the glory of the FatheI' and dom come." HoW'cold and languid has the
hjs holy angels,-~hall I find those here who flow of our devotion often been! How
still keep the feast, and show forth their much imperfection, how large an admixture
Lord's death till he come."
of inferior and unworthy motives, mingles;
Such is the request,-such
the memorial with our holiest seasons and our best servi-the
dying ,wish of our best friend,-of
ces! How ofteb doeR the shadow of self
him who suffered for us then, and intercedes come in between our own spirits, and both
for us and loves us still. :tet us now con- our brother whom we have seen, and our
sider the disposition of mind'and heart with Father whom we have not seen! How vawhich it becomes us to approach the holy rious, how heavy, hpw humilialing, the burtable.
den, ''I'hich we, communicants, bellr to the
1. We should come with deep humility. footstool of Divine mercy, when we lift our
For who are we, who thus meet to commem- united supplicati'on, and say,-"Father,
orate the Savior? Most or all of us, I tru,t, forgive us, take away our sins, and make us'
have felt something of the power of his all that thou wouldst 113veus!"
death and resurrection.
Bur .from what
Witl1 all these frailties, we come hither to
experiences of life have we come hit.her? commune with one who boJle part in our
From homes and from paths of duty, in temptations and trials, yet knew no sin,which Jesus has been constantly with us? with one for whom no shadow of self ever
Or rather, in this holy presence, must not lay across t.he path of duty, or between him
confession precede thanksgiving with tne and the throne of the Most Hrgh. W ~
most faithful of us? One comes to the- al- come to measure our spirits with his,-to
tar from an active and busy life, in which make his piety and love the standard for
the love of gain has often been the over· ours,-to try the question, whether we are
mastering principle, and selfishness has like or unlike him, and, if like him, hoW'
usurped the place of brotherly love. Here nearly resembling him, and in what traits,
is another, in the main a careful and faithful still lacking kindred wit.h him. This selfwife and mother, who yet, when troubled comparison, we ought to make, whenever
about many things, has sometimes forgotten i we come to the table of the Lord. Wethe good part, and let worldly cares shut ~hould admit him as Judge into the recesses.
out God and heaven from bel' thoughts ..- of our hearts, and listen with reverence for
Here is one in the flush of youtn, who at the sentence that he may pass upon us.times ha~ loitered over long, or transgressed Did we bow at the altar in conscious lowlithe bounds of Christian s@berDess,in the ness,-did
we, while owning the Savior's
pursuit of mere gratification, has spqjrned love, behold in truthful hues our own neglithe yoke of duty when its weight was felt, gence and sin,-did godly SOlrow fol' what.
and cast away the cross when it began to be we hav~ not attained blend with our thanksa burden. Another has left a home, where givings over the emblematic bread: and cup~
he finds it hard to preserve the meek and I did we, making a mirro!' of our Lord's counserene aspect in which the eyes of the 1 tenance, get the just reflection of our own
I
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characters,-as many days as these commu- good Shepherd had called back from their
nion seasons lie apart, so many Sabbath- mad wanderings,and healed of their infirmiday's journeys on the path to heaven would ties. And then, as years passed, what inthey mark, and each would be a starting- ward gladness and gratitude must have
point for a yet higher aim, and a yet more beamed from the countenances of the little
vigorous pu rsuit of treasures incorruptible children, on whom the Lord's hands had been
and eternal..
l ~a~d in blessing, as t~ey came for~a.rd to
2. While we come to the altar with deep JOIOthe company of hiS professed disciples!
self-abasement, let us come also with senti- How must the Master's form and face have
ments of gratitude to Jesus personally, for been portrayed before the inward eye of
what be bas done and suffered in our be- each and all! How closely felt must have
half. This is not a season for general been his spiritual presence with them! And,
praise, prayer, and meditation, or for the as each told his own story of the Saviour's.
contemplation of duty, virtue, and piety in compassion and love for him pers.lOally, as
the abstract. But one image should be they retraced one and another of the scenes
before our minds,-that
of a loving, suffer- when they had been with him on the lakeiog, interceding Redeemer, considered as side or in the desert, and especially when
standing in the closest personal relation to one of the chosen twelve unfolded the dread
l1S,as the medium of God's best gift~, as mystery of sorrow and agony on the night
the friend and benefactor of each of us in- on which he was betrayed, I can almost see
dividually. It was with emphasis thatJ esus the furtive eye turned to the closed door, in
said,-" This do in remembrance of me." expectation of his visible appearance among
In other religious services, while we recog- them, saYlOg,-"Peace be unto you."
nize him as our Mediator, his and our comBut are these communion seasons never
mon Father is the direct ohject of regard. to be repeated, and these dear remembranHere, though all is to the glory of God the ces never to be recalled? Far from it.Fatber, our vows and thanksgivings should They were what ours ought to be,-seasons
pause and linger on their way to the eternal of personal remembrance and gratitude for
throne, to retrace the steps and rehearse the the great things that the Lord has done for
love of Jesus, and to dwell with a prolonged us individually. If we are in our true place
and intense regard on the benefits, of which at the altar, he has done great things for
. he has been made the sole agent and alll).o- us,-greater things than those outward mirnero
acles, for which we imagine such heartI love to go back in fancy to those early swelling praises to have gone forth. He has
commuOlon seasons, when the apostles them- done more than to awaken us to a dying
selves broke bread from house to house, life; he has breathed into our souls a life to
and 1~hen often there might not have been which there is no death. He has done
one present who had not talked with Jesus, 1 more than to raise us from the couch of
sat at meat with him, and received special chronic illness; some of us, we trust, he
favors directly from his hand. At such a has cleansed from old iniquities, and rescene, there may have frequently met Laza- stored our palsied powers and diseased affecrus of Bethany and the widow's son of Nain, tions to health and soundness. He has
both "recalled upon earth to testify the pow-l done more for us than to pronounce a blesers of Heaven," made mortal again to bear sing on our infant heads; for many of us
witness of immortality. There may the his blessing rested always on our very cramaniac of Gadara and the' grateful Samari- dles, his baptism was on our spirits when
tan leper have told, each in his turn, what they first unfolded, his gentle influences
great things the Lord had done for him.were shed all around'.our infancy and childThere, too, met the self-made maniacs, and hood, and have never for a moment left us,
the victims of spiritual leprosy, whom the except when by our own perverseness, we
I

I
I
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have shut them out, or grieved them away.
His image blends, or ought to blend, with
every comfort, hope, and joy.
There is
not a gift of Providence which he does not
sanctify for our use, not a sorrow in which
his words of peace are not breathed for us,
not a cup of consolation or gladness mingled for usby the Father, \yhich he does not
help fill.
Now, why did not God rain down righteousness upon us? Why, instead of sending his spiritual favors as he does the dew
and the summer'shower,
did he give them
to us through the hands of a Mediator?-Was it not that he might make that Mediator
a central object of reverence, lo've, and gratitude, and fix our hearts upon him with the
warmest devotion, so that, when we lifted
our thanks to the Father of all, we might
praise him, not only for his gifts, hut even
more for that chosen Son and elder Brother
through whom he had bestowed them?
Let
us, then, prepare at the holy table inwardly
to recount' our Savior's benefits to us.Ought not each of us to be able to make
such grateful acknowledgments
as these ?-"This virtue I learned of him on the Mount.
That sin he rebuked in me, as he taught by
the Sea of Galilee.
This spiritual grace I
have copied from the living law which he
held forth.
H'is meekness has made me
gentle.
His prayer for his murderers has
taught me to forgive.
I mourn with hope
for my pious kindred; for his words at the
tomb of Lazarus give me peace,
I bow
with submission under trial, I take the bittel' cup without repining, I murmur not when
the cross is laid upon my shoulders; for I
have watcbed with him in Getbsemane, and
have trodden with him the path to Calvary,
Death has no terror for me; for I have seen
his countenance in dying,
Eternity is full
of hope for me; for it is lighted by rays from
his broken sepulchre."

SUPPER.

pathy with those of our own little flock, but
here especially let our hearts go forth beyond our own inclosure, and extel\,d a sincere fellowship to all that love the Lord J esus, under whatever form or creed they
worship.
Nor let our communion be with
those on earth alone.
Heaven and earth
lie, with regard to each other, as did the
holy place and the holy of the holies in the
old Jewish temple, close together, andyeta
thick veil between them, which veil Jesus
came to rend away, and will rend it utterly
away in the latter days for all who shall
dwell upon the regenerated
earth.
If the
veil is ever parted now, may it not be, ought,
it not to be, at the festival of him ~ho is
Lord both of the living and the dead,-in
whom the whole family, in heaven and.on
earth, is one? If there is a point of close
union bet.ween the two world~: must it not
be on heaven's part, should It not be on
ours, at this our special meeting-time with
him whom the Church above and below
unite to reverence?
Nay, with regard to
some, the veil almost visibly divides.
We
can almost see with the bodily eye the revered forms, the benignant faces, of those
fathers and mothers in Israel, who loved
thiS sanctuary at the very gate of heaven;
and with them come back, in lifelike remembrance, many who went behind the veil
in the full prime of usefulness and piety,-many. too, who to mortal' eye faded as the
summer flower, but whom faith beheld passing from the outer courts to the inner sanctuary of tbeir God.
Let these communing!>
with heaven be cherished
as among the
c.hoicest means of lifting us above grovelling cares and petty sorrows, of sustaining
us in arduous duty and elevated devotion,
and making our daily conversation, where
our best treasures and unfading hopes are,
in heaven.
4. Finally,

we should

meet at the holy

3. Let us, also, approach the holy table,
table, not only as friends of the Redeemer,
as a place of enlarged communion with the but as feIJow-workers with him,-as
those
members, no less than with tbe Head,--with
on whom his parting command has rested,
all who bear the name. and breathe the spir- and who are pledged to sustain his cause
it of our Master.
Not only let there be and extend his reign upon earth.
The
peace, cordial good-will, and intimate sym- prayer, "Thy kingdom come," should here

I
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be offered with peculiar fervor, and with the
earnest resohe
tbat it shall come in part
through our own instrnmentality.
We here
commemorate the great work of redemption j
shall not we hear part in it? We render our
thank-offering
to him whose name was Jesus-he shall save; sball we not 'labor with
him in the saving of souls?
I have sometimes

thought,
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which he ever lives to intercede.
Let vows
and purposes of faithfulness to the work
which he has given his ({hurch to do mingle
I with the
solemnities of every approacbing
I communion
season.
And may we so eat
and drink at his table, discerning th., Lord's
body, that thp, bread may nourish us, and
the cup strengthen us,for a walk of growing
duty, piety, and love.-Dr.

from the apa-

Peabody.

thy of so many professed Christians to the ~
great work of the Savior and his Church, ~
that the flow of their reflections at the altar
What should I Read?
must be directly the opposite of alltbis,"The following passage we quote from
that many a self-complacent communicf)flt,
a letter to a young friend on the subject of
with a sunny smile upon his countenance,
and with a really grateful and benevolent
cast of feeling, yet with a most unchristlike
narrowness
of spirit, may say to himself,
as tbe consecrated elements arc distributed
-"How
mercifully are we surrounded
by
bulwarks of salvation lind walls of praise!'
How kindly are we cared for, wit.h the word
of truth regularly dispepsed, and t.he feast
of love spread in its due season, with no
weary length to go that we may worship
God, with nO'sacrifice to make for the truth's
sake, with no form 01' mode of self-denial,>
in order that we may win Christ and be
found in him!
All that we h'lve to do is to
sit quietly on the favoring tide and float to
heaven."
These thoughts
may pass, and
the communicant
may deem. tbem pious
thoughts, and may go away imagining that
he has had a season of refreshing from the
Divine presence; while yet there has not
been a single outgoing of spirit for a world
lying in ignorance and sin, not a single purpose of effort or of charity in any cause of
human progress or redemption, not a sbadowy idea that Christ has establisbed a bond
of sacred obligation between the well nourished and the hunge,ring and thirsting spirit.
Brethren, we have not thus learned Christ.
Let us not, tben, in heart and in practice re. cejve him thus.
By his appointment,
every
disciple is a missionary of his cross, bound
in son)e way or form, by prayer, hy influence, by effort, by the mite or the talent,
as God shall endolY him, to urge on the
cause in which the Savior died, and for

Reading:"You could scarce ask me a harder
question,
than the one you now ask,
'What books should a young man read be-.
tween the ages of eight~en and twentyj four?'. It is puzzling
to answer such
questions,
not only because no two per·
sons ought to go through the same course
of reading, but because we study, not to
heap up so much miscellaneous
knowledge, but to lea rn those things of which we
are peculiarly
ignorant, and to cultivate
those of our faculties which most require
it. While, therefore,
I may be able to
advise you very well, knowing you as I
do, I am wholly unable
to advise your
brother; and as to giving hints adapted to
all, I would SJoner turn quak, and give
one dose for all constitutions
and all dis·
eases; for I think it better to trifle thus
with the body than the soul.
But there
are some remarks which will apply equal.
ly to all persons and all COUises, and to
some of these I will ask your thought.
"I would first, then, say, never read
without an object. If you have ever been
called on to study with reference to the
attainment
of some definite end, you will
remember that what you thus learned reo
mained with you long after most that you
read had been forgotten.
Not alone be·
cause you went deeply into it at the time,
but because it was in. your mind so asso·
ciated and incorporcted
with many other
subjects, that it is easily brought back
again in after life.
Do not, then, read

I
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vaguely and without purpose;
know what
to expect from your book before you begin
it; and at every step, see what bearing
what you have read has upon the points
before you.
Many men read every thing
twice,-once
to find out what to read for,
and again, to learn what is to be learned,
Read, therefore, few very new books, the
merits and objects of which you know
nothing about; wait till you know where·
of the last publication
treats, and how it
treats it.

I READ?

so often remember to have seen, but can·
not think where.
"I will now call your mind to a ques·
tion, which every systematic
reader must
ask himself,-Shall
my reading be can·
fined to one or two subjects until I am
thorough in them, or shall it be general
and superficial?
Most whoss advice you
would follow, would, I think, advise the
1 first; for my own ~art, I am in favor,of
the last course.
It IS true, that superficial
knowledge
should
be avoided where it
I

"N

t I
Id d'
t
db
can be;' but to my mind, the true question
ex,
wou
a vIse you
a rea
y",
,
I h
k
IS tlus,--Does
It best become
a bemg des·
ave nown
tined for eternity to gain a broad view of
many sc h 0 I aI's w h a h a d never rea d a b 00 k
that he can know, though a very im·
th roug h' m th' ell' I'Ives, except, 0 f course, ~all
l
'
~perfect one, or one more narrow and more
th ose 0 f mere amusement.
I n t I]IS way
' I
h I
f
perfect?
If youlook into what IS said In
you ge t campara t Ive y woe,
not rac't
I'
d b th 'd
f
favor of thorough studies, you will find
IOna VIews, an
a
Sl es 0 a q ues·
,them
upheld, generally,
as the means to
t'IOn; you may t h us escape partylsm,
par,
"
,
"
l't
d'
gam
worldly
power
or
dlst1nctlOn;
and,
t la I y, an narrow notIOns.
, ,
.
when thIS IS not the case, they are can·
"In the third place, I would recommend
tended for by those who have little or no
you not to commonplace
your reading,
faith in the doctrine,
that our studies,
but to ~liink it over, digest it, and, if you i habits,
and occupations
here will affect
have time, reduce your own views, ob-I our fate hereafter.
But to m'e it is clear
t~inE\~ from what you have r~ad" to wri· that all the powers and capacities
of the
tmg, 10 a bl,ank book,
The t~JnkIng,l~ay
man are more perfectly developed,
and
be do~e. while you are wal~mg,
waltmg brought out in better proportion,
by gaintea, slttmg over the ~re, or 1Jl attendance ling an outline
merely of all knowledge
for. ~n unpunctual
fn,end,
~he secret of within our reach, than by pursuing
any
wntmg much and easIly conSIsts, I fancy, one branch of knowlcdO'e into all its de.
in sitting down to write with your thoughts tails' and the ridicule °and scorn which
~lread~ in your mind, instead of fishing have' been
heaped
upon
'smatterers,'
III the mkstand
for them.
though it may properly apply to those who

sul''Jject S, no t b y va. I urnes.

I
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"My fourth piece of advice is, to draw go from subject to subject without purpose
up for yourself a systematic list of all the and without system, cannot, with justice,
subjects
of human knowledge,
made as fall upon students who go perfectly as far
particular
as you please, , By a glance at as they go, and &top because they perceive
this you may see at once how little you ~the inutility
01 going farther,
Some one
know; may refresh your knowledge
ad subject, it is true, will become the promiyour ignorance,
and see to what subjects
nent one in every man's mind, and it is
you most need to turn your attention.
rigbt it should be so, for every man owes
"Lastly,
I would say, keep by you a
blank boole, arranged
as an index, in
which you can enter references to those
many passages and facts met with daily
by a student, which have no immediate
connection with the subject of the work
in which they are found, and which we

it to the world, to extend, in some direction, the circle of knowledge,
if it be in
his power;
but the prominence
differs
from the entire predominance
of one'sub·
ject.
A man may carry his researches in
natural or mental ph.ilosophy, history or
1 natural history, beyond the common line,

WHAT SHOULD I READ?

and yet by no means give up other subjects.
This has been done by some of the
most eminent men in all branc\les,--Milton, Newton.
Locke, Coleridge, Goethe.
If you read the works of Coleridge, for
instance,
you will find oontinual references to all branches of natural and political
science,
and will see that from
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you far wiser to gain this smattering than
to give the time spent in its gain to becoming perfect and thorough
in the dates of
history, or the minute facts of statistics.
"But, while 1 advise a large field of
study: I beg you to guard against the too
current practice of making a very imperfeet knowledge of a subject enough, what-

these he has drawn many of his most ad- 'I ever chances may occur for increasing
it.
mirable
illustrations,
and gained from I would be content with imperfection,
be·
them that breadth and unity of thought cause g~neral perfection is impossible;
but
which must ever distinguish
him, despite
be as thorough as you can be, and never
his many faults; and the great German i.s think that you know enough of a subject
a still more striking instance.
~when opportunities
offer to increase your
"But the habit of general and systemat·
knowledge
of it. There is an essential
ic study is by no means common, among difference between the man that is content
either great or small men.
We are apt, with a scant view of the whole now, be·
if lawyers, physicians,
or clergymen,
to cause he hopes to perfect that view hereread upon no subject as W2 should read, after, and the Ulan that is content with it
except that belonging
to our profession,
because he cares to know no more.
and seldom upon that.
Other
subjects
"One
more remark,
and I close;
in
we take up for amusement,
and lay them choosing your subject of study, have your
down again to re ume or not as occasion
eye ev~t upon the great l:uth that should be
occurs.
This I would advise you never our gmde In every pursUIt, and a full, everto do. If a work on botany or bioaraphy
present, ever-influential faith, in which is the
falls in your way, do not louch it, ~nless
beginning, and body, and end of all philosyou see that you can pursue that 6f which ophy,-the
truth that we are immortal
it treats to some purpose;
~nd, above all spirits.
Having this in view, you will not,
things, eschew the habit of standing about as some do, spend years in ~cq uiring knowla library or reading. room" dipping
for a edge that cannot have any mflllence, as far
moment into this book or that review, and as we can see, upon the eternal interests of
then turning to another.
yourself or others.
Having this in view,

I

1
I

I
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"Reviews are at times of great use, be. you will never narrow your reading to the
cause they compress knowledae
and give newspapers and magazines of the day; nor
references, and also because th~y excite an yet despise them, for they are your only
interest in subjects that, but for them, we! means of communicatio~
with the gr~at
might never approach;
but they are, to the j mass of your fellows.
It IS for want of faIth
student, edged tools, to be used with great i in this trllth, that the lawyer becomes a
caution.
mere lawyer, the politician a devotee to the

l

"1 would

say, then, let your reading be
general, but by 110 means promiscuous or
vague. You may Iearn enough of nature
to have the God of nature always before!

small interests of the time, and the. tradesman a bondman of trade.
Keep thIS truth,
then: ever b~fore yo~, by atte~dance on
publIc worsh~p, by private devotion, by the
study of Scripture, by the study of nature,
you, t 0_ va 1ue a II th a t h e h as mal I e ' an d b y rt' flectmg
.
upon your own powers,
and
from hIS wor~s, to learn the many lessons going over again in thought your past life,
of mercy, faith, love, and. courage that in the opportunities and changes of which
they were meant to teach, and yet be w hat ~ou may see the hand of God school.in~ you
men will call a smatterer;
for you need Jor the fut~re, as clearly as you see It In tha
.
stars of D1ght, the clouds of noonday, or
know few names, and be Ignorant of many the plan and formation of your own body."
iitandard
authors.
But 1 should
think -J. H. Perkins.
I
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EXCERIITS

Excerpts

But love

the

NEW

tra~rsing

AND'OLD.

since

we left our Mother's

pa·

taught us! vilion? and will not the gaining of every
mean by lone only bring us nearer and nearer
to
Christ.the Mount
Zion we were started
for,
torments
whose gates are pearl, whose walls are salI

us wi th and for our sins.-

casts out

I ~~~~~~~~~-

THINGS

of Th~ng5 New and Old.

Some men think that fear first
God; hut this is a mistake, if 'we
it God the Father
revealed in
F'ear brings us ~o ~ devil, who
and punishes

OF

fear and

vation"

and whose streams

are Love?

drives
DEATH TEACHES LOVE.

a'way the devils, for "love is of God and
Who can live in an unreconciled
en.
God is love."
Ghosts do not more eel" mity with any human brother, and still
tainly retreat before the advancing
light, retain a religious sense of the sudden sunthan devils
fly befor,e the approach
of dering 01 all earthly ties, that may take
Christ,
who reveals the pardon of sin place at any hour?
Who would keep ~he
and offer~ the means
of amendment.wounds of unquenched
anger open to gIve
When God's love occupies the heart, and a ten.fold sharpness
to the death sting?
the thought that God is mine and I am his, Who would reserve for himself bitter weep.
takes free possession,
there is reveal~d to ing over the grave of the injured?
"Then
us a piety of the heart-the
greatest .of! let not the sun go down on thy wrath,"
all piety-which
allows no pI ace for ~e~. for it may shine upon the shroud of thine
ils, or fear, or misanthropic
hell: fo.r It I.S~enemy, or upon thine own.
Death will
the true Sbekinah that fills all WIth Its dl- \ soften the faults we complain of; and how.
vine presence.
Unfortunately,
the majority
ever we have blamed the living, we will
of us, and the majority who lead our.chu.rch.
feel ourselves guil ty when we stand ov.er
es, have a small development
of thIS pIety. the dead.
Tbtn love will revive; we wIll
We are too apt to speak
of "charity"
long to glaspthe shadowy spirit in one re("agapae") on Sundays, but follow avarice conciling embrace, and ask forgiveness in
tbrough tbe week.
The one is treated as an ear forever sealed, and see the glow of
a weakness,
the other as a virtue.
They returned
affection
upon cheeks
forever
talk of the exceptions to that charity, and pale.
0 who would go hence with such
not of the rule, 'until selfishness
falls to wounds unhealed?
Who would embitter
sleep under the sermon, and dreams, if it the streams of Paradi~e
with the muddy
be even capable of the spiritual
power of waters of fleshly suspicion and strife?a dream, of the great work.shops
of trade Who
would instil the gall of bitterness
and toil, and it wakes up about as. con· 1 into the cup of sorrow, already full, at the
siderate and disinterested
as when It re- grave-side of a fellow· mortal? Then when
turns from the record of a mortga?e or the "we bring our gift to the altar, and there
partition of the stolen goods.
StLlI ther.e remember
that we have aught against a

!

I

is love to be awakened in human nat~re;
and every true prophet has seen the tllne
when all hate shall cease; and the selfish
at last are only the hod.ca.rriers .of the
true lovers of men, who Will bUIld the

1 brother,"
be
be
the
ly

whether it be he or us that is to
blamed, let us leave the gift, and first
reconciled,
and then come and offer
gift, "and a common Father will sUleaccept
it."
Let us not lie down at

of peace and good will, even for niO'ht upon beds that may be made beds
Man's tiny tent of love is first
death, without be~ng at peace with all
pitcheJ upon the smiling plane of mate~. the world and at peace with God.
"For
nal interests,
and though Arab·like,
he IS the Son of man cometh in a day and an
ever wandering,
if he be guided by the; hour when we look not for him," and w~l1
Prince of Peace, he will pitch it at eve? ~appoint to the soul at enmity a place with
night's tarrying, nearer and nearer to hIS 1 unbelievers.
God.
Have not many of us found many i-I
.
an oasis in the long desert we have been ~ It was the instruction
of Jesus
to 11S

temple

the evil.

ot

__

~~

disciples,
to take no thought what, they
should say when brought before accusers
or enemies.
This was intended, some one
will say, for an age of miracles.
So it was,
perhaps; but we may also live in the spirit
of that age, and, therefore, it was intended
for us.
By ~hich Imean, that we have
been in many very trying and embarrassing situations
in our life, and that whenever we have made that rule of Jesus' our
law, we have always spoken more truthfully and more effectively, than when we have
appeared with studied sentences
and logical address.
God's inspiration
has not
yet cellsed, for which let us give thanks.
PRAYER

1_2_5

~F;'.4_"1_r_L_Y_---;--PR-A_Y_E_R_!l_.
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VI! e come
here, 0 our Father!
to lay
the earthly remains of our Brother in the
dust.
Thou hast taken the spirit and left
the clay,' and it is llleet that we, without
murmuring, should surrender itto that out
of which it was originally,
so mysteriously taken.
But we feel,O Father, like
taking a tuft of the green grass beneath
our feet and waving it over these dissolving remains, while we repeat to' our hearts
the inspired words: "All flesh is as grass,
and all the glory of man as the flower of
grass.
The grass withers,
and the flower
thereof
falleth away; but the appointments of God abide forever!"
May we
not hope that, as the grass revives its
greenness
from the death-like
frosts of
winter, so our Brother
shall live in the
Spirit-home
of purified
and refined associations?
Father,
we feel that we must
die; but may we not live in Thee?
We
know tbat all our unions upon earth are
to be separated;
but may they not be reunited in heaven?
Bless our sorrowing
and bereaved
hearts
with
hope,
and
thy name be blessed forever and ever.-Amen.
ED.

lserving our lives; for shielding us from dan
gel'; (or supplying our daily bread; for permitting our attendance on the ordinances of
thy house.
Let it not be in vain that those
of us who have united with thy people in
public worship, have lifted up our thoughts
to God and listened to the voice of instruction.
We fervently pray that whatever
good impressions may have been made upon
us, may be durable; that whatever good resolutions we may have formed may be stead·
fastly kept; that the errors which we have
confesse~ m~y ,be reformed; that every d~vout aspIratIOn, we may,have
breathed m
the sanctuary, may be remembered in the
world, to guard us against temptation,
and
preserve us holy and undefiled.
Help us
all to set our affections on things above.Keep ever in our minds a lively sense of
our responsibilil y to thee.
May we constantly live as in thy world, in thy SIght, as
thy subjects, thy creatures, thy children.Let it be our study at home and abroad, by
day and by night, to love and fear thee as
we ought, and to do those things which are
well pleasing in tby sight.

We acknowledge,
0 thou Father and
judge of men, that we have sinned against'
thee; that notwitbstanding
we have been
contiuued in the world from day to day, and
thy mercies have been borne to us on the
wings of every hour, we have been undutiful and unthankful;
we have often forgotten, and often disobeyed thee.
0 Father,
pardon and reclaim us, and give us that repe~tance which needeth not to be repented
of. Cleanse us from our' secret faults, and
let ~in have no dominion over us. Enable
us to become true followers of thy Son Jesus Christ in all things; to clotbe ourselves
with his humility, purity, and benevolence.
Let thy will, as it was his, be ours also,Like him, may we
about doing good.-May the contemplation of his character,
and imitation of his example, bring us can·
stantly nearer to his own perfection, alld to
Family Prayers.
those mansions of everlasting
happiness
SUNDA.Y )eVENING.
Our Father who art in heaven; accept, we which he has promised to his disciples, and
gone before to prepare for them.
beseech thee, our grateful acknowledgments
Take us, Almighty God, under thy sovefor thy goodness to'ln! this day; for pre·

go
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reign protection.
Make us in soul and ~continually
heard in it. Wilt thou extend
body wholly thine.
Sanctify our domestic thy loving kindness to all our friellds.
Derelations; and strengthen
and purify the light in their happiness
here, and make
bonds of love which join thy servants to- them heirs of the inheritance of the saints
gether.
May the blessings which we re- in the future and eternal world.
ceive from thee, excite our gratitude and
0 thou, whose blessing is on the habitaanimate our obedience.
May those sor- tion of the just, let us be the joyful objects
rows, and privations, and pains, with which of that blessing, now and for evermore.in thy wisdom thou mayest afflict us, be en- Let thy mercy encompass our abode, and
dured with fortitude and resignation,
and follow us in all ollr ways.
Throughout our
improved to our eternal peace.
Watch ~earthly pilgrimage, be thou our guide and
over us during the darkness of this night, comforter; let thy rod and thy staff be our
and the defenceless
hours o'f sleep; pre- support in the valley of the shadow of
serve us from all, dangers; and bring us to death; and lift up the light of thy countethe light of another morning more inclined nance upon us in the regions of eternal
to love thee, and resolved to serve thee, day.
0 God, hear us in thy great mercy;
than we ever have been.
Accept our even-! pity our infirmities;
pardon our sins; and
ing sacrifice of prayer and praise, which from our united hearts accept this tribute of
we offer in the name of Jesus Christ our devotion, through Jesus Christ our Lord.
most blessed Lord and SavIOr. Amen.
Amen.
MONDAY

MORNING.

MONDAY

EVENING.

Great' and giorious Lord our God; we,
0 thou who uwellest in the heavens, but
thy servants, whom thou hast brought tb whom the heaven of heavens cannot consee the light of another morning, prostrate
tain, unto thee do we lift up our souls.-ourselves before tLee, and humbly acknowl-I Thou art n'ever far from anyone of us, and
edge thee as the God of our lives and the we cannot flee from thy presence.
If we
giver of all good.
It is thou who sustain- say, The darkness shall hide us, even the
est us in the defenceless hours of sleep, nightshall be light about us; for the darkand when we awake we are still with thee. ness and the light are both alike to thee.Encompassed by the same care which guar- Thou seest us at this moment, and discernded us by night, we go forth to the occupa- est el'ery thought
and intention of our
tions of the day.
0 God, our trust is in hearts.
Thou art acquainted with all our
thee.
Give us grace 10 perform our duty ways, and there is not a word III our tongues,
faithfully; to use this world as not abusmg but 10, 0 Lord, thou lmowest it altogether.
it; to hold fast our integrity as long as we Let this momentous
truth be deeply imlive; to remember that thou seest us always, pressed upon our minds.
Howeyel' occuand that we must render a final account of pied, and in whatever place or circumstanall that we do to thee, the witness and the 1 ces we may be, may we remember
that
judge of men.
thou art with us; that no fhult which we
We thank thee, 0 most merciful Father, ~commit will be overlooked; no virtue we
for our domestic ties and family blessings. iexercise be unnoticed, and no prayers which
May we, the members of this household,
we utter be unheard by thee, our God.mutually endeavor to discharge our several Encircled in ~by protecling arms, may we
duties to each other with tenderness a~~ 6- ~fear no evil. Encompassed, by thine aw~ul
delity.
Let the gentle and pure SpIrIt on presence, may we dread all sm.
When dlsthe blessed Jesu~ possess our hearts, and couraged by difficulties, let us look up to
influence
our conduct.
Let tranquility,
thee from whom our help cometh;
and
harmony, and love abide in our dwelling,
when distressed by calamity, may we take
and the voict of health and cheerfulness b~ refuge in thy mercy" an~ find peace by stayI

l

l

I
II

POETRy-"RESIGl'lATION,

ing our minds on the eternal One. Thro'
life, may we act always as seeing him who
is invisible, In death, may we find our
consolation in the presence of him, who,
when flesh and heart fail, will be the
strength of our heart and our portion for
ever.
Accept our thanks, most merciful Father,
i\:>rthy great goodness in bringing us to the
clo~e of another day, in the enjoyment of
so many blessings. While we gratefully
receive the gifts of thy bount)', let us not
incur the guilt of loving the creature more
than the Creator, or of laying up treasure
on earth to the neglect of our treasure in
heaven; but help us so to pass through
things temporal, that we finally lose not
things eternal.
Graciously regard whatever of duty we
have this day performed, Forgive whatever has been sinful in us. Let no evil
come near us or our dwelling in the night;
and bring us to the morning rejoicing still
in thy great goodness, and praising thee, the
Father of all mercies, through Jesus Christ
our Lord. Amen.-King's Chapel Liturgy.
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But oftentimes celestial benedictions
Assume this dark disgui8e.
We 8ee bnt dimly through the mists and "apors;
A mid the'e carthly damps
What seem to Uilbut sad, funereal tapers,
May be heaven's distant lamps.
There is no Death! What seems so i~ trari81tion~
This life of mortal breath
Is bnt a 8ubm b of the life elysian,
V\- hose portal we call Death.
She is not dead.-the
But gone unto that
Where she no longer
And Christ himself

child of our atfcction,sehool
needs our poor protection,
doth rule.

In tbat great cloister's stillne8' and seclusion.
By-g'lardian angels led,
Eafe from temptntions-s3.f~ from sin's po:lution,
She live8, whom we call dead.
Day afOOr day we think what 8he is doing
In tbose bright realms of air;
Year after year, her tender steps pursuing,
Bebold her grown more fair.

.

Thus do we walk with her, and keep unbrokcn
The bond which nature g'i.ve8,
Thinking that our remembrance,
though unspoken,
May reach her where shc !lves.
Not as a child 8hall we .gain behold her;
For when with ,apiures wild
In our embraces 'oveagain enfold her,
She will not be a child;

Rut a fair maiden, in her Father's mansion,
Clothed with celestial grace;
And beautiful with all the soul'. expansion
Shall we behold her face.

Selecled for the Christian Magazine.
The following pieces are selecl~d from Longfellow's
And though at times impetuous with emotion
Poems.
H Resignation"
is one of the prettiest and
And anguish long suppre8sed,
8weetest pieces in the English language.
All of Mr.
The .welling heart lieaves moaning like the ocean,
l.ongfdlow's
poetry is replete with beautiful thoughts
That cannot beat rest,and sentiments, which appeal directly to our consciousWe will be patient, and assuage the feeling
ness and meets there a ready respOIlse. He infuses a
We may not wholly sta)';
moral and religions Lone into all his works, which eleBy silence sanctifying, not concealing,
~ate8 and purifie8 Ihe heart.
We are rejoiced Ihat the
The grief that must have S'.way.
United Statt's can claim him as her 80U.
Such men cast
back the aspersion that our race has degenerate,l hy
SIN,
comiog to these we8tern shorcs. We have produced no
":Mall~like is it to fall into sin,
Shak~peare, nor Milton, and 1 migh1. also mention other
Ficnd-like is it to dwell therein,
. illustrious
names; but we may cOD1501e ourselves with
Christ-like is it for sin to g-rieYe,
the rollection that the world bas produced oilly one of
God-like is it all sin to leave."
each c·ass. Yet we can challenge tbe world to produce
little poems more beautiful than the Psalm of Life. ReCREEDS.
eignatioll,Uryant'8
Thanatopsis,or, in fact, many produc- "Lutheran.
Popish, Calvinistic, all these creeds and
tions of our own poets.
doctrines three
"RESIGNATION."
Extant arc; but still the doubt i8. where Christianity may
There i8 no flock, however watched and tended,
"Qe."
Butone dead lamb is there!
CHRISTIAN LOVE.
'ThHe is no fireside, howsoe'er defended,
••Whilom Love was I ike a fire, and warmth and comfort
.But has one vacant chair!
it bespoke,
But, alas! it now i8 quenched, and only bites U8, like the
The air is full of farewells to the dying,
smoke."
And mournings for Ihe dead;
RETRIBUTION.
The heart of Rachel, for her children crl'ing,
"TlJough the mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind
Will not be comforted!
exceeding small;
Thougb with patience ~e stands waiting, with e>:ao\neas
Let U8be patient!
The.e severe afilictions
grinds he all."
l'iiotfrom the ground ariie,

the keenesl
shufts of adversity
with a patience which
those who unders~ood him not accounted asindifferenre,
until he wa~ borne, asthe faithful and waitingfervant.
to
where the ever forming and goodly company of the reo
JAMES A. PORTER.
deemed shall wet"ome us to Ihe Heavenly altar and the
U\i\"hen musing on companions gone
nearer praises of "Him who has abolished
death and
V doubly feel ourselves alone."
brought life and immortality
to light."
He Itaves a
large and i.nteresting family and :1 larger circle of friends
This .a",se of loneliness
was felt by many at the an'
and to renli;r,e that
nunciution
of the death of our townsman,
JAMh:S
A.. and Brethren to feel his departure,
on earth constantly grows more indefi·
PORTER. on the :21st of March, 1853. The eldest
of one their con~ition
Butwe feel-and
weknow they
of the oldest and most respectable
families of the city; nite and fragmentary.
feel-that
we have another
friend in the everlasting
for mallY years intimately and most pleasantly associated
home of the righteons.
~lallY, many relatives
and
with some of its most important
business df'partment~,
Brcthren
whom be loved and with whoen he worshipped
ever courteous,
obliging and confiding in his friend·
on earth, in seasons of trial as well as of succes~, had
ships, his departure
could not fail 10 awal\:ell the deep·
est emotions of tenderness
and regret.
He has IOllg gone before, so that his spiritual ties werc more numer~
"It was gain to depal't."occupied a prominent
and influential
position. and has ous than bi.:; fleshly ones.
though
l]is home is made desolate and
been connected witll trle prosperity and reputation
of And, therefore,
b vaclmt, we will rememthe city, through all the active part of a lifo that had his place in Lbe congregation
reached to fifty-three.
He was kind and open in his !Jer that Jesus has made the gra.ye desolate and vacant
the beloved
who have
IDimnerSj uDcompromisingly
l:onc::t in his dea iugs; also; that it cannot imprison
affectionate alld provident
in his home relations;
,huni- parted from ns; Ihat tlley have but entered into different
ble and hopeful in his Christian faith.
He died in the mansions of the salDe Fatller·s house, and t1lat we are
communion
of 1he Presbyterian
Church, with wbich his still one house, one family, and their exampJe may help
steps
earliest
religiolls
impressions
were associated,
and us to lliQve onward and upward with unfaltering
breathing
a catholic spirit of love and interest for all of iu the path tro,1 by all the faithful, who !Jave only alitt e
us to that divine prer.:ence which dis~
all churches, who are Jiving wilh the hope laid lip for while preceded
penses joy unspeakable
and fuil of glory.
thelll in Heaven,
He often waited upon the in)pp,lfect
minhtra.-tions of our church sanctuary, and ever soemed
deeply interested
ill that chec,lllg and comforting light
ELD. JOEL R. ANDERSON.
which Christianity sbeds upon the struggles
of life and
DEPARTUD this l~fe,at his residence
in V;·illiamson co.,
the darknesB of death.
He has passed behind the veil
'renn., on the 30th day of December,
18:>2, our ml1ch~
and left a mournful chasHI in the til cle of a family and
venerated
brother
in Christ, Joel Anderson,
aged 71
friends of wh:chhe was the central po:nt, around which
years and 4 months.
Fath.er AlJdcr~Oll WIIS a native of
they clustered and revol vel! in sweet and loving harmoCumberlanu
co., Va.~ whenl:ehe cllltgrllted to DavidEon
ny. But they need not be comfortless.
We have reco., Tenn., in ]809. and afterwards
to \'\'illiamson
coun·
ceived a faith 'wllich assures us tilat life's broken ties
ty, where he re~illed until the time of his death.
shall be reunited, and tbe long separaled s!lall he once
Previous
to the 19th year of his age, he became a
more together, and the fellowship
then resumed
shall
melllberof
tbe Baptbt Church, in Wllich he labored
a
llever mote be broken.
0 that we all, with simplicity
zealous and influential
minister for many years.
Upon
of heart and from t!)e depths of our souls, could strive
the first prorhulgation
ortbe Ancient Gospel in Ten nt'S·
more faithfully after the qualifications for that inseparahe, with se\'eral
ble union, tlle foreta.ste of which, even in tllis life, bdars see, as pJ·oc1aimed by the ref of/nation,
others, (,ffibruced it, and united toget:Jer as a congrega.
the rich fruit of faith, piety and love.
Hon at v'rjendsblp~
in this county. of which ho conLinlied afaithful,
unwaverillg
and high'y use-ful member
unlil his death.
MOSES NORVELL.
Strict integrity,
and high mor<ll worth,
formed jhe
"The w~ys of Zion mourn."
prominent
feutures of his char.acter
thron~h
life; and
On Lord's-day eveuing. the 10th of April, afler:hnving
in the church)
of which he was no ideal, or pseudo
enjoyed, in an unusual degree, the ministrations
and member, but a consistent and fa;thful servant of Chrisl.
ordinances
of the sanctuar)', our brother, MOSES NOR- Truly may it be saidof him, that hi; death was a correct
Vl:LL, fell asleep in Jesus, in the 6ith year of his age.
exempli.fication
of the good mau's end.
His conduct
Allhangb
the deatll of our long known
and sincerely
and conversation,
his exhortations
and admonitions
to
loved Christian brotber, come upon ue sudden])', immehis fami.1y. re atives and friends, in his last il/nei's, bore
diately after we had grasped his haud in tbe frie.ndship.
the most ample testimony that he had lost lIO time in the
and fellowship of a cordial and usual Christian love, Jet acquisilion of every traitof character
whirh constitutes
we knew that the death angel had sent his snmmOllS the soldier of Christ.
And 110W that he hLld met his last
befure, 'l.nd his death was 1I0t unexpected.
In the early
earthly enemy, (according
to the promi!"8 of his great
part of our Brotber's life 11ewas extensively
connected
leader,)
he quailed not, but slood firm. evinciog
no
with the business of Ihis city, in which hc had suffered
symptom of fear, yielding a rcady obedience
to the law
soule sad reverses.
Hut for m~wy )'ears his chosen and of NanHe, decreed by Nature's God. "'1'0 him, to die,
cheri"hed
interests were in the church of CiJr;st, with was gain ." A kind husband, an affeetiol1atp. parent, and
whose fortnnes and fellowship,be
bas been directly and a devoted Christian, he has ~one to that rest prepared for
prominently
connected, almost from its organization
in lhe people of God. Surely be shall reap his neward.this place.
There Wt3re none amongst us more regula~
And
in theirattcnda~ce
upon its worship,or
more gratifit..d in,
"'\/{litll us his name shall honored live,
its pear.e atld prosperity; and there is no one whose presThrough long successive ~('ars;
ence will be more missed in the assembly and around the
Embalmed in all that we can g-ive,
table of the nOQse of our God. He was a mall of sincere
Our praises, and our tears."
c.
aud stcadfast friendship;
of sharp but firm and hopefnl
Harbinger please notice.
faith; of cheerful and grateful disposition, and I,ad horJle
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NO. V.

Humility.
lone present testify as to man's opinion of
"Whosoever exaItelh J-.imself shall be himself? Is it not that he is in love with
abased, and whosoever humbleth himself himself. And I am asked is thi. wrong?
shall be exalted." "Be clothed with hu- Must he hate himself? By no means. But
mility, for God resisteth the proud but giv- we have as yet half stated the truth. He
eth grace to the humble."
"Mind not high not only loves himself, but he loves himself
things but condescend to men of low es- above all, beyond all. He loves himself
tate." "If a man thinketh himself to be not in humility but in pride-in desire to
something when he is nothing, he deceiv- rise above all, in the wish to be first, the
eth himself." "He pulleth down the mighty only, the exclusive first. He loves himself
from their seats and exalteth the humble." to the hatred of others-at least to their
"Thus saith the High and the Holy One i neglect. He loves himself to the forget.ting
who inhabiteth eternity: I dwell in the high ,of God, upon whom he depends for life,
and the holy place and with him, also, who breath, and all things. He aspires to exis of a contrite and humble spirit, and who altation and supremacy, at all hazards and
trembleth at my word."
at all sacrifices. He would see a world
As long as self-knowledge is ranked 8S obsequious at his feet ready to adore him.
the highest and most useful of all knowl- From the shop of the artisan to the seat of
edge, so long will humility find its place the President, at heart, we have never
among the first of virtues. The most nat- ceased to aspire. Whoever and whatever
ural, and yet the most neglected object of we are, we desire to be first. The artist
knowledge to man is himself. His attention would be first in his art. The orator would be
in infancy is first directed to himself, and commanding in his eloquence. The geneto himself amid the shadows of age and ral would be victorious, not only over the
infirmity it must again return. Nor can he enemy, but over all rivals. The minister
entirely detach himself from this object.would be chief in the conduct of the affairs
He may separate himself from his friend, of empires. The senator would sway the
from his family, from virtue, and knowledge !Iistening nation. And all rulers wo~ld be
and duty; nay, he may exclude even the supreme.
thought of God, and in his pride or corrupBut not only do we seek supremacy, but
tion deny his existence. But he cannol we seek it by the power of nothing. A
separate himself from himself. The senti- young mim or woman receives from nature
ment which regards himself he cannot an agreeable countenance. They have dark
throw off, because he cannot separate him- hair, sparkling eyes, noble expression, amiself from its object. How important, then, able countenances. Such aspire to be
that his knowledge of himself should be called pretty, amiable and noble? No.correct. We will look, therefore, at the They dream of supremacy and dominion.
heart of man, and see what it discloses upon They would be objects of admiration upon
this great theme of self-knowledge. And the lips of the world. They would hear
we need but open our own hearts to discov- recounted all these ephemeral charms, that
er what tran,spires, to some extent, in every they may feel their petty distinctions and
other. And what does the heart of every enjoy their momentary triumphs. Frivolous
1
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creatures, you will say, But what are we lThis pride is II false, inhuman, and conall? And with this aspiration for dominIOn1 temptible sentiment, But who is free from
and triumph, how stands the world? Not; it? I repeat it is false; for how is it possible
the wmld of our dreams and our delu- for all the world to be first? Yet all the
sions, but the world that is-that God made world seek it. Nature does not call us to
-and man profanes, Can we be gratified the primacy or she would have given us in
in our aspirations? Can we all be first, every department, transcendant gifts ,foremost, and triumphant? Suppose we Providence does not, or it would not. have
are intoxicated, with ourselves, and gloat placed such impossibilities in our way,over the fond illusions of our unfledged Had God intended it as the aim of our life
fancy, does experience correspond to the to be su preme in all things above our fellow,
hopes of our vanity? No. The directly he would have made no fellow. he would
opposite lies before us. Ranks are formed have allowed only one being to have existin which we have no place. Thereis a hier- ed; for how could two exist, and both be
archy of birth, of recollections of glo ry supreme? Nay, if only one, lone, solitary
transmitted through ages, and which, on the supreme man had been created, be could
brow of a man without merit, yet shines not have been supreme. Supremacy imthrough the influence of history; of talent \ plies others under us, The sentiment is
'which nature has distributed at her pleasure, false, derogatory to nature, to reason, to tbe
and which, in spite of all our pretensions, first glimmerings of intelligence, But it is
places itself above us, and casts upon our also inhuman. It can be gratified only by
self-love magnificent insults; there is a degradation of all others, of all who do not
hierarchy of fortune, derived it may be from or cannot rise to its point of elevalion,virtue, it may be from vice; and it may be And it is wretched, for it contradicts all the
from superior capacity; and hierarchies realities of life. Pride makes an infinite
resting upon laws, traditions, necessities,demand, but this poor life has but little to
We see, and feel all this, at some stage of pay; and, hence, it must put up witb gewour lives. It often arouses the baser passions gaws, with disappointment, and extreme
within us, and we murmur in envy and jeal- mortification. And it gains what it does
ousy at our lot. Our hearts rebel at that gain by cruel extortion from the ignorance,
which time makes and unmakes, Wehate the credulity, or the necessities of others.
,the superiority above us, and we hate the Miserable sentiment! No wonder when
mediocrity around us, and we abominate Satan is described as the embodiment of
the inferiority which often, like an abyss, all that is hateful and murderous, he is called
yawJls beneath us. We talk about equality, Luc!fer, s~n and father of Pri~e.
and we become greatly patriotic liS we re'I he scriptures lay before us Its nature and
peat our boasts. We state it in our chart- its consequences, assuring us that it is
ers of independence; decree it in our laws. as irrational as it is irreligious. It makes
but it exists not-it cannot exist. God ha~ men incautious and foolish when least they
made no two Inen equal. And because he expect it. "When pride cometh, then
has not, pride rails against his will, and cometh shame; but with the lowly is wiswould destroy both itself and the universe dom," Provo 11: 2.
but for its contemptible impotence. Th;
It expos~!>to sudden calamity by making
'd f
"t
11 t 't 'd h h
d men negligent and improvident,
"The
pn eo supenon y ca SOl S al t e atre.
'
of equality, and the contempt for inferiori- turnmg away of ~he SImple shall slay them,
' 't If 'th b
d fi
and the prosperJty of fools shall destroy
ty. It ales
"
II 1 se WI aseness an orms
'I If
f d
d'
them.
Prov,I: 32,
or
I
se
means
0
egra
atlOn.
It
deIt
f
.
'
"
ma k es men ras h b y ma k'mg th em peel:!rades Its conSCIence,It sells"IS It for selfish v' had'n mso Ien,t b y ma k"mg 'themo b s t"mate.
~
ends, , and accepts contempt ' III order to be- ~"Pr'de
I
goes bed
elore es t rue t'IOn, an d a I0fly
8tOW It.
Now,l ask, what IS the remedy?! spirit before a fall."
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It involves men in perpetual strifes, con- \ er of independence, alikt in violation of
t~ntions, and foolish debates upon foolish our nature, the P·rovidence of God, and
()r unprofitable questions, and thus shuts our own condition.
And we have learned
up the way to all true happiness. "He that from the scriptures already quoted that
loveth strife, loveth trangression; and ht: the idolatry, sensuality, unbelief and irrethat exalteth his gate seeketh destruction." Jigion of man, are all resolvable into a
Eccles. 16: 8.
vain attempt to elevate himself above his
It separates the purest friendships' and fellow. Its remedy is to be found in over.
()pens the way for the triumph of our ene- tliming the entire basis of this passion;
mies. "Before destruction the heart of in extirpating it as a ruling sentiment from
man is haughty, and bef~ne honor is hu- the heart, and in enthroning Humility, 80
miliry."
as to form another and a directly oppo-'
It creates a foolish appetite for flattery; site infiuence over the disposition and
rejects the offices of those who could serve the character.
Men live by pride. God
us; and associates with those who are would have them live by humility. And
ready to afflict the greatest injuries-thus
what is HUMILITY?
I admit that true hu.
making us insensible to our own folly un· mility is difficult to define. It is not the
til wefa'll into contempt.
"A man's pride possession and cultivation of a meaner
:shall bring him low, and honor shall np. opinion of ourselves than we deserve or
hold the humble in spirit. 29: 23, 20.
truth would justify; for this is affectation,
It hinders the reception and profitable and leads to self-deceit and hypocrisy.use of wholesome advice, and renders us Indeed, to affect to think of ourselveR as
incorrigible in our prejudices, vices and there is no just reason for us to think,
crimes. "Seest thou a man wise in his parta.l<es of the essence of the very worst
()wn conceit, there is more hope of a fool pride, and is like Satan transformed into
than of him." "The sluggard is wiser in an angel of light. Nor is it a sense of
his own conceit than seven men who can obligation, right or wrong, to prefer every
give a reason. He that trusteth in ,his one else to ourselves; for no virtuous man,
own heart is a fool; but whoso walketh making' it his endeavor to discharge his
wisely, he shall be delivered."
duties to God and man, can believ.e. a
It feeds the heart with vain-glorious de· vicious and profliga te man his superior, as
signs, employing all its thoughts in self· no man of cultivated mind but what
confident imaginations, and thus makes knows himself wiser th?n the ignorant
them incapable of religious improvement. multitude.
Nor does it oblige us to inflict
"The soul loveth the honey.comb.
It is unnecessary contempt upon either our
ot good to eat much honey, so for men to words or actions; for he that says things
search their own glory is not glory."
in his own dispraise, which he and others
Thus are we instructed by the wisdom of know to be false, shows too plainly that
the ancients, whose elegant and forcible he but offers a bait to catch praise, and
observations bear the impress of the spirit thus ministers, deceivingly, it may be, to
of God. But we have not yet directly his personal pride. All this, like every
answered our qnestion: where is the rem· species of affectation, is shel3r folly, and
edy. We have seen the nature of the dis- but exposes the misgJlided to the charge
ease, and how all are under its influence, of hypocrisy, and the labor or supporting a
We have seen, also, its fatal consequen. charact~r that is not real. We may wear
ces, and how like most diseases it is hate· our clothes after the rudest and plainest
ful even to those who feel its power, and fashion,S;, nay, we may make it a p.art of
k
.t d th
W h
d lour i'eltglOn to have them of a certam cut
now 1 S op s.
~ ave seen, an
and material, and yet do all this to be notrust we feel, that foolish and weak as we ticed of men, and appear as clothed Wjtll
all are, we are ever ready to Olisert.a pow· humility b.efor.ethem. Then
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What is Humility?

It is a habit of our real worth; and for the sake of seeing
mind which consists in not attributing to our God it leads us to descend
to that
ourselves
any thing that we do not pos· even which is beneath our worth.
Pride
sess; in not overating what we perform; tends to mount-Humility
to descend.in not seeking more praise, even for our ( Pride hates a superior, will not acknowl'best actions, than we deserve; in a sense ~edge an equality,
and abominates
inferi·
'of our constant imperfections
and many ority.
Humility respects what is superior
sins; in ascribing all we have to its prop' and seeks its advantages,
loves and reser Giver.
Amongst tbe ornaments
of a pcctsits equals, and engages in the eleva·
gospel life, it is the little child to which tion of its inferiors.
Pride asks to be
belief in God, in duty, and in heaven, is first-Humility
to be last.
Pride
seeks
natural.
It is the sister of candor, the to beking:
king-money,
king-talent,
king·
companion
of simplicity,
and the mother position.
Humility
asks to be servant.
of faith.
If it hear the word of God, it Incredible
sentiment!
some one will say.
,does it in the posture of one at the feet of Is it s01 Ask its history and its glory.wisdom, with open ear and attentive heart. Yes, I say glory, for do not for one mo·
If it enter the presence of God, it does it,ment believe that a virtue so noble, so
prostrate, smiting upon its breast, and not \ necessary and so honored
of God, can
daring to lift up its eyes to heaven.
It Idegrade you.
Humility is a Christian vir·
seeks the lowest seat, though entitled to tue?
And I pause to ask, what other systhe highest, and is surprised when asked tem or doctrine
proposes to man an ob·
up higher.
It can praise excellence
and ect so great, so extraordinary?
It speaks
imitate virtue, though it may not be found to him of a divine origin, of invisible reo
in its own class, at its own altar, or in lationships,
of unconqnerable
duty, andof
the assembly its devotee has chosen.
It an immortal destiny.
It takes away the
ass~cia:es with its fell~ws, e~ulous of no lvain conc.eit of !mmortality
upon earth

I
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I

distll1ctlOn b~t that wInch anses !rom pre-! and subst~tutes Immortahty
beyond the
eminent serVice.
It asks not to De called reach of dIsease and the ravages
of demaster, but lays its honors down at the! C5lY· It gives God in Christ for a Father,
feet of Him who is Lord of all.
It lays~and eternity for a home.
It inspires with
the foundation
for universal
oberlience;; such a sense of self·respect
as causes
fills all its subjects with gratitude
for, tbe deepest horror fOI"a positive wrong,
blessings enjoyed, and feels, in the lowest ~and prevents man from living in peace so
situation, a post of unmerited distinction,
long as the slightest stains mar the splen.
as it is held by the grant of Him whom dor of his personal dignity.
Thus, by the
the angels worship.
And when at last it aid of Christianity,
the highest elevation
shall stand before the great 'white throne,
of soul-the
only real elevation indeedit will not be to enumerate
its godlike may be allied to the profoundest
humility.
deeds, but to receive the crown of its glory
as the reward
of a grace which has
abounded
over sin and s~allowed
up
death in victory.
It aims n0t at place or duty above its
strength.
Is not vaunting in its conversation or appearance,
and can never be for·
ward, obstinate, envious, discontented,
or
ambitious.
It is the voluntary acceptance
of the place assigned us in a universe of
many other beings;. the possession
of one·
s~lf with a moderation
corresponding
to

But how is this?
How can an ambition
without limits be compatible
with an as·
piration
to serve?
It may be easily seen
if we take off the veil of this world and
look into the inner heart of things.
True
elevation, you will admit, is an elevation
of virtue.
Birth, fortune, genius, may be
much with men, but they are nothing with
God.
God was never born.
God made
the universe.
God is infinite
mind.'Vhat
then is birth, wealth
and genius,
before him? Nothing.
Nothing.
These
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are artificial and pass away.
In the light
of all the courts of this world what avails
a man's birth, fortune or genius, when he
dies.
I t is as though he had never been
born, never owned a dollar, and never
possessed
a thought above a brute.
But
virtue, genuine virtue, reproduces
in us
the image of God, and thus elevates from
the lowest place to the highest.
Let us
understand
this.
To imitate God were we
near his throne, and kindred to him in
capacity-were
we, in a word, angels that
excel in strength,--it
would be an easy
matter to imitate him.
But when we con·
sider our inferior rank, our human birth,
our poverty, our mental imbecility, bending as we do under the burden of severe
toil, and often
occupied
in the vilest
drudgery-I
repeat--when
such a creature
elevates
himself by a movement
of his
soul to God, although far from him in his
sin and prodigality,
it is something may
well enlist
his highest
ambition, for it
makes the song of heavenly
melody.This movement
of the soul is Humility.
It makes us the servan Is of olhers, as God
serves all.
And can we serve others with·
out self-denial?
Can one sacrifice himself wilhout first sacrificing
his pride?For what is pride but self-ever
self- self
more than another, self more than humanity, self more than God.? What is pride
but selfishness
itself?
And selfishness
and virtue have no companionship.
Humility and virtue have.
Therefore, to be
humble is to rise.
Pride is the selfish,
hungrypassion,
that would draw everything
within itself, that would crush the whole
world besides; Humility
is the form of
Love, that passion of a being truly great,
which would make itself little the better
to devote itself to others.
Thus Christ,
the greatest, was the most humble of beings.
He was height without measure,
and yet abased himself to redeem a being
covered with ignorance
and sin.
"Who
being in the form of God, thought it not
robbery to be equal with God: but made
himself of no reputation,
and took upon
him the form of a servant, and was mode
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in the likeness of men: and being found
in fashion as a man, he humbled himself,
and became obedient unto death, even the
death of the cross.
'.Vherefore God also.
hath higl1ly exalted him, and given him a
name which is above every name: that at
the lJame of Jesus every knee should bow,
of things in heaven, and things in earth,
and tkings tinder the earth; and that every
tongue should confess that Jesus Christis
Lord, to the glory of God the Father."Phil. 2. 6-11.
But we would understand
the offices of
Humility
with reference
to the distinct
positions and duties of life.
Men may be
superior
to us in natural abilities.
True
Humility consists,
not in submitting
our
understandings
to such blindly and implicitly, but in being willing to be instruc·
ted by them; in not envying them the ad·
vantages
God has bestowed; in not reo
pining at their honor, but in rejoicing
that according to their true merit and capacity they are placed where they may be
blessings
to the world.
Men may be in
advance of us in point of religious knowledge and improvement.
Humility rejoices
in their knowledge,
and the promotion of
the kingdom of God through their instrumentality.
Sometimes
we will be calleel
upon to see others, whom we consider not
our equals, preferred
to places we have
desired to fill.
In such ca~es we will be'
in danger
of supposing
ourselves
in·
jured, and of indulging uncharitable
feel·
ings toward them.
But humility will sug·
gest that we may judge 100 favorably of
ourselves, and in its kind affections of
brotherly love, will in honor prefer another. You have read the parable of those
that were bidden to a great feast.
Luke
14: 7-11.
So also the Apostle exhorts:
Eph.4:
1-4.
But men may be below us in the world's
esteem.
Humility rquires that we should
neither despise nor neglect them.
Hu·
mility requires' of a governor that in exer·
cising his power, he shall show that he
does it not from a love of dominion but
for the benefit of those he governs.
He
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should command without insult, reprove makes the will of God its duty and seeks
with meekness, punish unwillingly.
Hu- to br~ng every thought into captivity to
mility in a rich man, consists not in level· the obedience of Christ.
ing his estates to make himself equally
Such is Humility.
It may be differently
destitute with others, but in a readiness to estimated by those who hear me to-day,
'relieve their necessities, and a desire to ~for there is ever great disparity between
see the condition of all made supportable.l the divine and the human estimate of
This wil~ make him ready for every work \ things. In the sight of God it,is of great
of public benefit, and willing to engage price; in that of man it may be valueless.
in' every benevolent enterprise. Humility The outward distinctions of the world
in a man of learning and rare knowledge, may possess a lumiuous halo, that may
does not consist in making a show of being blind the eye to the merit or demerit they
'ignorant, (for this is conceited affectation) may cover. But remember these only add
but in willingness to communicate what to what a man has--not to what he is.he knows, and a desire that all may have They will soon be laid down, with these
'the advantages of genuine know ledge'aching frames, in the undistinguishing
Humility, in religious improvement, teach- tomb. Their light may shine here, but it
'es us to be always sensible of our own shines not into death's dark valley; and
defects whilst we express solicitude for before that tribunal where moral distincthe salvation of others. "Let nothing be tions alone are regarded, and we all stand
done through strife or vain-glory, but in upon a common level, they will be of
lowliness of mind let each esteem another small account, unless it be to enhance our
.better than himself. Look not every man condemnation for their abuse. But I conon his own things but al~o on the things tend that the cultivation of this despised
'Of others." Men can be influenced to- virtue involves a higher degree both of
wards religion much more by meekness mental enelgy and moral worth than many
than by a claim to superior knowledge or of those public exploits that fill the admi·
sanctity.
"Hut Jesus called them unto ~ration of the multitude.
The achieve·
him, and said, ye know that the princes ments of military renown, however great,
of the Gentiles exercise dominion over do not require a higher degree of mental
them, and they that are great exercise energy and resource than do many of the
authority upon them. For they bind heavy humble labors of common life. The tliffiburdens, and grievous to be borne, and lay culties in the latter are greater. The
them on men's shoulders; but they them- difficulties in the way of the great actors
~elves will not move them with one of their in the great public concerns of life, are
fingers."
generally of a physical nature.
They are
But not to burden you with quotations questions of numerical force-of.
the
we state, in brief, that Humility never amount of bones, nerves and muscles to
affects to gain the applause of men by an be employed on both sides of the contest.
outward ostentation of greater piety than Such actors, too, have their professional
that of others; but consists in forbearing advisers; have the unquestioned supremato judge of those who differ from us in cy of their own will, and hundreds are
opinion. It yields in things indifferent. ready, upon pain of death, to do their bidIt is careful not to offend by haughty as- ding. But to conduct wisely and usefully
sumptions such persons who, by meekness, any responsible busine~s or profession in
might be won to Christ. It does not im- private life is far different. For here the
pose grievous tasks. It never presumes conflict is not with palpable agencies, but
to sin under a sense of numerous virtues. with opposing feelings; passions, prejuIt boasts not of its good deeds, and would dices, plans, pursuits, interests, and ten
rather they could remain in secret. It thousand moral obstacles which often de·
I
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f~-t-o-u-r~b-e-st-la-i-d~p-l-a-J1I.s,--a~nd-c-o-ill-n-t-e-rv-a-i·-I'Yl-w-il-l-r~ew-;rd
them. ~t
where are the;
our most determined purposes.. Nor is ~seen? I answer, in all the ordinary walks
the contest with armed and open foes- of life, if we had humility enough to look
but with a deadlier class of enemies-ene·
at them; and to me, their humble and un·
mies that are not known, not even sus· obtrusive worth removes far away the
pected-·smiling enemies-serpent·tongued,
world·sounding renown of the mighty ones
who sting and stab in the dark-or with who often stand in the high places of this
summer friends, half·friends; or with the vain world. I could give instances; from
indifferent, the cold, the suspicious, the my own congregation I could give them;'
envious and the malignant; or with solid instances I have thanked God for the priv.
columns of those who are wrapped up in ilege of seeing when my own burdens
their own selfish purposes, li.nd who have weTeheavy, but delicacy says, forbear. I
neither leisure nor inclination to subserve have seen the young who once had a hap'
the purposes of others. Besides there are py home but have lost it-no matter how
but few animating calls to such dutiesthey have lost it-who once had parents
there is no fife and drum. He that dis· and natural guardians, but who have them
charges them has but few enthusiastic no more-and who are now called upon,
llOpe·s. His pretensions are scarcely al· with heavy heart and the remembrance of
lowed. His claims are scarcely callvass· former happiness, to provide for themed. His real merit is often undervalued. selves. They feel, as it were, alone in the
His success, if won, is scarcely allowed. world. Will they humbly bow to the
And the result of his labors is )'lever pal· will of heaven? Will 'they turn to a
rable.
If a decen t competency, carefully worthy source of livelihood what they
husbanded, can be made to minister to have still left?-calmly,
quietly, indus·
him in his sickness and age, he may deem triously? Will they avoid temptation?himself happy. And when called to die Will they abhor sin? Would you my bet·
if any earthly hope is brought near to his ter·favored brother or sister? Would the
fainting spirit other than wife and children, great ones of the earth, whose names you
left poor and desolate to the tender mer· idolize and whose fame you would have
cies of a cold world, he may account him· your children to emulate? Do you honor
self an exception and a favorite. Look these heroes of private life? Whether you
at the humbler walks of life which elp.- do or not, angels honor them, and from
brace the many of God's creatures.
Men 1 their heights of glory they bend over with
who earn their daily bread by the sweat of complacency and sympathizing love for
their brow-who, unpatronised, and un· all ~heir struggles, and are ready to sing
honored by any popular acc] amation, and their triumphs in immortal anthems.
hopeless of any great success, are seen to.
These humble but God·honored virtues
pass tIay after day, and all their days, in \ may be seen everywhere by the observing.
unceasing exertions for small Teturns; can· and those who can estimate the moral over
tending with adverse circumstances, yet the physical.
They may be seen in the
preserving their integrity at all hazards; toils and sufferings of every truly Chrisfaithful to their trusts; kind and true in tian mother, in behalf of her children and
all their social relations; devuted to their her home. This is to me the miracle of
families; placing their hearts where they moral heroism. And when a besotted
have pledged their hands; exhibiting a world shall cease to pay its court to mere
true public spirit as good citizens; and external advantages, the virtues that pro,
recognizrng in all things their Christian l duce it, under the appointments of Go •
responsibility!
Ah, these are the glory of~ will be estimated as above all price. But
earth and the elect of heaven.
I honor 1 this will never be until our .false standards
them! God honors them, and eternity ~of conduct and character are thrown down,
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and we weigh them in the balances of the thi~ self-renunciation
is exhibi ted most fortrue sanctuary.
Until we shall cease our cibly in our own burial in the waters of
poor and miserable idolatry of wealth, of baptism.
Here we profess to die to sin; to
external
show, while God and his great renounce
the vanities
of the world, and
cause of pure, high, single.hearted
excel- seek to clothe ourselves
afresh with the
lence, is made secondary or of no concern.
paternal
protection
of the Father;
the
Meanwhile
our duty is plain.
While the remedial power of the Son; and the sanc·
. world pays its slavish and ignorant wor- tifying influences
of the Holy Ghost.ship at these heathenish shrines, let u~ cui- Divine Institution!
Appropriate
emblem!
tivate t at justness of thought, that men· Holy names!
Who present is ready to
tal liberty, that genuine independence
of~ commence the new life of Humility
after
character, that Humility,
if you please.
the example and in obedience to the au·
that will enable us to honor and imitate thority of Him who was himself humbled
intrinsic worth, however lonely its dwel- that he might be exalted;
and passed
ling, or unnoticed
its achievements.
If through a baptism
of sufferings unpaTal.
we would be wise unto salvation, we must leled, that through
the vale of humble
learn to regard character and. conduct, as submission to his commandments
we might
Christ regarded them.
We must study to tread the way of everl asting life?
view them not as they appear to misguided
The Lord's Supper brings us const:mtly
and conceited man, but as they appear to j under a sense of our unworthiness;
of our
ourunerringJudgeonhigh.
Wemustlearn'need
of forgiveness,
help and strength;
to estimate them here as they will appear to whilst it elevates to the thought that we
usin the lightof eternity.
The distinctions
are associated
with angels, and with all
of this world are necessary.
I do not de· the redeemed family of God.
These In·
ny this; nay, I cordially
believe it.
In stitutiom
make Humility the measure of
giving to us different capacities,
differentl our religion.
'Without
it, they teach us
means of improving those capacities,
and 1 that we have no claim upon the principles
a different environment
of circumstance~,
and honors of the sons of God.
They
God appointed
our relative distinctions.
give us lowly views of ourselves and the
But he never appointed their abuses, and highest of God; they pre~ent before us a
be ever intendell all distinctions
to be in Christ willing to stoop to the lowest, and
subordination
to the high aims and moral by the power of his example and the cuI·
purposes
of our spiritual
nature.
This tivation of his spirit, would have us imispiritual nature
shall endure forever.tate him in the most genuine duties of
These distinctions
must be laid down at piety and love.
Thus they will supplant
the grave's brink, never, never more to be our fleshly ambition;
show us that its
resumed.
We 'can carry nothing with us gratification
may prove our ruin and disto the judgment
seat of Christ but our grace, and ever open to us the quiet paths characters.
And then, the worthy of this of contentment
and peace, found oftenest
world, the true nobility of God, who are in the hutnblest vale of honest and sober
now, it may be, passing unknown along industry,
enabling
u~ to fill up our brief
the humble paths of life, as it were prin- life upon earth with usefulness in the situ. ces in disguise, ~hall be called forth to ation where God has placed us.
And as
become heirs of the kingdom
prepared
the purest and lovelie~t streams often flow
from the foundation of the world.
in the retired forest, far away from the noi·
I remark, in conclusion,
that the ordi- sy, thundering cataract and stormy ocean,
nances of Christianity
are divine minis- so is the sweet peace of soul which we
trations
to our Humility.
At the very call Humility,
and which dwell~ oftenest
threshhold
of the Christian temple we are far from the "maddening
world's ignoble
called upon to renounce ourselves.
And strife," the bustle of public life, and the
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storms and tempests
of a mad ambition.
PATIENCE is an essential element in the
In conclusion,
allow me to repeat, we Christian
character,
indispensable
to the
can be humble in all conditions.
Tllere attainment of Christian excellence as it is
is enough of evil everywhere to check our to the happiness of human life? It must
presumption,
nd to bind us in compas· ever hold its rank high amongst the cardi·
sionate
brotherhood
and teach us that we nal virtues.
It is a distinguishing
feature
are all of one sorrowing, dying family. in Christian teaching,
attesting its divinity
Death will soon accomplish the catastro·
and perfectness in contrast with all the morphe of all our earth·bound
calcula~ons.
al systems of classic antiquity.
Seneca,
The monuments of fortune and power will i among the ancient heathen philosophers, for
disappear.
We cannot stop the motion lthe near approach of his system of ethics
of our lives.
Our ambitions
and our I to the Christian
standard, has been often
vanities wither before us like gourds of a styled the "Almost Christian."
But whatnight, a~d we, as the Prophet of old, lean ever you may find in hig moral system calover them :and weep.
Bloom will depart culated to afford profit or pleasure, you will
from t.he field, splendor
from the grove, not find PATIENCE. It holds there no comseed.time will come and the harvest pass panionship with human virtue.
And it is
away, and the dread, drear, dark winter of to this unfortunate
absence that a reflectthe grave fall upon us all.
We cannot
ing mind will be aompelled
to attribute
now rekindle the morning ardor of child· some of the most revolting consequences
hood; we cannot go back to the noontide
which he himself draws from bis system.brightness
of youth; the perfect day of Fie advises, that when overwhelmed
by inmaturity has passed, or is passing from curable evjl~ our happiest and bravest priviliS; while the evening shadows
01 age and lege is to leap out of existence.
And he
weakness are deepening upon us! Then, cites Cato as his paragon of virtue, chiefly
why, 0 why, in our weakness
and our because of his heroi.c self·murder.
I remortillityWhy," should the spirit of mar· peat, PATIENCE is a Christian virtue.
It
tal be proud?"
gives the Christian hero the sceptre of conquest,. by inculcating
the maxim, that "to
bear, is to conquer our fate."
Patience.
It is a remarkable
fact, that the very deA DISCOURSE, DELIVERED AFTER ARE STO- partment of morality precluded by all proRATION FROM SEVERE ~LLNESS TO
fane systems, is the one upon which Je3us
HEALTH, ANDTHE PRIVILEGES
expends most of his precepts and example.
OF THE HOUSEOF GOD.
A stream of gladness, full and clear, flows
I

,. Add to your temperance
PATIENCE." over his whole life from Bethlehem to the
"Let PATIENCE have her perfect work." mountain of Olivet, intended to refresh the
. "But that on the good ground are they in desert of our sufferings and spread a lovely
which, in a good and honest heart, having verdure
over
all its
necessary
evils,
heard the word, keep it, and bring forth tra!l'Sfusing every ill we fear into a stone of
fruit with PATIENCE."
"In your PATIENCE sapphire in the pavement on the highway
possess ye your souls."
"To them who by 1 to Heaven!
Like a garment of celestial
PATIENT (or persevering)
continuance in beauty, it clothed his wealied limbs; and
well.doing seek for glory, honor and immor- like a jewelled diadem, it sat upon his
tality, [God will bestow] eternal life."bruised brow, tbe grandest glory that ever
"Let us, [therefore,]
run with PATIENCE shone in the hall of Justice, or crowned tbe
[perseverance]
the race set before us, look- mount of holy Martyrdom!
And in view
ing unto Jesus."
of my limited observation,
and perhaps, I
Need I say, my beloved brethren, after might say, my experience
of the evils of
such an array of Divine testimony,
that! life, were I tbis day asked, What is your
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brightest evidence of the divinity of Jesus the pressure
of poverty,
desolation,
or
of Nazareth?
I ' ..ould point to his sublime chronic infirmity.
It is by no means a carePATIENCE, which converted a homeless pil- less, brutal indifference,
which bares' its
grimage into a pathway of immortality, a head to the pitiless storm, and heeds not
crown of thorns into a diadem of glory, ~nd the house of defense that stands open to
the broken reed of mock royalty into a receive us.
This, so far from being a virsceptre of universal and unending domin- tue, is a vice, leading to vicious consequenion.
ces.
It encourages
the indolent p'oor man
We propose, as appropriate to the cir-, m his poverty, and makes llim hug the pil.
cumstances of this day, to speak of the na- low ~f the sluggard
when th,e dawn h~s
ture, helps and uses of PATIENCE. Com- opened in beauty, and all nature invites, by
ing up, ~gain, to the house of God and the its ceaseless activity, to go forth and battle
association of his people, from which we! for our subsistence,
or that of those enhave been kept away by unexpected
and trusted to us. It allows the afflicted man
disappointing
events; looking back over in his stupefaction to disregard the remedy
long days and weary nights of physical ag- that Providence
offers, insanely hugging
onyand mental prostration, and forward in the cham that binds him-a
burden to himthe unknown future, without knowing what self and a burden to his friends.
It takes
a day may bring forth, save only that task away the God-given power of contending
and toil, and perhaps pain, await us all with evil, by which tIle soul receives its
along its opening vistas, it becomes us to strength for the battle of life and its capaclook at our resources of Christian help, and ity for the joys of heaven, and sinks it dowQ
see how far they are exhausted, how far they into misanthropy,
melancholy,
and if not
can be replenished,
and what sources of stayed, self-destruction.
To caU this in·
comfort anet strength are to-day within our activity, this oareJessness,
this indolence,
reach.
I feel to rejoice in a deliverance of this indifference, or this sullenness and hawhich I am not worthy; in a restoration to tred of our lot and rnce by the holy name.
this place and its privileges;
and as a very 1 of P AT/ENCE,is to clothe Satan in the robes
small sense of my gratitude,
I desire, with I of light, and, as of old, bring him forth as
the blessing of God and your attention,
to an angel in the companionship of the Son~
present you with the great instrumentality
of God. Tn the original Scriptures,
Paof heaven, by which we may bear similar and ticnce carries the idea of perseverance
ungreater trials.
Afflictions were intended to del', as well as submission to, what we canpurify the mind.
Mental paoification, call- not alter.
It associates itself with cou~age
ed holiness in the Scriptures, is a result of -not
the brutal passion which is usually
all others the most desirable and valuable. called
by that name-but
that
moral
Uninterrupted
health and prosperity flatter strength that bears all, whilst it braves all,
us and make us feel that earthly pleasures
trusling in God in its darkest hours, and
are eternal; that our rest is in this transit- under its most forbidding prospects.
StilI
ory world.
Afflictions lead our thoughts
itis more than courage; for courage is the
to a better land, and the virtues that quali- duty or occasion of peculiar ci~'cumstanfy, by the mercy of God, for its enjoyment.
ces; patience is a habit, and the duty of all
But lest we give too much importance to occasions.
Few, comparatively,
are. rethat which is merely personal, we proceed quired to be courageous; all must be patient.
at once to our subject.
Courage is sustained by artificial props,
I. First, then, the nature of PATIENCE. courts observation, and has its victory amid
What is patience?
It is not a dull, careless the sound of trumpets and the huzzas of
submission to our fate, which bows down in the multitude.
It may give strength
to
indolence 01' obstinacy to a condition that evil as well as good-to
the murderer,
the
we could remedy if we would.
It is not thief, or the traitor, as well as to the ph~mere guilt and absence of complaint under lanthropist, the moral-worker,
or the patn-
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ot. But Patience
may live in loneliness
and quiet; may not allow its left hand to
know wbat its right hand doeth-may
have
its warfare unobserved--its
fight with pride,
passion and sin.
"A fierceone without,
But a fierceronewithin."
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\ I love its spreading landscapes, its fertile
fields, its inviting lawns, and shaded groves.
I love its robe of night, spangled and joyOUS, glittering
as the gates, of far off cities
yet to be visited, I trust, by my aspiring
soul.
And I love its pleasant homes, its
goodly churches, its kindred ties, its purify-

And may dwell in the bosom of piety, re- ing friendships.
But, with all this love, I
ceiving its aid not from noisy multitudes,
know that there is misery in all below the
but from tbe presence of its Father and sun.
An experience sorrow.
There may
God.
i have been a preponderance
of happiness

l

Patience is tberefore something more actlve tban mere suffering without complaint.
If we bring forth our fruit 'with patience,
we do so by continuance
in our labors.
If
we run with patience, we persevere in our
running.
Those who patiently continue in
well-doing, never cease to do well.
They
uncomplainingly
submit to suffering, whilst
they unshlinkingly
persevere
in faith and
duty.
They bear their suffering and evils
with tranquil mind, for they hope to the end;
and tbat tbey may hope, they maintain their

over misery when the sum of our lives was
taken.
Our early youth and childhood,
and long periods of later years may have
rolled on serenely; but we all have bad, or
win have, our seasons of sickness, our sense
of infirmity,
our heavy disappointments,
weary vigils and oppressive anxiety with
suffering parents,
children,
and friends;
and we have seen days when we felt that
nothing was stable but the throne of God,
and the. hope of dwelling
beneath
it.Upon most of us,

constancy of purpose and practice.
Such
"The flood.have lined up their voicea patient endurance of affliction serves to
The floodshave liltednp their waves."
_mellow the heart, so that like the fallow- And unless the voice of God was, heard.
ground of tbe field, spread open to the above their notes, we have felt that all,
showers and heat of Summer, the morning all was lost-was
vanity, and woree than
and the evening dews-it
is opened to the vanity.
Nor are these seasons momenta'
full influence of gospel truth, to become ry, and such as may be met by a sudden
rich and full in its intended productions.anLl defiant effort.
With many, they are
It enables us to resist the storms of dis- prolonged~
continuous,
spreading
their
tress; the temptations of tbe world; the al- thick clouds of darkness
over all our fu·
lurements of pleasure and profit; the enol ture.
Some, too, find the Sun of their
ticements
of evil company; the perpetualllife
darkened
long before it reaches its
treachery of our own corrupt affections and meridian;
and ·though they have many
inordinate passions; till we obtain a title to kind reliefs and rich blessings,
yet they
the promise of the Savior, tbat we shall be know there is no perfect relief this side
saved, because we have endured to the end. the dark valley,
and no permanent
cure
It would be difficult to overrate its necessi-j short of the fruit of the Tree of Life, that
ty.
A part of ollr earthly inheritance is i grows in the midst of the Paradise
of
tribulation.
It is unavoidably
so. In rna- God.
Others contend with poverty; with
king this statement, I have no sickly senti- early and repeated
disappointments
in
mentalism to indulge in the abuse of this business;
with family miscarriages
and
world. There is much in it, J admire, love, disgrace;
with desolations of the death·
and delight in. I love its lofty mountains,
angel; with painful
and irremedial
disengirding the clouds.
I love its swelling ease, or inherited infirmity; with unfortu·
oceans, embracing tlie continents.
I love nate, but unalterable,
unions for life; and
its gurgling streamlets,
and mighty rivers, these are known to be their portion and
fertilizing the abodes of beast and man.their sphere of duty till their mortal· shall

i
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put on immortality,
and life be swallowed
will trust him on, though he slay me."up in victory.
Now how sllall they meet The one disposition
engulfs all our mer·
their lot?
I pause,
and repeat-How?cies; the other spreads them out before us,
The evils of their lot are FACTS; and tho' asking us to enjoy the gooJ we have and
they become Atheists, still are they true, give God thanks.
The patient trust of
stubbornly,
unyieldingly
true. We may sincere piety, feels every ill an invitation
foolishly deny them; strive to keep up con· to more in tim ate friendship with God and
trary appearances;
but we neither improve
with Him who, sin-laden and sin'pervaded
nor simpli fy them by the denial.
We as we are, is willing to call us Brothers.gain nothing.
We alter nothing.
We Tenant,
it may be, of the dust, but the
neither make our difficulties less in num- white robe and the golden harp are offered
bel' orin embarrassment.
We do not al- to its patient waiting.
It fears to distrust
leviate a single sorrow.
We do not add God.
It trembles
to forget Him, and it
a new groun(i of relief to our mind or lot. withdraws
from a habit of discontent,
A man is sick, or disappointed,
or dying. which buries every good gift of heaven, as
He may not Lelieve in God; still is his the ocean buries the riven ship, without
sickness
not removed; his ambition
not being enriched by the treasure and without
satisfied; his dying not prevented.'
Once giving back any equivalent
in return.
more, I ask, How is he to meet his lot?
II. We will look, therefore, at thehcZps
He will meet it either with ceaseless dis- by which we may cherish this virtue.-content; with continual
murmuring;
with Among these, the first and most prominent
skeptical
distrust,
or with the spirit of that I would mention is, a deep and abid·
Him who said in the darkest hour of his ing faith in the love of God, and the be·
agony, "Father!
not my will, but thine bel nevolent purpose of all his dispensations.
done;"
the spirit of Patience,
of child- We all profess to believe in the unfailing
like trust, of uncomplaining
hope.
Do goodness of God; but how few of us real·
we mert it by discontent,
our very bles.j ize the power of such a faith?
It was the
sings become curses; they are wasted upon intention of religion to give us unqualified
us; impenetrable
gloom will hang oved dependence
upon Divine beneficence
and
our spirits and our intercourse;
our way power.
When, therefore, we are disposed
through life will be covered with clouds, to complain of our own lack of Patience,
and our way out of it dark and unreliev·
it is well to remember the patience
and
ed by the glory of the Paternal
Presence.
long. suffering of our Divine Father, which
If met by Patience, confiding,
trusting,
must ever exceed all human measurement
hopeful patience,
light will arise upon and appreciation,
as the beavens exceed
our darkness; above tbe clouds the sun of the earth,
and as eternity
swallows
up
divine love will send forth its rays to time.
The incomprehensible
perfections
gladden,
and the bow of promise span· of Jehovah stand in no need of our seryi·
ning the lurid arch of our destiny, Will! ces.
Of the stones of om streets, he
link every ill to the blessed assurance,
"I! could raise up better children than many
will never lea ve you, nor forsake you."
of us are.
Yet he bears with us-O!
how
I have seen thi~ spirit looking up amid $long?--Exercises
towards us far more com·
tears of conjugal
or maternal grief, and passion
than frail and passionate
men
pointing its finger, as it were, to the stars, 5will exercise towards themselves,
though
whilst it exclaimed,
"0 did I not believe \ their whole well·being depends upon their
in the Providence
of God, I should sink sevices to each other.
Still, in his Divine
in despair and die in agony.
My God Patience, he invites even sinners to amend·
cannot do wrong, though I am unable to ment, unwilling that any should perish,
see why -he has made me so terribly his but that all should come to him and live.
mark.
It is right-I
will be patient--I·
He asks of us, as he did of ancient Eph.

i
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r~'How-~
give you up, 0 Eph.! his own unwo~hiness,~;.
raim? How shall I deliver thee, 0 Israel? ! tience in the evil day. Is he diseased?How shall I make thee a/3Admah? How, His affliction is but an altered form of
shall I set thee as Zeboim? Mine heart mercy, ordained with kind purpose and
is turned within me, and my repentings attended with a blessed ministry. His
are kindled together."
And to these af· outward trial may heal his inward disease.
fectionate and eloquent descriptions the His bodily affliction may give his 'soul
Psalmist adds: "The Lord is full of com- firmer health, may strengthen its aspira.
passion and mercy, long-suffering and of tions, and shed over it the peace of heavgreat goodness. He hath not dealt with en. Do his worldly props fall from under
us a fter our sins, nor rewarded us accord- ~him, and his earthly wisdom fail him?ing to our iniquities."
An': again: "0 he leans more resolutely upon a Divine
that my people would hearken to me. 0 arm, and depends more certainly upon
that Israel had wal ked in my ways."
heavenly wisdom. He takes the guidance
If the mind can be aroused to consider of Him whose appointed way must needs
the Divine Patience, it is comparatively be the surest aJ)d safest path to heaven.easy fo·r it to exercise itself in the same And our faith ls thus proved and deepened
virtue. "God is love," and the consola- byexperience--patience
has her perfect
tory truth must enter into our conscious- work, for every new trial renders it more
ness j must be digested, before it can be as· and more perfect. The trial of our faith
similated.
And this should be done in is found to be precious, when submissively
our childhood-in
our early and unburd- borne, and its good effects may be marked
ened days-when
the smile of our Crea and recognized. These become the earn·
tor seems to rest upon us, and our moments est of our inheritance-the
pledges of our
hang as the dew·drops of his morning acceptance.
Our prayers become more
blessing. No parent ever taught his children 1 direct and fervent-our love to our fellowthe necessity of faith in a Fatherly Prov: man more tender and enduring-our
symidence, in the days of their youth and pathies with the good and the useful more
their joy, but who has prepared them for active and strong--our tempers more meek
the ills that sooner or later come upon us and gentle-our .tastes more refined and
all, but who has qualified them measura· spiritual.
A hope, based upon such an
bly for future adoration and thanksgiving. experience, can never make us ashamed .
. Such will acquire a habit of looking back
The hope of heaven will nourish our
and remembering the mercies of God, the patience.
I do not mean the mere idle
deliverances and favors of their past lives. notion that there is a heaven, or even the
They will look around them and trace higher belief in the immortal destiny of
back the streams of many that still follow man. But the appropriation of this faith
them, to the fountain eternal, from whence -the personal consciousness of this hope.
life and being, and life's hope have flowed The grand distinction between courage and
perennial.
Every man's life, when view- patience may here be seen. He cannot
ed, free from the influences of pride and be courageous who cannot be patient.envy, has enough in it, if he would but The trial of his courage is short, and the
ponder it, to excite high and holy grati. hope of a speedy end of its trial inspires
tude. God has nourished him as a child its exercise. We can submit to a rough
-has defended him as a man-has
sup' road and mean fare if our journey be short.
plied him as a father-has
admonished But when the journey is for life; when the
him as a friend-has disciplined him as a trial ends only in the grave, and our hope
teacher-and
has ever made him the ob- rests upon what is beyond, we need a more
ject of bis care and love. And the recol- powerful virtue than courage-we
need
lections of these mercies, by the side of PATIENCE, The question is not concernI
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and measured, as acandidate looks to the buffeted, he is transferred, to be lacerated
success of his canvass; as the soldier to his and mangled again. 'rhey jeer him and
victory; or the man of business to his gains taunt hjm-they
give him the mimic scep-but
concerning moral influences, which tre--the thorny crown-the wormwood and
can neither be estimated nor anticipated.the gall. But he is calm, he is patient, he
The conflict is not with palpatle agencies, is submissiv~, he is trustful. Arid what is
but with opposing feelings, passions, preju- the triumph of his patience? The broken
dices, pursuits, rivalries, and ten thousand reed become!) the sceptre of unfading and
moral obstacles within and without, seen boundless dominion. And the cup of bit·
and unseen. The hope of victory is never terness, drunken by his servants in every
near, unless we consider the nearness of age, is the panacea for every soul, whilst the
the bed of death, which may indeed be the ~thorny crown gives kingly dignity, and confirst bed of rest, and thus our very uncer- ~strains all who behold it meekly worn to
tainty holds us to patience, in view of the exclaim now as then, "This is a Son of
unseen, unknown home, where sickness, God." Then let us study his example, and
pain and sorrow find no exrtrance.
seek succor of Him who has fellow-feeling
But the great aid to Christian Patience, with our afflictions and knows the difficulty
is the example of Jesus. He was made of our trials, who can make allowance for
perfect through suffering, and consecrated our weaknesses, and give strength to .susit as the path of perfection to his followers. tain us, lest we be swallowed up with the
And hence, one of the clearest evidences of sorrow of this world.
the divinity of his life is found in the fact,
(To be Continued.)
that no condition of poverty, desolation,
bodily suffering, or external evil of any
Home.
character, that has not its counterpart in the
BY w. G. ELIOT,
ST. LOUIS.
humlliat:on, wanderings, rejection and ag- Shelooketh well to Ihe ways of her householdand
ony of the Son of God. And here, [ask, e.'eth nottho br~adof idlene••.-Prov. xxx. 27.
who can believe trials are sent in anger, 1 My subject, this· evening, leads us to
when he sees their full weight poured out the inquiry, what is woman's appropriate
upon the purest of earth, or best beloved of sphere of action, and the duties which
heaven? And who ever looked to his ex- chi·eRydevolve upon her?
ample, that did not receive strength to bear
Far be it from me, however. to enter
his lot and do his duty, giving God thanks upon those difficult and learned discusfor so holy an association? His toilsome sions concerning woman's rights and woand painful pilgrimage was ever severer in man's mission, in which so many pens and
suffering and agony than ours. "It became tongues have been employed, in modern
us to have a High Priest, touched with the times. These are subjects, I think, that
feeling of our infirmities." He was tempt- offer little room for difference of opinion,
ed in all points as we 'are, that he might, by except when misunderstood .or improperly
his past example and present power, succor treated. Narrow minded men and vision,
those who are tempted. We can have no ary women assume extreme positions, and
suffering, but what he had greater. We arrogance on one side, and unreasonable
can enter no region of trial, where he has ~\dema~ds o.n t.he other, are t~e result. On
not gone before and beyond us. We can one SIde, It IS assumed, WIth a self-sufiitread no dark and gloomy valley, his foot-l ciency which would be provoking if it
steps have Dot illuminated. His patience were not amusing, diat the sum and sub.
was trie~ by his friends and his enemies.-! stance of humanity is in the male branch
By the ingratitude of the one, and the re-! of it, and that the female branch is only
volting forms of persecution of the other.! an after-thought, a needful circumstance
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in the case.
On the other, the champion
of woman contends· that she will never
have her full rights, until she is educated
in ~very respect as man is, and shares eve·
ry department
of life with him, from the
hall of legislation to the nursery, inclusive.
One is as far from right as the other, and
both are equally unjust.
W II do not wonder at the complaints of
sensible women, at the narrow limits as·
signeel to their education.
If they express
the desire to know something
more than
school·books
can teach, and to enter up'
pon the fair domains of literature,
or the
severer studies of science, they are greeted
with some foolish sneer, or ridiculed
as
"strong·minded
women;"
as though there
were something
monstrous
in a woman's
cultivating
her mind, or finding delight in
knowledge.
When the sneer comes, as it
generally
does, from men who are them·
selves ignorant and superficial,
as well as
ill.mannered,
it is pitiful, not less thari
u~generous.
But in recent times, woman
has sufficiently
vindicated
both her right
and ability
to enter into competition,
wherever she pleases, in the departments
of prose or poetry, of science or philan.
thropy, with the wisest and best educated
men.
They who speak the language
of
Miss EDGWORTH
and JOANNA BAILEY, of
Mrs. HEMANS and Mrs. SOMERVILLE, of
Miss SEDGWICK and Miss DIX, should nev·
er suffer one word of disrespect. to pass
their lips, towards woman.
Our current
literature
is adorned by her pen, or works
of philanthropy
are dependent,
to a grea t
extent, upon her sympathy
and direct co·
operation.
She need, therefore, have noth·
ing to fear from the comparison
between
her intellect
and that of man; but it is
a comparison
between things unlike, and
each of them is better than the other. in
its own place..
Let both be faithfully
turned to the performance
of those duties
which, under the providence
of God, de.
volve upon them, and no .room will be
left for the question,
"which
is the
o

greater'" .

.
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sions, it will be admitted by all sensible
persons, of either sex, that woman's best
sphere of action and of influence is found,
not abroad, but at home; not in the world
at large, but in the bosom of her own
family.
Her own household is the king.
dam in which, with her mild sceptre, she
best reigm.
She may indeed go out be·
yond it, but only as the missionary
goes
out from his own land, to seek a field
f
laoor less pleasant,
less congenial
to his
taste.
It constitutes
the exception
to the
ordinary routine of her life, and in gene·
ral, all that she can elsewhere do is noth·
ing, compared with her home influence and
her home labors.
If all women performed
their part in
that,small
but noble sphere, there would
scarcely be any work in "the departments
of morality
and religion left undone.
It
is a sphere in which every woman can lao
bar with success, and with the majority it
is the only one, in which success and happiness can be at the same time secured.
Whatever
may be. woman's
capacity for
other departments
of life, her tastes, her
sympathies, her affections, lead her to seek
her own happiness
and usefulness in the
circle of her friends and kindred, under
her father's or husband's
roof, rather than
in the larger but more superficial relations
of the world.
And we may further add,
that whatever
may be her success else·
where, and however useful she may be·
come, she is seldom an object worthy of
admiration,
unless in her home influence
she is also blessed.
The woman
who
neglects her home, who abstracts therefrom
her first affections, her dearest interest,
her most earnest
efforts, is sacrificing
more than she can gain, except under very
extraordinary
circumstances.
She will
probably sacrifice her own happiness and
that of all whom she ought most to love.
Superficial persons may think that this
is a contracted view of woman's sphere and
duties.
To confine her chiefly to the four
walls of. a home, and to.limit her influence
to a family of five or SIX persons
is like
b urymg
.
h'er, and IS thought to be
' great
discus- social injustice.
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"Vhy may she not have the whole
sphere of the world to act in?
should her influence be more .limited
that of man?
We answer, that our

great
Why
than
reall

influence is often stronger, for being lillli·l
ted in its immediate
action.
The wider
diffusion
of our efforts lessens
their
str~ngth
and sometimes
prevents
their!
efficacy.
'fhe greatest h.eat for practicall
purposes,
is produced by an instrument
which concentrates
the flame upon a sin·
gle point.
The hardest metals then can·
not resist its power.
But the same heat
diffused a very little, is of no avail.
And
so do we often see that the concentrated
influence of affection is strong enough, in
the sacred precincts of the family relation,
to melt away the dross from the most
stubborn heart, and shape the heart itseld
after the heavenly pattern, when all in·
fluences out of doors and all the disci·
pline of common li'fe have had no effect.
Again:
it must be remembered
that
home influence extends beyond home'-l
The best way to purify a stream is to
cleanse its fountains, and less effort will
accomplish the work if begun there.
The
great current
of society
is created by
those little streams, which are pure or
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fThe mother has an audience of five or six,
~to whom her life preaches, and if she can
have the blessing of God to convert them
from sin to holiness,
from the world to

f

God, she accomplishes
a work which God
Iy can measure.
I doubt if any woo
man who devotes herself, both mind and
heart, to its accomplishment,
would call
the sphere ignoble or the work insignifi.
cant.
It seems so only to those who have
not heart enough to appreciate
it rightly,
or mind enough to understand
its great·
ness; and they will waste themselves in
peevish compl"aint, because they have not
a wider sphere of action, when the real
difficulty is, that they are incompetent
to
the work which God has already given
them to do. I know many who are unfit
for this home duty, none who are degra·
ded by it. The reason why there is so
much left for philanthropists
to do, is this
-that
home work is done so badly.
The
great primal
reform is needed there, and
will n~ver be accomplished,
until woman
does It. Man may help her or hinder;
but however loudly he may call himself
the head 01 the family, she is the heart;
and it is the heart which creates the life·
blood and diffuses it through
the whole

1 on

i

impure according to the character of our system.
homes.
To purify them, or to keep them
There is an unworthy estimate of home
pure, is chiefly woman's
work; and if and home·life, which values it only for its
truly done, the current would roll on" physical
comforts, and under which my
pure as a mountain stream, to the eternalllanguage
would be extravagant.
Some
ocean.
If it be not well done, all the men think
of it only as a more conve·
Howards and Wilberforces
can only sue· nient and pleasant way of living, than is
ceed in fil tering, here and there, a littie found in hotels or eating-houses;
and ac·
of the corrupted water.
cording to their view, woman is little more
So true is this, that the strongest and than a cooking
and mending
animal, a
most enduring influence which any of us kind of upper servant, sometimes with reo
exert, is that which begins at home, and duced wages, whose duty is to provide for
goes out widening and' deepening into the the wants of her lord and master, and take
wo~ld.
Whet~er men or women, the day good care or his children.
Perhaps
we
of Judgment wtll probably show this to be should
say that some men used to think
true.
A celebrated
pr~acher
once said, thus; for such opinions are now generally
that the most successful
sermon he ever discarded,
or acknowledged
to be very
preached, was to an audience of one per· coarse.
Yet they are not
quite out
son, on a very stormy day.
That one of date, and occasionally
you will hear
person was con~erted and became the in·l the vulgarism of the great Napoleon
ap'
strument
of domg good to thousands.-j
plauded, "that she is the most eminent
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woman who has had the most children," or
But while we rate such humble duties
the equal vulgarism
of a less man, that at their highest value, considered as means
the most important
question
as to a wo- to a spiritual
end, we say that the man
man's education
is, whether she can pre· who prizes woman, because she is capable
pare a good dinner, or mend an old gar· of performing
these and similar tasks,
ment?
Questions which, if made the most does not deserve to have a good wife.
He
important,
indicatp, that we put the same should merely employ a housekeeper
and
estimate
upon .eating with, the glutton,
pay her good wages.
And the woman
and upon economy with ~he miser.
whose idea of duty stops here, whose highBut on the other hand, we must not un· est ambition
is to keep house well, has
dervalue the humble details of household
but very low 'conceptions
of her proper
care, which occupy- so much of woman's
dignity, and is unworthy to be the wife of
time', the world over.
a sensible man.
There are social, moral
A great part of the comfort and happi- and spiritual
uses, proceeding
from the
ness, and therefore of the good social in- wise regulation
of the household,
which
lIuence, of home depend upon the manner
bestow dignity on what' would otherwise
in which those trifling details are attended
be trifling, and give "alue to things, which
to. A slovenly house, or a badly ordered would serve only to please the taste or
table, or ill-clothed
children,
make an gratify the senses.
The pleasantness
and
uncomfortable
home, and a man must be comfort of home is the machinery with •
a saint to resist its unhappy influences on which woman works, if she well underhis characte:r.
Just as it is the man's duty stands her office, for the education of the
to provide a home for his family, and to heart, for purifying the character, of each
supply it with conveniences
according tojmember
of her family.
It is thus she
means, it is woman's duty to adorn it with shuts out the temptations
of the world.the excellent
graces of good taste, and It is thus that she teaches her husband
either by her own industry or the well di· and her children to depend on the quiet
rected industry of those who serve her, enjoyments' of the fireside, which elevate
to fill it with the healthful
influences of whil"e they refresh.
Her home is her Garcleanliness,
good order and neatness;
so den of Eden, or she has none, and she
that every thing may minister to the com· knows that the more the flowers are cultifort and enjoyment
of those she loves.vated and the fruit ripened,
not only the
From these duties nothing can excuse her, more beautiful,
but the more healthful
except the disability
of sickness.
For both for mind and body, will it be.
She
their omission, 'no excellencies
in other thus expresses
her gratitude to God from
things can compensate.
She may not neg- whom her blessings proceed, and her affeclect them, even to find time for study or tion to her friends and kindred, for whose
reading, in the improvement
of her mind; happiness her mind is continually
watchnot even for works of philanthropy
or in ful, and on whose behalf she makes a
relieving the poor; much less for idle gos- hundred
sacrifices, so unpretending
that
sipping or visits of etiquette,
or the peru· they are unobserved,-but
not the sweetsal of the last novel.
We care not how neSf> of temper from'which
they proceed,
high she may be in in her social standing,
while she seeks her own best delight in
nor how hnmble
her lot; if she has a the enjoyment
of others.
With a spirit
home, whether it be a palace or a single like this no occupation is trifling, no duty
room, the ordering of her own household,
insignificant.
The educated woman some·
with all its trifling occupations,
is her first times complains of the petty nature of her
duty, 'and should be her first care.
vVith· cares and the increasing
perplexity
of
out it her home influence, and therefore
trivial things; but let her mind be elevaher chief influence, i~ lost.
ted, let her have a noble, ultimate design
2
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and you change every thing.
Give her chanic, the lawyer, spend three·fourths
of
that spirit in the service of God, by which their time in labors, which are respectable
we live above the world while we live in only because of the object in view.
Men
it, and by which she can look through alllsometimes
speak contemptuously
of woo
the vexations that annoy her, to the hearts man's work, forgetting
how much their
of those for whose happiness
her care is' happiness
depends upon its faithful disexpended, and you impart beauty to the charge; and women are too apt to admit
most orJinary routine of her life; to the that their 'employments
are unimportant,
humblest domestic duties which povarty,
compared
with those of men.
But, for
or the unreasonable
exactions of umea· ~1yself, as a careful observer
of both, I
sonable men, can lay upon her.
Under cannot perceive why woman, who is worksuch circumstances
we sometimes regard ing with a smile that bestows a charm on
her, though busied in what seem menial ~the plainest occupation,
ingeniously
con·
labors, with feelings little short of rever· ~triving to make a little go a great way,
ence.
.
and of small means obtaining a great com·
Go into the poor man's house, when he fort, is not employed
in work quite as
is at his hard toil in the world, and wit· dignified, as trading for sugar and coffee,
ness the paient, uncomplaining
industry
or the selling of cotton and woolen goods,
M his wife, who seems to forget that she or the chaffering about freights and ex·
has wants of her own, in her busy zeal changes.
From the way in which men
to supply the wants of others,
and in £ometimes
talk, you would suppose that
whose eye the unbidden tear rises when, dollars and cents are the only respectable
at his return home, she is greeted with no things in tho universe;
that successful
word of praise or kindness;
for which she speculation
is the only true heroism, and
excuses him in her heart, because
he is that the hope of making twenty per cent.
tired in body and anxious in mind.
Or profit is enough to bestow dignity upon
look upon the widow upon whom has de· meanness itself.
But careful thought will
volved ·the labor of supporting and edu· I show us, that our comfort, our happiness,
cating her children, as she sits almost un.l our general well·being,
depend more upon
moving from early morn far into the hours what is called woman's work, than upon
of night, plying that little instrument,
her man's.
They depend, not so much on the
needle, until her eyes ache and her fingers success of our counting·rooms
and work·
are stiff, and yet her heart is buoyant with shops, and a good balance·sheet
at the
gratitude
to God, because she can find end of the year, as upon the judicious
. work to do; and I think we shall be. able management
and skillful ordering of do·
to understand
that the sphere in which mestic life.
We may be happy with a
their souls work is greater, in proportion
very small income, if the home depart·
.as the labor of their hands seems less.
ment is so managed that every thing is
It requires a great heart to turn 1>mall used to the best advantage, and good taste
thiIDgs to heavenly uses.
The cup of cold made to supply the place of luxuries; and
water given to the thilsty, in the name of there will be something left, out of what
Jesus Christ, becomes a heavenly work and would otherwise have been wasted, for the
obtains the approval of the Heavenly Fa' poor.
But who can be contented
in a
l
ther.
It is not what we do, outwardly I house, where style is substituted for neat·
considered,
but the spirit in which it is nes~, and large expenditure
brings little
done, that constitutes the greatness or lit· comfort, and the idleness of the inmates
tleness of of our work.
The details
of gives abundant time for fretfulness?
We
all.our lives are insignificant,
and in this can educate our children to be useful and
respect few have a right to boast over the! happy, however p.oor w.e may be; .but not
rest.
The merchant, the farmer, the me·! in a household wluch witnesses dally con·
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tention and complaining;
where frivolous
amusement
is made to take the place of
rational
enjoyment;
where the influence
of the mother fails to' commend virtue and
religion to hel' sons and daughters.
We would not imply that everything in
the home depends
upon the female memo
bers of it. Some men are so selfish or
depraved,
so ill·natured
and petulant, so
unreasonable
in their expectations,
and
so thankless
when they have no room to
be dissatisfied,
that if they were to find
angels at home they would contrive,
by
their own presence,
to prevent them from
an angel's bliss.
But we speak in gene·
ral terms when we say that, in civilized
christian communities,
-the praise of welldirected families and the blame of disorderly ones belong chiefly to the woman.Let man be ever so wise in his own canceit, the credit chiefly belongs to her; let
her be ever so ingenious
in excuses, and
in throwing tbe fault from herself upon the

\ home, in gardens, in cafes, in the streets,
as it is in France and Italy, and it would
be as difficult to maintain our Republic,
as it has been to establish one in Paris or
Rome.
No one, who has ever visited
those cities, or N aples,'or Venice, or who
has studied the habits and customs
of
their population,
can fail to see the cause
of their violent commotions,
and uneasy,
restless striving.
The mass of the people
are without homes and home influences.They live out of dooL~, in perpetual ex.
ci tement, and the only idea of a home to
thousands of them is a place to sleep in.
By thi~ means,
woman is, for the great
part, shut out from her proper influence on
society.
She is deprived
of her rightful
working-place,
and she sannot
work to
good advantage.
She becomes the drudge,
or the toy and plaything,
or at best the
ornamenCof
society, instead of being the
messenger
of truth, the guardian
of virtue, the angel of mercy.

circumstances
by which she is surrotjnded,
to herself principally
may the fault be
traced.
That exceptions exist we know,
but what we have now said is, generally
speaking,
true.
We desire to magnify, although we cannot exaggerate,
the importance
of the institution of home.
The more so, because
this is the best means of elevating woman
in the scale of social life, to the point
which belongs to her of right, but has not
yet, in any part of the world, been fully
conceded.
In this country,
everything
depends upon it. It is the nursery of reo
publican simplicity
and republican virtue.
It is the wholesome
restraint
upon our
eagerness,
the
conservative
influence
which prevents
radicalism
from excess;
an influence stronger than patriotism,
and
from which the purest patriotism
springs.
It binds us to the love of peace.
It
counteracts the angry feelings of political
contention
and the conflicting
interests of
differbnt parties.
Destroy it, or our love
for it; make this whole nation an out·of.
door people; teach them to find their
amusements,
their happiness,
away from

The foundation
of our free institutiol1'
is in our love, as a people, for our home;'.
The strength of our country is found, not
in the declaration
that all men are frcp
and equal, but in the quiet influence
of
the fire· side, the bonds which unite together the family circle.
The corner-stone
of
our republic is the hearth-stone.
There.
fore let men see that it is carelulJy laid;
let woman's hand keep it clean and bright;
around it let happy faces gather, and happy hearts beat in gratitude to God.
From
the corroding cares of business, from the
hard toil and frequent
diappointments
oj
theday, men retreat to the bosom of their
families, anil there in the midst of that
sweet society of wife and children
and
friends, receive
a rich reward for their
industry, and are reminded that their best
interests are inseparable
from public order
and social morality.
How different would
it be, if, instead oJ this, he turned to the
resorts of public pleasure, to the partisaTI
debates of political clubs, or to any other
organization
from which woman's influence is excluded, for the refre3hment of
his mind and body.
The merry talkirg
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have be~

persuasive to virtue and patriotism,
than lmade, in our homes is om chief strength.
the speeches of orators or demagogues'-l
There is our best happiness as a people.The feeling, that here, in one little spot, (There the strongest influences in favor of
his best enjoyments
are all concentrated,
~virtue and religion
are at worK.
They
made pure through
being shared with are the school·houses,
in comparison with
female purity; the consciousness
of de' which all other schools and colleges, both
pendence,
through the strong affections ~public and private, are of no importa
ce,
of his heart, upon those who for protec.! and in them is woman's
plaGe and wotion and support depend upon him; his \ man's work.
The Emperor of the French
almost unconscious
yielding to the gentle said, which is a partial offset to his abinfluence
of one who is second to him'l surd saying already quoted, that the chief
only because her good sense yields the l necessity in reforming
the SYe tern of na·
precedence;
all this gives a wholesome
tional education was well e'ducated moth·
tendency to his thoughts
and is like the ers. With equal force may it be said that
healing oil, poured upon the wounds and the prosperity
of our land, the permabruises of the spirit.
~nence of our imtitutions,
can be secured
Nor is it a fancy picture we have now only through the influence, which must be
drawn.
In ten thousands
of homes each, the home·influence,
of sensible
and virday, at set of sun, in every pa rt of our l tuous .WOmen. Legislators
are good in
happy land, are these strong but quiet in.j their place, but for our happiness and virfiuences at work.
In everyone,
woman tue as a people, wemustdepend
upon that
is proving herself a true philanthropist,
legislation,
which is spoken in the gentle
a conservator
of public order, the promo· voice,
so excellent
a thing in woman;
ter of social harmony.
While she docs urged by the pleadings
of woman's
love,
this work faithfully--although
Providence l enforced by the penalties of woman's dis-

I

l

I
l

I

I

may open a wider sphere of action, under
the revolutions
of modern
society-she
cannot have a nobler sphere,
nor one
wherein sha can be more useful or more
happy.

I

1 pleasure.

i

If the views now presented are correct,
we do not degrade woman by teaching that
home is her rightful place, the sphere of
her chief influence.
If she has a heart

We know that different scenes are olten large enough and a mind sufficiently eelu·
exhibited.
Uniformly
our best blessings i cated to perform her duties there, looking
may be abused to become the worst'cvilF.:
well to the ways of her household
and
It is not eycry roof·tree under which We eating not the bread of idleness, she is the
may sit, with n"one to molest or make us equal pf any man, however great, or good
afraid.
It is not every woman who knows or wise he may be.
She is his equal in
how to make home pleasant.
~omething
position, his equal in praclicalusefulness.
more is requisite than boarding·school
ac·l
But we have reason to fear that the
complishments
and a milk and water views now presented
are not sufficiently
character.
Something more than an edu- regarded.
Home is not made so sacred a
cation in a female college, with the degree" place as it ought to be.
Its influence is
of Mistress of Arts.
There are houses not exclusively given to the cause of tem·
enough, in which woman is content to be perance and righteousness.
Even where
little better than a doll to wear finery, or its general influences
are good, frequent
a child to be amused; and there are others and melancholy
exceptions
are made, by
in which sufficient proof is given of Sol· conforming to wrong usages and the con·
omon's words, that" a continual
dropping
tinuance
of foolish customs.
When the
in a very rainy day and a contentious
woo festive board is spread, an,] all the rflfineman are alike."
ments of woman's
skill have been ex-

i~
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hausted to make it attractive,
its crowning!
glory is found in the wine "which moveth
itself aright, but at last stingeth like a
a serpent and bitelh like an adder."
Her
hand becomes ingenious to fill the sparkling bowl, and her encouragement
is given
to those" tha t tarry long at the wine, who
rise up early in the morning that they
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ant smile and the grasp of a friendly hand,
and the feast which cheers without inebriating, are not these enough?
If any require
more, let them seek it where Lhey may sell
their virtue for a price.
Let not woman's
hand lead the way to temptation.
Let not
h.er ple~sant hom.e lend its attractions to the
SInS whIch so eastly beset us.

may follow strong drink, that continue
Is there a mother who would place temp·
until nigh t till wine inflame thllm."
I tation in the way of her son? Is there a
would not go beyond the limits of propri- sister who would make virtue' difficult to
ety, to interfere with the social arrangeher brother?
Is there a maiden, who would
ments prevalent among us. Every person place in the hand of him whom she is alclaims the right of directing the affairs of ready beginning to love, the poison·which
his OW/l family,
and of receiving
his may find and perhaps has already begun te.
friends according to his own ideas of hos- find its way to his heart?
Is t.here a wifa
pitality.
I do not dispute the right, but who would surround her husband
with
wish that it were exercised more disci'eetsnares, so skillfully covered that he may
Jy. I am afraid that the strongest influ- fall into them almost unawares?
You may
~nce on the side of intemperance
and the have the utmost confidence in those you
hardest to overcome is that of the social love, as we all have; for love casteth out
circle, the hospitable board.
In our homes fear; but is it worth while to try, experi·
which should be the centre of every good ments, when the stake at issue is so tremeninfluence, that bad influence is at work.
In dous?
We may be very sllre that they are
the very citadel of our safety, the most dan- in no danger; but is it not well to remember
gerous enemy gains free admission.
It is that prayer, "lead us not into temptation,"
there that the thoughtless habit which ends and shall woman be the tempter?
If not
in dissipation is begun.
There it finds en- for the sake of those whom she herself
couragement,
under all the appliances; of loves, Ytt for the sake of those whom others
luxury and elegance, until itshows itself in love, let her refuse to become the minister
the unsteady
step and reeling brain.
I of evil.
have known many young men to be betrayed
Those who are tempted may not be her
into confirmed habits of intemperance,
by own friends and kindred; she may look uptheir frequent acceptance
of tbis well in- on them with entire indifference,
and offEr
tended kindness.
There are probably tbose tbe temptation
only because custom rewho will have been, this week and the next, quires it; but there are hearts beating ~adly
intoxicated for the first time in their lives, ~for those who yield; there are wives and
because it is so difficult and awkward to re-l mothers and sisters who will have reason to
fuse the reiterated
invitations of woman's mourn over the day, when the temptation
hospitality.
Is it not particularly to be re- was offered, and the custom which permitgrettcd, that Christmas day, the com memo- ted it.
ration of the Savior's lJiclh, and the close of
Nor is it only upon one day in the year,
the year, which should call for reflection: but frequently,
almost as a needful part of
and repentance,
and the beginning of the ~hospitable entertainment, the subtle and alnew year, which ought to be hallowed by most irresistible attack is made npon the
virtuous resolutions, become to many the virtue of those who only desire an excuse
first step towards ruin?
Can we not be for yielding.
Festive
assemblies
which
hospitable in a less dangerous
way?
Can begin with all the splf1ndor that wealth can
we not make our friends welcome without purchase, and at which the beauty, the fash(:xposing them to danger? Are not the pleas- ion and the elegance of the city are gath-
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ered, sometimes end with scenes, in the I say that ;f she really wishes for the change
pri-vate parlor, which would not be credita- it will be accomplished!
There are unble to the public tavern.
At such times doubtedly some men so arbitrary and selfeven woman's eye sparkles with an unwont- willed, that they will not be directed, even
ed fire, and the gayety of her merriment is by the gentlest hand and faT their own
something more than the natul al flow of her good.
But under the worst of circumstanown spirits.
To the whole she lends her ces, she can moderate the evil and greatly
countenance;
and ller influence, as the pre- diminish its allurements.
Generally speaksiding genius of her household, is given to ing, in well-regulated
families, it i~ so f!fr
that which, in hel: heart, she dispises and 1 under her control, that what she heartily
hates.
wishes she can easily accomplish.
I have no expectation of changing general
I commend it, therefore, to your serious,
customs by my feeble voice. I knowhow
may I not say, to your religious pttention.
tyranical fashion is, anu that there are many It is a serious subject, upon which the best
persons who would commit any sin or incur interest of society depend.
Do not treat such
any danger, sooner than be accounted un-l things as conventionalities,
that must take
fashionable.
"Custom lies upon us as a their own course; for you have an influence
weight, heavy as lead," and not one in a to exert, a duty to perform, which cannot
hundred
has the strength
or courage to be neglected
without sin. It is a duty
throw it off, though conscience may com- which rests upon you as mothers, as wives,
mand and the safety of those whom he best as sisters, as daughters, as friends: yes, as
loves require it. But the improbaoility of women.
Not one of you can escape from
success is nO,reason for being silent.
They it. If it were faithfully performed,
if the
who attempt nothing ale quite sure to ac- influence were heartily exerted, I believe
complish nothing.
Social usages, like those that the whole great question
of temperto which I refer, can be more easily ance would be trium.phantly carried.
Men
changed than we at first suppose.
If a com- are not brutal enough to love intoxication.,
paratively small number of those who are unless they learn to Jove it in woman's soraised, by their wealth and hospitality,
ciety.
Their first step she can easily preabove the accusation of meanness,
and by vent~ but afterward, when she begins tc>
their standing above the suspicion, so dread-lloathe
their presence, even her voice fails
ful to endure, of being unfashionable;
irl to. call thero back.
a few of such families were to begin the
Let these things sink into our hearts.
:r
change, there would be many to follow, and have spoken of them, because 1. think t~ley
twelve months would show great and gen- need to be spoken of. 'rheir neglect will
eral improvement.
The yOllng would have be our ruin.
The necessity of a change is
reason to bless such a change, for one of already felt, and before many years are past,
their chief dangers would be removed.many of these usages, now fasbionable,
Still more would they have reason to bless will be accounted not only dangerous but
it, who have once yielded to temptation and vulgar.
By adoptlDg tbe right principle as
are now exerting themselves to resist.
Too lour guide, let us go in advance of fashion,
often have I seen tbose, who have held firm- and do what we can to discontinue wrong
Iy to their resolution through a whole year, custo!ns.
We may (io it silently, or as
inadvertently
betrayed
into the ruin from quietly as you please; but Jet it ue done dewhich they had almost escaped, by the cidedly and it will be effectual.
At least it
multiplied temptations
which custom has will be the performance of our own duty,
prescribed.
and a proof thut we fear God more than we
And am I wrong in thinking that it is wo- fear man.
man's influence, to which we must look for
It will make our homes the sancluary of
the change required? Do I overrate it, when 1 virtue, as they ought. to be.
"It must needs
I

I
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be that temptations come;" but to that asserlion of the Savior another is added, well
calculated to st'lrtle us, in view of our own
accountability:
"Woe unlo them through,
whom the temptation cometh."
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when we find.
It gives a divine serenity
to the eye that looks upon the most awful confusion,
for it confers a faith in a
Power in, beyond and above the surround·
ing darkness, whose presence will yet reo
store the triumph and secure the calm.The evil seen and felt, may be the fruit of
j sin, 0 f error; but neither sin nor error are
, God;
neither reign so as to break the do·
main of Providence
nor tear down the pi!-

While, therefore, the Christian
revela- lars of the perfect throne.
That Provition discloses
an immortal
state,
and dence, it assures us, has given us our part
makes natural death the portal by which in oonnection
with weakness and imperwe enter it, at the same time, it teaclles, ~fection, so that when we live and when
most impressively,
that moral death and we die, we fulfill a law, or a will, that is
misery are the fruit of sin, and the just higher and better than our own.
It recogand unavoidable
punishment that has ever nizes the truth, then, that sin is in the
followed the voluntary
violation of law, world, and is in it as both the indirect and
or obligation
to God, it does I:lot deny direct source of its suffering; but it places
that pains and afflictions come upon the over against the prevalence
and power of
beQt men, but it assures us that they are sin, the Power of the Highest, whose om·
evidences
of love, and are II part of the nipotent jurisdiction
causes every kind of
fraternal
discipline
necessary to our de-j sin to meet somewhere
its just punishvelopment
and spiritual
elevation;
and ment, which can neither be avoided nor
that even then, afflictions
may, for th13 resisted by merely human power.
And
most part, be tr;Jeed to human sin some· this truth is everywhere confirmed by huwhere, though it may
be outside of man experience.
True, it may be denied,
the sphere of our accountability.
For ex- but its denial is one of its impressive con·
ample: the miseries
of poverty flow from firmatiollS;
for he that denies that sin
ignorance,
selfishness,
pride, and dissipa·
brings its Runishment, only reveals one of
t-ion; and so, to some extent,
with all its most fearful forms of punishment,
in
kinds of sufferingThe person who suf· the insensibility
and degradation
that
fers, may not be directly culpable; but he lives so far beneath the recognition of the
may find relief in the truth, that God divine government,
a,s to be emphatically,
reigns over the sin and the suffering, and in a Christian sense, "dead" while living.
will, to those who believe, and whenever
He does not read, intelligently,
the record
they believe, bring good out of the evil. of a singl'e day's experience.
And can
If we unavoidably
suffer by the sip. ofl he be said to live, who does not rightfully,
others, it is His will.that
we should &Uf- appreciate
a single hour of his groveling
fer, and it will result in good.
Thi~ is the life?
Can his be called a true life, who
Christian doctrine,
and it embraces
every has no sense of the presence,
much Jess
calamity
and physical death.
It allows ( of the communion,
of God, the fountain
no man to consider
himself the victim of of all being and life? Dare we speak of
chance;
it sees no earthly misery that is him as having the freedom of life, whose
not relievable,
and relievDble in the view soul is dead to its own capacity to drink
that our FatherisGod,
and his Providence~ into its fountain in God, or livesin a state
and dominion are Dlike universal.
It reo of unrest, fear and dread, which makes
veals the existence
of wisdom in events every inexplicable
event a dark and horwe cannot
fathom; invites us to search it rible portent of evil?
And yet either the
out, and rely both while we search and life of insensibility,
which is beast· like.

I
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or the life of unrest, which is worse, is place, even in his Eden, so secure as not to
the -life, or rather living death, of every ~be penetrated.
The deed may be covered
soul that has not the knowledge
of the i by the grave; easy speeches and fair looks
Fatherhood
and universal
dominion of may screen it from the e) e of sinful mor
God, revealed by the teaching, and illus- tals like himself; the offender may even fortrated by the life, death and triumph of get it, amid the distractions
of sense and
Christ.
Indeed, this thought is the key- the vagaries of fancy; long years may have
note to Christian
teaching.
It alone swept by, and brought ten thousand better
mak~s it harmonious,
and, in human
memories;
but the day comes, ever comes,
hearts, responsive; for this is the true, or and if not sooner, it will cJme when the
"eternal life, that they might know (ac- soul shall be merged intopiercing,
pent>traknowledge)
thee (the Father as Father)
ting mind, a nd mind into conscience, and
the only true God, and Jesus, the annointconscience into accountability,
and that aced, whom thou hast sent"-to
manifest
counlability,
unshared
by another, will rethy name and glory.
Look at human ex- veal the unavoidable
truth, "that everyone
perience,
and you will see that Christ's
of us shall give an account of himself to
teaching is everywhere, and by every man,·, God."
Fools may mock at transgression,
confirmed.
Sin causes death to the spirit. ~but their mockery ends in shame and reIt brings a positive punishment,
under the morse. Their mockery reveals that they have
divine administration,
both in its inward fallen beneath the purposes of a true life;
disquietude and its outward suffering.
It that their highest nature has been sacrihas private
griefs, pains and misgivings,
ficed, and life's ills, which were a light and
that make it, like Adam of old, hide in an improving burden, become a heavy and
the miserable
and vain
covering
that crushing weight.
chance may place in its reach, when. the
But there is another view of this subject
voice of the Lord God calls it to his pres- that I am confident we have leamed from
ence, or the presence of its agencit::s for re- Christ, that is to me peculiarly instructive
tribution.
If he ~ontinue in it, he comes and improving. It is, (that however they may
under the tyranny of devouring lusts; the escape the sad and awful issues of an inwretched gnawings of shame and remorse; dulgence in sin, or of a life of hatred and
th~eti~orous soul of fear~ and en~ironm.ent ma~ice, that the restorative pro~ess tl~roug.h
or stnfe, and condemnatIOn certamJy wlth-, which they must yet pass, eIther m tl1ls
in, and if necessary,
without, until life's world or the next, involves a concentration
life is worn away, and desperation or insen- of pangs tbat is proportioned to the nature
sibility swallow up all the noble capacities,
and influence of the disease.
The evil
generous sympathies, and heavenward pur- man must awake sometim~ to his actual
poses of his immortal nature.
The uni- condition, and see the vanity and folly and
verse is so arranged, that a violation of its misery of his hatefu1 life. He must awake
order must be found out.. The sin of man to a sense of his Fatber's forbearance
and
will find him out, even thougb it be but in love; "the riches of his forbearance."
He
thought, if the thought be cherished.
The l will see bis kindest invitations spurned; his
wrong done, the sorrow or misery occasion-l highest favors trampled upon with base incd, or inflicted, will come to him in a mem- gratitude; his commandments
unto life desory overshadowed with terror.
He may be pised; and then, sorrow's brimful cup must
hid amongst ten thousand, and no eye be be drained, even though its bitterness minable to recognize him, yet, whenever his gle with all the streams of happiness and
sin is named, it finds him out, and is' as the hope.
The restorative
process is retribuvoice of God calling him to a strict, indi-l tion itself. Look at Peter after his denial;
vidual, personal responsibility,
w,hich has Paul, fallen to the earth, and ever after,
no car so stopped as not to hear; no hiding even amid labors and sufferings that made
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him the greatest of God's workmen,
send- to feed on the miserable husks that such a
ing his note of regret back to the time when renunciation
alone can find; it dethrones it
he persecuted the humble followers of the to animal lusts, and thus buries its Diviue
Lamb; look to the pierced hearts of the powers; it gives its ever-growing capacities
murderers
of Jesus on the Pentecost of for an undying love to merely private intertheir recovery, and you will know what I ests, and they often not interests, but mista-.
mean.
The realities of every man's char- ken views of interest, and thus dooms itacter will at sometime be made clear and self to a dungeon, where the freedom of the
vivid to him; for God reigns over all men, universe is offered; it tamely submits to
over all states of man, and will awaken the temptation; retires with baseness from the
personal consciousness
somewhere,
and at ~perils of its duty, and thus gives up its
sometime, however long may be the delay, peace and glory for the mere livery of cusand however secure in his delusions the tom or folly.
This is ruin itself.
This is
offender may li.ve or die. For a time, he death.
This is Hell.
These are Scriptumay forget and escape from himself.ral uses of the words death and hell.He buries himself in his business; but the The perfection of the mind and affections
time comrs when the weight of business is heaven; is heaven o~ earth, above the
will be thrown off, an.d he must see himself earth everywhere;
the prostration or peras he appears to truth, to right, to God.version of these is death, and hell wherever
For a time he may drown himself in dissi- and whenever they are so prostrated or perpation, and sleep, or what seems still worse, 1 velted; and Christ reveals the true life and
hold all the energies of' his soul in 8uspi- the true heaven, the life and the heaven that
cion, malice or vindictiveness
towards all will know no change, save from glory to
his fellows, be cannot, or will not, under- glory, from perfection to perfection, by restand, but a sleepless
night is yet before vealing the proper exercise and direction of
him, in which consci~nce will not slumher'.l the capacitie~ of the spirit.
The mind and
and those he hated will stand up before him 1 heart of a Wicked man .would make a bell
as his brethren, perchance his friends, per- of heaven, a death of life; and that they do
chance his inseparable
companions.
In a it, every man may see and feel, who will
word, every man who lives not the true life penetrate a little below the tangible and palof love, of service, of faith, will be awa- pable punishments
and rewaras, that often
kened, and the awakening will be a punish- cover up the a.ctnalliving experience withment proportionably
fearful, according to in the soul.
This truth springs from the
the nature of the torpidity of his present nature of God and the human soul.
God
condition.
And this truth but leads l;S to pours his beneficences
upon us aJl, to be
another.
The inwrought elements of our converted into our food or poison, our good
being; those that we are daily making by or misery, according as we receive and use
the dispositions we cherish and the habits it. The irreversible
relations of his love
we indulge, are self-retributive;
they make, and justice must follow holiness and in iquiindeed, a part of ourselves, and bring to us,. ty, to bless the one and to restrain the othsooner or later, their sufficient evil or good. er, now and forever.
Will we be wise and
We cannot escape retribution,
nor fail of pure, we shall be strong and noble, and
reward, ·for the very reason we cannot es- glory and blessedness are inexhaustible to
cape flom ourselves.
What we think, do, the mind endowed with heavenly wisdom,
or cherish, we are, to some extent, not al- the feelings swayed by unchangeable
love.
ways appreciable.
Sin is, therefore, its own Will we be ignorant and corrupt, we must
punishment.
It produces
a state of soul be mean and degraded, and the horrors of
that revolts at tbe allegiance it owes to God, bigotry, variance and strife are also inexand therefore revolts at its own happiness;
haustible to every such mind.
The one
it causes it to renounce its falher, and there·
abides in life; the other in death.
This is
fore renounces the sources of infinite love, the suLstance of the Christian doctrine of
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Life and Death, and its grfJat lesson is reechoed by all the solemn voices of history,
by all the revealing conclusions of philosophy, and by the testimony of every experience
that
has been
awakened
from
the torpidity of sense and sin, to see that
the law of God is everywhere, and everywhere binds w:th inseparable
bond the ties
of duty and faith with innocence and peace.
While, then, "the wages of sin is death,"
and only fools make a mock of sin, until it
gathers its fearful forces to correct their folly, the "pure in heart see God," and dwell
ever beneath the sun-smile of his presence
and tbe shadow of his arm.

J. B. F.
Spontaneous Reflections upon Isaiah, thirteenth Chapter.
"In that day shalt than say,
'I will prajse thee, 0 Jehov;.\b,
'For thou!!h thou hast been angry with me
~Thine an;cr is turned away,
'And thou comfortest me.
'Beholdl God is my ~a\vation;
'I will trust and I will not be afra:d;
'For Jehovah is my glory and my song,
'Itis hewbo was mysalvation."
'And ill that day ye shall say,
'Give thanks to Jt'hovah, calJ upon his name;
'Make known hlS deeds among the people;
'Give praisl"s for his name is exalted!
>
'Sin~ to Jehovab, for he bath dOlle g:orious things;
'Be this known in all the earth!
'Cry aloud, shout for jO)', 0 inhabitant of Zion,
'For great is the Holy One of lsrllAl in the midst of thee."
[ISAIAH,
xii-..iVoyes' trans.

The above is one of those ancient songs
of the true Zion which are ever new.
It
celebrates a great national deli~erance, but
it speaks also to the consciousness of every
religious beart, and most impressi\'ely, after
it has safely passed through a trying experience.
Let the reader sit down and recount the events of his life, wllich are easily
remembered:
his mental and physical sufferings; the struggles of his soul with evil;
his contests with the world, its vanities and
its enmities; and his many: many deliverances, and every word of the di\ine song
will be sweet to his taste.
Has he been delivered from long and wasting disease, or from gloomy forebodings of
bankruptcy for himself and a helpless family; or from the malice and vindictiveness of

THIRTEENTH

CHAPTER.

misguided foes; or from the straitness of
ignorance and the tl emes which most of all
feed the soul, or the crushing despotism of
fears that forget that there is a God everywhen' and in everything present,-whatever may be the deliverance,
if the soul be
alive to the source from whence all our deliverances proceed, it will joyfully sing: "I
will praise tbee, 0 Jehovah."
He may feel
that for 1 he correction of his many follies
and the punishment of his sins, the mercy
of the Lvrd seemed turned away; but when
by a purified faith, or the disciplinary influence of the evils he has endured, he has
brought to a sincere penitence and a determination for the better way, he cries out in
the fulne~s of his soul "for even though
thOll hast been angry with me thine anger
is turned away."
And as he numbers the
blessings he still enjoys, and the evidences
of divine favor that come up before him as
'he surveys his individual preservation
and
means of knowledge
and enjoyment,
his
frmily and friendly alliances with those who
are at once a guard and a help, he will say
in trulh, "thou Lord comfortest me."
And
tben looking in upon himself and seeing so
much to correct and improve; and forward
only to behold a vast field of duty to be
more carefully cultivated, remembering
tbe
past deliverances and unexpected blessings,
with mingled emotions of hope and fear,
be exclaims: "Behold! God is my salvation;
I will trust and not be afraid."
Looking
out, then, upon the fading glories of earth,
and feeling our wasting budily strength and
freq uent spiritual lethargy and infirmily, he
rejoices in tbe high privilege of saying, I
will wean my afrections more and more from
earth's vanities and follies, and no longer
allow them to engross and burden my struggling spirit, "for Jehllvah is my glory and
my song, and it is JIe that has given me deliverance."
He has ~ustained me in trial
and delivered me; he has given me hope in
view of death and earth's sorrowing separations, and the joy of a free pardon and a
life restoring
reformation j therefore, with
the people of God "1 will give thanks and
call upon the name of Jehovah."
And if
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he give me favor with the people aod the
tongue of the true Prophet,
"I will make
known his deeds among the people."Come, tben, all ye who love the Lord and
desire his favor, and the good of all his sinning, sorrowing,
dying creatures, and let
us "sing to Jehovah, for he has done glorious things for us all," and let us "declare
them throughout all the earth."
Let Zion
be glad in all her assemblies; let her not be
dismayed,
yea, let her "shout for joy, for
great is the Holy One of Israel in the midst
of them."
Disccveries
Let none

in Nineveh.

of our readers

pass

lWeI' the
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in mutilated representations
of his nature,
because idols of the worshipper's heart.But the reverential
acceptance of Christ,
as the highest Image of the Invisible God,
the finished representation
of his moral
perfections, will alone bring us near to our
Father, where no duty will be forgotten,
no taste corrupted, no aspiration lulle<;l to
sleep; but where the soul is eveT drawn upward in all its powers.
The universe is
not more truly the symbol of the mind of
God than is 1he man of Na-zareth the per~sonifkation
of his spirit, to possess which,
$ is to fill ourselves "with a love which pa ses
understanding"-with
the very "fulness of
Cod:'
J. B. F.

following article on account of its lengtb.LayaJ:d and the Discoveries
at Nimroud.
We would commend it especially to our
Is it 1rue that the lioht from some of the
younger readers.
If to gather up solid and more distant fixed sl:rs takes ages multiinteresting
information;
to establish
the plied by ages to reach this our earth, and
leading [\lets of human history; to see the that what we see are not the bodies as they
origin of much of the most interesting im- now exist, but as they existed some thousagery of the prophetical records; to see tbe ands of years ago?
All science is tbus cartriumph of mind in its efforts to stamp its rying us into the past.
Geology has made
ideals upon matter in everlasting sculpture,
us acquainted with a pre-adamite earth, and
or to commune with the traces of human various forms of organized being as peculiar
character as they are found in the cradle of to that earlier world.
What was considboth Jew and Gentile; be improving
and ered as nothing more tban so much goldelevating to our thoughts, then the following dust scattered on the black ground of the
article win well repay. the careful perusal of heavens, our mod~rn astronomy has resolved
all our readers.
At another time, we may into a field of suns and systems, whose
follow it,and similar researches,
with a few mingled light goes to make up so many
of the impreS'sions and rf;:f1ections they are splendid constellations,
and whose date is
calculated to make and direct, upon minds to be found far down in the deptbs of a past
that have received a ReligIOn that boasts a eternity.
Nor this only.
The recent disrevelation of tbe God of all nations, and the coveries of the site and ruins of ancient
Sayiour of the world.
cities enables us to walk their streets, and
I
In surveying the interesting imagery of lersurely view those palaces in which Jived
ancient \)orship, now dug up from the tomb and luxuriated se-me of the mightiest princes
of twenty-five centurJes, we cannot forbear that ever impressed the soil of this our
to remark:
That while they confirm the world, the temples in which they worshiptruth of an Eternal Proridence which in all ped, tbe tombs in which they were buried,
forms of human deyeJopcment gives Reas~m 1 and the monuments which were reared in
something
to conceive, Conscience some-$ memory of their deeds and tbeir name.tbing to demand, Affection something
to We find ourselves in the immediate neighdiscern, yet nowhere do \Vb find any repre- bOlhood of the hanging gardens, and of
sentation of the true God tbat does not those marvellous structures which tradition
carry with it the blindness of idolatry, save has referred to a very remote antiquity.in the Author and Finisher of our faith.Our knowledge is likely to be rectified and
Separate
attributes
of God, are presented. enlarged concerning
a people who were

i
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supposed to have left behind them no trace
of their historical life.
Tbese ruins will
henceforth
testify, not only to the fact of
their existence, but to their progress in civilization, in intellectual culture, in physical
science, and in artistic skill.
France and
England divide the glory of ha\'ing rescued
from the underground darkness and oblivion
of twenty-five centuries, some of the most
magnificent
remains of the old world.Many a traveler's foot llad pressed tbOFC
mounds which are found on the banks of
the Tigris, bu~ i,t was reserved for M. Botta

Paris nor London occupies one-fourth
of
the space on which Nineveh stood.
It is
probable, therefore, th"t a large portion of
the grotllld was occupied with gardens and
parks, and vineyards, and fie:ds for pasturage.
Its grandeur was equal to its size.Even at tbat early age, architecture had attained to high perfection, and its productions
were on a gig~ntic and magnificent scale.Science and art had combined to create a
place of commanding
elegance, while iu
wealth and luxury it rose to the highest
point.

and Dr. Layard to discover the treasures
which they concealed.
They prosecuted
their researches
with exhaustless patience
and perseverance j and tbough the story of
the people which'once
inhabited these cities of renown, is to ge read in bricks and
stones, and slabs, and bas-reliefs, and monumental inscriptions,
yet, as Dr. Layard
observes, "there could have beer} no more
durable method of preserving
the national
records; the inscribed w dis of palaces and
rock tablets have handed down to uS the
only authentic history of ancient Assyria;"
while by the discoveries
af himself and
others, the intention of those '.vho founded
that great empire "will be amply fulfilled,
and the records of their might will be more
widely spread, and more effectually preserved by modern art, than the most exalted
ambition could have contemplated."

The whole current of tradition leads us
to Nimrod as the founder of this great city.
He was an immediate descendant
of tbe
patriarcfl N op.h, and a man of rare courage
and enterprise.
His successful pursuits in
the chase marked him out as one peculiarIv fitted to su stain the ,duties and responsibilities of government;
and having obtained
for himself a name in the earth, he Jeft the
land of Sbinar, where he first founded his
dominion, and went into A~syria, and builded Nineveh, tbe city Rehoboth and Calah,
and Resen between Nineveh and Calah.Such is the simple record of the Book concerning the man whose name is inseparably
associated with one of the earliest settlements of the human race.
But here Revelation leaves us.
Scripture
is all but
silent on Assyria an<l the Assyrians, till we
come comparatively
near to tbe reign of

Nineveh, the capital of Assyria, was situated on the ea1ltern bank of the river Tigris,
opposite the present town of Mosul, about
two hundred
and eighty miles north of
Babylon, whose rival it was, but of much
larger dimensions.
It was about twenty
miles in length, twelve in breadth, sixty in
compass,
and took three days' journey
to perform its circuit.
It was sunounded
by walls a hundred feet high, and so wide
that three chariots could drive abreast of
them, and was forlified by fifteen hundred
towers of two hund:"ed feet in hei"ht while
the population exceeded six hund;ed'thousand.
This number is small compared with
the inhabitants included in the metropolis
of eithor England or Fran~e, and yet neither

grace-or,
as Layal d says, "uutil the period
when their warlike exdeditions to the west
of the Euphrates brought them into contact
with the Jews.
Pul, the first king whose.
name is recorded
in Scripture,
having
reigned between eight and nine hundred
years before the Christian era, and about
two liundred previous to th~ fall of the
emp~re, must have been the last of a long
succession of kings who had ruled over the
greater part of Asia.
The latter monarchs
j are more frequently mentioned in the Bible
on account of their wars with the Jews,
whom they led captive into Assyria.
Very
little is related even of their deeds, unless
they particularly
concern the Jewish peopIe."
Then if we come to profane history,
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record of a ~fu~~had~ta:~ee::::=the foundation of the Assyrian Empire.The liglttilJg which played on the edge of
The account ascribed to Herodotus is irre- the dark cloud retired, and would never
coverably lost; while tbe testimony of later bave left that dark·bosomed cloud, had not
writers is to be taken with so much reserve the people fallen back into their former haband limita~ion, that it is like the effort to its and pursuits. 'l'JlCY sunk deeper than
trace the characters on the sand which, the before in moral pollution, and tben another
wat~rs of the rolling wave bavc effaced of God's true speakers was sent to foretell
and washed out forever. With the excep- the overthrow of tbe city and the empire.tion of a few royal names, and some of The prepaTations for the destruction, and
tbose of doubtful origin, we have nothing the destruction itself, he paints in the most
in the form or worthy of the name of au- vivid colors. He calls on Nineveh to prethentic history. Ninus, Semiramis, and pare for the approach of tbe enemy; while
Sardanapa1us, are names familiar to every the military array and muster, the very arms
scbool-boy in the land. Of the expeditions and dress of the Medes and Babyloniansof the first, and the magnificent deeds of their rapid approach to the gates-·-the pro.
the second, and the profligacy of the third, cess of the seige-the inundation of the
he has read in his common school-history, river-the taking of tbe place--the 'captivbut what does he know of Assyria and its ity, the lamentation, and the flight of the
far-famed capital? What does anyone
inhabitants-the
sacking of the city-the
know? Strange, indeed, that "records of bearing away of its treasures--together
an empire so renowned for its power and civ- with the consequent dessolation and terror;
ilization, should have been entirely lost; are all set forth under the sublimest and
and that the site of a city as eminent for its most impressive images. and in the true
extent as its splendor should have been for spirit of Hebrew poetry. There was an
ages a matter of doubt .. It is not .perhaps old tradition that Nineveh should not be taless curious that an aC,c,dental dIscovery ken till the river Tigris, which defended
should suddenly lead us to hope that these part of the city, should become its enemy.
records may be recovered, and this site sat- N QW, it so happened that, in the third year
isfactorily identified."
of the seige, it became so swollen by con. It is to the Sacred Writings tllat we must tillued rains, that it overflowed part of the
turn for all our knowledge of tbis famous city, and threw down a considerable portion
city, from the time of Pul, the first king of of the wall. The king, thinking that the
Assyria, who invaded Canaan, till the final oracle was fulfilled by this inundation of the
overthrow of Nineveh. Scripture sets us river, and giving up all hope of future safedown in the mid~t of that city when it had ty, lest he should fall into the enemy' ci hands
reached the height of its glory and the ex- built a large funeral pile in the palace; and
treme of its crime. Wealth, luxury, and having collected "all his gold and silver, and
idolatry, were all so many causes of its royal vestments, together with his concuoverthrow.
The sins and crimes of the bines and his eunuchs, set fire to the pile;
people pointc:d to heaven as conductors to l and thus involved himself and them, and
attract the lightning of divine vcngeance. the wllQle palace, in one common ruin!But judgment slumbered.
Mercy tri- When the fate of the king was made known
umphed over justice. A divinely-commis- by certain desertel,'s the enemy entered by
sioned prophet was sent to warn them of the breach which the waters had made, and
their danger, and lead them to a timely re- took the city. So vivid is the description
pentance. His representations and plead- given by the prophet of their entering the
inas were not without effect; and for one devoted city, that you fancy you hear the
ht~ndred and fifty years the impending stroke whip craoking, the horses prancing, the
was averted. Nineveh wOllld have uoen wheels r.umbling, the chartott bounding af-
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tel' the galloping steeds; or that you see !sought to set aside the whole of Divine Revthe reflnctioll from the polished swords and I elation.
All doctrine rests on facts, and
the glittering
spears, like flashes of light- faets are the very material of history.
Rening dazzling the eyes; while the slain or I duce the histories to mere fietion, and the
the dying are lying III heaps upon the street,! book goes for nothing.
But facts are imand the horsl(s and the chariots stumbling mutable, ano it is on its facts that the Bible
over them.
Even her rulers and her trib- ~rests its lofty claim.
How wonderfully are
utary powers came not to help or sucor.-I
its statement~ verified an.d confirmed .by the
Those who ought to have espoused her progress of time, and SCience, and dlscovecause, went over to the sid.e of h& beseig- ry! Not that the Revelation of God stands
ers.
Her numbers, her wealth, Iter mighty in need of any outward evidence to attest its
men availed her not. She became faint-l truth.
A man lias onlv to refer to his own
hearted and' feehle, and her strongholds l moral conscioasness
to be convinced that it
werc taken with ease.
She is in the hand l is true.
But if men will appeal to exterr.al
of the enemy; her desolation is complete.! proofs, then every day is multiplyin~ these
The prophet himself is moved to tears by proofs.
It is no longer necessary to ask the
her condition, and, i'n a tender and heauti-; same '1mount of faith, for faith is being
ful allegory, represents her as an illustrious i more and more converted into sight.
Not
princess, led away into captivity, attended
only can it be prove~1 that there was such a
by her maids of honor, who bewail her and city as Nineveh, but it is rising up again betheir own calamity by beatlng their breasts fore our eyes; and by the time that one
and tearing their hair, in token of grief traveler has completed his researches, and
deep and inconsolable,
while the nations another has deciphered
the inscriptions
whom she had oppressed are seen and heard which are so mysteriously written on the
exulting with joy over her fall.
ruins; the history of that city will so harmoThe overthrow of this great ,city took nise with the sublime predictions of the inplace about six hundred years before the spired SCliptures, that the infidel will be
evangelical era; and in the second century struck dumb.
The dislinguished explorers
there was not a single monument of it re- of the ruins do not positively
affirm that
lnaining; nor could anyone exactly deter- they have so mastered the characters
in
mine the spot on which itstood. Till a very which these inscript.ions are written, as to
recent peliod it was conceived that its site give a literal and perfect translation of any
waS never to be known-that
this eternttl one record, or to m:1ke it incontrovertible
oblivion of the very place was part of the that they are exploring the palaces and temsublime prediction.
Bishop Newton went pies of the old Assyrian capital.
This is
so far as to believe that the ruins On the east- the modesty common to all truth-loving and
ern shore of the Tigris-t1¥l
very ruins on truth-seeking
men.
But so far as they have
wbich Layard has been working with so gone, they are inclined to believe that all
much enthusiasm-are,the
ruinsof the Per- the ruins explored represent the site of the
sian Nineveh, and not of the Assyrian; and ancient Nineveh, and that by the time tbey
that the ruins of the old Nineveh had long! have completed their labors, each fragment
ago been ruined and destroyed.
This ~and each inscription WII! go to establish the
pleased the sceptic and the infidel.
Taking identity of thoseremains
with the city which
advantage of the concession of the le:1l'lled Nimrod founded, and which Nabopolossar
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prelate, and of others II ho 11:1\'e assumeddestr.;yed.
the same ground before him, and welLknowIt appears that rather more than thirty
ing that there was no authentic
history to 1 years a!,p' some attempts were macle to exwh.ich to appeal, they at once resoll-ed the plore these ruins by 1'.11". Rch, who was for
sacred narrative into a m) th-a
creation' many years the political n:sident of the
of the faney-a
mere fic.tion-and
thus East India Company at Bagdad.
He first
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examined the remains near Hillah, in the riant vegetation were partly concealed a few
neighhorhood of his own residence, in which fragments of bricks, pottery and alabaster,
he found ftagments
of inscriptions,
a few upon which might be traced the well-defined
bricks and engraved stones, and a coffin of wedges of the cuneiform character.":\'
His
wood.
He then visited Mosul, and YJas at- curiosity
was powerfully excited, and he
tracted to the opposite side of the river by was resolved thoroughly to exi',tmine these
the report of certain pieces of sculpture
remains.
Circumstances interfered with the
having been dug up in one of the mounds prosecution of his object, and withdrew him
there; but he could not obtjlin even a frag- from the scene of his labor.
It was not till
ment of it. After visiting the village con- the summer of 1842, that he again passed
taining the tomb of Jonah, he next exam-l through Mosulon his way to Constantinople.
ined the mound known by the name of' He had not forgotten Nimroud; but theu
Kouyunjik, but found only a few fragments
he had no time to explore ruins.
He found,
of pottery; so that, "with the exception of however, that M. Botta, the French consul
a small stone chair, and a few remains of at lYlosuJ, had commenced excavations on
inscriptions, he obtained no other Assyrian
the opposite side of the river, in the large
reliCS from tbe site of Nineveh; and he left mound of Kouyunjik.
From ConstantinoMosul, little suspecting that in the m,lunds pIe he wrote to M. Botta, er.couraging him
were buried the palaces of the Assyrian
to proceed in his excavations.
He did so,
kings."
And it will be believed that these and to him is due the honor of having found
few fragments,
which were subsequently
the first Assyrian monument.
Tllis remardeposited in the British Museum, formed kable discovery, Dr. Layard tell us, "owed
almost "the only collection of Assyrian an- its origin to the following circumstances:_
tiquities in Europe?
A case scarcely three The small party employed by M. Botta
feet square inclosed all that remained, not were at wOlk on Kouyunjik, when a peasant
only of the great city of Nineveh, but of from a distant villa~e chanced to visit the
Babylon itself."
I spot.
Seeing that every fragment of brick
vVbat was wanted to follow up these lim- and alabaster uncovered by the workmen
ited researches was some truly enterprising
was carefully preserved, he asked the reason
spirit, with means and men at his command.
of this, to him, strange proceeding.
On
He already existed.
Dr. Layard, who had being informed that they were in search of
been wandering
through Asia Minor and sculptured stones, he advised them to try
Syria, during the autumn of 1339 and the the mound on wl.ich his viJJage was built,
eady winter of 1840, "felt an irresistible
and in which he declared many such things
desire to penetrate to the regions beyond as he wanted had been exposed on digging
the Euphrates,"
rightly jlldging that with- the foundations of new houses.
M. Botla,
out treading on the remains of Nineveh and having been freq lIently deceived by similar
Babylon, his pilgrimage would not have been stories, wa& not at first inclined to follow the
cOlJ}plete. He left Alleppo on tbe 18th of peasant's
advice, but subsequently
sent an
March, and entered Mosul on the 10th of agent and one 01' ,two workmen to the place.
April.
1n the middle of the same month, After a little opposition from the inhabihe left Mosul for Bagdad, and as he de- tants, they were permitted to sink a well in
sceoded the Tigris on a raft, he again saw
the ruins of Nimroud, and had a bptter op*A few wordsas to this cuneiformcharacter. Itis a
churac' er who.:c oomponent

portunity of examining them.
It was e\'ening as he approached
the spot.
"The

I

d

I h d

parts bear a close rec:em~

blancet) a \\eoge, or tilcbarb of an arr.lw, or a nail.Each leltcr is composedof se,·or31di,tinct wedges;and,

.I h

according

to Laynrd, this cuneiform

wedge·

ike cllar

spring rains la d cot e tl10 moun Wit 1 t e acter, under modifie,tions,prevailed' Over the greater
richest "erdme,
and the fertile meadows
ra t of WesternAsa to th tilTleof tho overth ow of the
hich stretched around it were.' coyered with Persian empire by Alexander the Greal; and that it is
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flowers
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of every hue.

AmIdst
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thiS luxu-

to til is fact that we majnly owe

tho 'P·ogres.s that bas

been madein decipheringthe A,abian inscriptions.
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the mound, and at a small distance from the
surface they came to the top of a wall,
which, on digging deeper, they found to be
lined with sculptured slabs of gypsum.
M.
Botta, on receiving information of this discovery, went at once to the villag~, which
was called Khorsabad.
Directing a wider
trench to be formed, and to be carried in the
direction of the wall, he soon found that he
had entered a cbamber connected with olhers, and surrounded
by slabs of gypsum,
covered with sculptured representations
of
kings, warriors, battles, seiges, and similar
events.
His wonder may be easily imagined.
A new history had· been suddenly
opened to him-the
records of an unknown
people were before him.
He was equally
at a loss to account for tl,e age and the nature of the monument.
The style of art of
the sculptures, the dresses of the figures,
the mythic forms in the walls, were all n'ew
to him, and afforded no clue to the epoch of
the erection of the edifice, or to the people
who were its founders.
N umerous--inscriptions, accompanying
the bas-reliefs,
evidently contained
the explanafon
of the
events there recorded in sculpture,
and,
being in the cuneiform, Dr arrow-headed
character, proved that the building belonged
to an age preceding the conqucsts of Alexander.
It was evident that the
monument appertained
to a very ancient
and civilized people, and it was natural from
its position to refer itto the inbabitants of
Nineveh-a
city which, allhough it could
not have occupied a site so distant from the
Tigris, must have been in the vicinity of
these ruins.
M. Botta had discovered an
Assyrian edifice, the first, probably tbat had
been exposed to the view of man since the
fall of the Assyrian empire."

Frenchman
heightened Dr. Layard's desire
to turn his attention to the ruins and anliquities of Assyria.
His thoughts were fixed
on Nimroud.
In the autumn
of 1848,
through the liberality of Sir Stratford Canning, he was in circumstances
to enter on
his grand enterprise.
He left Constantinopie witbout acquainting
anyone
with the
object of his journey, and in twelve days
he fQund hiros.elf in the town of Mosul.He presented
his letters to tbe Governor of
the province, but concealed from him the
object whbich he had i~ view.
Nimroud
was seven hours' journey from Mosul; but
he hastened
thither, took up his abode in
the hovel of an Arab, to whom he revealed
the object of his visit, and to whom he held
out the prospect of regular employment,
and assigned him fixed wages as superintendent of the workmen.
This pleased the
Arab; and the shadows of night having
fallen upon the world, our traveler retired
to rest.
He could not sleep.
"IT opes,
long cherished, were now to be realized, or
were to end in disappointment.
Visions of
palaces underground,
of gigantic monsters,
of sculptured figures, and endless inscriptions floated before hi m." Morning dawned
and his host, who had walked to a village
three miles distant in the middle of the
night, stood without with six Arabs whom
he had brought with him to be employed in
the works.
The rlJins were no longer covered with verdure, and the absence of all
vegetation enabled him the more successfulIy to examine the remains.
Broken pottery and bricks, inscribed with cuneiform
character,
lay scattered
all around.
The
Arabs watched his ev.ery movement, and
brought him handfuls of rubbish for exam-'
ination.
To his inexpressible joy he found·

The discovery of Botta was made known
to the French Academy of Fne Arts, wbose
memutrs
lost no time in applying to the
Minister of public Instruction for pecuniary
means to carryon the excavations.
Ample
funds were gllaranteed to th'e happy discoverer, and an artist of acknowledged
skill
.
was sent to take sketches of such objects as
could not be rcmoycd.
The success of the

the fragments of a bas-relief, and concluding
that sculptured remains must exist in some
part of tb,) monnd, he sought and selected
a place where he might commence his operations III earnest and with the hope of success.
His first days efforts were rewarded
with tbe discovery of slab after slab-then
of a chamber, and then of a wall, all enhanced by the inscriptions which Ihey bore.
[To be (;ontiuueu.]
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to be discharged. The left arm was encircled by a guard, probably ofleather, to pro(Continued from page 160.)
tect it from the arrow. His sword was in
This was enough. Next day, having in- a sheath, the end of which was elegantly
creased the number of his men, he renew' adorned with the figures of two lions. In
ed his labors with increased interest. Be- the same chariot were a charioteer urging
fore evening be found himself in a room on the horses with reigns and whip, and a
panelled with slabs, about eight feet in shield-bearer who' warded off the shafts of
height, and varying from six to four in) the enemy with a circular shield, which, like
breadth. The bottom of the chamber was! those of Solomon, and of the servants or
paved with smaller slabs than those whIch shield-bearers of Hadad-ezer, king of Zolined the walls. At his feet he found seve- bah, may have been of beaten gold. The
ral objects in ivory, with traces o( gilding. chariots were low, rounded at the top, and
Amid manifold difficulties, discourage- edged, by a rich moulding or border, probments, interruptions, self-denials, and more ably inlaid with precious metals or painted.
than common sacrifiices, he prosecuted his To the sides were suspended ~wo highly·
labors, but much of his time was spent in ornamented quivers, each containing, beside
merely clearing away the rubbish which sur- the arrows, a hatchet and an axe.
rounded or concealed the ruins. His grand The chariot was drawn by three horses,
ambition was to bring the tools of bis work- whose trappings, decorated with a profumen into contact with some sculptured sion of tassels and rosettes, must have been
figures. He succeeded. By perseverance of tbe most costly description. The archer,
his Arabs completely exposed to view two who evidently belonged to the conquering
slabs, on each of which were two bas-re- nation, was pursuing a flying enemy. Beliefs divided by an inscription. In descri- neath the chariot-wheels were scattered the
bing these he says :-''In the upper compart- conquered a\ld the dying, and an archer,
ment of the largest was a battle-scene, in about to be trodden down, was represented
which weTe represented two chariots, each as endeavoring ,to check the speed of the
drawn by richly-caparisoned horses at full advancing horses."
The lower portion of
.speed, and containing a group of three war-\ this relief represented the seige of a castle
riors. The principle figure was clothed or walled city. On the other slab were
in a complete suit of mail of metal scales, sculptured two warriors-the foremost in a
embossed in the centre, and apparently at- pointed helmet, riding on one horse, and
tached to a shirt oC felt or linen. This> leading a second; the other, without helmet,
shirt was confined at the waist by a girdle. standing in a chariot, and holding the reins
On his head was a pointed helmet, from loosely in his hands. On the lower part of
which fell lampets, covered with scales, the same slab were depicted the battlements
protecting the ears, lower part of the face, and towers of a castle, while a woman stood
and neck, the whole l!ead-dress resembling on the walls, tearing ber hair, in token of
that of the early Normans. Hislet:t hand deeper grief. Future excavations led to
grasped a bow at full stretch, whilst his the discovery of the principal palace, with
right drew the string, wIth the arrow ready its walls, and sculptured slabs, and colos-
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sal figures. The most perfect of the bas- nected themselves with the Assyrians, and
reliefs represented a king raising his ex- became enamored with: their idols; and
tended right hand, and resting his left upon then with the Chaldeans, whose idols they
a bow, with a captive enemy or rebel adopted,' at the same time retaining their
crouching at his feet. Having removed attachment to the Egyptians and their
the workmen from the south-west corner of idolatrous rites. It is to these facts the
the ruins in which these remains were found, prophet Ezekiel refers when, in the dishe resumed his excavations in the north- charge of his sacred office, as an exile on
west division, opened a trench more in the' the banks of the Chebar, and in the neigh.
centre of the edifice, and in two days he borhood of Nineveh itself, he thus rereached tpe top of entire slab, standing in proves the idolatry of the old Theocratic
its original position~ and on which were two church:-"8he
doted upon the Assyrians,
human figures conSIderably above the nat-' her neighbors; captains and rulers, clothed
.ural size, and in admirable prcservation.most gorgously-horsemen
riding upon
Judging from their attitude, and dress, and horses--all of them desira ble young men.
other circumstances, they appeared to rep·
When she saw men portrayed upresent divinities presiding over the seasons, on the wall, the images of the Chaldeans
or over particular ceremonies; for near to portrayed with Vermilion, girded with
the slab with these figures was found THE girdles upon their loins, exceeding in
HOLY TREE, or tree of life, so universally
dyed attire upon their heads, all of them
adored at the remotest periods in the East. princes to look to- deified men-after the
The figures were back to back, and from manner of the Babylonians in Chaldea,
the shoulders of each sprang two wings.the land of their nativity; and as soon as
Clothed in robes similar to these winged she saw them with her eyes, she doted
forms, a human body, surmounted bY,the upon them, and seut messengers unto them
bead of an eagle or a vulture, next came into Chaldea;" and hence she is told that
into view, and was probably designed, by the Babylonians, and all the Chaldeans,
its mythic form, to typify the union of; Paked, and 8hoa, and Koa, and all the
certain divine attributes.
Such figures Assyrians with them-all
of them desiraseem to have abounded in Assyria. A ble young men, captains and rulers, great
human body with the head of a lion, and lords and renowned, all of them riding
the wings of an eagle-the
same body upon horses-should
come against her
with an eagle's head, and wings attached with chariots, wagons, and wheels, and
-a lion with a human head, and outspread with an assembly of people wbich should
wing-a
bull of the same descriptionset against her buckler, and shield, and
these have all been found, and must all helmet round about, while an offended God
be regarded as parts of one great complex would leave her in their hand to waste and
system of symbolism. To these unnatu- devour her. Who can doubt that the
ral objects of worship more than one al· prophet had seen the objects which he so
lusioH is made in Scripture,
There was graphically describes? His description of
no error aaainsl which the ancient proph. the figures sculptured upon the walls and
ets protested with more loud and solemn painteJ, perfectly corresponds with the
v.)ice than that of idolatry, and yet there interior of the Assyrian palaaes, as is
was no sin of which the Jew was more fre· now proved by the monuments rescued
quently and fearfully guilty. The Israel· from the ruins of Nimroud and Khorsaites, in addition to their former gross idol· bad. His chambers of imagery were the
atries, received the impure idolatrous wor· counterpart of things which really did exship of the Assyrians, who became 1heir ist. The dark and polluting idolatry of
neighbors by the conquest of Syria; and, the Jew was but the reflection of the moral
like them, the inhabitants, of Judah con· impurity of the surrounding nations.
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The winged human·headed lions, of given place to the wretchedness and igno.
which several have been found, and of rance of a few half·barbarous tribes.which the representation of a winged bull The wealth of temples, and the riches of
will give t'he reader some idea, seemed to great cities, had been succeeded by ruins
have formed so many entrances into the and shapeless heaps of earth. Above the
principal chambers or apartments of the spacious hall in which they stood, the
palace.
They differ in form--the human plough had passed, and the corn now
shape being continued so far as the waist, waved. Egypt has monuments no less
and including human arms. These fig- ancient and no less wonderful; but they
ures are about twelve feet in height, and have stood forth for ages to testify her early
about the same number in length. The power and renown; whilst those of Nine.
symetry and development of every partveh nave but now appeared to bear wit.
are perfect. Expanded wings spring from ness, in the words of the prophet, that
the shoulder and spread over the back. A once 'the Assyrian was a cedar in Lebaknotted girdle, ending in tassels, encircles non, with fair branchelS, and with a shadthe loins. In mtlsing on these mysterious owing shroud of a high stature; and his'
emblems, and in endeavoring to resolve top was among the thick boughs-his
their intent and history, Dr. Layard em- height was exalted above all the trees of
phatically asks-"What
more noble forms the field, and his boughs were multiplied,
could have ushered the people into the and his branches became long, because of
temple of their Gods? What more sub· the multitude of waters where he shot forth.
lime images could have been borrowed All the fowls of heaven made their nests
from nature by men who sought, unaided in his boughs, and under his branches did
by the light of revealed religion, to em - all the beasts of the field bring forth their
body the conception of the wisdom, pow- young, c,nd under his shadow dwelt all
er, and ubiquity of a Supreme Being?great nations; for now if; Nineveh a deso·
They could find no better type of intellect lation, and dry like a wilderness, and
and knowledge than the head of the man; flocks lie down in the midst of her; all
of strength, than the body of the lion; of the beasts of the nation, both the cormoubiquity, than the wings of the bird.rant and the bittern, lodge in the upper
These winged human· headed hons were lintels of it; their voice s'ings in the win.
not idle creations, the offspring of mere ,dows; and desolation is in the thresholds.'''
fancy-their
meaning was written upon
Having once found an entrance into the
them. They had awed and instructed grand palace, chamber led into chamber,
races which flourished three thousand each with its sculptured walls and more
years ago. Through the portals which than fabled figures. What the ring on the
they guarded, kings, priests and warriors back of the lion is meant to symbolize we
had borne sacrifices to their altars, long know not. The noble animal is in bronze,
before the wisdom of the East had penetra· and of one piece, and the cast displays
ted to Greece, and had furnished its my- great faithfulness to natme.
One slab
thology with symbols recognised of old represented the king holding a bow in one
by the Assyrian votaries. They may have hand, and the arrows in the other, followed
been buried, and their existence may have by his attendant eunuch bearing a second
been unknown before the foundation of bow and a quiver for his use, and a mace
the eternal city. For twenty-five centu- with a head in the form of a rosette, while
ries they have been hid from the eye of his ministers and his servants are portrayed
man, and they noW shine forth once more in the humblest posture of submission._
in their ancient majesty. But how changed These figure", which were exquisitely finwas the scene around them! The luxury ished, were about eight feet high, and the
and civilization of a mighty nation had ornaments rich and elaborate, one of them
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carrying an antelope, such as still abound catching the fir&t glimpse- of the mO!lster
on the hills in the neighborhood, and hav· had lhrown down hi~ basket, and run off
ing a branch of the 'holy tree in his hand. towards Mosul as fast as his legs could car·
Of winged giants, viziers, and their al· ry him." Very soon the I'heikh, followed
tendants, captives and tribute-bearers, by half his tribe, appeared on the edge of
eagle·headed 'figures, castles built on an the trench; but "it was some time befortt
island in a river, battles, seiges, and other he could be prevailed upon to descend
historical subjects; warriors escaping from 1 into the pit, and convince himself that thethe enemy; a combat with a lion, in which image which he saw was of stone. 'Thi.
the latter is being strangled; hunting is not the work of men's hands,' he ex·
scenes in which the monarch is the prin. claimed, 'but of those infidel giants of
cipal actor, and in which his courage, wis· whom the Propel-peace
be with him!dom, and dexterity were as much 'shown has said, th.at they were taller than thlt
as in martial exploits, we can take no highest date trees; this is one of the idol3
notice. V,T e choose rather to reserve a which Noah-peace
be with him!--cursed
space for the ~iscovery of what the Arabs before the flood!' In this opinion, the rebelieved to be the very head of Nimrod suIt of a careful examination, all the byhimself, the founder of the Assyrian em· standers concurred."
pire. When this interesting objec\ came
Of these magnificent and colossal fig.
into view, Dr. Layard was not present.ures some idea may be formed [rom the
On his way to the ruins where his men illustration.
The slab from which the de·
were at work, he met two Arabs riding at ~sign is taken belongs to the splendid col·
fMll speed, who, on seeing him, suddenly llection of M. Botta, and is included in
stopped, and looking, half·serious and the Assyrian Museum lately founded in the
half· frightened) in his face, exclaimedLouvre at Paris.
It was taken from tbe
"Haslen,O Bey, hasten to the diggers, for palace Khorsabad in the year 1844, and
they have found Nimrod himself. Walla h! therefore before Layard had commenced
it is wonderful, but it is true. We have his excavations at Nimroud. These splen.
seen with our eyes. There is no God but did bulls, with a human head like theGod!" And so saying they gallopped off human·headed lions, were used in the conto their tents. On reaching the ruins, and struction of imposing entrances into the
examining the head, he was convinced that palace, and may be regarded as one of the
it belonged to a winged lion or bull. It characteristic traits of Assyrian and Perwas in admirable preservation, and the sian architecture.
It was with inconceivoutlines of the features showed a freedom able difficulty that the illustrious French·
and knowledge of art scarcely to be man got such specimens preserved and
looked for in works of so remote a period. removed. The most difficult to remove
His account of the scene connected with 1 were the most interesting and most vaIn·
this discovery is worthy of insertion.
He able. Happily, they reached Paris in the
says:-"IwasnotsurprisedthattheArabs
month of February, 1847, without acci·
had been amazed and terrified at this ap' dent, and are now accessibl~ to the whole
parition.
It required no stretch of imagi. civilized world. Nor these only. Dr.
tion to conjure up the most strange fancies. Layard, having made some ineffectual at·
This gigantic head, blanched with age, tempts to finq the exact site of the ancient
thus rising from the bowels of the earth, Nineveh by an examination of the great
might well have belonged 'to one of those mound of Kouyunjik, resumed his excava· ,
fearful beings which are pictured in the tions in the north·west palace of Nim·
traditions of the country as appearing to roud, and entered a hall one hundred and
mortals, slowly ascending from the reo fifty·four feet in length by thirty·three in
gions below. One of the workmen, on breadth, in which he found a slab fourteen
p
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feet 'long, cut into a recess, representing 1the same thing. With impaired health,
two kings standing face to face, with their and limited means, and inexperienced
right hands raised in prayer or adoration. workmen, and few facilities, he had no
!Between them was the sacred tree, above common task to perform. Still he shrunk
which hovered the emblem of the supreme not from the undertaking.
He sawed the
(Jeity-a human figure with the wings and slabs containing double qas·reliefs into
tail of a bird, enclosed in a circle. The two pieces, reduced them as much as poskings appeared tQ be attired for the per· sible in weight and size, packed and conformance of some religious service. In veyed them from the mpu,nd on buffalo
another ~hamber he found eagle-headed carts to the river, where they were placed
(Jeities facing one another, and separated upon a raft constructed of inflated skins
by the sa~red tree. In one instance a and beams of poplar w,ood, when they
king stood between those mythic figures, were floated down t~e Tigris as far as
and around whose neck were suspended Baghdad. and were then tranferred to the
the five sacred emblems-the
sun, a star, boats"'Of the country, and reached Busralt
4i"- half·moon, a trident, and a horned cap for transport to Bombay, l1-nd thence to
tlimilar to those worn by the human·head· England.
The sculptures thus sent home
ed bulls. Another chamber was remarka· formed the first collection exhibited to the
ble for the elaborate and careful finish of pubEc in the British Museum; and their
its sculptures.
The principal figure was removal awakened among the Arabs of all
that of a king seated on a throne, holding classes no little surprise and astonishment.
in his right hand a cup, and resting his Before being sent off, the Pacha, with all
left upon his knee, and surrounded by his the dignitaries of his household, came to
attendants.
The whole group designed inspect them. Neither he nor his followprobably to represent the celebration of ers knew how to give expression to their
.some signal victory by the observance of feelings. The colossal figures were deem·
a religious ceremony, in which the presi. ed the idols of the i.nfidels; but some of
ding divinities of Assyria, or consecrated them protested that they could not be the
priests assuming their form, ministered to handiwork of unbelievers, that the infi·
the monarch.
The robes of the king and dels could not make anyl~ing like them,
those of his attendants were covered with that they were the production of the magi,
the most elaborate designs. In the cen· and that they were being sent to England
tre of his breast wele represented two to form a gateway to the palace of her
princes in acts of adoration before the queen!
'
imDge of the supreme God. Around were
The state of his health compelling him
engraved figures of winged deities, and the to give up for a time his labors at Nimking performing different religious cere. roud, we find that Dr. Layard took a jour.
monies.
The throne was tastefully carved ney to the Tiyara mountai.ns. On his way
and adorned with the heads of rams; the he visited Khorsabad, the scene of the
legs of the footstool, which may have been successful labors of his friend and fellow·
()f wood or
copper inlaid with ivory and· worker M. Botta, whose fame had spread
other precious meterials, or of solid gold, over Europe.
He found that the excava·
t.erminated in lions' paws.
tions had been carried ?n as at Nimroudj
The work of exhaustion and discovery that the general plan of the building corhaving so far been crowned with success, responded, only the passages were more
our countryman began to think of sending narrow, and the chambers inferior in size;
home some of his accumulated and pre· that the sculptured slabs excee.ded in
cious treasure.
If M. Botta found the height, and that the relief of the larger
work of exportation the most difficult of figures had a bolder and more impressive
bis difficulties, Layard painfully learned character. It appears that, since the time
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other exhibited the triumphal procession, lnorth ·west pal ace, which is considered the
with the castle and pavilion of the victo.! most ancient building, the bas·reliefs exrious king. In a third, the eagles hov· celled all those that had yet been discovered above the victims, and were feeding ered, in the elegance and finish of the oron the slain. The horses, for which As· naments, and in the spirited delineations
syria was celebrated, were of the noblest of the figures. The colossal image of a
breed, while their harness and trappings female with four wings, carrying a garland,
were remarkable for their richness and was discovered, as also a fine bas-relief
their elegance, their graceful plumes and of the king lealling on a wand or staff.fanciful crests, ornamented with long rib- There were also numerous winged formll,
ands or streamers, as may be inferred from and tablets of ivory, and vessels of various
the bas·relief, in which a man is seen shapes.
leading four of these noble animals. In
In the central palace the subjects were
a fourth slab, the king was in the act of principally battle·pieces and seiges-cit·
receiving prisoners, and then crossing the ies represented as standing in a ·river, in
river with his army. Battle·scenes and the midst of groves of date-trees-and
human figures abounded in every depart.j amongst the conquered people were warment.
riors mounted on camels; battering·rams,
A monument in black marble was un· rolled up against the walls of the town becovered, which proved to be an obelisk, seiged; shields, helmets, and other· porabout six feet six inches in height, lying tions of mail; conquerors carrying away
on its side, ten feet below the surface; on the spoil; the king receiving prisoners,
each side of it were five bas-reliefs, and with their arms bound behind them, eu·
above, belo~, and between them, was nuchs registering the heads of the enemy,
carved a long i~scription of two hundred laid at their feet 1:0' the conquerors; and
and ten lines. The king was twice rep' captive women, in a cart drawn by oxen.
resented followed by his attendants; a In the south-west palace the following inprisoner was at his feet, and his ministers teresting bas·relief was discovered:-"A
and eunuchs were introducing captives and king seated on his throne, receiving his
tributaries carrying vases, shawls, bundles vizier or minister, and surrounded by his
of rare wood, elephants' tusks, and other attendants, within the walls of a castle;
offering~. From the animals portrayed-!
a warrior wearing a crested helmet on a
the elephant, the rhinoceros, the Bactri·an rearing horse, asking quarter of Assyrian
camel, the wild bull, and several kinds horsemen; a spearman on horseback, huntof monkeys, all led by the prisoners-it
ing the wild bull; the king of the north·
is conjectured, that the obelisk was sculp- west palace in his chariot, fighting with
tured to commemorate the conquests of the enemy; the seige of a castle;" a
nations far to the east of Assyria, on the prince placing his foot on the neck of a
confines of the Indian peninsula,
The captive, and raising hill spear in his right
whole column was in the best preserva- hand, with a procession of warriors carrytion. A dragon with an eagle's head and ing away the idols of a conquered nation,
the claws of a bird-a
monster with the and a tablet recording the conquest of
head of a lion, the body of a man, and the some monarch whose name occurs in no
feet of a bird, in the act of raising a other ruins yet discovered, and to whom
sword--crouching
sphinxes, which were no p1ace can yet be assigned in the Assyprobably used as altars, and other objects rian royal lists.
of interest, were found in the south.westj
The engraving~ are taken fro~ some of
corner of the mound. Tombs with skele. the sculptures which have last arnved from
tons, either in part or entire, were discov. Nimroud, and are deposited in the British
ered in the south·east corner. In the Museum. The twO last appear to repre-
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sent a royal hunting-party;
the lion 1that of his father was identical with the
pierced with arrows, is bounding up furi· name engraved on the bricks found in the
ously into the chariot, while warriors with ruins opposite to Mosul, and that of his
shields and short swords attack him in the grandfather with the name of the founder
rear. Below, they appear to be returning of Khorsabad; that this discovery con·
home, and the king receiving a fresh nects_ the latest palace at Nimroud with
draught, in a bowl, or vase. The lion in the two other Assyrian edifices;-that
the
t)le first engraving displays great accuracy discovery of tombs over some of the ruins
and close observation of nature. The proves that the Assyrian edifices were over·
only thing peculiar in it is that it has five thrown and buried at a very remote period;
legs, a circumstance, in connection with and yet it is impossible to determine wha~
the Nineveh sculptures, which we have al· antiquity belongs to the buildings beneath
ready noticed. It is rather singular that these tombs, or to say at what period these
greater art should be displayed in the rep' tombs were erected, or what race then oc·
resentations of beasts than in those of the cupied the country; that the great mound
human figure. There is an amount of life of Nimroud had never been opened, nor
and energy in the lions in these sculptures its contents carried away since the de·
that would do credit to many a modern struction of the latest palace;-that
there
artist.
are no remains either at Kouyunjik or
Dr. Layard is of opinion that the exist· Khorsabad of the same early period as
ing ruins show that Nineveh acquired its those of Nimroud, and that Nimroud rep'
greatest extent and prosperity in the times resents the original site of Nineveh.
"The
of the kings mentioned in Scripture, and son of the builder of the oldest palace
at which period it was visited by the di- founded a new edifice at Baushiekhar.vinely.commissioned
prophet; that the At a much later period, subsequent mono
edifices, of which the remains are found archs erected their temple-palaces
at
at Nimroud, Kouyunjik, and Khorsabad, Khorsabad and Kouyunjik.
Their de·
formed at one time part of the same great scendants returned to Nimroud, the prin.
city; that each of these palace.temples
cipal buildings of whic~ had been allowed
was probably the centre of a separate to fall to decay, and were probably al·
quarter, built at a different time, and hav. ready concealed by a mass of ruins and
ing a different name; that an interval of rubbish. The city had now attained the
several centuries must have intervened dimensions assigned to it by the Greek
between the erection of the different pala. geographers and by the Sacred Writings.
ces; that this is proved by the fact that The numerous royal residences, surround·
the south·west palace was built of mate· ed by gardens and parks, and enclosed by
rials taken ftom the north· west palace; fortified walls, each being a distinct quar·
that the remarkable differences in the cos- ter known by a different name, formed
tume of the kings, the forms of the char- together the great city of Nineveh."
iots, the trappings of the horses, and the
We wonder Dot that, on emerging from
arms and armor of the warriors, seem to these underground ruine, and looking
indicate that a new dynasty had ejected around in vain from the naked platform for
the older family; that the greater an- any traces of the wonderful remains which
tiquity of the Nimroud ruins is evident he had seen beneath, Dr. Layard was half
from the fact, that the name of the king inclined to believe t~at ~e had dreamed a
who buiit the palace of Khorsabad was dream, or had been lIstemng to some tale of
found cut above the original inscription; Eastern romance; nor can it s:u~prise us if
that in a genealogical series of three kin s ~0l!leone who may hereafte~ VISitthese rug, ms, when the grass has agam grown upon
the name o~ the first nearly resembled Itham, may fancy that the whole was Doth·
that of the builder of the north·west palace, ! ing more than a vision.
I
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Dr. Layard is of French descent. His have neglect~d drawing altogether; but
ancestor was the head of a noble protestant when he began the excavations at Nimroud,
family, ,and was driven from his native coun- his ~ld acquirement came opportunely to
try by the revocation of the Edict of Nan- his aid, and enabled him to take rapid and
tes. He proceeded to Holland, where he accurate sketches, without which, many of
received a commission as major in the army his severest labors would have proved utwhich the Prince of Orange was then pre- terly vain.
e was not provided with a
paring for the invasion of England, and af- competent artist when he commenced the
terthe revolution he settled in that country. undertaking, Rnd as many of the finest of
Dr. Layard's grandfather was the Rev. Dr. the Nineveh sculptures were composed of
Layard, Dean of Bristol, and his' father gypsum, and appear to have been subjected
filled a high civil office in Ceylon between to the action of fire at the destruction of
the years] 800 and 1813, and his uncle was the city, the sudden exposure to the air afcelebrated for his efforts to circulate ,the I ter being buried for so many thousand years,
Scriptures amongst the heathens in the caused them to crumble to pieces, often
East.
.vithin a few minntes of their discovery.Austen Henry Layard was born at Paris We may guess what would have been Dr.
on the 5th of March, 1817, and received the Layard's chagrin, if he had been obliged to
greater part of his education abroad, hav- stand helplessly by, while so many splendid
iog only been for a short time at school in works of art were passing irretrievably to
England.
destruction, without the power of fixing upDuring his youth he resided with his fa- on paper any accurate and lasting memorial
ther at Florence, a circumstance which had of their form. All this, and more, howeva marked influence upon his after career.er, he was enabled to accomplish, and the
He had constant access' to the splendid col- pencil which had contributed to the amuselections of works of art contained in the ment of early youth, thus became, when
Pitti Palace and in the Tribune, as well as pressed into the service of scientific reto the rich libraries for which Tuscany is search, a sort of magic wand to save the
famous. Not only did he thus become fa- finest remains of a lost civilization from
miliar with the Italian language and litera- complete annihilation.
ture, but his tailte was formed upon the finOn his return from Italy to England it
est models of sculpture and painting in the became necessary for him to choose a proworld, and the ardor which these glorious fession, and his attention was directed to
works kindled within him led him to pursue the law by a relative who was enabled to
his studies with such diligence that he soon hold out considerable inducements to folobtained a competent knowledge of the an- low his advice. Dr. Layard committed
cient classics, and rendered himself mas- himself without hesitation to the course
ter of several of the modern languages of which was thus pointed out to him, and
continental Europe. There was one ac- pursued the studies necessary to qualify him
complishment which he here acquired, how- for his new calling with all the ardor and
ever, which outweighed all others in im- perseverance which characterizes his temportance, and however trifling it might at peramen1. But a fact soon became evithat period have seemed in his own eyes, it dent, which, one would think, his friends
has since been the means of conferring in- should have perceived .at the very beginestimable advantages upon science. The ning,-that
a man whose early life had
constant practice of sketching the works of been devoted to the study of the beautiful
art in the Florence galleries, as well as the in nature and in art, and whose imaginaglories of the Italian scenery, soon rendered tion, splendidly disciplined as it was, dehim a skillful draughtsman. For some time lighted to carry him in dreams to scenes
after his departure from Italy he appears to i which the perished greatness of the ancient
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world had glorified, or to which the semi-) soon after set out on a tour through Asia
barbarous but picturesque manners of mod- ~Minor and ~ther eastern countries, and for
ern races still lent attraction, could never j the next few years his life was in truth a
settle calmly down in a profession in which nomade one. He adopted the costume,
industry is in truth but the end of bitter- and led the life of an Arab of the desert,
ness, and in which rewards are never reaped and made himsetf thoroughly familiar with
till the strength has been abated by painful the language and manners of the various
and forbidding drudgery. Habits acquired Turkish and Arab tribes. In 1840 or '41,
by travel and residence in foreign countries, he transmitted to the Royal Geographical
tastes formed by the daily contemplation of Society an account of a journey from Conthe highest forms of beauty, whether in lit- stantinople to Aleppo, and in the same year
erature or art, strong love of adventure, and he left Ispahan, in Persia, in company with
a disposition to rove in whatever field of Schiffeer Khan, a Baktyari chief, for the
knowledge pleased him, could but ill con- purpose of exploring SL.sa and other places
sort with that patient grappling with dry in the Baktyari mountains. He crossed the
and repulsive details which is necessary to highest part of the great chain of Munachiev,e either fame or fortune in West- ~gasht, and visited the ruins of Manjanik,
minster-hall.
~which are of considerable extent. He also
The result may be readily imagined.-. examined the curious ruins in the plain of
After a short struggle Dr. Layard gave way Mel Amir, where he copied some of the
to his inclination, and left England in com- cuneiform inscriptions, and states that some
pany with a friend, and set out to travel.
of the sculptures two colossal fiO'ures on
,
'"
He visited Russia in 1838, and the great- which represent two priests of the Magi,
er part of Europe in the previous years.appear to be of very ancient date.. During
He left England in 1839, with the intention this journey"he W80S on one occasion atof making his way through Central Asia to tacked by a wild tribe' of Dinaruni, and
India. Unfortunately, Dr. Forbes had re- robbed of his watch, compass, and other
cently been murdered in the Seistan, and articles; but on complaining to the chief
he found that at that time it would have they were all restored to him. He was in
been useless to attempt the journey through the habit of traversing the wildest districts
that province. Not wishing, however, to quite alone, and was never molested, exgive up the attempt altogether, he deter- cept in this instance, and at the period when
mined to reside amongst Baktyari tribes, this occurred the country was in a state of
and gain a better knowledge of Eastern war.
life and languagl3s, until the opportunity of
In 1842 and '43, he spent a considerable
carrying out his original plan presented it- length of time in exploring the provinces of
self. The news from Affghanisfan and the Khuzistan, in Persia, an account of which
defeat of the British troops compelled him he transmitted to the Geographical Society.
to relinquish it altogether. His object in In this he relates a curious incident illusgoing to India was to study the political trative of the barbarity of the chiefs of this
state of the country, and its inhabitants, district. A eunuch, named Motamid-edwith reference to the government of the· Dowleh, getting the followers of Wali
East India Company.
Khan, the legitimate chief of the MamesOn his way he passed from Dalmatia inlo seni, into his power, he treated them thus:
Montenegro, where he lent his assistance "He built a lofty tower of living men; they
to an enlightened and enterprising chieftain were placed horizontally one above the
in civilizing his semi-barbarous subjects.other, and closely united together with
He then traveled through Albania and Rou-! mortar and cement, their heads being left
melia, en route to Constantinople, where he 1 exposed. Some of these unfortunate ~earrived towards the close of 1839. He J ings lived several days; and I have been !D'
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formed that a negro did not die until the lage or an Arab tent. Thus unembarrasstenth day. Those who could eat were SIlP- ed by needless luxuries, and uninfluenced
plied with bread and water by the inhabi- by the opinions or prejudices of otbers, we
tants of Shiraz, at the gate of which this mixed amongst the ptople, acquired withtower was built. It still exists, an evi- out effort their manners, and enjoyed withdence of the utter callousness to cruelty of' out alloy those emotions which scenes so
a Persian invested with power."
novel and spots so rich in var:ed association
All this traveling, and the intimate cannot fail to produce.
knowledge with the language and manners
"I look back with feelings of grateful deof the various Persian and Arab tribes, light to those happy days, when, free and
eminently fitted Dr. Layard for the great unheeded, we left at dawn the humble cottask he was now about to undertake; and tage or cheerful tent, and lingering as we
we may safely doubt whether a less extend- listed, unconscious of distance and of the
ed acquaintance with oriental traditions and hour, found ourselves as the sun went down
antiquities would have supplied that spirit under some hoary ruin tenanted by the wanof scientific enthusiasm, and judicious and dering Arab, or in some crumbling village
well-directed energy, which presided over still bearing a well-known ·name. No eIhis labors at Nimroud, or that picturesque perienced dragoman measured our distanbeauty of description and accuracy of de· ces, and appointed our stations. We were
tail, which lend to his writings so much of j honored with no ,conversations by pachas,
their value and interest. We cannot de- I nor did we seek any civilities from governscribe the truly Arabian love of a roving ors. We neither drew tears nor curses
life, unshackled by the ties or forms of civ- from the villagers by seizing their horses,
ilization, combined with the student's long. or searching their houses for provisions;
ing to explore the haunts of the mighty their welcome was sincere; their scanty fare
men of yore, and test the truth of twenty was placed before us; we ate, and came,
hundred years of tradition, better than in and went in peace.
his own words. The opening paragraph of
"I had traversed Asia ,Minor and Syria,
the first volume of his great work paints visiting their ancient seats of civilization,
beautifully these delights and aspirations. and the spots which religion has made holy.
As we read it we fancy we hear the deep I now felt an irresistible desire to penebreath of the sleepers around the lonely trate to the regions beyond the Euphrates,
cabin-fire, or the Arab dog, like a faithful to which history and tradition point as the
sentinel, barking his challenge through the birth-place of the wisdom of the west.clear air of an eastern night, as he keeps Most travelers, after a journey through the
watch and ward over the flocks of the tribe. usually frequented parts of the East, have
"During the autumn of 1839 and the win- the same longing to aoss the great river,
ter of 1840," says Dr. Layard, "I had been and to explore those lands which are sepawandering through Asia Minor and Syria, rated on the map from the confines of Syscarcely leaving untrod one spot hallowed ria by a vast blank, stretching from Aleppo
by tradition, or unvisited one ruin consecra- to the banks of the Tigris. A deep mysteted by history. I was accompanied by one ry hangs over Assyria, Babylonia, and Chalno less curious and enthusiastic than my- drea. With these name~ are linked great
self. We were both equally careless of nations, and great cities dimly shadowed
comfort and unmindful of danger. We forth in history; mighty ruins in the midst of
rode alone; our arms were our only protec- deserts, defying by their very desolation and
tion; a valise behind our saddles was our lack of definite form the description of the
wardrobe; and we tended our own horses. traveler; the remnants of mighty races still
except when relieved from the duty by the rovicg over the land j the fulfilling and fulhospitable inhabitants of a Turcoman viI- fillment of prophecies; the plains to which
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the Jew and Gentile alike look as the cradle Layard's mind a deeper and more lasting
of their race. After a journey in Syria the impression than had ever been made by the
thoughts naturally tutn eastward; and with- mightiest ruins of Gr~ce or Rome. "The
out treading on the rema:ns of Nineveh and scene around," says he, "is worthy of the
Babylon, our pilgrimage is incomplete."
ruin the traveler is contemplating; desolaDr. Layard, therefore, immediately made tion meets desolation; a feeling of awe sucpreparations for paying a preliminary visit 1 ceeds to wonder; for there is nothing to reto Mosul; and after a hazl.rdous journey ,lieve the mind, to lead to hope, or to tell of
through Kurdistan, suc.:eeded JD reaching what has gone by. These huge mounds of
it in safety lin the 10th of April, in 1840. Assyria made a deeper impression on me,
After a short stay in the town, he and his gave rise to more serious thought and more
companion rode to inspect the mighty ru- earnest reflection, than the temples of Balins on the east bank of the river. They bee or the theatres of Ionia."
made an excursion to an Arab village called
He again examined the ruins of Nilllroud
Hammum Ali, around which are still the when descending the Tigris on a raft, in
vestiges of an ancient city. Their object the middle of April. He met with a great
was to explore the mound of Kalah Sher- dam, also, consisting of huge square stones
ghat, a vast ruin on the Tigris, about fifty fastened together by cramps of iron, over
miles below its junction with the Zab. As which the river flows in a formidable catathey stood upon an eminence outside the fact. The dams .were intended to cause
village, the whole plain around appeared the river to rise into the numerous canals
studded with mounds, on9 of a pyramidical which intersect the country. They great.
form rising high above. the rest, and beyond ,ly impeded the fleets of Alexander, but
it the waters of the Zab. These mounds even in his time their origin was unknown,
were just the same when Xenophon led back and they were supposed to be the work of
the ten thousand Greeks across the plains an ancient and extinct nation. After inof Mesopotamia, twenty-two centuries ago, specting these remains, Dr. Layard's mind
and even then they were only supposed to was made up, and he determined some day
be the remains of an ancient city. What or other thoroughly to examine into this
a stupendous interval must have elapsed great mystery.
since it was flourishing in its prime! / LuHe paid another visit to Mosul in the
cian, the Greek writer, lived in th~ first cen- summer of 1842, and then found that M.
tury after Christ, but he states that even in Botta, the French consul, had already comhis day the very site of Nin~veh was for- menced excavations in the great mound of
gotten, and from that time to the present no Koyunjik, and had discovered various sculptraveler had ever attempted in right earnest tured sl abs of gypsum, and other remains
to discover it, and on the desolate plain of of a deeply interesting character; and as
Kalah Sherghat there were no visible re- i his drawings and specimens were all formains of civilization beyond a few pieces' warded to Europe, his scientific friends in
Qf broken pottery and inscribed bricks.PaIis easily induced the French minister
Here was a field of llLborand research that of the interior to make him a grant of the
might well tempt the loftiest ambition; to public money, to enable him to carryon
make these mounds deliver up the treasures \ his labors. Dr. Layard had been introof ancient art and glory which they had ~duced to Sir Stratford Canning, (now Vis·
concealed for three thousand years and ~count Stratford) the British ambassador at
more, and tell the world of battles, sieges, Constantinople, who instantly perceived
strange and eventful fortunes of which his- how useful his varied atiainments, and intory had taken no note. But besides stim- timate knowledge of the eastern languages
ulating his zeal and curiosity, the contem- and manners, might be to the embassy.plation of these remains produced in Dr. He was accordingly employed by him ill
I
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several missions of an important and ,del. overwork and anxiety under, so warm a
icate nalne in Albania, Servia, Bulgaria, climate, he now made an excursion to the
and Asia Minor, which he executed to Tiyari mountains, inhabited by the Chal·
his entire satisfaction.
In the meantime dean or N estorian Christians.
He gives
M. Botta continued his explorations, and 1 in his work some very interesting details
as he allowed Dr. Layard to inspect his relative to the history anll mode of life of
drawings as they passed through Cons Ian· this, primitive and simple people. His
tinople, on the way to France, the latter account of the massacre of teR thousand
brought the subject under the notice oflof their number, men, women, and child·
Sir Stratford, who manif~sted the liveliest ren, in 1843, by the ferocious Musselman,
interest in the success of the enterprise, Beder Khan Bey, is horribly graphic./
and signified his intention of affording His description of a visit to the high ledge'
Dr. Layard every possible aid in case he~ of rocks where great numbers had fled for
commenced to make any lesearches him\: , refuge, and ~here, having surrendered up'
self. He accordingly returned to MOl!ul on promise of quarter, they were slaugh.
in November, accompanied by Mr. Ross, tered without mercy, where the earth was
an English merchant, and one or two ser· covered with skuns of all ages, from the
vants; and taking up his abode in an Arab child unborn to the toothless old man,
hut, and having hired six of the peasant- heaps of blanched bones, mingled with
ry to assist him, he set to work in right the long plaited tresses of women, skele·
earnest.
tons hanging entire to the dwarfed shrubs,
He had great difficulties to contend shreds of discolored linen and well-worn
with in the superstitions of his Arab lao shoes,-is
written with great power, and
borers, and the avarice, caprice, and ty· we regret that our space does not permit
rannyof the pacha, Keritli Oglu, a fero· us to transcribe it.
cious ruffian, who was the scourge of
Upon his relurn to Mosul, he found
those whom he was sent to govern. He letters from England, informing him that
frequently interrupted the progress of Dr. Sir Stratford Canning had presented the
Larard's work upon one pretence or an· sculptures which had been already sent
other, and it was not until he obtained a over to the British nation, and that 'the
firman, or vizirial letter from the sultan, government had at last granted funds to
through the instrumentality of Sir Strat- the' British Museum, for carrying on the
ford Canning, that he was enabled to pur· excavations at Khorsabad and elsewhere.
sue his course unmolested.
This docu· Although the grant was miserably small
ment not only authorized the excavations, and inferior to that given to M. Botta by
but the removal of the sculptures. He the French, Dr. Layard resolved to turn
was out gazelle. hunting when he received it to the best account, and by uniting in
it, and he "read by the light of a small his own person the various offices of
camel-dung fire the document which se· draughtsman, sculpture. packer, and over.
cured to the British nation the records of seer of the workmen, he was enabled to
Nineveh. and a collection of the earliest bring his labors to a prosperous issue, and
monuments of Assyrian art."
bestow unheard of benefits on science.
Steamers being unable to ascend the
Upon his return to England, though
Tigris, Dr. Layard was obliged to float the 1 suffering from aguish fever, caught in the
best of the sculptured slabs which he had ~damp rooms which he was obliged to oc·
succeeded in excavating on rafts formed of cupy at Nimroud, he prepared his work for
inflated skins down to Baghdad, where they the press, and for the trustees of the Brit.
were placed on board the vessels for trans· ish Museum a volume of inscriptions in
portation to England.
the cuneiform character. His MONUMENTS
His health having suffered greatly froN OF NINEVEH, a splendid folio, containing
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on~gnifi~e

"great

houses'::nd.

that he thought-a

Nineveh
sculptures
and remains,
from llife of patriotic
devotion
to science a
drawings
taken by himself on the spot, weightier
testimonial
than the most thOIaffords another
proof, if another
were ough-going
political
partisanship.
His
wanting, of what his many-sided
talent is lordship doubtless was about to commence
capable
of achieving.
It is one of the a new era, and had adopted for his motto
most remarkable
works of art of the pres· Palmam q7li meruit, feral. We have only
ent day.
to regret that Dr. Layard.hould
have had
The University of Oxford conferred up' so little time to reap the fruits of so en·
on him the honorary
degree of D. C. L., lightened a policy.
He was returned last
at the Grand Commemoration
in 1848.summer as the representative
for Aylesbu·
At the end of that year he returned to ry, and all who are anxious to see the
Constantinople'
as attache to the embassy House of Commons contain a larger meathere, and in the following year resumed
sure of intellect,
learning,
energy,
and
the excavations
at Nineveh, where he're· business habits than heretofore, will heartmained until the summer of last year.ily rejoice at his success.
Him who ha"
He is now engaged in preparing
for the shed so much honor on England,
England
press an account of the H'sults of the ex· should delight to reward.
cavations,
and particularly
of the discovery of the important annals of the AssyriFrom the Christian Examiner.
an kings contained in the Bible.
Unbelief in the Last Century.
When the Earl of Granville succeeded,
under the whig administration,
to the of·
fice of secretary for foreign affairs, vaca·
ted by the resignation
of Lord Palmer·
ston, one of his fi"st acts was the ap'
pointment
of Dr. Layard
to the undersecretaryship.
His lordship,
during his
short tenure of office, gave many proofs of
high diplomatic
talent, and by a judicious
mixtu:e of dignified firmness and concili·
ation, he succeeded,
without
sacrificing'
the honor of the country, in restoring ami·
cable relations
with mallY of those pow·
ers whom previous
events had estranged
from England.
But in Dr. Layard's appointment he performed an act which did
more to raise him in public estimation
than any well planned stroke of his for·
eign policy.
He showed that, nobleman
as he was, he was not bound by the stupid
aristocratic
prejudices
which have been
so long the bane of his country, and have
committed so many of England's
dearest
interests
to the keeping
of imbeciles
whose only recommendation
was the ac·
cident of their hirth.
He proved that he
was willing to recognize
other claims to
share in the administration
of public affairs, apart from that of connexion
with

Nothing is more distinctive of the critical
thought of our immediate times than its recovering hold on Christianity as a spirit and
as an institution.
Until within the present
age, tbe criticism of tbe Church
and of
Christianity itself had been almost entirely
conducted by outsiders-avowed
enemies
and open destructives.
The social and personal peril hanging over freethinkers,
exasperated their doubts into fierce denials,
and their suspicion into hatred.
Skepticism was compelled
to caH to its aid the
most belligerent passions, and to take up tbe
most ultra positions, in order to make its
feebleness feared, or to gain any attention
but that of persecution and loalhing.
The
outcast avenged himself on tlie Christian
Church which excommunicated,
and the
Christian society which disfranchised him,
by round abuse of the gospel on which they
rested, as a superstition,
a falsehood,
a
fraud, and a Duisance.
If the amenities of
elegant literature, or the dignity of the historic Muse, forbade in them the ribaldry
and passion which marked the vulgar infidelity of their time, yet the great Deists of
the last century show, in the poisonous sar'I casms and malignant sneers and laborious
underrninings whilOh they practice towards
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Christianity, that they are only tender to bly feeble. The best mind, the sharpest
themselves, not to her, in any decorum or wit, the profoundest learning, the truest
equivocation that belongs to their modes of courage, the most practiced eloquence of
attack. All they dared they did to destroy that era were in the ranks of infidelity.the foundations of faith in revealed relig. Despite their u npropitiousness towards the
ion, and in the institutions that represented gospel, we might as well blot the last cenit. They almost universally manifest nei· tury out of memory as extinguish the lights
ther doubt nor misgiving in their infidelity. which skepticism hung in its horizon.That Christianity is a fable and a hind- I They were the principal luminaries, and
rance, is their s~ttled conviction. If they ~that era would present a blank chasm in the
do not say so, it i,sonly that they may more sky of history, were those stars quenched
successfully insinuate their skpticism, and to whose splendors the baleful rays of doubt
the sooner accomplish for the gospel the contributed a lurid aspect. Their foes owe
fate that belongs to frauds and follies.their reputation mainly to the names of ~
Could we summon Bolingbroke, Hume, giants tlley attacked, or the goodness of
Gibbon, Boyle, Voltaire, Paine, to the wit· the cause they defended, while they were
ness·stand of our own jurisdiction, they largely indebted for their immediate safewould be forced to confess that they had an· ty to the contempt of their adversaries.ticipated as the result of their own Anti· Most of the "Apologies" for ChristianiChristian speculations, or as the ultimate ty, drawn forth by the alarm of that pedestination of the tendencies of thought of riod, are apologies in'aeed, and had the
which they were so vigorous a manifesta- gospel owed its prospects of life to the
tion, an entirely different attitude towards nursing of its fr\ends or the mercy of its
Christianity in the learning, criticism, and ~enemies, it would have gone the way of
original thought of this generation. They ~all flesh, in spite of "'- atson and Horsley,
unquestionably thought themselves in the of Leslie's Short Method, and Lardner's
main current of the world's civilization, if Credibility, and Paley's Evidences.
not in the widened and improved channel of
It would be interesting here, did our
its progress. In their judgment, the aban· limits permit, to show who were the real
donment of the gospel was only a matter of champions of faith at this era, and how
time. After them, no history could again little they owed their usefulness to histor.
be wTitten from a Christian point of view! ical criticism or direct opposition.
First
They foresaw no ArnoJd, no Bunsen, no came the reverential ~tudents of natural
Niebuhr, no Guizot! No philosophy could science, such as Newton, Euler, Haller,
again dare to treat revealed religion with and Swedenborg. Next, the mental phideference; no science venture to lay its dis· losophers, like Butler, and Reid, and
coveries upon the Christian altar; no litera- Kant, who, in their various modes, underture compromise its prospects by associa. took to find a foun.dation for religion and
tion with ~ec~yi~g s~perstitions; and. no ~duty in the intellectual and moral nature
statesmanshIp JOvlte failure by overiookmg i of man. Finally, and most potent of aU;
the Dew religious conditions under which the pietists of various schools, headed by
the advancement of society was to proceed. Spener, who lived just to begin the cen.
How different the influence of the French tury, and who was followed by Sin zenEncyclopedists and the :English Deists from dorf, Wesley, Benzel, Stilling, &c., who
what they hoped or Christians feared! At- kindled the new spiritualism, so charac·
tack is always strong, and defence always teristic of the philosophy of the nineweak; and certainly the onset of the mighty teenth century-the heart's protest against
skeptics of the eighteenth century was ter· mere intellectualism-which
attained its
ribly effective, and the resistence of the utmost volume in Jacobi and Schleierma·
sentinels and polfce of the gospel misera- ~cher, who had been brought up by the
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Moravians. Even Rousseau, so tainted
by sentimentalism and its kindred vices,
became an apostle of the heart, and turn·
ed in horror from the Voltaire school of
doubt, to construct a Christilmity of his
own out of the gospel, and, even in his
failure, succeeded in kindling a spirit ca·
pable of putting down Voltairei~m at last.
The infidelity of the last century was a
necessity of the human mind, and its worst'
features were among its most useful traits.
Up to that time, the Christian faith of the
world had been compulsory.
Religion
was deemed out of the domain of legiti.
mate thought, and a thousand political,
social, and scientific errors had taken shel·
ter within its sacred inclosure, as murder·
ers found refuge in the ancient temples of
the gods. The aroused intellect of the
world, having exhausted its capabilities in
the directions least conflicting with the
Church, having won its greatest triumphs
in poetry and architecture, painting and
sculpture, in metaphysics and in classical
lore-and all the more successfully, be·
cause the current of genius was dammed
up to a narrow channel-now
began to
chafe against forbidden themes, and to
break with impatience upon the shores that
resisted its rising tide, forced by the winds
of Providence up new inlets. The faith
of the world had, from very custom, become a superstition.
Christianity' had in·
trenched itself in the indolence and the
se ses 0 f mankind.
The bad doubted it
no more than the good, and the good be·
lieved it no more than the bad. There
was no living connection between the
spiritual senses and the objects of their
report. The witnesses were false witness·
es, even when they testified to the truth;
and their evidence was bribed by custom,
and fear, and sloth, though it sustained
the right and the holy. The gospel, from
a living spirit, hovering over human hearts,
as the· Pentecostal flames burnt on the
apostles' foreheads, had become a huge
brand on the hearth of modern civiliza·
tion; a light, indeed, at oue extremity, and
givin~ warmth to the house, but thrusting
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its shapeless end into the midst of the
floor, embarrassing every movement in
the household.
Science stumbled at eve·
ry vigorous step she made, politics tore
her generous robe, ethics was cramped,
history 'confused,' economy baIRed, and
thought itself blackened and bruised.Yet here had t.his sacred fuel been smoul·
dering for ages, chief source of the light
and warmth of the family! What. incon·
veniences, ~hat sacrifices, would not be
borne, before one splinter of its bulk were
pared away! Nay, would not the disadvantages it made necessary, the evils it
perpetuated,
come, through association,
to be as sacred as the benefits it cQnfer·
red, and indistinguishable from them 1So, indeed, it was; and Christianity, the
mother of infinite blessings, was, in its
identification with the visible Church and
the iron creed, becoming a mighty oppressor of the human intellect, when the
great rebellion of the last century broke
out.
None but giants could have forced the
gates of a prison made out of a temple;
its walls built by God, to form the ever·
lasting shelter of the race, but whose doors
-once moving on golden hinges, and af·
fording free access and departure-had
long since been closed from within, and
barricaded by the broken furniture of
ages, or buried beyond discovery in heaps
of priestly rubbish or ecclesiastical ashes.
No hand too much afraid of defacing the
sacred wall, could have even found'the
door, much less have dared to break it
down. No spirit as anxious to preserve
what was true as to destroy what was
false-to
save the innocent and costly
roof that had nevertheless' been its jail
as to escape from confinement--could ever
have achieved this emancipation.
It was
necessary that infidelity should be in earnest, hearty and uncompromising, to break
the oppressive stupor of faith; that the
pretensions of Christianity itself should
be challenged, so inseparably had a usurp'
ing Church identified itself with the gos·
pel; and that the human intellect, treated

PATlENCE-A

like a serpent by the great representative
of religion,
should
at length use a ser·
pent's wiles, and turn and sting the oppressor's foot, that it might show its power, if it could not vindicate
its benignity,
and achieve
that freedom through fear,
which it could not win by long service.
So long as Christianity,
as administered
by its representatives,
challenged
belief
under penal ties, and commanded
assent
without
any alternative
but ruin, it was
impossible
that the intellect of the world
could come to any honest terms with i LThe truer it was, tbe better it could afford
to submit its claims to examination,
and
the more inexcusable
its dogmatism
and
arbitrariness.
But so rooted had become
the habit of confounding
religious faith
with a prostration
of the understanding
before verbal propositions
of the Ohurch,
that there was no hope 0 f any emancipation of the intellect,
except through a desperation to which faith itself had become
indifferent.
We are now reaping the fruits of this
revolt.
The belligerent
infidelity of the
last c.entury, in which philosophers,
historians, and poets were united, achieved
its end.
The human intellect vindicated
its right, unchallenged
by faith, to explore every corner of the universe and every avenue of thought,
and to apply its
Feverest logic, its shnrpest
criticism,
to
religion, and every thing over which religion had extended its smothering
protection.
Politics,
science,
economyparts
of which had always been so involved with ecclesiastical
claims,
as to
share their immunity from examinationwere now subjected to the right of search,
which reason had wrested from supersti.
tion.
There is now no subject of interest
to men, the perfectly philosophical
or scientific discussion
of which is not possi.
ble, somewhere
within
the domain
of
thought.
The moral Index Expurtatorious is in force, to a certain extent, in the
most highly civilized
communities;
but
the most of disregarding
it is reduced so
low, that it imposes no restraint upon any
2

DISCOURSE.

intellect rich enough to be entitled
to independent
explorations.
The Church has
essentially
abandoned its hostility to free
.inquiry; for it has discovered that its hold
upon the world is not by the precarious
tenure of the understanding;
that reason
has no proper quarrel with faith, the gospel nothing to fear from science orphilosophy.
And this is the greatest triumph which
Christianity
has had since it ascended the
throne of the Oresars-its
victory over the
unchained intellect of the nineteenth century.
He tha \ closed tbe mouths of lions
upon his prophets,
could alone have an(icipated so quick and thorough an escape
of the gospel from the angry jaws of a
skeptici,;m,
wh'lse hllnger eighteen centuries of fasting had sharpened.
Patience.
A DISCOURSE,
RATION

DELIVERED
FROM

HEALTH,

SEVERE

AFTER

A RESTO-

ILLNESS

TO

AND THE PRIVILEGES

OF THE HOUSE OF GOD.

(Concluded from page 142.)
But this life is a school for heaven,
and
we are accustomed to believe tha t we learn
lessons here to practice
there,-that
the
virtues which we are here to acquire most
sedulously,
are those of which we shall
have the greatest need in the time to come.
rs not Patience
an exception?
We call
have no occasion for its exe.cise in heaven; why, then, as,sign it so prominent
a
place in the Christian
character?
But
this question
will be best answered by
considering
the USES of Patience.
Our
subject is one of experience, more than of
ratiocination.
Allow us, therefore, to appropriate the language of an eminent servant of God, who speaks as ona who had
verified all he says:
"Under
this head, I remark, first, that
there is one work which we must all accomplish, would we enter heaven-name'ly: the formation of spiritual characters,
the establishment
of the supremacy
of
the inward over the outward, of the soul
over sense, of things unseen and eternal

over things seen and temporal. The world abode of poverty, or by the bed of chronic
in one way and another must be overcome, illness, than in the gayest and brightest
--the preference for external and perish. scenes that have fallen within our experi.
ing goods subdued,-the
overmastering ence.
love of what is inward and spiritual plant.
"Then, again, in no form does a Christian
ed firmly in the soul. It is to accomplish example seem more attractive and win more
this warfare, that we are placed here, that honor to the Christian name and character,
by means of it the soul may grow and than in patience under severe trial and suf·
get ~trength, and all its higher powers be fering. Piety, indeed, is in the sight of
drawn out in hardy and self·sustaining God the same, under whatever form; but.
vigor. 'rhis, however, is an arduous pro· by man it cannot be equally appreciated
cess; but perhaps not more so for those under all conditions of life: In prosperity
whose discipline is that of frequent and and joy, there will always be the sneering
protracted suffering, than [or the prosper.l and skeptical, who will repeat Satan's ques·
. ous and happy. Nay, I doubt not, that in tion-"Does
Job serve God for naught?"
the sight of heaven, seemingly opposite But touch him in his dearest earthly interlots may occupy the sure level as to ac· ests, bow him dowIJ.under severe affliction;
tual enjoyment, if connected with similar take from him health and prospective income,
moral development; and for one who would and leave a dependent family, and if he
. win heaven, it may be the trials of health, then holds fast his faith and tr'ust; if be is
prosperity, or riches are no less severe serene and happy, if he talks of the good·
than those of sickness, adversity and pen· ness of God, and manifestly dwells in inury. They are all, indeed,o[ a different ward peace and quiet, there is no room left
class; and because they are not so frequent. for caviling. We can see and calculate the
ly regarded a& occasions of moral. discip. burden under which the spirit rests, and
line, they appear less. But [or those who the obstacles against which it struggles; and
are rich, and full, and strong, if they we may estimate the strength of its faith
would reach favored places in the heav· and trust by the weight which it can lift
cnly kingdom, there must be a course od wilh ease and joy. No examples are like
self· restraint, self.denial, and self·renun· these, in commending the religion of the
ciation.
There are numberless allure· cross. Multitudes have been reclaimed
ments to Le resisted,-innocent
desires to by them from indifference and skepticism.
be kept innocent by their moderate indul· Multitudes have been led by them to medi·
gence; an engrossing world, with its count· tate as they never had before, on the suill·
less attractions, to be pushed back by ciency of the gospe'l, and to believe and
constant effort, from the inmost citadel of confess it tbe power of God unto salvation
the affections to that second place which -to every salvation.
it rightfully occupies. Most of this work
"God means that we shoulcl all be examProv idence performs for the suffering pIes to ,one another; that while we save our
Christian-appointing
him, indeed, a dis· own souls, we should shine for the salva·
cipline of a different kind, no less ardu· tion of others; and tbat tbus the world
ous"but I believe not more so, than tbose shoulcl, from generation to generation, be·
who are prosperous and happy, would evi· come more and more filled wilh lights on
dently feel, if they performed their workjthe heavenward way, We read of the in·
faithfully, as we love to see the afflicted do tcgrity of Joseph; of the patienr-e of Job;
theirs. And herein lies one essential of· of the early piety of Samuel; of the firmfice of Patience, in the spiritualizing of tbe ness of Daniel; of the zeal of Peter; of the
character; a~d how beautifully and eff~ctu- love of John; of tbe labors of Paul. God
ally it qoes this, many of us can testify means that the life of each one of us should
from our having felt neare·r heaven in tbe be, for those around. us, and for those til
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oome after us, such a Scripture as is the selves in humble reliance on his wisdom
the life of these holy men. We may not and goodness. Our faith, our trust must
at first be understood.
They were not un- go before us, in our career of growing
derstood by the envious or by the scorners. knowledge, power and holiness, always hovIn Jesus, however, his whole will and law ering on the limit of what we already know,
were written out in living characters. What and harmonizing and equalizing to our aphe was, God means that each disciple should prehensions what we cannot fathom or unbe in his own sphere and measure,-each
derstand.
the special embodiment of some part of his
We have spoken of the nature, neaessicommunicable attributes, mingled as they ty, aids and uses of Patience.
It makes
must appear, in different proportions and life beautiful. It sheds a calm and heavwith different degrees of lustre, according enly glory upon the hut of poverty, the bed
to the theatre on which they are to be dis- of sickness, and the hour of death. And
played. Each living gospel, by its own pe- as we watch the passage home of one who
culiar blending of divine traits and man;'- has been baptized. into the likeness of our
f~stations, may have a peculiar charm and Savior's sufferings-in the hushed stillness
power for some soul, which others will not of entire submission; in the peace of God
reach, and may thus do its part towards and the atmosphere of prayer and praise,
leading our fellow-men to righteousness we seem in a heavenly presence, - and aIand heaven. This office, as I have said, most listen for the angel wings that bear 11
seems to be performed with superior facili- kindred spirit to the throne of God and the
ty and power by those whose mission it is communion of the unsufl'ering and the ranto suffer as well as to do. In their humili- somed, while every regretful thought is
tyand self-distrust, their only regret often checked by the voice which says, "these are
is, that they can do nothing for the glory od they who have come up of great tribulaGod, and the honor of their religion; while tion, and have washed their robes and made
from tbe rrLired scene of their calm and them white in the blood of the Lamb."*
trustful endurance, as from a tribunal of
Beloved Brethren, whether hereafter we
woild-sounding eloquence, there may be meet, or are prevented in our meeting, let
constantly going forth the most deep-reveal- us be followers of them "who, through
ing and etfectuallessons of truth, duty, and faith and patience, inherit the promises."
piety.
"1 remark, in closing, that Patience is not
Letters on Immortality.
a virtue to which even Death set8 limits.My DEAR AMICA:- Your letter reveals
It belongs to heaven and to eternitY'-1 a feeling of doubt and distrust in view of
What, you ask, Patience ill heaven? Will human immortality that must often be opthere le suffering there? By no means.pressive and saddening. It calls up, also.
But what ,s patience? It is implicit faith a recollection of frequent conversations, in
and trust now exercised most ill the darker I the by-gone days, when together the vari~d
scenes and vicissitudes of this life. These l seenes of nature, ID the instructive and imscenes will brighten into the perfect day,pressive changes of the seasons, called
these vicissitudes will be merged into the forth our mutual wonder, and would have
. great change, when the corruptible. puts on awakened a mutual pleasure but for your
incorruption; but the faith and trust of doubts of that truth which alone can give
which they are the theatre and the cause, strength, peace and beauty to the mind.wililil'e forever. There will be mysteries You have olien ('xpressed a desire that you
in heaven as well as here, things to be taken could have my faith. That desire ever'
on faith before they can be fully known; awakened in me more surprise than gratuportions of the vast administration of God, lation; I felt that I had none to boast of,
in which, in our ignorance, we must cast our-l *Dr.reabody.
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and none that was not open to every free I evil, will malre any man, who allows bimselr
and. earnest mind.
We are afraid of our~ to feel their power, realize that there must.
strongest and nearest convictions; we bow i be another life to complete tbe history of
too readily before the authority
of Creed,!, this.
But they will not relieve the subject
dogma, and dicta of men who think, if tbey from doubt, and I will point out to you the
think at all, by rote and sJ?eak as parrots.-!
nature and answer of many of tlJese doubts
We forget tbat God created us, and that as they arise before my mind.
Where the
we may lise to a sellse of his authority and inferior parts of man's nature are developed
goodness, tbat will so extend the horizon at the expense of the superior, he win ever
of the mind and deepen the power of the doubt his immnrtality.
At this we should
affections, as t~ make all human judgment
not be surprised,
seeing tllat if we look

'1

and estimate, based on custom and pOliCY very intently at any object, and engross the
narf(lW and trifling.
Be free, my Amica, mind in it, we cannot see, or we see but
and you will believe.
By which, I mean, dimly another, however near by and promi-

t

encourage your most charitable and hopeful nent it may be.
The doubt may arise,
thought, no matler who frowns or reproach- therefore, from defectire development and
es, and your fai~h will grow as the grain of attention.
If it be true that we have an
mustard seed expands to a tree.
It may, animal as well as a spiritual nature, it is.
help you to this freedom and the dispersion i quite natural to suppose that an over develof your dO~lb~s, ~o remember the true func.! opmellt of one would. bound the vision of
tion of c111lstlnmty upon thiS great subject. i the ot her.
Now what lS hypothetically true
Christianity did not reveal man's immortal· i is found to be really tr\.lc, in experience.ity, for the belief of it was in the world Is it st,range that if our whole attention be
from the beginning.
It gave it fresh evi-' occupied by, and with our perishable
nadence, invested it with new belLuty, and 1 tUIC, we should appear as perisbable beings?
published it with new power and informs
C look not to the future through the aniwhich adapted it to the reception, not only \ mal nature, why, therefore, should we exof .those capable of wise and noble speen-I pect to sec iI, through a medium in which
lations upon lmn's future being, but to all \ it cannot be reflected?
I( it be by the

1
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of all ranks and conditions.
A very great I! m.ind that we recognize the heritage of the
mistake is made in our estimate of Chris- mind, hQw can we expect to appreciate that
tianity.
We think and sp"ak of it as though heritage but as we develope and strengthen
it produced the nature of man and the ca- i the powers which alone can appreciate it?
pacities and desires which are inherent to it.! It is true that our bodies are fearfuliy and
Whereas it only gave us a key to unlock that wonderfully made, and exhibit many indicanature, and which, when truly. opened, tions of divine benevolence.
This is true al.
opens as a mighty tern pIe to the praise and so of the brute natures beneath us, and they
glory of the author of both. Christianity
cannot, in all their uses, direct us to the
has given the most efficacious evidence of hope of a higher nature.
We may study
n future life in the ascension of Jesus; but thoronghly the anatomy and physiology of
that evidence is historical, and was always the human bOGY; we may compare all its
intended
to unite with evidence which functions and uses with those of inferior
though nearer and feebler, may tbe more animals, and yet arjse from the study uneareadily grasped.
There are natural indi- sy as to the hope of another life.
Imprescations of human immortality, and he that sions of material ism may cloud all the holier
neglects them pays -a dubious honor to rev- relations and loftier prospects of the human
elation.
The promises of our fllturity are being.
Do we not see this result every day?
found in life, its sins and its sorrows, its And then, the frequent aspect of death adds
.p'eace and its hope.
The constitution
of nothing to the assurance
of our hope.our minds, the distribution
of good and There is often a shrinking back, a clinging
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struggle, that gil'e5 sad que~tionings to tbe cllmscribf4i by tbe vision of the body, a~d
15un'lvor, and he asks can this be a passage when tbe body ceases to be, the futunty
to the skies~
It looks more like going- into will appear, also, to cease.
Here our doubts
blackest night than into the beauly and glory are well founded.
For tbe animal nature
{)f an eternal day. But we forget. Our whule of man tbere is no future life. No wonder,
attention has been occupied wilh the animal then, if he feel himself animal-if
the'innature.
We are deceived again by appear- tellectllal,
social and moral powers of his
ances, as we ever are when we ceasn to rea- nr,ture are in eclipse, that the death that
son and Teflect. Wehave seen but half the ~destroys forever the animal should appear
llature of man, and are making its strug.l as a total destruction.
But suppose, in dig!es tne type of that which it never could vine providence, he bad enjoyed a nobler
fitly represent.
When we have retired from cullure.
The discipline of a sometimes
the dread impression of the death struggle,
biller experience had opened his soul to the
we remember the mind that we had just breath of a higher dllty than mere bodily
:seen under eclipse;' and ,be history of that gratific"tion, a new life 'Would have opened
mind in its holy toil for truth, and its noble in his soul, and the instincts of immortality
efforts of duty and unfathomable
depths of gaining the mastery over the instincts of the
affection, and the shock of nature pass body, would have brought the higher and
~way to give place to the sunshine of faith. eternal life near.
The caged bird may be
To a man who mistakes body for spilitquiet and dull when far away from his nathe instrument of th'll mind for the mind it- tive forest and the songs of bis companions;
self-who
does not distinguish between his but bring Jlim near to them, and at once he
limbs and his life, his senses and his soul, starts up from his dullness, feels the prison
there ca~ be no filiLh. He may have a wise i'0.f his cage and gives e.very evidence of deconception of health and ease; bUL the idea I SIre to be free.
So bnng the soul near the
of a full mind, of a pure and resolute con- eternal. nature of duty and love, and that
science, of earnest affections towards the amid the infirmities of the body and the
divine and tbe human, he grasps it not, and separations that it must suffer, anu it feels
JlOw can be believe?
"The light in him is its hea~enward oligin and d~stiny and may
darkness;"
how can he see?
He can have even long for the fligbt.
Here you may
no conception of a future life but a physical Ileam how tHe lXlost suffering ones of earth
one, and hence, if he believe at ali, he must hfJoveever had the brighest faith in immortake the traditional notions of his country tality.
When that suffering was in the
or sect and suffer all its straitness and fear. cause of duty or not wilfully incurred, or
'fell such an one that his ideal is a fallacy even when the result of transgressions
reand a deception;
that his heaven cannot ex- pen ted of, it ever spake to souls alive of the
ist; that flesh and blood cannot enter a spir- certain and lasting future.
itual state; that his body will be wholly disThe view brolfght to a single point then,
solved, and that he will exist ae spirit, and is, our faith in ~mmortality depends upon
your words are empty words, and be feels 1 the moral development of our souls and the
that you have taken away his gods.
Hap- brightness of that faith upon their purity.py if his animal nature does not turn Do we, then, ask for faith, let us accept our
against you, and he crucify you, for reveal- lot, and become alive to its duties and its
illg a true heaven in the development
and sufferings, and God will give us faith in the
enlargement
of his moral nature.
Sup- only way it can cQme. To ask for faith,
pose all 0111' being were an eye. It would sincerely, may sometimes be to ask for sufbe the same to us if the eye were put out, fering, eitber mental or physical, for by
or we placed in rayless darkness.
So also suffering it is oftenest made perfect.. May
QUI' view of futurity,
if it be confined to the I not then say, that no one ever yet properly
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llccp-pted his lot in life who did not, as a \ but yesterday
were frost, snow, and st~·
consequence, believe in God and immortality.
rile soil.
The fin e gold is not so bright
But there are other causes of doubt which as the million daisies of that rough. e10ded
I will notice in my next.
Let me conclude
field.
The regal purple is not so glorious
by saying, the more we do the will of God $ as that flowering hill.top, studded as with
tho more we develope the spiritual parts of! sparkling
eyes, that look gratefully up to
our nature, and the more they are developed heaven.
The,fine,st silk is not so beauti·
the more we feel their affinities for the high- ful as that hedge ,row, with its varieu forms
er life, and "know of the doctrine that it cl ad in white, pink and blue vestures.is of God."
And then the sky, how bright, and the air
Ever yours,
TIDUS.
how quickening!
The birds are caroling
or twittering
in the branches
over our
God in the Spring.
heads; the cattle are browsing peacefully
COME dearest,
yet sorrowing, servant of in the plain not far off, and the children of
. God, and look with me upon th'e manifes·
men may feel their bosoms penetrated with
tations of thy Father, that have come up' a joy which lightens the load of care, and
on us with the season.
We have often lifts the heart upward to bless our God.told thee that God could be trusted, and "These are thy works!" but they give but
that he cannot
despise the soul that he traces of thy presence;
and though they
ha.th made.
': e often laid before thee the
eVidences of hIS goodness, that we might
assure thee of the nearestand most trustwor,
thy of all truths, that God is Love. It is
a fundamental
conviction
of the soul of
man.
It is his first and his last thought.
Without
it, the world,
life, death, aJl
things are dark, chaotic.
The foundations
of all true religion
are laid in it, and
without it, there can be no strength in our
·convictions,
no joy in our love.
With it
the world has to us an author,· a guide,'
and a benefactor, and we have Him as our
Father.
What I mean to say, and would
desire to say, with a power irresistible
is,
that without and within man there is clear
testimony bometo God; and though it does!
not tell us all we wish to know, it tells us
enough to make it trustworthy,
and give
promise of more and more, as our capaci.
ties enlarge .. The lamb does not morecertainly
know the bleat of its mother,
than the holy soul runs to its Father, amid
the traces of his presence
in his works,
in our lives, and in his word.
Let us look abroad then, and see his
hand leading on the smiling season, over
hill and valley,
down the murmuring
streams, and along the dnsty highway.We are in the midst of most lovely forms,
sweetest odors and softest verdure, where

i tell us of thy love, they do. not t~ll that
i thou .ART LOVE! The Sprmg brings us

I

joy, but ere its impulses are fully aroused
within u~, they are chilled by the thought
that one is no more who looked ont with
us, or would have looked out with us,
with glad eyes, on the return of the sea·
son of light, warmth anJi beauty.
She or
he is gone, and we live here without them,
we know not why, and their absence will
bring solicitude and sorrow.
And there,
too, leaning
upon his staff, and bending
beneath the load of years and infirmities,
totters the aged father, who also welcomes
the return of Spring;
but riote how he
does it with dim eyes, and deaf ears, and
often sighing heart.
His child moulders
beneath the sad, now beautiful again to
his tearful vision.
"The young is taken,"
says he, "who delighted in the songs and
flowers of the season; but the aged is left.
Why is it?"
And 'who can answer his
question?
God isin the season, but he is
a God that hideth himself, and whose ways
are only seen in part.
We see the soil
transmuting
a shapeless clod into a grace·
ful flower or nutricious
plant; but when,
we ask how, we have not even a mdimen·
tal conception.
We know, out our igno·
rance is greater than our knowledge,
and
we are ~ompelled to walk and enjoy by
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faith.
We see the workmanship,
but discern not the executing hand.
We behold
the prints of Almighty
footsteps, and the
moulding
of Almighty fingers, but we see
neither
the foot nor the finger.
The
"small and the great" are here upon a level, alike humbled before God.
We see
only secondary
causes, or rather successive effects.
But what we do see, is more
than we need; more than we use for His
glory and our good.
Let us look on
then, and give thanks.
It is neither a
small nor inglorious world we live in, and
our poor eyes cannot exhaust the glory
and the beauty;
and they serve to lead us
to their infinite Author,
whose hand will
hold us as we tread these borders' of his
works, and will at last open a passage
for our eager feet, into those mansions
where the strains of his g~odness shall
reverberate
from undying lips of a host of
ransomed
spirits, as innumerable
as the
forms of Spring, and still more glorious,
because immortal.
J. B. F.

(or a revengeful man to believe in God as
a father; hence the joy of such a faith is
hid from him, and will ever be, till the
dark cloud of his hate is removed.
Love
must be made active and. predominant,
before we can see God as any thing else
but a power to be feared, or at most, a
wisdom to be reverenced-as
goodness
inexhaus~ible
to bless, and bless even by
restraint and disappointment,
requires the
bpirit of Christ in us to see, and forever
rejoice in it.
We should feel a spirit of
goodness in the cause of all things.
God is
--he made all things--he made all things to
bless them, and there can be no ultimate
evil, no finality of triumphant
wrong, are
all self·evident
pr9positions
to such a
spirit, and it waits with 'patience even on
a cross, for their corroboration.
Love
shines everywhere and surrounds all things.
It is infinite,
and therefore must desire
and secure the best thing.
All evil is
finite-must
end, or be reversed for good
at last.
Suffering is man's daily teacher,
and affliction is his good, masked, through
which he passes to knowledge, purity and
God as Infinite Love,
beaven.
The earthquake has its voic.e of
II is the highest exercise of my religious
love,
and
the tread of the Pestilence is not
nature, to conte'mplate
God as a Father.
altogether
the tread of a dremon.
There
Th" deep wants and aspirations
of every
is
life,
a
true
life
in
disease,
poverty
and
soul cry out for a God infinile in power,
crime.
The
thought
of
God's
goodness
wisdom, and love;.and by some agency or
manifestation,
He is ever- present to fill reveals it. This thought tells us we were
that want.
T-~e goings lorth of his love, made for holy duty, prollucing goodness
To this tho't
seeking to bless us by all things, are tt> be here and heaven hereafter.
seen in every direction, and would be seen, in all our troubles, follies and sins, we
Under its power we go to
but for the fears that arbitrary
assump- fly for succor.
tions over our convictions
have the power our tasks with serenity of soul, we bow
to produce, because of our grossness and down under our cross, fainting sometimes
and under
sins.
The heavens
overarching
our ir· in body, but never despairing;
the
darkest
aspects
of
nature
and provi.
reverent heads; the glorious beams of day,
dence;
we
fear
no
evil,
save
that
of sin;
and the gemmed veil of night, that ever
and
we
fear
it
because
it
makes
the
dark·
invi te upward the gaze of our poor eyes;
ness
and
peoples
it
with
devils,
and
not
the everlasting
hills and
ever· moving
men
nor
angels.
In
the
past
it
may
see
ocean;
the living tribes of earth, bird,
an
end
of
perfection,
but
in
the
future
its
beast and man; the rolling torrents and
faith
will
complete
her
perfect
work,
and
gliding rivers, all, all teach his goodness
to those who open tlleir minds to think we shall then run and not be weary, and
walk and not be faii'lt.
This thought, will
and their hearts to feel.
Our conceptions
make'the
=oes
of
sin
its
antidote,
and the
of God, however, are ever measured by our
medicine
of
the
sickly
soul.
We
love
own spiritual
culture.
It is impossible
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God, all love God, so soon as they see'
him; and those who love Him not here, do
not yet see him, nor know him.
Love is of
God, and whosoever loveth,
is born of
him, and his title, to his birth- right is
obedience to the commandment
of Love.
Love is the end of every commandment,
and love is the fulfilling
of the lnw,
whether it thunder
from the barren and
frowning mount of the desert, or breathe
as the balmy zephyrs from that of the Beatitudes.
Let those who deny, remember
that the denial only reveals the darknes~
and doubt of their own selfishness,
which
now as ever, trembles whenever it hears of
"too much love."
J. B. F.
For the Christian Magazine.

The Angel Visitor.

Young Hadern
had wandered
far, and
- the way _was weary, and his limbs were
tired and sore.
At last he came to the
banks of a murmuring b.rook, and be laid
him down upon the green grass, beneath
the shade of a large oak,. which there
spread its thick foliage above hirp.
The
streamlet flowed by his feet, and wandered
on its meandering way among the meadows and the fields; anLl the tall weeds dipped their heads in its crystal waters, and
the lilies and the wild roses bent over it,
and blushed at their own loveliness reflected from its placid surface.
Hadern be-.
held all this, and looking down into the
rippling waters, he saw the tiny little fishes sporting in the lim pid waves, and revel.
ing among the white pebble-stones
which
lay scattered
along the rivulet's
bottom.
With a sad sigh he turned from beholding
their happiness.
and looked with a sorrowful countenance
toward the fields and
green meadows.
The cattle were grazing
lazily along tne hill·sides,
and the lamb.
kins sported and gam baled on the waving
grass.
The Ii ttle birds sang from the
midst of the grand old oaks, and the oxen
lowed mournfully
far down in the deep
shadow of the valleys.
The deep baying
of a dog was heard in the distance,
and
the shrill vbice o( chanticleer
era wing in

the yard of a neighboring
farm-house.The atmosphp-re was balmy.
Soft zeph-

yrs went wooing amopg the flowers, whis·
pering the dulcet strains of love; and the
very leaves upon the trees seemed
to
speak
of the universal
happiness
which
now reigned on all things around.
But
still young Hadern did nothipg but sigh,
and a tear-drop stood upon his cheek; for
his"heart was heavy, and his soul was full
of anguish.
The singing birds, and the
murmuring streamlet, and the lowing kine,
and the innocent flowers-all
haLl no power to remove the sadness which, like a
mountain
load, was pressing him to the
earth.
His pilgrimage
through the world
had just begun, and already was his soul
:;ick almost
to death of the folly and
wickedness of his fellow men.
He had
from infancy been upright
of heart, nor
was there ever guile found in his mouth.
His chief aim, his 801e ambitiun, had ever
been to be a benefactor
of his kind, alld
yet there was no one tha't ever smiled on
his endeavors,
or even seemed to appreciate the noblen,ess
of his nature.
He
turned out of his way to do a kindness for
his enemies;
his enemies turned out of
theirs' to do him hurt.
He had ever made
it his motto to speak all the good he was
able of everyone,
and to leave their evil
untold; others had busied themselves
in
circulating calumnies
agains t himself, nor
of all his friends was one found to vindica te his character.

Hence his life came to be embittered;
and now faint and weary, he thus gave
voice to the repinings of his spirit. Alas!
said he, that ever I came from my mother's womb-that
ever the light of the sun
shone upon
my countenance!
Surely
there is no pleasure in living; neither is
theFe any joy in abiding in a world where
the wicked only prosper, and the worthy
a nd the good ever meet with reproach and
defamation.
When I was a little child,
apd toyed with the laughing
fawns,
I
knew not what it was to sorrow; but now
I can but weep always at the evils which
surround me, and from which there is no
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escape.
Have I acted more wickedly than ~tho~nd
hills.
Their eye~ell
out with
other men, or are my transgressions
more fatness, and their coffers are filled with
numerous than theirs',
that I should thus gold.
Their tables
groan beneath
the
be encompassed
with enemies?
My con· weight of luxuries.
Obsequious
slaves
science hath no tongue to whisper in my are ready at their bidding,
aud fawning
ears, during the quiet hours of night, un- parasites minister
to their vanity.
Their
welcome
dreams;
but my slumber is as riches increase with the incl'easing years,
gentle as that of the infant, and my vis· and their pride lags not behind.
They are
ions are of pleasantness
and peace.
No, attired daily in silks and broad'cloths, and
no: it is not that I have done wickedly,
fine linen and rich array.
And are they
that I am thus afflicted and made to 1 ~1erciful-are
they just?
They profess a
mourn.
There breathes
not a man whom form of godline'ss, but the power thereof
I have ever injured.
There lives not the they deny. They pretend to worship God,
soul of man, that can rise up and say I but the poor go ever from their doors unhave willed it harm.
The poor I have be- almsed.
They delight in forms and cerfriended,
when there was none to cheer emonles.
'rhey desire to appear well in
them in their affliction.
The widowed and the eyes of their fellow men.
The outthe orphaned
have heaped
blessings on side of the platler they cleanse,
but the
my head.
And the sick; have I not stood inside d1ereof they leave full of filthiness
by them and ministered
to them in their and
abominations.
They
arogate
to
sickness?
How often have I smoothed
themselves
the prerogatives
of Jehovah.
the weary pillow of disease,-how
often They anathematize
all who differ with
have I cooled the fevered brow of the them in religious belief, claiming
that to
poor sufferer, and have seen the sunken
them only have the keys of knowledge
eye look upon me, beaming with gratitude i been delivered,
and that they open, and
and love!
And the erring footsteps ofl no man m~y shut,-they
shut, and no man
the thoughtless,
I have guided into Ihe may open.
These are dIe enemies who
straight a~d narrow p?tb.
The sorrowful
beset me round ~bout, and from whom I
.' and stricken of God I have comforted.receive
evil continually.
They have
I have made the flowe)"s of affection bloom bound down the consciences
of the peo·
sweetly in hearts,
which the coldness of pIe with bands of steel, and whosoever
the worli had' reJ;ldered barren
and un· endeavors to unloose them, they denounce
fruitful of good works.
I have opened
as agitators of evil and lovers of wickliving wells
sweet waters in the bo"., edness. They are vampires, sucking away
oms of those who harl suffered tbeir hearts' the life·blood
of the humal\
soul, and
to become
arid and desert, unmoistenecl
shedding the dark dews of their deadly
by the dews of heavenly love.
And, yet, wings on the sleeping energies of human
what has been my reward for all this?
I nature.
An Eidolon
they are, looking
am buffeted on the right hand and the left. down from the mists and superstitions
of
Lying lips have taken hold of my good the ages thnt have passed, and holding the
name, and have loaded it with calumnies. ~human sense vvrapt in wonder, as it looks
Envious
men and detractors
have preju- upon its gigantic form, frowning shadowy
diced the multitude of the people against and indistinct
from the darkness
with
me, and they have all united to drive me which it is enveloped.
0, my God! that
from the abodes of mankind.
"Vearyand
wickedness. should thus exalt itself! That
worn, I wander
through
the land, and thus pride, and pomp, and deceitfulness,
there is no shelter wherein I may rest my and sin should trample upon virtue and

or
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head.
But my enemies, where.. are they? justice!
Even in the hi,gh places of the earth are
Hndern had proceeded
thus far, but his
they found.
Their cattle feed upon
a feelings forbade that he should' go any far-
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ther.
He burst into tears.
Long, long! heart of poor H adem, and caused him to
did he sit weeping by the brookside, his 1 fall at her feet, his heart softened to woo
tears mingling with its waters.
His heart Imanly weakness,
and his grief entirely
seemed overflowing
with grief; and yet forgotten.
She gently raised him up, and
weeping seemed to bring no solace to his sat uown by his side on the green mossy
sorrow.
He heard nothing, he saw noth· bank.
She opened her lips and spake to
ing, he heeded nothing.
A dove sat in him.
Her voice sounded far sweeter than
the branche's of the oak above him, and the murmuring of rivulets,
or tbe sighing
cooed mournfully
to her listening mate;! of zephyrs, or the pleasant lullaby .of the
but her plaintive
moanings
reached not waterfalls.
Her words flowed from her
his agrieved spirit.. A little bird, of beau· lips as honey flows from the honey-comb.
tiful plumage, came and sat on a bending They fell upon the parched desert of Ha.
willow, not far from the spot where he was dern's heart, as the cooling dews come to
s,itting, and sang the blithe notes its wood· the withered flowers in summer time.
He
land home Ilad heard so oft before; but reclined his head upon her lap, whilst she
Hadem hend not the little bird's song.addressed him, and gazed with rapture on
He heeded nothing but h is grief.
A lamb. her celestial countenance.
kin came frisking by, and stopped to gaze ~ "Young
Mortal!"
said she, "I have
in wonder on the sorrowing youth, think. I watched your footsteps long.
I am one
ing, perhaps,
how strange
that anyone
of those whom the great God has ap·
could find cause to grieve or complain
in pointed to minister to His saints on earth.
a world so full ~f happiness,
and sun: You have acted very unwisely
in making
shine, and beauty, and pleasantness.the plaints which you have. 'Ti s true YOllr
Alas! poor lambkin!
thy days, as yet, enemies are powerful, and are bitteJ!y enhave been few, and thou hast never yet raged against you.
But you had better
learned the dangers that await thee.
Af. rejoice, than complain,
that things are
ter awhile thou wilt tremble at the rust. thus.
Every evil wIlicn you o·vercome, ev·
ling of a leaf, and wilt imagine thou seest ery persecution which you bear patiently,
a wolf in every bush that is shake~ by the only brings you the nearer that home to
wind!
which you are hastening.
This world is
. Hadem
wept long, but he could not 1 not your dwelling- pll;lce for eternity., weep always.
The sa'ddest sorrow has an ~Soon you shall have to follow the footsteps
ending.
So Hadem
found.
At last he 1 of your father,S.
Soon your body will be·
took his hands from hi~ face, and with dry, come food for worms, and the dust will
swollen
eyes, gazed out upon the land. return whence it came.
The body is now
scape.
What was his surprise when he the earthly
temple in which d wells your
beheld standing before him a being, more immortal spirit.
It is of the earth, earthy.
beautiful
than the loveliest
of earth's
If you spend a lifetime in decorating
it,
daughters.
She was attired in a s~ngle and seeking to make it honorable in the
long robe, of the purest white, which was land, it will avail you nothing when the
thrown neatly over her shoulders, and gir- worms cl amor for their prey.
Your spirit
dIed about her loins.
Her whole appear.
will then be deprived of its earthly taber·
ance was celestial.
Her form was heav. nacle, nor will it have a heavenly
one to
enly.
Her hair was more golden than which it cal1 try for safety, but will have
the unshorn locks of the morning.
There eternally
to wander through the Nameless
was a grace in her step and a dignity in! Void, exposed to the attacks
of wicked
her mein, to which mortal never could at-I spirits,
and the moc~ery
of fiends -and
tain.
But withal was there a love beam'l devils.
If your enemles are exalted, and
ing from her radiant
countenance,
and you are sunken
low, why need you com·
heaven-born
eye, which sent a thrill to the plain?
Do you not know that the rose
I
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cannot blossom and smell sweet when it
is encompassed
by thorns?
The thistle
tree and the bramble may flourish there,
and may raise their heads high above the
rest, but the rose tree cannot even grow
there, much less bud and put forth bIos soms.
Nor need you expect an honest
man to thrive in a com pany of knaves, nor
an uprigli~ man to be esteemed where
Honesty never shows her face.
Men admire what they are capable of admiring-what i3 ona level with themselves.
What
is above them, they shut out from their so·
ciety.
What
is purer than themselves,
they villify. It is natural that they should.
They are but following
the bent of their
inclinations,
and are obeying the dictates
of that Master whom they have chosen to
serve.
They will have their reward.That Master
is the Evil One.
His dominion extends over the earth, and is of a
temporal
character
altogether.
Therefore, w~en he rewards his servants, he can
only give such rewards as are in his power-temporal
gifts.
These he oftentimes
bestows
with a lavish hand.
The more
faithfully he is served,
the more lavishly
he bestows.
But the ,gi fts which he bestows are those which satisfy not.
They
are grateful to the carnal sens,e, but they
never reach the spiritual wants of man.But the Master whom you serve, is the
Great Spirit.
His gifts are spiritu<ll, and
they satisfy the cravings of the soul. His
servants he rewards according as they are
faith ful.
So long as you are dwelling below, you can only expect that the enemies
of your Master
will use their venom
against
yourself.
They used it against
Him whilst he journeyed
here, that he
might redeem his fellow creatures.
There·
fore be not disheartened.
For awhile on·
ly must you walk in the shadow.
After
awhile the light of His countenance
will
shine upon you, and you will no more
walk in darkness.
Think not that you
are forgotten
be·cause for a short while,
peradventure,
you are buffeted by the
myrmidoms of the Prince of Darkness.These are but the fires which shall con-
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sume your dross, and ~hall bring forth
y~ur gold, pure and refined, and moulded
into the likeness of your divine Master.
Again, I say, be not disheartened.
The
world is but a waste-a
wilderness, where
rank weeds and prickly briars grow abundantly, choking out the growth of all nobier trees.
Place not your affections
up'
on it, nor let your abiding
city be there·
in. For the time will come when the
whole of it shall be consumed as the stub·
ble of the field.
Then shall the habita·
tions of the wicked be destroyed,
and the
wicked
themselves
shall
utterly
pass
away.
But le~ your affections be placed
on things above; and constantly
look for·
ward to those dwellings in the heavens,
which God has in teadiness for all lhose
whose lives will justify their making them
their everlasting homes.
Far beyond sun,
or moon, or stars, are they situated,
in
the regions of never-ending
beatitude.There you will never know grief or sor·
row.
There you will have no false friends
to embitter your happiness.
No enemies
will be there to trouble.
No tears will be
thereto dry.
But the fountains of knowl·
edge will be opened, and you may drink
of their waters eternally,
and yet your'
thinst be not quenched.
As the endless
ages progress, so will you progress, and
so will all the good and the just, in love,
and knowledge,
and excellence.
There
will you meet the loved ones and the last
who have been taken from you by the icy
hand ~f Death.
You will meet to part no
more.
Be then no more repining at your
lot.
But arise and go forth, determined
to fight the good fight, and to come off
victprious
through Him who loved you
and gave himself for you. Be not bitter
against your enemies, but rather think in
what an awful condition they are placed,
and do your utmost to bring them to a
just sense thereof.
Fear not for the reo
ward to be given you' for yom toil.
He
who created the everlasting
hills, and
whose word is firmer than are their found·
ations, has promised
that you shall reo
ceive an hundred fold.
His promise is
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sure and steatIrast, and you will be forever comes to follow the food wbicll he has tao
blessed if you rely thereon-discharging
ken through
all thA organs in whichlit
all your duties to your fellow m.en, and undergoes its wccessive
changes
before
not forgettiI;lg tne duties you owe your entering directly into the nourishment
of
Creator."
! the frame, he is able dis.tinctly to perThus spake the Angel to Hadern;
and / ceive' how excess may impose labors of
when l>he had finished, she parted from which his organs me, for any length of
him, and was seen no more.
But H<idern time, incapable,
and upon which disease
arose up immediately,
and taking up his must inevitably
follow.
Each function
staff, with a light heart and an unwearied
then discloses
its own particular
expostep, he pursued his way.
Men buffetedl sures, and exercise, temperance,
and athim ·as before, bot he met their buffets with ~tention
to clothing
appear of the most
a smile.
Men spake evil of him as be- ~radical importance.
An understanding
of
fore, but he belied their words by the pu-lthe
animal
constitution
is thus of more
rity of his conduct and the integrity of his practical influence upon the bodily habits
life.
Thus he lived and thus he died, do· than the authority and advice of a whole
ing much good in his day and generation,
Faculty.
Doubtless,
the great result of
and leaving
behind him a memory un- the efforts in behalf
of temperance
is
stained, and fadeless as tne effulgence
of much more to be ascribed to the informathe everlasting
stars.
1 tion which has been disseminated upon the
D. K. HUNDLEY.
~use and influence
of alcoholic
drinks,
Cambridge, Masll., 1853.
than to any moral influence which has been
exerted, though that has done something.
There
are two facts here to be noticed:
first, that opinions or principles
may be
BODILYAND SPIRITDAL ORGANIZATIONCOM·l generally
acknowledged
without
much
From the Christian

Inquirer.

Religion a Law.

PARED.

Those who are best acquainted with
bodily organization
feel most deeply
necessity
of scrupulously
observing
conditions
of health.
There are a

I

practical influence-nay,
may be very true
our and very important
without engaging at.
the tention or respect, which, as you know,
the has always been the case with the laws of
few health; and secondly, that the best way

excellent
maxims,
universally
received'l of obtaining
respect for them is, leaving
which would secure to most men good exhortation,
advice, and warning
alone,
health, were they as commonly practised
to show men the actual necessity of obeupon as they are acknowledged,
but thejdience
to true principles
by a direct ex.
general neglect of which brings voluntary ~hibition
of their own nature.
This has
disease within almost e\'ery family; yet no- {been eminently successful in physical sci.
thing can be better esla blished than the ence.
Why should it not be so in moral
laws upon which physical well-being de-l science?
It is to this point that we call
pend.
That they are so constantly viola- ~our readers' attentioll.
ted does nothing to render them uncertain
The w.Hld is pJSitively clamorous in its
or unimportant.
Nay, they alwaysvindi.
professions of faith in moral and religious
cate their authority in the encl.
principles.
Nothing more could be asked
It has been lately thought by philanthro.
than a practice
conformed to its profes.
pists that no way so effective of arousing
sions.
Christianity
is the state-religion
of
the public to their physical self·pre3erva.
the world.
We call the civilized
world
tion is to be found, as that of exhibiting to Christendom.
We punish blasphemy
in
them, either by careful
description,
or, our criminal courts: we bTand infidelity
better still, by plates and exact figures, with public reproach.
The Bible is the
their own bodily structure.
vVhen one most honored and sacred object on which

1
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rights of marriage,
not by civil, but by! of most men on the subject of duty and
Christian
forms, and bury our dead by the ireligion are very indistinct.
There are
hands of those who think them immortal.l certain dim instincts alld clQudy concep'
~e
claim am.on.g our dearest rights the lti~ns in all men's minds on the si~e of virBut, so far from possessmg
any
title of I(Christlan."
We assemble oneltu€:.
day out of seven to acknowledge
our faith idefinite
and satisfactory
convictions,
the
in the gospel, and to receive its instruc-l mass of men doubt very much whether
tions.
There is but one circumstance
that any minds have such, or whether it be
throws any suspicion upon the almost uni· possible or in accordance with religion to
versa 1 faith of men in the great principles
have them.
There has a1 ways been a
of religion, and that is, their neglect to prevailing
~entiment
that the religious
practice them. To what can this be character could not be distinctly set forth;
ascribed?
Is it to the strength of human
that it possessed certain indescribable
expassions
and the weakness
of the better periences.
So, too, who expects from the
nature?
Is it that these principles
are too pulpit
any common-sense
directions perelevated
lwd that the conditions of duty taining
to the conduct
of life?
Who
are too ~norous?
Is religion forgetful of would think it fair to test by the logic of
our circumstances
and uncomplying
in the bar or the exchangs, the statemaots
her temper?
Do men first believe the gos- and appeals of the gospel?
So radical is
pel, and tben neglect it; do they comprehend
this prejudice,
that when the pulpit atit, and voluntarily
encounter
tbe perils of tempts to reason, it gets a loose hold upon
disobedience;
or are they not fully persua- the reason of its hearers, as if this. part
ded in their own minds of its truth, unable of their nature were laid aside for the
to realize its importance,
and not clearly Sabbath.
"Ve are told that men's hearts
intelligent of its principles?
Either one or must be addressed; that the plagueisthere;
tbe other of these suppositions is ·correct.that they belive enough; what is wanted
Perhaps both in part.
•
is that they should feel.
But we deny tbat
Of one tbing we are satisfied,
and the men believe enough.
Weare
persuaded
history of physical science and its practical
that men's real faith shines out in their
reception illustrates
it: that men will not conduct, and tbat what the world requires
act without clear conceptions, and will and above everyting
is clear' convictions of
must act, as a gllleral
rule, according to jtruth and duty, tha t is, a real faith.
The
their sincere and complete convictions.-l
religious sensibilities
may he excited for
Thus, we can hardly «onceive it possible the moment very readily, but no permathat one should be thoroughly acquainted
nent effects are produced· until the whole
with his material structure without an ha- nature has been moved.
Goodness must
bitual regard to its laws.
There will be be tbe aim of the whole soul before it can
exceptions
to this rule.
But every oce be successfully
pursued.
The conviction
must have observed that the body of men of the understanding
must be the foundawho are best acquainted with tbe conditions tion of all true and devoted love of truth
of health are also the most temperate. and and goodness.

I

therefore the most capable of endurance of
any class in the community;
whIle, on the
other hand, the profession which insists most
strongly upon observing all the laws of God
and nature, is, through ignorance of pbysical laws, annually contribuling an immense
number of victims to violated principles ofl
health.

N ow, are men convinced that their present and future happiness
depends upon
their scrupulous
devotion to duty?
Do
they feel that the love of their neighbor
involves their own everlasting peace?
Do
they expect a hea,vy retribution
for alldisobedience?
We know that crowds are

1 ready

to assert that they do, but can

W6
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trust their assertions?
They may fear to
question received opinions, but in the bot·
tom of their hearts,
down deep below
their ownobse'rvation,
where their reo
solves are forged, there is, we fear, a rad·

development,
and the fulfillment
of its
destiny, as the laws laid down in the most
approved physiological
treaties, are found
written, with the authority of God, in the
organization
of the human frame.

ical skepticism ooncerning the whole mat·
tel'. Nay! would the fearles::: and frank
men, in any religious
assembly, who are
without claims to piety or a scrupulous
morality, rise up and speak out their con·
fessions, they would tell you that they
consider
the whole subject
of religion
wrapped up . in doubt: that the Christian
teacher asserts much more than he knows,
and that they have no convictions
on the
subject sufficiently
practical
to govern
their conduct
or restrain
their lives.They are without
clear convictions
of
duty; and so are all who, with them, neg·
lect their 0 wn highest moral and spiritual
culture.
Now, in correction of this state of vac·
illation, we affirm that Christianity
is a
science, having all the certainty
of any
other
science.
We maintain
that it
should be studied as a science, and that
its truths should be received with tpe same
confidence, because
upon the same evi·
dence, with all other truths.
Nay, it
seems to us that when its fundamen.taq
principles
are demonstrated
to the mind,
they must produce
effects with as much
regularity as a thorough acquaintance
with

Thoughts from Channing.
"The surest device (or making the mind
a coward and a slave, is a wide,spTead
and closely·cemented
Church, the powers
of which are concentrated
in the hands
of a "sacred order," and which has sue·
ceeded in arroga ting to its rites or minis·
tel's a sway over the future world, over the
soul's everlasting
weal or woe.
The inevitably
degrading
influence
of such a
church is demonstrative
proof against its
divine original.
"The abolition of war is no longer to
be set down as a creation of fancy, a
dream of enthusiastic
philanthropy.
War
rests on opinion; and ppinion is more and
more withdrawing
its support.
War rests
on contempt
of human nature;'
on the
long mournful habit of regarding the mass
of human beings as machines,
or as ani·
mals; having no higher use than to be shot
at and murdered for the glory of a chief,
for the seating of. this or that family on a
throne,
for the petty interests
and selfish
rivalries
which have inflamed states to
conflict.
Let the worth of a human being be felt, ano. a main pillar o( war will

l

the laws of health upon those who under· fall.
stand them; that is, not without excep·
"A poor man, living on bread and wa·
tions, both of persons and occasions, bUL tel', because he will not ask for more than
yet, generally and habitually.
There is bare sustenance
require:::, and leading a
nothing, tl)erefore,
so important
as the quiet, cheerful life through his benevolent
anatomy of one's own nature.
Did men sympathies,
his joy in duty, his trust in
look into their own souls as they do into the God, i5 one of the true heroes of the race,
structure of their bodies, they would dis·l and understands
better the meaning
of
cover the laws of spiritual health with as \ happiness than we, who cannot be at ease
much clearness, and be affected with con· unless we clothe ourselves
"in p·.lrple.
victions
of duty as strongly,
as in the and fare sumptuously
ev'~ry day;" unless
case of their physical
constitution.
Ex· we surround, defend, and adorn ourselves
amine the constitution
of the human soul, with all the products of nature
and art.
and men will discover that the laws of the His sc,antiness of outward means is a sign
gospel
are as clearly proclaimed,
in its of inward fullness;
whilst the slavery, in
formation, to be absolutely indispensable
which most of us live, to luxuries and acto its healLh and happiness.
to its perfect commodations,
shows the poverty within."
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Channing's Idea of Preaching.
loften shake hands?
Is there not a secret
Preach the nobleness and beauty of 1m- understanding
that the ministry, while it
man virtue.
Believe in man as destined to condemns
sin in the mass, must touch
make progress
without end.
Help him to gently the prejudices,
wrongs, and abuunderstand his high calling as a Christian,
ses which the community has taken under
and to see God working within and around its wings?
It is natural that you
him for his perfection.
should desire to win the affection of your
Study laboriously, for much is to be learn- people;
but beware lest this intefere with
ed. Do not destroy your intellectual life, moral courage.
by imagining that all truth is discovered,
There is always danger to dignity and
and that you have nothing to do but to re- force of character
in aiming to win the
peat what others have taught.
I know not hearts of others.
Dear as affection is, we
a more fatal mistake to a preacher.
must be abl~ to renounce it, to live without
I have said you must preach plainly.
I sympathy,
to forfeit this man's confidence
now add, preach with zeal, fervor earnestand that man's friendship by speaking the
ness.
To rouse, to quicken, is the end ofl truth.
I expect you to prize respect more
all preaching, and plainness which does not than affection.
I am aware ~hat
minister to this is of little 'worth.
what has been said to encoulage
a spirit
I have said, preach plainly, and preach ear- of fearlessness and independence'is
liable
nestly.
I now say, preach with moral cour- to abuse.
I trust to your humilage.
Fear no mlln, high or low, rich or· ity and soundness
of mind for a sober
poor, taught or untaught.
Honor all men, construction
of my counsels.
The
love all men; but fear none.
Speak what 'authority
of usage is a wholesome
reyou account great truths frankly, strongly,
straint on the freaks, follies, and rash exboldly.
Do not spoil them of life to avoid periments
of youth and inexperience.offence.
Do not seek to propitiate passion But usage must not rl'strain the intellect
and prejudice by compromise
and conces· and the heart.
You must stand out
sion.
Beware of the sophistry which reo as an individuaL, and not be melted in the
conciles the conscience to the suppression
common'mass.
Whilst you honor antiqu,
or vague, lifeless utterance
of unpopular
ity, you must remember that the past has
truth.
Do not wink at wrong deeds or ~not done and could not do ihe work of the
unholy prejudices,
because
sheltered by' present; that in religion, as in 011 things,
custom or respected
names.
Wait
progress is the law and happiness
of the
not to be backed by numbers.
Wait not race; that our own time has its task, and
till you are sure of an echo from a crowd. has wants which the provisions
of ealier
The fewer the voices on the side of truth, times cannot satisfy.
the more distinct and strong must be your
own.
Feel that truth is not a local
WHAT
can be more honorable
than to
temporary influence, but immutable, ever· have courage enough to execute the com·
lasting, the same in all worlds, one with mands of reason and conscience;
to main,
God, and' armed with his omnipotence.tain the dignity of our nature, and the
Courage, even on the side of error, is pow- stations assigned
us: to be proof against
er. How must it prove on the side of poverty, pain and death itself, so far as
truth!
The Protestant
minister,
not to do anything that is scandalous
or
mixing freely with society, sustaining
all sinful to avoid them: to stand adversity
its relations,
and dependirlg
on opinion
under all shapes with decency and resolufor bread, has strong inducements
to make tion?
To do this is to be great a bove title
a compromise
with the world.
and fortune.
This argues the soul of a
Is there not reason to fear that, under heavenly extraction, and is worthy the off-

l

these

influences,

religion

and

the world

spring of the Deity.
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TUE POI'ULAR EDUCATOR,-This
is the!
title of a\\"ork publisbedin
New York Cily
by Alexander
Montgomery.
It seems to
us to be well deserving
the patronage of
the literary world.
The first number contains articles on many of the most impor·
tant subjects of science and 'knowledge.
It
is issued monthly, at $1 5U, and we bope
Mr. Montgomery's
arduous undertaking
will be properly appreciated and sustained.

,!!

~~_

THE STATE SENTINEL Al'>DTEKNESSEB
OIWAN.-This
paper is t.he old Tennessee
Organ under a new name and in a new dress.
Its appearance
is greatly improved.
W.
S. Langdon, M. D., is now its editor and
publishe'r.
The paper is devoted
to the
cause of Temper:;l.nce, and is published every two weeks, at $1 00 per annum.
Its
office is No. 31, Cedar st., Nashville.

THE ILLUSTRATEDMAGAZINEOF'ART.-This is anotber of the publications of Alexander Montgomery.
This work is lVell published, and most of the illilstrations
are
very good.
It is one of the cheapest works
of tbe kind in the United States.
We
publish from it this month an article on
Nineveh', which is well writteu and full of
interest.
In the Magazine of Art all the
remains described were beautifully illustrated.
'Ve would request all of our readers
to examine for themselves
both of these
works.
This Magazine is published
also
monthly, at No.1 7, Spruce st., New York,
at $3 00 per annum, and twenty-five cents
per number.

A BEAUTIFUL PRAYER.-Lord,
bless
ana preserve that dear person whom thou
hast chosen to be my husband;
let his
life be long and blessed, comfortable
and
holy; and let me also become a great
blessing and comfort unto him, a sharer in
all his joys, a refreshment
in all his sorrows, a meet helper for him in all the accidents and changes of the world; make
me amiable forever in his eyes, and very
dear to him.
Unite his heart to me in
the dearest union
of love and holiness,
and mine to him in all' sweetness, charity,
and compliance.
Keep me from all ungentleness
and ill-humor;
and make me
humble
and
obedient,
useful
and obser-------MR. McEwEN'S ADDREss.--Wehave
upon vant, that we may delight in each other
our table an address, delivered at the laying according to thy blessed word and ordi·
of the Corner-stone
of the University of nance, and both of us may rejoice in Thee,
Nashville, on the 7th of April, 1853, by J. A. having our portion in the love and service
McEwen, Esg.
'iNe hope our young friend, of God forever.
Mr. McEwen, may always be as happy in
his efforts.
It was an occasion well calculated to stir the soul of an Alumnus, and he
HUMAN HELPLESSNESS.-Animals
go
they folpartook largely of the inspir<ttion,
Mr. rightly when left to themselves;
But it is
McEwen
is a fine speaker, a chaste and low their instinct and a re safe.
beautiful writer.
He is a young man of otherwise with man.
His infancy does not
great promise, and we sincerely hope he stand more in need of a mother's
care,
may continue to gather lallrels, as be passes than his moral and intellectual
faculties
down the slream of life, made happy by require to be nursed and fostered; and where
baving done his part to benefit and advance these are left to stan-e for want of nuhis race.
As an Editor, Mr. McEwen al- triment, how infinitely more deplorable
is
ways showed himself possessed of a mind his condition than that of the beasts who
full of noble sentiments and of liberal ideas. perish!
As a lawj'er we have heard good accounts
of him, and in bis political and social relaDIED, at Celh:., Tel I. on tho 5tl1 of March, J85?,
LA.NDEN
CROES,
son of I....T. & Lucct a Armstrong, in
tions, he is esteemed a perfect gentleman.tile .5th year of his age.
He has ollr very best wishes for his success
DIED, at his residoncein Meig,ville, Tenn. Jom, TIN ••
in every department of life.
LkV',

on the 15th of April, of 'f'yphoid Fover.
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Spiritual Weakness.
nacy and fear of hardships.
There is the
IS IT, AND WHAT IS ITS REMEDY! weakness that fears pain and shrinks from
The elements
of character
make the suffering, preventing
the power of calm
real distinctions
of men.
As agents of patience
and fortitude.
It falls before
moral power, they present the most as· temptation;
quails before trial, and takes
tonishing
contrasts.
Strong
and weak, the downward
tendency whenever left to
~elf.possessed
and disconcerted,
resolute
itself, or relying alone upon its own indio
and timid, undaunted
and vacillating,
lao vidual resources.
Human history is but
borious and efficient, are the characteris·
the detail of a struggle against
a prone.
tics that constantly
come under our obser· ness to sink down into inaction, self.invation, when we note the characters ofmen.
dulgence,
barbarism
and crime.
And
Can we discern the :auses of these differ· i every man experiences
a daily contest
ences?
If so, there tS no knowledge to bo I with inclinations
to ease and self.indul.
eompared with it, for there is none that gence that, but for the better principles of
can lead to such wise lj.nd useful results.
duty, wuuld lcmg since have borne him
By it we are to be carried wisely or fool· down.
In a word, man is so weak, that
isbly through life; are to be made trium· his weakness
overcomes him, except un.
phant over the evils of our lot or to be cler the influence of constant
effort.
It
swallowed
up in them; and at last are to may mani fest itself differently in di fferent
gain or lose tl;Je complete
result.
The individuals,
and under differing
circumcauses of spiritual weakness are both nat· stances of culture and life; it may mani.
ural and acquired, and in each ca~e admit fest its impotence in its malice, its envy,
of rllmedy.
We start with this important
its lust, or the sel.fish securities
it vainly
truth and enquire what are those causes? throws around the fabled citadel of its
1. The nature and constitution
of man happiness;
but it will manifest itself, and
is imperfect,
or immature.
In this it is when most truthful in its avowal, will eJe'
not singular, for all minerals, plants and claim in some form-"
What I would Ido
animals
seem placed under the law od not, ar.d what I would nul that I do."
urowth which law must ever recognize im·
Are we asked why is this so! We have
o
'
perfect conditions of their being.
To say learned but one answer, though we have
that man is imperfect
is to say that he is sruelied many.
It is the will of God that
not a God.
His constitutional
infirmities 1 it should be so. He has purposes for his
are everywhere seen, and by everyone ae· human creature to be accomplished by his
knowledged,
who has become sufficiently
immature condition that could not so well
perfect to be honest with himself.
The fol- be accomplished
in another-and
hence it
lies, failures and inconsistencies,
connect·
is. He made us men, with the weaknesses
ed wllh the direct misdoings,
and the both and capabilities
of men, and the former
direct
and indirect mi~fortunes
and evils reveal the lattel'.
We must know the
of the human lot, are the constan t marks feeble and erring side of our nature in orupon the history of the race.
There is der to avoid its evils and sins, or gain that
the weakness
that appears in the love of power of ascendency that makes the moral
ease and self.indulgence,leading
to effemi
purpose of our being.
Man is liable to
WHAT

l

I
I
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gross error and beastly degradation-; but energy we feel ourselves to have power.
he is capable also of wise principle and Now the purpose and the will are weakholy elevation. He must know his con· ened by every delay of a right action.stitutional weakness, however, in order The ardor of the heart cools; we lose
to overcome its tendencies and develope our interest in the act; our attention isthe counteracting strength, by which he diverted to other objects, and when atlast
may go forward to perfecti on. We take we come to act, the spirit of the action is
it, then, as the settled dictate of experi· lost. Allow the disposition of delay t()
ence and observation,that man is weak by, grow upon us, and our power for good
nature, and weak because he is immature will become so feeble and sluggish, that
-morally,as well as physically,immature.
no one can calculate that we will carry
II. But we are also weak from the influ· out any purpose, and what is yet worse,
ences of early training, or the absence of we may be conscious when indulging our
training. The power of early habits, the best purposes that' not one of them will
most superficial may see, and the most ever be reali zed. Miserable character
unobservant will feel. The weakness of i!ldeed! Ever.considering, never making
our spiritual nature is fostered by the in· up the mind; forever turning the matter
dulgence of the selfish temper and the over without knowing what we will do;
failure to correct the reluctance to effort. and deciding, at last, when it is too late
We shrink from self·denial, because never to effect any good. Better err by hasty
taught its almost irresistible power. We decision, than never to decide. Very discovet afRuence for the sake of securing agreeable persons are those who decide
softness or sloth for ourselves and our without knowledge, or with the knowl~
children. We contract effeminacies in I edge
only of one side; who are always
.
early life that prevent the development i nght because always ignorant, and unwilof the sturdy manliness, which makes the ling to be otherwise; who from the smallvigor and glory of man. 'fo know the est premises draw the stronge&t conelunature and extent of that effeminacy or sions, and then decide with the infallibility
selfish tendency', may reveal to us the' of omniscience.-but
even they are t()
sources of our weakness and assist us in be preferred to the indecisive, for if they
their correction.
do start in a right cause they will be of
Ill. Both our constitutional tendencies, some service, whil&t the others, never
and the effect of misdirected training, lead starting can never serve, and are, at best,
to certain habits that confirm moral weak· but clogs in the way of improvement.
ness. We establish for ourselves habits
2. A disposition to reverie is often a
of temper, of action, and of thought.morally debilitating habit of soul. By it,
To correct and perfect these is the busi· we' substitute a play of the fancy, for a
ness of life, and by our power in their vigorous exercise of the thought and the
perfection we overcome tne infelicities oq affections. We look at the habit to·day,
our constitution and the evil effects or' however, in its Christian aspect. I ad·
improper training.
We will notice them dress many whose hearts will bear wit·
in detail.
ness to the truth, that they have often
1. We have the habit of INDECISION.been quickened to attain a high Christian
This nece&sarily weakens our spiritual virtue and elevation of thought and ac·
character. Where to will and to act can tion, and who have been satisfied with
oe made simultaneous, we have the high. feasting the imagination on the objects
est form of spiritual perfection. To be that religious discourse has presented be·
able to do at once and without hesitancy fore them, and have never addressed them·
what we ought to do, is character itself. Ilelves to the duties so clearly presented
As we approach this state of effective 1 to them.
Admirable
feelings they

SPIRlTUAL

WEAKNESS.

h~~~high-~spi'ritual

~d~ate

aspirations
and large plans for serving
the race of man, but the service where is
it? SVere men created to dream or to act?
To live upon purifying
fancies and die
weary, sentimental
and worthless?
An·
swer, 0 my beloved, and God hel p y(lU to
act while the day of opportunity stilll101d~
its sun in the heavens.
3. We neglect the monitions
of con·
science.
These admonitions are felt some·
times as powerfully
in the neglect
of
small duties or the indulgence
of petty
feelings, as in those of great emotion
and en terprise.
Many, who feel that they
could act promptly
and effectually
in
matters of great moment, almost disregard
the whisperings
of conscience
on occasions of smaller moment.
This is a fa
tal error.
The heart becomes insensible
by frequent
inattention
or resistance.-
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by little and tittle."
The humbler duties
of life have- more to do in making
the
character
than the momentous
ones.What are first or chief with men are often
last OJ least with God.
The divine esti·
mate often reverses the humlj.n.
We reo
quire more energy of mind to discharge
honorably,
succe~sfully
and cheerfully,
the everyday duties of our humble lot, than i

in plans never executed-is
it strange then
that he is weak and sinful?
.Why such an
one has a nervous horror of emergency;
he cannot hold the ark amid the swellings
of Jordan, and the first great wave of vice
that sweeps over his undefended habitation
carries him, away from manliness,
worth
and religion.
See we not, then,
the
sources of oUr weakness?
Sent upon the
earth to form a character for eternity, see
we not the enemies to that character?
We
love right, but we loose the love of it by
failing to acknpwledge
and do it. We
see the beauty of goodness, but by inattention we cease to love it. We relish the
thing.') that are 10 ely and of good report,
but our fleshly desires, by self.indulgence,
carry us away from the opportunities
to
follow them.
What is left to us but to be
swallowed up in the miserable littleness
of our own discontented
selfishness,11aving
lost the desire even of beil'lg a man, much
less a Christian man?
If we live thus we
must be despised, and what is worse, de.
spise ourselves.
The soul is at war with
itself-its
love t~rns
to renown,
and
its renown to bitterness,
and it begins to
know what meaneth that scripturlJ, which
speaks of the consuming
worm and the
unquenched
fire.

is required
to perform
the mor~ con·
spicuous
and world-observed
achieve·
ments.
If we allow ourselves to despise
the reproofs of conscience
for the ex,ces·
sive restlessness
of temper with which we
meet the hourly occasions of our trial, we
will come to feel as if we had no conscience, and our delights will be found to
depend upon reckless and headless excite·
ments, leading
to the most deplorable
spiritual weakness.
Let us realize, if we
can, what we have been urging.
Man,
possessed of an imperfect moral constitution, and that constitution
injured by un·
propitious
training, enters upon the great
theatre of life with habits of wilful self·
indulgence
which lead him to postpone
and delay his duties, till indecision
and
irresolution
mark his careerfalls into a

Such are the perils to which we are ex,
posed, everyone
of which, properly esti.
mated, will cause us at once to fly to the
pardon, help and hope of the religion of
Christ, and to all the aids that religion
has developed
or consecrated
in the civi.
lization we are permitted to enjoy.
If we
see the sources of weakness,
let us at
once apply our~e1ves to them, that their
force may be stayed, and the soul seek
unto that source of relief and amendment
which flows on forever.
The longer we
delay the more difficult will be our reo
sources,and
the more painful, for the powers of evil are not inactive.
We can
shun no evil but by combats against it.
It is Divine Providence indeed that delivers us, but that Providence
works through
us, and by us, and never without our Own

i

J

"He

that despiseth sma{l things perishes

i
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efforts so far as our good is concerned.An aversion to an evil will not correct it
-it
will help, but we must enter actively
into a contest against it. We must sbun
evils as sins, for if we do not, we will not
correct them in the heart, but only cover

with It at the time, and stiIl find it good
upon reperusal.
There is a sati3fying:
vein of life's trials in it, and high-toned
Christian feeling.
Let no one pass it by
unread;]
"FOR

"VERY

MJ.N !HHLBEAR

HIS OWN BURDEN."

them up, and cause them not to appear.
Gal. vi, s.
The Lord is ready to purify any man from
Brethren,
every man has his burden.evil. bu: the soul must be open to hisl If God designed
our l.iues to end at the
J
punficatlOn by an effort to remove the evil i grave, may we not beheve that be would
both from the heart and life.
Our hearts, have freed an existence so brief from the
like the doors of a citadel, are closed cares and sorrows to which, since the be·
from within by evil desires and wicked ginning of the world. mankind
has been
purposes, and until they are removed, al- subjected?
Suppose that I am a kind fathoogh the Father stand at the door and ther, and have a child whom 1 dearly love,
continually
urge and press for admittance, . but I know, by a Divine revelation,
that
he cannot come in and take the joyous and be will die at the age of eight years, sure·
transforming
possession. Many of us think
that to be~ieve what the church teaches,
and especjalIy,
if believed according to
the dogmatical
and hectoring teaching
of
its favorite expounders;
some that to en.
gage
in beneyoleqt
enterprises;
some

ly I should not vex his infancy by need··
less preparations
for the duties of life.-I~ I am a rich man, I should not send
hIm from the caresses of his mother, to
the stern discipline of school.
If 1am a
poor man, I should not take him with me

that a ~1echani~al re\')ding of the Bible and ~to hedg~ and dig,. to s~arch in the s~n,. to'
attentIOn
to the accepted forms of piety; i freeze
In the WInter s coldj why InflIct
some to h~ar ser!p'on~, keep the Sabbath,
hardships on his childllOod,
for the pur·
or receive the Lord'~ Supper
at regular
pose of fitting him for manhood, when I
intervals;
and so~W to confess ourselves
know that he is doomed not to grow into
guilty of all siq~ a,nd destitute of aII virtue man?
But if; on the other hand, J believe
-al1 of which may have good in them ac- my child is reserved for a more durable ex·
cording to the p.egree of culture we possessistence, then should I not, out of the very
,,,,ill pl.lrify us; but none of these thinO's can love I bear to him, prepare
his childhood
.pu!ify us from the evils of our consti~ution
for :oe ~trugg?e of ~ife, according
to the
,a11.dhabits unless we examine ourselves,
statIOn III whIch he LS bo~n, giving many a
perceive our own sins and weaknesses,
ac. toil and many a pain to the infant, in or·
knowledge
them, condemn
ourselves
on der to rear and strengthen
him f,lf his duo
occount of them, and repent by desisting
~ie~ as man?
So is it with our Father that
from them.
This we do by acknowledging
1S III bea\'en.
Viewing this life as our in·
in our hearts the authority and help of' fancy, and the next as our spiritual rna·
the Lord, and by putting
forth all ou) turity, where, "in the ages to come, he

l
l

efforts to bow to that authority anq. accept
that help.
"1 am weak because of mine
infirmity,"
"but
I can do all things
through him who strengthens
me."

may ~,h.o~ ~he. exceeding
riches of his
grace,
It IS III IllS tenderness as in bis wis·
~om, to. permit the toil and the pain which,
m taskmg the powers and developing
the
virtues of the soul, prepare it for the ear·
nest of our inheritance,
the "redemption
.:A Sermon from a Distinguished
Layman. ate
f h purchased
.
possession."
Hence it
{We, foun.l the fo]]owlllgmore
than two isthat every man has his burden.
Breth·
-yea<:"ssince In u very popula: work ofmod·
ren, if you believe that God is good, yea,
,enl :English Literature.
vVe were struck l but as tender as a human
father, you wrll
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know that your troubles in life are a proof
that you are reared for an eternity.
But
each r:nan thinks his own burden the hard·
est to bear; the poor man groans under his
poverty, the rich man under the cares that
multiply
with wealth.
For, so far from
wealth freeingus from trouble, all the wise
men who have written in all ages, have
-repeated with on,e voice the words of the
wisest,
"When goods increase, they are
increased that eat them; and whnt good is
there to the owners thereof, saving the beholdiug
of them with their eyes?"
And
ihis is literally
true, my brethren; for let a
man be as rich as was the great King Sol·
omon' himself, unless he lock up all his
.gold in a che~t, it must go abroad to be
divided amongst others; yea, though,
like
Solomon,
he make him great works-though be build houses and make vine·
yards,
and make him gardens and orch·
ards-still
the gold that he spends feeds
but the mouths he employs; and Solomon
himself could not eat with a better relish
than the poorest lllason who builded the
house, or th.e humblest laborer who plant.
ed the vineyard.
Therefore "when goods
increa~e, they are increased that eat them."
And this. my brethren, .may tcach us toleration and compasslon
for the rich. "Ve
share their riches, whether they will or
not; wedo not share their cares.
The profane history tells us of a princess destin·
cd to be the greatest queen that ever sat
upon a throne, envied the milkmaid sing.
ing; and a profane poet, whose wisdom
was only less than that of the inspired wri.
ters, represents
the man who, by force
and wit, had risen to be a king, sighing
for the sleep vouchsafed
to the meanest of
his subjects-all
bearing out the words of
the son of David:
"The
sleep of the laboring man is sweet, whether he eat little
or much; bot the abundance
of the rich
will not sulfer him to sleep."
Amongst
my brethren now present, there is doubt.
less some one who has been poor, and, by
honcst industry,
has made himself com.
paratively
rich.
Let his heart answer me
while I speak, Are not the chief cares
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that now disturb him, to be found in the
goods he hath acquired?
Has he not both
vexations
to his spirit, and trials to his
vi rtue, which be knew not when he went
fOTth to his labor, and took no heed for
the morrow?
But it is right, my brethren, that to every station there sho~lld be
its cate-to
every man his burden; for if
the poor did not sometimes
so far feel
poverty to be a burden as to desire to better their condition,
and (to use the Ian·
guage of the world) "seek to rise in life,
their most valuable energies would never
be aroused;" and we should not witness
that spectacle,
which is so common in the
land we live in, namely, the successful
struggle of manly labor against adverse
fortune, a struggl~ in which the triumph
of one gives hopes to thousands.
It is
said that necessity is" the mother of in·
vention;
and social blessings
which are
now as common as the air alld sunshine,
have come from that law of our nature
which makes us aspire towards indefinite
improvement,
enriches
each successive
generation
by the labors of "the last, and
in free countries often lifts the child of the
laborer
to a place amongst the rulers of
the land.
Nay, if necessity is' the mother of invention,
poverty is tbe creator of
the arts.
If there had been no poverty,
where would have been that which we
call the wealth of a country?
Subtract
from civilization
all that has been pro·
duced by the poor, and what remains?The state of the savage.
Where you now
see laboreu and prince, you would see
equality
indeed.
The equality of wise
men?
No: not even equality
there! for
there brute force becomes lordship,
and
\vo to the weak!
Where you now see
some in frieze, some in purple, you would
see wickedness
in all. Where stand the
palace and the cot, you would behold but
mud huts and caves·
As far as the peas·
ant excels the king amo~g savages, so far
does society, exal ted and ,enriched by the
struggles of labor; excel the state in 'vhich
poverty feels no disparity,
and toil sighs
for no ease.
On the other hand, if the
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rich were per(ectly
contented
with their
wealth,
their hearts would become hard-

LA"\;MAN.

and no fall-nothing
to hope for, nothing
to fear-what
a moral death you would at

en.ed in the s~ns~al enjoyment i~ ~rocur~s'l once inflict upon. all the energies of the
ItlS ~hat feelmg tmplanted by Dlvme WIS-j soul, and ,what a lmk bet~een the heart of
dom m the soul, that there is vanity and I mun and the Providence
of God would be
vexation
of spirit in the things of mam- snapped asunder!
If we· could annihilate
mon, which still leaves the ri<:h man sen- evil, we should annihilate hope; and hope,
sitive to the imtincts
of Heaven,
and iny brethren,
is the a~e~ue of faith.
If
teaches him to seek for happiness in those there be "a time to weep, and a time to
elevated virtues to whi'ch wealth invites laugh," it is that he who mOllrns may turn
him, namely, protection to the lowly, and to eternity for comfo rt, and he who rejoices
beneficence to the disiressed.
,may bless God for the happy hour.
Ah!
And this, my brethren,
leads me to an- my brethren,
were it possible to annihilate
other view of the vast subject opened to us the inequalities of human life, it would be
by the words of the Apostle,
"Every man the banishmcIlt
of our worthiest virtues,
shall bear his own burden.!'
The worldly tpe torpor of Ollr spiritual nature, the palsy
conditions of life are unequal.
Why are of our mental faculties.
The moral world,
they unequal?
0, my bret111'en, do you like the world without us, derives its health
not perceive?
Think
you that if it had ~and its beauty from diversity and contrast.
been better for our spiritual
probation, 1 "Every man shall bear his o,\,\,n burden."
that there should be neither great norl True: but now turn to an earlier verse in
lowly,
rich nor poor, Providel1ce
would the same chapter: "Bear ye one another's
not so have o~dered the dispensations
of burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ."
the world, and so by its mysterious
but Yes, while Heaven ordains to each-his pemerciful
agencies,
have in~'U~nced the culiar suffering, it connects the family of
frame· work and foundations of society?man into one household,
by that feeling
But, if from the remotest
periods of hu- which, more perhaps than any other, distinman annals, and in all the numberless ex- gu ishes liS from the brute creation-l
mean
periments of gdvernment
which the wit of the feeling to which we give the name of
man has devised, still this inequality is ever sympathy-theieeling
for each other!
The
found to exist.
May we not suspect that herd of .deer shun the stag that is marked
tbere is something in tbe very pl'inciples or! by the gunner; the flook beedeth not the
our nature, to whi~h that ineqv.ality is nec-l sheep tbat creeps into t:le shade ~o di:; but
essa~y and essential?
Ask why this ine-l man has ~orrow. and JOy, not III lumself
qmtllty!
Why? as well ask why life is thej alone, bU~lll the JOYand the sorrow ofth?se
sphere of duty the nursery Of virlues.ar9und hun.
He who feels only for h,mFor if all men were equal, if there WAre self, abjllres his very nature as man, for do
no suffermg and no ease, no poverty and no we not say of one who has 'no tenderness
wealtb, would you not sweep with one for mankind that he is inhuman?
And do
blow the half at least of human virtues we not call him who sorrows Wilh the 801'from the world?
'If tbere were 1',0 penury
and no pain, what would become of fortitude?-what
of patience ?-what
of resig.
nation?
If there were no grea(ness
and!
no wealth, what would become of benevolence?-of
charity?--of
the blessed· human
piety?-of
temperance in the midst of luxury?-of
justice in the exercise of power?
Carry
the question further.
Grant all
conditions

the same-no

reverse,

no rise

rowful humane?
Now, brethren,
that which especially
mqrked the divine mission of our Lord, is
the direct appeal to the sympathy which distinguishes us from the brute.
He seizes
not upon some faculty of genius given bllt
(0 few, but upon that ready
impulse of the
11eart which is given 1.0 us all; and in saying, '.'Lore one anoth r,"."Bear
ye one an-

iother's

burdens,"

he elevates

the most

de-

~
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lightful of ,our emotions into the most sa-I and t~e poor are enjoined to respect their
cred of his laws.
The lawyer asks our supenors.
Good: I say not to the contraLord, "Who is my neighbor?"
Our Lord, [y. But I say also to the poor, "In your
replies by the parable of the good Sam\lri-l turn have charity for the ricb;" and I say to
tan.
The priest and the Levite saw the the rich, "In your tu.rn respect the poor."
wounded
man that fell among the thieves, "Bear ye one ano~her's burdens, and so fuland passed by on the olher side.
That fil the law of Christ."
Thou, O! poor
priest might have been austere in his doc- man, envy not, nor grudge tby brother, his
trine, that Levite might have been learned in larger portion of worldly goods.
Believe
the law; but neither to the learning of the that he hath his sorrows and crosses like
Lcvite, nor to the doctrine
of the priest, thyself, and, perhaps,
as more delicately
does OlU Savior even deign to allude.
He nurtured-he
feels tbem more; nay, bath
cites but the action of IhIJ Samaritan, and he not temptations
so great that our Lord
saith to the lawyer, "Which now of these hath exclaimed:
"How hardly they that
three, thinkest thou, was neighbor unto hi~ have riches enter into the kingdom of heavthat felt among (he thieves?
And he s1\id, en?"
And what are temptations but trials?
He that- showed mercy on him. "Then
What are trials but perils and sorrows?said Jesus unto him, Go, and do that) like- Think not that you cannot
bestow your
wise."
0 shallowness
of human judg-l charity' on the rich man, even while you
ments!
.It was enough to be born a Samar- take your SUl3tenance [rom his hands.
A
itan, in order to be rejc\:ted Qy the priest, heathen writer, orten cited by the earliest
and despised by the Levite.
Yet now, ~preachers o[ the Gospel, hath truly said~
what to us the priest !1nd Levite, o[ God's
Wherever thel e is room [or a man, there
chosen race t.hough they were? They pass- is place for a benefit."
And I ask any
ed from the hearts of men, when tbey passed rich brother amongst you, when he hath
the sufferer by the wayside;
while tbis gone forth to survey his parns and his graloathed Samaritan, baJfthrust from the pale naries,
his garJens
and his orchards, if
of the Hebrew,
becomes of our family, of suddenly,
in the pride df his heart,
he
our kindred, a brQther amongst the brothersees the scowl on the brow' o[ the laborhood of love, so long as Mercy pnd Amic- er, if he deems himself hated in the midst
tion shall meet in the common thoroughof his wealth, i[ he feels that his least
fare of life.
faults are treasured
up against him with
•. Bear ye one another's burdens, and sol the hardness o[ malice, a~d his plainest
fuliil the law of Christ!"
Think not, 0 ~benefits receiveu with the ingratitude
of
my brethren, that this applies o!Jlyto alms-, envy, I ask, I fay, any rich man, whether
giving, to that relief of diotress which is straightway
all pleasure
in his worldly
commonly
called charity-to
the obvious posseRsions does not fade [rom his heart,
duty o~ devoting, from our superfluities,
and whether he does not feel what a wealth
'Something
that we scarcely miss to the o[ gladness it is in the power o[ the poor
wants of others.
No: 1 appeal to the poor· man to bestow!
For all these things of
est amongst y~, if the worst burdens are mammon
pass away; but there is in the
those of the body j if the kind word and the smile o[ him whom we have served, a
tender thought have not often lightened
something
that we may take with us to
),our l.earts more than bread bestowed with heaven.
If then ye bear one another's
a grudge, aod ~harity that humbles you burdens, they who are poor will have mer·
with a frown.
Sympatby
is a beneficence
cy on the errors, and compassion
[or the
at tile command of us all j yea, ~f the ~a~·l griefs of the rich.
To all men it is said
per as 01 a hng; and sympathy IS Chl'lsl. s -yes,
to the Lazarus
as to the Diveswealt11. Sympathy is brotherhood.
'the "Judge not that ye be not judged."
But
rich are told to have charity for the poor, ~think not, 0 rich man, that we preach on-
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ly to the poor.
If it be their duty not to does not wantonly
gall.
Your worldly
grudge thee thy substance, it is thine to inferior
is of the class from which the
do all that may sweeten their labor.
Re· apostles were chosen, amidst which the
member that when our Lord said, "How Lord of creation descended from a throne
hardly shall they that have riches enter in- above the seraphs.
But he who has cuI·
to the kingdom of heaven?" he replied al· tivated
sympathy
commits not these er.
so to them who asked, "Who thell shall be rors, or, if committing them, hastens to
saved?" "the things which are impossible
retract.
So natural is sympathy
to the
with men are possible with God;" that is, good man, that he obeys it mechanically
man left to his own temptations would fail; when he suffet;s his heart to be the moni·
but strengthened
by God, he shall
be tor of his conscience.
In this sympathy
saved.
If thy riches are the tests of trio behold the bond between rich and poor!als, so may they also be the instruments
of By this sympathy,
whatever our varying
thy virtues.
Prove by thy riches, that worldl};' lots, they become what they were
thou art compassionate
and tender, tem· meant to be-exercises
for the virtues
per ate and benign; and thy riches them- more peculiar to each; and thus, if in tne
selves may become the evidence
at once body, each man bears his own burden, yet
of thy faith and of thy works.
We have in the fellowship
of the soul, all have
constantly
on our lips the J3imple pre-' common relief in bearing tne b~rdens of
cept, "Do unto others as ye would be each other.
Thi.s is fhe law of Christ;
done by."
Why do we fail so often in fulfil it, 0 my brethren.
.
the practice?
Because we neglect to cultivate that sympathy
which nature
im·
Union with God and Man.
plan t.s as an instinct,
and the Savior ex·
The last prayer of our Savior for his
alts as a command.
If thou wouldst do fol!owers
was,--:"-"That tltey all may be
unto thy neighbor as 'thou wouldst be done one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in
by, ponder
well how thy neighbor
will thee, th.at hey also rpay be one in us;
regard the acti6n thou art about to do to that they may be one, even as we are one;
him.
Put thyself into his place.
If thou I in them, and thou in me, that they may
art strong, and he is weak, descend from be made perfect in one."
·be made
thy strength, and enter into his weakness;
perfect in one"-one
with God anet one
lay aside thy burden for the while, and with each other-is
the perfection
antI
buckle
on his own; let tby sight see as happiness, of mankind.
An ultimate
aim
through his eyes; let thy heart beat as in of Christianity,
accordingly,'
is union,
his bosom.
Do this, and thou wilt often harmony,
love.
Instead
of the 'present
confess, that what had seemed just to thy ceasel\'lss war of man upon man, the self·
power, will seem harsh to his weakness.
ish strife of sects and parties, the worry·
For, "as a zealous man hath not done his ing competition
of business,
the hostility
duty, when he calls his brother drunkard
of castes
and classes, the grinding
and
and beast,"
evep so an administrator
of crushing of city against city, and country
the law mistakes
his object, if he writes against country, itproposes-peace,-peace
on the great
column
of society, only in the family, in the church, in the neighwarnings that irritates the b01c1, and ter- borhood, in the nation, and between
the
rify the timi~; and a man will be no more nations.
So towards the Eternal
Majesin love with law than with virtue, "if he, ty of heaven, instead of the distance
and
be forced to it with rudeness and incivili·
coldness of strangers or the stobbornness
ties."
If, then, ye would bear the burden of enemies, it would give the confidence
of the lowly, 0 yegreat, feel not onlyfor
and delightful
ease of children
in a fathem, but with therp!
Watch that your!ther's
hou~e, so that we may feel God's
pride does not chafe them-your
power; world is man's home, and live before the
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Highest
in a holy and affectionate
spiritj
of frieno~hip',
And the Gospel will not
accomplish
its blessed mission to man until it shaH have established
this brotherhood of the species, this childhoO'd of man
to God, and this fatherhood
of God to
man, not as splendid theories,
but as liv·
ing, practidl
realities.
"That
they may be made perfect in
one," are words written all over the works
of God.
They contain a profound philosophy,
ligion.

as well as indicate a perfect reUnion is the law of universal
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It is said by some one, that all nature
is at war; bUb it is a superficial remark.More truly may we &ay, a'll nature is &t
peace, and her seeming conflict is but the
condition
of a more abso-lute harmony,
and her very variety makes the real uni·
verse.
It is differing notes in music tha<t
constitute
the perfect melody;
and the
endless changes, revolutiO'ns,
and, to our
tlull ears, discords of the creation are in
troth a mere concordant
anthem of praise
to the Creator,
"Allnalurelsbularl,ufll,nownlolhee;
All chance, direction which thou canst not see;
All discord, harmony not underiltooo;

nature, and disunion the exception; alld
disunion takes place only that there may
All partial evil, uniyersal good."
be a more perfect union.
It is the comAnd could we read the mOl'al as clearly
position
of seven
different
calors that as we can the physical creation, we should
makes the abs lute light.
It is the mix- no doubt see the same law, if not the
ture of three diverse gases that produces
same fact, in every part of itil! complica.
the vital air; and of two, that gives us the ted web.
We should know that evil and
vital water.
It is the congeries of the dis- good, light and darknes.s, misery'and
hapcordant materials which science analyzes
piness, were as essential and unavoidable
and.-cIassifies
that constitutes
the round in a world of free moral, accountable,
and
and revolving earth.
And what is true of improvable
agents,
as the changes
of
the so-called elements, also holds good of matter and the compensations
of growth
all the various objects of matter; not one and decay, combination
and dis~olution,
but is a union, a conJposition,
an agree- from a glow-worm to a planet.
At least,
ment.
And when this union is broken, it we cannot get away from one fact.
It is
is only a 'temporary
transitiol'L to a new the world of God.
He made it, ana not
and better union; ~ven matteT itself for- we ourselves.
He created irs beings, es·
ever rising on an ascending scale of pro- tablisheu its laws, and foresaw, if he did
gress, until, instead of the original chaos, not preaestinate,
its evil amI its good.we now behold a beautiful
and inhabited
But we must not judge the architect's
globe.
work half done.
We must "the great is·
This magnificent
law of God is in force sue wait," and not suppose, that, because
and manifestati.on
beyond our little globe. we, see trouble to- day, we see the characIt is inscribed on the starl! of the firma- ter and meaning of the Whole unbounded
ment,
and chanted in the musi.c of the plan of our Heavenly
Father.
For it is
spheres.
Orbit circling within orbit and buta minute arc of the circle of eternity,
system within system, above, below, and crooked,
indeed,
and unsightly
to the
on either hand, the
ystic dance of worlds, mole eye of man, but harmony and beauten thousand
times ten tho\lsand
mighty l ty itself to the all- comprehending
Mind.
globes in· swiftest motion, but in perfect!
In fact,
the theory of Christianity
method, crossing
and recros~ing
one an-j agrees perfectly with this view, and the
other's path without
collisiQn, testify t'O specijic teachings of our Lord corroborate
the sublime union of the material
and it. What we know not now, we are to
visibJe
universe.
Even
the seemingly
know hereafter.
The tares cannot
be
lawless meteors and the erratic comet& are pulled out from among the wheat until the
but more dazzling
demonstrations
of the harvest.
The very Prince of Peace came
same eternal truth.
i to send forth on the earth a temporary
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sword, a transition-fire,

to-.m:ke

l teach

way for ~

repel~-a-n-c-e-,-{-a-i-tl-l,--Io-v-e-,-o-b-edience,

more entire union of soul with soui, and gratitude,' prayer?
They were the means
of the finite with the Infinite.
The old and instrumentalities
of removing the bar.
stubble must be burnt up, to prepare the riers to the perfect uni-on; they were the
soil for a new and more abundant
in- filaments to weave a strqnger and more
crease.
The Church itself would prove incorruptible
bond of harmony.
a cause of content10n
for the time being,
This state of perfect re~onciliation
with
and Christianity
a question
of drspute, the Father ~f our spirits and Dispenser of
but only that in the end they might fulfil our lot has been the aspiration
and effort
the conditions of a more lasting peace.~of the good and wise in the past, "the
The probe and the knife must precede the! sacramental
host of God."
Indeed, more
perfect cure.
The religion that wa5 cra- attention
has been given to this side of
dIed amid crucifixions
and martyrdoms,
religion, piety, than to the olher side, mol"
could not grow to its complete maturity
ality.
The exertion has been to be just
in the earth without its Inquisitions
and with God morethan
to be just to man.
SmithfieJds.
Thus unity of faith, and
But a profound
want of our n,6ture is
even of opinions,
has a meaning,
if ,,;e 'met by union with God.
~T e finel nothwould reverently heed it.
Men struggliJ ing mystical or absurd in the sympathy of
to be at one, not only in feeling but in heart with heart: why should we in the condoctrine.
They break
the peace. for cord of the humblest mind on earth with
peace' sake.
He must have read the' his- the Great Spirit?
And if new light and
.wry of the Christian
Church
to little power flow from the inteTchange
of tho't
good, purpose,
who does not see that its with thought, and intercourse
among men,
strifes have a deeper meaning than mere then how much greater must be the bene.
strife; and that, with clangor of hammer fit to tlie ignorant
and erring eh'ild of the
and saw,-with
the splitting, cutting, und! e,arth to be. brought into a living union
I

fashioning of this celestial,
as of our fa-J'With the Supreme Mind!
The very teon
miliar
earthly
architecture,-the
world religion, as some derive it, signifies this
ha~ been seeking, almost unconsciously
binding again of th~ soul, that nas drifted
to Itself, to frame and build the harmoni.
away from God, to Its etemal strength.ous temple of Christ.
For life away from him is, in reality,
not
The final issue, whatever may come be- life, but a species of death.
Not to know
tween, is revealed by the Master,-"that
and love him, is not to know and love tru.
they may be made perfect in one."
This Iy any thing he h~s made, not e\'en our.
union and perfectio-n of religio)l, so illus- selves.
OUf very self·love will be actual
trated by the works and'so confirmed by self-hatred and self-ruin,
unless the blesthe word
of God, has
two natural
sing of this higher rerationshi'lJ be recogbranches.
ni zed and sought.

Thefinal end of the Gospel is, to make
Observe,
this must be a living union;
man one with God. The great work of not a traditional
and legenelary conver.
Christ was to bring-about this union.
He
was the medium
of communication
be·
tween heaven and earth, the Mediat<?l be,
tween God and man, standing midway,
like the angel in the beautiful
(lesign of
the sculptor, whois pointing,
with upward
finger, the wondering infant, released from
earth, to a brighter world on high.
The
reli,e:ious
subserved

i sion,
I

effected many years ago,-our
Chris.
tlan character justifying itself by that single transaction,-but
an ever-renewed
al.
Iiance and good ullderst~nding;
the most
lively sorrow following evcl'y fall from the
high estate of this divine intimacy.
Today, if we will, we may hear God in the
rushing rain, anel see him in the bountiful

acts. our ~avior inculca ~d all \ hal'ves.t. rPhis.pr~sent moment in wh~ch we
tIllS maIn purpose.
DId he, dwell IS full at Him.
Earth, and all', and
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ocean cover our board with royal generosiWhen we separate ourselves from the
ty, an'll the mighty sun has spent the sum- central Mind and Heart of the creation, we
IDeI' in ripening our desert.
If the lowest put ourselves inl0 fal~e relations wilh all
things of life have tongues thus to speakto
things and beings; but when we maintain
us of the All-surrounding
Love, what shall an unbroken communion of worship, love,
we say of the highest,~of
thought and and obedience, we pI ace 0urseJves in such
fancy and fi~eling,-of
art and science and a conjunction that all things work together
literature,-of
government, laws, and mor- for our good, and none for out ill; the least
als,-of
the IT oly Scriptures and the Gos-} swell into generous bounties, and the hardpel of Jesl,ls Christ?
The whole creati9n, est 'soften into parental benedictions;-yea,
physical, mellt'al, and spiritual,
has in truth pain and grief have sweet uses to the child
been constructed
to bring us into contaC\ of God.
•
with God at every point, to impart to the
And when something worse COmes, when
mind the light, and to pour into the heart the foul blot of sin threatens to eclipse the
the life, of this blessed un;on.
light of the soul for e\'er, how does this forOonsider
its honor.
This co-working giving Parent meet us a great \Yay off, even
with God, as dear children, is the chief in our earliest compunctions and penitence,
privilege of man.
What folly, what insan- ,and give us no reluctant welcome home, but
ity, that we should so often and Willingly say, "This my son was dead, and is alive
forfeit it by our sins!
There is no pride nor $ again; he was lost; and is found"!
0 the
haughtiness
with the Most High.
He con-! rnercy and long-suffering
of God! Eterni-

l

descends to an infant as to a Socrates, and fty will be too short to understand
the inabides with all his glory equally in the cot- sLances of his care, alllilo sum up the multage or the palace which is opened lio L1im. titude of his kindnesses.
He bas made man,'aS it were, a Immble image of himseJf, a miniature of the Infinite.
He calls upon his child to resemble him by
choice, as he is'formed to resembJe him by
cr~atjon; and to grow, as he has been made,
in the divme life and similitude.
He has
thus imparted to man even a portion of his
own creative power, 'and the satisfaction of
being in part self-made.

Let us set about making this filial union
a most practical and daily business 'of our
lives. It is one of the greatest ends for
which we have our lives given and presented. God is a spirit; but so are our friepds
spirits.
That characteristic
is no bar to our
sympathy wi~h them; indeed, it is its very
foundation.
We can taJk to them.
But
we can hold the bigher conversation
of

By a true and close union with our Father in heaven, we are not lost in him, abo
sorbed, and deprived of the consciousness
and identity of Gur lJeing; but it is in tbis
manner we truly find our life, and come to
ourselves;
it is tuus that the meek, the
f;piritually-minded,
own and enjoy all things,
enter into pas-session of the whole universe,
inherit earth" and inherit heaven; while he
who is out of God and this filial oneness,
however rich he may seem to be, has nothing, is disinherited of all, because he is not
rich tpwards God.
Every tIling refuses its
use to him, because he does not use anJ
enjoy all in God. "His riches are corrupted, his garmel'Jts moth-eaten, his gold and
ilvet can.kered."

praye,l' with the Heavenly Friend.
They
can answer us. True; and poor and imperfeet enough their answers often are ,-smiles
on false cheeks,-perhaps
tears from fond,
but foolish eyes,-half-stammered
meanings
of the soul, at the best.
But the answers of
God are great words of providence and
grace, that we never can wholly forget or
mistake, because they ai'e always perfectly
true and sincere.
They are cherubim,
standing in the sun; crosses, inscribed with
encouraging
mottoes, on the sky; bushes,
burning
with a divine, but unconsuming
flame; now the Lirth-angcl\ and now the
death-angel
crossing the threshold of our
home; now influxes of light and new visit, in~s of love. God speaks to us with such

l
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words as these.
Have we failed to study
even the alphabet of that language which
makes them as articulate to us as our vernacular tongue?
Union with dod!
He in us, and we in
hi\ll, through his Son and his spirit!
He in
us by his .fullness of temporal good and
spiritual blessingiwe in him by our contented depenaence and unquestioning
love!We will see liim in all things, and an things
jn him.
We will he.ar him in the bird of
spring and the fall of the autumn leaf. He
condescends
from his infinite heavens to
dwell in the souls of his children.
We
will arise from our low and worl,dly life,
from tbe dark pl~ces where we sbut out
from us the pure light and joy of the spiritworld, and enter into union with God, even
with our Go::L
But thus far only the half has been said;
the other privilege and duty of our being is

union with man. "Perfect in one," applies to men with men, as to all men with

AND

MAN.

of one is the good of all, and tIle injury of
one the injury of all. That no man liveth
and no man dieth to himself.
That so far
I as, by envy,
anger, or pride, we cut oursel yes off from the sy mpathies of the great
whole of humanity, we Jose a part of tbe
substantial good of our being.
vVe voluntarily withdraw ourserves, by so ~oing, from
the ample range and sp1).cious mansion assigned for our abode, and consent to take
up our quarters in narrOW an <1 mean apartments.
When we give to party, or sect, or
clan what was meant for all mankind, we so
far dwarf and dethrone our whole nature.
We cannot afford to lose the good-will of a
single melnber of the human family.
We
are bound to do all we can, without giving
up our convictions
of truth and duty, to
preserve a kindly understanding
with all
men as men, as our brethren, as dear to the
Heavenly Parent.

i

l

No theory of gove.rnment, no plan of social organization,
no mode of education,

God.
and no admlnistration of fe-ligion, can hope
The ancient St. Simon Slylites dwelt to succeed in benrfiting
men, that is not
thirty-seven years on the tops of pillars in based on the Christian view of their nature,
the open air, exposed to al~ the rain and and does not uphold the Christian morality.
cold and heat, that he might crucify the loo long has the state been esteemed as all
body by this lingering martyrdom,
and be in all, and the individual as little or nothing.
perfectly joined to tbe Divine Being.
He Too long has the Church joined with the
had his reward.
He was called holy, saint, tyrant in pouring contempt on human naand many down to this day think he was a ture.
"Honor all men," stands against all
very good man, though in a great error.tbese usurpations, as the bulwark of man's
But his name is never mentioned in the hab- rights.
The huma~ soul is the greatest
itations of sin and poverty as a benefactor, l thing on earth.
It transcends all cultures,
as a son of consolation,
who clothed tbe ~or races, or colors.
Mankind are one.naked, fed the hungry, visited the prisoner,
They are of one origin, one nature, one inand comforted the sick._ However faithful terest,
and one destiny.
And whatever
his struggle and his self-sjicrifice to be one harms one, with the certainty of gtavitation
with God, he lost the other blessedness of harms all. The life of humanity is oae.being one with mankind.
And every drop of blood unjustly shed, evBut it is not sufficient to have a filial pie- ery wrong, and oppression, and cruelty, is
ty; our Lord also teaches us a fraternal mor- treason
against the majesty of the race,
ality.
When he said, "Love thy God," be against the life, and peace, and virtue of
did not forget to add, "Love thy neighbor."
unnumbered
and innumerable
millions.He showed what the world did hot believe, And not one i:ldividual can live so remote
and what his own follolV~rs to this day find or sequestered a life, as not to feel for betit a great stretch of faith to credit, that tel' or for worse the< influence of the mighty
there isnever any real opposition of men's whole.
No people, however lilted up to
interests one with another.
That the good heaven in point of power or pri¥iJege, can
I

i
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long flourish in hostility to the liberties and men sbould do to you, do ye even so to
peace of the rest of the world.
Proud them," embody the lofty ideal of a new
Babylon may exalt herself, but Babylon morality; as the command, "Love the Lord
must oue day lie as low as the humblest yil- thy God with all thy heart, amI with all thy
lage she ever laid waste with fire \lnd soul, and with all thy mind," inculcates a
sword.
Imperial Rome may flaunt her glo- perfect piety.
ries before bigh heaven; but against tbe
Tbe true disciple of Christ, therefore, or
queen 'of tbe earth, too, is written decline he who wishes for the true perfection and
and downfall.
happiness of his being, will study to be at
Through the medium of bread and "tea one with his Heavenly'Father,
and to be at
and politics, we are interested in Ireland, one with his earthly brethren.
This is the
and China, and Circassia; much more, thro' true at-one-men~ and reconciliation,
not in
the all·diffusive sentiment of human broth- the dead letter of an antiquated
theology,
erhoop., we are ooncerned for every land, but in the living and life·giving spirit of di.
however remote, for every tribe, However vine truth.
Jesus came to unite man with
barbarous.
In this unity of the race and man, and man with God, and all real proof man, in this fraternity
of the nations gless of his religion will exhibit this realone, can anyone
people attain to its suit.
He lived and died for thi~ cause.-highest prosperity and happiness.
One air The song at his birth was peace; and his
enwraps the whole globe, and one sun farewell blessing was peace.
shines every day upon all. Nature teaches,
And when we strive after the earnest
us the identity of buman interests; and the! communion of the finite with·the Infinite
Gospel, with a sublime generuUzation, pro- in an h~mble and confiding piety, and ainounces t.he multifarious races bone of our ter perfect love in every human relation,
bone and flesh of our flesh, and sinks in all other difficulties are in the way of beone impartial
love the inequalifies of Jew ing quickly solved.
When tbese two piland GenWe, bond and free.
lars stand, the whole social and spiritual
Peace would be but one of the fruits of fabric is safe.
No lasting grief can root
the union of man with man.
For peace, itself in a nature that is daily passing inas generally understood and practiced, has to tbe life of these magnanimous
sentibeen but a species of armed neutrality.ments.
The solid gloom of it skeptic
If men have forborne to work one another misanthropy,
a ::;toical contempt,
or an
ill, they have neglected,
in this false doc- atheistic
indifferenre
whetber
God rule
trine of selfishness, this short-s:ghted
and above or man sin and suffer. below, fly
temporary policy and so-called expediency,
like the morning
mist before the rising
to work one another good.
Civilized and sun.
This human
and divine
union is
Christian society, too, has often been only lehe solvent for all sins and all sorrows.a milder type of civil war; class against It has the promise of the life that now is,
class, ,church against church,
and town and that which is to come.
against town.
The day when men shall be
What a blessing
would descend upon
made perfect in their social union and co- families, if this union were cherished!-operation
hJS not yet. arrived.
But tbe What a glory would invest the nations, if
commandments
of Christ have not spent they would
regard
them~elves
but as
their vital force.
They are the word of the greater families
of God! What a sub·
day, and of
days.
l'hey contain the lime blessedness
wou1d 'rest on the whole
gelIDs of a new civilization, as much supe. moral earth, if, like the malelial,
it were
rior 10 life in England or America,
as that bound in everlasting
gravitation
to it8
.exceeds t.he brutality of New Zealand.great centre, and revolved in unconflicting
'rhe heavenly laws, "Loyethy
neighbor as lharmony with iJ.s own system!
thy.self," and "Whatsoever
ye would that.
There
1'8s been a Greek church of

an
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ChriFt; but it has parGaken Iargely of the Lake was lulled, and as placid as the
. old mysteries and mythologies that went clear sky above us, and we p,assed over in
before it on the same soil. There has~ almost uninterrupted silence. ~Occasi()n·
been a Roman church of Christ, but it' ally a remark was made, as the oars of
has had in it a great deal more of Cresar our boatmen seemed to emit flashes of
than of God. There has been an English light as they struck the water in their reg·
church of Christ, bU,t its hierarohy of ular motion, or as the fish sportively rip.
principalities and powers has savored ple(i the smooth face of the deep around
strongly of the dark and feudal ages.-- us. My own mind was given up to medi· '
There hi1.vebeen Lutheran and Calvinis· tation, and unconsciously my thoughts
tic thurches of Christ, but they have em· were perusing some of the. deep lessons
bodied and preserved with fossil perma. which Nature alone can suggest. You
nency the errors and whims of individual have noticed, doubtles,s, that we clfnnot
and erring men. Let there arise, tben, a always meditate wben we wish. Nor
universal church of Christ; a new and when we Itlost wish. t@be impressed by the
holier fapric, partaking .of the spirit of fair, g and and glorious scenes of the Un"
"Liberty, Holiness, Love"; the creation iverse, can we find the jm'pression. My
of a new world; largll, and equal, and 1 Qwn. experience is, that when p.ursuing
practical;adequ<lte to the age in which we'my Journey for the sake of the journey,
live, and all ages; combining love to God or some object proposed in it, when not
and love to man, piety and morality, faith expecting, and scarce,ly conscious pf a
and works, religion arrd philanihropy, in desire, the sublimity of Nature sink!,! into
bonds never to be broken. For such a my heart. It was' so that night. The
church, to come out of the present dismem· stars were bright above me, and still
bered and fragmentary condition of Prot· brighter in tbe tnirroring waters; !,llldlook·
estant OhristendolJl, let us pray with faith, ing either up or down, seemed to !lepara1e
and labor with zeal, and God may yet me from the power of the objects that
grant to our prayers and labofs a glorious touched me. The atmosphere wa.s trans·
fulfilment.
It may be ages in co~ing; parent, and the heavenly worlds shone
and we may go to the spilit·world long through it as the city of Goc,l. The stars
before even Christians shall look for its are present, thought I, but I cannot reach
appearance~; but it ,,<iLlcome, and if we tliem. I see them, and feel theirl'admon·
are united to .God and man, as Christ praY'j ishing smile; b~t their secret, ,:hat sage or
ed, we shall m any state be <afer, because' prophet can dIsclose? They Impress me,
made "perfect in one."
and I feel as if I had property in. them;
but the title, where is it recorded? I see
Communings with God in Nature.
them; but by my outward eye the seeing is
"Serenely my heart took the h-ue of the hour,
very superficial-would
that they would
As passions were sleeping, were,mute 3S the jlcad,
Aud the spirit becalmed-but
remembered tbe power,
As the billow the force of the gale that is sped."

My DEAR. ---:
Yesterday I was up'
on the Gulf shore, and spent most of the
day ;;llone. I passed over the Lake Poncho
ertrain in company with Mr. MeT., a Meth·
odist minister and Editor. I found him a
compaQ-ionable gentleman and a devoutl
Christian.
We arrived at the village of
Boloxi in the night, where we chartered a
skiff to carry us .ove~ the Bay of the samei
name to our destmatlOn, Lynchburg.
The!

shiue into my heaTt as they once shone in,
to the heart of my childhood, "when the
secret 9f God rested upon my taberna·
cle!" Thus I gazed and 1hought till my
griefs seemed aQ-impertinence, and my
soul became glad; despite its real sor.
rows. Yes, glad we can be, and often
are, even to the vrink of fear. In com·
munings with Nature, we regain our rationality and deepen our f;ith.
It is then
I feel there is no calamity whicQ.GOD can.
not repair. Unconsciously, I bared my
(
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head to the blithe air of a .February night, down to listen to tbe music Qf its waves.
as pleasant as your nights in May, and The reflective mood is again upon me,
with the lifting up of tbe head, all selfish and now it gael' forth' in a prayer; and as no
pride was made to vanish. I am ~othing, human ear is near, and tQe moan, of tbe
was the thought; and yet the currents of winds and the waves will drown its dis.
God's life are circulating througb me, and tinctness, that prayer may go forth in
in him I inherit all things. I am alone, words: "0 God of this bounplessuniverse
but yet I am acknowledged; for the lake, -Creator of Heaven and Earth, the sea,
and my companion, and the sturdy oars· and all thaUn them is, now hear thy poor,
men, and myself, are mutual servants, yet suppliant, creature, who, as a child,
and stars shine over us all. The distant would cry aloud to his Fatber. Forgive
beech nods to me with its bending ever· my sins; help me to correct my errors, and
gr;ens, and warm hearts are there to lead me safely through all the dangers of
house and welcome the stranger. "More this life 0 take the direc.tion of my
servants wait on man than he 'can notice." thoughts, words, and acts, ~nd. whatever
But we are there-the O1\rsmenreceive t.he is withheld from.me, withhold not thy facoin for their service gratefplly, and we vor." I cease to pray, but I feel that my
enter the bouse of strangers at midnigbt, state of mind is reproved, and amid the
and soon lie down to pleasant dreams.roar of old Ocean, I atn invited to be
The hours glide away, and the morninj; calm. Nature wears the colors of Ollr
streaks go up th "dappled East," and hearts.
Even th,e ocean is not grand
over th.eswelling sea, and I must go forth when our desires are mean and contempt.
to see. What have we here? My lips al· ible. The fire on OUI hearthstone is sad
most spoke it, as I stood on the white when the loved one dead lies near to it.beach and looked around on sky, and lake, The heavens are less glorious when they
and landscape.
The Live Oak, or,chard- look on deeds of malice, cruelty and hulike, spreading its capacious sh\lde; the man wrath. But God is, and immortality
Orange, holding up the tempting fruit of is to come; and when the soul is made
Eden, not altogether lost; and the moan, alive to the power of these thoughts, by
ing Pine, stretching his emer~ld coroI1et the aid of Nature or Providence, there
far as eye could reach in the distance be- arises within us, despite our fears, despite
hindi-the
beautiful Lake before me, our bins,
opening out into the wide gulL and dotted
"A springing joy,
here and there with an evergreen island;
A pleasure which no language can express,
the morning beams falling athwart it-it
An ecstasy that every heart may feel,
was a scene to look at in the freshness of
Plays round the sonl, and brightens fip its sorrow
the early day, and I gazed till my eyes Like gleams of 8u~shine on the whelming sea."
were weary and, my heart was full. But
here is a narrow pier tbat reaches far But enough of this desultory strain-full,
olit into the sea, and the echo of cane and full enough, I fear you'll say. Tbe din.
feet upon the sounding planks migbt tell ner invited me away, and observations
my stranger friends, at the distance of rna· upon the" Ocean Springs," the sale of
ny yards, whither I was pending my way. Lots in the new town near by, and some
But the tide has retreated, and I must wait thoughts upon a sea·shore home for my
till towards mid·day for the returning invalid days, occupied the remnant of the
waves., Mid.day. has co~e, and after a da ,and the day closed upon our schem.
refreshIng plunge III the brIlly flood, I am
y
.
sea t.Jeel a 1one rlar au t' III th e sea. Th e sur f ing as closes thiS strange letter. Perhaps
dashes violently against the slender props both may be resumed again.
of the planks thllt uphold me, and I sit
Truly, &c.,
FIDUS.
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Letters on Immortality.
~and never ~Gok Vp and cry aloud for. Gono
My DEAR ---:-In
my last, I en- But once let the heart feel the need of a
d'eflvored to show that our doubts origin· profounder
bli~s; let it possess a stake in
ate ill giving too mUlCh attention tQ the~ another exi~tence; let it yield tIDthe stro·ng·
perishable part of om nature.
J:f we~ est love, and feel that that bliss is as frail
identiry omselves with it, whe? it. perish.
as it is profound, t~laL it lo:~s nothing
it
e'S, it is natural to fear. that all pen~hes.may not lose; let Its capacities
be mock·
Immorta.Jity was not intended to be a rev- ed by life's brevity, and its inexhaustible
ela'1ion to our perceptions.
By these we thirsts and aspirations
be t.hwarted by ita
take in the farms and properties of out· hard.and mortally
enclo.sed lot, and the'll
ward nature; aI:\d as these forms are con· notlling but ~n intel'lt look to ,the futme
stantly chang~ng and dyiog, if our atten- will meet its .urgent lIeeds-. This thought
tion be wholly occupied with our percep'
may, in some measure,
ac£ount
for th'e
tions, we c(lnnot, nay, we ought oot., to be- fact that our mortall-ot
is a sl1!~ring one.
lieve in Immortality.
Immortality
must It is suffering that chiefly r-eveal-s {he ca·
be a revelation to the spiri'l, as it is. pred· pacities and affections 'of our nature, and.
icated .of the spirit, and not of the form. these affections a.€ ever felt .to be displ'o, Its truth must come through the power of portioned to au'!' condition.
A heart, de·
reflection; for by this, we see that though livered from its selfishness, cannot be satthe forms ana power of our bodies have! ~sfied :vith this w?rld.
To ,such a heart, it
been changil'lg,and
ahernawly
perishinglls
temble
to thmk that we have been
and renewing from our birth, the one has launched upon a stormy sea, where any
not been lost, put has been developed
in wave may carryall. of hope, and joy, and
more distililct cons iousness.
Our doubts gladness
to the d.lJID'b, unfath.omed
deep.

I

belong, then, to the inferior states of our
character-come
oftenest wheJ? most we
would avoid them, and vanish wh.en most
we seek them, and for the best of ,all rea'Sons: the seeking of the doubt is ~n -exercise of the higher nature of man, ·which
al(Jne can look beyond the form to the
substance.
In a word, we have seen that
(Jur dOllbts are obtruded upon us by our
animal nature.
But you will allow me to go farther.-',
If you will be ki.nd enough to remember
the statements
of my last letter, I will
proceed to another view of the difficulties
that lie in theway of a strong and joyous
faith.
We doubt, because of the predominance of ourseljish nature.
To appreciate this o'bservation,
we need only ask,
What
part of our -happiness is wounded
by Qur mortal lot?
It is not the personal
so much as the sy,mpathetic.
If we only
love ourselves, and have. no deep sympa·
thy for r~latives and friends,
it is easy to
preserve a sober and decent sort of life.ResptJctably
defended
against
personal
ruin, we seldom feel ~hat we ha\'e hearts"

l

No: the h~art of unselfish love says, "the
wave shall not wreck us, but' bear us on
to serener waters .and beneath
gentler
skies."
Om aoubts ·are from witbin.-The state of our affections gives color to
the existence without,
and clothes it with
hope or fear.
An eternal life, to a selfish
soul, would be an enormous oveT-provision,...-a wa:>te-an
extravagance;
while the
same life, to the unselfish,
is the only
thing that can satisfy; and It s.ees a providence everywhere lavish, and with which
there cao be no waste.
If ableto s.hrink
into a shell of personal ease and sleep; jf
our sympathies go not beyand the securi·
ties of our present state, ther), verily, we
"are dmd while we live," and immortali·
ty cannot shine int<;>a closed heart.
The
cold and self-regarding
h.eart cannot grasp
the wide bertevolence
and divine philan.
thropy that looks upon nlan ground down
by toil, his mind s~arved, his capability
wasted, as heir to a better lot; and henae
it believes not in tbe future ,vindication
of
the Creator's purposes.
It thinks meanly
of its ];ind, and, of course, must tHink
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me~~~iny.
It hall not sUffi·I:~~untaiIi,
without feeling all
cient sympathy with the well-being of! baseness, passion and complaining reo
others to see that their habitual privations buked. It refines the spirit, and the more
make a moral claim upon the benevolence it is refined, the more direct and elevating
of God. It has not faith in immortality, is the influence. There is a sanctifying
nor has it any in human improvement.spirit everywhere, and the heart of genu·
Alike ignorant of the immeasurable can· ine piety always feels its power. In the
tents of our nature, and the resources Of!waste places of the earth, high up among
human affection, and the ene'rgies of he· the lonely moutains, and far out upon the
laic duty, and the sublime peace of God, expansive deserts, even there, it may be
that ever smiles over the grateful and duo felt, and is felt, unless some vain and
tiful heart, it looks upon heaven as aR crabbed theory of spiritual power confineS'
anomaly, because it would be an anoma· the thought of the heart and profanes the
lyinit.
Now, these remarks will do you! works of God. There is peace in the
no good if you apply them to your neigh· deepest solitude and even blessed compan·
bar. Perhaps no one will exactly answer ionship, provided, always, we are willing
to the description.
But we all may feel to believe that God is everywhere, in
the ignobility of selfishness; and in pro. every place, and doeth all things. Why fiies
portion as we do, we will see that it stifles the pale and fainting invalid to the bleak
the immortal hope.
hills, the mild forest, ane1 the far-off sea·
Let proud Pharisees,
arrogating to shore? There God gives health when he
themselves the key of knowledge, say my will not give it through the drugs of the
neighbor is selfish, and therefore does not apothecary and hot-rooms of the mansion;
believe; but let us often smite upon our And the weary heart will often find sweet
breasts in the agony of our repentance, rest even upon the tossing billows, and
and cry out, Lord, be merciful to me a sin. drink in fragrant freshness beneath the
ner, and bless thou my unbelief. If the rude bower of the wilderness, and hear
hope of Immortality be of God, its affin. subduing music where the torrent tumbles
ity must be with the higher and holier de· 1 down the precipice and wears away the
velopments of our nature, and, therefore, rent rocks, green·moulded by the trickling
our faith will grow in it, as we mortify our moisture. Even the moan of the winds
members which are upon the earth and set is not melancholy, when we are most with
our affections on things above. May I with Him, who is ever with us. We may
add, that as we cherish the remembrance feel our imperfection, but God ordained
of sufferings past, of worship formerly or permitt,ed it, and we know it is a part.
enjoyed, and labors performed, we will and, if we have any veritable experience,
strive for more energy in duty and more not a doubtful part, of the Divine good.
spirit in prayer, by which we will feel our will. Then we see the imperfections of
kindred with all the choice spirits that our lot fraught with hope and not despair.
have gone up to reap their great hopes in Man, and not God, brings to us despair.
the mansions prepared.
'fhe creed, and not nature, talks of ume·
Ever, &c.,
FIDUS.
lieved evil and ruin. Even pain, dis·
New Orleans, Feb. 10, 1853.
ease, toil, decay and death, are wise and
worthy parts of a scheme of infinite de- '
Excerpts of Things New and Old.
velopment and glory. They, as laws of
BY THE EDITOR.
God, are right and good. Death, consid·
The knowledge of God in his works, ered the greatest evil by the l1nopened
is always pure, peaceable, invigorating heart, when regarded as a law of God, iii
and consoling to the heart and soul. No merciful. To a traditional faith tha
man can ta~e in a large draught of its looks to u gloomy under·world and a for
2
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beyond, it is an evil, horrible to Lehold. ruin, our poor ey'es ar(:l permitted to see
But to a fait~ in God the Father, it is a laws of beneficence,
order and help.
The
deliverance of innocence, a reward of vir- flame, flood, and earthquake
have mer·
tue, or an end of wrong·doing.
It en- cy in them.
The poisnous
gases under
larges mortal homes
and' kindred.
It the earth, that were supposed to come up
trans.6gures human affection's and cuts off from mouths of belching devils, are now
their selfish bent.
It -opens the vision of known to clothe that flinty rock with ver·
the beatitudes
to the darkened
soul.
It dure,that the deer and buffalo may eat and
takes off the body that it may reveal the grow.
The decayed vegetation
of former
soul; and to many so necessary is the ages are the full treasures
of our coal·
bodily riddance, that before· it is taken beds.
The terrific convulsions have-made
away, they scarcely feel that they have the dry land appear where it was needed.
souls.
It brings hope to the discouraged,
Without them, there would have been no
rest to the heavy of heart,
and kindly hills, no rivers, no rains, no vegetation;
warning to the reckless
and passionate,
and chaos would have been perpetual.I know not what death is, but I know that The volcanic eruptions
bring the copper,
it promises to be an end to pain, tempta· platina,
silver and gold within the reach
tion and sin. It promises a new beginning
of man, and they make the porphyry and
to faith and virtue.
It promises the gift the marble,
and all the precious stones.
of immortality.
Am I asked how makes Every thing i.n nature that we thoroug1lly
the promise?
Here, far· away from the know is found to be merciful.
No discov-·
ceaseless war of man upon man, the sel· ery has yet revealed an unrelieved evil.fish strife of sects and parties, the hostil· No hostile and pe~secuting and malig~ant
ity of casts and classes,--aJl
of the flesh power is found, save in ignorant an.l self·
£eshly-l
will answer, and if the answer debased IJ;lan. Every research onl} shows
speak not to thy heart, why, by all means a new feature of the benignity of God.reject it, and do not hale me because it What our ignorance loaths and our superwells. up in mine.
How does death prom· stition dreads, proves, upon investigation,
ise mercy?
It is a law of natu:e, in'ever- to be endowed with kindliest intent-"
btit
sible law, that we die, that all die. Na· it is searched out by those only who have
,ture is imperfect.
Some will deny, hut pleasure
therein."
Every
development
'she 'is imperfect even after the denial.that was supposed
to portend
a curse,
Some will say Nature is corrupt, and they when rightly
interpreted,
promises
or
may believe it if they must.
There is no - prophecies
a blessing, and we have only
corruption,though
there is general immatuto wait to see.
Everything
from the hand
rity and universal imperfection
in Nature.
of God thus prophecies,
and tllOugh gene·
everywhe.re
presents
us with
experi.
ra tion after generation may rise and fall
ments.
There is neither flower, rock or before the full accomplishment,
yet, when
tree that cannot be improved.
The rose ~it does come, it is a BLESSING.
THEN WHY
can be educated, th.e for~st tree trained ~NOT DEATH? Brought
to a point our an,
the granite
polished.
Her finest fruit~ swer is: Everything from God is beneficent
may be improved, and her faire8t beauties -Ilven
the most revolting
and ghostly
made.more fair.
There is hope, then, in phenomena
of Nature are found to be so;
Nature, and God reveals it in her imper- Death is for God; therefore Death is be·

l

it

l

I

fections
and immaturities.
Her ver~'~est neficent.
deformities
are full of beneficence,
and
NATURE IMPERFECT.
where a rude cnlture, itself one of Nature's
MAN,
in
his
original formation, is sup·
immaturities,
and a stubborn
priestcraft,
perfect.,one of Nature's
imperfections,
se&"noth', posed to have been physically
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This may be fully admitted.
But morally
quisitiveness:,that
craves all it sees,may be
and spiritually
he was evidently not much turned from the corruptible pelf and pit.
elevated above a child.
He only revealed tance to the incorruptible
knowledge and
the germ and possibility
of what he has the immortal hunger after righteousness.
since become.
The physical man is not, The fearful "destructiveness"
of the child
however, the true man.
lIe is but a means reveals an impatient
curiosity to see the
to a higher aim; but a beginning, not an new forms of its dismembered play.things;
end.
Tile lliw of development
is surely and it may ultimately
explore and con·
the law of the race.
Here he is every· struct so that [ear may give way to won·
where imperfect.
Not, necessarily
cor- del' and love.
Had we no love for pleas.
rupt, nor totally depraved;
but immature,
ure, we could have no prayer [or blessed·
imperfect;
like every Qther department
of ness.
Had we no rage o[ ambition,
we
Nature around him.
The word we trans- would have poor zeal for immortal glory.
late sin (amaTtrie)
means fail ure, defeat, Had we no imperfections we could have nQ
lack of success.
There is a road to safetv,• Ii growth, certainly no out-growth;
we could
honor and happiness; man misst)s the way, feel no responsibqity.
The bonds of
stumbles,
and needs to be turned in10 it earth are around us, and we feel them only
again.
He fails of his purpose) ami goes to break them.
Ignorance is the imperastray.
Being untaught,
only the crude fection of mind; perversity the imperfec,
elements
of a spiritual
being are seen tion of reason; indifference,
malice and
in him, and
there
are ever ceasing cruelty are the imperfections
of the heart;
time and space for enlargement.
His na- inj ustice, the ·imperfection
of the conture is chaotic, not corrupt.
It is con- science; idolatry and superstition the im,
[used not wrecked.
It needs moulding,
perfectiom
of the religious sentiment.~
directing, harmonizing.
His passions are These imperfections
causil man to grope
turbulent,
his de'sires fantasti<:, his love and blunder) where he may learn to stand
selfish, his spite and animosity stinging,
erect and walk benea1h the light of Heav·
his rage blasting,
his jealousy withering,
en. His ir.firmities lay him liable to temphili lust crawling, and under their misdi· i tation; by them he transgresses,
and by
rected power his heart hardens,
and his! transgression
falls; not once, but always.
soul becomes barren of good.
They may I "Vice is his crudi"!y. War, cannibalism,
be, and of len are, proofs of actual sin; oppression,'are
the nonsense of a gigantic
but tbey are also indications
of attainable
baby.
The monsters of the species, the
righteousness.
They point 10 a prospec.
Genghis Khans,
tbe Sumerrons,
the tytive victory.
Th.ey belong to primitive
rants, the murderers, profligates and man·
epochs of the soul; for though the man stealers, and tbe whole brood of sell-seek·
may be old his soul may be young, just ers, correspond
to the unsightly saurians
budding with pure affection and trustful
and the vast, ungainly
ruminants of the
faith.
'rhe common sense of every man older geological
e;)ochs.
In tbe develop
may see what we wish to present here.ment of mankind, tbe crustacean miser, the
It is tbe law oflldvance, bywhich the con. cold-blooded, blear·eyed sceptic, the goldvulsions
of the soul prepare
its atmos- en-winged
dandy, tbe tenacious
conser·
phere for a seroner and holier lire.
The vative or "old fogy," and the man of ani·
tempestuous
will of the boy may become mal might and rage, hold a place in soul·
the calm an<;l effectua~ power of the man. J development,
precisely analogous to that
The passions subdued and directed make of the lerneans,
the lllsec~s, fishes, mol·
th
1 th t b
h h
,-J [- - I d lusks, repules and beasts, III the order of
e ga es.
a
ear t e ea'l y relg )te
nature.
Man is crude, not corrupt.
He
vessel of llltellect round the great sphere suffers from no fracture.
He exhibits no
of kn:wledge
and over the wide domain
sign of lapse or depravity
that is "final. .,:vof human

service.

Even

the greedy

ac· \
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I But this view does not release, as some
suppose,' either the hideousness or heinousness of his'sin. 'It attributes it to crudity,
but that crudity is evil, and will be evil
continually.
It makes the sense of guilt
heavier rather than lighter, for it reveals
the possibility of immediate remedy, and
makes known an appreciable responsibility. It offers the Father in Heaven, the
only perfect, as the model of its imitation,
and makes the most venial sin abhonent
in the sight of that perfection. Ignorance,
folly, passion, nonsense, and all wrong·
doing have their disgusting proportions,
and the moral sentiment of man, which
the facts of religion were intended to address, must ever recognize them as detestable, and so detestable as to make us
shudder at their horrible issues. All and
each reveal an unfaithfulness to the laws
of well·bei~g, and lead, in the individual
and in society, to resultS) as black and
cursed a,s the gloomiest mental and moral
chaos. Once animate a human heart with
a desire for the good and the perfect, and
it will labor hard to give wisdom to the
foolish and godliness to the evil heart of
unbelief. Stupidity, error and cruelty,
will make it feel guilt whenever conscious
of the light of God and the obligation that
flows from that light; and all imperfection
in itself or in others, will 'reveal what
is to be, and what can be reformed. It
looks to the present and future, however,
and not to theyast. It suggests a coming
beauty, and not a beauty covered by the
darkness that enshrouded soul and body
in forbidding gloom and dread. The state
of spiritual light and grace is a state
above rude nature,above hereditary castes,
ab,ove priestly despotisms, and looks to
fights and privilege,s that are ours only, as
we use them worthily. As the once barren rock may be cl<;lthedwith verdure, and
the sterile plain with the wavingharvestand
the flowering clover, the soul of man may be
cultivated so as to deliver it from the bondage of sense and fit it for the glorious life
and liberty of the children of God; though
the conquest may never be perfect till the

corruption shall put on incorruption,
death be swallowed up in victory.
BUT WHY IS EVIL

IN

THE

and

WORLD?

Noone may be able to tell fully; though
everyone who notes his truest experience
may see how, [rom it, under the wise and
eternal Providence of God, it may be
m1J,dethe groundwork of good. Life and
happiness
co-exist with suffering and
death. Do they flow from the same
source? When suffering was supposed to
be evil and only evil, and themind of man
was not ~ufficiently developed to see its
disciplinary good, the world said and still
says, the one is from an evil being and the
other from a good. In the rudest times of
human philosophy there existed sects of
men who believed that an evil and hostile
power had a share with the Benevolent
one, in the creation and government of the
world. All t-he evil was thus referred to
the Caco-demon or persecuting agent, all
the good to the Agatho-demon, or Good
Being. "The Indian, Egyptian, Persian,
and Alexandrian schools are full of this
doctrine. But the greatest men, even of
these nations, wholly rejected it. They
referred the evil and good to one source,
accounting the former as the result of the
imperfections of the world-system, or as
a mystery inexplicable.
What our views
would have bEJen had we not received the
benefits of the revelation of Christ, no one
can tell. Of one thing, however, we are
certain: Seience Jends no aid to the Man·
ichean doctrine.
It shows us the good
and evil intertwined, and assures us that
they cannot- be disentangled wifhout loss.
What is evil in one aspect, is good in
another. They must be taken together
and looked at as a whole, or we blunder
and fall. There are no divided counsels
in the universe.
The happiness o£ the
lower animals expresses God's will not
more certainly, than do their sufferings."The earth is the Lord's and its fullness
is his." Different parts of it answer dif·
ferent purposes, and the better part is ever
opening to all. Evil exists, and science
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must frankly admit it. It is a dark real·
ity, but that is no reason why, in a uni·
verse where God reigns, we should look
upon it with grievous doubt.
It does not
impeach
his goodness, no more than the
shade impeaches
the sunshine,
the night
the day.
We cannot solve the problem of
its existence-it
never has been solved;
but we have this thought
to console us,
that other pJoblems
we once could not
solve are now solved, antl ~how us almighty footsteps in the path of develop·
ment .and glory.
The old philosophers
could
not solve
it. Socrates,
Plato,
Aristotle
and Hypocra1.es f!l,iled, and so
have Newton,
Herschel,
La Place
and
Dewy.
But we have learned that when we
look the evil in the face, it takes off its'
malignant
scowl-it
does not swallow up
tbe good, but, simply perplexes
it. All
our natural
theologies,
our Bridgewater
Treatises
and p.rize essays, leave the enig·
rna where they found it, with this excep'
tion: they extend our knowledge of f9cts,
and that extension shows good where stu·
pidity could not see it. The mystery of
pain still haunts our lives, but its tenden·
cy has been found to be good, and the soul
may feel its balm as well a~ its bitterness,
and when its bitterness
is most bitter, the
better appreciate
the death by which we
may exchange the pangs of this life for the
unknown
conditions . of .the life to come.
We are forced to faith III God-the
true
element
of our souls.
His benevolence
is infinite,
and th-ereforc some great pur.
pose ill served by the sufferings of men and
.
I
i"
k
f h
amma s.. 'f e may yet 'now more a t at
purpose,
and adjourn the full explanation
to the "perfect day."
Evil veils the God
we love, buL it cannot
destroy-else
evil
were God.
It makes the curtain thick and
dark, and it darker grows the farther we
wander from real knowledge
and virtue;
but the light shines through
to all who
have eyas to se(}; and. he ~hose eye~ are
partly opened may pomt hIS more bhnded
brother to the light,that will shine brighler~
and brighter as our own ignorance
fadelll
a way.
We only see a few leaves out on
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the great volume of Divine Perfection.But these leaves heal, for they meet our
wants, correct
our scepticism, and break
idown our self· sufficiency, to make us bei lieve more trustingly, and love more de·
votedly the Father ol Lights, whose good
and perfect gifts are ever descending,
and
'ever leading us upward.
Every disclosure
of science and eye 'y event of human experience,
shows a supreme superintendence, and a supreme superintendence
must
be directing all events to some wise and
benevolent end.
No evil exists lor its ()wn
sake. In our moral nature, it brings mise·
ry, and misery brings aversion, and may
help us to embrace
avoidance,
and the
correelion
of the moml disorder.
Every
deviation
from rectitude is attended with
suffe'ting, and all suffering has a tendency
to patience
and amendment,
and some·
times results in'perfect reformation.
The
result of that tendency is with us. If we
make it good it will bring good, and if
evil we must still suffer £Tom the evil;
while there will ever lie occasion to say to
our souls '(Be still and know that I am
God."
"I form the light and create dark.
ness.
I make peace; and the evil in the
city-have
I not done it."
"I have crea·
ted the waster to destroy,"
and "I will
swallow
up death in victory."
"I am
God and beside me there is none other."

i

I T was a nlOng th eave
1
l'les 1. cus t oms a f
~the ancients to bury the young at mornincr
~twilight;
for as they strove to give th~
so~test interpretation
to death, so they im·
agmed that Aurora, who loved the young,
had stolen them to her embrace.
THE

NIGHT 1s mother of lhe day,
rJ'he \\'inter of tbe apring,
And e~er opon old decay,
The greenest 111o'ses cJing.

Bellind thc cloud lije starlight lUrks:
Through shower the s:unbeams fflll;
For God who Iflveth all his works,
Ha. left hi. hope with all.

TIlE CRAZYHABITA!IONdof t,he bhody will
decay; you may repmr an pamt t edamaged structure;
oil the rusty hinges, and
rub up the dim window lights, until the
renovated
aprearance
of the tenement is
the wonder a the passer by, but for all
this the old house must come down at last.
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WE have said we have no fears for the
truth.
We will add, we have no fears for
Christianity,
which, we doubt not, is the
truth.
As long as the instinctive
belief
in God, written
o~ the human heart, remains unerased-and
though it may he
obscured, it is indelible, wrought into the
very fibre and texture and life of man's
being-as
long as man remains capable
of soberly
appreciating
the force and
value of evidence; and so long as his
moral ant! spiritual
wants, his sense of
dependence,
his consciousness
of sin and
alienation, his longing for redemption and
reconcilement,
his aspirations
after holiness and immortality,
ren1ain: so long
must Christianity
remain-remain
to give
consolation
to affliction, peace to the con·
sci~nce, a sure anchol' to man':; highest
hopes; remain to raise the degraded, to
pUJi fy the corrupt, to encourage the fallen,
as well as always to keep a loftier goal
before the eyes of fhe most advanced
in
moral progress. the foremost in the spirit·
ual race; remain to reform and regenerate
human life and human society by diffusing
its pure and gentle
spirit of self-denial
and ordinary
restraints
from wrong and
motives to duty, the sanctions of religious
truth and future retribution.-N.
A. Re-

view.

The longer I live the more expedient I
:find it to endeavor more and n~ore to ex·
tend my sympathies
and affections.
The
natural tendency of advancing years is to
narrow and contract these feelings.
I do
not mean that I wish to form a new and
sworn friendship
every day, to increase
my circle of intimates;
these are very different af1airs. But I find that it conduces
to my mental
health and happiness,
to
find out all I can which is amiable and
loveable in those I come in contact with,
and to make the most of it. It- may fall
very far short of what J was once wont to
dream of; it 'fiay not supply the plae-e of
what I have known, fel t and tasted; but it
is better

than

nothing;

it seems
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the feelings and affections in exercise; it
keeps the heart alive in its humanity;
and
till we shall be all spiritual,
this is like
our duty and our interest.-Bernard Bar·

ton.
"J)[any are called but few

chosen."-

God calls all men with a divine vocation
by the facuIties, privileges, and providen.
tial opportunities
he bestows; he chooses
those who use their faculties $Iright, enjoy
their privJleges and-hearken
to the invitations to duty.
Thus he has ever <::alled.
and thus he ever chooses.
We all hear
the call, how many of us accept
the
choice?
We-hear it along the public ways
of life, and again, and more constantly,
in tl1e privacy of our humbler walks, and
everywhere
a~d every thing it asks is will
you be faithful?
And' if faithful, 1 will
give you the crown of virtue, the crown
of fai th, hope and love, the crown of the
true, the eternal life.
No man need call himself a Christian
who is unwilling to be hospitable
to the
sick and the stranger.
He may give his
money to build churches and support missions, but th is is but half the work of christianity where another spent his life ill the
relief of the miserable.
It is in vain that
a man may tell us that hi:; compassions
are for the spiritual
miseries of men who
takes no account of their bodily ones.
It
is in vain he sends his gospel to the Hea·
then while Lazarus lies at his door, or the
door of his neighborhood
and city, full
of sores, uninvited and unhealed.
1t will
be said to us, this ought you to have done
and not left the other undone.
And it
may be said to us "I know ye not,"
though you have even been striving to do
for me "some great work."
"Ve should condemn no man, for Christ
has said "judge not lest you be judged."
But we :;hould estimate every man by the
benefits he confers; for the who, same said
"judge not," said also, "by their fruits ye

to keep, shall know them."
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Coercion and Motive.
arms, but by arguments.
Attack them,
There are two ways of bringing results but with the word, not with the sworcl."
to pass that refer to human conduct.
The
This, then, was the creed of the Savior,
one is coercion by the power; the other, his apostles,
and all his followers: nor
persuasion
by the use of reason.
They was any other known or thought of, until
are very unlike in their principles,
and as the spiritual kingdom of Christ was amalmuc.h so in their modes; the one being gamated, by a most unnatural
alliance,
compulsive,
and the other persuasive;
the with the functions of the temporal ruler.
on.e d.epending on force, and the other on 'l'his melancholy
departure
from gospel
thlnkmg aJ;1d appeal.
. principles opened the sad era of compulWhich of these principles is the appro- sive and persecuting measures; first venting
priate one, in .respect to the mi~sion and themselves upon Pagans in tbe hands of
purposes of Christianity
in OUI· world?
If Christ~an princes; then upon contending
we takfl the Savior and his Apostles for sects, settling questions of doctrine by the
our model, we can be at no loss as to the power of the sword; and finally by gradual
answer.
They never soughtthe
aid of the accretions and corruptions, resulting in the
civil arm: they asked for no persecuting
establishment of the Romish hierarchy with
disabilities
or penalties against heritics or the Pope at its l!ead-making
a system of
. infidels.
When standing before Pilate On cruelty and crime that for ages covered the
the charge of sedition, Jesus said, "My earth with blackness, dishonoring God and
kingdom is not of tbis world"-adding
the cursing mankind.
The contrast between
remark, that if his kingdom were worldly,
the measures of the Papacy) wherever and
then his friends would undertake his de- whenever it has held the power of the
fense by force of arms.
The great apos- ~svyord, and those which are appropriate to
tIe to the Gentiles tells us that the weap- i the Gospel of Christ, is but little short of
ons of his warfare were not carnal, but the difference between hell and heaven.spiritual;
and the entire labors of his life The victims of the former have often been
were based on this principle.
He was the most wretched
sufferers tbat ever
content to preach the kingdom of Christ, drained the cup of human misery; while it
to persua,de· men concerning
Jesus, and is perbaps not too much to say that the
then leave hid hearers to judge and act agents thereof, at least many of them,were
for themselves upon their responsibility
to the most hateful monsters that ever defilea
God.
Nor was any other principle ever or disgraced the creation of God, being too
recognized
among the early Christians:
inhuman and corrup-rto be owned by any
though themsel ve~ the victims of persecubut the devil.
How unlike an apostle is a
tion, ther never acknowledged
the com- Romish
inquisitor!
the one preaching
puls.ive theory, in any form, or"to any ex· Christ, tbe olher persecuting
against the
tent, as properly belonging to the gospel. authority of Christ, and tbat (00 by methLactantius,
one of the primitive fathers'i ods the atrocity of which hardly finds its
remarks:-"Coercion
and injury are un- i likeness in tbe annals of human wrong.necessary,
for religion
cannot be forced. And yet such an incarnation of evil is but
Barbarity
and piety are far different, nor the natural exponent of the compulsive
can truth be conjoined
with viofence,
or theory applied to the propagation of reli- •
justice with cruel ty. Religion
is to be gion; it is the terrible fruit of a false princi·

i

defended,
not by killiog,
but by dying;
not by inhumanity,
but by patience."Bernard,
another of the early Christians,
ohserves:-"
Faith is to be conveyed
by
persuasion,
not by constraint.
The patrons of heresy are to be assailed, not by

pIe.
Away, then, with the agency of force,
the terrors of the civil arm!
The kingdom
of Christ has r'lO place for them.
They have·
never done anything but to corrupt and
curse its administration.
This is their bis-
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tory in all ages; and it always must be.Their tendency is to make monsters and demons in saintly robes.
The true Christian
as such asks no favor of the State for himself or his religion.
All tbat he asks is,
that the state would let him alone, and mind
its own business, protecting him as a man,
but leaving him to worship God according
to the dictates of his own conscience.
Motive and not force, is the Protestant ana Bible theory of doin!{ Christ's work on the
earth.
Bayonets and bullets are not the
divinely appointed means of grace.
Prayer
and preaching, and earnest thinking, and
holy living-these
are the instrumentalities
of God's approval, these are the only ones
which man can lawfully e~loy.
:J(.
:J(.
:J(.

l

Evangelist.
"0

Short Prayers

the shining tight, which shineth more and
more unto the perfect day.
And do thou,
0 Lord, be graciously pleased to keep us at
all times beneath the influence of thy holy
rpirit, that being spiritually minded, we may
possess that life and peace which the world
can neither give nor take away . We bless
thee for the exceedingly great and precious
promises thou hast given us; particularly
for the assurances of pardon and salvation
through Jesus Christ, in the possession of
which we rejoice with a joy tllilt is unspeakable and full of glory.
May we, the creatures of thy power, becvme indeed the
children of thy grace; and to this end do
thou forgive . us our transgressions
and
conform us to the image of thy dear Son,
that as he was holy, so we may be holy in
all our conduct and conversation.
Mercifully save us in every 1;1our of temptation;

For the Morning and Evening of every comfort us' .in every moment of sorrow;
day in the week.
With occasional support us in every season of affiiction; and
Prayers and Thanksgivings.
whatever may be our circumstances,
let us
FOR TUESDAYMORNING.
ALMIGHTY and everlasting
God!

Thy

abound in the graces of the spirit and in
the fruit, of righteousness,
to thy glory and

loving-kindness
is new every morning and
fresh every evening; great is thy faithfulness.
Thou hast mercifully preserved us
through the I).ight, and bast brought us to
the beginning of another day; thanks be to
thy name!
0, grant that as the sun is risen
in the firmament, ~o the sun of righteousness may arise in ou~ hearts with healing
under his wings, to illuminate
our dark

to thy praise.
Help us to live a life of
communion with thee; trusting in thee at
all times, guided by thy wi.sdom, and protected by. thy power, ~ntJl at last thou
shalt receive .us to the J~Ys of the futu~e
state.
Be With ~s especzally through thIS
d~)'; go forth WIth us to our labors, and
gIVe us stren~t~ to perform the~, .that ?ur
hands ~ay mlllister to OUl'neceSSItIes With·

minds, to cheer our beni'ghted soulsl and to
inspire us with fresh vigor and holy zeal to
run the he-avenly race which thou hast set
before us, looking unto Jesus, the author
\ and fini.sher of our faith, who forthe joy tb~t
was set before him endured the cross despi'sing the shame, Rnd is now set do;n at
thy right hand in majesty on high.
May
we alwllYs consider him who endured the
contradiction

of

sinners

against

himself,

l

out. belOg b~rdenllome
to others.
An~
w~lle we al:e. 10 .the wOl~ld,may we us~ It
WIthout abusmg It, knowmg that the faslnon
thereof passeth away.
"Now Unto Him
that is able to keep us from falling, and to
present us faultless before the presence of
hi.s glory with exce~ding joy, to the onl!
\ wise God.' .our SaVIOr, be glory and maJcsty, domlOlOn and pOlVer, both now and

l

forever."

AMEN.

lest we be faint and weary in our minds, and
FOR TU;ESDAYEVENING.
may we be ever eagerly pressing forward
Infinite and incomprehensible
Jehovah!
towards our immortal crown.
May we go
from strength to strength, daily growing in Thou inhabitest eternity, and art clothed
grace, and advancing in tbe divine life, that with light as a garment; in wisdom, goodour path, like that of the just, may be as ness, and righteousness
hast thou created
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all things, and for thy good pleasure they vince the unconvinced; convert the unconare and were created. At the close of the verted; have mercy upon all who have no
toils and the difficulties of another day, we mercy upon themselves, and let a work of
would come into thy presence in the name grace be begun and carried on in every
of Jesus, and with deep humility, earnestly penitent soul. Bless our relations and
beseeching thee to accept our evening sacri· friends; unite our hearts to fear thy name;
fice of praise and thanksgiving, and to receive guide us by thy unerring wisdom, and finally
us under thy protection during the night recbive us to thy heavenly glory. And
that is hefore us. We know that we are now, Father of mercies! graciously hear
unworthy fa appear at thy footstool, for too and answer these our poor, imperfect petifrequently have we sinned against thee tions: forgive if we have asked any thing
with a high hana and an outsti"etched arm, amiss, and grant to us what through ignoand if thou wast strict to mark and severe ranee we have failed to ask, but of which
to require our transgressions at OUt hands, we stand in need. To Ihy providential care
thou mightest justly cut us off in thy dis- we would commit ourselves for this night,
pleasure, and pour out upon us that indig- and for the remainder of our lives, beseechnation and w!'ath, tribulatIOn and ang-uish, ing thee to keep us through faith unto salwhich thy word hils denounced against them vation, by Jesus Christ; as whose disciples
that do evil. Our only hope is in thy for- we ask every blessing, and ascribe to thee,
giveness and'mercy revealed in the Lord the true and living God, unceasing praises.
Jesus Christ, who died for our sins, who AMEN.
rose again for our justification, and who
ever liveth to make intercession fa, us. 0,
FOR WEDNESD.6.Y
MOP.NING.
enter not inbo judgment with us, nor reMost blessed and glorious God! the kind
ward us according to our iniquities, for in Father and Friend of all! who, in thine inthy sight shall no flesh living be justified; finite goodness and compassion, didst send
but do thou mercifully 91ut out am"sins as a thy dear Son into the world to save every
cloud, and our transgressions as a thick perishing sinner from his lost and ruined
cloud, and remember them against us no. state. We thank thee that there is a mercymore.
that for the time t1>come we may seat to which we are invited to come, asbe delivered from all pride, self-righteous-l sured that if we ask we shall receive, if we
ness, and hardness of heart, and that, ceas- I seek we shall find, and if we knock the door
ing to do evil, we may le.;lrnto do well, and of mercy shall be opened before us. May
live to the glory of thy holy name! Give we therefore offer to thee the prayer of faith
us grace, we beseech thee, to serve thee as disciples of thy,Son, and do tLou merciacceptably with reverence and "godly f;ar fully 'listen to our supplications, anll grant
all the days of our lives; and whenever we to us our req nests, according to the riches
are calle<! 01lt of time into eternity, may of thy glory by Christ Jesus. Deeply imwe sleep in J eSIlS,and in the blessed pros- press our minds 'Witha true sense of the
pect of a joyful resurrection.
.Of thy value of our souls, and the awfulness of
abundant mercy do thou be pleased to bless eternity, that we may be led to examine our
all mankind; let the kingdom of the Re- hearts, and to seek salvation while life and
deemer extend itself from sea to sea, and opportunity last. 0, let us feel the mighty
from the rivers to all the ends of tbe earth, power of Divine grace! let it bring us low
that an may know thee from the least unto at the foot of the cross, let it )"egenerate
the greatest. Regard with thy favor the and sanctify us, both in body and in spirit;
land in which we dwell, visit us with pros- ,let it make us imitators of thee as thy dear
perity and peace, order and overrule our children, and tbus bring us at length to
national affairs, and let wisdom and know1- dwell with thee for ever. With hearts full
edge be the stability of our times. Con- of gratitude would we thank thee for tlly
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past night, and

f

is conc:;:;~;;:··thee.

"Thou

seareh6si

in the exercise of faith and hope would we Ius and knowest us; thou compassest our
ask thy presence aod blessing to be with us path and our lying down, and art acquainted
throuah this and every succeeding day.with all our wavs' for there is liot a word
May :e go forth to our labors rejoicing in in our tongue, b~t
0 Lord, thou knowest
tlly mercy, and while engaged in eur duties it altogether.
If we say, surely the dark.
may we abide in thee, that whatever .we do ness shall cover us, even tbe night shall be
may be done to thy gloi'y.
Thou alone light about us; yea, the darkness hideth not
knowest whatever is before us, in tbee alone from tbee, but the night shineth as the day:
therefore would we put our trust; and if the darkness and the light are both alike to
through any snare we should be led into thee."
We desire to approach thy footstool
temptation, do thou deliver us from evil.this evening with sacred awe, yet with grateMay we daily become more sensible of our ful praise; to confess our sins, to acknowlown notbingness, and be led to rely on thee edge thy mercies, and to seek thy grace.alone for strength and support.
Help us Too often have we erred and strayed from
to turn away from every sin, and to obey thy ways, and followed the sinful dedces
thy holy laws, that, as the willing subjects of our own hearts; too seldom have we reof thy grace below, we may become the membered
thee, our Creator, Preserver,heirs of thy glory above.
Enable us to Benefactor,
and Friend; and if thou, 0
correct every unholy desire, and tq put away Lord, shouldst
mark our iniquity, who
every evil thought; to "deny ungodliness
amongst us coule! stand?
But there is forand all worldly lu!\ts, and to live soberly, giveness with thee, that thou mayest be
righteously, and godly in this present world; feared.
Tbou desirest not a sinner's death.
looking for that blessed hope, the glorious 'Thou art full of compassion and long-sillferappearance of the great God, and of our ing, and art ever waiting to show thyself
Savior Jesus. Ohrist; who gave hims~l~ fo.r gracious.
We would therefore cast ourus that he might redeem us from alllnIqUl- selves into the arms of thy mercy, brseechty, and purify unto himself a peculiar people, iog thee to extend to us thy forgiving love.
zealous of good works."
Grant us strength
0 that thou wouldst creiLte within us clean
in eveTy time of weakness, fortitude under and contrite hearts, and make us partakers
every trial, support in evel'Yaffliction, CDm- of thy heavenly nature by Christ ~esus!fort under every sorrow, and faith and hope! Let thy blessed spirit assist us, that w~ may
in the hour of death.
And when, at length, overcome every sin, and love thee wllh aU
thou shalt gather together thy fait'Lful peo- our hearts and souls and stre~glh.
Give
ple,-when
Ohrist shall come to be glori- us to see the nothingness and vanity of the
fied in bis saints, and to be admired by all wo't'ld, and the importance
of preparing
them that believe,-may
we be found among ourselves for thy heavenly kingdom; inthe number of those who shall hear from struct us in the rigqt performance of our
the lips of their Judge that blissful sentence •. various duties, prosper us in all our right"Corne, ye blessed of my Father, inherit eous undertakings,
sanctify us as veO\sels of
the kingdom prepared
for you from the honor to thy use and service, and let us
foundation
of the world."
Grant these finally, by thy mercy, be received to dwell
our requests, 0 merciful God! and to thy with thee forever.
Look down, 0 God,
name will we ascribe all honor and glory, upon the sons and daughters of affliction;

10,
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for ever and ever.

AMEN.
FOR WEDNESDAY.EVENING.
God, our Heavenly
Father! King or'
kinas and Lord of lords!
ThOll drawest
aro~;d us the shades of night, but nothing

o

I

i

may tlleir beds be made i~ their, ,siCknesses,
anq the sufferings of their bodies be overruled for tbe good of their souls.
Regard
also in thy mercy the poor a,nd the neecl~;
provide for their necessities, supply tbeJr
wants, and enrich them with the tleasures

~~~~~
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of Jesus Christ.
Raise up those who are thee our God.
Too long have we been tied
cast down; plead the cause of the oppressed; and bound by the chains and fetters of sin,
comfort the comfortless;
relieve tbe fatber-, and too often have we become tbe willing
less and the widow; and be a friend to those captives of the adversary by following the
who have none to help them.
Mayall who \ evil inclinations and desires of our minds.
know thee not be brought to know thee; B~t as prisoners of hope we would turn to
may the Gospel win its way, and stop not the stronghold to which thou hast directed
until truth and righteousness
fill the earth. us by faith in Christ Jesus.
Enable us to
Let the land of our nativity be the land of do this with full purpose of heart, and with
peace, and let all who are in authority re- a lively dependence
upon the aid of thy
member their responsibility,
and act as in spirit, that our souls may find favor with thee
thy sight.
Let, our families be united to and live; and that for the future we may
the family in heaven; and let our houses be walk before Wee in holi!less and righteoushouses of prayer, that the rising generation
ness all OUl: days.
Prepare
us, we pray
may be a seed to serve thee, and that we thee, for every thing that is before us; sancall, by being made poly. may be made hap- tify every feeling; give us grace to resist
py.
And now, 0 Lord, do thou be with us every unholy desire, and keep our hearts
through the silent watches of the night, and \in perfect peace.
Enlighten
our undercause us to enjoy sweet repose, that we may standings,
that we may behold won?rous
awake in the morning with powers refreshed
things out of thy holy law; bless thy word
to perform the duties of the day.
Hear us to us at all Limes; let it make us wise unto
in these our prayers, ,0 God most holy, for salvation, and thus bring happiness to our
thy mercyis sake in Jesus Christ.; while to souls.
Thou knowest the temptat.ions to
thee we asc ribe all praise and majesty and which we are exposed, and our liability to
dominion, both now and for ever.
AMEN.l go ast.ray; help us, we' beseech thee, to
r watch unto prayer, t.o remember that we
FOR THURSDAY blORNING.
are beneath thine all-seeing eye, and to act
Almiglltyand
everlasting God!
Maker as in thy sight.
May we ever place the exof heaven and earth, and Preserver of all ample of our Savior before us, and where
tbings!
Thou art the Author and G-iver we perceive the print of his footsteps may
of life, and to thee alone is all our worship we endeavor to set our feet too.
Guide us,
and homage due. With the return of the 0 God, in every perplexity, support us unmorning we would come into thy presence
del' every trial, preserve us in every tempto acknowledge our continual dependence
tation,
comfort us under every adverse
upon thee for every spiritual and tempooal circumstance,
make us useful in our genegood, and to ask t.hy favor and blessing ration, and in dOlnggood crown our efforts
through this day.
We rejoice that like as with great success.
Instruct
us in the
a father pitieth his children, so ttou, 0 way of truth more perfectly; transform us
Lord, dost. pity them who have a desire to into thy heavenly likeness,
increase us in
(ear thee: for thou knowest our fram~, thou every Christian
grace, and make us all
rememberest
we are dust.. Satisfy us, we that thou woulrlst have us to be. Be with
entreat. thee, with thy mercy, that. we may us in all our duties and labors this day;
rejoice and be glad in this and every other go wi th us where we go, d well with us
day of our lives; lift thou up the light of where we dwell, and never leave us nor
thy countenance
upun us, for t.hy loving- forsake us. Keep us in the hollow of thine
kindness is better than life, and therefore hand, watch over us [or good, and do more
our lips shall praise thee.
We thank thee and better [or us than we can either ask
for the blessed hope of salvation which thou or think, or by any means conceive.
And
hast. given us by the Lord Jesus Christ, who commending ourselves, both in body and
died, the fust for the unjust, to bring us tof ~oul, to thy fatherly protection,
we will
I
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ascribe to thee, our Heavenly
lasting praise~.
AlIEN.
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Father,

ever·

FOR THURSDAY EVENING.
Eternal
and unchangeable
Jehovah!Thou art infinite in thy goodness, fearful
in thy attributes,
and glorious in all thy
perfections.
Thy tender mercies are over
all thy works, and thy bounties extend to
every living thing.
Encouraged
by thy
declarations,
as the followers of thy dear
Son, we would approach thy footstool,
beseeching the.e to teach us to pray, and
to pour out upon us the spirit of prayer
and supplication.
May the words of our
lips and the desires of OUr hearts be ac.
ceptable in thy sight, and may the answer
of peace be returnlld to our souls.
We
are utterly unworthy to appear in thy pres.
ence, but we trust in thy mercy, and hope
for thy saLvation.
We thank thee, 0
Lord,
for
the many
bl-essings
with
which thou hast cJ;owned our days; thou
hast not only created, bu hast mercifully
preserved
and provided for us, from the
moment
of our birth until the present
hour.
Thou hast also bestowed upon us
every spiritual
blessing
through Christ
Jesus.
0 that thy goodness may have
such power and influence over us, that we
may be constrained
henceforth to live to
the glory of thy name!
May we be as trees
planted by rivers of water, bringing forth
their fruit in due season; and may others,
from our example, may be led to serve
thee in the beauty of holiness.
Sanctify
us,O Lord, continually;
increase our faith,
and hope; illuminate
our understandings;
heal our infirmities, writ,e thy law in our
hearts, deliyer us from evil, and bring us
safe to thy heavenly kingdom.
As those
who profess to be risen '(vith Christ, may
our affections never be set on the things
of earth, but on' things above; looking
for that city which
hath foundations,
whose builder and maker is God.
Wean
our thoughts from the world, we beseech
thee; purify our hearts from the dross of
sin; lead us on from strength to strength
in the heavenly way; establish
us in a

firm arid lively faith, and bring us off more
than conquerors, through thy dear Son.Grant, 0 thou most merciful Father, that
we may ever adorn our Christian profession, in all thing6 setting thee before us,
and 1iYing to thy praise; and when our
earthly race is run, and our mortal course
is finished, and thy faithful ones shall be
gathered
together
at the resurrection
of
the just, may we be found among them,
and share their bright reward in the realms
of eternal
gIOl;y. These me~'cies, with
all others
needful
for us, we humbly
beg through faith in Jesus Christ, thy Son,
our Savior.
FOI: him we continually
praise thee, and through him we will truly
ascribe to thee the kingdom, the power,
and the glory, for ever and ever.
AMEN.
FOR FRIDAY

MORNING.

0 thou glorious Lord God! the merciful
Father of the human
rLce, who desirest
not the death of sinners, but rather that
they should turn from their evil ways and
live.
Encouraged by thy merciful dedarations, we would kneel before thee in the
name of Jesus Christ, thy d"ear Son, our
Savior, beseeching thee to regard us with
an eye of favor and compassion,
to blot
out our manifold
and aggravated
transgressions, and to give us grace that hence-forth we may avoid that which is evil,
and cleave to that which is good.
Thou
art of purer eyes than to behold iniquity but
with abhorren<;e, and thou requirest purity
of heart in all those who would aceeptably approach
thy throne.
We pray thee
ther~[ore
to make us holy in all our
thoughts,
our words, and actions, that the
words of our mouth ay-d the )Jleditations of
our heart may ever be weH·pleasing
in
thy sight, and tbat we may adorn our
Christian profession by entire devotedness
to thy service.
Deeply impress upon our
hearts, we entreat thee, a proper sehse of
the shortness
of time, and the great importance of preparation
for et~rnity; and
so teach us to number our days, that we
may apply our hearts to div.i)1e wisdom.Enable. us to work out with fear and trem.

bling our sours salvation, and do thou be llook with mercy upon thy unworthy creapleased to work in us both to will and to tures, and to accept our evening offering of
do thy good ple~sure. Help u~ steadfast· ithan~sgiving and praise. It is in thee that
ly to conficle III thy redeemmg mercy we lIve and move and have our being; thy
through Jesus Christ, and to forsake every goodness created us, thy power preserves
way, th at instead of remaining the ser· us, thy bounty supplies our wants, and thy
vants of sin, we may become the subjects glory ought therefore to be our constant aim
of Divine grace. Grant to us, we be· and end. But, alas! with shame and canseech thee, thine aid under every trial, fusion of face we have to confess that hith.
and strength in every hour of temptation, erto we have lived too much to ourselves,
and bring us off victorious over every spiro and too little to thee, that we have followed
itual adversary, through Him who hath the devices and desires of our own hearts,
loved us. May the word of Christ richly and have strayed into the paths of sin.dwell in us in all wisdom; may the spirit Pardon, we beseech thee, 0 God, the unof Christ influence our feelings and dis- grateful returns we have hitherto made for
positions, and may the consolations of al hy goodness, and incline our hearts
Christ abound in u~ more and more. And henceforth to serve thee in holiness and
thus may we be prepared for a sick bed ~righteousness all our days. Enable U!, we
and a dying hour; that when the trumpet pray thee, to avoid all pride and self·will,
shall sound and the dead shall be raised, to seek after wisdom, meekness, and humilan entrance may be ministered to us ity, and to watch unto prayer. May thy
abundantly into thy glorIOUSkingdom.word be a light to our feet and a lamp to our
And while we thus pray for ourselves, we paths; may thy Holy Spirit be our comfort
would implore thee graciously to look and our guide, and be thou thyself our all
down upon all our brethren of mankind. in all. Grant that we may ever show by
Let the sick and the afflicted be divinely our godly walk and conversation that we
supported under their various sufferings; have imbibed the temper and disposition
let the tempted and the tried be strong in that were i Jesus Christ, and may others
the Lord, and in the power of his might; be led by our example to glorify thee, our
let the troubled and the distressed receive Father in heaven. Impress upon our minds,
consolation from above; let the poor and we entreat thee, a proper consideration of
the needy have (heir wants supplied; let the shortness and uncertainty of this life,
all, from the highest to the lowest, give ~and the importance of being prepared for
themselves to thee, and thus let the earth I the life that is to come, and may these canbe filled with thy praise. Mercifully hear siderations lead us earnestly to labor, so
us, 0 God, in these our imperfect suppli. that we may hereafter enter into the rest
cations, and. answer them for thy name's that remameth for thy people. Never sufsake, according to thy revelation through fer us, 0 God, to fall from thee; uphold our
our Lord Jesus Christ. It is as his disci. fainting steps in virtue's ways; make us to
pIes that we ask every blessing, ascribing be thine in life, in death, and for ever; and
to thee, the true and living God/the king. finally b.ring us, through Jesus Christ, to
dam, the power, and the glory, for ever join the C9mpany of the blessed before thy
and ever. AMEN.
throne. And now, merciful Father, be
pleased to take charge of us this night;
FOR FRIDAYEVENING.
keep us safe beneath the shadow of thy
thou infinitely great and glorious Be- wings; and whether we sleep or wake, may
ing, who makest the outgoings of the morn- we be still with thee. We rejcice that there
ing and the evening to rejoice! We would is a world before us in which there shall be
kneel in thy presence with adoring gratitude no niglit nor darkness, but perfect, everlastand sacred awe, humbly imploring thee to ling day; and our desire is that we may be
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brought, through our Lord Jesus Christ, to
dwell for ever in that happy state.
May we
by a life of holiness be fitted for it, and by
Divine grace be brought to it j in the hope of
this may we live, and in the prospect of it
may we die. And now, Lord, what wait
we for? 0 ur trust is in thee.
0, take possession of our hearts, and by thy spirit's
influence make liS more and more like thy
blessed self. These mercies, with all otl'l-ers needful for us, we humbly and earnestly
implore through faith in the Gospel of thy
Sop Jesus Christ, our Redeemer and Savior. AMEN.

l

mercies and privileges we enjoy; for the
powers of our bodies and the facul.ties of
our souls; for the means of Divine grace
which we so abundantly possess, and, above
all, for that holy Gospel which is able to
make us wise unto salvation.
Graciously
be pleased to continue these mercies to us,
Heavenly Father, and help us diligently
to improve them, so that our souls mayadvance in the divine life, and we may be enabled to go on from strcr,gth to strength, until WEl appear in Zion before thee our God.
Let this and every succ,Jeding
day be devoted to thy fear, remembering
that thy
watcllful eyes are upon us in every place,

°

FOR SATURDAY ~tORNINO.
and thou art acquainted with every secret
Eternal and ever blessed God!
r he feeling of the heart. 0, let \lS keep a guard
name of Jesus Christ we come before thee, upon ourselves in our thoughts, and words,
to return our heartfelt thanks for the mer- and actions; purify us, we beseech thee,
cies of the past night, to acknowledge 0.111' from the dross of earth and sin; wean our
dependenc.e, to;-enew our vows and plJrpo. affections from worluly things, and conform
scs of obedience,
and to seek thy protec- us to the image of thy beloved Son, Jesus
tion and guidance through the day that is Christ.
Exposed as we are to the trials
before us. Blessed, for ever blessed be tby and affiictions of this mortal state, may we
glorious name, for the revelation which thou consider that thou art the Sorereign of the
hast been pleased to make of thyself in the universe, directing all affairs, and making
world of nature, in the dispensations of thy every thing to work together for thy peoprovidence, and in the words of thy grace; ~Je's good; ~nd when ~ve are t.ried, may pa-so that we can rejoice in thee as our Crea- lIenee have Its perfect. w~rk III our heart~;
tor, our Preserver,
our Father,
and our and by trust and sllbmlsslOn, may we gl?nnever-failing Friend.
Incline our hearts, i fy thy narne.
f!ear us, Father oE merCIes,
we beseech thee, to trust in thee at all III t.hese Lhe deslies of our souls, and antimes, and in all our actions to keep thy swer our petitions for thy loving-kindness'
glory in view, knowing that we must one sak~, re;ea1e~ and sealed to us by J eSllS
day stand at thy judgment-bar,
and -that ~llrl t, III wl10se hame we ask every blesthose alone who have been fai.thful unlo smg.
A~IEN.

i

death shall then receive the crown o( life
which thou ha,;t promised.
May we ever
FOR SATURDAYEVENING.
have grace tv avoid the broad way ·which
Most merciful and gracious Lord God!leadeth fo destruction,
and to walk in that How great is thy goodness! how vast is thy
strait and narrow path which leadeth unto!loVe!
Another
day, yea, another week,
life eternal; and do thol~ mercjfully keep our has been brought to its .close, and we are so
feet from falling, and our eyes from tears,! much nearer the eternal world.
We would
that we may dwell with thee in the land ofl hasten to tby footstool with our evening sacthe living.
'Pardon,
God, our many rifice of. praise and thanksgiving
for thy
transgressions; make liS holy, thai we may many mercies, beseeching thee to teach us
be happy; and at lenglh receive us to thy-. holY to pray, and what to pray for, that we
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self in he~ven, according to thy.mercy in may approach t.hee with the sl~irit an~ w~th
Jesus Chnst, our Lord and SavIOr. We the understandzng, ani! worshIp thee In smdesire to praise thee, 0. Lord, for tlle many cerityand in truth.
Help us, 0 Lord, by

entreat
thee, all thy creatures;
let thy
kingdom come, and let the spirit of piety
fill every heart.
0, send out thy light and
thy truth; comfort the afflicted, restore the
wandering,
forgive the penitent,
and let
the knowledge of thee and thy Son fill
the earth-. Mercifully regard om relatives
and friends; be thou the guide of all our
lives; make us fruitful in every good work
to thy glory, and evermore bless and keep
us th rough Jesus Christ.
AUEN.

thy quickening
power, to approach
thy
throne aright, and mercifully grant to us a
sense of thy forgiving love, that we may
find thee to be the rock of our salvation
and the foundation of our hopes in time anj
eternity.
We desire 'to bless thee, 0 God,
that, unw(\rthy as we are of , thy reo-ard
b'
thou still hast not cast us off, but hast
watched over and preserved us until this
hour.
In looking back on the week that is
now brought to its close, we are humbled
by the remembrance
that so much of it has
been dishonored by sin, and so little of it
been given to thee.
Too freq~ently have
we forgotten the Friend who has loaded us
with benefits, the Source whence all our
wants have been supplied.
Ungrateful has
been our conduct, and thou f1lightest in just
judgment forsake us, and cast us away from
thy presence.
But thou desirest not that
we should perish, and tali-est no pleasure in
our death, fo'r unto thee, the Lord God, belong mercies and forgiven esses, though we
have rebelled agajnst thee, and have not
obeyed thy voice to walk in the laws which
thou hast set before us. It is to thee
thou most merciful and gracious Being,";hat
we desire now to dedicate ourselves, with
all that we are and hil.Ve. 0, let us Jive' a
life of fellowship and communion with thee
and thy beloved Son Jesus Christ, increas:
ing in every fhing that is excellent, and advancing daily i:Q. meetness for the inheritance of the saints in light.
As days and
weeks pass away, may we be found growing in grace, and becoming stronger and
stronger in the good ways of the Lord.To this end, may we diligently use the
means thou hast appointed in thy rich
grace, and be led to seek after holiness

Christ Uie Maste •.
The human heart, in its highest and best
emotions, feels the want of a Master.
It is
never happier than when it has a Master.Those were the happiest hours of our childhood when we had a teacher who best filled
th~ office of a gentle, faithful, and loving
gUIde.
Much of the joy of the filial rei a~ion springs from the consciousne~s of being
In the arms of a watchful and blessing care.
The dictate, to choose a friend among those
who are wIser and better than ourselves,
and to look up to him and be moulded and
governed by him, springs from the same
deep want of the heart; and why is it that
for so many ages millions of souls have
looked up to Jesus, to listen to the gentl~
whisper of his voice, and to lean with IovinO'
trust on his gracious arm? Let us no~
doubt what tho, explanation of all this is.The human heart feels its need of a guide.
There is an internal want placed in the soul
by the same divine hand which has supplied
the external aid. The very readiness with
which men in all ages have listened to the
words of those falsely claiming to be inspired and sent from heaven, bears -ivitness
-how uni~'ersal and how deep is tbis want of

meekness, patience, temperance, humility:
and charity; and may these and all other
Christian excellences
and virtues abound
in us more and more, until an entrance is
.
gIven to us into thy glor.ious kingdom,-o
Save us, 0 God, from all self-dependence
and ~elf-delusion, and enable us to set thee
always
before us, that the fear of thee
may direct and sanctify all our actions, to
hIt y gory and our souls' good.
Bless, we

a guide.
And when, in Jesus, we find a
Master who fills our conception of what is
perfect in wisdom, of what is spotless in
virtue, of what is divine in pitying condescension, and infinite in goodness and love
if tbe heart will but speak out- its own tru~
and deep feeling it will say, "that is the
Master I need.
Let me touch tlte Ilern of
his garment.
Let him take meinto the circle of his pupils.
I am in doubt and darkness and danger; T feel that he can give me
light and peace."

°
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Substitutes for Religion.
And then, when the soul feels that it has
a Master, what a new meaning does this
"Another thing upon which Christians
fact give to life? We are under a training. have fallen as a substitute for the labori·
Weare in a school. Gifts, temptations, ous doing of righteousness is, the holding
of correct speculative opinions in regard
trials, have a significance to us which. they
to the doctrines of religion.
cannot have to others. They are all parts
The investigation of truth is, indeeq,
of a discipline. In them we are to remem- among the noblest and most honorable
ber the Master's wo-rds and to show the employments of the human mind. It is
Master's spirit. Life is no looger an 1.!n- a delightful, although it is often a labori·
ous, employment.
And Truth, when
meaning routine, a selfish scramble, a sunpursued and seized by her ardent lover, is
shiny or cloudy day, to be followed by an unquestionably fair, and is to be cherished
eternal night. Life is lifted up and enno- and venerated by all who hope to mingle
bled. A mighty plan runs through it.-- with the great and good. But she is to
The little island of to-day is joined to the be thus cherished and venerated, not,
principally, upon her own account, but
mighty continent of eternity. Our thoughts, because of her high and holy ministra·
our hopes, our affiictions, stretch out to a tions. She is eXgellent and valuable
boundless expanse; for the Master, here chiefly as the handmaid of goodness.present with his pupils in this first scene of She holds ont har torch to guide the doubttheir instruction, will soon take them to man- ful and timid steps of virtue, in the darkness of her earthly way. She encourages
sions of higher improvement and joy . And her sinking heart by directing her eye to
the condition of this is named in one word the glories of her heavenly home. She
-obedience.
Who does not see that to a is the fair, the Lavely attendant of virtue,
Master belongs obedience, and to such a but she must not be mistaken for virtue
herself; for, 'Though I have the gift of
Master as Christ, willing, confiding, and
prophecy I and understand all mysteries
affectionate obedience?
and all knowledge, and though I have all
But what is obedience? To do only faith, so that I could remove mountains,
what we like to do, that is notobedience.and have not charity, I am nothing.'
The most correct apprehension of the
To ~o only what the world around us does,
that is not Qbedience to Christ. But to do doctrines of the gospel may be found in
the head, when, at the same time, there is
something because he enjoins it; and to do
literally nothing of the spiri.t of the gosit although it may not be convenient and pel in -the heart, and when the hands are
agreeable to us, this is obedience; and there equally strangers to the works of right.
are few subjects which it is more important eousness which the gospel requires as the
we should understand than this of Christian condition of eternal life. Those doctrines
have, indeed, their importance.
Their
obedience. We live in an age when this
value and influence, where any thing can
point is too often overlooked or misappre- exert an influence, are incalculable. They
hended. To judge from the conduct of are highly propitious to the production of
many disciples one might suppo.se that they pure desires, and of chastened and enduwere the Masters, and that the requirements ring affection. 'J.'hey are propitious to the
formation of good resolutions and good
of Jesus must in all things be accommodahabits. So is the sun, and so is the rain
ted to them. Doctrines which they cannot propitious and even indispensable to the
explain by their own reason they reject; growth of fruits, for the nourishment ancl
miracles, because they transcend the stand- refreshment of the body. But as the sun
ard of their observation, they set aside; may shine, and the rains may fall upon
duties which put upon them any disagreeable lands that lie barren forever, so all the
service they avoid; requirements which holy and blessed influences of truth may
would make a difference between them and be exerted upon a heart so little alive to
an easy, careless, self-indulgent world, they
the loveliness of truth and goodness, ~s
soften down; and what sheer absurdity is
to
be awakened by them to none of the
it to dignify all this with the name of Chrisglorious efforts of righteousness."
tian obedience?
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Christian Salvation
us; that he gave his son for us; to live
BOTH PARDONAND AMENDMJ::N'l'. and die for us; but it also aSllures us that
WHY is it that the Apostles of Christ he pardons that we may amend; that he
address Christians as already "saved," gives the assurances of his love in Christ,
and again exhort them to "work out their that we may be like Christ, and that the
salva/ion?"
Why do they tell their con- knowledge of his love should lead us to
verts that they are saved 1y grace, and· remove sin and its service as we would
again exhort "save yourselves 1" Is there remove the dominion of a foreign enemy,
contradiction in their teaching? By no and amid the inevitable and destructive
means. The salvation of the gospel, like .evils of a continuance under its domino
everything else. has two aspects. It has ion. Man must be assured of pardon or
the GOD and the man aspect; the divine he will continue in sin. He must, also,
and the human, or the divine in the hu- be assured of the nece.ssity, beauty and
man. As it respects God, it is of grace power of an amended life, a life of refor·
or favor; as it respects man it is of effort mation towards God, or he will' still con.
and endeavor. It is both pardon and ref~ tinue in sin. And if he suppose, as he is
ormation.
God pardons, but man reo apt to do in his immature religious awa·
forms. God pardons on account of his kening,. and especially under a merely
mercy, for his nature is love. But man dogm~tJcal an~ controversial teaching,
reforms in the use of the powers and that hiS pardon ISthe arbitrary and uncon·
opportunities with which God favors him, ditional act of divine sovereignty, he will
The scriptures inform us that God pardons yet continue in sin and wait for an arbi·
the sinner, and has given everlasting as. trary d~liverance, which he will expect at
surance of his love towards him in the death, If not sooner. But let him know
gift of his son; but the sinner at the same that the assurance or' God's pard~n, flowtime that he receives this assurance, and ing f~om his lov~ to him, despite his sins,
rej oices in its strength and joy, knows or was, mtende~ to correct his ignorance of
may know, and by his after experience will God s ess~ntlal nat~r~, and so correct it as
know: that par~o~ does not deliver him! to show hun the ,eVils and tniseries of sin,
from SID; that hIS smful habits of soul and and thu.s help hIm to lay hold on a holy
life are to be overcome only by constant and dutl~ul, because a purifying and refor·
endeavor and daily reformation.
He that matory hfe, and, then, every better view
thinks otherwise does not observe the na. of the, benign benignity and mercy will
hIre of his mind, and is ignorant of the lead hlf~ t.o ne~rer and ~earer approaches
nature of gospel salvation.
"If we say to the diVIDe hfe: He IS assured of par·
we have no sin we deceive ourselves, and don, then, ~y bemg assured of the true
the truth is not in us." We not only de. n.ature of hiS ?reator, -:hich assurance is
ceive ourselves by' a neglect of our own given by Chnst. He IS assured of the
experience, but we know not the truth as po.wer ~f the true life, by reforming his
it is revealed "in Jesus."
That t th . ev:l habits and cultivating and strength·
ru as elllng the good' and h I
h'
sures ~s that God pardons; that he loves evil and what is good ;ro~a:hn: ~~~i;;
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and example of Christ and the observance~the
best guide.
We know that when Wff
of his own experience,
where he also!make
effort God helps us; we know that
learns that all things are so arranged in when we make no effort, every aspect of
divine providence as to help him to good 1 his universe and every serious feeling of
and thwart him in evil, lor the everlasting lour nature reproves us.; and we may also
reason" that all things are of God," who know that they will poni~h us, ihe lon·ger
alone reconciles us, helps us, prevents us, we remain idle or perverse.
•
and gives us to partake of his own divine
The nature of salvation,
seeing that it
nature.
We are pardoned, then, that we is both a knowledge of pardon and the
may reform; we reform from evil that we ~result of reformatory
effort, does"not can·
may embrace good; and we embrace good j tradict
the nature of man.
His nature
that we may live the true life, the eternal' asks for assurances
of divine power, for
life, whether in the flesh or out of itits limited
knowledge
requires
that he
even the life of Christ, which was mani· walk by faith.
He needs assuranCt;S of
fested in the flesh to enlighten every man. ~divine help, for lie is cOQscious of inherent
The teaching
and the life of Christ, 1 weakness.
And he needs the constant
alike
assure us that God loves us, and discipline
of Providence
in all things,
that the sterner methods of his govern- that may urge and stimulate him to the use
ment are evidences
of hiH love, and may of all his powers for his growth in spiritual
reveal to us the evil of sin.
They reveal power and ·happiness.
the sovereignty of God in all things, but
We have one other thought before we
it is a sovereignty not of brute force or dismiss this interesting
subject.
It is that
course fleshly power, nor of arbitrary aI- Ohrist reveals an accountable
immortaii.
I~tment, but of truth, holiness, and love) ty.
Whatever
may be said, and truly
anll must, therefore, work all i:s good de· said, of the use of figurative expressions
signs and effects upon us according to the j ponraying
the nature of spiritual
happi.
nature of Fuch spiritual forces as visit and ness or misery, spiritual life or death, this
besiege the heart of man as of a constant·
truth cannot. he denied.
And no rational
ly developing being, and as of a free being, philosophy of human nat,ure would desire
free in proportion
as he is spiritually
de- to deny it. Man is accountable
to the ex·
vel oped.
Life becomes, therefore) a scene tent of his ability, both in this life and that
of discipline
and education far his spirit- to come.
His experience
will prove it to
ual nature, where a divine value may be him in this life if he will but be true to it.
placed on the character !\'rought out, and He cannot
answer the question: "what
all things help it onward in the strength·
fruit had [ in those things whereof I am
ening of i~s power, and in additions to its now ashamed,"
without
seeing that the
worth.
To this idea, Paul
saiu he judgment of God holds him to a strict ac·
"had not attained,"
but he pressed for· countability.
His sin has never really
ward; and Christ declared, "there is none prospered him, has always thwarted the
good, no not so much as one," and ever highest purposes
of his being, and has
exhorted us to "be perfect as our Fatherj often involved him in misery and positive
in heaven is perfect."
degradation.
Now Christ recognizes
the
The divine love and· sovereignty,
and spiritual state as very near the fleshly one,
human ability and responsibility
coalesce,
and this is a grand peculiarity
of him and
if I may so speak.
Both 'are taught in the of his teaching.
The sin that appears to
scriptures, and both are recognized
by the prosper in this life will be exposed in the
higher developments
of human reason.next, and there is no escape-there
ought
But neither the scriptures nor reason have to be none, and there can be none, except in
pointed O'Jt the exacfpoints
at which they renunciationl
p~rdon; and amendment.meet and mingle.
Our experience is here An accountaple
immortality,
therefore,
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properly
appreciated,
will lead to immediate and constant
reformatiun,
amI the
office of religious
teaching
is to expose
the delusions
01 the world that hide this
truth and pervert its power.
The idea,
therefore,
that any establishment
of a
temporal
kingdom of the Messiah, such
-as the Jews expected,
or that death, as
many of the evil, malignant,
and vindic·
tive among us still expect, will metamor·
phose the sinner into a spirit of a ju;;tified
man, is as gross as flesh itself.
No mere·
ly physical,
political or outward transfor·
mation can change the elements
of our
inward
being.
It mAy hinder or help
them, but it cannot change them.
To
presume,
therefore, that a man who never
inuulged a thought
above a mere fleshly
gratification-whose
nature 1.S darkened
by every indulgence, can, by death, be de·
veloped into the symmetrical
proportions
of a saint of God, into the wisdom, and
harmony,
and beauty of holiness,
is an
unmitigated
absurdity, alike repugnant to
all sound phiJo~ophy of mind and every
clear dictate of the spirit of God.
We
must remember that Christianity
is a spiro
itual religion.
As such it aims to correct
ignorance,
to reform vice, and to give a
tlpiritual
momentum to every soul that is
opened to its disclosures,
that may lead it
onward and upward forever, making death
only the gateway to new conditions
of its
usefulness
and power.
The soul of man
is not washe,l as a soiled garment.Physical
appliances
do not cleanse its
stains.
Nor can it be soaked and whi·
tened by the wa ers of bigotry and strife.
It mllst have the direction of its powers
changed,
their perversions
corrected, and
their abuses reformed.
We have no hope
that
cing ferried over the narrow stream
of ,I.eath our nature will be necessarily
tran formllJ.
Its conditions and relations
will he changed,
doubtless,
but it will
remain
essentially
the same.
V,Te live
now, and live under most powerful infln.
ences for good.
If we neglect them, and
as long as we neglect them, we must suf.
fer the straitness
and misery of that neg.
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lect, and our efforts at a better life will
become' weaker and weaker, until it will
require some sudden and startling
judg.
ment of God to awaken us, and perhaps
nothing but death itself can b,ring us to
see the consuming worm and the gnawing
flame that eats away our soul's life, .and
gives us companionship
with the unholy
and profane.
Of the things we have written this is
••
the SUIll. The gospel offers us the kn(>~t.
edge of pardon by revealing the nat"Jl., of
God.
It offers us the strength and joy of
a spiritual life even in the flesh, by open.
ing to us the way of reformation
and the
means of growth in knowledge,
virtue
and holiness.
And by assuring us of an
accountable
immortality,
it offers eTery
conceivable
warning and motive to seek
daily that repentance
which is unto life
and which needs not to be repented or.May 1 not add, then, that if God, from
the height of his glory, has revealed him.
self as an ever'present,
and ever'pardoning, ever·helping
Father;
if Christ has
laid aside that glory to live the true life
in the f1'esh and show us the way; and if
the spirit of all truth and love has con.
veyed to us a knowledge of both the pardon and the life, can we ever cease to be.
lieve in the one and seek to reform after
the model of the other, so that we may in
the joy of forgiveness and the life of holi.
ness be changed into the divine image from
glory to glory, as by the spirit of our
God?
J. B. F.
The Immortal Life,
ITS

BASIS

PROVEN

IN

THE

PEAL TO EXPERIENCE
OF

THE

NATURE

AND ILLUSTRATED

OF
BY

AN

MAN,
Ap.

AND THE RECORDS

WORLD.

There have been a variety of speculations as to our views of the spiritual or
the future life, and it seems necessary
that we should at least disa buse the public
mind of false impressions
and injurious
inferences.
Never having indulged a desire to make a party to any view of a
subjeot so unavoidably
indefinite
and s@
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dependent
upon the nature and extent of
our personal spiritual cuI ture and experi·
ence, we have nat deemed it nece~sary to
reply to !,very representation
that sensi·l
tive egotism or ambitious fear has seen
proper to make.
To add another to the
many petty and conflicting parties of the
great family of christendom, or to become
the leader of any peculiar
philosophy
of
the future life, is as much repugnant to
all our views of religious duty as it wauld
be beyond tha grasp of our feeble capac·
ity or small stare of knowledge.
What
we have written upon the subject,
was
written in the freedom of a faith that had
been ~s'tablished by years of investigation,
and we have no desire to change a single
sEll).tence. Our principal positions remain
unsca~hed,
and the kind of opposition
they have occasioned is the best of evi.
d.e,nce that they have their fotmdation
in
unalterable
truth.
As far as we have
gone we feel well assured that our opinion
or faith stands upon the rack of truth, and

Jesus of Nazareth to the present day, ha~
been called an infidell:>y those W110waulcl
riot ar' did nat tnJIderstand h~m. The very
foundation of faith i~ often denied by mea
who pronounce you infidel, and the cansequence is, t\at when they see tbat they
have mistaken superstition
for faith, ancL
dogma for fact, they are apt to became
what they suppose you tf} be; for they
have stoned the prophets that might havEl'
cleared their vision and helped them to II
higher range of thought and emotion.Wha-t, therefore, wou.ld make infidels
of
of such, gives strengt1J and beauty to the
faith of others.
It may be immodest boasting,
out we
affirm it as the result of the most honest
and strongest
convictions
of our mind,
that we never meet a man whose_faith 1n
the spiritual nature or accountable
immar·
tality of maJl is mare unwavering
than
our own.
We proceed again to state it,
and clear the su bject5 from some of the
mists in which superstition
has in {lIved

I

f

I

will yet become the strength
and jay of them.
many enquiring sauls.
We
Men nat accustomed to systematizing
broad,

,
have take~ o~r stand upon t~le
and we thInk, Impregnable
baSIS,

their thoucrhts often fail to discriminate
THAT FUTURE LIFE IS THE DEMAND OF
o
,
betwee.n the responses
of their own na. MANs sPIRrTUAL NATURE, AND ITS PROMture and the dogmas of their creed,ISE I S THE PROMISE OF PROGRES!HON
Hence, if you deny the dogma, you are TO ALL SOULS; and that all interpretation
understood
to deny the response.
For of ancient scriptures
are subordinate
to
'f
d Y th
b't
d"
this truth, and that any interpretation
that
examp l e, I you
en
e ar I rary lVIS- i
ian of the human
family into but twa forgoes it is destineu to be numbered with
. t t
the things that were.
Our position may
c 1asses, an d of th e fu t ure war ld In a wo
·,
1 h
11 h'
h'
be plainly stated thus;
I oca 1ltles, many W10 ave a t elf t !fst
I Th er e .
ft" re
1 r~
II
for the immortal
life directed to these h'
b . IS athu tnd sPhlfltua Ide to Ii
uman
emgs,
a
eat cannot
estray.
muddy waters, understand
you to deny
II . T RkT' FUTURE LIFE IS PROGRESSIV&
the future life altogether.
And it is to IN KNOWLEDGE,HAPPINESS AND POWER.this failure th?t much of the uncharitable·
From which we infer, and our experience
ness of Christian leaders is to be traced.
corroborates
the inference'
They will nat, or they cannot discrimi·
III. THAT A BELIEF OF THIS TRUTH
nate; and, understanding
you as they do, WILL ENABLEALL, WHOAPPRECIATE IT, TO
they may, in some instances,
honestly reo LABOR FOR THEIR OWN ENLIGHTE1'<MENT
gard you a~ infidel, when you have only AND ELEVATION AND FOR THAT OF OTHad\<anced beyond their stand'point
of faith ERS.
and might be able to give them new, clear,
With this statement of the result of our
and consistent views of the same great ob· humble investigations
and imperfect expe·
jects by merely changing their position. We rience, we proceed to a brief review of the
shaull! remember that every reformer from 1 allcient idea of a future life.

I
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There is no nation so sunken in semu· the jabbering cries of the Ajetas, who
.ality and barbarism, that has not enter· places the betelnut, the bow and the artained some ideas of a life beyond, Of row upon the grave of the dead, believing
despite the physical -appearances of death. that.as the night darkens he will quit the
These ideas have been rude or refined, j grave for the sport of hunting,-and
the
;according to the degree of intelledual artistic oration, sybiline prophecy, or poand religious culture 'of those who gave etic desc,ription of the most classic or
expression to them. AU ancient and spirHual, Asiatic or European.
It has
al1 modern research may be appealed to been taught in all ages, by all people,
as corroborative 'of these d'oclarations, whether believing in miraculous revelawith a confidence that no one will deny tions, or making no pretence even to letthem who h'asgiven an unprejudiced at· ters or organized government.
tention to the facts 'Of human history.
it is not tlte result of reasoning; though
There have been tWQ methods of ac· reasoning may clear the conviction from
counting for their origin and prevalence. the mists and fears of superstition and
First. that thDy are the debris of an orig· dogmatism. People not capabre of the
ina 1 revelation, made to the Father of art of thinking, are as well confirmed in
fathers of the race of man, and preserved its belief as those who apply logic to inby recorded or verbal tradition: or, second- spiration and measure poetic feeling by
ly, th'at they are the imperfect expression i the miserable square of cent-per-cent.of the desires and aspirations of the 1m·~This truth was never thought-out--it was
man spirit by which God has provided for never proved by logic-it never needed a
the faith and hope of man. We take the miraculous disclosure, except to deliver it
latter, as most a·ccordant with facts, and from the darkness of human tradition.
It
as being fuHy sustained by the witness of belongs to man's nature as much as does
every opened soul. God has provided for his capacity for mathematics or music, and
faith in immortality by giving to man a comes as the belief in God, the love of
religious nature, capable of indefinite reo man and the sense of justice. It is a
ligious culture.
spontajleOUS act of ~he spirit of man, and
It is the general belief of mankind that may, like his need of God and his sense
we shall live forever. The fact is as of jU,stice, be grossly perverted and misuniversal as the race; the doubt is the directed, but it is there and cannot be
exception, and only proves here, as in wholly removed. As men-see without
everything else, that we may silence or glasses and before they can establish a
pervert the clear witne.ss of our nature.theory of practice, so they believe before
People who have no houses, who live in they establish a theory of a future life.the tombs of the dead, or the corners of The theory only gives form and distinctthe mountains, and who know not even ness to what originally existed. No words
:the use of fire or of garments, believe in can make it more true. Immortality is a
the immortal life. The dirt eaters of the part of the nature of man.
Rocky Mountains and the bird voiced and
We know that we speak dogmatically
monkey·shaped Ajeta-s of the Philippine on these declarations, but we cannot speak
Islands, in common with the astute Phi· otherwise. It is dogmatism that has de·
losophers of Greece and Rome, and acute nied or slandered the nature of man; and
Theologians of all christendom, have ex dogmatism never reasons. It s\arts with
pected to live-beyond the dissolution of an assu~l.1ptio.n,and that assumption, fn
death. The form of their idea is silly or this case., we utterly deny. Our dogma.
wise, grotesque or consistent, according lism appeals to the 'nature of man and
to their amount of intellectual develop- to universal experience. So far as it repment-but
t11e idea is there, underlying! resents that nature and experience trutht
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ful:y, itl' statements will be confirmed.-!
a" a departed spirit, Jowrr, oelowor under
We assert, that man instinctively
believes! the earth-from
which subtenanean
abode
in his immortality
as he believes
in hisl no one of woman born had ever been freed,
present existence.
He asks proof of the save Enoch and Elijah, and perhaps Moone no more than he does of the other, anrl ses. until the Messiah passe.l through and
he attains to clear knowledge of both, as led c~ ptivity captive.
It will be easy for
he awakens
to the consciousness
of his the most superficial
scholar of our day to
mental powers and thirsts.
As the eye see that the whole founclation of these 10belongs to the body of man and may bpi calrzed
ideas is b8seless ~nd absurd.clouried or clear, so immortality
belongsi Modern Astronomy
has swept the whole
to his spirit and may be dimmed by igno- away, and left not even a wreck behind in
lance or sensuality,
or cleared by knowl· the mind that accredits
ils indisputable
edge and spiritual
purity.
It is a truth truths.
No one can point upward and
that comes to our consciousness,
as much say God or spirits are there-nor
can heso, as light comes to the eye. It is written
even point downward
and say they ar~
of God in our nature-in
all human un· \ there.
We may be loath to give up the
ture-it
is written as a l1esire, and it is \ long.cherished
idea that
heaven
must
written a>; a fact.
It asks no argument,
needs be above, and the place of the dead
and asks only of death for infallible cer-l beneath, but it must go to the dusty tomb
tainty.
It is a truth that cannot
be of mnny a favorite ideal of human igno·
proved except by the on·going experience
ranee and slJperstition,
such as we all inof everyone,
and in tIllS respect is not herit.
The spiritual
idea is left to us or
singular.
Many things are true that no none; and we will ever hold on to the
man can prove to another.
My person-jfleshly
and traditionnl,
till we labor and
ality is impenetrable,
and so is my im- ~sutTer enough to see that the flesh profit.
mortality.
It is, therefore,
one of those eth nothing, and it is the spirit alone that
truths thatmaybesafelytaken
for granted,
giveth life by giving knowledge
and joy.
and we proceed to clear it of its mists
In the Scriptures,
Heaven
is described
and fears according to the measure of our as the abode of God, as a city, as a garknowledge in the reality of things.
It is den, asa Paradise, astheregion
of the sun,
an interesting
investigation
to go over the moon and stars, and of the Htmosphere;
anc' ,no ideals of immortality,
and, if at- Hell as an under-world,
dark and prison·
tentive, we may see in them the basis
like, below the grave, and either in the
most modern superstitions
and l'bsurdities; \ centre or "clean
through"
the earth.afld, also, a confirmation
of our repeated
The rea~on is ob\Tious.
The Teachers of
declarations.
Goel spoke in the language of their age',

l

I
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For the sake of' perspicuity, we give the
general idea of an invisible spiritual state
that was prevalent
in the times of the
writers of the New Testament.
It was
essentially
the idea of locality.
It gave
a local habitation to God, angels, devils,
and departed
spirits.
God and sinless
angels dwelt above the stars; Satan and
his rebellious
co 1pany had their habitation
in an atmosphere,
where
they
brought on storm~ and pestilence,
and all
the ills that afflict mankind
byatmospheric agenoy; man, as an embodied s.pirit
dwelt upon the surface of the earth, and

theh as now, and from the very necessity
of the cas-e. The unknown
is learned by
the use and through the aid of the known.
~The clearest
spiritual
idea of Heaven
found in the scriptures is that l)f society;
the society of the pure, the blessed
and
the glorified.
The presence of God and
that of congenial
spilits makes the true,
the Christ-like
ideal of Heaven.
He,
Ohrist, therefore, abode in Heaven though
he dwelt upon ealth-spiritually
his constant abode was heaven, He was always
with the Father, and 11,e conversed with
l dead as with the Ii ving.
This idea em-
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braces knowledge,
purity and power.their trees, upon which, evil·like, to perch
The spiritual idea of Hell is darkness, ig- in that dolorous realm.
There, too, was
Dorance,
senwal
slavery, and mi8ery.tbe half.man
and half horse. the hundred
Further than tbis, my investigation
has not banded giant, the double formed Scylla,
gone.
the fifty-headed snake and the filtllY HarThis localizing
idea of the invisible
py.
A river separates
the departments
was not confined to the Hebrews.
It be· of this realm, and old Charon
conveys
longed to all tbe ancient nationR, and be- over all who had been buried, and sternly
longs to us, for it grows out of the fact repels all unburied, till they have completh~t in the incipient stages of all inclivid·l ted the w~ndering of a hundred years.ual and national culture, we personify and Tile three-headed
dog, Cerberus,
with
localize everything.
Even the great God mouths wide open, guards the entrance in
himself, appears before the fleshly, aye, in the interior
borders of Hades, where we
the image of a man, a beast, a bird, or a find th ree departments,
entering three clasreptile.
The human
mind, ever intent
ses of dead: first, infants whose wailings
on realizing its ideals, seeks to give them never caase; second, all who have died by
habitation
and name, and all this is well tbe injustice of others anli suicides; and
and unavoidable,
but its abuse is terrific, tben all other dead variQusly divided and
when it leaves the ideal for the form, ranked,accordingtotheabsurddistinctions
makes the spiritual I am, like to a man of life.
Here are haunts
and walks for
or a four·footed beast, its Heaven an Eas· deceased
lovers; and beyond
are the
tern city and its Hell a heated furnace,
ghosts of warriors--whilst
far, far beyond,
into which the creatures of God are arbi· are the adamant walls of Tartarus, which
trarily moved as by locomotion.
This is neither gods nor men can demolish, and
idolatry, whetherit
appear in tbe worship
upon tbe rigbt the flowery plains of Elyof a leak on tbe oanks of the Nile, or the sium where sunny skies are spread, and
fear of eternal
torture
on the throne of beauteous streams flow on forever, upon
the Hu'[son or Mississippi.
Having pre· wbose banks the trees of immortality permised this much, we proceed to collect,
ennially bloom and cast tbeir golden fruit.
briefly, tbe ancient
ideal of a future life, As we get nearer to the traditions of paror life of the departed.
ticular nations
this description
may be
The dead were supposed to dwell deep extended;
but the information
is within
down in the earth, as far r~moved from the the reach of all, and we have not room
surface, as the surface is from the firma- fpr farther particularity.
ment above; entirely shut out from the
The Israelites had similar ideas.
They
light of day.
It was the realm of dark· too believed that the place of the dead
ness penetrated
only by the faint lights of was below or under the earth.
Both the
night, and they clouded and gloomy.Old Testament
and New are full of this
Upon the borders of tbis realm of the de· idea.
The oldest book--in
tbe former,parted were all the calamities
that befel the book of Job, speaks as follows:mankind,
clothed in iEriform bodies, terri· "Canst thou find out the Almighty to perble to behold.
Wan Sorrow, wasting Dis- fection?
It is high as Heaven, what canst
ease, revengeful
Malice,
heart'piercing
thou do? Deep ashell,(as
Sheol, Hades,
.
Remorse, pale
Fear, squalid Poverty, mo· the under-worl
) what canst t hou k now. 1"
rose Age, frantic Discord, terrific War, and Moses, alsll, speaks of a fire kindled in
voracious
Famine, had each tbeir place the anger of the Almighty that burned to
and mission, and moved forward as with the "low~sl hell."
David
contrasting
the heels of iron, tbe vebemence
of Fu· heaven and hell says, if he make his bed
ries and the coils of vipers.
Even delu- in bell God is there; and speaks, also, of
sive dreams and midnight'spectres
h.ad! the "lowest hell."
Isaiah describes "HelI
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as moved" to receive the King of Baby- k now 1ed ge may su gg est . rn'Le
~ 11 IsraeIiteSJ
f h 'd
believed
Ion. All the prophets speak 0 t e 81 es
I. There was a world of immortallight
of hell, of the pit, of DIGGING down into and bliss over the sky, the abode of God,
it as though it were in the earth. It was
,
a few of earth and all sinless angels.
an awful and somewhat grand Idea these II TJ
. b t
th' abode
lere
Hebrews had. A va8t subterranean kingd' h
wahsa regl~~ h eSw;en ~ b 1
a
dom involved in thick da'rkness, wherethe!la,n t e ealrth'dtofwlllc
h an an hret~Ie11
IOUSange s a a en, w 0 were os 1
light was as darkness, and the va eys to man an d d e I'JlY h ted' III h'ISa ffi'lC t'IOn an d
were deep and gloomy, the valleys" of the
a
torment.
shadow of death." "The dead are there;
III 'I'h
h
had a tern.
.
11" "I
.
at upon eart man
her guests are in the depths of he.
n
b d
porary a 0 e.
the cutting off of my days I shall go d own
IV Th
h
d
Id f
.
at t ere was a reary wor
0
to the gates of hell." "He that goeth i~d ar k ness un d er t h e ear th , th e a b 0d eo f a 11
down to the grave (Sheol, Hell, Hades the d
t d
"
h' h
d' 'd d
d
epar e spmts; w IC was IVI e an
world of darkness) shall come up nr
, ,
,
" Th h
f K
1 h
1 subdiVIded, accordmg to the prevalent
more.
e 08tS 0
ora~, w en t le, views 0 f ran k an d ch arac t er WI'th Go.d
earth opened her mouth, went down
Th
dId
1
t
d
" uick to hell." The kin s the nations.
ere was ,a ?ra ua ,eve ope~nen an
q r
G
11 gl'
1
mcrease of dlstmctness m these Ideas, act h at loraet
od and a tle peop e are
,
.
0'
, ,
cordmg to the nature of mental culture
there, according to the Hebrew wntmgs.
th a t preval 'I e d m
' eac.h I n teays
h d
f
0
The same idea is found in Peter, John Isaiah the good and the bad dwelt togethand Paul, and particularly the latter, er in that dreary abode; in the days of
with whom it gives a meaning to his use Christ, they were separated as in the Parof the words "saved," "justified," and the able of the Rich Man and Lazarus. In the
purpose of the resurrection of Christ, days of Homer, all are in the same shades
which we think is appreciated by but few and are pointed and rounded there. But
of the orthodox critics of modern contro- in the days of Virgil, the reign is divided
versies as he used them. But of this in
a few are in perfect bliss-the mass in a
another place. Pa,ul asks: "Who shall sort of purgatory, and the daringlr im·'
ascend into heaven, that is to bring Christ pious in excruciating torments that were
down from above, or who shall descend endless, The Catholics got their idea of
into the deep (abyss or under-world) to Purgatory from this old notion, and Prot·
bring him up again from the dead." And estants notions of an "intermediate state"
again: "Who is he that ascended, but he -a modern phase has the same origin.
that first descended into the lower parts of A world of l:>1ills(or the saintly, and one
earth." He speaks, also, of nam~s or of hopeless misery for the wicked, and an
persons "under
the earth."
Peter intermediate state for all who can be puspeaks of "spirits in prison" and of an· rified-was the orthodox doctrine of the
gels in "darkness," or 'I'lI-rtarus, a part of church for many hundred years.
this under-world.
So Jude and John
But we are interested in this idea of an
speak of creatures "under the earth" who under-world, seeing that both profane and
shall acknowledge Christ. Indeed the sacred history and philosophy is full of it,
idea is found in every writer of the New and it yet has much to do in forming our
Testament, and is not questione.d by any modern ideas of a future Jife. We would
one who has given unprejudiced attention be glad to trace its origin. It seems to
to the subject. We may sum up in dis- have originated in the custom of burying
tinct propositions what every impartial in cases or deep pits of the earth. It was
reading will confirm, and leave the reader easy for the superstitiuus mind, recogni.
to e;o.tendthem as inclination or ~esire for zing, as it ever does, the truth inlaid in
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man's nature, that death does not destroy
the life-to
connect the descent of tbe
spirit with that of the body, and especially as it is common with all minds in their
immature state to associate all its hopes
and fears, its love and hate with the body.
,"Veneed only recu r to the experience of
our own childhood for confirmation of

Hade. beneath i. in commotion on account of thee,
To meet thee at thy cpming;
He stirretll up the shades-all
the mighty of the earth;
He arouselh

from lhelr thrones all the kings of the na'

They :il~na~costtheeandsa
'Arttholl

too berome

,

as weak as we!

Artthou become like us?'
-Thon
art ~ronght down to Sheol,
To the depths of the pit.
-All
the kings of the nations, yea all of them
Lie down in glory-each
in his own sepulchre."

this truth. When we buried the deadlSAIAn
XlV.
dead father, mother, brother, sister, or
Other nations possessed the idea from
their enemies,-for
children seldom have similar customs. The greeks and Romans
enemies, and' know an enemy only as rep- are supposed to have obtained it from the
resented in opposition to those they love, Cimmerii, a people of Campania, who
-we ever thought of them as in the grave, lived in caverns, deep in the ground, and
and often, still alive there, suffering from were called the people of darkness.
But
the chilling cold and the gloomy dark- however devised, this is clear and unques·
ness, and we almost cried aloud for their tionable. The prevalent idea of the anrelease, and to have them again brought to cients was, that the dead inhabited an
the warm fire and the hearth-stone meet· under-world where their employments
ing. Men and nations are often only were similar to what they were upon earth,
children of a larger growth: children in their affections for their friends and their
philosophy and religion, and men in pas- interests were still retained. As to their
sion and brute-force.
In the immaturity happiness or misery, their notions were
of their physical development, it was vague and indistinct.
Neither the Israel·
easy to associate the idea of the burial ites or other Oriental nations, nor the
with the soul's des.cent; and poetry com- Greeks and Romans, believed in a state
ing to their aid could describe that under- altogether miserable or desirable,_ except
realm according to such allotment and for a few giants. The Tartarus of the
division, happiness and misery, employ- Greeks was the abode of the giants, and
ment and quiet, as the prevalent ideas on in the days of Homer, only the perjured
earth would suggest or allow. Toe tombs were cast there. With the advance of iIi·
oJ the Jews were extensive caverns andtellectual cultivation their usual ideas
vaults, the work of immense labor.arose to more distinctness and consistency,
They were roofed and arched and otten until the best cultivated taught that every
supported by colonnades. On their sides virtue would meet its due reward, and evthere were cells, in which were placed ery vice its proper punishment.
Their
sarcophagi, according to rank and age in descriptions of those rewards or punish.
life. Each had his proper cell according ments were borrowed from the imagery of
to their notions of superiority and charac- nature and the customs of nations with
ter. Into these sepulchral caverns no which they were most familiar. Thus Vir·
light was admitted.
There were deposited gil's Elysium is the counterpart of Italy-the great and the small. The kings of a sensual Paradise.
The wandering tribes
the nations with their royal robes, their of Israel make their heaven a city, a mar·
sceptre and their armor, and their wive~, riage festival, a garden; their hell a fur·
their ministers and thei.r ancestors around nace, a valley of filth and fire, a Lake of
them. Isaiah, gives the full idea when he Brimstone. The Platonists seem to have
describes the d~scent of the mighty mon- systematized their ideas with a theory at
arch of great Babylon, Queen of the na· once beautiful and impressive. "They
tions:
supposed that every passion, contracted by
,the soul during its residence in the body,
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remain~ with it in a separate
state, an'd 'res'peeting
the man born blind-"Who
thai the soul; in the body or out of tbe did
this· man'or nis' parim'ts?'" " •
body, differs no more than man does from
Ali these nqtions only reveal an imma·
himserf; when'he is in his home or in t'h"e ture state of the moral powers of man,
open air. ·'When, therefore, tbe obscene and a consequent imperfect cultur'e.
The
'passions in particular
have once ta~en natme of man demands a future life; his
root and 'spread themselves
in the soul. ignorance clothes the idea with an errothey cleave to her inseparably,
and remain- neolis and absurd imagery, and he gives
inhet
for ever after the booy is cast ,off) fbrm 'to his' ridiculous fancies and foolish
and th rown aside. 'Tnus the punishment
conj:eciuresj' till the ass'urancesor
his hope
of'a 'voluptuous' man after death cc>nsists become so burde'ned with superstition,that
in this: he is tormented with desires which,' they fall of tHeir own weight.
Happy for
it 'is iri1possible for him to gratHy, soJici· us,if we are willing to fall back upon the
ted'by'a'passion
that has no objects adapt· original' and simple truth,to which onr na.
ed'to.if.'
'He lives in a state of invincible
ture more and more responds
a'! it bedesire arid impotence,
and always burns comes' more developed and elp,vaterl: the
in the j:Jtll:suit of what he always desires t'rllths which Christ taught a~d illustrated,
to possess.
Virgil dresses the s~me'idea
j'n the language
of his people and times.
in poidry:'"
They are few and they are simple, and

sin',

l

H

'

"They lie be'ow on golden beds displayed,
~they alone meet our wants. ,He taught the
And"genialreastswith regal pomp are made.
~Fatherhood
and constant
providence
of
The,que,enor furies by their .de is set,
And snat'hes from'heir months the untasted meat, God-the
brotherhood
of man, and an acWhicl;it' th 'y tbuch,herhis·ing sna es she rears,
countable
immortality.
The most lowly
Tossing.her

tQrch, and thullderillg

h

1Iltheir ears."

h h

,
..'
soul longs for th.ese trut s as t e ungry
'1'he'tude
savages of our own virgin ~longs for food; and the most elevated can• fields of the eartb, made their heaven an not dispense with them.
There is one God
immense hunting-ground,
-one
family-one
destiny-but
every
"Whe"'; the .Ieerdoth bonnd in I\ergladness free,
And 'he Buffaloroamson the wid" prairie,"

man in his own order, and Christ is head
over all that family-the
harmony of its

and no christians
disturb them in their
thirst for gold.
It is said that they supposed the greedy and gold-loving
Spaniard after death, would be placed in a
molton-sea
of this metal.
The sense of
justice, natural
to the human heart, has
ever revolted at crime, and sough t relied

heavenly and earthly destinies
and the
brightness of the Father's glory as it shines
in humanity
on earth, and of our immortality as it will appear when we shall belike him; which may the Eternal
Father
grantin his own time. Amen. J. B, F.
•

in its hope

of the future,

which

has ever clothed with tbe imagery
ture or social custom.

future it
of na-

It would be proper here to call attention to the idea of transmigration,
which
prevailed
in India and China, and was
entertained
by Pythagoras
and many of
the wisest of the ancient Greeks and Ro·,
mans.
But our space forbids.
We find
a tl'ace or it aJso among the Jews in the
days of our Savior.
Hence John is asked,
"Art thou Elias?" and Chri~t was sup
posed to be Jeremias and John, after John
was beheaded.
So, also, the disciples ask

Future

Life.

Of a future life [ am as well satisfied
as I am that to-morrow shall succeed to.
day.
Both depend
upon God, and my
satisfaetion
in both depend
updn
the
strength
of my faith in God. The assuranee of the future of every condition and
of everything is vested in faith in God.The present alone gives us demonstration
and knowledge.
The fUlure, ;when
it
comes, will, therefore,
be the present,
and will cease to be the future, and,
therefore, cease to be a matter of faith.To·morrow exists not until it is born.
So

,

~---~--~the futute to me exists
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"not till it becomes
The Experience
of the"Spirit.
the.present,
ancl so to e\'ery being but God
. Christianity
is the religion of the spirit:
himsel'£'
,Our experience
runs not for· the spirit that garnished the IJeavens and
ward"por
can we conceive of a limited established
Ihe elements
of the· earth,-·
being whose does.
We know nothing of the ulliven,al spirit, the spirit of God.,' Its
to-morro~,
though we infer many things. address, therefore, .is to the spirit in man
vVithout the past we are infants of to·day. which attracts
,to God, as the .load·stone
So long as'. we neglect the present we reo points to the star in the far-off heavens.
main infal;lts, or sink into imbecility or It is true, the-spirit still·is· manifeshn
,the
the sla
of bigotry and mal ice. Life, flesh as it was once mani fested in the man.
then, is ';) present fact.
Its duties are a of Nazareth .. It iS,manifest in·facts reo
present rea Iity, not a future reali ty. How cordell, and organizations
ca ]·Jed churches,
divine, how wise, how far-seeing that Mind and governments social and political made
which long, long ago, has said, "take no ~for man, and in books and spee'ches; ·nat'·
thought
for' to-morrow,
for the morrow ural sacraments,
and secret and public
will take t.h-ought for itself."
The duties worship, but most of all in individual
of to-day, well performed, 'prepare for to- men, whose bearts it bas purified frow the
morrow,
an,l not performed,
to-morrow
love of sin, and made alive to the aspira.
becomes
as to-day, and we are nothing
tions and affections of boliness, who are
benefitted'for
its having been.
We must found every where over the whole earth
act as though there were no to-morrow,
and everywhere sLruggling for the good of
We must be right now; right in our fami- the race.
It~ perfect light shines in dark·
lies, in our counting-rooms,
at our ploughs,
ness-the
darkness of our ignorance
and
in our dealings with men, for there are the immaturity of spiritual awaken;ng;
but it
present realities. and there are none other shines when the darkness
comprehendeth
for us to deal with.
This will make us it not.
Its light is dim in many, obscure
right for any to-morrow,
for any future, in most, but struggling
to be free in all,
for any judgment, for any society.
Man- except in nations abandoned to supersti.
fully meet the duties of to-day-stubborn
i tion and cruelty, and even there its voice
duties they may be, evidently
are if you is heard as one crying in the wilderness,
have any strength developed
in you, and saying, the vengeance impends
and the
enough, too, La engross your. powers.
It kingdom of the heavens is near; repent,
i3 as insane as it is irreligious to leave lest the fury o( your sins desolate theland,
real facts for unreal conjectUles, and be and give it up to its enemies.
that doe1' it may have some faith in a fuIt says to us in our sins, Repent.
It
ture God, but he bas none in a pre~ent says repent, in the punishments
we suffer;
Deity; and as there is but one, when the in the- griefs we groan under; in the limi·
future comes, as it will then be present,
tations
we feel; in the hindrances
we
he will still have no faith in the Creator
meet, and the_ struggles
that make our
and upholder of all things.
God is, and I warfare.
It saves us from despair under
am.
He is the Father-we
are his off- the burden of oppression from the misgui.
spring.
It will always be true that God ded course of our enemies; and despair
is, and, therefore,
I may believe that it under the burden of our sins, which it
will always be true that I shall be. To helps us to reform, whilst with reference
His power, then, I commit the future, and j to both it says, as we "go mourning
on
pray the light of his spirit to guide me in account of our enemies," "why art thou
the present, believing that as all things are cast down 0 soul" of man, for God Fhall
of him, neither life nor death separate
yet be the trust and hope and joy of thy
from him.
J. B. F.
countenance.
It saysto us in our desires
\ for good ana to do good-Be
not too can-

v~ry

l

l
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fide nt, for thine
enemy is abroad
in the
land, and it is ordained of God that thou
shalt yet struggle,
and perhaps
never be
free till death shall open the gates of lib·
erty, and disclose the city of thy God.
It says to us in our sufferings be patient,
for the balm of thy grief shall yet come,
and its bitterness
be sweetened
by the
solaces of divine love.
Thy stay on earth
is but short, and it is needful thou shalt be
weaned
as a child from an unnatural
mother. and thy soul disciplined
for en·
J•oyment and duty that shall go on forever.

GOOD

SAMARITAN.

Parable of the Good Samaritan,
OR

TRUE

AND

FALSE

RELIGION.

"And behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and tempted
him, saying, Master, wbat shall I do to inberit eternal
life? He said unto him, Wh.t is written in the law?how reade.t thou? And be answering said, Thou shall
love the LOl d thy God with all thy heart, and with all
thy sonl, and with all thy strength, and with all thy
mind; and thy neighbor as thy'clf. And be snid unto
him, Thou hast answered right: this do, and thou sbalt
live. Bnthe, willing to justify himself, said unto Jesns,
And who Is my neighbor? .4nd Jesus answe:"lng, said,
A

certain 1nan went

dowJl. from

Jerusalem-to

Jericho,

and fell among tbeives, which stripped hjm of his raiment, and wounded him, and departed, leaving him halt
dead.
And by chance there came down a certain priest
that way; and when he saw him. he passed by on tbe

other side. And likewise a Levite, when he was at the
It says to us in our longing
for the place, came and looked on Iti"", and passed by on the
ripened stores of knowledge,-as
it ever in· ~other side. But a certain S:tmaritan, as he journeyed,
•

vItes and ever alludes the grasps of all,save!
those who have narrowed
their souls to
.
h'
.
b·
19otry and hate, and feel III t elf pnde
tha t they know, a nd the treasures
of wis·
dam are with them alone while the whole
,

J

came where he was: and when he

Sll.W 111m,

he had com-

passion ou him, ;nd went to him, and bound up h~.
wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and .et hlln on hIS
own beast and brougbt him to an inn, and took care oC
him. An~ on the 1lI0rrow,when he departed, he tool<
out two pence, and gave them to the host, and said unto
him, Take care of him: and whatsoever thou spend.cst
more

when I come 30'ain, I WIll repay thee.

WhICh

world is in darkness
and exposed to tormenting
dam.nation--now
we know only

now ~f these three, tt:inkest thou, was neighbor unto
him that fell among the thieves? And be said,.He thai

.

shewed

In

part,

but then

we shall

know

even

mercy Oil him.

as and do thou likewise,"

'l'1~ensaid Jesus unto hIm, Go.,

we are known;
now we see as in an ob·
THIS parable
was spoken
in answer to
scured mirror of knowledge,
but then we the questions,
"What shall I do to inherit
shall see face to face.
And with hearts of eternal life" and "who is my neighbor?"
love will wait the day.
It had been stated by the Savior that the
And it says to us under every sorrow,
true life of man was to be found in loving
hope in God, the ever'present,
the all'good,
God supremely
and our neighbor
recipro.
and thou shalt praise him, and the love of cally.
The question,
therefore,
very nat.
him, and his love in thee will help to for- ,urally
arose, Who is my neighbor?
and
give the vilest of thy foes, and assuage the j the answer is very forcibly
given in the
least hopeful of thy griefs.
parable.
A variety of motives prompted
"How sweet to think with bearts of love,
the questions
propounded
to the Savior by
That every cloud that f1oalsabove
the men of his times.
The purpose
of
And hidclh love, itself is love."

o

God! Most gracious,
us of this spirit!

ever

more

J. B.

give
F.

some was to entrap him in his words; of
others, to expose him to ridicule;
of others, to exasperate
the' orthodox
sects of

his nation
against him, and of others, to
lay a snare for h~s life by arousing the established
auth9rlties,
in fear of his increasing power.
A few came to him fOJ
When about to speak to the disparage.
light, and presented
questions
with
de·
ment or injury of thy fellow-man,
pause
sire to know and accept the truth of his
and ask thyself, what injury has he done teaching.
The question
before
us was
to thee, and what go oJ will thy words of surely not an ensnaring
one, nor do we
evil do either thee or hi~l, and thou wilt think it was intended
even to perplex or
find a reward in the feeling of thy heart silenc'e.
And as the question
was neither
that no outward
momentary
triumph
can liO"ht nor mocking,
it received
an earnest,
ever bring.
a 0 full, and a satisfying
answer.
It is
Idleness
is the pillow upon which the
Devil finds ou~ minds empty to fill them
with mischief
and melaucholy.
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true, that by comparing this account with learn the depth of his knowledge, and
that of Matthew xxii and Mark xii, we hence he propounds the greatest, because
might, at first view, be led to attribute an most comprehensive, of ~ll q.uestions:
evil intention to the lawyer. He is there "Master, what shalll do to mhent eternal
said to ha~'e put the question "tempting life?"
.
1•
'B ut we h'ave glven a mean 'Ing to
The reply of the Lord IS calculated. to
Inm.'
· I ..
11
d op reveal all the knowledge of the enqUirer.
the word tempt w' I1IC 1 ongmR y an pr - H d
d h
d t th ~
h t
OUf
or w a .
erly it did not possess. It means to prove, . e eman s: ow rea . es
to make tna. I o.f Th us G 0 d t emp t ed or IStaught thee out of the law? The lawyer
proved Abraham and now ,oy h'IS P rovi'. at once reverts to the great. commandment
'. a II men, no t th a t h e of ..the law,
dence proves or tnes
.. and so
.. quotes It as to bshow ha
'I
spiritual
IDs'ght
mto
Its essence a ove t e
h
may lead them to evil, b ut expose tee'll
t d . t fl'
't I' t'
d
.
common
s
an
-POlD
0
liS H
n ua IS IC an
by which they may be ensnared and m·
. . .
h'
.
.
h .
k matenalIstlc countrymen.
e quotes IS
Jured, to them, and show the~nt elT wea . answer from Deut. v. 6, and Lev. xix. 18,
ness and the sources of their strength.. I'
f
. 't'
f th 1
. ..
as mc uSlve 0 every reqUisl Ion 0
e aw.
Every man's life ISput to tnal; for
e~o- The Lord admits the correctnellS of his anvah visits him every rooming and tne.s him swer but turns it to a direct personal applit"
(J b
) The tnal of
'
every momen .
0
v.
.
cation by saying "this do and thou shalt
God exposes the evil that would otherwise live." Let wha: you know be reduced to
have been concealed; reveals the good practice' let the dead influential knowledge
ever within our reach; humbles us for the fl
ou~ in living and active duty' and
II'
h t .
ow
,
time, and sometimes for a time, t. a m "thou shalt live."
This answer touches
the end we may have a true exaltatlOn.his conscience as it would arouse the conThe temptations of evil m~n and w~cked science of ev~ry sincere man. The conspirits is the opposite of thIS; t.hey aIm to science aroused, he seeks to "justify himirritate, to vex, to bring out eVil, and to self." He felt that he had not "done" the
increase it. We may all, ~s in. a. glass, commandment of life; but he would apolosee our true character and d.l~posltlOn, by o-ize by jnterposin~ a difficulty. He asks,
examining the various motives and ends Ulerefore, "who is my neighbor ?" or who
that prompted the many questions pro- is the man I am to love with this large and
pounded to our Savior. From inoffen- free affection that makes the true life? His
sive curiosity and commendable desire for question ;reveals a state of knowledge and
truth, to the lowest malignity and cr~el temper to be connected.
He knew no
vindictiveness, we have every grade of diS' neighbor but the Jew, and consequently no
position and purpose. In the case before God but the God of the Jew, as many now
us, we think there was neither malignity know none but the members of their sect,
nor a very anxious desire for .knowledge. and no God but the God of their masters.
Perhaps the chief object was to put the Like Peter, when told to forgive the tresLord upon trial, more than either a desire passes of his brother, he asks "ho~ often,"
for instruction or anxiety to censure him in only to receive an answer that lays bare the
his words. You will notice, however, narrowness of his heart. Who must I
that the Lord said of him, that "he was love? Both questions-that of Peter and
not far from the kingdom of the heavens." that of the lawyer, show' that neither, at
He was an amiable man, and one,ob· the time, understood the nature of love :-a
servant of the requisitions of the law, and principle that has no limit save inability of
who understood its spiritual import at application-that
recognizes a debt forever
least to an extent sufficient to know that paying and never paid-that
makes a law
it was embodied in the principle of love to itself by which the divinity of its' nature
10 God and man; and having heard of the and the eternity of its power are manifestwonderful teacher of Galilee, he would ed-"for love is of God, and whoever lov-
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"'Y"'__
,~---------"'etll is born of him .". Every o~her de~~il
anyway and deserves no pity.;;
llJay be disl:harged,
but this ·obligalion to My God! See we not this hypocrisy every
love forever, lasts, for it is of the life eter- day, and are not the miserable pretensions
nal-the
life of'the spirit.
(Rom. 13: 8.) to Christ-like l:harity ever passing by on the
Let -qs .Jook narrowly into the reply of the other side of helpless and fall~n humanity,
LO\'d; and we' will learn the nature of thai sometimes in derision, sometimes in malice,
lave' which abides always, and makes the and even in neglect.
Let us. look at .this
true birth·right
and true heaven of every saintly priest.
The priests lived at)ericho
child of Go{1.
and this one is on his way to execute his
. 1. artain man w,ent down from Jerus'a- holy office in the temple at Je.rusalern, belem to Jericho." In Joshua xvi: 1, we fore that God who says both to hi.m and us,
'read'of
the "wilderness that goeth up from "I will h;lVe mercy and not sacri1ke."
He
Jericho."
And tbe'city is called the "city looks upon the poor unfortunal.e, weltering
of palms,''' Judges 16. It was the second in his gore, but he passes, in a holy burry,
city of Judea, and had its location in a lest his conscience
get the better
of his
plain o'f extraordinary
fertility and beaul.y, sense of official duty, and be be made to
well watered and abounding in tbe cboicest serve God really as well as in the fOJm.productions 'of Palestine.
The road bl" The Levite a\:;o passes and beholds the life
tween the cities lay tlJrough a rugged and ebbing away, but offers no assistance.desolate region, which in the days of Je- GonsisJent inttrpreters
of the Jaw and offirome was called tbe "bloody way," and eel's of the temple of God! A law that
where afterwards a garrison was erected by had said, "that if thou see thy brother's
the Romans for the protection of travellers.
Ass or bis Ox fall down by the way thou
It was nqted as a place of robbers.
Tile shalt surely help him to lift him up again."
parable, tlJerefore, seems drawn floOi life. But a brother, in his blood, or in his sin, is
"The certain man" fell among robbers, was even yet of less \ alue in ritnaJisttc estimastripped and woundEld, and left half dead."
tion than oxen; and so hurry we by on the
Lying in his blood by the road-side, it other side, lest we be defiled,
and the
chanced that a certain priest came down world fancy us weak enough to be consis·
that way.
There is no chance in an eter- tent in our professions
of love to God and
nal providence, and what we call chance orl man.
Well spake the true prophe't of God
"remarkable
coincidence"
is but the weav- when he said: "ye fast for strife and de·
ing of the threads of different lives into a bate and to smite with the fist of wickedcommon woof, ~hat is ever known to us, ness; but it is not the part which the Lord
more by the results than by the process.has chosen, but to loose the bands of
Every observing man has noted remalkable
wickedness;
to undo the beavy burdens;
coincidences
in his own life; and he might to let the oppressed
go free; to deal thy
note more were he careful to arou~e super- bread to the hungry; to bring the poor
stition on the one hand and stupidity on the that are cast out into thy house; when
other.
God reigns everywhere
in every- thou l1eest the naked to cover him, and
thing.
The necessity of one creature is bide not thyself from thine own flesh!"
constantly brought in eonLact with the pow- Ah! it is in answer to snch a course and
er and help of another, and the finO'er of such a fact that the Lord has promised
God is in both tbe need and the fulne~s that that "our Iigh t sh::rll go forth as the morn~
supplies it; but we are too fleshly, too ing;" we shall "call
and he shall anpriestlike, or too sectional to see; or if we swer;" "he will guide us continually
and
see, like the bigoted Jews of old, we see I satisfy our souls in drought,"
and at last
only Beelzebub the prince of all evils; the make us "a spring of water whose waters
case, we say, cannot be remedied;
it is too fail not."
Isaiah 58.
There is no good
low, too degraded, too far gone; and "he "from passing by on the other side."
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- "A certain Samaritan as 'he jour~eyed
came where he was." He did not hurry ~the wounds
by; he Seems to have forgotte.n .the. dangers of stopping in that rude and de~olate'
place; he ml)kes no ex~use from a desire
to be present at some feast or festival of
the Lord; he takes no counsel witb' his

He poqrs win_c 'i~_to
to cleanse ~hem, anu oil to
~ease the smart; he binds them up, sets the
fallen man upon his own beast, aiid~r;ngs
him to an inn where he makes provision
of h is further comfort; he tarries with him
through the night; and he leaves"n'ot on

sel fish fears, or the opini~ns :of the "de,;
cent world" which may suspect
him f~r
being an accompli"ce of robbers..
No; he
has ~'compassion in Iris soul," thougb ,his
name is a bye-word
of ~ontelllPt and
scorn; is synonomous
with heretic if ,not
with devil, (John 8: 48,) amI the wO\lndetl
.man belongs to a hostile people: a people
that will not deal with his people; a peopIe that cursed them as another ma'n and
to whom belonged no s~lvation.
Doubt-j

the morrow, till he had opened h'is .pur;.~ to
the host and maue promise to [)leet,any
further expense connected with. the'recov.
ery.
Such are the beautiful det~ii;'~i'thil:l
Parable.
With triumphant
effrc't the 8a.
vior.closed the narrative by asking, "~hich
of these three ":as neighbor to, hill1, ,~'ho
fell among theives."
An·d. th~ .lawyer
'well answers, "he who showell. mercy."_
So it was then, so it is now, ana so 'it ever
will be.
'
.

less the spirit of his religion
had taught'
The old fathers of the chpf.!::h found
him to repay hate with hate, insult with deep allegorical
and mystical
meaning
insult,
malice with cn~elty:
You will in this parable; but the practical,. I fear, is
remember thaf the ancientJew
c lIed the enough for us, and more tban we are wil.
Samaritan
a Cuthite,
an idolater
that ling to carry out, especially
to tbe de.
worshippcc;l the image of a dove-that
he spispd Samaritans
amongst
u.=;;, and till
'pronounced
a curse upon him in the syna- this is gained it were more than folly to
gogue, and prayed that he might have no seek deeper meaning.
The plain and in.
part in the resurrection
of life,-just
as exhaustible lesson of the Parable is: He
many Catholics
and Protestants
still do loves who shows love, whether he be hio-h
o
each other, to the flames of an endless
or low, Samaritan
or Jew, Heretic
or
hell, and at times seem anxious to hurry Orthodox,
preacher
or layman;
and all
them thither as if their God were not ablel else is miserable pretension,
and will not
to doom his enemies-that
they forbid the deliver in the day of calamity
when the
reception
of a Samaritan
within
theirijudgments
of God "shall try every man's
houses, and declared that he that did so soul of what sort it is."
laid up judgments
for his children,
and
The parable
disarmed prejudice;
fixed
that to eat of his bread was like eating the attention;
and prevented all occasion
swine's flesh.
It is almost impos~ible to for cavil 01' mistake.
Let us hear the
conceive the deep enmity of an orthodox
conclusion
of the whole matter, and "go
Jew towards a Heretical Samarita.n.
The ahd do likewise."
Let us regard every
evidences
of it are to be found in the Go~, man
our neighbor
and ourselves
as a
pels as in John 4: 9; 8: 48; Luke 9: 53, neighbor only to those to whom we do
but none in detail in other authentic sour, good.
Let 'Other Jews and Saularitans
ces.
It might do us good to remember a quarrel if they will about their bpinions
few of their methods
of showing spite to and their creeds; but as lor us we wtll "do
the Samaritans;
and that the spite, as is good to all, even to those who persecute
often the case, became mutual.
But the us and speak disparagingly
or despitefully
above must suffice.
of us."
There is no feeling of joy equal
The Samaritan
of the Parable
has a to that of good will towards
all God's
heart-the greatest of all possessions,
and family, and i is itself ample compensa.
the. most easily lost under the power of an tion for its active exercise, and for all the
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abuse that misguided men can heap upon stops not for a reward. We have an in·
us. Would that we all were less heedful ward, personal rapture in hearing the
of what men may say of us, and more hopeless heart that we have made sing for
anxious to help and bless as we have op- joy; and to boast of our good wo'uld take
portunity; so that at last, we may be ac- away its ecstasy. Vve know that we live
knowledged as "children of Him who unblest only as we fail to love others, and
causes his sun to arise upon the evil and our life is death. To chide the wanderings
the good, and sends his rains both upon of our fellows from virtue and happiness;
the just and unjust."
to relieve their' pain, and especially their
A reflection or two more and I am done. mental pain, which is greatest of all, beGod is good and giveth good, for no other cause of the greatness of the mind over
end but that it is good to give. He ever brute matter; to claim kindred with beg·
giveth-never
receiveth. We should imi- gar and spendthrift and criminal; to forget
tate him. Our love will find in the act of the vices of men in the woe that their
lov~ its own reward, and when it seeks vices have brought upon them; to remem·
other reward, it is not love that seeks.bel' them as creatures of the same paren·
Our good acts will grow the more we en- tage, trial and destiny; to excuse where
gage in them. The good we do is all the others harshly and hypocritically
con·
possession we can claim upon earth, and demn; t-D pray for those who long for the
it will stay forever with us. The only cruel renown of suspicion and hate;. to
wealth we keep is that which we bestow. believe the 1;>estwhere the worst is suggest·
The desire to do good begins eve~y other ed; to have our right to what we are, and
virtue, and crowns all virtue. It is the what we have really done, and make for·'
first and best born of religion, and its giveness of injuries our delight; to make
deeds shall never be forgotten, hut they our charity thrive against hope and show
will ever cry to· Heaven for a blessing its heavenly origin and destiny; to show
upon thee. To mix our pitying tears wi th our hearts ever vessels of virtue, truth
those who weep; to hush the wail of ·tne and love, instead of envy, pretension and
crying orphan, crying in the night of its hate; to bestow benefits the world never
desolation and sorrow, when no kindred knew and shall never profane by know·
ear can hear; to cover the naked limbs of ing; to feel that drying a single tear and
the outcast and abandoaed, ah, 'tis this, at relieving a single burden from an over·
last, that gives true greatness to the mind, pressed and laboring heart is more, far
for it is the secret pleasure of a soul in more, in the eyes of God, than shedding
harmony with God's eternal purposes of rivers of blood; to keep a sincere and
good. We may differ in faith and even in welcome smile for' the poor, the lame, the
hope; for we both believe and hope ac halt, the blind, the stranger, captive and
cording to the greatness or littleness of slave; to give instruction, food and sue·
our souls; but we may all agree in the cor, like Providence, to the evil and the
great concern of mankind, which is char- good; to feel that real wealth consists in
ity. All are of God who bless their race, doing good; to whiten our soft hands with
and mend their faults and fortunes. By gifts and deed;; of genuine charity; to rethis we make ourselves a bl~ssing to our move the shame from poverty when you
neighbor, and him a ?lessing to us; ~nd meet it; to make.man ,:ho ha~ nothing feel
even extend the biesslllg to our enemIes, that he has much In havlllg a kllldred nature
and grasp the world of enmity and strife with thine own; to believe that God will
in one grand system of benevolenc.e, and restore a hundred fold all that you give;
find the height of bliss and life ~ternal in to look gently upon your brother man
CHARITY.
We wait not the returns of and sister woman, though both, like you,
our good; we expect none i for true love have turned aside and erred, as all human
o
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beings err; to forbear to sacrifice thy
brother, as good, perhaps better than thy·
self, because thou hast him in thy power;
to forbear, because the good angel within
thee calls thee to forbear, as the angel
called t~ AbrahaQ} from the skies; to
know neither Jew nor Gentile, but the
God who is both the God of the Jew and
Gentile, and who is rich to aU who call
upon him, and are willing to receive his
gifts by whomsoever bestowed; to believe
amid the madness and crime of party
-!eaders and sects, that no man's faith,
however bad, will ever be improved by in·
jury or burning; and like the great rivers
which from the highest hills of God come
down in refreshing streams through all
channels, and to all plants, so make our
charity go forth as from the largest hearts,
downward, circlin,g the human race-all this
is to imitate the good Samaritan, the best
teacher, and, in a word, this is to "GO AND
DO LIKEWISE."

But I cannot close without calling your
attention to the common error of professed
Christians in our day-an
error to which
we are all exposed, and which, more than
eny other, tends to sap the very foundation
end drain off the streams of vitality from
religion.
I refer to the blind reverence,
not to say idolatry, of the letter of the
Bible.
This parable may be used so as
to show you what I mean. Were we to
refuse charity to all, save those whom we
find surrounded by robbers on the way to
J cricho from Jerusalem; were we to cannne ourse'lves to the medicaments and ser·
vice hete ascribed to the Samaritan; were
we to excuse ourselves in our selfishness
because we have never travelled that way,
or if we have, have never met ~ man halfdead; or if we confine our charity to men
wounded or robbed-this
woulq be a stupid idolatry of the Jetter of the parable,
and a IOtal neglect of its all·comprehen·
sive spirit. The letter killeth-not
only
the letter of the Mosaic law, but all mere
letter, and in this case it would commit a
murder upon the spirit of love which
.
..
Chnst SO forcibly Illustrates, tpore dread-'
2

ful than that attempted upon the "man
who fell among thieves."
This spirit,
like the sun coming forth from his cham.
bers, was intended to send its blessings
everywhere. Its light and its heat are
ever ready to penetrate every gloomy val.
ley of want and sin, and there is no want
or sin that is hid from' the light and heat
thereof, save as we hide ourselves in the
narrow and chilling cares of our own
selfishness and sectarianism.
It is this
worship of the letter and neglect of the
spirit that has given us Jewish views of
God, making him the God of a class and
not the God of the race; that has made his
ordinances, charms and talismans, to take
the place of purity of motive and earnest
endeavor after the true obedience to his
law of divine love; that makes the Shib·
boleths of a sect the rallying words of
pretension, bigotry, and persecution; tba't
makes us pass on the other side aU who
do not worship at our altar, Or confess to
our priests, or help propagate our creed.
Let us look well to it th'8.twe are not seeking to be made perfect in the letter, which
like the fleshly body is confined and limi·
ted in it; tastes, appetites, and enjoyments, and not cultivating' the spirit that
may enlarge itself to bless all, and love
all, even our enemies, seeing that this love
is of God, and whosoever possesses it is
born of Him, whether he be Samaritan or
Jew, American or Asiatic, Catholic or
Protestant, Orthodox or Heretic. In our
homes, our neighborhoods, our churches,
and our nations, we forrest-like still pa~B
by the outcast, the oppressed, the ignorant, and the erring; or like the Levite
look on their sufferings and wounds, but
offer no relief. It is Christ, the good Samaritan, that binds up the flowing wounds
-that places the sufferer on his own beast,
and servant·like walks along to minister;
that builds inns for their relief, and whe,n
he cannot be present,makes provision for
their comfort. Shall we not "go' and do
likewise."
J. B. R
APPEND~X.

xvii.

tOur Lord calls the Samantau a slraDger (Luke, eh
18,) ODe of a dilferenl stock.
It is very cu-
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rious how the Hotion of the Samaritans, a8 beinf:{ a min·
gled people, composed of two elements, one beathen
one Israelitish, sbould of late universally bave found way
n"t merely into popular but into learned boob; so that
they are often spoken or as, in a great measure, the later
r&presentatives
of the ten tribes.
Cbristian antiquity
k.new nothing of this view of their origin, but saw in
them a people of unmingled
beathen blood (see te'timonies in SUlCER'. Thes. ·s. v. to which may be added
Tbeophylact
on Luke xvii. 15, and tbe Scripture itself
affords no countenance
whatever for this view,but much
lhal makes a~aio.l it. In 2 Ki. xvii,wbere the deportation
of the Israelites
is relaled, there is not a word to make
us suppo.e
that any were left, or that there was any
blending of the Cutbites and otber Assyrian colonists
that were brougbt in, with a remnant
of tbe original
inhabitants,
whom tbey found still in the laud.
It is
true that wben Judah was carried away captive, many
of the people were left still in the land: but we can
ea.ily explain why tbey sbould have been tbus dlffe,ent·
ly dealt with; tbeir sins were comparalively
smaller,
and the Lord moreover bad a purpose of briJJgin~ back
the captivity of Judah.
Winer (Real Worterbuch, s. v.
Samaritaner)
says lhat it is very nnlikely lhalsome
out
of lbe ten tribes were not left behind in the same man
nero But 2 Kin. xxi. 13, seems 10 give the strongest
testimony
that there were none •• bate vcr. For there
the Lord tbreatening
Judah says, "1 will strctch over
Jerusalem the lint ()f Sa/maria and the plummet of the
lUJuse of .I1hab, and I will wipe Jerusalem 8S a man
wlpeth
a dish, and turnetb it npslde down."
This,
wbich was only a threat against Judah, in part averted
by repentance,
bad·actually
been executed"again,t
Samati •. (See Jer. vii. 15.) Tbat sucb an entire clearance of a conquered
territory was not unnsual, )Ve may
see frem HERon, 3.140: 6. 31. For an account of tbe
process by whicb it was sometimes
effected, and which
lb.. Persians may wall bave learnt from their Babylonian
end Assyrian forerunners
in empire, see p.
note.The historian descri~es a Greek island wbich had undergone tbe process, as being delivered
to a new lord.
If tbe Samaritans had owned any Jew
ish blood in their veins, they would certainly
have
bronght this forward, as mightily strengthening
their
claim to he allowed to take p~rt with Zerubbabel
and
Ezra, and the returned Jewisb exiles, in the rebuildillg
of the temple; but tbey only say, "We seek our God as
ye do, and we do sacritlce' unto bim since the days of
:&Ssarhaddon, killg of Assur wbicb brought us up bither."
(Ezra iv. 2,) When our Lord, at tbe first sendin,
out of his apostles, said, "Into any city of tbe Samaritans enter ye not" (Mat. x. 5), he was not, as some tell
us, yielding to popular prejudice, but gave tbe prohibition because, tilltbe Gospel bad been tlrst offered to the
Jews, "to the lost sheep of the hou,e of Tsrael," tbey
had nO mon claim to it than any other Gentiles, being
as much as 8.lIy other heathen.
What is singular is, that
the mistake is altogetheroCrecent
origill;the expositors of
two hundred yoars ago are quite clear of it, Hammond
speaks of tbe Samaritan in OUl parable, as "being of an
.Assyrian extractioD;P
and Meldonatus;
Samaritani
origine Chaldrei eraot; and Reland, De Samaritanis; and
maltY more.
Fortbe opinion of Makrizi. tbe ver)' accu·
rate and learned Arabian geograpber,
eoneerning
Lbe
origin of the Samaritans, an opinion altogether agree~
tog with that here ata ted, see S. DE J..lCY's C/trest, .I1rabe,
't. 2, p.1i7. And Robinson, in his Biblical Researches,
speaking of the Samaritans says, "Tbe pbysiognomy
of
those we saw was not Jewish."-TI·eneh on:the Parables
Note in 19co.
1J~~~at s~o."d ", ••oy. His Je7.;sh prejudice
would
not
mil him I~ ~a•• , the Samaritan,
bUI there was 110

e7,

per

impropriety,
even ill his view, in saying th-at the man whoshowed so much mercy, was really tbe lleigbbor to the'
amieted, and not he wh •• professed to be bis neighbor.
but who would do nothing for bis welfare.
11 Go, aM
do thou l'i.kewise. Silow th~ same kinndess to all-tofriend and Coe, and then you will have evidence tha~
you keep tbe la,~, and not till then.
Of this man WO'
know nothing farther; but from this inimilably beautiful
parable,
we may learn:
1. That the knowledge
of the
In w is useful to make us acquainted
with our own sinfulness and need of a Savior.
2. That it is not he wh&
prof,sHe., most kindness that really loves us most, bu ~
he wbo will most den)' himself that be may do us good
in times of want.
3 Tbal religioll requires us to d&
good to all men, however accidentally we may become.
acquainted
witb their calamities.
4. That we ~hou)d do
good to our enemies.
Real love to tbem win lead us t&
deny ourselves, and to sacrilice our own weUare, that
we may help them in times of distress, and alleviate
their wants.
5. That be is really our neighbor
wl1o'
does us tbe Inoot good-who
helps us in our necessities.
and especi~lIy if he does tbill wl\en there has been a
controversy
or difference between us and bim. 6. We
hence see the beauty of religion,
Notbing else wili
induce men to SUrmOUJlt their prejudicies, to overcomeoppositiou, and to do good to those wbo are at enmity
with them.
True religion teaches us to regard
every
man as onr neigbbor; prompts us to do good to all; t&
forgel all nalional or sectional distinctions. and 10 aid all
those who are in circumstances
or poverty and want...[Lreligion
were valuable for nothing but this, it would
be tbe most lovely and deSirable principle
ou earth;
and all, especially in tbeir early years, sbould seek it.
NotiJingtbat ayoung person can gain, wHi be so valuabl •.
as the feeli[lg that regards all the world as one. gre.·\
family, and to learn early to do go<'d TO ALL. 7. The.
difference hetween the Jew and the Samaritan,
was a
difference in rel;'glO1l and religious opinion, and from t.heexample of the latter, we may learn, that, while men
differ in opinions on .nbjects of religion, and w.hile tbey
are zealous for what they hold to be tbe truth. sml they
should treat each other kindly; aid each otber in necessity; and show that religion is a principle supe1'iot' to
the love of sect; and tbat tbe cord wbich binds man to
man is one that is to be sundered
bY)1o difference
of
opinion, and that Christian kindness is to be marred by
no forms of worship,
and no bigoted attachment
for
what we esteem the doctrines
of the gospe\.Barnes'
Commentary.
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Her children rise up and call herble>sed;
b,er busband.,
also, and he praiseth her.-PRov.
xxxi: 28.

The object of my last lecture was to
show that the best interestsof society are.
to a great extent, in woman's keeping.In the departments of morality and religion. of refinem-ent, of good taste, of philanthropy, of education, and of all the
other great. agencies of civilization, she
has at least an equal share, both ip. the
work to be done, and the end to be accomplished. If men would frankly acknowledge this, it would elevate her more
highly in their estimation.
They wou~d
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respect her more, and pay more deference ant than any other form, in which prai;
to her opinions; they would take more can come.
pai~s to give her the advantages of edu-! In the compliments which men 'pay so
catlOn, so as to secure the proper use of freely to the gentler sex, I am afraid that
that influence which, either for good or they give greater evidence, of their own .
evil, shl) is sure to possess. We fear that self-conceit and assumed superiority than
they are now more willing to pay the trib- of anything else. I think, therefore, that
ute of admiration than of respect. They if men would learn the real·truth as to
regard her tmly as a being to be cherished woman's influence-that
they themselves
and protected, and whose loveliness is are moulded, in mind, in affections, in
never so great as when she leans upon character, by. woman's hand-it
would
them for support. They take pains to do them good, both by teaching a lesson
please her, very much as we try to please of modesty, and by reminding them to be
children; and she very often consents to just before they talk so much of being
-. be pleased with toys and playthings and generous.
flattering words, and unmeaning phrases,
On the other hand, it is equally impOlwith dress, and equipage, and jewelry, and tant to ~~man herse~f ~o understan(l her
other trifles, lavished upon her quite as true. p~sltlOn. In cI.vhzed communities
much through worldly pride as from sin- 8he. 1S act~al.ly exertmg an influence to
cere affection. It may be all right in its ~hlch no hmlt can be placed. As I said
way. nor do I speak now with a view to m a former lecture, she is the law-giver
its condemnation; but when this kind of of social morality; she fixes the standard
adulation, this maney-bought worship. is of righ.t and wr.ong in social intercour8e,
the only or the best evidence of our res- accordmg to which men shape their ideas,
pect, we are, in fact, contributing to de- and to which they conform their practice.
grade her whom, for our own amusement, Individually she may seem very weak, but
we seem to exalt; and are treating her as a as a sex, in the different relations of life.
child whom we ought to treat as an equal. she is all b~t omnipotent.
No effort t'O
It would be better if the adulation were advance society can succeed which doe~
less and the respect greater.
not begin with her and receive her co-opShe can dispense with the .empty com. erati.on. ~h~ther it be temperance or
pliments, which men are skilful to use chanty, rehglOn or education, the most
in proportion to the shallowness of their essential thing is to excite her interest and
own brains, in consideration ~f J;eceiving give to her correct ideas, arousing· her til
a more silent homage, the lancruage of real a sense of duty and responsibility.
When
esteem. We seldom compli~ent dixectly that is done, the battle is half gained, and
those whom we respect, and whenever we what is more it is the first half and al.
do so, it is with delicacy and hesitation, most sure to be followed by complete trio
showing that we feel ourselves to be upon Ul~ph. If. woman felt this, it would indangerous ground. The language of com- spITeher with greater self-respect; it would
pliment is generally the language of su- enable her to place its proper value On
periority.
We flatter those whom we think the flippant praise, of which she is now
beneath us,. and who will therefore be sometimes so fond; to smile at the words
pleased by our notice and approval.
To- of flattery, but not on him who uses them.
wards those who are above us, more defe- She would feel herself entitled' to higher
rentiallanguage
and fewer words are used. respect than such words imply.
She
Only when with our equals, whom we would feel the responsibility which so
acknowledge to be such, do we offer and great intruence imp?ses, and prepare her.
receive those expressions of cordial friend_ ds~lf,.b !sel!-eduhcatlOn.and r~ligious self·
l
h'
d
.
ISClPme,
Jar t e duties which proped
S Ip an
sympathy, which are more pleas- devolve upon her.
r
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Let us look, then, more particularly at first ray of intelligence, from eyes which
the different relations in real life which look wondering upon this strange world
woman actually holds, and the important into which the heavenly visitant has enposition in which she is placed. When tered, and gaze around uncertainly, withwe have done this, we shall be prepared out expression, until the beaming light of
to. ask whether her education, as now the mother's face is caught, and that first
generally conducted, is' what it ought to ray of conscious intelligence is but t~
be; and I think that the answer to this reflection of the motber's love. From day
question will be more evident than satis- I to day, how carefully she guards him, and
factory~
at night his gentlest 'movement arouse!
First, we speak of that sacred relation her to renewed watchfulness.
His play-.
in which our love towards her is mingled fulness in health is her chief delight, and
with veneration; in which, while she is the distant approach of sickness fills her
living, if we are wise, and certainly after with dread. To say that she would dis
she is dead, she becomes to our hearts al- for him wpuld be but little; she would d~
most as the saints in Heaven, through our for him a thousand times; for the dearest
remembrance of her patient suffering, her charm in her own life is in the life of lwF
unwearied love, her gentle, sad, yet hope- child.
ful rebukes; her pleading voice, when we
The image of God's providence is found
were wrong; her sympathy when we were in the mother's love. As he is good to
tempted; her readiness to forgive when we the unthankful and the evil, so is her lo,if
committed sin; her encouragements when never estranged by our utmost wayward·
we ·tried to do right; her tenderness when ness, by our worst desert. The love of
she wiped away our iears; her gladness an earthly father may sometimes be with·
when she shared in our joys-and
all the drawn, and the sternness of his natuw
nameless but unforgotten tokens of a may drive the sinful child from his presMOTHER'S love.
ence, with words of anger almost like im·
That is the gentlest, the sweetest word precation.
He may pronounce a curso
which falls from human lips. It speaks which drives the offender to despair.
But
of a human relation, but mingles with the mother cannot curse; her love cannor
religion itself. The great reason why the be withdrawn.
The sorrow of her child's
worship of the mother of Christ has ob- guilt has pierced her heart, only to maka
tained so strong possession of a large part it more tender; her hand seeks to draw him
of the christian world, is this: that the back even when unwilling to return; her
word itself excites a yearning in the hu- prayers are for him when he will not 'Pray
man heart, calling up its de"arest associa- for himself; and upon her bosom he finds'
tions, exciting its tenderest affections, and a resting place, where he may again lay
giving to men an opportunity of express- his weary head, as confidently as when
ing, in religious homage, t~e feelings of he reposed it there, in lhe unquestioning
gratitude, penitence, and filial love, whichl trust of infancy.
the name of mother never fails to excite.
But if,'escaping from the snares of stn
How much we owe to her none can tell. and strengthened under the temptations of
'The treasures of love which' she has ex· the world, her child grows up in too
pended upon us, God only knows; for she s'trength of virtue, in the purity of religioll;
herself is scarcely conscious how rich and if she sees her sons and daughters respectinexha,:stible they are. As she holds her od and useful and happy; by their affecinfant smiling iri her lap, her first born, tion endeavoring to return their mother:s
a new existence has begun to her. She love and shield her from the harms so frewatches the half-formed smile,_ and her quent to declining age; then, who can tell
own wile 61lllWen i{. ~he <l6 tchea th't tal mother's i,or. or the earnestnesa 1tf
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her thanksgiving, except the God before mother's grief, of a mother's unanswered
wijom she kneels in silent gratitude?-l prayers!
That is indeed a blessing with which het!
While I speak, we feel how great mnst
cup runneth over. Her childrelL are her be the influence of a mother's character
pride, her joy, the jewels that encircle her upon us; that if she is a faitllful woman,
brow, the ornaments more becoming to her God-fearing and God-trusting, we become.
age than an'y other; anll her face, although almost as wax in her hands, softened by th~
it may show the lines of advancing years, warmth of her love, moulded by her gentle
retains its youthfulness of expression and touch, until we grow to the years of matuM
1:1 smile more
lovely than that of youth life and find ourselves, in a great degree,
itself, when the names of her children are what she has made us. We would not say
spuke with praise, and the record of absolutely that it depends upon her what
their usefulness brought to her ears.
her children shall be, in time and in etern'"
Oh! if we could but understand the ty, for that would be attributing to human
depths of a mother's love, the complete strength more than it can properly claim..
disinterestedness of her strong affection, Our best skill and wisdom,even the influence
the days of early life would be stained of a good example, sometimes fail. Ohilwith fewer sins, and our memory in after ~dren who are educated under the most judays less heavily burdened.
If we could d.icious system and for whom no pains al'6
but understand how heartless it is, for thp, spared, sometimes disappoint all our hopes;
sake of some transient pleasure, some while those who are most neglected and
wonhless dissipation, for the' indulgence of under the worst influences of bad example
a whim, or the gratification of ungoverned in their parents and of depravity in the
temper, to ~end the pang of grief to that world, are snatched like brands from th,e
loving heart, to bring the shade of mortifi· burning and grow up in piety and usefulcation over that hopeful face, we should ness. We, must not tberefore feel that it
be more careful in our pleasures, more depends upon us alone. We are notsuflireluctant to do wrong. There is no meth- cient to ourselves in anything, least of all
OIl by wh:ch we can pay the debt of grat- in the performance of our d.uty as parents,
ilude to her, except by lives which are an and if there is anyone to whom the comanswer to her prayers for our sake. If she mand tv pray without ceasing is especially
hears of our di~appointments she is sad; enjoined, it is the ehristian mother, when
our sorrows and bereavements are hers, her children are around her, She cannot
not less >than our own; but these, as we feel too strongly, in her family, the nece~
.are not able to escape from them, she is sityof God's grace, guiding and protecting
ready to receive as the discipline of God's those she loves.
providence, for her good and for ours.Moreover, in speaking of the mother's
But our sins lie like a weight upon her soul. influence over her children, we must reTo our deparlure from God she cannot member that, her wisest efforts are somereconcile herself. That is a grief she times defeated by influences which she canscarcely knows how to bear and under not control. I have known instances in
which her grey hairs are brought in sorrow which the father has taken pains, even in
to the grave. Let me appeal to you, to you their childhood, to lead them in the paths of
who are young, for her sake. Let your wickedness, to teach them contempt for r6~
thoughtlessness be checked, let your folly be ligion, to repeat for their learning words of
stayed. JJ not for God's sake, nor for blasphemy, to carry th"eminto bad compaChrist's sake, yet for your mother's sake, ny, and to place them at six years old upon
1101dback your hand from sin! Lay not up 1 the counter of a bar-room to learn the first
for yourselvbs that store of repentance, ~lesson of drunkenness. In such a case
which comes from the remembrance of a 1 shall the mother be blamed for the fruitlessI
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ness of her efforts, or shou1d'we expect any- history. Perhaps it was not saying too
thing but the ruin of her child 7 .and even much.' It is difficult to estImate how large
in cases less flagtant than this, a bad temper a part of the excellence of the best men is
and tyrannical disposition, will bring almost due to a mother's counsel, and is the refle(\as bad results. The labor of directing her tion of a mother's character. We do not
children and governing them, is sometimes need to be taught that the mother of Howleft exclusively to the mother, without any
d was a good woman, and the mother of
assistance from her husband, and is some- Washington is reverenced in history almost
times made almost hopeless by his angry as much as Washington himself.
interference. Under such circumstances
On the other hand, there must be another
human strength s~rinks from the task, and side to the picture. The frivolous and
nothing but a mother's love would under- heartless woman, who makes religion seotake it. But, notwit.hstanding all this, we ondary to fashion, who pursues pleasure so
sometimes see the success of the christian eagerly as to forget her duty, who neglects
,:mother, in the midst of the greate£t difficul- her children and entrusts their moral gui.
ties, training up her sons and daughters in dance to servants, or leaves it to chance, is
the love of truth, in the practice of good- unworthy of the place she holds, and if her
ness and religion, when the father has children grow up well, it is a blessing she
thrown the whole weight of his precept and does not deserve. Nor is such a result ai
example on the side of wickedness; and I all probable. Their lives hegin wrong and
have felt, at such times, that a mother's in- under wrong influence, and they grow up in
fiuence, if wisely and prayerfully exerted, tLat worldliness and irreligion, which scarceis second only to that of God himself. Let ly seems to them wrong, because commendher not despair. Still let her be hopeful 1 ed by their mother's example. It is a rare
against hope, and her love, through the bles-l thing for the son of an irreligious woman to
sing of God, will ultimately prevail.
become religious. It is a rare thing for the
Seldom, however, is her work so discour- daughter of one whose chief glory is in the
aging. Generally she has a better field of ball-room, and to whom the pleasures of
working, in which a moderat,e degree of home seem tame unless its quiet is changed
exertion, together with a true christian char- to revelry, to become anything else than an
acter in herself, will secure an answer to indifferent copy of a bad original.
her prayers. In the majority of families,
I know very well how commonplace are
other influences are not very decided, either t!lese remarks. If they were not commonfor good or evil, and becomes one or the place they would not qe wort~ making. Ii
other according to that of the mother's is their universally acknowledged truth that
character. The atmosphere which.her chil. gives them importance. It is a demonstradren breathe is tliat of religion or irreligion, tion of what we wish to prove, that the
of worldliness or of piety, at her bidding. mother is the chief instrument, in God's
They may advance in goodness almost by a hands, for the moral and religious training
natural growth, and from their early lisping of the young. You will scarcely accuse
of the Lord's Prayer till their characters are me of exaggeration in saying, that if this
confirmed in goodness, her hand leads them influence can be made l'Ight, all other influ&0 gently that they do not know how much ences wiII come right.
If this influence is
they owe to her, until they themselves hav~ wrong, no other can counteract it. It is
children to guide. I heard it said of one strictly true, that all our efforts in phil anwho was eminent in goodness, that it was thropy aim to accomplish, imperfectly, what
impossible to understand how he could be so the mother alone can accomplish well.
pure, so excellent, until you had seen and
But we pass to anl>therrelation, in which
known his mother; but that in her face and woman is early placed, and the importance
manners, you would at once read the whole of which is not sufficiently regarded by
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tnose who hold it. No relationship is more there is no other, in which her influence is
pllTe than that between the SISTERand her more frequently disregarded or heartlessly
brother.
It confers no authority and im· abu~ed. The man who loves and thinks
plies no dependence, and is therefore free himself loved in return, is easily led to a
from the waywardness and constraint that fullness of devotion, that puts him almost at
might otherwise exist. The brother re- the mercy of her to whom it is paid. She
gards his sister with a feeling closely akin becomes his idol for the time; his happiness
to the chivalric protectiun of woman in olden is in her power. He can see no faults which
,times, and she looks to him with correspon. are not, by the m.agic of love, changed to
dent affection and pride. Her in.fluenceon beauties. His whole nature is exalted by
him is silent, seldom acknowledged, but the hope, the certainty, that the heart of
very great. He forms his estimate of the one so pure and good is given to him. He
wh<lle sex by her character, and woman is hesitates to believe it, but at last rests hapto him an object of respect or of contempt, py in the conviction.
according to what he sees of his sister's
It is said that woman loves more strongly
mind and heart.
1 than man, but loves more blindly. She
She cannot, therefore, be too careful in ~loves him notwithstanding his faults; blit his
teaching ,him to respect as well as love her. love prevents him from seeing that she has
She cannot confer upon him a greater kind- any. If, therefore, after he has thus beness, than by giving him an exalted ide I stowed his confidence and his best affecci womanhood. She cannot infl:ct a great- tions, he finds himself deceived, and that
er injury, than by leading him to think that she, whom he thought so IQvely,deserves
all women are trifling and heartless, indolent neither respect nor love; or if through her
€Xcept in the pursuit of pleasure, and gree- coquetry and fickleness, he is suddenly redy of admiration, because he sees that ~pulsed, by. averted looks and the cold ansuch is the character of his own sister. I swer, that she is sorry her (eelings have
suspect that a good deal of the frIvolous been so much misunderstood, how great
and contemptuous treatment which men will be the revulsion in his feelings and
show toward the other sex, would find its how serious the injury done to his whole
explanation in their want of respect to- character.
His friends may truly tell him
wards those whom they have known in the that he has had a lucky escape, and he
borne of theJ'rchildhood. But on the other may believe them; but his aff~ctions are not
hand, the young man who has, in his moth- the less blighted and his confidence in wo~r and his sister, a correct ideal of what man gone, That disappointment in his
woman ought to be, learns to respect woman first misplaced confidence will, perhaps,
for some higher qualities than dress or 01'- make him a worse man than he would oth~
nament, and knows how to place a correct erwise have been, and serve as an excuse
estimate on.those whom he meets in society. for many wrongs against the sex, by which
He will make a wise selection of female he has been injured. Such is the influence
friends, and be effectually guarded against on him-while
perhaps she, who has
,those deceptions, those false appearances 1 wrought so great a frau'd upon his creduliin public, under which many an unfortunate ty, plumes herself upon the conquest and
man has made engagements for life, which goes deliberately to work to make another.
has proved a lite-long disappointment.
The world is very one-sided in its judgWe next speak of woman in the relation ments. If a man acts thus towards a wo-of friend and BETROTHED. There is no pe- man, it is a crying sin and shame; but if
riod in her 1ife,when her influence for good the shadow falls on the other side, it is only
-or evil is more marked than in her first a thing of daily occurrence, and some stale
strong frien.dshlp, and especially when she jest is made about "men's not dying for
tirst engages the affections of a lover; and ,love." Perhaps not; and pride will make
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them cever over the mortification by mirth ing would induce them to submit to such
and festivity, but by so much the harder hardships, and that they could not love a
is the inward struggle. Men are not de- man under such circumstances; but whervoid' of strong feeling, and although they 1 ever the trial comes, the same experience is
may not prate about betrayal and a broken apt to be repeated.
There is scarcely any
heart, they feel no insult so deeply, as that limit to woman's devotedness, where she
of which I now speak. Women should be has once devotedly loved. You cannot
more careful than they are. The love of a judge her by any rule of reason, of expedimanly heart is not to be lightly regarded; it eney, of worldly advantage, or of commonshould never be trifled with. She,who takes place affection. Men cannot understand it,
pains to fix it on herself, when she is unable and perhaps woman herself cannot; but it
to return it, and then makes it her amuse- is as though she had given herself away,
ment or scorn, deserves to be called by some and had no power to recall the gift.
worse name than coquette, if a worse name
Such is the practical law of married life,
can be found. Her own sex should rebuke to her who has once loved. It should
11er, and from men, she should receive that teach her to be very careful in bestowing her
which is to her the only severe punishment love, and still more careful in giving hell
-neglect.
hand, as the crowning proof of love in
We next speak of the stronger and holier marriage. The risk 'which she runs is
relation, in which woman becomes the WIFE. great enough, even at the best. If her hu&When that word is first spoken, her positio~ band is a man of good principle and worthy
in the world is completely changed. She 'of being loved, he may still have faults' of
has placed her happiness in the keeping of temper and peculiarities of taste, of whi<:,h
another, and the whole complexion of her she can know nothing> until the intimate
life for' good or evil is fixed, according to relations of home make them known to her,
the character of him to whom she has s,ur· and by which the trials of married life be:
rendered her liberty. By human law his come sufficiently great. But let there be
power is made so great, that she cannot good moral and religious principle to begin
easily escape from it, even when harshly with, and there is hope for the future.exercised, without bringing reproach upon Without them, her influence will be comherself, and perhaps undeserved shame.paratively slight and will become less every
Still more her affections hold her so closely day; but with,them as the basis of her into him, that long after he has deserved her fluence, she becomes his best teacher aIUl
contempt or hate, she continues to follow surest guide.
him with love. She may see his unworthiOf this, which is her proper influence,
ness, but she does not the less love him.- we would say a fe'w words. It is very great
He may be cold, severe, tyrannical, but a or very little, according to her m'anner of
few words of tenderness make her forget using it. [f exerted chiefly in direct advice,
it all, and his slightest assurances of love fault-finding and complaining, it will nol
are readily believes!. She may wait upon accomplish much. If it is the influence of
him in the sickness which guilt has brought gentlen,ess, of a well governed temper, of
and witness his brutal sleep and look with cheerfulness and industry, she will find few
sorrow upon his bloated face, and yet, un- men able to resist it, unless they are placed
der all, she sees the furm of him whom she by confirmed bad habits quite beyond her
first loved; the words of his first endear- ,reach.
ment still are ringing in her ears.
Whoever wishes to put himself in such
It is very wonderful that this should be circumstances, that virtue will every day
so, but such is the fact. I have heard many seem more lovely and vice more hateful, let
women express the utm'ost astonishment at him choose for his wife a virtuous, sensible
lil.lchdevotion in others, and say that noih-l and feligiou~ woman, and having provided
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for her a home which she can call her own, and good taste with which they are per-not a boarding-house, but a home, let him formed. She makes industrious use of her
supply it with the needful comforts and can- advantages, and thus repays those who proveniences, and he may safely commit the vide them for her. She is wise enough to
guidance of his life to her. She will fill his defer her own wishes to those of her pahouse with an atmosphere of love and rents, and to return their affection by tha~
peace, in which the roughness of his temper artless obedience which seems to be the
will be smoothed, his happiness secured, natural expression of love. Such is the
and his whole character elevated. But un-' daughter as she ought to be. It is impossiless she is amiaLle, sensible and virtuous, ble to tell the pride which her parents feel
he will find a different result. He must in her. Her father's eye rests upon her
choose h~r, therefore, not for he.r stylis~ with a quiet. satisfaction t.hat no worl~ly
excellenCIes, but Jor the substantIal quah- suceess can Impart. She IS the very JOY
ties of a good mind, good ma,nners and a of his heart, the sweetest pleasure of his
good temper, exemplified in neatness, indus- life. He may love his sons equally well,
tey and piety.
but there is a shade of tenderness towards
The wife's influence so far as good, is his daughter, lJy which she seems nearer to
measured by such qualities. Her precept him.
may be very wise, her advice very sound,
Such is the daughter as she ought to be,
her complaints very just, and a wise man and such the relation which should exisi
will never turn a deaf ear to them; but her between her and her parents. Hei' inillY
example is far more efficacious. I am ence then is very marked in the family cirsometimes asked by the wife, "how shall I c1e. He presence modifies the tone of conmake my husband more religious 1" but versation; her hands give the finishing touch
there is only on~ answer. Be truly reli- to every thing in the household, so that an
gious }onrself; let him see that your reli- indefinable grace and. tastefulness pervade
gion is making you sweet-tempered under I all. Her absence is felt as an evil, and no
the vexations of life, and faithful under its i one is aware how useful she has always
trials, and if you have any influence over; been, and how much of their social happihim, that is the surest way to exert it. If ness depended upon her, until they learn ii
he is capable of being saved you will by by this means.
this means accomplish it. We believe that
But if 1 were to speak with equal truthfew women who pursue a course of this fulness of the daughter as she sometimes is,
kind will fail, and all other methods of man- and of the relations which she holds in
agement and directing may be laid aside.- some families to the different members 6f
The very name of management, on the the household, you would think that I was
part of a wife towards her husband, excites dealing in satire, or endeavoring to be sederision or disgust, "and the least indication vere. She contrives, not un frequently , to
of it completely destroys her influence.
become as absolutdy useless as it is possiFinally,we
speak of the DAUGHTER.ble for a living person to be; a hindrance to
Her influence is that of gentleness, obedi- all work, a preventive of all thought, a
ence and love. Before she is ten years old, source of anxiety to her father, and of u~
her presence in the family, if she is well-l ceasing trouble to her mother. She has
mannered and well-taught, is like a gleam hands and fingers, wlJich the keys of the
of sunshine. As she trips with a light step piano will testify, and the glitter of rings,
from room to room, a smile on each face but they seem to be made for nothing usefollows her. She grows up in innocence ful, and shrink like a sensitive plant [rom
and truth. She divide.s her mother's cares, any thing that can be called work. She
a1tlJOugh herself free from care. She i~ has feet and strength to use them, as the
busied with household duties, and makes dance wiJl testify, where from nine o'clock
a pleasant recreation by the cheerfulness until daylight she under~oes an amount of
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physical exertion quite wonderful to be- the refinements and elegancies of life conhold; but there her energy is exhausted, tinue; let her presence diffuse brightness
and it is a weary task to walk a mile, or to and dispel gloomy thought; but there is no
wait on herself, or to do anything else worth need of her being a. butterfly. If she
doing. She has undou bt'ldly the faculty of strives to be as beautiful and attractive a.lJ
thought, but nothing in her conversation an angel, she ought to remember that an
proves It. The introduction of a serious angel's best prerogative is to serve God
subject is a hint for her to retire, and to ask faithfully, to be ready for every mission of
bel' opinion upon any question of literature, kindness, to engage in every good work.
arpolitics, or social morality, is to her only
From the Christian Examiner.
a proof of your dullness. But introduce
Miracles.
the subject of dress, or ornament, or the
HUME says that all experience is against
latest fashion, and the volubility of tongue miracles, alld therefore it is more probable
will amaze, if it does not delight you. An that a miracle is false than that the evidence
excellent preparation, this, for the serious offered for it is true. He assumes that
duties of life, and a happy prospect has he, miracles have never taken place in order to
who takes such an one, to share with him prove that they have never taken place.~
the real trials of the world! Still worse, it Still it must be admitted that his succinct
is sometimes quite shocking to see with antithesis presents in a striking light the
what levity these young ladies" who would difficulty of proving miracles, in consethemselves be shocked if you call them quence of the failure of our ordinary standyoung women, will incur expenses which ards of probability when we attempt !.o
their fathers are reluctant to pay, and spend judge of the truth or falsehood of events
their time in the most frivolous idleness, professedly supernatural.
But that this
while their mothers work like servants in difficulty amounts to an impossibility is
the kitchen an~ the ~ursery. ;ro meet t~em simply his assumption. An appeal to men'~
on the street, IU thel~ elegant arra~ of Silks, experience to show that miracles have ne\Oand finery, for the display of whIch I can- er been wrought, makes ignorance the
not but tbink the street a most unsuitable standard of truth. This argument would
place, or in the asse~bly-roo~ where f~J11prove to most men that Newton never lived,
dress is measured by Its costlmess, not Its for most men have had no experience of such
quantity, you would not suspect that their a man. The Indian prince alluded to by
fathers are vexed in mind how to pay for Mr. Hume, who had always seen water fluid
the extravagance. Sometimes their moth- and therefore would not believe in the exers, not to be thrown in the shade,. share istence of ice, proved from experience that
with them to the utmost of their folly, and ice does not exist, just as Mr. Hurne proves
mother and daughter are rivals for the same from experience that miracles have not ocflippant, unmeaning attentions; and some- curred.
times, which is worse for the one but better
Allexperiece is in favor of the truth of
for the other, the daughter's extravagance such evidence as we have never known to
is attoned for by the mother's self-denial.
prove false. When accumulated to a certain
I donot mean to speak lightly or harshly, amount, we trust it as much as we do our
but I think there is need of speaking plain- senses. Suppose a supernatural appearIy. Good taste not less than good morals ance were to fill the sky of New York for
and religion require of the young lady, to a week, would th!lre be no possibility of
become useful as well as ornamental. It proving to the citizens of Boston that such
is surely to be much regretted that fashion an appearance had occurred? And if a.
and dress and the admiration of silly men cross, like the legendary cross of ConstanenO'ross
so much of her thoughts. Let her tine , were to appear in theI' sky of Asia,
<:>
learn a greater degree of self-respect. Let blazing with words of so emn warlllng,
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which should be read at the moment by all 'l'hat Locke and Newton, and Butler and
the inhabitants of that continent, each in Pascal, should have believed what expehis own tongue, would it be impossible to rience demonstrates to be incapable of proof
prove to the people of America that such a is passing strange.
miracle had occurred?
In arguing from experience, as a sure
What is the meaning of proving an oc-1 ground of belief, and contrasting it with
currence? Nothing but mathematical truths testimony, Mr. Hume puts out of sight the
can be demonstrated.
Matters of fact can! fact, that testimony enters to a vast exte!lt
ooly be made probable, and what we call into' what he calls the experience of the
. proving them is establishing their proba- laws of nature. No man knolVs that there
bility to such a degree, that it becomes wise are universal laws of nature by his own e'~
men to reason and act upon the assumption perience. How do I know that water ran
that they are true rather than that they are down hill in Palestine two thousand years
false. Is it possible for any man to remain ago? Certainly not by my own experience.
entirely unaffected by any imaginable It is by testimony. If a man's own abamount of evidence for a miracle? But if servation of the laws of nature had never
we admit that a certain amount can excite been confirmed by testimony, he would beattention, we must admit that an ttdditional lleve, on a very moderate degree of testimoamount will establish a probability, and a ny, that the lawsof nature vary in different
still greater amount produce a conviction. places. 'l'he universality of the laws of
In the case supposed just now, of the ap- nature is established mainly by testimony,
pearance of a miraculous cross in the sky and testimony may show that they have
of Asia, would not the story of such an been interrupted.
appearance excite unbounded interest in the
The science of geology furnishes indi!rest of the world ? Would not inquiries putable proofs of many miraculous changes
into its truth be universal, and prosecuted in the order of nature .. It demonstrates,
with intense eagerness? Would not men from the animal remains imbedded in the
take for granted, that such a miracle could earth, that the inhabitant/l of the earth have
be proved by evidence, and thus practically been often changed by the extinction of the
disown the argument of Hume? It is a races existing at certain periods,' and the .••
plain matter of fact, established by expe- creation of new ones. So that experienoe
rience, as clearly as are the laws of nature, instead of being against miracles, is now ID
that evidence, direct and indirect, may be favor of miracles.
accumulated to such a degree, as to -proThe spirit of Hume's a~gument against
duce as strong a conviction as we receiv.e testimony applies to the eVIdence of our
from impressions made on our senses. To senses, for they have often deceived us.reason, as Hume does, that testimony has So it seems a fair inference from his propbeen known to deceive, and therefore any osition to say, that we ought not to believe
amount of it may prove false, is much like a miracle to have happened, even if we had
-ilaying that water has been known to evap- in its favor the evidence of all men, conocate, and therefore the ocean may dry up. firmed by our own senses. In other words,
Hume appeals to general experience to we ought not to believe it, if we had the
disprove general belief. But whence does same evidence of it that we have of the
the general belief in miracles come? If laws of nature. In reading Hume's Es.
miracles have occurred, we can see why say, the fact which most strikes us is, that
they are believed, and why spurious ones the author, after elaborating his argument
have gained credit. But if no miracles through a long treatise, expressly repudi.
have occurred, why are they so generally ates it at the conclusion, where he says,
believed by men who have in their breasts that there may be an amount of evidence
an infallible test of their incredibility?sufficient to prove a miracle, if the miracle
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be not of a religious character, but that men this, that they admit of no answer and proare so credulous in regard to religious mir· duce no conviction. Their only effect is 00
acles, that a philosopher will reject them cause that momentary amazement and ir·
all with contempt. But this is equivalent to resolution and confusion which is the result
saying, that a fact which has been proved of skepticism."
On mo~t minds this is tM
beyond question is disproved as soon as it only effect of Hume's own argument ree·
is seen to have a religious cearacter. In pecting miracles. The argument has liltla
fact, Hume's celebrated Essay is shown, by effect on the great majontj' of those woo
its conclusion, to be a mere effusion of spite fairly' examine the Christian evidences, baagainst r~vealed reJi.gion. No man who cause it is practically refuted by the con:was con~Inced .by hlS argument could fall viction which follows the investigation.IOto such InCOnsIstency.
The mischief which it does is by preventing
Hume argues the qnestion of miracles as investigation, and promoting infidelity
if we knew nothing of God or of Chtist.- ~among the indolent, the careless, and thi
He shuts his eyes to the fact, that nature superficial.
E. W.·
lihows God to be benevolent, and! that his
"
benevolence might have induced him to
Layard and the Bible,
make a revelation for the good of men.[Many of our readers know what sin·
He who established the laws of nature to gul'\r confirmation to .ne truth of our Old
give confidence to men's calculations, may Testament records Mr. Layard is present.
have interrupted them to give confidence to ing to the world. We select the follow.
men's religious belief. Hume is also blind ing paragraphs from an interes'ting artic18
to the confirmation which the Christian on this subject in the last North British
miracles derive from the great standing Review.]-Gh.
Examiner.
miracle of Christianity, the character of
In lhe month of December, discoveries
CHrist. He who spake as never man spake, of great interest and importanc~ weJi
lUld lived as never man lived, may reason- made both at Kouyunjik and Nimroud.ably be supposed to have done what never At Kouyunjik the facade of the south-east
man did. If Christ's wisdom was super- side of the palace, apparently the grand
natural, is it strange that his works should entrance had been discovered.
The co·
have been so too? And, on the other lossal bulls, with six human figures of
hand, if his teachings indicate no supernat- gigantic proportions, were here grouped
ural wisdom, what but supernatural works together, and the length of the whole wae
could have given them their hold on the 180 feet. Mr. Layard ascribes to some
minds of men?
convulsions of nature the overthrow and
Hume overlooks, als9, the argument in injury of the bulls, and the scattering
favor of the Christian miracles, which is their fragments among the ruins. Not·
furnished by the lives of those who attest withstanding, however, thi's misfortune,
them. It is as certain as any law of nature, the lower parts of the statues, and conse·
that no body of men will live and die as the quently the inscriptions, have been mON
Christia~ witnesses did, except from a or less preserved; and to this fact, say~
iitrong conviction of the truth of what they Mr. Layard, "we owe the recovery of some
attested. They ~poke the truth or they of the most precious records with which
were deluded. If they were deluded, the monuments of the ancient world han
Christ was an imposter. But all his mira- rewarded the labors of the antiquary."- ..
des are more credible than that.
These records contain the annals of su _
Hume, in speaking of Berkeley (Essays years of the reign of Sennacherib; besidee
Vol. n., page 180), says,-"That
all his many particular~ respecting the religion,
arguments, though otherwise Intende3, are the temples, ahd the gods ~f the Assyrians.
in reality merely skeptical, appears from, Mr. Larard had identified the builder of
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this palace with Sennacherib; but Dr. ture of which I fixed.' The next passage
Hincks, in June, 1849, was the first to is somewhat defacer!, but the substance of
detect the name of the king in the arrow· it seems to be, that be took from Hezekiah
headed character of the inscriptions.the treasure he had collected in J erusa.
This identification was subsequently con· lem, '30 talents of gold, and 800 talentll
firmed; but it was not till August, 1851, of silver,' the treasures of his palace, be"that the mention of any actual event, sides his sons and his daughters, and hit.
recorded in the Bible, and in anciet pro· male and female servants, and slaves, and
fane history, was detected on the monu· brought them to Nineveh."
ments."
Colonel Rawlinson, who had
"Colonel Rawlinson's Version/'
seen Mr. Layard's copies of these inscrip'
•• 'Because Hezekiah, King of Judan,
tions, announced*' -" that he had found in did not submitto my yoke, forty·six of hill
them notices of the reign of Sennacherib, strong· fenced cities, and innumerable
which placed beyond the reach of dispute smaller towns which depended upon them,
his historic identity;" and he gave are· J took and plundered; but I left to him
capitulation of the principal events, of Jerusalem, his capital city, and some of
which we know the greater part either the inferior towns around it.
And
from sacred or profane history.
Dr. because Hezekiah still continued to reo
Hincks has more recently examined these fuse to pay me homage, I attacked and
inscriptions, which he has translated in· carried off the whole population, fixed and
dependently of Col. Rawlinson; and it nomade, which dwelled around Jerusalem,
was by his assistance that Mr. Layard had with 30 talents of gold, and 800 talents of
been able to give an abridgment of their silver, the accumulated wealth of the nocontents.
We, of course, fannot
find bles of Hezekiah's Court, and of their
room for even an epitome of this most daughters, with the officers of his palace,
interesting abridgment; but we cannot men slaves and women slaves. I returned
resist giving a single specimen of it, re- to Nineveh and I accounted t~eir spoil
fening to Hezekiah, king of Judah; and for the tribute "hich he refused to pay
we shall add Col. Rawlinson's version of me.'''
the same portion of the inscription, in
••Scripture Statement.
order to show the confidence which may
•• 'Now in the fourteenth year of King
be placed in the two processes of interpre.
Hezekiah did Sennacherib, King of Assy.
tation.
ria, come up against all the fenced cities
of Judah, and took them. And Hezekiah,
Dr. Hinck's Version.
•, 'Hezekiah, king of Judah,' says the King of Judah, sent to the King of A~sy•
Assyrian king, 'who had submitted to my ria to Lachish, saying, I have offended;
authority forty·six of his principal cities, return from me: that which thou puttest
and fortresses and villages depen'ding up- on me will I bear. And the King of All'
on them, of which I took no account, I syria appointed unto Hezekiah, King of
Judah, 300 talents of silver and· 30 tal.
captured, and carried away their spoil.en ts of gold."
I shut up (?) himself within Jerusalem,
2 Kings xvii. 13, 14.
his capital city. The fortified towns, and
The
difference of 500 talents in the
the rest of his towns which I spoiled, I
amount
of silver, between the statement1'l
severed from his country, and gave to the
in
the
inscription
and in Scripture, is satkings of Ascalon, Ekron, and Gaza, so
isfactorily
explained
by Mr. Layard. Tloe
as to make his country small. In addi.
silver
was
taken
in
fragments from "the
tion to the former tribute imposed upon
house
of
the
Lord,"
and
it is probable that
their countries I added a tribute, the na.
the 300 talents wall. the amount paid in
1lI.Qney to Sennacherib,
while tb.e ~ore
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To shed His great omni8cience on the lowly,flnite mind;
And when the soul is ran80med, and the founl of lilt
nnse.led,

king, was 800.
Although it can scarcely
admit of a doubt that the palace of Kou-

The mind will gra8p infinity, UIld all will be revealed.
Then let us place the ane40r of our confldellce and trll!\
On the might of the Creator, the omnipotent and lu.\!

yunjik was built by the Sennacherib
of
Scripture, yet Mr. Layard has thought it Whose will we may not question, nor the
. h
dd
.
h
l'
f h'
tive tell,
ng t to a uce, In t e conc uSlOn 0
IS Yetrestintheassurancethat"Hedoethallthingswell."
Sixth Ohapter, all the corroborative
evi- i
"
dence in his possession,
evidence derived
My Philosophy.
chiefly from a fine ~eries of bas-reliefs repBright things can never die,
resenting the siege and capture of a city
E'ven though they fade;

hidden

mo·

I

of great extent and importance.
besieged were Jews is evident
physiognomy,
i h is proved

country

What though the summer day
Passes at eve awn)';
Doth not the moon'~oft
ray

and that the city was Lach·
by the following inscription

over the head
throne:'
"Sennacherib
the

Beauty and minstrelsy
Deathless were made:

That the
from their

of the king,

seated

Silence the night?
Bright words can never die,
Saith my philosphy;

on his

Phoobns, though he passes

the mighty King,
of Assyria,

sitting

King of
on

the

Kind words can never die,
Cherished alld blessed;
God knows how deep they lie

throne of judgment,
before (or at the en·
trance of) Lachish,
(Lakhisha.)
I give
ermission for its slaughter."
P

Stored in thebreasl,
Like childhood's simple rhymes,
Said o'er a thousand times,
Aye, in all years and climes
Distant and near.
Kind words can never die,
Saith my philosophy,
Deep in the soul they lie,
God knows how dear.

..

Unseen Purposes.
"For onr light amictions are but for a moment, and
work for u. a far more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory."
This world is full of suffering-alonl!:
the mournful air
The notes of sad complaining are ringing everYwhere;
Love shieldelll not our idols from dealh's unsparing
darts,
And the whole wide world is teeming with crushed and
broken hearts;
Yet, were no clouds of sorrow around our pathway
driven,
This world would be a paradise, we would not dream of
heaven!
The erring heart to purify, is sent the chastening rod,
To discipine the spirit and draw it nigh to God.
We are bid to bow in meekness to the loss of those we
love,
And are pointed to the me'rcy of a Providence above;
To raise the heart 10 heavl\n witn a meek and holy trust,
And silence its repinings that have bowed it to the dust.
We lIIay not see the purpose why our hearts are pierced
and riven,
t
Yet, with a faith undoubting, let us still look up to
heaven!
This life is full of trial; yet we know that One above
Iiooksever down upon liS with a sympathizing love,
And pitieth our infirmities, though others may deride;
For \lIe heart hath not a sorrow by which He was not
tried;
Oh, 1e\ us, then, be patient, be meek, and murmur not,
Though olouds, and gloom, and shadow surround our
earthly lot;
And when thc heart repineth, think of that Holy One,
Who meek)y bore and 8uffered, to win for us a crown!
Wo know that life hath mYSlerles; Cor God hath nol de'
IIlgned

hy,

Leaves us the light.

Childhood can never dieWrecks of the past'
Float on the memory
E'en to the la"s!;
Many a happy thingMany a d.asicd spring
Flow on time's ceaseless wing,
Far, far '!cway.
Childhood can never die,
Saith my philosophy,
Wrecks of our infancy
Live on for aye.

i
I

I

Sweet fancies never die,
They leave behind
Seme fair legacy
Stored in the mindSome happy thought or dream,
Pure as day's earliest beam,
Kissing the gentle stream,
In the lone glade;
Yet, though these things pass by,
Saith my philosophy,
Bright things can never die,
E'en though they fade.
Iiome Journal.

[We republish, by request, this be:mtiflll and inge·
nious composition, wllich, though it had a great run in
the papers some years ago, will probably be new ~
most of our readers:]
Iiome Jourxal.

The LOId's Prayer---An

Aorostio.

Our Lord and King who reign'st enthroned
Fat/l,er of L;ght! Mysterious Deity!

on high,

LITERARY NOTICE.
Who art the great I AM;-the last, the fir>t./Jrt righteous,
holy, merciful and justI. realms or glory, scenes where angels sing,
Hoaven is the dwelling place or God our King.
H.llowed thy name, which doth all names transcend,
Be thou adored, onr great Almighty Friend,
TI,y glory shines beyond creation's space,
Named in the book of justice and of grace;
Tlty kingdom towers beyond the slarry skies;Kingdom satll.D1c falls, but thine shall rise.
Come, let thine empire, 0 thou Holy One,
Thy I'reat and everlasting will be done!
Will God make known his will, his power ~isplay7
Be It the work of mortals to obey.
l)" ne is the great, the wondrous work of Jove,
On Calvary's cross he died, but reigns above,
Ear th bears the record in thy holy word.
./J. heaven adores thy love, let earth 0 Lord;
It shines transcendant
in the eternal skies,
l. prai.ed in heaven-for
man the Savior dies.
In 80ngs immortal, angels laud his name,
Hellven Shouls with joy, and saints his love proclaim.
Give us, ah L((rd. Our food, nor cease to give
Us proper food, on which our souls may live.
7'hi.· be our bOdn to-day, and days to come,
Day without end, in Our eternal home;
Our needy souls supply from day to day,
Daily assist, and aid us when we pray;
Bread though we ask, yet Lord, thy blessing lend,
And make us grateful when thy gifts descend.
Ji'oTgive Our SillS, which in destruction place
Ua- the vile rebels of a rehel race.
O"r (ollies, fanlts and trespasses forgiveDebt:J which we ne'er can pay, o.r thou receive.
.6.8 we, oh Lord, OUr neighbor's faults o'erlook,
We b"g thou'd.t blot onrs fro)D thy memory's book;
Forgive our enemies, extend. thy grace
Our souls to save, e'en Adam's guilty race
Deb/or. to thee in gratitude and love,
.JI7td ift that duty paid by saints above.
Lead us from sin, and in thy mercy raise
U, fmm the tempter and hls hellish ways;
Not ill our own, but in His name who bled,
Into tIline ear we pour our every need.
1. empt,z,tion's fatal charms help us to shun,
r-::. ~
Bnt may we conqner tbrough thine conquering Son.
Deliver us from all which can annoy
U. in this world, and may ou~ souls destroy;_
Fro,7ft all ca~amitie8~wbich men betide,
Elal and death, nh turn OUT feet aside,
For we are mortal worms and cleave to clay:
TIline 'Us to rule, and mortals to obey.
Is not thy mercy, Lord, forever free?
The whole creation knows no God but thee.
Kingdom and emgire in thy presence fall;
The King Eternal reigns the King of all.
Power is with thee-to
th,ee be glory given,
./1,.d be thy name adored by earth and heaven.
The praise of saints and lingels is thy own.
Glory to thee, the Everlasting One,
Forever be thy triune name adored.
Hosannal blessed be the Lord!
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An Oration pronounced upon the occasio'R
of laying the corner stone of the Nashville High School, on the 19th cif May,
1853. By W. K. BOWLING,
M. D.
It was with feelings of t~e greatest pleasure, that we witnessed the interesting display on the 19th of May. We always rejoice to see a deep interest taken in our
schools and in education every where, but
how much more is our heart moved at the
idea that our own beautiful city is taking
her stand among the first, in point of edt ucational advantages. Dr. Bowling's Ad
dress is conceived in the right spirit, and is
full of liberal and noble sentiments. All
who read this Oration will see that the Dr.'s
heart is large and in the right place. We
have not an opportunity to review this work
fully. We give a quotation from its concluding pages, and request all to read it for
themselves:
"I love flowers and I love those who cultivate them. They are costly luxuries, and
the man of true taste yields them his highest appreciation. But I would that our fair
country women would remember that God
also has his flower garden, and his dafodils
and geraniums are the widows and orphans.
The expense of a single flower garden of
Iroses and their adjuncts, would set half a
IlJUndred of God's flowers to clapping their
hands with joy.
"City fathers, those whom you represent
may well be proud of the lofty public spirit
which you have this day manifested. It is
,worthy of you and of them.
You have
not only this day laid the corner stone here
of the great High ~chool of the American
system of free education but you have emphatically laid the corner stone of the future prosperity of the city. This day's proceedings will go forth on the journeying
winds throughout our broad republic. With
4",e,.!
the climate ofltaly and the soil of the Nile,
you are the center of the railroad worldTS:E hLUS!l'RATEDMAGAZINEOFAR1'.- the punctum saliens from whence its grea~
The June number of this excellent peri. lines diverge to the Northern and Southern
odical is now before us. It contains periphery of the continent.
You needed
many very fine engravings.
This Maga-I bilt a single element of greatness tn ensure
zine contains selections from the various! triumph, and that is now supplied. Eyes
departments of Painting, Sculpture, Ar· in the mud cabins of Ireland, the deep,
chitecture, History, Biography, Art, In· dark cellars of England, the morasses of
rlustry, '\1:anufacture, Scientiiic Inventions Holland, and the sterile regions of our own
and Discoveries, Local .and Domestic North will peruse every word of every line
Scenes, Ornamental Works, etc. It is of this day's proceedings, and busy hearts
published at $3 per year, at 17 Spruce st., will find new happiness in preparatory plans
New York
of emigration to the promised land.
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of this most valuable Magazine is now before us. Its periodical visits are always German Language.
II. The department
of Natural History.
looked forward to with pleasure.
It is
-1.
Geography,
study ~; 2. Geology, stu·
truly an American work, which has been so
dy 2 (engravings);
3. Botany. study 3 (enfar remarkably
successful
and well susgravings.
tained.
The July number is the commenceIII. The department of Mathematic!!.ment of the 2nd volume.
Its contents are,
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Institutions of New York,
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2. Ancient"Hill13. A Story without a Moral.
14. The
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poems of Alexander Smith.
15. Gold under Gilt.
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Notes-I.
Literature - American,
English, French, German.
2. Music.
3. Metaphysics.
VIII. The department
of Political SciFine Arts.
18. Letter from V. Le Roy de
ence.-Political
Economy.
Chaumot.
It will clearly be seen by this
IX. The department
of Civilization.table of cont,ents that this publication is not
1. Writing Materials;
2. Civilization of
devoid of variety.
It contains in the present number 120 pages.
The articles are Asia.
X. The department of Miscellanea.-I.
well written and full of interest, some of
Remarks;
2. Book Notices.
which are finely illustrated.
The first ediThis work contains forty-three pages, is
tion of the June number consisted of 35,well printed, and its engravings
nre fine,
000 copies.
The terms are $3 per annum,
well worth $2 per year.
Mr. Montgomeor 25 cents per number.
The postage to
ry's office is 17 Spruce St. New York city
any distance does not exceed' 9 cents per
quarter.
Clubs of 6, and Clergymen, will
OBITUARY NOTICES.
be supplied at $2 per annum.
The publisher will send the work, postage free, for
Fell asleep in Jesus, on tho evening of the 8th ins~.,
$3 promptly in advance.
Address G. B. at her residonce near Hadensville, Todd County, Ky.,
Sister SARAn ELIZA GRADT, consortof Dr. J. R. Grady~
Putnam & Co., Publishers, 10 Park Place,
aged 29 years, 3 monthsand 16 day•.
Si,ter G. embraced OhristianUysome8 years 8inoo,
New York City.
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ministration,

at Brother

Hollins',

sbortly

is a after united withtheChurchat Oikadelphia,sincewhich
time she has lived an exemplaryand devotedmember.
monthly periodical, lately started by Alex· Asa wife, she was affectionateand companionable; as
ander Montgomery,
and, so far as we have' a mother, devoted and seif-sacrificing;a. a neighbor
.'
f
obliging and sociable; as a friend, sincere and con~tant;
been able to examine It, it IS a work 0 mer- 'as aChristian, zealous. Longwill she be remembered
it, which deserves a liberal patronage.
We in these relations.
know of no way of giving a better idea of
She left a devotedhusbandand two interesting daugh·
. .
. .
ters, togetherwithan agedmother an.llother relativesto
'sucb a publication than by glvlOg the table mournher loss. Blessedin the sight of the Lordis \he
f contents.
Contents of J line No. :
dealh of all his salnls.
N. E. K.
o
-,
Harbingerpleasecopy.
1. The department of Language.-l.
Eng)4ay 17th,18~3.
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ERRATA.
In '·churches."
1st column of page 25'7. 2d line [rom
read
. the bottom, [or" church'
Ln 1st column o[ page 258, 10th line [rom the bottom supply
after the word "circumstances" "were."
In 2d column page 268, llth line [rom the top [or "set" read
"saL"
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A DISCOURSE BY TIrE EDITOR.
"There shall be 1 ft gleanings, like the
shakings of the olive-tree;
two or three
berries in the top of the uppermost bough;
four or five in the outmost fruitful branches, saith Jehovah, Goll of Israel.
In that
aay shal1 a man look to his Maker, and
his eyes shall have respect
LO the Holy
One of fsrael."
1sa. xvii, 6-8.
A season of national
desolatioJ;l is pre·
dicted by the proph!lt under the imagery
of an autumnal
scene.
A desolated pros·
pect lies before hi~ vision, in which "there

were but two or three berries in the top of
the uppermost
bough, and four or five in
the outmost fruitful branches
thereof,"This was the effect of the wrath of man,
llnd differed from the severity of Nature,
in that it had no benevolent
purpose.We woulu lOOK at the desolations
of the
se1J,son to·day for religious uses.
In a recent tour through what are called the most
barren
dis\ricts
of our fertile State, the
imagery of the prophet was made vivid to
my mind, as the few grapes or nuts of the
forest were seen doubtfully
hanging on
the leafless vines and boughs.
The Prophet's
description.
became in
my musings,
as we were carned through
eddies of falling leaves, and beside vines
and fruit-trees almost bare,a crowning allegory.
often
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of ripened fruit, so rudely have they been
torn by dissension
or neglected
by the
husbandmen;
of the tree of age, whose
youthful foliage of desire, ardor and zest,
have all fallen; and of the tree of friend.
ship, from which our companions
have
dropped off like the foliage of Summer.
But, said the Prophet,
"In that lIay shall
a man think of his Maker.".
In the day
of his poverty, of his sickness, of his 10neIi,
ness, of his age, and his bereavemen t, let
him look to his Maker, and there will still
be found a few berries upon the extreme
branches of the wind.shaken
trees of his
faith and hope.
If we look to God, we

lose nothing by Autumn, whether nature's
orman's; weonly surrender one for anoth.
er of his inexhaustible
gifts.
Our dis.
course, therefore,
proceedeth
to realize
this and other truths.
Our first observation is upon the propriety of such a discourse.
'Ye have long felt that our reo
ligious
enquiries
are, in general,
too
narrow
and circumscribed.
When
we

think of religion, we are apt to associate
it with Bibles, and churches,
and grave.
yards, which may be well, so far as they
go, but they do not go far enough; they
by no means exhaust the subjects or ob.
1 jects of religious inve·stigation. Indeed,
Bibles and churches
are but helps by
which we are enabled, in some measure,
to understand
and appreciate
an older

tree of busiriess, Scripture, where the perfections, cham-cter
that scarcely a and wiII of God are of old written and

berry
rema~ ned
upon
the upP,ermost
branch; of the tree of health, that had al·
ready withered under the autumn
wind,
whose comforts are scarcely as man~ as
two or three on the once most frUItful
branch;
of the tree of the church, that in
some communities
has s~arcely a cluster
I

emblazoned,
full of instruction to all who
will lift up their eyes and their hearts.This Scripture is ever old and ever new,
opening
its pages of knowledge
at every
advance: of the- individual
and of the
world~ 1t i'xeites the imagi~ati0n,
de.y~l.
opes and' &ula,rgGls the affections, and dlg-
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nifies the humble virtues of life, as no lit- and the evergreens
relieving the grimness
eralletter
of Scripture or preaching
can of winter, and the little daisy that starts
ever secure; and the most illiterate and up along every path-were
each and all
rude of mankind
may find their lessons to have alike a kind ministration
to the
lhere with every opening
day and every various aptitudes and moods of our minds,
darkning night.
Need I say that I mean and to the anxieties
and aspirations
of
the ScriptUl'e of God's works-the
grand ~our souls.
All was to be reviewed, studied
panorama of this wonderful and fair crea· and remembered
as pictures of the divine
tion?
It does not assume the place, nor goodness, by which we gain
1

countervail
the intention of the words of
1he prophets
and the Son of God; but it
throws its equally divine light on all their
holy utterings, and is at last the best com·
mentary upon their deep and measureless
meanings.
All who sincerely
love the
one, will love the other; for they are
children of the same parentage,
>differing
only in age and bulk.
And no man can
claim to be a devout believer in the word
of God, who cannot
habitually
see the
band of his Father in all his works-who

"Tbat blessed mood,
In which the burden or tbe mystery,
In wbicb the heavyand tbe weary weigM
Of all thia uninoelligibleworld
Is lightened; that .erene and bles.ed mood,
In which tbe alfectionsgently lead "' onUntil the breath of this corporealframe
Andeven tbe motion of our human blood
Almostsuspended,we life laid asleep
In bodyand becomea living .oul:
While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of barmony,and this deep power ofjoy
We seeIntothe life of all thing8."
Aye! a blessed mood, sent forth to brin~
peace with the very spirit of holiness,

cannot behold him in the opening day or ~
"And teach tl8 how to find
h
hI'
f
~
A .helter under everywind
closing nig t-in
t e rev a utlOn 0 the
Andhope, for timesthat are unkind
planets
and the seasons-in
the bursting
And every 8eason."
buds of Spring, and the ripened harvests No, it never was intended
that we should
of Autumn,-aye,
in every passing cloud walk over God's fair earth and beneath
and every beam of light.
Nay, I carry his spreading
skies with our faces prone
the test of genuine piety and religious at· to earth beast-like,
and, like merely ani·
tainments still further.
We must not only mate machines, breathe his air and partake
contemplate
God in the shining heavens,
of his unbounded
and countless
gifts, and
and mark his path in the rolling deepnever recognize
the hand that sustains
not only see his fatherly presence in the them and us by them,
This is indeed to
glow of night, in the mist upon the val· live without God in the world.
This i~ a
ley-in
all the scenes of nature, fair, glo- practical
Atheism,
whether existing out
ilous and grand, but we must learn to be- of the church or in it. And it is also to
hold Him also in the world of events; that live without
hope: doomed
to bear the
world in which we are participators
and burdens, perform the tasks, and share the
recipients.
He intended
that, to a con.l miseries of life, without the cheering sense
aiderate mind, every thing in life should of a paternal presence
ever over us and a
po~sess a solemn meaning and a high in· glorious
reward ever before us. Every
struction.
No circumstances
to be acci· thing, therefore,
calculated
to quicken
den tal; there were tQ be no gQOd and evil and nourish the sentiment of God in his
.chances;
all was to be good, though for ~works, should be expected from every pul.
different ends and by different means.-l
pit seeking
in any measure to meet the
The lake, covereJ with the daffodils glan- spiritual
necessities
of the people :who
>cing in the wind and sunshine, was intended to flash not only upon the outward, but
also upon the inward eye; the forests bend~:1g beneath
the breeze, and the harvests
waving like the undulations
of the sea;

sustain it.
This, too, is the very spirit of the writ·
ten revelation.
The Psalmist,
in sweet·
est and sublimest strains, addreEsillg Jehovah, 8ay~:

~ __
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'''The heaven! are thine,
Th~ eart'j also is thine;
As for tile word and the fulness thereof,
Thou lIa't fOllnded them.
Thou ruiest the ragillg !CR.
,"Vllen the wave8 thereof acise,
Thou st'l1eatthem.
The Nort .• alld the South,
Thou lJast created them.
They sh,,11 Tejoice in tlly name.
He watereth Ihe hills from thy chambers,
And the earth is satisned
With thy wQrks.
The heavens olso declare thy glory,
And the IIrmament showeth forth
'Chy handiwork.
nay unto day uttpreth speech,
And night uuto nights ,oweth knowledge.
There is no specc.h nor lnnguo,:!e
""here their voice is not h~ard."
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~cannot spend this lovely, bracing morning
more profitably than by a discourse upon
that season, which has been permitted to
return in its appointed time. I know that
such a discourse will be objected to, and
I know the nature of the objections that
will be urged. Men of narrow observa.
tion are apt to conclude that every thing
that does not come within the reach of
~their daily thoughts and tasks, must needs
~be fanciful-any
thing, at least,but useful.
But I am liOt in the habit of measuring
my ministry by my own taste, or that of
others. They tell us that such reflections
can be appreciated only by a few, and that
Our divine Jesus also would have us the great mass are cut off from any profit.
~onsider the lilies how they grow. They able advantage that might arise from a
toil not, neither do they spin. And be· mere cultivated or refined taste. Now I
hold the fowls of the air, wh.o reap not, do not believe this. The mass of mind
neither gather into barns. And he assures around us is ignorant and gross enough,
li~ that not a hparrow falls t~ the ~round lin reason'·s name; but this ignorance and
Without our Heavenly Father s notice.
grossne~s is not confined to the masses .
.B~ing permitted tQ see what it was that 1 It belongs to the avaricious, the s~nsual,
ministered so effectually to the pure and} the frivolous, in all classes of soclety.~ublime piety of David, and filled his But I do not believe that the changes of
psalms with rills of life and glory that i this fair and grand worli can t<11.•.e i':ace
still ripple through the sands and deserts iwithout affecting, to a greater or less de.
of our JSlOSS and sensual world; and being gree, all minds: at least all who allow
able to breathe the spirit of Jesus when themselves to pos uss any re ;ti;uus emo.
amongst the humblest flowers that bloom tions. The rudest intellects I have ever
along QUf way, and behold the lily with a met-I mean those that had fewest ad.
beanty it llner possessed till we heard his vantages from literary cultivatiun and as.
incomparable words, does it become us sociation with the enlightened portions of
to be so engro~sed in the ~ngage~ents oq ~ociety-have show~ thems~lvescapable
life; so swallowed up by Its busmess oq of a strength of Impres810n from the
satiated by its alluring pleasures, as to works of God, and of a pious recognition
be unable to enter the great teillple ofNa· of their beauty 'and sublimity, which
ture, to hear its ten thousand voices of would put to shame many of those who
instruction, and join our notes to the ten boast of their knowledge and social adthousand anthems of grateful praise which vantages.
And the reason of this must
';0 up to Him who planned, created, up' be obvious. Between the changes of the
holds and governs the whole?
world we live in and the human mind,
Amongst the impressive lessons we may there is inherently a connection estab.
learn from every studied part of the uni- lished in their very nature. Our feelings
verse, there are none, perhaps, so level to are ever associated with these changes.our general capacity, as those afforded by It is so with all mankind. In allianguathe regular succession of the seasons.ges the strongest emotions and sentiments
And as the sober Autumn, with its ripened of the human bosom are expressed by figharvests, its fading foliage and opening ures drawn Irom the succession of day and
vistas, is now around us,
deem that we ni$ht, the character of the changing sea.
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~ons, and the varied aspects of earth and
heaven.
The language of our feelings is
upiver~ally
applied
to the changes of the
year; and that language is universally un·
4~rstood.
Eloquence
and poetry would
have no response
in the human bosom,
weta not this the case.
But eloquence
and poetry, when they clothe their Jucubrations in the language of the changE's of
the external universe, have awakened
the
most vivid emotions and stirred the deep·
e3t recesses of all human feeling.
They
impress the dullest and rudest of mankind.
Such may not have words to convey their
impressions;
and they would excite the
ridicule of the conceitellly
educated, were
they to attempt
an expression;
but the
impression
is, nevertheless,
enstamped
upon their hearts, not easily to be effaced.
Particular
modes of expression
may de·
pend upon particular
modes of cultivn·

THE EDITOR.

and serener blue.
The morning
opens
with a chill and frosty breath, which will
soon spread its hoar and healthy coat oV.er
our decaying vegetation,
and .the evening
...gathers us to the hearth·stone
that must
supply the I;>lace of sun·heat.
The queen
of night may be called the lurid mOOD
again, as it struggles upward through the
fleecy clouds, through
which it sheds it!
rills of brightness
upon the fields and'
mountains
brown.
The stan~, as ,eyes of
night, shine from their distant cap&s as
{hlough mists that nightly double in their
density.
The summer flowers llave fadell
and gone.
The treasures of wheat all'd
corn·field are being gathered to the gamer. The brilliant
green of the deep forest and scattered shade·tree has given way
to a mingling
of a thousancl
beautwus
hues.
Houses, concealed
by their leafy
foliage, now appear to our view, and the:

tion; but the impression
upon which the landscape lengthens
to our gaze.
modes depend, is universal.
Let us see "Seawn of mistsandmellowfruitfulnessl
if we can practically
realize this truth toClo~ebosom-friend
or tile maturingsun;
Con:o:piling

day.
What

is the external

change

we

call

with him how to load and

b;e~s

Wjlb fruit the vinesthat roundtbetllatch·evesrim,
TobendwjtllaPl"esthcmoss'dcoll.agetrees,
And fill all fruit with ripeucss to the core;

Autumn?

What do we mean by the" Fall
of the year?"
Everyone
prespot
has

To sweilihe gourd,andplnmpthe hazelahell.
Witha sweel kernel;10 setbuddingmore,

some vague ane In lstlUct lea;
ut can·
ROt we make that idea more clear by mak-

l'nlillbey lhink warmdays will never cease,
For Suwmerhas o'er blilnm'dtheir clammycell,.:'

I . d"

°d

b

And still more, Inter flowers

for the

bee~,

ing it more distinct and vivid?
The great variety of our forest trees, and
Look abroad in your imagination
over the tardy approach of the frost, give t()
the sceneoS familiar
to your gaze.
A the autumnal
changes of our immediate
mighty revillution has pussed over them vicinity a peculiarly
gorgeous and sublime
all, and change is everywhere at work up- aspect.
True, to a melancholy
mind, it
on the whole aspect of external
nature.
may be a somewhat Iladdened aspect, as
The sun has left the equal line, and is nar- their fading colors bring up the imagery
rowing his circle in our Southern sky, and of the vale funereal and the cypress gloom
seems to lean upon his burning pillarsl
over the newly formed grave!
But this is
that he may gaze at us askance,
and not by no means necessarily
so. We have
pour upon us the full power of his burn- emblems and mementoes enough of Death,
ing vials.
His beams are as' bright as and enough of Religion is covered
ith
ihey were in midsummer, but not so w.arr.1; its sombre and repulsive features-enough
they shed upon us·a softened and subJ.1ecl I sometimes
fear to make large classes
influence; and their declining power will mistake
the proper design of religion.
be more and more realized as the season causing it to be a ministration
to the gloom
waxes to its wane.
The sky, overarching
and sadness, rather than to the light and
us, ever in token of everlasting
love, joy of the heart.
The dress of our forseems higher iibove our heads, and has ests may wear to us other meaning
than
C:hanged its burning brightness for a deepllhat
of disease or decay,
It betokens to

-~-~--~-~~~~~~"
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me tne idea of completi(}n.
The vegeta-j
ble life is complete, and in its very finish
it takes
oq a variegated
and beautiful
burnish,
illustrating
that God loves beauty and clothes his meanest works with ornament, such as no earthly prince in all
his glory can ever secure.
As the season
a.~vances, the leaves begin to fall, sometimes scarcely stirred by a breath of air,
and again carried in wild eddies by the
..

.

.

gusty. WInd.
The SUlumer bIrds, 11 ke
summer
friend s will leave us in au r aI_ _'

_

_

tered CQndltlOn, to seek a mIlder chmate
alld a kindl.ier home.
Only the hardier
ones with the more rugged animals reo
main;
and these may be seen in busy engagement
and with instructive
foresight,
gathering their stores of worms and nuts,
and carefully
depositing
them for a long
and dreary seclusion
in the approaching
winter.
rrhe time for lowering, gloomy
clouds, -and successive rains, and dreary
sounding
winds, and sweeping
storms,
'Comes on.
Night
steals steadily upon
the day; and the frost becomes ({lore and
more hoary as it spreads itself over the
landscape,
beautiful
even in its work of
decay. But amid these striking and some-l
times mournful changes, I have intimated
that our thoughts
need not be always
turned on the dark side of human experience and the sad and gloomy aspects of
death.
There are many-a
majority-of
mild, serene and glorious days, hazy in-l
deed, but the more serene in their hazi-1
ness, peculiar to the Autumn, making our
Indian Summer
"A very hridalfOrlile earth •.nd sky."
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think of the departed-but
yet you may
think serenely, and make the season n\t
the saddest, as the Poet has done, but the
holiest, divinest, because completest
bea·
son of the year. It is the season to chasten and subdue the passions of the soul,
and offers to us the joy of elevated thoughts;
to bring a sense of sublime realities in:
terfused in all the aspects of the world,
"Who.e dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round oeean and the living ;tir.

And the blue sky alld in the mind of mall:
motionalldaepi-it, that imp~ls
~
All tiJinkingthings, all objectsof all thoughts,
1 And rule8throngh all things."
~ But you ask me for the religious uses
of these great changes
in the works of
God around us.
What do they utter to
the enlightened
Christian
ear? and what
ho.ly uses may we ~ake of them?
1. First, as already intimated, they dispose to seri9us reflection.
The Spring
has gone, with all its promise and beauty;
the Summer is ended, with all its heat, and
glow, and splendor;
seljming decay is
written on every thing around us. We
stand in the evening twilight of the year,
our feet upon the dead forms of beauty, that
but yesterday
cheered the shade of the
summer-bowers;
and can we thus stand
without
feeling the transition 01 human
prospects and enjDyment~, and the short.
ening span of human life? Here is rapid
vicissitude;
have we not experienced
the
same?
Here are decisive changes; have
there not been turns in our individual history?
The whole aspect of God's world
is changed; how is it with man's-the
aspect of public
affairs-our
politics, our
national
and state officers--rhe
governA

Theyfill our atmosphere w~th a golden light ments of the world?
Ah! methillks,
in
.and beautiful
freshness;
a Sabbath·like
almost every thing that concerns us; in
repose prevails all around, and sweet and all with which we have been conversant;
balmy breezes from the South steal-as
in the number and character of the merdour Indians
supposed-from
the spirit~ bers of our families, in our persons, views,
hnd,
whither
tlte departed have gone.-j
feelings and prospects,
there have been
These are not altogether
melancholy
days. changes.
We feel the truth, and ask,
They were not to the rude son of the for· \iVhere are the departed,
who stand beest, who possessed these virgin woods be- fore us in vivid remembrance?
Our pa·
fore lls-why
snould they be to us? They rents? our child, or children? our flssoci·
are, however,
thoughtful
and suggestive 1 ates? our friends? and the friends of our
days-days
in which you may and will ~early years?
Is our own strength firm?-

-
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o God!

it is withering-rapidly
withering
by the way.
And can we reflect upon the
changes before us and the changes in us,
and 11
re ur to the uiliicting discipline
through which each of us has passed since
our Spring
faded away-for
every soul
knows i~s own.bittemess,
and" a stranger
intermeddleth
not therewith"-and
in the
withering influences of the departing year,
see we not the expressi\'t\ emblems of our
disappoint:ed
expectations
and blighted
hopes?

BY THE

EDITOR.

as a blessing to them.
Our rush in tbe
conduct of business, or after the phantoms
of pleasure,
though they ma)' lose us iB
their engrossing
pursuits for a fme, will
only lead us at last into very wearinp.ss and
disgust.
We feel that we were made for
higher, nobler purposes
than tbose embraced in the secondary
objects of gaingetting,
self-seeking,
and pleasure.cloying
life.
Then whilst the leaves are round us
falling and silently sinking into decay, and
the beauteous robes of autumn are exchang-

l

Such are the impressions of the season: ing for the chill, skeleton aspects of winter,
but .vhat 0 their religious uses?
If they and the voice of the dying year is sighing
terminate only in these impressions,
they upon every wind in sad and solemn requiare of little worth.
They may inspire us em, and its faded beauties are strewn all
with a thoughtful
and even a prophetic
around,
and its shortening
day brings to
sadness; but if they do not further effect
the mind, heart and life, they are as the
seed by the wayside.
They were intended
for more salutary uses, for more productive results, than the mere excitation of the
serious and reflective feelings.
For the
mere excitement of romantic. sensibility,
may have nothing to do in promoting the
worth of our character,
the goodness of
our hearts, or the rectitude of our principIes.
The tendency may be, nay, doubtless always is, good; but if we would have
good results, that tendency must be fol.
lowed opt to its legitimate
end and intentled purposes.
And that our attention

I ~ind the long night of deat~ that.lies dar~lll)g before us, 0 can we stIll c1mg to thiS
vain life as to onr all? Sh,al[ earthly plans
alone engage our attention?
Shall fleshly
longings still en-gross our hearts? Shall not.
our passions for gain and worldly estimation lose some of their forcer
Shall noL
the blight upon the forest, upon the flowergarden, upon orchard, and meadow, remind
us of a blight of Death that will suddenly
steal over all ea~t~ly hopes and triumphs!
Shall not the spmtual
ear be opened, and
as the sigh of Autumn
steals into our
homes, shan it not bear a spiritual voice
saying, gently saying, that we llJay rem em-

to-d~y to the passi~g season may be pro-I ber,
ductlve of sornethmg
more than barren
Soon approacheslire's December,
melancholy
in the contemplation
of its
Freezing up onr love and bale?
sombre emblems, let us consider some of
its salutary influences.
The solemn closing of the promise of Spring and maturity
of Su~mer, rnd its appearances of desoIation that everywhere strew our walks, while
they warn us of the completion of the tale

Can we 'hold on to our petty rivalries, our
low jealolisies, our ignoble strifes, and un·
natural hatred, whilBt ~his trutbful vo:ce
tells us that high and lo\v, learned and ignom nt, fashionable and rude, like the leaves
of the forest, will find a common burinl in

of our lives, and of the transitory nature of a common grave'?
all sublunary things, may also serve to cool
If our Autumn reflections simply llad
the ardor of our blinded passions,
and this effect, they would not be altogether
check the zeal ~vith which we seek after worthless. If they would but restr:l.in us in
earthly and perishing objects.
Under the the constant engrossment ofour affections in
influence of passion and desire for earth- earthly objects, and solemnize
our hearts
bound objects, we are restless and dissatis- to a sense of their vanity and vexation,
fied.
Our hearts are ill at ease, and the I they would be truly valuable.
But tIl ere
thought of God comes as a burden, and not i are yet more important
suggestions
than

f
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these. Autumn, like all the works of God, grave, in which there shall be no more desoleads the reflective mind to God himself. latlOg changes, and whos) mlltr!lions shall
It speaks of the divine hand that appointed he only from glory to glory. Thlls my sadit, as he did evEl"yplanet in its place. Its ness is turned to salvation-my melancholy
mute eloquence seems to seek a voice to to hope-the sense of the transitiveness of
speak of God. Decay is all around us, and life to aspirations after the immortal.
we feel its sombre impression. The desoPause often, then, and thoughtlully conlation assures us that there is nothing on template the solemn scenery of the season.
earth in which we can securely trust. The Let the young reflect that their Spring is
death-blight is everywhere, and the me- passing, and will soon be passed forever;
mentoes of dissolution cannot be set aside. that the Autumn of life is near before
Who can look upon, and feel the power of, them, should they even reach it. Let them
this scene of change and death, and not strive to make it like the rich harvests
feel his mind instinctively borne upward for around us, full of ripened virtues and rerelief and confidence in the thought that ligious faith. Let those in the Summer of
God is eternal. There is a God without life, in the arder,t pursuit after worldly gain
v:uiation or shadow of turning. There is a and honor, see in the Summer just ended
Redeemer, the same yestertiay, to-day, and the emblem of the end of all their anxious
forever. He that watches Israel never hopes and hard-earned gains. ~And ye
slumbers or sleeps-never is weary. And Ihoary-headed fathers and mothers before
that God is our Almighty Creator-our I me, whom the providence of God has
watchful Father-our
everlasting Friend, favored with an Autumn whose frosts reach
Then to the desolation of Autumn, I say, nearly to the winter-honored products of
Go forward and accomplish thy mission.-- departed Summer-mark
ye also the voice
Jt originated in wisdom that cannot err. It of this season! The Spring is over; the
is carried on by benevolence that cannot 1 Summer has ended; the harvest is passing;
fail. It leads to issues beautiful, glorious, 1 but to most of you a blessed season of Auand eternal. Here, and here only, my soul tumn, serene and peaceful, is granted, in
finds its repose. I feel the inspiration of vihicb to prepare, ~nd by your example, to
God in the breatbings of the season, and prepare us, for the Winter that is fast apmy spirit cannot be satisfied with an'y mean- pro aching.
You have Jived until the
er object. Like a balanced magnet, it vi- strongest holds of life are broken off, and
brates and trembles amid conflicting emo- you hope forearlhly days in only lahor and
tions, until it finds its true centre of attrac- sorrow. Are any of you now in the evention in the far-off heavens. I was made ing of your Jives without hope in God?for union and oneness with God; and hence Have yOll no interest in things abuve?-no
his seasons lead me to Him, and will not prospect beyond tbe Wintrr of Death?allow me longer to bow down before the And does the future only disclose to your
miserable idols that have chained and cor- ,*earied minds the days of evil drawing
roded my worshiping spirit. I was intend· nigh, and the pleasureless years at hand!
ed to be a child of Heaven, and feel my What a prospect! What a result for a longparentage; to d IVellabove, and know my preserved life of so many experiences!transition; and thence let my affections be The past, worn out and fading from the
elevated from death and desolation to life memory-the
present, infirm and hourly
and victory,-above, where Christ is seated tottering-the
futl:re, dark and impenetraat the right hand of God. With unshaken ble! A heritage of years squandered, and
confidence, therefore, and elevated joy, I no reversion-an
eternity blank and void.
will await that beautiful succession that [s there sllch an: one before·me who feelll
shall also bring my change,-that
shall seqd. life's sands ra pidly sinking away, and who
e dawn of Spring upon the night of·the has no hold on the higher and the bettor
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life? Whilst the full consciousness of deelining years is before you in all the insignia of the season, let me ask, in the name of
my Masler, that you give the remnant of
your brief heritage to God. It is a lame
offering-an impaired sacrifice; but 'tis all
you have. Give it, then, and in deep and
_sincere contrition ask the mercy of Christ
to spread its robe of oblivion over the follies
lind sins of a misspent life.
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pened excellence gathered in, you may go
home to the fuD, the rich, and the unfading
harvest-home beyond the reach of age, disease and death; wbilst
that remain will
l:heri~h the fruits of your obeuience and
cbarity until our change shall also come,
and we meet to rejoice together,

we

"Wliere

one unbounded

spring encircles

all."

In conclusion, let us all, under the spi'rit
of the discourse and the season, make proBut there are those before me who have vision for our latter days: provision in the
lived for a worthy purpose-who have ac- cherished faith of Jesus, which purifies the
complished for their families, for the church \ heart and overcomes the world-in the rich
of God, and for society, some satisfying j virtues of a Christian character. which do
lind permanent· results, who have thus laid!' not merit: but whi,ch prep~re for,' heavenup treasure that cannot -be taken away. I and the lIfe of dally obedIence, prayer and
honor and would reverence your hoary. praise which urVte us with God and all the
heads, and would give a word of comfort holy in Heaven and on earth. Without.
to your lonely and solemn hours. You l these, hoarded weahh wil1 be a weary burhave possessions in Christ, which retreat-l den; and with them, poverty will be no
ing health and strength cannot carry with (curse; for they will bring to our age a retrothem-which the failure of your powers or! spect of a life of pi!::ty, integrity, gratitude
intellect cannot destroy, and the treachery I! and kindness. Give your early lives to
of your memory cannot hide. Your child- worldliness and profligacy, and your age
ren and friends may see your infirmities; may be looked upon w.ith a shudder. Selfbut they also see and are admonished by! ishness and licentiousness withers the be art>.
your virtues. They regret the decay
prematurely, and makes a young man old,
your minds, and the weakness of your bod- whilst a life of kindness and bene:ficenc~
ies j but they must emulate your chastened makes old age green, fresh, and flourishing.
affections, your pure tastes, your heavenly like the ever-flowering palm. A beautiful,
tempers, and your hearts familiar in com- reverent and holy crown awaits a. pure and
munion with God and at peace with man.- virtuous youth and prime. And as upon
Your converse with the outward world is this evening, or on any future evening of
imperfect; but that with the inward is made the season, you gaze upon that most beaumore perfect. The thick walls of sense are liful of all autumnal sights, an evening sunbeing closed to your ears and eyes; but the set, glowing like the gates of a celestial
soul at peace with God is neither blind nor Paradise, regard and remember it as the
deaf: It may have its Sabbath of peace emblem of the sunset of a well-spent life,
and gladness, the more ho~y, because the to which the testimony of a good conscience
less disturbed by the tumult of the world. and the remembrance of duties faithfully
Its solitllde may be cheered by celestia( performed and conflicts well sustained, will
visitants, by the breathings of God, by the come like the many-colored hues of the auspirit of Jesus, by spirits of the departed 1 tumnal West, to light your path\~ay to
and the justified, and the lone and bare, the unseen, yet glorious, world beyond.·mountain of your age may be alive with ~Such a life will never leave you desolate.
the hosts of God as you draw nearer to Over the darkest,sky of adversity it ever
Heaven. Continue your walk with God, spreacs its calmest, happiest heaven. Its
though you may no longer walk with men; rest is the rest of Jesus, to which the weal'y
and when the Autumn of your earthly and the heavy laden are invited. Its peace
years has passed, and its last sheaf of ri.' is tbe peace of God, which passes humaD
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will come forth to shade and ornament their
dark covering.
So, beneath the bark ot
this body, is the ever-growing,
the everprolific soul, whose roots are in God, and
whose future looks out to the Spring-time
of the Resurrection.
Here, covered over
indeed by sense and care, we recognize a
consciousness
of immortality
which will
give back the years that age is consuming,
and the life which age has killed. Beneath
its frosty snows and wrinkled drifts, the
sprightly soul, with all its faculties, even
those wrought in sorrow,
We are in the Autumn of the year, and
"J;Je'pileof care, despite of grief,
in the midst of that Autumn.
But what is
Shall gambolwith the falling leaf."
the fruit \\bich t,his November branch of the
Truly, truly, man is but a leaf,-a
tranTree of Life bears to the opened mind to- sient, perishing lell-f,-upon
the parent tree
day?
Its fruit is contained in the symbol of the race.
Like leaves of the forest, his
of the falling leaf.
The leaf falls, but the generations appear, flourish aJ;ld fade.
One
tree endnres; the tree falls, but the product- generation goeth, but another cometh.
Inive power survives.
Every leaf falls from dividuals die, but the race survives, and
every tree, whether of garden, orchard, or will survive till its destiny on earth in Christ
forest.
Much of our being is leaf: much shall be fulfilled.
Let the leaf fall; let the
of it exists but for a season, is a transient \ individual
die; let the generations
pass
manifestation,
destined to be stripped off away; while universal man l'emains, moves
and disappear,
and make room for new forward in the path of his calling, and
growths and development.
Our habits, our grows in all the dimensions of the spirit of
tastes, our modes of thought, our opinions, Christ to a perfect man--to the measure of
are leaf-the
mere foliage of the soul, and the stature of the fullness of Ohrist.
not the soul itself.
We may be obstinately
But not only is man a leaf, but all the
and foolishly attached to them now, but vast produetions of his humanity are leaves.
unconsciously
we will shed them one by Kingdoms, mstitutions, customs, and arts,
one, until all shall be surrendered.
Where aye, even our religious forms, are leavesare the views and feelings of our childhood?
the foliage of humanity , whicQ passes away,
Gone with our childish features, and our that new leaves, new times, and new govchildish dress and toys,. never more to re- ernments may succeed in endless successturn.
And where are the once green ion. And what is more, t.he earth itself,
leaves of our youthful affections, that were and all earths, and suns, and systems, are
bright and waving over the idolized objects leaves of the one stupendous t.ree of Being,
of our hearts? They are dropped, for they, whose life is the breath of God, the inspiratoo, were leaf.
But the heart remains, and tion of the Almighty from 'eve~lasting to
the soul lives.
We will not sorrow, there- evellasting.
These dateless
leaves, for
fore, as without hope.
We may regret the aught we know, may also wither-all
their
falling leaf of our youth, and the passing power, beauty and glory pass and be no
away of faculties peculiar to that season; more.
All that exists in time by the full.
for look now at the forests, and learn that ness of time, may be cO!Jsumed. All rnait is the fate of all being and the law of all telial things may perish; all-finite creations
life.
And beneath the bark of every tree end; but the word of the Lord e'ndures fornow shedding its beautiful foliage,--beau·
ever.
"For thou, Lord, in the beginning
tiful even in its decay,-there
are leaves for didst lay the foundations of the earth, and
new season~, that in their appointed time ·the heavens, are the work of ihy hands.understanding.
Its visions are the blended
visions of memory and hope.
And when
its evening shadows fall, and night shall
spread it;; dark curtain over all its fleshly
pOWCH"
he stars will come out in beauty,
and by their reflected light, still point us to
the sun that shines gloriously beyond our
limited vision, and ever speaking of the
morning
of the Resurrection
and of the
land
Where all that'. lost on earth
Revives. to blossomand bloom
With undecayiug birth.
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They shall perish,but thou shalt remain;they
shall wax old as doth a garment; and as a
vesture thou shalt fold them up, and tlley
shall be changed; but t]JOUart the same,
and thy years shall n~ver fail."
0 Lord
God! unchangeable,
let me live in Tllel'!
J. B. F.

The Parables of Matthew xxv.
A. CHAPTE~

ox

COMPLAINERS,

&c.

The 25th of Matthew presents us with
three Parables,
each one of which has ItS
distinct lesson, while their united purpose
is co-ordinate
and harmonious.
That of
the virgins represents
what is meant by
waiting for the Lord in his mercies and in
his judgments,
and inculcates
watchful·
ness and patience.
Its spirit is exempli.
fied in clo~ely observing all the indications of the constant Providence
of God,
and yet not vainly attempti.ng
to hurry
their issues.
We watch for the hand of
Jehovah;
and if it appear not, we clear
our vision and wllit, and waiting, watch.
The parable of the Talentsgiv.es
us the
lesson of working for the Loni.
Not only must we wait and watch, but we must
wor!.. To walch will correct the decay
in our life of the spirit Qr spiritual
life;
to work will arouse us from sJuggishness
in the outward duties of that life.
We
must serve as well as worship.
We must
be active as well as contemplative,
for a
good man is one alive to his gifts and ap·
pliant to hi.s necessities.
The third parablethat of the crisis or
judgment,
applies the lessons of the two
former, wit':! gracious assurance
and solemn warning.
Each had an application
. to the calamities and privileges of the Gospel times of the Apostles;
but being lesIlons from the spirit of all truth, addressed
to the spirit in man, that application
does
not exhaus~ thei r meaning nor divert their
force from us. Indeed it but illustrates,
as in a picture, how we may apply it and
be benefitted.
They were spoken to the
Apostles and had a peculiar
application
\0 the use of the wonderful gifts they were

XXV.

. about to receive, and the dreadful national
and individual
calamities then impending
over a degenerate
and perverse
people.
But God is not the God of the Apostles
only, and his reign of mercy and judg.
ment was never confined to Judea; and,
therefore,
his truths cannot be in their
spiritual force and application.
All men
are called to help and instruct each other;
all are entrusteu with gifts more or fewer;
and however different and in different proportions the capacity and opportunity
are
afforded, all are responsible
now, as then,
and must be so forever.
We are still
exposed to danger, and to no danger greater
than that represented
in the talent hid.
We mistake now, liS then, the hoarding of
folly for the hiding of wisdom, and that the
selfishness thnt would bum another's oil,
and envy, which does not imitate the use of
another's
talents, may be seen in America
as well as in Judea.
While the great lesson of Heaven, ever -teaching and never
exhausted
is, "they that do shall have;
and there is a doing of the spilit as weI!
as of the flesh."
"Heaven does with us as we wHh torchetl do:
Not light them for themselves; for if OUl' virtues
Did nol go forll> of ns, 'Iwero all nlike
As if we hnd Ihem nol. Spirit, are
Not finely luuched bUI for fine issues.
Nuture never :ends the ftmaHscruple of her excel1enee,
!'ut l'ke a thrifty

mother,

~he determines

Herself the gory of n creditorBoth thanks and 1L~e."

We cannot live for ourselves,
and Wll
dare not if we could.
The power of ob·
ligation presses upon us froUl our cradles.
anq w'e mllst be gratefuL or contemptible.
We may have received little, but even that
little will .corrupt
and the c,apacity for
more be lost, if what we have is not improved.
The poor will become poorer;
the ignorant more stupid anrl superstitious
and consequently
more servile or barbarous; the careless
more indifferent,
and
the luxurious more languid and dissatis·
fied. All complain'ers
belong
to .tha
buried·talent
class, and hence the judgment that ever follows complaint,
from
the days of Jude who called them "cloudl
without water" and uprooted
trees; and,

~~~~~,_~w
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indeed, from the history of all time and Tilemake~ed
and~:;;;:ere
good,even ao:'
all
institutions.
Complaint
brings its :rill' lot is .p,pointed,go followits hest,
.
Thyjournel' 5 begun; thou must moveand notres\;
own punishment.
It sows not-how
can For aorrowanti care cannotaltlr thy ease,
it reap?
It degenerates
from a nameless Antirunning-notuging-will win thee the race."
unrest into a blind struggle of a soul in
bondage, which all at times have felt but
some, among which the gifted who abuse
theil gifts have a high rank, a thousand
times more keenly than others.
A dim,
rooted pain, reveals a languishing
misery,
and heart, voice and manners must share
its gloom, until moody melancholy
becomes life· weariness,
or breaks forth i~
mad and stormful indignation, to commit
depredations
that require the opening of
the gates of "outer.darkness"
and their
cOldinement
therein.
LamentinO" is an
unproductive
labor, but waiting in God.
faith and working in man-love
are not,
as many a Job and Jeremiah have found,
and as the true Christ ever teaches.
The
world has funereal
choiristers
enough,
and a haggard and tumultuous
class they
all are, who talk tearfully
of downfalls,
but who never braved an upfall in their
lives.
Sick children,
they are in our
churches,
need attention,
doubtless, but
let them cry themsel ves to rest in God's
name, and their nurses be set about other
work.
Weare
tired of whininO"' still
more of snariinO" and sna
in.
Awa
.
."
. pp g.
y,
then, with thiS quarrel with our eXistence
anJ lot; this pitying of men so far beyond

Our efforts to do right and to do good
grow weaker and we.aker as we allow
th~m. to be neglected.
To complain
of
thiS IS to complain that sin is sin. Tho
stars come out to those who wait and
watch.
The joy of the morning and the
splendor of the setting sun shine brightly
o'er the path of duty faithfully performed.
Darkness,
deep darkness,
to those that
sleep, and are drunken.
Why should it
not be so? Tell me, woulJ-be·philoso·
phers and orthodox declaimers
upon tra·
ditional
faith and no charity!
Ye err,
like the foolish virgins through
a vain
over-confidence
that deceives no one but
yourseh-es,
for the mask is even seen
through ,by your servants
and children;
an~ we would by no means teach you a
vaIn under.-confidence;
for ihen
you
would err with the unprofitable
servant,
and ~hough you might be saved from hypocnsy, you could not be from idleness

I

an~ unre~ting complain~.
"
There IS a deep meanIng In an Eastern
fable that runs parallel with the teaching
of the parable of the talents, and with it
we clo,se these observations:
"1 here went a man fromhome,
A'Ddto his neigllborstwain,
He gav. to keep forhim
.
Two aacks of golde'n"rain
us we t 1llllk not of imitating.
Let us
Deep in hiscellar, one "
.
take our inheritance
for better or for worse
The peeciouschargeconcealed
'
And forlllthe other went,
And atreweditio the field.
f or th e no bl est ane1 b est men before us,
whose tombs we are now decorating, and
The man return. at la81-

I

whose I ivi ng persons we would often have
wept over as fallen or deserted or crucified,
have warrerl wi th the very evils we
.
war
with, and were made great and good in
the warfare;
and they will be venerated
b tl
h'l I
f h f I
,ane
. y le.c I I.re.n 0 teat
lers who thought, I
111 theIr whmlTIg,
they were doing God's
service in puttinO" all of th
th
Id
o
em
ey COU,
to-death.
o talent·burying servant and life-wearied, dogmatical
complainer
let me a k
thee's

"::~e\:~:h:t~::it.h:~:::~:e,
Thou hast it aurelyback!"
Unharme,lit showawitlloul,
Butwilenhe would explore
Hia sack'srece.aes,coro
Tilere findshe now no more:
hair of \I hal was there
Proves rotten and decayed,
Upon the other half .
Havewormand mIldewpreyed.
The putrid heap to him
In ire he doth retnrn;
Then of tile otheras);:a.
"Whereis m)'sack or corn?"
'Whoanswered: "comewit,hme

"What a' apest thou here at Ihe world? 'Tis shapen
IOI'S ngo;

Alld took "nd showedhil11field.
Withwaving harvestsspread,l

And see how it Is sped,"
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'I'hen cheerfu\1ythe man
Langhed out and cl'ied "this one
Had insightto make up

OCEAN

~

SPRINGS.

'

For tl,e ChrisfianMagazine.
OCEAN SPRINGS, BAY BOLoxr, }
6th July, 1853.
My DEAR L.:-This
is destined
to be
one of the mo~t attractive watering.phces
and summer retreats of the South.
For
health, beauty and pleasure, it is unsur·
passed.
The restorative
and curative
properties of its medicillal waters; its eli·
gible and accessible site upon one of the
most beautiful Bays of the Continent;
its
superior facilities for the accoIllmodation
of visitors and invalids; its pleasant roads
through pine ~orests made by Nature, in
the happy admlxture of a clay and sandy
soil; its romantic
raditions
connecting
themselves with the history of the earli·
est sett~ement of ~ur southern coast, as,
also, With the Ind18ns who have left, and
the mixed but inoffensive races that still

that you scarcely see where the landscaps
commences or whither it is stretching jn
the clear and fading horizon, hiding its
borders
on this side in wide· spreading
live-oaks anu magnolias,
on ~bat, in ever·
green islands surrounded
by the splashing
wave; and again on that in light and sun.
ny clouds, and fading away in this into
the infinite azure, the whole now spreading and now hanging as a fairy region let
1 down from above. Day by day have I set
down to watch it, and the night has often
gathered
its shadows
around me only to
relieve and vary the scene, and though
less distinct not Jcss gJo'r,ous.
The darkness is rolled away as a curtain,
whilst
its retreating,
glowing
edges reflect the
smiles of rosy morning, and the sun ascends the rejoicing
East to scatter the
multiform'
and ruby-coloreJ
clouds that
float in the sea of azure above, and are
reflected, in thousand spangles, in the clear
and cooling
waves beneath.
Then the
breeze, almost constant,
arise::; afresh and
comes pure as {rom the u'St.opened gates
1 of not far off Paradise, and a11 around is
dressed as in the innocent garments of un.
worn childhood.
Restless shadows dance
on the stretching
beech;
silver-plating
spreads itself on the face of ocean, and the
lauo-hing waves move wooingly to the cchoin: shore,

linger upon the borders 0 f civilization,
now retreating and anon advancing, to be

o"while oyer all in that ethereal vault
Is the mute companyof ehangerulc1ond•.

For the ot!lr.r that had llone.

The letter he observed, but thou
The precept's sense,

And thus to thee and me
Shall profitgrow fromhene.:
In harvest thou Fhalttill
Two

suck.s of corn

for

me;

The residue of rig-bt,
Remains infull for thee!"

J. B. F.
Bay Boloxi,

Ocean ::pring,
2nd J ul)', 1853.

(

S

swallowed
up by its all.entombing
waves,
Again the sun goes down, and the west
together with its proximity to the large glows with the folded robes of retiring
plantations
and the largest emporium of majesty.
The air is soft and liquid; the
souther
commerce
and pleasure,
must lleaves
are still, and soft,ening starli?ht,
make it in time the Saratoga of the South. lit in the vast assemblage of these bnght
Its beauty of scenery is unsurpassed.heavens
as fr0m silver lamps, and the
You may travel far and not look upon so 1 world is soothed to calm repose as belovely a landscape.
Scenes among graed neath
the thousand-eyed
mother
that
and towering highlandj',
there are many,
watches o'er the sleeping earth.
Everymore commanding,
tcrific and sublime,
where the awakened soul may feel a pleasbut none more beautiful.
Here sea, is- ing and mysterious influence which makes
land and headland mingling with all the ex- us know our more than fleshly origin and
hibitions of our sunny skies, present a pic- destiny.
Behind us is a belt of Pines,
ture that neiLher pen nor pencil can fitly interspersed with grassy glades that stretch
portray.
The whole coheres so beauti·
a carpet variegated and fit for God's own
fully within itself and its counterparts,
temple.
Parts are dark with congregated
I
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groves of Bay, Magnolia, Pine and Oak~ between the Dead Sea and the Mediterrawhile serpentine Bayous wind their length nean Sea; i. e., "between the seas.;;
amid islands with the glitter of ungathOf this same war, and of the Czar's end,
eled diamonus.
Ezekiel writes in chapters 38 and 39.I haveneverspentsuch
a summer. We Also, Joel 3.>1'
have not experienced an oppressive day.
Magog, the second son of J apheth, and his
True, the sun is hot in mid·heaven, and posterity were the settlers of Russia, and
pours his beams directly down; but the the ruler of the nation is called "GoO'"
o'
breeze is cooling and the briny wave inGod does not intend that Europe shall be
vites to refreshing bath('l, and we see rather "either Cossac or Republican."-Proof_
than feel the summer. Yonder, in the dis· Daniel, ch. 2: 44. Acts, ch. 15: 16, and
tance, even the sky seems to go down to Revelations1 ch. 22: 20.
bathe in the cooling wave, and we could
>I' Armaggedon, or Magiddo, is also called
not, if we would, resist the example.
in the holy sc.riplures, "The Valley of
Already smiling villas are springing up Hinnom," and "The Valley of J ebosephat"
all along the shore, and the hotels are and "The Valley of Slaughter."
When
crowded with visitors though yet ullnn Gog shall have been buried there, "it shall
ishrid and opened but a few weeks since~ be called Hamengog."
Ezekiel, chas. 38
:Many invalids have been restored at the and 39.
Springs, and our first physians and chem·
ANTHROPoS.
ists bear testimony to their curative prop'
August 1, 1853.
erties.
Quite a village wi h the horrible
The curious reader will examine the
name of Lynchburg is springing up around scriptures referred to above. He will see
them, and our enterprising friends are des· that the language of the Prvphets descritined to reap a rich harvest for their fore- bing any great nalional calamity may be
cast in selecting this beech for a watering- applied to many, it not all simiJarevents._
place. But my sheet is full, and you Men possessing Lilt) elevation and breadth
must wait another mail.
of vision of Hebrew seerE, so depict the
Truly, &c.,
J. B. F.
events that rise before tl,em in words of

truth and singular power, that their pictures
answer for all ages and every people. The
Russia and Turkey---The Great Question
of European Diplomacy---Pulfilment of day that consummates a nation's iniquity or
Prophecy.
glory, with them is the "day of the Lordj"
The war now in progress between Rus- the day of God's judgment, and the besia and TUlkey, concerning the holy places, ginning of a "new heavens and earth," or
is mentioned in Zachariah, ch. 12: 2, 3, new order of things tor those who succeed
and again in eh. 14: 3 to 21.
it. As when Babylon fills up the measures
Russia's conquest over Turkey, is called of her 'crimes of ingratitude toward (jod
"dlying up the waters of the Euphrates," and oppression tO\\ ard man, Cyrus comes,
Rev. 16: 12 to 16. Note the Euphra- turns the channel of her sustaining river and
tes runs through Turkey, and Armageddon, overthrows lhe glo!y of Chaldean excelor Magidrlo, is in Palestine and underthe lency. She violated the rights of man;
dominio of the grand Turk.
she disregarded the sense of justice and
This war will complete the prophecy of benevolence; she robbed the nations and
Dan·el. Ch. l1: 40,45, and ch. 12: 1,2, spoiled the people, and her sins brought
3, 13, and 1st Thessalonians, ch. 4: 16.
her punishment, by giving stubbornness
Note, the Czar is the "King of the a nd desperation to her enemies, feebleness
North," and the grand Turk is the "King of and abandonment to her children, and the
the South," and Mount Zion, in Palestine, glory of her pride trails ever after in the
"glorious holy mountain," and lies \ dust. So of all nations, and the spiritual
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language that describes one such eyent national anger from the stir of superficial
descr~bes all, in exactly the measure in discontent. For it is a strange fact, that
which the sins and punishment are similar.l while the sailor looks for the storm when
The startling change, now threatened in he hears the moaning in the canvass, and
the eastern States of the world, gives the the fisherman seeks the harbor when the
expectation of a crisis of the marvellous heaving underroll causes his bark to feel its
fortunes of Turkish aqd Russian rtlle, that anchorage, governments never read the'signs
may lead to th!Jgrandest results in the his- of the times, though written with fire befpre
tory of our century. The Montenagrin war their eyes. TI1'ey never know the day nor
has broken out; incendiary conflagrations the hour of the "Son of man."
threaten the city of the grand Turk and
We have re-examined the scriptures quothe Cossack, harnessed to his warhorse, is ted by "Anthropos," and above we have
ready to invade the world-famed domains given the impressions both they and the
of the Ottoman dominion.
Meanwhile events to which 'he would direct their interevery court of Europe occupies a some- pretation, have made.
wllat novel, not to say threatning position.
J. B. F.
France seems ready to sustain the indepen-j
dence of the Porte. Austria, trembling ~
Bible Sketches.---No. I.
under the sterner perils of her own dangers, 'I
TIlle NATIVITY.
forgets the jarring interests of Turkey on
Th~ Holy Scriptures are, with great
the Adriatic, and offers herself as a medi-l propnety, compared to a "glass" through
ator. Prussia seems ready to oppose the which we may now and then catch a
progress of a policy that will give ~ncrease glimpse of beautiful telescopic sceneryto the disparity between her own power and scenery that has a tendency to elevate the
that of the Czar. The whole world is in- thoughts and purify the affections. OwteresteJ in the struggle that mU3t ensue; ing to the many imperfections of OU.l
for it may lead to the struggle between des- present condition, our mental vision being
potism and liberty. Meanwhile we may dimmed by sin, we often see through this
look for all sorts of conjectules, and with "glass darkly," happy are they who see
a class, all sorts of prophetic interpretations, ~nough displayed "to stimula te them to
not only of the events themselves, but of press forward to 1;he tbings that are bethe language of the Prophets, preserved fore," who pursue an ,onward cou rse to
and venerated throughout Christendom.-j the "man&ions prepared" in the Eternal
Perhaps the most ct'ftain, if not tile most' City,
Perhaps, when we have finished
enrapruring, conclusion to which the lan- our course-when
we have endured to the
guage of the Prophets, and the greatness end-when we have proved the bliss of a
of the events may lead a well-balanced and welcome to those happy mansions, we
properly informed mind is, that God reigns may then begin to comprehenJ the unover Turkey and Russia, as over Babylon speakable obligations we have been under
and Jerusalem, now as then, and will guide to him who has sustained in his person,
all revolutions of States and change\! of in- on our behalf, the various characters dedividual history to the best results possible manded by our needy and helpless condito the agencies developed; and if this tion. hi the meantime, if "we love him
thought does not make us Prophets able to because he first loved us," every circumunfold the future, it may make us better stance connected with his history, every
Christians, and more willing to work in our event recorded, will be replete with inteplaces and wait the final results. It may rest, and we shall find it both salutary and
be in this case as in many, the govern- i profitable to examine in all its phases any
ments of decaying dynasties may not be portion we may select in the history of
able to distinguish the movements of a just \ our divine master,

l
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Will the reader accompany me to Bethlehem, the city of the roynlDavid.
Cresar
Augustus,
tbe great Roman Emperor, ba~
issued a decree that all tbe world shall
be taxed.
Every man repairs to bis own
city, and Josepb, being of the lineage of
David, departs with Mary for Bethlehem.
Such a concourse being assembleJ, every
.d welling
teems with occupants,
and tbe
humble Mary, she who has been hailed by

I

enly host giving praises
to God in the
higbest, while tbey proclaim peace, good
will to men on eartb.
And the emblem
of peace bas already sent forth its branch·
es over sea and land.
Tbe trumpet notes
of war are hushed-the
sbield and spear
are laid aside, and kings and priests await
in silence the appearance
of some mysterious personage whose coming the p~ophet8
of old have pointed out.

the angel Gabriel, "blessed
among women," is content to lay her first born son'i
him, "the son of the Highest. who shall;
reign over the house of Jacob for ever,
and of whose kingdom there shall be no
end"-yes,
she is content to lay him in a
manger, because there is no room for them
in the house.
Ye who seek after pomp and gaudy
show and splendid
equipage,
and who
"love the uppermost seats," pause awhile
at the manger and learn humility.
Genuine greatness needs no unstable prop, no
gilded trappings.
Tl:e sovereign
of the
Universe "made himself of no reputation,
and took upon him the form of a servant,

Nor is yon glimmering star which sheds
its faint and pallid lustre unheeded;
it has
been anxiously, hopefully watched by the
eastern
Magi-they
are impressed
with
the portentous meaning 01 its appearance,
and hasten to Jerusalem
to learn where
he is whose star they have seen in the
East, lor they are come to wor~hip him.
Bethlehem
is pointed
out by the chief
priests and scriLes as the place spoken of
by the propets, and there led on by the
star, they find the young child and his
mother.
Regardless
of his humble station, the wise men opened their treasure!
and presented
unto him gifts of gold,
frankincense
and myrrh.
In the lowly

and being ~ound in fashion as a man: he
bumbled
hImself
and became
obedIent
unto death;"
But though lowly in the
estimation of short sighted mortals, a dis·
tinction
that no son of earth has ever
shared, awaits the'babe
of prophetic in·
'spiration,
and truly has Mary exclaimed,
"he hath exalted them of low degree,
and the rich he hath sent empty away."
The peaceful
shepherds
while watching
their flock by night, behold suddenly
the
glory
of the Lord shining round about
them, and to them were the glad tidings
of great joy first proclaimed,
"unto you
is born this day, in the city of David, a
Savior which is Christ the Lord."
The
mystery about which tbe prophets
diligently inquired
is beginning
to unlold"the light" is about "to shine in darkness"-"the
word is now "made flesh" to
d well with man.
He who made the world
is now in the world, but the world knows
him not.
Can we wonder at the appear·
ance of this vast multitude
of the heav-

i babe they bebold a king, a. ruler, a Govi ernol', one to whom heaven Itself has committed some important trust; as such they
worship him, and the sincerity
of their
homage cannot be doubted.
Exalted art thou, Bethlehem,
above all
the earth!
Thy soil is honored, for thou
didst afford the first home; thou didst witness the earliest infancy of the holy J esus; thy soil is sacred, for the melody of
that anthem sung on thy plains by the
heavenly host, is still echoing from isle to
isle.
The Jowly manger is an object more
sublime than the most magnificent manu·
ment that human genius has ever devised.
The boasted edifices of Greece and Rome.
and even the far·famed Colossu~, dwindle
into insignificance
in view of the cradle
of Bethlehem.
Reader, we will not warship the infant child with the wi~e men of
the East-their
light was as that of a star
shedding its feeble rays in the midst of
thick darkness.
We enjoy the light of
the sun in its meridian splendor;
we (8))
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c'omprehend the des,ign of his mission to
Our sinful worl~l; the gospel terms are
made known to us; we can follow him to
the cross where he shed his blood, proving
love to fallen man; we can examine his
life, behold his dea th, resurrection and
ascension intt! heaven. Therefore, in his
human nature let us love him, and as far
8S we are able follow in his footsteps, and
in his divine nature let us adore and wor·
ship him as God.
Z. Y.

But how often is it the case that children
arc left entirely to themselves, even the elementary principles of education being neglected, till they have arrived at the proper
age to be sent off to school. And now,
though the mind is a perfect blan~', and the
faculties, for want of early exercise, have
almost become proof against all susceptibility, it is expected, nevertheless, that the
teacher is to accomplish the work of remodeling, reforming. or rather creating,
as it were from nonentity, a mind replen-

ished with ideas and stored with learning.
Many people seem to think that the
As the days glide onward, and as time name of a high school or college carries
continues its rapid march, adding year af- with it everything that is ll'lcessary to conter year and century after century to the stitute their sons and daughters thoroughly
ages that are past, bearing in its flight new learned and completely accomplished.and continual evidences of the powers of There is a wondrous attraction connected
mind and the increasing conquests of intel- with the name of a famous literary institulect, the never-failing subject of Education tion. There is a charm hanging about the
continues to be the theme of many a tongue Professor's chair, or perhaps, they imagine
and pen. Various systems of education, there is a concourse of genii W 10 make
the manner and the means have been, in I their habitations within the walls of our
turn advanced, discussed, adopted and dis- literary Atheaneums, that must impart as
carded. Schools and colleges have been with a magic touch all that is desirable to
establish ed, literary societies have been or' enrich and ennoble the minds of the so
ganized, and almost every imaginable called students, withollt any ml:ntal exermeans of improvement has been seized tion whatever on their parts. And all who
upon by the resistless and unwearied pow- have passed through these enchanted halls
ers of human intellect, and made to yield come forth in all the glittering glory of imnew treasures of thought, and to discover aginary honors and receive, as their just
new fields of action to the scholar, the pa- due, the conventional homage of the world;
triot and philanthropist. Yet there is one though if the lips of wisdom spoke and
feature in our modern systems of education pointe<1 them to the volumes where the
which does not appear to receive that de- treasures of knowledge are stored, they
gree of attention which the successful would blush for very shame, and with good
training of youth demands. This iscause, for, perhaps, many of them have
Home Education-a department too much, never looked farther into these volumes than
nay, in many instances, wholly neglected; the title page.
and that too, under circumstances that
One great error in the present system of
arrant no reasonable excuse. Home is education, which all lament, yet which few
the school of the heart. Home is th place will venture to take the first step toward corwher~ the ground-work of education should recting, that superficial accomplishments
be laid. When the germ of intellect first are allowed to occupy too much attention
b.egms
. to expand, t~en is the most prop i- while the more solid branches are neglected '
tlOUSmoment to begIn the work of culture. or passed lightly over. We do not object
The home circle should not be a place of to the lighter accomplishments, as such, in
mere amusement only; but of rational en- the least. They form the drapery of a well
joyment, of moral and intellectual culture. proportioned and well ordered mind, and
For the Christian
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their delicate coloring imparts a graceful

For the
ChrIstian
Magazine.
Little
Things.

refinement to the object around which they
are gathered.
But we do object to too much
ofthe mere ornamental taking the place of
the useful and substantial. We can but regret that the old, sturdy, Anglo-Saxon sociality is, in a great measure supe~seded by
the display of a sort of go~ge?u~ tmselrya very mockery of what It IS lD~endedto
represent; and genuine, substantial greatness of mind, is sacrificed to the glory of

"'Tis but a little thing," is a reflection
that many of us often apply as a salve to
the conscience when we have neglected a
duty or been tempted to do wrong. We
may have some interest of a worldly na.
ture at heart and we may fear that while
pursuing the object of o,ur ai~s, we ~re n~t
acting in strict accordance With that IDfal~I'
ble code of equity that should govern us In
all our conduct;. but while we would shud-

the moment.
der to think that we are committing a great
There must be something essentially sin, we may be in danger of neglecting some
wrong in some one department of Educa- Christian duty that, however small will have
tion. And when we have sufficient reason its weight in the balance against us. Yet
to believe that our Institutions of learning "'tis but a little thing,"-and
we sulfer our•.
are well provided with teachers, and prof~s- selves to be led on by the delusive error !n.
'sors well qualified to fill their r~spectlve to the mazy path of sin, till in an hour of
offices, and fully competent to dlschar~e calm reflection we review our lives and find
their duty so far as human means can avail, that there is a mighty accumulation of those
where shall we look for the de~ciency-th:
little things that we were wont to look upon
prime cause of so many sad failures amono as trifles; and that they have aFsumed a
our young candidates for literar~ honors! "body and a form" vast in their properties
Where-but at home! Where m man.y and formidable in appearance.
cases the first and fatal errors have their
The world is made of little things-the
origin; and there, if at all, must the w~rk Ocean is composed of crystal drops'--Moun.
oheformation begin; for without the active tains of atoms-and
the proudest peaks
assistance, the cordial and constant co-ope- that lift their head,s far above the green
ration of parents it need not be expec~ed and valleys, peering into the cloUd-chambers,
it weuld seem unreasonable to reqUIre that of small grains of dust.' Our whole lives
the work of education sh?uld p~ogr~ss an.d are made up of little things-All our posbe carried to that perfectIOn which IS desl- sessions is but the gathering together of
rable.
Too much is required of teachers, little things. Science and 'Art have their
and parents trust too much too them.
origin in little things. The wealth of the
Fathers and Mothers! it is a sacred charge Rothschilds was but a heaping together
committed to you, and it behooves }ou to and storing away of little things. Yet there
look well to that trust.' You ca.n.~e~er be are many who take no thought of these
exempt from the solemn responslbllltJes de- little things-many,
who, absorbed in a
volving upon yon, as the guardians of r~. particular interest, or following a favorite
tional, but dependant beings, where destl- inclination, seem to lose sight of all things
nies, in time and e~ernity may be deter- else, and to forget that there are other,
miped. and are certainly influenced by the though perhaps, smaller duties, that should
manner in. which yo~ per~orm your wo~~. not be neglected; and especially those
And you w!lI be held In strict ~ccountablh- wholly given up to some selfish intereat, to
ty for your Important stewardship. You are
.
ldl
.
accountable to those under your care-the
tomporal enJoyment and w~r ygam, seem
objects. of your dearest- hopes and your pe- to live on, utterly unca.nscl.ousthat therel: S
culiar mterest. . You are acc~untable to any demand upon thelI time and means,
your own ConSCiences-to Society-to the save 'what arises from their own personal
world and to God!
ELEISE.
wants. The interests of others are indeed
Septr. 13th 52,
considered as insignificant.
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"'Tis but a 'little thing" says the spend- tion drawn from thence, whether of a theothrift, when he wastes in prodigal luxury retical or practical character.
what might, if judiciously applied, yield
The truth of this assertion is in no case
abundant comfort to many a sufferer, and more clearly exemplified, than in the longreScue from abject penury and want many cherished creeds and fancied notions of fasof his fellow beings. "'Tis but a little tidious theologians, in regard to the nature
thing" says the gamester, when he risks hIs 10f the fall of man, and the nature of those
all on the chance of winning from his asso- means designed and calculated to reclaim
dates a paltry and transient addition to his him from the low, debased, and infamous
own purse. As well, almost, might the condition in which he has involved himself,
highwayman say that it is a little ,thing to and in which he has apparently. been indus·
commit robbery and murder in his iniqui- triously seeking for lower depths and darker
tous nightwalks. "'Tis but a little thing" recesses, as if he were intent on bringing
whispers the demon of Intemperance, when an eternal silence over the last vibrating
persuading the unguarded to quaff the cup tremor of moral sensibility, and consigning
of poison." "'Tis but a little thing" to the murky shades of an endless oblivion
echoes from the heart of the abandoned the fairest.features of humanity.
one, as the intoxicating draught has done
It is the fallacious doctrines so luxuriantits work. The victim finds himself degra- ly germinated in the hot beds of ambitious
ded below humanity-his family beggared, cupidity, that has caused the depravity of
and nothing remains to him but hopeless man to acquire its malignant virus. From
ruin and unmitigated despair.
this Ci:ausethe efficacy of gospel light and
Oh, beware of those "little things!"corrective truth has sustained a repulsive
for though they may appear insignificant at shock, which has rolled back the mighty
first, they may, in time, acquire a magni- tide of human amelioration into that silent
tude of frighful co~sequence. Let us op- reservoir where sleep those rich blessings
pose them firmly and steadily on their first and glorious events to be revealed in ages
approach. While the conquest is easily yet to come, to make glad the walks and
obtained, let us contend for the victory, and habitations of men, when they shall benOlt suffer ourselves' to be betrayed into the come prepared to receive the simplicity of
midst of a whole army of these dwarf evils, truth, and appreciate the blessings of peace
while we indolently comfort ourselves with and good will amongst themselves .
. the thought that they are only "little
The gospel is the most sublime, the most
things."
transcendent production of infinite wisdom
Let us guard well the cross-crowned cit- and love. It is an embodiment of all the
adal to which we have flown for safety. Let means and influences that could consistentus keep our lamps replenished with pure 11ybe originated and authorized by the comoil; and while we arc on the watch·tower passionate mercy of Heaven forthe promolet u(not sleep, but keep the beacon light tion of human interests and happiness; and
burning brightly, lest the'shadow of evil· is altogether commensurate with the design
darken its chambers, and leave us to, grope and will of God concerning the human fam·
our uncertain way in darkness. ELEISE.
ily.
Then, if the gospel is a symqol of wisFor the Christian Magazine.
dom so magnificently sublime, it must be
The Fall of Man.
admitted that it possesses an admirable fit,
There is nothing more prolific than er~or; ness and symmetrical adjustation to man's
and one error included in the premises of conditi&n, and that the Almighty designed
any system of opinions, diffuses error thro' by the general diffusion of gospel light and
the entire superstructure, and imparts its' truth throughout the earth, to change for
fatal properties to every inference or deduc- the bettlilr the condition of the human fam-
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their intellectual faculti~fTh;;;;;ti;;;:-;;t;
are calculated to bewU:
awaken their moral sensibilities, and to es- der and mislead, and inspire every rational
ta1;llish the principles of social etiquette, by mind with the idea that the Creator did not
which their mutual happiness might be pro- fully understand the relative powers of the
moted, and tIle peace of society obtained; human faculties which he had made, and
and in a definite ratio, or in proportion to was desirous to know to what extent the
the extent of mental, moral, and physical reasoning and determining powers of judgbenefits which man derives from gospel tui· ment were capable of resisting the ebullition, win his future felicity be augmented.
tions of the covetous and ambitious pasThat individual who is not made a better sions of human nature, which were insepmember of the private family to which he ara&lyunited with, and indispensably requibelongs,-that
is not influenced by gospel site to, the existence of a principle of selflight to become a better member of society, preservation; for it is evident that there was
-that is not stimulated to become, to the no harm in eating the forbidden fruit.
full extent of all his ability and means, a
Had there been no condition implied in
faithful and diligent benefactor of his own the act, neither would the Almighty IJave
Jlpecies, a friend and aid to suffering hu- forbidden it without including in the stipumanity, in every instance in wllich his as- lation a refusal or acceptance of EOIDething
sistance can avail relief, has nothing to hope specified by the act, which he foresaw was
for, nothing to expect from, the benefits of destined to result in deleterious consequenthe gospel in the world to come.
ces. Otherwise, why did lle forbid an act
One of the long cherished .errors that which was not in itself wrong, and inhe.
have bid defiance to gospel truth, and op- rently productive of injurious results 1_
posed the march of Christianity, is that Was it to test the strength of moral princidoctrine which teaches that all the ills and pIe which he had tuned and tempered, by
woes of life,-that all the sufferings, afflic- a mysterious organization of matter, to a
tions, diseases, and deaths, that prevail point eminently approved by infinite wisamongst men, were voluntarily inflicted by dom, when he pronounced all the producthe immediate agency of the Almighty, as tions of his creative power "very good,"
the penalty for Adam's folly in partaking of and well pleasing in his sight? :Most assuthe fruit of the tree of knowledge of gooQ redly the God of Heaven needed not the
and evil, as if the God of Heaven sought result of experiment to unravel mysteries,
revenge for one man's wrongs upon all his for to him tlfere was not any thing dark or
hopeless race through all generations.
obscure. His wisdom fathomed all the
Theological teachers present to view an hidden depths of mysteries, and compreangry God defending the dignity of his hended the condition of all things. It is,
throne in dealing out to man and beast the therefore, unreasonable to believe that he
heavy anathemas of all the woes to which forbid the eating of the fruit without having
earth's inhabitants are heirs,-instigating ~a condition previously specified, which conwar and confusion between the elements of dition embraced a state of being ab~lutely
all created matter,-and
breaking the har- and intrinsically productive of happiness or
mony of Nature's laws, in order that the misery.
.
sun, the moon, and tbe slars, the winds,
The Almighty, in the creation, had called
and the seas, should all take up a helping man forth from the dark and silent champart in the legal chastisement, or penal in- bel'S of chaos into a state of animated exflictions, due to helpless victims, for the istence, without the concurrence of his will
errors of another. And, again, we are in tho plastic process which brought him
taught that in order to make tbe tragedy into being, and ushered him out. upon the
more complete, man was deprived of all threshold of perpetual and extensive vismQral ability to think arigbt, or act aright.! ion.
I
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. Man was not aware of his own existence, gation. All that constitute the mental,
only through the influences of numberless moral, and physical divisions of man's conassociations, by which he stood related to stitution, are under the immediate influence
surrounding creation. It is, therefore, rea- of one organ, and hence we regard this orsonable to suppose that the Creat<lTgave gan as the fountain of mental, moral, and
to man the inestimable privilege of choos- physical action; and thus the reasoning, raing that mode of life or sphere of existence tional powers, and moral sentiments, and
which most engaged his desire, and most the bodily sensations' and functions, are aU
deeply absorbed the sensitive principles of derived from the vitality of the brain; so
life, giving to man the choice or refusal of that one cannot suffer without implicating all
any and every condition or state of being the others; one cannot be denied the natural
that his faculties and powers were capable exercise or peculiar stimulus to which it is
of filling and conforming to, thereby mak- specially suited, without incurring and difing man, as it were, his own creator, by fusing disorder throughout all the faculties,
making him the sole author of his own des- sensations, and functions 'proper to life. A
tiny.
knowledge of God, which also implies a
All that the Lord doeth, is a development knowledge of ourselves, including all the
of his power, wisdom, and love. Man's laws under which we live, by which we
existence was~ therefore, the production of move, and from which we have our being,
these three attributes. Hence it is said, anq through which our capacities for enjoythat man was created in the image and like- ments-both mental and corporeal-are inness of his Creator; but what he should creased or diminished, is the proper elehereafter be, was left for Adam to decide. ment of the mental powers,-a
stimulus
All the delectable pleasures of creation as natural and appropriate as the rays of
were at his command, all the universe seem- light are to the eye, the organ of vision.ed to be flowing full of eternal blessings; This knowledge is indispensable to physiand now the point of difficulty with our fir~t cal life and comfort, as well as to mental enparent is, to decide on the best adjustation joyments. A richlyfurnished intellect susof his capacities to the multifarious delights tains the due sensibility of moral principle
that crowded the rich scenery around as far to a great extent, and gives it a more counas thought could wing her flight, or knowl- teracting influence over the passions, appeedge scan the rich designs of creative love, tites, and propensities, which is the proper
or penetrate the mysteries of eternal truth. office and natural element in which the
God had called the earth with its vast ap- moral faculties were designed to move.pend ages and diversified inhabitants into To this they were as nicely suited as the auvisibility and order, teeming with the golden ditory nerve or accoustic organ is to the unpleasures of immortal bliss and unalloyed dulations of sound, or the notes of melody j
delights. He, therefore, created man, that and if our first parents had gratified the
he might be a living, sensitive recipient of external and internal sensations of physical
those sinfinite sweets .that were needlessly life in complete obeyance' to the admoniwasting on the unmoved bosom of slum- tions of sound reason and unerring judgbering.chaos; and man was so organized as ment, and the promptings of moral senti10 constitute him a being wonderfully fitted ment, the gratification of these sensations
.to attain the highest point of happiness, by would have contributed to the prolongation
maintaining a proper compliance with those of life.
laws by which he stood related to his ereMan was so constituted that an action
ator and all surrounding creation.
perpetrated by him without the sanction of
But in the organization of man, there is his mental powers, and a corresponding ap~mysterious development of peculiarities, prova] of the moral principle, produced a
,;Jat bewilders thought, and defies investi- \ pernicious and destroying process' in the
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seat of mental, moral, and physical func- cerned) to do good, or to do evil. He was
tion. The Creator, by an All-wise proviso not under the influence of any coercive
ion, displayed in the cerebral organization, power to determine him to do of necessity
endowed man with a perfect knowledge of either that which was produc~ive of happiall things relating, either directly or indi- ness or misery.
rectIy, to his present and future feliCitY'1 The Almil;'hty cannot do that. which is
plainly indicating the design of God, which averse to the principles of his own being.
was, that man's knowledge of all to which Therefore he could not have created man in '
he stood related, should be perfect,-that
,subjection to restraining and propelling suhis judgment should be unerring, and all perhuman powers, and required of him obethe results of his reasoning and theorizing, dience to any law whatever. The law un.
infallibly correct and conclusive,-and that del' which man was made, was law that grew
he should maintain his moral sentiments in out of the very nature of things, embracing
unsullied purity and unclouded brightness, the legal principles of cause and effect.forever free from blot or blemish,-and that God had a design in creating man, and that
all the functions of organic life should be design was to extend the enjoyments of
performed with unfaltering regularity, i~- life. Therefore he required nothing of
mortal vigor, and eternal constancy. But man but obedience to those laws and rules
neither of these three conditions could be which were needful to sustain life and hap .
..continued without an equal maintenance of i piness, in order to carry out his design, to
all, inasmuch as they all had their existence ~extend the pleasures of a delightful and
in one common organ, holding an identity happy existence.
with each other in their origin and ultimate
To this en d creative power clothed man
destiny, Hence the belief is forced upon with so high a degree of wisdom and intelus, that man, instead of being a compila- ligence, and fortified his being with perfection ofhe~rogen.eous ele:ne.nts, so arranged 1 tion so noble, combining so many faci:it.ies
as to constitute hIm a machmery capable of! under the most favorable and promlsmg
action, only through the intervention of an auspices. Man was made under law; but
extrinsic or extraneous power, is so organ- that law existed in his nature. He was
ized as to make the property or power of made to contain within himself the elements
action, whether mental, moral, or physical, of law, and the elements of obedience to
an intrinsic, inherent principle, liable to be that law; but the same power that was reincreased or diminished only through the quisite to obedience, was also able to disosupervention of change, or modification in bey or violate. The Creator; therefore,
(the brain) the organ of action.
very justly and kindly proposes the propriMan's faculties were in his primeval state ety of taking a definite and permanent
80 nicely balanced, so equanimical in all stand upon the stage of immortal existence,
their relative forces and powers of action, and of resigning obedience to such 'laws as
as to constitute him legally his own agent, his nature and organization were capable of
the independent elaborator of his own des· developing, in order to evade misfortune,
tiny; and herein consisted the brightest fea- and, as it were, hermetically seal up every
ture of his likeness to God. The most glo- avenue to danger and every aperture to
rlous manifestation of God's image in man, death. In order, therefore, that the thing
was his inherent or innate power of willing, formed should not say to him that formed it,
thinking, reasoning, comparing, determin- "Why hast thou made me thus?" the Aling, and acting independently of any impe- mighty gave to Adam the choice of fixing
tus or impulse, except that which resulted his own destiny according to his own will,
from the wonderful organization of the by presenting IJim with a system that offountain of living matter; so that man was fered no violence to his volition or agency;
free (as far as the power to act was con- but which, through the action of his will,
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would have secured to him and his posterity'
a state of being which the Creator could
Dot, consistently with his own character and
being, confer upon his creatures through
any other channel than that of an agency
based upon the union of mental, moral, and
:physical elements, holding a definite relation to each other, a specific power as compared with each other. This condition or
state of being which God placed before
Adam, to be received or rejected according
as he saw fit, is a state of confirmation in
infallible rectitude and uprightness forever.

OF MAN.

or evil, and place bimself forever upon hisown strength and inherent resources, ont of
the reach of absolute and direct available
help from the hand that made him, and take
his own, and posterity's future destiny in
charge, and transmit it to all succeeding
generations,-if
he wished to take the gui.
dance and guardianship of man's 'destiny
in charge, and stand or fall, live or die, according to the uses or abuses thereof,-he
should make it known by eating of the fruit.
of the tree of knowledge of good and evil.
This latter proposition presented to an asThe tree of life was placed in the garden piring mind a field of greater latitude, and
for the purpose, that if Adam desired to re- seemed to be more congenial with prospectsign the government and control of all his ive progression; but it involved a state of
faculties, passions, and powers of action, to fallibility. Adam made choice of this muthe will of God, and throw all responsibili- table state, and the Almighty, according to
ty into the lap of creative power and wis- the terms implied in the stipulation, condom, he should make known his voluntary signed man to the charge of working out
his own fate, of making himself immortal
relinquishment of all self-control and acor
mortal,-wise, angelic, and happy, or
countability, by eating the .fruit of the tree
ignorant,
stupid, and miserable.
of life. God would then have set the seal
Although
this liberty of choice, which
of infallibility and immortality upon the
was
given
to
Adam, was justly his right, acfountain of life; or, in other words, upon
the organ of mental, moral, and physical cording to his constitutional endowments,
function, by which man's knowledge of yet the Almighty, foreseeing man's fatal deGod, of righteousness and true holiness, cline, preadvises him of the serious dangers
would have been made perfect; his moral and intricacies that thronged around a life
sentiments would have become an innate of continued accountability; or, in other
principle of action; all the sensations, more words, a state of agency, or subjection to
directly allied with the economy of physi- mutation, by announcing to him, "In the
cal life, would have been subject and in sub- day thou eutest thereof thou shalt surely
ordination to these; and the functions of or- die." Adam, having now designated the
ganic life, being the effect a~d maintaining peculiar condition of life in which to display
cause of vitality, would have retained the the drama of human efforts and aspiring
power of sustaining life forever and forever. ambition, sets out upon the wide sea of exBut if Adam's choice was, to retain the istence and human responsibilities, fired
power and liberty of acting from the im- with confident hope and unsuspected self·
pulse of moral agency, unrestrained by sufficiency; but, having rejected the seal
higher powers,-if he wished to be free, as of immutable cerebral organization, the
far as the ability to act was concerned, to do fountain of mental, moral, and physical
his own will and follow the inclinations of life was, therefore, subject to change, and
l1is own passions and desires, unchecked every act, not in complete confo)'mity to
and uncontrolled by the hand of God,-if the laws of life, produced deleterious ef·
he wished to walk in the imaginations of fects upon the brain, and insidiously dehis mind, as kindled up by the impressions praved the powers of life, weakened the
made through the influence of events and chemical affinities by which the subtle
consecutive circumstances, and become particles, or invisible molecules, of spirsubject or liable to the results, be they good it, are combined with the grosser elements
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arrd integrant particles of matter, in the up from the polluted quagmire and marshy
mysterious organization
of the 'brain, fens of depraved appetites and passions,
which constitutes life in all its various of vitiated desires and morbid sensibili.
manifestations.
By a continued course ty, upon the stage of being, more intellec"
of violations upon the laws of affinity, tual and moral monstrosities,-more
em.
which hold in due proportion and combi· blems of fiendish incarnation than 8ym.
nation the elements of mind and matter, hols of humanity.
required for the development of mental, \ Notwithstanding man inherits a great
moral, and physical life, the energy of degree of mental imbecility and moral
the brain was impaired,-a
dissipating depravity, proportioned to the habits :and
decomposition induced,-the
intellectual customs of his ancestors, which we may
faculties became feeble and insufficient for I term congenital moral malformation; yet
the purposes originally designed to result j he is not spiritually dead, nor morally
from their exercises. Moral sentiment destitute of eyes; but a man without light
became the dupe of ignorance, deluJecl is as blind as a man without eyes; and
~onceptions, morbid passions, depraved such are we -,without the word of God.sensibilities, perverted sensations, and dis· We are no more spiritually dead than we
ease, not only mani fested itself in the are physically dead while in the prime of
mental and moral functions of the brain, life, enjoying vigorous health and museu.
but the functions of organic life, which lar power, until we stifle and exterminate
originated from the same source, became the heavenly and holy aspirations of the
deranged,-discord
and confusion pre- soul, by rejecting the light of truth, and
vailed, at length, throughout the entire/ indulging in vice and wickedness.
man, which ultimately brought about a'
JOHN M. SELPH.
state of dissolution or death,--degrading
May, 1858.
superstition, inhuman oppression and vice
,
stretched their sable wings of impenetra.
Misrepresentations
Corrected*.
I
ble darkness over the once bright and I NEVER, in the history of differences of
glowing, but now faded, prospects of hu- ~opinion of Religious subjects, has there been
man felicity,-and
mortality spread her a more blind and cruel attempt to blast repdusty mantle in mournful fold's around utation and character, than that exhibited
the fleeting forms and fading visages of an- since the attack upon my faith. We have,
imated life. Hence all the dark designs up to this date, paid no attention to the inof cruelty and death, the falal virus of sinuations and charges made against us,
malice and revenge, shame-faced hypocri- save only to state facts where facts have
sy and thievish deceit, pride, supelstition, been misrepresented. We have left the
error, anl vice of every grade, together defence of reputation with those who alone
with diseases and death, are all interwo· were acquainted with it. If an irreproachven with the tissues of organic life, and ed, irreproachable and laborious ministry,
propagated from sire to son; and as life extending through fourteen years, and
with all its frailties was handed down against which no 9harge of the slightest
from generation to generation, the abuses impropriety was ever made until after the
of its laws and sustaining principles were 1 publication of doctrinal views supposed to
increased in magnitude and multiplied in be different from those generally received,
number until, by the retrograde action of -a ministry, which under the,blessing of
perverted life, the former vestiges and God, had been welcomed in all' communibeautifying features of human nature
*"Correspondence between the ChristIan
Chu"l, at
were supplanted by the formidable habits Nashville and New Orleans and the Rev. Jesse B. Ferguof immorality and vice; and hence the reproductive fountaih of mortal life throws

son, together with a letter from the citizens of Nashville,
ete, Printedatthe
Unio"andJ1m.riean OfficI, Nashville,
Tenn. 1853."
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ties where it had been exercised, and ap- this moment, urged to accept their Pastoproved by good men of all parties and all rate, with a unanimity and a zeal seldom
phases of faith,-if such a ministry, with witnessed in any pastoral relation. In neiall its faults, could not defendme against at- ther case have I ever sought an invitation
tacks upon private character and all that or asked a defence.
.
man holds dear in his earth-life, as connect2. It has been asserted that I have rep·
ed with the sacred ties of family, church, resented myself as invited officially by the
.and society, 1 knew there could be no de- Churches of Memphis, Clarksville, and
fence. I believe in the justice of God and Hopkinsville, to visit and preach for them •
.the final justice of mankind, and have been I never made such a representation, either
willing to patiently wait the result.- privately or publicly. I never represented
Thus far, my defence, from the hands myself as invited by either of those churchof friends and brethren, who have beEm es, or any member thereof. The following
most intimately associated with me, has been is my published statement, upon wbich so
all that any man could desire, and especial· groundless and unkind a representation is
1y as I have not moved a finger towards se· made:
curing. either their countenance or defence
"We hope to be able to visit Winchester,
against a single charge. To that God, Memphis, Clarksville, and Hopkinsville,
whose constant Providence regards the sometime during the year, but cannot now
greatest and minutest events, and who suf- specify the time."-Ch.
Mag., Feb. No.,
fers no evil to befall us that is not intended page 63. Not one word or hint is given
to correct evil in us, in order to our further respecting an invitation from the churches,
discipline in his service, I have committed or any member of said churches!
this whole matter, unreservedly and dailyThe truth upon the subject is simply this:
and as he works by years as well as mo~ .I had received invitations from Messrs.
ments, by enemies as well as friends, I can Venable, White, a?d Francis, of Wincheswell afford to wait. I have seen that there ter; fJ:ombrother Simon Bradford, of Memis no hate equal to religiOUS hate; and men phis, .and per~onally from many citizens of
never forgive, where they [have no right to that CIty: offerlD~to. procure one ?f the most
be offended. Waiting, therefore, is the plan commodIOUS ?ul~dl~gS of the· city for my
of God; and by sufferings, humanity is not use; and that inVitatIOn was made, also, by
only made perfect, but the small measure the then Pastor of the church-a
noble
of its attainments are made known. 1 VAN young man, and one of our most promising
WAIT.
preachers. I was invited by severalfriends
The following correspondence would in Clarksville, and the invitation has been
never have been published, were it not that repeated by a committee of brethren of that
it serves, in the most effectual manner, to church-Messrs.
Eddings, Rutherford, and
correct several improper representations of Everett. I was invited by W. A. Shipp.
my course in connection with the Nashville Esq., of Hopkinsville-to
each and all I
and New Orleans Churches. We call at· 1 replied in the sentence above, after a specific
tention to three of these.
reply to the invitation from Winchester.1. It had been stated and published that How any man could represent me as I have
neither of these churches desired, much been represented in this case, and retain his
less had earnestly insisted upon, our con- regard for truth, justice, and common courtinuing or becoming their permanent Pas- tesy, 111m at a loss to understand. I hope
tor. It will be seen that they have not only the Hopkinsville Elders will do themselves
desired it, but the desire has increased with the justice to set their part of this matter
the heartless opposition I have met with right. Never, from the commencement of
froVl those who knew nothing of the state my ministry, has it ever been necessary for
of the case, and of course could not cor- me to seek an invitation from any man,
rectly represent it. In both cases, I am at church, or community.; and while Heaven
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continues to me the exercise of Reason, it
his resignation not accepted, and ths
never will be.
'I Invitation repeated--Letter from the
3. Respecting the rumors affecting my
Citizens.
moral standing, the letter of the Elders of
N ASHVILLE, Jan, 24, 1853.
the church, and the statement of the first Dear Brother Ferguson:-citizens of this place, is all that I can con·
At the close of the afternoon meeting
sent to publish at present. Letters, volun- on yesterday, the subject of employing a
tarily, and in many instances, indignantly, teacher for the congregation for ,the present
written, by men of the highest respectabili- year, was brought before them, notice havty, both in the church and out of it, 1 have iug been given on the previous Lord's day
in abundance; but it might at present be that such action would be taken at that time.
regarded 11.R a trespass upon private friend- It was thereupon
ship to pubJis})them. They will be forth"Resolved, By the Ohurch of Christ in
coming. 110 vevlj. whenever a proper res- Nashville, of Which Bro. Jesse B. Ferguson
ponsibility' sl II _e assumed in the case.has acted as Pastor for several years, T~at
The correspondence speaks for itself. My it has undiminished confidence in him as a
letter, addressed to the Elders, resigning man and a Christian, and in his capacity and
my place and office,till the r.umors affecting ~disposition to preach the Gospel, and to
my character were investigated, has been teach his brethren and siste'rs: and this
mislaid by some one of them or their friends, being the case, that it appoints brethren J es·
and we would be glad to have it whenever se D. March, John H. Ewin and James
found. It will then appear. It is repre- W Qods to write to him on behalf of this
sented correctly in the correspondence.
Church, that it wishes his services as Pastor
I have only further to say: Let my opin- for the present year, and will make the necions, my writings and sermons be reviewed essary provision for his maintenance."
without favor or fear. I shall never, comIn accordance with the foregoing resoluplain of any respectable review. Nay, I tion, the duty of making the wishes of the
desire it, so far as any question of practical Church in this behalf known to you, devolvimportance is involved in them: But pri- ing upon us, we proceed without delay, and
vate chancter, personal and family rela- with much pleasure, to do so.
tions, should surely be held sacred, even if
Permit us, as individual Brethren, to exI must be treated as a Heretic or an I?fidel. I press t(l you our warmest sympathy and reI reco?nize neither name, and feel ready, ~gard, our sincere wishes for your speedy
at all times, by allli,Qnorable methods, both restoration to health, and your return at an
to state and ~efend my fai~h, and s~ow my early day to the bosom of your family, to
reasons for It, and my nghts to It. But the Church by which you are so much becould I be heard by those who think I have loved and esteemed, and to your numerous
injured them in avowing the result of my friends.
Yours faithfully,
investigations, r would say in all charity,
/ D. MARCH,
"Be advi8ed;
JOHN H. EWIN,
Heat not a furnace
That it doth singe

for your foe 80 not,
yourselves.
We may outrun

By violent swiftness that which we run at
And lose by overrunning."

J. B. FERGUSON.

J AMES WOODS.

MESSRS.

JAS.

WOODS,

JNO.

H.

EWIN

AND

J. D.MARCH:

C ORR E SP 0 NDE NeE

My Dear Brethren:-Your
BETWEEN
THE CHURCH
OF CHRIST,
NASH- favor, expressing the desire of the Church
,
VILLE, TENN., AND J. B. FERGUSON.
of Nashville to retain my services as Pas·
Wishes of the Church and Community-l tor for the pres~nt year, is before me.
J. B. Ferguson's Declination-the
char-l
You will please accept my sincere
ges against his Character investigated-l
thanks for the friendly and fraternal man·

,
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ner in which you have chosen to make the whole of the next. Your interests
known the wishes of the brethren •. AI- will suffer, unless the pulpit be supplied
low me to assure you, that in view of the during that time; and as no one knows
unfortunate difficulties that have grown what a year may bring forth, I feel it my
out of the manner in which some of my duty to relieve you at once of all obligawritings have been treated by my breth- tion to me, by declining the responsible
ren, it is peculiarly grateful to me to and useful position I have hitherto held
know that those with whom I have been with so much of mutual satisfaction.
most intimately and confidingly associa·
Language is inadequate to express the
ted, still retain their undiminished confi-l nature and degree of my emotions in view
dence and esteem. I have been assailed of a step that nothipg but imperative ne.
as infidel; the most fraternal confi· cessity could enable me to take. May
dence has been violated; and motives, pur- kind Heaven smile propitioul'ly upon all
poses and acts have been ascribed to me your efforts to promote the spiritual welthat never entered my mind. I have nev· fare of your families and the community,
er introduced the matter into the pulpit od and "after that we have suffered awhile,"
to the Church. If my life and labors bring us to the land where our pure and
amqngst you were not sufficient to war- holy relationships know neither sorrow
rant your confidence, all artificial meth- nor separation.
The images of many a
ods for inspiring it, I knew must fail. lone will often be called up in my memory
gave my enemies, therefore, a fair field, in affectionate remembrance. May I hope,
and left them to whatever cour$e they saw also, that their remembrance of me and
fit to adopt. And now, that the Church my humble labors will not be altogether
I have sought to serve in all its interests, without some inspiration to the duties and
has seen fit to act in the premises, it af-l privileges we have so long together enfords me unspeakable pleasure to witness I joyed.
their firm and noble stand in favor of the
With the highest personal respect for
great principle of religious freedom, and you individually, and sincere fraternal reo
in defence of a ministerial standing with gards for every member of the Church and
which they, of all others, are best ac· acquaintance in the large and indulgent
quainted. In my humble manner, I have congregation, I have so imperfectly served
sought to serve them faithfully and affec· for the past seven years, I beg leave to
tionately.
Our relations have been as subscribe myself,
peaceful-as they were intimate and confi·
Your fellow-servant, under Christ,
ding. You have stood by me in the day
J. B. FERGUSON.
of triall and shown your willingness to
stand. Receive my sincere thanks, and
In view of rumors affecting his moral
the assurances of my most affectionate re- standing, !Wr. Ferguson formally resigned
membrances of your kindness.
While I his place, and gave his reputation into the
live, I shall not cease to pray for the peace ~hands of the Eldership.
They investiga.
and prosperity of the Church of Nash. ted the charges~ and addressed him as
ville, and the temporal and spiritual hap. follows:
piness of its entire membership.
NASHVILLE,July 4, ,1853.
Butin view of my lack of health, which 'Beloved Brother Ferguson:has been failing more or less since the
The Elders of the, Church
first two years of my Pastorate among of Christ in Nashville, take the earliest opyou, I beg leave to decline your very fra- portunity to address you in reply to your
ternal and earnest solicitation.
I expect letter of resign ation of your Pastoral Charge
to be absent from Nashville for the great- ~of the Congregation, addressed to them on
er part of the year, and, prohably, 'during Hhe eve of your departure from home.
I
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You are aware, n<;>doubt, that many!
evil and slanderous reports were circula·
ting here and elsewhere involving your
character
as a Christian and Christian
Minister.
Before we could accept your resigna..
tion, it became our imperious duty to examine into the truth or falsehood of the
charges made against you. Having per·
formed that duty, and acquitted you of
any immoral or criminal conduct the reo
suIt of our investigation
was wr{tten out
and read to the congregation
or Church,
a copy of which is herewith enclosed.
The Elders unanimously
determined
that they would not, as they could not,
consistently
with truth and justice, your
own character, the cause of virtue and
the Christian Relic-ion accept your resig-

izens of the first eminence
i respectability.J

I

and highest

.

.
NASHVILLE, Jul} 6, 1853.
Rev. J. B. Ferguson:

. .
~ir;-The
under·
slgne~ citizens of NashvIll~, (not connected wIth the Church of which you are the
Pastor,) in view of the recent unfounded
attacks on your ~h~racte~ ~nd conduct as
a man, and a Chn3tlan MInister, beg leave
re~p.ectfully to assure. you of th~jr undi·
mlmshe~ confidence In your u~ng~tness
and punty, and to express their SIncere
and earnest hope, that you may, at an
early d~y, return to this place, continue
y~ur residence amongst us, and ~esume the
dlscharge of your Pastoral functIOns:
JohnBell,USSenator,
R NWilliams,Esq,
.
.
b
,
W B Campbell,GovofTenn, L E Mitchell,
nahon: and In order to test the sound- FelixRobertson,M D,
ThesGowdey,
ness of their judgment and determination,
E H Fosler,Ex US Senalor, W Meredith,
J Shelby,Ex·PostMasler,
W W Berry,
the question of your resignation was sub-. 'rho'sR Jennings,M D,
J F Demoville,
mitted to the male members of the Church, VKSlevenson,PresN&CRRC. J GFerguson,Esq,
'.
HonW K Turner,
A L Demoss,Esq,
and With the exceptIOn of one or two S RCockrell,Esq,
111 Estelle, .
members, their voice was unanimous that E GEaslman,Ed Union&Amr,BRMcKennie,
.
.
h lb'
J Overlon,MD,
P HThompson,Esq.
your reSignatIOn s ou d not e received; BoydMcNairy,M D,
AC Carler,
and that the Elders forthwith recall you J•• Walker,J1,
R W Brown,Esq,
to the discharc-e of your Pastoral duty.
A J Porter,
JasDManey,EdGaz,
b
G C Torbett,
T B ChIldress,
Esq,
We, therefore, as the Elders and in be- R C McNairy,
T J Hougb,
half of the Church
cordially invite and An Roberlson,
.•
H F Myers,
,
MSPilcher,
Prof J 1>1 'Walsoll,MD,
request your speedy return to your Pasto- BSWeller.
GDCrockett,
ral duties to the congregation,
and to a J DWinslon,MD,
Ja.!lIorrison,
.
. 1 f'
d d
j R CFOsler,3d,
Wm Stockell,
numerous
CHC e 0
sIncere an
evoted ~H L Norvell,
A S Langley,
friends.
Accept the assurance
of our HanWashinglonBarrow,
W A McClelland,
A S Acklin,
L G Mc('JJellaud,
eh" nstIan F. e 11ows h'Ip an d B rol h er 1y 1ove. JProfW
K Bowling,M D,
R SCIJureh,
J HIES WOODS
R J Meigs,Esq,
JohnTrimble,Esq,
DYER PEARL '
J Correy,CashierUnionBank, ByrdD~uglas"

I

l

1

,

'VVT Berry,

FR.A.~KMeGA VOCK, Elders
ROB T C. BRUCF.,
J AS. H. FOSTER,
W M. H. 'tVHARTON,

J

[The following
letter,
written
and
signed without any instrumentality
of
Mr. Ferguson, either directly or indirectly, is subscribed by some of the first men
of Nashville and of Tennessee.
ProfesSOlS in her Literary
and IHedical Institu·
tions, Officers of the ~tate Judges Law,

yers, and Physicians,

Merchants

,

Ju

I.llvmgston,

W B Bayless,
Jas Bankhead,
N E Alloway,Banker,
JASWalker.
GMFogg,Esq,

W F Bang,
J CThompsou,E,q,
Hugh Erwin,
HughMcCrea,
R L White,

J M Bass, Pres'l Union Dank,
E McGuire, Teller"

F Huson,
R S HQllins,

J H Walson,

Jno Camphell,

J D Hamilton,

G W Donigan,

JosNOll'ell,
DC Topp,Esq,
Roh'lGibson,
'I' G Pointer,
A BBeech,
HK Waiker,
E P McGinty,EdTrueWhig,

RT Fleming,
F n Fogg,Esq,
A W Vanleer,
J L Rice,Esq,
W P Bryau,
F H McNairy,
J Irwin,loID,

~L D

SleVenS01J,

and Cit· ~GM DCaulrell,Tel PI Bank,

M G L Clalborne,

R F Woods.
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CaptJas Gordon,
Col H L Claiborne,
Sam'l Crockett,
Thos T Smiley,
J S Dashiell,
1 M Hamilton,
los Edwards,
,. A Shepherd,
J B Knowles,
R C Foster, 4th,
J L Woods,

P P Peck,
F R Cheatham,
Henry Maney, Esq,
WE West,
Sam'l Watkins,
Capt A L Davis,
W H Horne,
A Crawford,
TO Harris,
W C Loftin,
J A McCampbell,Esq,

Watson Freeman,

W B Armistead,

WLFoster, Tel State Bank,
JasErwin
1 B Craighead,
Rob't Lusk, Banker,
T J Harding,
E B Garrett,
Jno M Lea, Esq,
S D Morgan,
Jno Overton,
G P Smith,
JLlIfarling,Ed Union & Amr, AM POlter,
V S Stevenson,
G T Thompson,
W A Cheatham, M D,
Jno H Smith, Mayor of Nashv'c,

Vv A Johnson,
R Farquharson,

Eugene Underwood, Esq,

M D,
J B Johnson,
R W McGavock, Esq,
John Yeatman,

Jno B West,
Prof.R M Porter, M D,
J B Snowden,
R C K Martin, 11'1 D

Jno W Walker,
John Waters, M D
A V S Lindsley, E,q,
Jas A ·Woods,

Russell Houston, E!q,

Dan') Gr·aham, Esq,

Alex Allison,

A G Payne,
T H Greenfield,
Jno Porterfield,
W F Barry. Esq,
Milton Cockrill,
D F Wilkin, Esq,
A Hamilton,
H T Yehtman,
W H Gordon,
Gen W G Harding,
CAR Thompson,
A F Goff, Esq,
ProfC K Winston, M
Prof J B Lindsley,

Jno S Young,

Thos Harding,
D F Carter,
G H Slaughter,

D,

S H Loomis,
M M Monohan,
Rufus Smith,
A VI' Fowler,
H A Cooper,
W W Finn,
W Greenfield,
H M R Fo.g, Esq,
R \¥ Greene,
C E H Martin,
G W Cnnningham,

Willo Williams,

E S Gardner,

Jacob McGavock,Esq,
WHy Smith,
Wesley Wheless, Banker,

Geo Maney, Esq,
Michael Vaughn, Esq,
R H McEwen,

Francis Furman,
Jos W Walker,

'J'hompson, Esq,
Felix Compton,

D R Claiborne, Esq,
Monroe Cheatham,

J W Martin,
T W Conner, M.D

JI10

A J Duncan,

W P Downes,

Geo W Seay,
Col B Frank Cheatham,
Tbos Washington, Esq,
John Reid, Esq,
M Watson, Pres't Plant Dank,

Jos V"ulx,
C E Hillman,

Jas Hutchison,
J M Swann,
F W Weller,

S P Allison, Esq,
Je8se Warren,

A C Noryell,
Wm Prichard.

Christian
Congregation
of New Orleans,
(after due deliberation,)
that the interests
of our Congregation
and of the cause in
this city, would be greatly
promoted
by
your residence
and labors
among us; and
it was also decided,
that to ascertain
the
views of the brethren
generally,
upon the
subject,
the proposition
to solicit your ser·
vices, be laid before them on Lord's
day,
27th inst.

l

Accordingly,
on that day, the question
having been
submitted
to the Congregation, it was, after full and mature deliber·
ation, decided to call you to 1abor amongst
us; and it gives us pleasure
to communi·
cate the fact, and to earnestly
solicit your
compliance
with the anxious wishes of the
brethren,-to
which we may add those of
th.e community
generally;
and to say that
we tru.st you will be able to early comply
with this general request. With greatest
'respect for you as a man, as well as a
Christian
teacher,
Weare truly and respectfully
yours,
WARRICK MARTIN,
JOHN McDOUGALL,
E. H. WILSON,
P. W. ROBERT,
A. A. JONES,
JNO. T. JETER,

Elders and Trustees.
OCEAN SPRINGS, Miss.,

July

15, 1853.

Messrs. J. Mead, A. A. Jones, John T.
Jet&r, P. W. Robert, W. Martin, Jno.
McDougall, E. H. Wilson-Elders,
Trustees, etc. :
My Dear Brethren:Your letter
28th of February,
communicating
olution
of the Board
of Trustees
invitation
of the
Oongregation
Christian
Chapel
of New Orleans,

of the
the Resand the
of the
urging

CORRESPONDENCE
BETWEEN THE OFFICERS OF THE CHRI5.TIA.N
CONGREGATION OF NEW ORLEANS AND
me to take the Pastoral
oversight of the
J. B. FERGUSON.
.
1 Church, is now before me for a reply.
Invitation to beoome its Pastor-His
De·
It would have received an immediate
reo
c~inQ.tion,and the 1'epetition of the In· ply had it not been that the circum stan·

vttatton.

.
0 RLEANS,

F e.b 28 , 1853
••

'

ces that then surrounded
me,
Elder J. B. Ferguson:
hope that by delay I would be
Our Dear Brother:-On
the 26th accept the honoraMe
service
instant
it was
anxiously
called
me.
It is
Resolved,
By the Board of Trustees
of, most
of you,
that
several
N EW

led me
enabled
to which
known
gentlemen

to
to
it
to

/
MISREPRESENT

A. TIONS

CORRECTED.

whose names are appended, insisted upon
Please accept for yourselves, individumy not declining the invitation until at ally, the assurance of my sincere and fra.
least I were fully satisfied it would be out ternal regards, and for the Church of which
of my power to accept.
I must, now, you are members', my best wishes and
therefore, communicate the fact, that it prayers for its increase in the means and
will be entirely impracticable for me to agencies of usefulness, and its uninter,comply with your wishes.
rupted edification in Love. Very grate.
I make this comm'unication with un- fully and respectfully,
Jeigned reluctance and deep regret. I have
Your fellow·servant,
been satisfied for years that both my own
J. B. FERGUSON.
health and that of my family would be
promoted by a more southern climate.NEW ORLEANS,July 21,1853.
This, taken in connection with your reo ELDERJ. B. FERGUSON,
peated and cordial request, prompted by a Ocean Springs, Miss.-Dear
Brother:fellowship and a kindness that has shown
Your letter of the 15th inst., ad.
itself to be free, full and enduring under dressed to the undersigned, and others
the severest trials to which human sympa- who are not now in the City, as Eiders,
thy is ever subjected, makes it extremely Trustees, &c., has been received.
difficult for me to decline.
Allow me to
A.lthough we feel to appreciate rou,r
assure you that nothing but the recent un- motlVes and deeply sympathize with you
provoked and merciless assault-first
up- in the unmerited abuse and persecution
on the soundness of my faith, which my through which you have, as we fear, but
voluntary opponents would not or could partially passed, yet we ,can but regret,
not understand or represent truthfullymost deeply, that circumstances impel'
and now upon my moral standing, and all you to decline the invitation of the Con.
that can make our earth·life tolerable, gregation here tq become its permanent
eould prevent my ready and hearty accep- Pastor.
tance of the responsible and yet agreeaWe deem it almost superfluous to asble duties to which your partiality has sure you, Bro. Ferguson, that the Chu~ch
called me.
I
here was not actuated by any cold and
That you have with<jlt my solicitation, indifferent formality in expressing a deand in opposition to my expressed sense sire to secure your services, but from a
of }'our interests and happiness, again firm conviction that your labors l,lerewould
unanimously repeated your invitation of add greatly to the cause of truth; which
Feb. 28th, while all that low envy and conviction was strengthened, if possible,
phrenzied malignity could do has been by the profound respect and ardent at.
done to prejudice you against me, speaks tachment entertained towards you, both as
to my heart and overwhelms it with grati- .ft,Preacher and a Gentleman.
tude to. Him who turns the hearts of his
Our regrets are somewhat mitigated by
children,
as the streams of water are the pleasing reflection that we will, in all
turned. May He abundantly bless and probability, have you in our City during
reward you for the justice and charity you the approaching winter, and perhaps the
have extended, and give peace and pros- next year. Be this, however, as it may,
perity to your association and spiritual you may rest assured, that so J6lllg as you
strength, patience and joy to your every manifest the same spirit which has hitherheart.
to characterized your conduct, our best
It is barely possible that I may yet be wishes and prayers will accompany you
able to serve you at some future time. Hlto whatever point Providence may direct
health and duty permit, I hope to spend your steps.
the approaching winter in your city.
Hoping that you may ever find favor in
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the sight of God, to buoy you up and far
above all the conflicting cares and vindictive persecutions of earth, we subscribe,
Most affectionately,
A. A. JONES,
J. T. JETER,
JNO, MEAD,
P. W. ROBERT,
WARRICKMARTIN,
JNO.McDOUGALL.
The following letter to the Editor of
the" Ohristian Age," who had expressed'
doubts of the fact that the invitation had
been given, we also insert, a: the repeated
and urgent request of the wnters:
NEw ORLEANS,Ma~ 27, 1853.
Dear Brother Franklin:-In
the "Ohristian Age" of the 19th inst., you express a
desire to hear from the Church in New
Orleans, respecting Bro. Jesse B, Ferguson, In justice to the Church and Bro.
Ferguson, we comply with your request.
When Bro. Ferguson was last in our
./"' mature d el'b
I, aJter
1 C'Ity, t h e Ch urc h d'd
eration, invite Bro. Ferguson to take up
his residence among us, and to become its
Pastor.
All the members present on the.
occasion, voted for his call, save one, and
his name is now attached to this letter."B roo Ed war d 0 . P ayne, wh 0 vo t ed th en.
l'
h'IS commg,
,
. th e on Iy one. k nown t 0
lor
IS
"t
B
F
us as opposmg I now.
roo erguson
'
t'
fl'
h as no t ye, 111 a orma manner, aecep t e d
, 't a t'lOn, b u t we s t'll
h e WI
'II
our mVI
lopeh
d o so.
'
WI'l11 st we are at a II times
p 1eased to
,
d I
'd'
,
f
receive a. ,v ce an mstruchon
rom our
Bret~ren, upon subje$:ts with which we
are unacquainted, we yet think tha.t we do
not need such, respecting Ero. Ferguson.
We, ourselves, know him. For piety, sineerity,- and influence among those with.
whom he "associates, he has few, if any
equals, and certainly no superiors among
our preaching brethren.' We know of no
one so well qual.ified to do good in tl~is
City as he, It would be to us a matter of
rejoicing, if all those who oppose and denounce him, possessed his spirit, and his

CORRECTED.

influence for good. "If any man have
not the spirit of Christ, he is none of his."
If any man has that spirit, we think he
has. It matters not what is said or done
against him; those who know him inti·
mately, will entertain this opinion of him.
Out of courtesy, we make this expla.
nation; but do not acknowledge the right
of the "Christian Age," ~r the "Missionary Board," of your City, to ask it of us;
nor can we see what either of them has
to d~, with our selection of our preacher.
Please publish this in the" Christian
Age,"
We have sent a copy of this letter to
Bro. J. B. Ferguson, which we expect
him to publish in the Magazine.
Being opposed to personal attacks in
Christian J oumals, and advocates of
"peace on earth, and good will among
men," we remain,
Your Brethren, &c.,
A. A. JONES,
~
JOHNMEAD,
Elders.
JNO, T. JETER,
W
M
ARRICK ARTIN,
JNO,McDOUGALL,
P. W. ROBERT,
Deacons.
E, H, WILSON,
A. P. CHA.MBERLAIN,
I do hereby certify the foregoing to be a
true COPY' of the original letter directed
to, "Elder Benj.
Franklin, Editor" Chris""
,
tlan Age,'" Cmcmnatl, OhlO." In faith
whereof I grant these presents, under my
signature and seal of office, as Nl,ltary
Public, in and for the Parish of Orleans,
State of Louisiana.
P. W. ROBERT,
N 0 t ary P u bl'IC
May 28, 1853.
.

1

J

'
NEW ORL!'AN:S,May 28, 1853.
Elder J. B. Ferguson, Nashville, Tenn.:
Deat Brother:-I take great
pleasure in enclosing to r'ou, an exact copy
of a letter, signed. by each individual for
himself, which I have this day put in the
Post Office, and which is addressed to
"Elaer Ben], Franklin, Editor "ChrisLian
Age," Cincinnati, Ohio," with a request
to publish it.

SELP-POSSEiSION

FROM FAITH IN PROVIDENCE.

The objects for sending you this copy l1ccidents, we read almost every week of
are: first, that you may know how the lives sacrificed on this very account. Peo.
brethren and Church here appreciate you pIe of good sense, clear heads, and appaas a Gentleman, a Christian, and a rently of religious trust, get along very well
Preacher; and, secondly, that you may be so long as nothing unusual occurs, and they
in possession of word for word, of the tread the beaten track of routine; but let
. original, so that you may use your own them be upset in a stage coach, or let them
good judgment, whether or not to publish be placed on the deck of a burning or sinkit in the "Magazine."
Should the "Age" ing vessel, and they wiII act like a frantic
fail to publish it, as requested, we will mob. Then again there are others, not at
certainly expect to see it in the "Maga- all remarkable in common transactions,
zine;" but we fully expect, as we doubt whose characters rise into sublimity and
not, the" Age" will publish it. You are glory when the common order of events is
perfectly free, however, to exercise your broken up, or the stream is turned suddenly
Own judgment, and publish it or not, as out of its course. Then they are self-col.
you please, at any time.
lected in the midst of trouble, taking in
I should like to write you more length- the whole prospect with steady eye, perhaps
ily on this occasion, but am required to not only saving themselves, but bringing orhave this copy in the mail to-day, and der out of ruin, and bearing off others in
time will not allow me to say all that I safety from a field of disaster. These perwish.
sons, it may be, have no more actual power
With sentiments of the kindest regards, and faculty than most peorle; but they have
I remain yours, &c.,
learned to possess their souls so that no

P. W. ROBERT.
From the Cbristian Register.

Belf-Possession from Faith in Providence.

power is wasted or misapplied.
Now that this most desirable gift is owing
in part to natural endowments or native
temperament, we are not at all disposed to
deny. But that it is in the power of every
man, woman and child to acquire it, we are
disposed to believe and affirm. If the
Spartan youth .could so be trained as never
to be thrown off his balance by ambuscades
and surprises, if the drill of the camp can
expel from the human breast alI fear and
perturbation in the face of whatever danger,
we should be sorry to believe that the motives which religion inspires may not equally raise one above the control of circumstances and give him possession of himself.

One of the most important elements of
power y and one which is cultivated comparatively but little,is the complete possession
and control of all the faculties. We come
in contact witl) them almost every day who
have faculties which they neviill'learned to
use readily, and who therefore blunder and
bungle whenever they are called upon to
nse them; and we meet with others ot far
inferior powers, who, because they have all
their resources at command, pass for a
great deal more than they are worth, and
generally succeed in whatever they undertake to do. We should be glad to see
Aside, however, from mere physical haramong the things which the child is to learn dihood and practical bravery, we do not
or attain to, not merely knowledge and the believe there is any thing but a right apacquisition of mental power, but ready tact prehension of the doctrine of Providence
in turning that knowledge to the best ac- which will give us at alI times the complete
count, and always holding that power at mastery of our faculties. There ill in the
command.
minds of most people a vague acknowledgNever is the want of this more fulIy per- ment of a general providence, but they do
ceived than in those occurrences by which not seem to be aware that this doctrine
the stream of life is turned out of its quiet carefully analyzed, inc1udes the idea of a
a,pd ordinary course. Under the head of particular providence in each particular
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----~~~~~~
event, as the whole is made up of the parts

ent bour according to our best wisdom and
and constituents that compose it. We must ability; and these done, we shall lie down
abandon the notion of a Providence alto- and sleep sweetly under the shadow of comgether, or else we must admit that there is ling time. And if ~aked up suddenly by
a special providence in every event, and that the thunder and the storm, we shall know
there is no such thing as accident in the that they canno! touch a hair of our heads
universe.
This being so., we shall readily but by Divine permission, and that we shall
understand and feel that God is present, not die by accident, or go hence any sooner
not on1yin the great crises and catastrophies than God intended. We shall survey the
of history, but in every filling of the lungs scene as old Herman surveyed from his
and every pulse of the heart, and the same church tower the conflagration of Ham·
power that guides' the world in its orbit, burg, who, when the waves of fire were
guides the sparrow in its fall. It will fol- surging beneath him, and at length mount·
low, too, that there is no such thing as un- ing up to his last retreat, calmly arranged
timely death, since all' changes, and this his bells, so that their last chime should
~ong the rest, occur according to a law of play his favorite tune and make music unto
eternal order, which chance or accident has God:
no power to break or disturb.
"Andas thetower camecrushingdown,the bellsin
Th"
t
F
t
r
th
d
t'
f
sweetaccord,
, IS IS ~o , ~ a Ism, e oc :me, 0 a Pealedforththegrandold
Germanhymn,"All good
blInd and Irreslstlble Force. It IS simply,
soulspraisetheLord."
the doctrine of Providence tenderly adapIt has been remarked that believers in
ted in the smallest events to our spiritual Divine Foreoraination are generally found
state, controlling and diversifying all our to be most self-collected in emergencies.surroundings so as to educe the highest pos· We can readily- believe it. For when you
sible good, and woo forth the best energies eliminate from that doctrine the Calvinistic
that sleep in man. It makes the scheme of element of unconditional election and repProvidence a grand system for the educa- robation, you have a truth still left which in
tion of humanity. Leaving the human will good minds takes the simple form of the
untouched and free, it yet so pre~arranges doctrine of a Universal Providence, which
and pre-adapts our life·plan as to develope not only extends outward through- all space,
th~ highest and best energies that we·will but downward through the smallest atoms,
suffer to be developed, or in short, to make making the humblest event a ,wavelet out of
the 'most of us that can be made. Or jf Omnipotency, making the minutest object
we will not allow any good to be evolved, redolent of Divine fragrance, making the
the Divine Providence so arranges our life- the Divine Omnipresence to glow not more
plan as to allow the least of evil consistent in the bush of Moses than in every shrub
with our moral freedom. So that there is and tree-binding and uniting all things tono waste of force, no needless evil, no un· gether in a universal scheme of beneficence
avoidable pang in the dominions of God.- and blessing. Whoever has such a faith,
,Such is Divine Government controlling not and lives it well, will be likely to remain
.only all worlds, but each particle that com- calm and self-composed amid the changes
poses them. Leaving free the human will, that sweep over the surface of things.
it binds all nature and all events in the laws
of Optimism, and thus preserves the har'1'
monyof the universe.
IT was not hard work for Mozart .to
Wh"e~ once we have apprehended these write Don Giovanni, nor for Michael An·
laws of Providence. by a devout and living gelo to design St. Peter's.
It, is never
faith, we shall not suffer any changes or very hard to do a thing well, although all
seeming accidents to take ~s by surprise.the labor of all the years would never en·
We shall strive to do the duties of the pres·l able a ~an to do it.
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Pa;tially true as this is, you readily
The Moral Miseion of our Country, with
Reference to Chrietianity.
perceive how far it is over drawn. Place
by its side the following declaration from
a l.ate number of a Roman Catholic peri.
~,dlca.l,. publ ished in our own country:
Stond Cast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made
,Rehgl.ous tolerance is a heresy, and no
you frce.-GAL.
5: 1.
As to every intelligent being, so to eve. CatholIc can for an instant tolerate it.ry nation, the Creator appears to assign Every Catholic must profess religious insome work, and to grant to each tne in. tolerance or cease to be a Catholic. The
ceI;ltives and means, to discover and per. essence of this religious intolerance is
form that work.
expressed in this article of faith: "Out of
Among other problems, which appear the Church, there is no salvation."
"It
to be given us, to solve--the mission of follows, thelefore, that where religious
our country and government being a mor- into!eranc~ ?lust always and everywhere
al mission-is
that of union and liberty be nght, clVlI tolerance may be proper toin religion.
day and not to-morrow-right
in one
Can there be liberty of conscience,' country. and wrong in another."
The
freedom of speech, and unity of action in i san:e ~vnter then .proceeds to show where
religion?
unhmlted toleratIOn may be advantageous
In no nation yet, as the records of sev- to the Church-namely,
where the governcnteen centuries demonstrate, has entire ment professes atheism, paganism, or a
liberty of conscience been found to co. false re] igion.
exist with unity of action among nominal
In China, England,
or the United
disciples of Christianity.
From the fact States, where a false religion prevails, it
that government has recognized no pref- may be beneficial. t? the Ch~rch, that
erence of one over another, the necessity there should be unlImited toleratIOn.
of mutual toleration among the sects-for
. On the .other hand, where the true religit has only been toleration and not char- lon, that IS, the Roman Catholic, controls
ity--has led some in other countries, to ;,~e government, as in Italy or Spainattribute to us as a people, much more vir- Intolerance on the part of the State be·
tue than is justly ours.
comes a religious duty"-for "the advoA well known British writer, himself a cacy of new doctrines would disturb the
theologian, in speaking of our institu. public peace."
tions, says: "It is hardly possible for any
You perceive from this doctrine, opennation to show a greater superiority over ly advocated at this day, in our own
another, than the Americans in this parol c.oun.try, by a religious community, equalticular have shown over us. They have lmg m numbers anyone of the various
fairly, completely, and probably forever Ch~rche!, how far our government is from'
extinguished that spirit of persecution, eX~ll:guishing completely and forever, that
which h~s been the employment and curse sp~r~t of p.ersecution, w~ic~ has so long
of mankmd, for four or five centuries.been the dishonor of Chrrstlan sects.
Not only that persecution which imprisW~ .p~rce~ve .that the liberal spirit of
ons and scourges fo'! opinions, but the ty- our. CI VI~ mstltutlOns has not by any means
ranny of incapacitation,
which by dis- extmgurshed, but by protecting all in the
qualifying from civil offices, and cutting a exercise of their religious sentiments, thus
~an off from the lawful objects of ambi- far, h.as only restrained the spirit of per·
tlOn, endeavors to strangle religious free. secutlOn.
dom in silen,ce, and to enjoy all the ad-! Indeed, though liberalizing infiuencesvantages, without the blood, and noise, have diffused among the people a liberal
and fire of persecution."
spirit, yet, many of the clerO'y of ProtesBY CHARLES

M. TAGGART.

Ie,

"
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tant Churches, the leaders or guides of is for our country and our CItIzens to
denominations, as far as their actual pro- prove practicable, en tire liberty of conceedings will warrant an opinion, are as science, and entire unity of action, free,~(lstitute of genuine charity, as intolerant dom of judgment, and unity of spirit.
i6f religious opinions varying
from their
As in the name of liberty, the sternest
flwn, as in any previous period of Ohris- tyrants have mounted to the throne of
tian history. In many of our social cir- despotism, so .n the name of religion,
des, the lines of exclusion are drawn on through ages, have been perpetrated the
sectarian principles, and not unfrequent. most inhuman and ungodly deeds. In the
ly in some of our communities, certain name of zeal for the Christian faith, have
.religious sentiments are made the ground been performed enormities, which would
of political action, in el~cting candidates be deemed cruel even among barbarians.
to office.
It can then, scarcely be a matter of asNo one who reads the weekly publica- tonishment, if some be found, who will
tions of the religious press, can easily express their serious doubts as to Christimistake what sort of spirit actuates its anity having been a blessing to the world.
directors. The uncharitableness
of the But we see that mind itself, that which ale
. religious press, is a by-word even among lies the creature to the Creator, and ill in
political partisans,
man, the image of the Deity, may oe disLawyers, physicians, and opposing pol- torted into the image of coarse brutality.
iticians, have always been accustomed, Talen t, genius, the loftiest faculties of
more or less, to meet, consult, deliberate, man, may be perverted into instruments
and act together.
But a few years since of the lowest, basest, and most unmanly
a number of clergy of several Protestant uses. Christianity has been both misapdenominations, assembled in London, to prehended and misused. Can Christian·
form what they styled an Evangelical Al- ity inculcate the most God-like mercy,
liance.
The world was moved at the the most unlimited benevolence, and the
amazing spectacle, and it was thought by most universal brotherhood, and still lead
some, that the "Kingdom of Heaven" was practically
to intolerance, hatred, and
10G..3e,1
"at hand." Yet what was the first 1 barbarous cruelty! The indisputable facts
act of \hat world-surprising assembly.afford conclusive evidence of some fundaIt w~-,:,to frame a creed excluding from the mental misunderstanding or misapplica..t'.Uiance, not only more than half of all tion.
Christendom, namely, the Roman CathoNeed we travel far, or speculate prohc Church, but also, in express terms, ex- foundly, to detect the essential mistake?
eluding several Protestant denominations, Is it not obvious enough that the point of
embracing probably one-fourth of the misunderstanding has been, that of strivProtestant world.
ing for an uniformity of belief, which man
But what has been the issue of that should never have expected, and which
iissembly and that platform?
Almost Christianity does not contemplate?
since that time, or for three or four years
Churches have made the chief requirepast, we hear nothing of the E'llangelical ment an agreement of interpretation,
inAlliance.
It has died a natural deathstead of purity of character, and the pracexpired almost as soon as oorn, and Bish- tice of benevolence.
They have made
op Hughes, had he recalled the fact, might Christianity only a scheme adapted to an
have enumerated this among the eviden- exigency in the remotest past, and a conees of what he' styles "The decline of tingency in the remotest future, instead of
Protestantism."
. jprinciples adapted to the present, and to
But ~raise to the Supremely Good, all every condition, and every action of eveuath is not inclosed by-the walls of Ro- ry rational being.
It is thus that Christiman Catholic Churches, nor confined in anity has become an external and dead
Protestant creeds. There are other agen- form, rather than an internal and living
cies operating, than religious partisans, spirit, diffusing itself through, and exind sectarian denominations.
And it is tending itself over, modifying, transform·
here, under the protection of our govern- inq, and regenerating all things, which rement, under the guidance of our civil in- qUlre to be changed, transformed, or reo
.stitutions-as
all appearances conspire to generated •
•indic.ate, that the problem of religious libBut many changes have occurred, transerty is to be solved. That theoretical and formations numerous are in actual propractical religion are to be reconciled.
It! gress.
During the seventy-seven years,
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since that memorable day of which to-mor- \ protects, even in a Christian land, the pracrolV will be the anniversary, we have spread tice of a Heathen worship.
the myriad wings of commerce, and visitBut the multitudes have less distrust of
ing every clime and every race, we have reo goodness and of God. They feel that in
turned laden with the treasures of fraternal Christianity there is a divine element of
charity, as well as the luxuries demanded truth, which can never suffer by comparison
by an affluent civilization. We have dis- with Heathen error, and they see that our
covered that there are, as St. Paul declares government, thus far in its operation, is like
-"in every nation those who fear God and the Deity, who causes his sun to shine on
work right(Jousness"-and
that "God is no i the ignorant and wise, the evil and the good.
respecter of persons."
Still more, by the 1 The mass of men, though attached to the
vast facilities of intercommunication, we! systems and churches of their childhood,
see our government, like the great orb of are yet interested, as all observation testiday, spreading the shield of its protection fles, as much in the advancement of socieover the most opposing religions among ty, as in the organism of their Church.men.
They love man more than they love their
Some few are startled from their sectarian creed; they ,study universal truth more than
composure, by learning that a heathen tem- their prescribed doctrines; and they labor
pIe containing its heathen Gods, is erected' more for the advancement of Christian lib.
on our Western coast. There being now, erty, than for their sectarian success.
as variously estimated, from thirty to fifty
As a nation, we experience an unexamthousand Chinese in the State of Califor- pled degree of material prosperity; and it
nia, where they have erected an edifice for IS trlle, that in the multiform activities, we
their own worship.
do not always find a due regard to religious
Thus, under our protecting laws, stand agencies and religious principles.
in equal freedom, side by side, the Christian
But this indifference is not enmity,-it is
Church, the Jewish Synagogue, and the not even opposition. Railway companies
Heathen Temple,
Shall we utter com- may build costly depots rather than splenplaints, or indulge fears? Where, then, is did churches, but they are strengthening the
our faith in the divine truth and subduing iprinciple of united social action.
They
power of our religion? Is Ghristianity en- may increase the percentage of their dividangered by the proximity of an indola- dends, but they are also increasing the
trous worship? We despatch missionaries sympathies of a divrded people, and blendto subvert the religion of the Pagan, and ing the interests of separated communities.
shall we dread re~ults, when, instead of Every car rushing over city and county
shrinking from us, the Pagan comes to us lines, and recognizing no State limits, is a
a.nd challenges investigation! It is true our herald of good tidings, a harbinger of
Christian brother of Britain sends the gos- peace, a proclaimer of good will. The
pel to China, but he enforces it with guns. lines of iron net-work, far and wide, exHe offer. them Bibles with the alternative tending through the atmosphere. are elecof bullets, and sends them preachers, ac- tric nerves, by which the whole nation thrills
companied with powder. He invites them to the same impulse and vibrates to the
to the Kingdom of Heaven, but the fore- same touch, and through which millions
taste of its glories he gives in the ecstacies may sympathize, from occident to orient,
produced by opium and rum. He tells from the pole to the equator.
them of Christian Saints, and g;ves them
These inventions of art, and material
examples, in drunKen sailors and brutal agents, are not enemies of retigion. They
soldiers,
The Chinese Emperor had! are mighty moral forces. For by ext in,
learned something of Christian history, guishing distances, we are destroying differwhen he said-"l
want no Christianity in ences; by bringing people nearer to each
my Empire, for these Christians whiten the other, we obliterate the lines which have disoil with human bones, wherever they go." vided them; by joining their SOCIalsympaIt should not be amazing, ifhis Majesty had thies, we weaken their religious prejudices.
deemed it his duty to send us some misTo men and women who daily enter the
sionaries to teach us, according to his view, same doors, travel in the same cars, reside
some lessons of charity, and convince us of in the same hotels, and sit at the same ta.'
the virtues of humanity and peace.
bles, the rumblings of pulpit thunder soon
Some of the sternly disciplined leaders lose their terrors, and priestly denunciations
of sectarianism, who exercise a feeble faith are soon regarded as harmless outbursts of
in the inherent power of truth, appear to venerable fretfulness. The cpmplaining of
dread this latitude of civil liberty, which l a spirit of re~t1essexclusiveness, decliDiDg
I
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~f old alJ"e, and unhappy even in its depart·l the social heavens and social earth, for a
ing hou~s, as a righteous
retribution for new, better and more enduring condition
making others miserable while it lived.
I of t.he European race.
would not be understood as predicting the
But with our peaceful security, unparalspeedy advent of a millennium of national leled freedom,
general intelligence,
comlove and brotherhood'and
glory.
I would mercial relations, and lofty position before
neither overlook nor underrate the obstacles the world, we clearly see that our mission
yet to be surmounted,
by the benevolent is a moral mission. If to any people on
spirit of Christianity.
For there is still earth is indicated by Providence a work to
existinlJ", as we have seen, a domineering
do, it is clearly ours, to solve the problem
spirit gf Church authority, Protestant as of religious liberty and Christian union; to
well as Romanist, which, if armed with civ- embody and exemplify the alliance of reil power, would soon stifle ali free thought,
ligion and morals; to reconcile,
practically
and check all outward progress which might and forever, the two great commandments,
be deemed incompatible with religious ty- duty to God and duty to man, love to our
runny.
father and love to our brother-Divine
wor81i11 more, there is a servility to public ship and human fraternity.
prejudice,
an .obsequiousness to fashion,
'rhe final conflict between spiritual auand a time-servmg dr~ad of popular ~ha~. thority and spiritual freedom has not yet
nvs, which must be displaced by the. lll~pJ' ~been fought.
The victory of free thought
ration of a strong ~ense of human dls-OIty, ~has not yet been secured.
To some of its
a free, firm, co.nsclOusness of manly. lOd.e. auxiliaries in our land and age., we have
pendence, befole pe:manent
an.d rapid PIO- now adverted.
Church despotIsms, both
gress can be made In the real liberty of the Romanist and Protestant, feel the reins of
gospel.
.'
power over human conscience gliding rapBut, With a republican ~overnment, well dly from their reluctant
hands, and in a
established, and now growing venerable .by voice of lamentation,
t.hey are bewailing
years-with
liberty of c.onsclence and lib· the ungodliness
of the age.
It is only an
erty of speech unrestramed
by vlO.lence-.- age of doubt, they tell us; an age of faithwith foreign commerce and domestic enter- lessness-an
age of gross impiety.
But I
prise-with
a common language .• a common would tell them, that having eyes, they see
I iterature, and a free press--wlth
benevo- not that it is their own slolid infatuation}lmt unions of every.form,
?aving in view that this is an age of unexampled energy,
no political nor sectal'lan deSigns, but moral and benevolence, and beneficence, and faith
ubjects, social improveme.nt, and mutual aid, in the power of goodness, rather than of
uniting men of ~ll parties, classes, sects, plans, schemes, 'articles and confessions.and religions-with
all these, pote.nt age?· That the world is moving while they stand
cies in h'ee and successful operatIOn, splr· still and that the motion of the time is not
ilual tyranny. and c~U1:ch ex;lus~veness can- backward, but onward, and pacific and hunot hope for Imm?ltahty.
Their days are ~mane.
That the watchwords of our counn~lmbered, and umon and brotherhood must try are union and brotherh.ood-the
very
tr\umph.
.
.
heart of the Christian
philosophy-the
In the rapid and sangumury revolutIOns
d d f
th
d r
f J
of Europe, from despotism to liberty, then very stan a~ rom
e sacre
IpS 0
e·
hack fro11;1republicanism to monarchy, ma- sus-"By
11m shall all men know that ye
ny of the unhappy millions may be dis- are my disciples. if ye have love one to
trustful an,d discouraged
in the cause of another."
truth.
They may be unable to d~te~mine
w !lether t.he present
aspect of affairs IS but
Yes, it is here that the sun of righteousone of the vicissitudes of an eternal revo- ness is to reach the zenith of its earthly
lution, which, in the history of nations. glory.
If not here, in this land where evl\Iust always mark the changing fortunes of ery religion is protected, where every conhlankind, or whether it is only the precurser.
'h
Id
d
h'
k
sCience IS e
sacre,
were no rac ,no
of a mighty convulsion which sh~1l shake
the continent.
A solemn calm, With dark· stake. no scaffold can intimidate-wR.ere
: y gatl~ering clouds, bef?re the eruption. of no church, no creed, priest or preacher
\ l"amc ~res, now burnmg and gathermg
can interpose
earthly authority
between
;~noth
m the bosom of the people, bud I th e sou 1 an d'( I s C rea to r- 'If not here ,
••
'" .'
\ :'lCh, III a devourmg torrent, shall one day I
"fep away el'ery vestige of venera~le ty_/then .explore the globe and tell me where.
'~lloies, preparatory
to the renovatIOn
ConSIder the present
lind presa~e the fu-
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ture, and tell ;;:I~~;;e~
the ~andharmonizing
sec~~ies~
problem
of religious liberty can be reo the interests of individuals.
solved?
Tell me when and where opinion
The only method remaining to perpetu·
un.r~strained,
and c~.operation
in unity of ate religious
exel usiveness,
is to stop
SpIrIt, can be practIcable
or be possible. I steam cars, take down telegraphs,
silence
The truth has been declared-the
decree the press, and destroy the newspaper.has gone forth.
The angel of a free faith For every observer
must perceive, that
stands with one foot upon the land, and railroads, electric wires, a free press, and
?ne upon the sea, of. this last born hem-j a free literature,
are the natural, necessalsphere, and affirms In the name of God, (ry, uncompromising,
and eternal enemies
an~ ~f human welfare, that the terrors oflof self-complacent
and uncharitable
sec·
religIOUS tyranny shall be here no longer.
tarianism.
It is said of the brave reformer of the l This aay completes seventy-seven
years
sixteenth
century,
that he then blew a ~since our patriot fathers proclaimed
the
blast which shook all Europe.
But that ~charter of civil freedom, under which, at

l

blast was blown for only a partial eman'j this hour, we live and pro~per.
But we
cipation of the soul from spiritual chains.
have yet to hear proclaimed
the declaraFor by his own hostility
to his laboring
tion of the world's relIgious
disenthral·
brethren,
the reformer soon discovered,.' ment.
Give us but the pacific policy, the
that with all his bold advocacy of private ~material prosperity,
the scientific discovejudgJl1ent, he meant by freedom no more ries, beneficent inventions,
and harmoni·
than a change of masters;
and from that zing
Christian
researches
of seventy·
day till this,
the reformation,
though seven years more, under the protection of
leading
indirectly
to the best aspects of our independent
government,
and. the
the presen t, has been directly
little else work is done.
In this hemisphere spiritthan an exchange
of Roman
Pontiffs [or ual tyranny
shall ,have perished, sectari·
Protestant
Popes.
anism will have died, its history will have
Luther was only the Moses to lead to been recorded,
its epitaph
written,
the
the confines
of Canaan,
which he saw human mind will be free, and God will
from Pisgah; but not the Joshua to con. 'reign
supreme
sovereign ·of the SOlll.duct Israel up fully into the rich land of Three quarters of a century more of apapromise.
'
ciflc policy!
Yes, it must be, if at all, it
In the way of independent investigation
must be in peace t?at the problem of reof Christian
truth,
there is a tyranny 0[, ligious liberty is to be re~olved.
War disProtestan t Church systems,
extending its ~orders
all-revolution
confuses
every
hideous arm into the most sacred privacy
thing.
Literature,
sculpture,
painting,
of social relations,
which is as formida.
mUJ3ic-all the harmonizing,
refining and
ble to the timid and unheroic searcher, as elevating arts, are unpatronized,
suspend·
the racks of a Roman inquisition,
which ed, often crushed in war.
The resources
so effectually
extinguish the evil of her- of the nation are then turned in a wrong
esy.
direction,
and employed to uncivilize soBut superior to the spirit either of Ro.
man ism or of Protestantism,
there is a
spirit of Christianity,
whose heavenly aspect I would gladly recognize in the heart
of any human br.other,
whether found in
a Romanist
Cathedral
or a Protestant
prayer meeting.
·We see now some of the potent forces
which are at work, destroying
divisions,l
I

I

ciety.
Our own country, directly or indirectly,. within the last twelve years, has
expended in war a sufficient amount of
money to have purchased all the territory
she has acquired;
and besides
this, to
have built a college in every city, perhaps
in every country of this broad Union, af·
fording each a handsome
perpetual
en·
dowment, by which every child now Iiv·
-
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ing in this land might, as far as capable,
have been liberally educated, to say nothing of the loss of human life and human
happiness, which no words can describe,
and no figures calculate.
Such are the
painful trials to which we are subjecting
our Christian faith, ,he peculiar message
of which proclaims peace on earth, and
good will among men, Both the war and
the expenditure may have been necessary
and inevitable; yet in this nineteenth cen·
tury of enlightened Christianity, all such
expenditure appears to indicate the pass·
ing strange short.sightedness
of human
action.
The religious mission of our
country, the power 0 f our religion itself
among ourselves, manifestfully depends
upon our peaceful policy.
Surely there is a glorious day yet to
come; and though we may not, the generations who follow us, will see and enjoy
it. Let us cherish grateful memories this
day, of the noble deeds and virtues of our
deparled fathers, as we would be gratefully remembered by those who shall suc·
ceed us.
Now may each of us, and all, enjoy
the benediction of the God of our fathers,
who is our Goo, and the God of the eternal future.
"
Female Education.
BY W.
To know

G. ELIOT,

wisdom

words of understanding

ST.

and instruction;

Lours.
to perceive

the

-Prov.l,2.

My subject tonight is Female Educa·
tion. We have heretofore spoken of the
different relations in which woman is
placed, and of the influence shiJ unavoidably exerts. As society becomes more refined her influence increases, and the question therefore becomes more important,
how shall her education be so conducted
8S to make it good?
In other words, how
shall she be prepared for the proper per·
formance of the real duties of life? It is
the same question that we ask concerning
men, and the importance of a right answer
is then universally acknowledged; but

EDUCATION.

female education is left very much t()
chance influences, and its direction in·
trusted to those who know little about
what it ought to be. The remarks which
I ~hall now make are not, however, intended to develop a system, but rather to
direct your thoughts to the subject, as one
which has been too much neglected.
The education of the young should have
chiefly two Objects in 'view: First, the
development of the individual mind; and
secondly, to fit each indvidual for the
position in life which will probably be
held. These are the great objects of eda·
cation, so far as this world alone is can·
cerned. They belong to one sex as well
as the other, and in tbe education of boys
and young men, no one would think of
neglecting them; but in the education of
girls they are almost systematically disregarded, and from their neglect arise
many of the mistakes which we have so
much reason to lament.
In the first place, the girl or young Jady
should be educated with reference to her
own absolute wants. She should be
treated as a rational being, who has a
mind to think with, duties to perform, and
a soul to save. She should be taught
from the beginning to make the best of her
own faculties, and all the means of intel·
lectual improvement which her parents are
able to afford, should be given to her.These will be great or little, according to
her stat(on in society and the degree (}f
wealth. To the poor, the means of edu.
cation must be limited, but the rich may
make them as great as they please. Even
the comparatively poor may make them
much greater than they do, if brought to
feel t~t the object is wortn self·denial in
its attainment.
But the limit of education should be
fixed, not by some arbitrary idea of bow
much a woman ought to know, or how
much it is safe to [each without spoiling
her as a good housekeeper, or a faithful
drudge-the principle on which the eda·
cation or no education of the slave is con·
ducted-but the limits of female education
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I am afraid that comparatively
;ew
young ladies are accustomed
to think a
education
in this way.
They think of
it, as a schooling to be continued until
We say to the boy or to the young man, the age of sixteen or seventeen, the ob"make
the best of yourself; there is no ject of which is to make them appear as
danger of your learning
too much; read, well as others in their own circle, and
study, think, [or the sake of gaining rna· therefore to give them an equal chance of
turity of judgment, and a well disciplined
bsuc~ess. TfheYlfseldlom thihnk °df itfash~hhe
egmnm.g 0 se -cu ture, teen
0 w lC
mmd,
Lose ,no opp~rtunlty .of attaimng liS maturity
of character
and the full exknowledge,
whether it promises to be of~ cellence of woman·hood.
We say to the
immediate
use or not.
It is good for its boy--make
aman of yourself; be diligent,
own sake.
Its acquisition will strengthen
tllat when you come to manly years you
.
.
may have a manly character.
Why not
t h e mmd,
as exercise
strengthens
the say t 0 th e glI
. I-ma k e a woman of y a Jr·
body."
Vve advise him to educate him· self. that when you come to womailly
self by all the means within his reach, not years you may have a womanly charactpr?
only nor chiefly that he may become a But instead
of it we say, learn
more successful merchant or a more em i- lady·like;
;emember. when you bel
.
. lady you wdl be qUite ashamed to
~en.t lawyer, but because the educatio~ IS bad grammar, or to enter a·room in
m Itself good.
It makes a man of hIm. or awkward way.
This is a much It takes him out from the littleness
of standard, and reduces everything
to "
humanity,
and interests him in the great side appearances.
It makes t!:te culti\ 'Jthings of life, virtue, truth, honor, beauty,
tion of the mind wait on the prettiness
of
and religion.
It makes him independent,
the body. It makes a woman's education
to a great degree, of external circumstanless importal1t than her manners, and the
ces, and frees him from the necessit)· ofj dancing·master
more indispensable
than
riches, which common men feel, by giving i any other teacher.
It degrades woman·
him inward and inexhaustible
wealth.hood.
It prevents the girl from seeing the
The educated man can say, "my thoughts
real excellence of .knowledge, the essento me my kingdom are," and whether rich tial value of intellectual
improvement.or poor, wnether mechanic
or merchant,
The young lady is not taught to respect
or professional
scholar,
whether he is a herself for what she is, b)lt for what she
married or a lonely man, he will prize his appears
to be.
She does not labor to
education
as one. of the best temporal
improve herself, because she has a mind
gifts which Providence has bestowed.
that needs improvement,
and faculties,
But why is not this as true of woman, the exercise of which is the truest happias of man?
If she is a rational
being, ness, but her labor ceases when a certain
why should we not treat her as such?
Why degree of indispensable
knowledge
and
should she not be made to feel from the outward polish is attained.
The accom·
days of girlhood, that it is her duty to make plishments which belong to the fingers and
the best of herself, in the development
of the feet are much more highly prized than
her whole mind, in the proper use of all those of the mind and character.
Some
her faculties!
Why should she not be show of study or some general plan 0
taught
that knowledge is good, whetherl reading
is kept up, [or six or twelve
immediately
useful or not; that the objecd months after leaving school, or until she
of her 8tudying
is not merely to learn stands at the marriage alter, and then, the
something
which she can put to practical
great purposes of education having been
use, when she becomes a wife, and moth- secured, the further improvement
of the
eT, but self-improvement
for the improve· mind is accounted unnecessary.
ment's sake.
Why should she [eel, as she
I do not mean to be guilty of sarcasm.
often does, that the wlule uses of educa· It is an easy kind of wit, which any body
tion are attained,
if she appears well in with an observing eye and a bad temper
society,
and avoids those mistakes which can attain.
I should be sorry, therefore,
betray ignorance?
Why 8hould manners
if in my remarks I. seem sarcastic, where
be regarded as almost everything,
and the I only intend to speak the truth; but it
substance
of a cultivated
intellectual
na· seems scarcely too much to say, and fe·
ture almost nothing?
l male writers
themselves make the comshould be fixed as of the man's, by the
capacity
of the individual
scholar,
and
the external means within reach.
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plaint more strongly than I would venture
where welcome, every where honoreJ, are
to do, that female education is often con- those who have accounted the prize of
duct ed, both in school and afterwar<;ls, as matrimony
not great enough for their ac1£ the chief eild of woman were to be ceptance!
They are often the most im·
married, and the chief object of education
portant
members of the family, the con·
to secure a good establishment.
What·
soleI's of grief, the unwearied attendants
ever will conduce to 'that end, by render· in the chamber of sickness, the visitors of
ing her attractive,
by making her the ob- the poor, finding in the exercise
of all
ject of admiration,
by enabling her to ap' beautiful
charities and kindly
affections,
pear well in society and to take captive
if not the full happiness
of which they
the hearts of men,--all
of this is valued.
are eapable,
yet enough to make their
No part of it is omitted.
For its attainlives a continual
expression
of gratitude
ment no expense is spared.
But the ed- to God, and themselves
a blessing to all
ucation
needed to make her think,
to they love.
Wemay know many such, and
make a woman of her, to teach her sel f. in the excellent
disinterestedness
of their
respect and 3elf-reliance, is comparatively
lives, they are numbered among the Saints
neglected.
of the ea.rth.
But how often do we find a
This is the great error by which, mOre parallel ms~ance an:ong those of m,y own
than by anything else, woman is prevent~ex! N otwlthstandJ.ng
all the iJlpp~nt
ed from taking her right position in so- Jests upon the, subject,
my, obser~atlO.n
ciety, and from exerting her full influence.
leads me to thlllk that. a slng~e life IS
She is not educated
for her own individmuch more fatal to man s happmess and
ual sake, but with reference to a certain
usefulness,
than to woman's.
effect, to be produced
on those around
But how absurd it would be if, in his
her, ,and a certain result.to be attaineo.-:education, everything were marie to turn
She IS no~ taug?t to enJoy study; she IS upon such considerations!
The best way
not supplt~d With those llltelle~tual
reo to educate him to become a good husband
sources whI~h would make her I~depenand father is to make him a good man.dent of praise or bl.ame.
Her Ide,as of Give him the best education in your power
us.efulness an~ happll~ess, are assocla~ed
with that view, and you do that which is
With her establishment
m bfe as a mamed
best for him under all circumstances.
So
woman, and she does not prepare herself in woman's
education, it should be conby self-education
and self-discipline
to ducted primarily with a view to make her
be useful and happy, through. the forc.e of) a thoughtful,
intelligent,
well educated
her own character and a cultivated mmd, i persOn.
However much her happiness
in whatever position
she may be placed.
may be increased
by an establishment
in
I admit that "marriage is honorable,"
and life. she should have resources
of mind
that both :na~ and woman ,should look and character,
such as to secure her hap.
for~ard to It. With hop~ and Joyful expec· p:nebs at all events.
tatlO~.
It IS unquestIOnably
need~ul to
Secondly, female education should be
Qur highest usefulness and best happmess.
conducted
with reference
to the duties
Without
it, our na~ure is but half devel· which woman is called upon to fulfill in the
oped, and we are m great danger of be- different relations of life.
Not as I have
coming se.lfish and narrow:minded.
It .is already said, merely with a vie\~ to her enthe appomtment
of ProvIdence,
the gift terina on such relations which is the eduof Divine love, and if e~aded or refused, catio~ of outside sbo~ and accomplishno complete
compensatIOn
for the loss ments' but with reference
to the dUlies
can be found.
U~de: ordin~ry cir~um- whlCh'devolve upon her as a married woman
stances,
therefore, It IS a sellOUS mls£or- if circumstances
lead her to become sucb.
tune to . either. sex, to . T,emain in what is But this view of the subject compels me, in
called sIllgle, III OppositIOn, I suppose, to part, to repeat what I have already said;
~he two·fold blessedness.
Bu~ s~rely this for bow would yOll prepare one to become
IS not true of woman alon.e; It, I~ equal- a good wife and ajudicious mother, except
ly true of man.
If anyt~Illg,
It IS more by making ber an intelligent and sensible
true; for man's nat~re, beIng more rough I woman?
Other things being equal, the
and h,arsh, s~a~<ls ~n greater need of the more higbly educated a person is, in what~ofte?tng, punfymg Influences of the fam· ever situation placed, tbe greater his inHu11y cIrcle.
ence, and more worthy he will be of resHow often do we see that among the pect.
This is true of one sex as well as of
gentlest
and loveliest of their sex, every \ the other.
The time has passed, when it
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was taken for granted tbat the more con- is able to lead them aright in their first
traeted
a woman's
education,
the more seeking after truth and knowledge, to give
likely she is to bec<tme a good wife and them a taste for teading, and direct them
mother.
T.hose were the days when wife in their early choice of books, she will acand servant meant nearly the same tbing, complish, almost witbout being aware of it,
Civilization bas advanced too far. education tbe most important part of tbeir education.
is too generally diffused, for such ideas to I have often remarked the difficulty, even
prevail.
It is expected, nay required, that in the best schools, to give a good education
every woman in good society shall be well- to children, especially to girls, whose mothinformed,
well educated.
Without this, er is illiterate or ignorant.
You may proher general influence in society is small, vide for them the most accomplished teachand even her moral influence in the domes- ers, who will carry them through books
tic circle great.ly lessened.
For a certain enough to entitle them to a degree in coldegree of mtellectual
development is ne- lege, and yet the illiterate home atmoscess'ary to command 'respect, and she wh03e phere, the uneducated
mother-tongue,
will
mind is narl'Owed by prejudice, or who is half neutralize
your efforts.
Particularly
ignorant upon subjects of ordinary interest
is this true with regard to the little refinein science anqliterature,
labors under great ments of education and the right cultivation
disadvantages
in all the relations of life.-of taste, which go so far towards character·
She need not be afraid of knowing too izing the lady and the gentleman in society.
much.
The New England
idea on this 'What is learned from the mother is thorsubject is correct, that every girl should be oughly learned, and it requires a great deal
educated well enough to become a teacher of dt ilIing at scbool to undo bel' mistakes,
in case of necessity; that with this view, and to remedy her false teaching.
But jf
she should be taught thoroughly, so far as she is able to help the teacher, the school
she goes, and should go ",s far as time and work will go on profitably, or if circumstanopportunity allow.
Such an education will ces require, may be dispensed with.
unfit her to be the wife of a silly or ignoWe do not sal that the education of
rant man, unless to become his teacher;
children should be in1rusted to the mother
but fortunately it would take away the de- as her duty, for she seldom has either time
sire as weJl as the fitness.
or strength for its performance;
but it is
When thus tllught she is prepared, if she certainly desirable for her to be competent
becomes a wife, to be the head of her to the task, as to her own education.
She
household;
she is the companion and equal will then aid the teacher and supply the unof her husband, capable of being his confi- avoidable deficiencies of scbool education,
dential adviser and assistant.
He prizes while, at tbe same time, she brings her chilher more highly in the performance of ller dren more immediately under ber own indomestic duties, because he res pects her fluence, and teaches them to respect her
understanding.
He is glad to receive coun- more.
A new relation to them is estab.
sel from her, because he sees that she has Jished, and her duties, as a motrer, reCeive
laid up material for thought and that she new dignity.
Even the drudgeries
of
knows how to use tbem.
It is a very good househoJd care, from which but few ladies
thing for a man to have a wife whom he j can escape, become less irksome, because of
can thus regard, and if I were preaching to the spiritual and intellectual influence which
young men, I would advise them to take no she is consciously exerting over those whom
otber.
No one can tell how much he gains she loves.
No greater mistake can be
from daily intercourse with a well educated
made, than to suppose that an ignorant woand sensible woman, who at the same time man is more likely to become a good houseperforms her own duties well, so as to make keeper, tban one who is well educated.
It
his home pleasant, and is able to share his is like the antiquated mistake, that a man is
thougbts, to enter into his cares, to suggest spoilt for a m~rchant, if he is a scholar or a
good COunsel, and to direct his mind not gentleman.
A pedant
who knows just
less than engage his heart.
That is a help- enough to be self-conceited, is out of place
meet indeed; but to become such, a wo- either in the counting-room or nursery; not
man must not be afraid of knowledge nor because of too much education, but too litunwilling to think.
tie. A 8uperficial mind, imperfectly inA gOud education is equally important
structed, is unfitted for all real duties.
A
to the mother.
As the minds of her chil- sound and good educfttion both stimulates
dren are developed, their "obstinate ques- and enables us to do the best we can, untionings of sense and outward things" are der whatever circumstances we are placed.
enough to puzzle even the wisest; but if she,
But when we speak of a good and sound
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education, what do we mean?
It is not that will not endure the wear of actual life.
which comes from school-books and a hired
Let us consider this point still more careteacher alone, but includes the physical, fully, for it is our prilJ.cipal subject this evemoral, and religious training, which are the ning.
The tencency at the present day is
work chiefly of home influence and of in- to overrate the education of books and to
dividual self-discipline.
Upon these points underrate the education of character.
At
it is necessary to say something, for the the risk, therefore,
of seeming to contraworst mistakes in educatioJ;l proceed from diet myself, I would show that moral and
their neglect.
Schools are good things, religious culture is, beyond comrarison, the
and books are good things, but a healthy most important.
We can do without books;
mind in a healthy body is far better, and we cannot do without virtue and religion.
the education which neglects these, is likely The use of education is to make us wiser
to do as much harm as good.
What we and better; otherwise it is an evil instead of
need for the real duties of life, is not the a good.
It is a sad thing to see the characknowledge of Geography, Arithmetic and tel' neglected for the sake of learning~ for
Grammar, but manliness and womanliness
knowledge then becomes an instrument of
of character.
What we learn is chiefly val- iniquity.
After all, the education
upon
uable in teaching us to think, in developing
which we chiefly depend for our usefulness
the mind, in elevating the tastes, in matu- ~and happiness, is not that which comes fj'om
ring the judgment.
We thus become men hooks or schools.
Men may Jearn to think
and women, and learn to put away childish without the printed page; they may learn
things.
But under the system of periodical
to act usefully, wisely, and honorably,
by
cramming and display, adopted in many the grace of God.
schools, particularly for girls, the mind is
We have known men, for example, to
scarcely educated at all. The memory be- whom the meagre education of a pJimary
comes apt and the perception
quick, by school was all with which they began life,
which means a good recitation is produced;
being forced, at the age of ten or twelve
but the art of thinking is not taught.
Girls years, to enter upon the ca~eer of active
very often leave school with a "finished ed- industry.
ucation,"
whose education is scarcely be·
In the strength
of a resolute purpose,
gun.
'fhe materials of thought have been ~and by virtue of what is properly called
put in their minds, but not the ability to use mother-wit,
they have ste~dily advanced,
them.
They become women, but not wo- not only in the accumulatIOn of property.
manly.
They continue
to think as the but in the attainment of useful knowledge.
child, to speak as the cllild, and to under- Their practical observation
of men and
stand as the child, and do not put away things, has served to develop their thinking
childish things.
The idea of continued ifaculties; good principle has saved them
improvement, of self-culture, of an educa- from the errors so offen fatal to the young;
tion which continues through life, does not industry has gradually supplied the place
even enter their minds.
They have fin- of early education;
common sense has been
ished,
As I once heard
a child say, matured by experience, until it has grown
when passing from the first to the second into that soundness of judgment which is
part of his primer, that' 'he had got through the best practical wisdom, and the attainwith prose and had begun poetry," so the ment of which is one of the highest objects
learn;ng part of their life is over, and they of education itself.
Thus, by the time the
now look for its enjoyment.
Their school years of middle life have come, they have
books and almost all other books, are laid put themselves in the foremost ranks of soupon the shelf, and the externals pf life en- ciety,
in usefulness
and respectability,
gage the undivided attention.
among merchants, mechanics or statesmen.
An education which leads to such a re- Such is the history of some of the most
suIt is not worth the price sometimes paid useful and distinguished men in our country.
for it. It is a sham quite as much as a sub- Undoubtedly
they always feel the jnconstance; but the fault is not chargeable upon venience of imperfect early education; they
the teacher alone nor upon the school, al- would give one-half they are worth to supthough a part of it must rest there.
It is I ply the deficiency.
The college student
still more chargeable upon the parents, and ~will smile at their mistake in conversation,
results from the want of right influences at and if they smile with him it is only beborne.
If the moral and religious educa- eause they are free from affectation,
tion is there neglected, the school will be
But, compare such persons with the stu.
building upon a sandy foundation, and the dent, who sits all day with his feet on the
s~perstructure,
however pretty to look at, fender and his head in the clouds; or with
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the literary man, who reads everything and it ever occur to them to despise their mother
dop.s nothing-and which is the better, the becal!.seignorant of things which she never
nohler, the more respectable? Nay, which had opportunity to learn, for they love and
is the better educated? Is not the self·ed- revere her too much to think her ignorant of
ucation which has made a strong character, anything. Thus will the pure mind give
and a manly life, better than the really bad the most beautiful adorning; thus will a
education which ends in idleness and a heaven·directed spirit refine and elevate it.
dream? The highest education of the in- self and gain many of the results of educatellect is worthless, unless the moral nature tion, without employment of its ordinary
is developed and manliness secured.
means. It is, perhaps a historical picture
Still more true is this of"woman. How- that I have drawn, but has it not some traits
ever important the education of books, that
of the heart and character is better, and of beauty even to our eyes?
I need not say that this is not my ideal of
gOp.s far to take its place. The truly accomplished woman needs both-but very what woman ought to be. To make her
often the greater is sacrificed for the less.such you must add mental culture and the
I do not advocate ignorance, but I have
refinements of cultivated taste. Yet such
knlllvn women to whom the writing a letter
is a serious undertaking, and 'th'e whole an one has an innate nobleness that entitles
range of whose reading is the bible, a her to respect, and makes her greatly supeprayer-book, or, perhaps, some time-hal· rior to many whose school education is far
10\,ed book of sermons, or a religious news· more complete. Compare her with those
paper, who are yet sensible persons, capable of performing all the duties of life fancifully educated ladies, who dip into a
hundred books without understanding any;
gracefully and well.
In former days, when the opportunities who have a smattering of half a dozen lanof education were less than now, such in- guages, but cannot express themseives with
stances were not un frequent. Shall I de- simplicity in their own; who have a great
scribe such an one to you? The dancing
school llas done nothing for her, yet her deal of knowledge, but few ideas; who
step is quick and light, and near the bed of have spent months and years in the acquisisickness her motions are so gentle, that the tion of accomplishments, but have no insufferer follows her with a smile on his face dustry to accomplish any thing useful; who
amI a tear in his eye. She never knew the
have, in a word, enjoyed the advantages of
meaning of Psychology, but she has
watched the working of her own heart, and polite education, but have never been taught
the spirit of God has wrought with her that self-discipline which is the result of
spirit, until her theory of the soul is, that moral and religious training, and which is
"God worketh in her both to will and to do so indispensable to social and dome;:tic life:
of his good pleasure."
She never opened
a book of moral philosophy, but she knows and how immeasurably superior does the
enough to reject with scorn the learned education of heart and life appear, to that
theory of Paley, that selfishness is the root which is chiefly of the intellect and man·
of all goodness, for hu Bible tells her that ners, but which is, even in these depart.
sell~denial is the beginning of virtue, and
ments, so imperfect.
sell:sacrifice its perfect consummation. Her
Under a right system of education,
acquaintance with geography and history is
there'
is no necessity of neglecting one
small; but she daily visits, in faith, the hallowed places where the Savior trod, and part for the other. We say of the mer~very chosen passage of Scripture is famil- chant or mechanic, that integrity of charla~ to her ~s hous~hold words .. Sh.ehas re- acter 1Y00djudlYment and a practical'
celved no InstructIOn from the smgmg mas·
'0
.0,'
. •
ter but a well-o-overned temper has taught knowledge of hiS busmess, are mOle Imhe; to modulat~ her voice, so that it is al- portant than general information.
If he
ways musical and never too loud or too loses them he loses everything; but the
sharp. ~he looks with asto~ishment at the latter ought not to be neglected.
Make
books whIch her
'r
d man an d h'IS III
. t ego
'l children ' brIng home
.,
,from h'1m a we II 1ll10rme
sc I100I, but wh I e regrettmg her InabIlity to.
,
.'
a'd them in their studies, she can teach them nty, ]uclgment and practIcal know ledge
habits of attention, and make tbem cheerful will be worth twice as much as before.unller their first discouragements; nor did ISo in woman's education, the attainment
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of knowledge
and improvement
of thel
manners, the cultivation
of taste, the accomplishments
of music, drawing,
and
dancing, need not be neglected and ought
not to be; but they must be made secondary and subordinale
to moral culture.They should become the hand-maids of religion and virtue; branches
grafted into
the healthy tree of home education.
The
woman should regard them, first, as the
means used for her own improvement
and
happiness,
and secondly, as instruments
in making her home pleasant and attrac-

tivation
of her intellect
has been, the
habits of ~houghtfulness
in duty and of
prayer compose "the one thing neetlful."
These things, let me again say, are not
learned
only or principally
at school.They are not taught most effectually by
the paid teacher nor by the printed book.
They are the result of home educntion;
they come from Bible instruction;
they
are the reception by the soul of Heannly
influences,
shed through the mother'li ex.
ample and advice and sustained
by the
father's authority.

tive,
fully
ments
unfit
only

Such views of the subject have always
made me adverse to boarding-school
edncation, and to all modes of educating girls
a way from their own homes.
Peculiar
circumstances
may justify a reSl1rt to them,

so as to fill her place in life graceand well.
But very often the refineof education are so managed as to
her for. practical
life.
She is not
kept ignorant
of all the details
ofj

h?us~hold duty, by. Whl~h :neans the be'l' for there are exceptions to every general
glUUlng of her mamed hfe IS often made rule.
The incompetency
of mothers thema series of blunders, both mortifying and selves sometimes
requires it, in \\-hich
costly; ~ut she wants the moral training
case we have nothing to say but to express
of temper and c!isposition, wilhout which our regret.
In a new country, also, we
it is so hard for her to learn.
The result naturally
wish to avail ourselves
of the
is sometimes not only painful
but Iudi, better institutions
in older communities,
era us. The husband
not un frequently
and many go to great expense in doing so.
discovers that he has made a fatal error, But I believe the general ru'le remains,
and to use the quaint language of HENRY
that no superiority
of such institutions
COLEMAN,
"that
for all the purposes
of can counterbalance
the loss of good home
domestic life, he might as well have put a influences upon the female mind and charskillfully painted
picture
in the parlor,
ter.
Even to young men the trial is very
and a statue of Venus de l\1edicis in the great, and the apparent necessity of send.
kitchen."
ling them to college, where all home influ.
Let it be remarked, however, that thej~ ence is lost, is fraught wi,th dangers, which
deficiency of which we now complain is are often more than an offset to the ad.
not merely of sklll in the management
of vantages
gained.
But to the young lady
household
affairs; although thi::. is to be the evil is far greater;
for the most impor.
regretted.
It is want of that moral and tant part of her education
consis~s in the
religious education,
which gives habits of harmonious
development
of those affec.
industry and economy, a contenteddispo.
tions and sympathies,
which can be clesition, a cheerful heart and pleasant man- veloped nowhere but at home, and at no
ners, a willingness
to oblige, facility in period of life except in childhood and
thinking of the wants of others and cor- early youth.
The home education must
responding forgetfulness
of one's self, an go on together with that of the schoo 1, so
amiable temper and devotedness
of mind. that while the head is learning [rom books
Give her these, and she will soon learn the heart may be learning from example,
he~ duty whatever
it may be.
She will and the hands from practice.
The charlearn to conform herself to her circum- acter is thus formed while the mind is instances in a palace or a single room.
She structed, and in proportion
a~ she learns
will find that, however valuable the cuI! more she is prepared to be more useful and
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lUore happy, in whatever station of life
God has placed her. She is thus educated
for her position, not above it nor aside
from it, and there is no danger of making
her tnstes too refined or her intellect too
cultivated.
The correcting influence of
home is daily applied, so that whatever
may Le learned is incorporated with what
is prrctised.
But too often those educa·
ted a way from home are trained for a
mode of life, quite different from that in
which they must actually live. Through
five or six years they have no one's comfort to think of but their own; no duties
to pel form except to study a certain num·
ber of hours, and to conduct themselves,
in tho presence of their teachers or of
company, with a certain prim propriety,
which is' a sure indication that they are
rude and hoydenish everywhere else.Even when such institutions are conducted
on th ~ best principles, and with the best
instructors, the loss of a mother's influence und care is very great, and must be
seriollsly felt; but as they are sometimes
conduted money-making
concerns, with
much show and little substance, they are
nothing but ingenious contrivances to keep
the scholar ignorant of everything she
ought to know, end to unfit her for everything she ought to do. Too often, from
such institutions, where young ladies have
been kept year after year in luxury and
indolonce, a,t the expense, perhaps, of
parents who have denied themselves com·
man comforts for the sake of giving them
the best advantages, they return to their
homes vain and selfish, with their heads
full of false notions and idle plans, looking upon industry as the height of vulgarity, altd upon indolence as a lady-like
trait of character.
The probability of
their lleing happy at home or of adding to
the happiness of parents is very small.. If they are by nature very good girls, they
may soon learn to repair the error and
become sensible women: but commonly
it is pi etty safe to prophesy, that they will
nuike some absurd settlement of themselves in life, and CUP- the consequences to

the day of their death. For she who
leaves home a girl and returns a young
lady, is almost a stranger to her own pa·
rents, and does not know how to make
them, as they ought to be, her confidants.
She has grown up away from them, and
does not know how to trust herself to
their sympathies.
Her intimacies are very
apt to be out of her home, and although
under her parents' roof, she virtually lives
at a distance from them. She therefore
enters upon the world untried and almost
unprotected.
With more self-reliance
than wisdom, sbe is exposed to frequent
deception and suffers frequent and some·
times the severest disappointment.
However much, therefore, we may value what are called the advantages of education, I think that very imperfect instruction at school, together with good home
-influences, is better than the best board·
ing.school education ever devised. Let
parents have the wisdom to encourage our
own schools, by paying as much for their
daughters at home, as it costs when sent
abroad, and the motive for sending them
away will soon cease. Let their children
grow up under their own roofs, and when
no longer children; they. will become intimate·friends, and the necessity of paren·
tal authority will yield to the influence
of filial love.
"
Fr.om the Christian
Register.
What is Death?
WRITTEN

FOR

OUR

YOUNGER

READERS.

Some of our young readers may be
saying, "I cannot understand those long
articles in the Register."
But 11ere is
one which you shall understand, written
on a subject of the deepest interest.Young people as well as old are apt to
get false notions about death; and these
notions sometimes fling a dismal shadow
upon their path, making life's loveliest
scenes to be gloomy and chill. For you
hear death spoken of as a "dark valley,"
and you think of it as a long, gloomy passage, through which you must trav6l when
you go from this world to another. At·
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tend for a moment, then, and you will see These good people do not mean that our
that when people die they do not go any- internal, spiritual life is a dream or illuwhere, or travel anywhere.
sian, but they mean that our outward life,
Death is simply waking up out of sleep. with all its shows, is fleeting, and dreamy,
You experience something very much like and dim, compared with the one which we
death every morning. During the night, shall wake up to when we die. "The
your senses are locked fast in slumber.-l fashion of this world passeth away."You see things in your dreams, but you We shut our eyes upon it at death, and
see them dimly. You dream that you wake up in another, just as we wake out
walk about, and converse with friends, of our dreams into the midst of bright reo
and work, and play; but in your sleep all alities every morning.
So you see that
these things are unreal and shadowy.when people die, they do not travel off
There is a vast world around you, which, through some "dark valley," to find the
for the time, you do not see. Perhaps the spiritual world. They have a se~se withmorning sun rises and shines through your in them which simply wakes up to what
window, and finds you sleeping still, liv- before was all about them, though invisiing and walking about in your world of ble. And perhaps death is not the last
dreams and shadows. There is a bright waking up that we shall have. Perhaps
sky over you, and the green, or white- we have deeper and d~eper faculties, a
robed, earth all around you; and the whole series of inward senses, that will
morning air is broken into whirls and ed- keep waking up stage after stage, to highdies of song by a thousand birds. But l er and higher realities, and brighter and
you see and hear nothing of all this; you brighter worlds of being, forever and forare locked fast in sleep, and living'in ever, opening inward and inward away
your dim world of dreams. But, by and towards God, the central Light and Love.
by, your senses unclose, the realm of Perhaps you would misunderstand me if
dreams all passes away, and then this I were to say that we may <lie again arter
other world of sky and earth, air, woods we enter the spiritual world,for that is not
and waters, is all given to your sight. You precisely what is meant; but an outward
come out of that land of dreams into this scene of things, which may have done all
land of glory and song. not by traveling it can for us, may be closed upon us; and
off somewhere, but simply by waking up. then we may perhaps wake up still again
You open your eyes, and a new world lies to brighter and more interior realms of
around you. But you can understand being. Thus in dying to the old, and ev·
that you have not yet waked up into the er waking up to the new, may consist our
highest wor~d that there is. There is a unending progress towards the Supremely
higher and a brighter one yet, compared Good and Fair. But what we wish now
with which this outward scene is a world to say is, that death is not a sleep, but a
of dreams and shadows. What you saw waking up. It is just the opposite of
in your sleep, compared with what you sleep. This is our sleep-our
dull life in
saw when you awoke, is as this whole these sluggish bodies. Death wakes us
world you now look upon, compared with out of that, and then it is morning.
the one you may look upon when death
You may have read of the death of some
wakes you up to it. Hence we find in good men, whose countenances after death
good books that our whole life on earth i~ looked as if they had just waked up to
called a dream-as in the old hymn:
something glorious. This was the case
with Cowper.
He was a pious, good
"Death, like an overflowing stream,
man, but he did not know it; and so he
Eweeps us away-our life'8 a aream."
died in gloom and despair.
But after he
And again:
died, the expression of his face changed
"'l'hi. worlrt is hut a fleeting show,
t from one of gloom in to one of "calm ana
For mun's illutiion given."
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holy surprise," as if the spirit had said,
when waking up to immortality, "I tho't
I should wake up in a world of horrors,
but I have waked up in the midst of an·
gels"-and
this holy surprise left its ex.
pression on the lifeless clay.
From this little chapter on death there
is one lesson which comes to you more
clearly perhaps than it would if we were
to write a thousand sermons. So live,
that you may wake up happy at last. You
read in the Bible of saints and angels.What a pleasant and beautiful tlJOught,
that we may not only read about them,
but live with them as we live with our
friends here; that we may wake up some
time, and find ourselves with them--just
as we wake up out of a dream in the
morning and find ourselves in our homes
and families. In crder to this, our feel·
ings and employment must be like theirs.
The employments of heaven consist in
making others happy.
Tho:;e who study
this and live for this are living for heaven;
and when they die, they will not go to
heaven, but wake up in heaven. among

herald its approach. ehort-sighted, erring
and simple ones, we do not reflect that He,
who presides over all, is unbounded in
wisdom as in power, and has appointed no
period of human life in vain-youth
for
preparation-manhood
for action, and age
for meditation.
When in the morning of
life, while yet untainted by physical or
moral ill, while irradiated by the cheering
sun of hope, the future, vast and unex.
plored, rises before us with its thousand
hills of beauty and valleys of sweet repose; then to leave all this untasted and
unseen, and go down to the shades of the,
dark valley, is indeed repugnant to our
nature-or
to fall in the prime of life and
leave to struggle on uncared and alone,
all those whom our various relations have
.
gathered about us, and who look, perhaps,
to us for counsel and support--our labors
all unfinished, and all our schemes for
suffering humanity unrealized; then thrice

~~no:: i:~in~l~r~~u~~a~ntt;:~~~i~he~~~~
unwelcome comes the summons to depart.
already, though "their eyes are holden,
But togo down to the grave "in a good
that they do not see them."
old age," "like a shock of corn that is
"
fully ripe;"-thus
the good old patriarchs,
From the Christian Palladium.
when their earthly course was finished,
Old Age.
calmly slept;-thus
may we, too, having
N ever· ceasing, . everflowing - whether' accomplished our earthly mission, serenesickness or health, whether joy or sorrow ly take our leave,-no
feeling of regret
betide us, still the stream of life glides on for the past,-no
anxiety for the future.
with noiseless flow-gliding,
swelling, Surely, it is the privilege of all, so to live,
heaving on with undeviating course, bound spending life in doing good to men, rather
for the great ocean of eternity, into which than in laboring for temporal gratifica.
it soon must fall. And while we move tion, that no cares can ever discompose
along its unerring tide, we are swiftly -no terrors can affright. To one who has
nearing that shadowy land, that country thus lived, even the shadow of the dark
of soothing dreams and retrospective vis- valley is hailed with welcome; for with
ions which Providence has placed on the the eye of faith he looks-beyond the gloom
remote boundary of our earthly pilgrimage to that "city that hath fonndation~," to
-old age. Here, at length, we all hope that country which is watered by the river
to come, borne safely above the hidden of life, that flows out from the throne of
rocks and treacherous shoals, where so God. He sees the "rest prepared," the
many of our fellows go prematurely down, joys that await him. He "has fought the
long years before their sun of life has good fight," and the consciousness of a
reached its meridian goal. But, though life well spent lights up the evening of
we hope to reach the period of old age, his closing day, and brings over his weary
we advance reluctant, and regard with spirit a calm and holy resignation.
secret disquie,tude the hoary hairs, the fa·
As age approaches, the various senses,
ding vision, and the clouded memory that (the channels of communication with the
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external world, begin to become obstruc-I
ted-the
sight grows dim-the
hearing
becomes less acute, and the erring step'
and feeble limbs give unmistakable evi-l
dence, that the lamp of life is burning low,
and the physical man is failing. The
treacherous memory too, and incoherent
thoughts would seem to indicate that the
controlling mind is losing its vitality, as
its frail earthly tenement is crumblingbut do not conclude too hastily, that, because the feeble condition of the outer

Pe~cilled Passages.
LIFE has Its lessons adapted for. all
ages, and nature has her sweet solacmgs
for the severity of those lessons.
Gently,
therefore, and gradually does she lead th,e
young t~rough the sor,rowful maze of theu
own mIstakes, ShO~lllg to, them, as they
are strong enough t~ bear It, whe,re and
how they erred, and, If they were, disposed
to profit by the retrospect, maklllg them
the humbler and the better for their past
follies.-Life
by tILe Fireside.

man no longer admits of that observation,
You have always a hope of amelioraon which the memory depends, or that ting, of persuading, or of doing, at least,
close attention necessary to a logical dis· something with the adversary who talks,
course, do not too hastily conclude that even though he talks with fury; but he
the tenant of this mortal fabric is failing who opposes you with silence, makes use
with its failing house. Unaffected and un· of a weapon which baffles you at every
impaired, the soul is only re~iring within to corner. You cannot tell what it is made,
hold communion with herself and Godof, nor where it will wound, nor whether
and though in the midst of temporal de- it is intended to wound at all.-Ibid.
cay, the outward demonstration of her powIs not that like the Scotch Professor
er may be less impressive, her energies are who for years refused to admit Davy's
Dot yet wasted, but are from the momentary discovery of the metallic basis of soda
sl~mber gather~ng st,rength to shine with and potash, and when forced at length to
brIghter luster, m a Iligher sphere. What adopt it, declared it was the "discovery
wonder is it, all she approaches the limitor of one Davy-a very troublesome fellow
her earthly course, and begins as it were to in chemistry!"-Leader.
breathe the myst~rious atmosphere of the
. E
. I't I'f' III
WHENPopery was prevalent III ng·
un k'nown wor ld , wIlat won d er J.ll
con t emp 1at'mg th e grea t er s h e rLorget s tlle land, an old priest who was in the habit
'f'
,of saying 'mumpsimus,'
instead of. sump'
I ess.9 W e excuse th e man 0f' genIUs Jill.
"
,
'f'
h
!
simus'
III
hIS
Latlll
pra
the contemplatIOn of hIS avonte ternes, i
'
.
,J'.. '-ers beIllg reo
he appears somewhat inattentive and absent minded of hIS error, refused to rectIfy It,
-shall we think it strange then if the soul alleging as a reason, that 'he hat,ed all newstanding just between time and eternity, fangled ways.'-Ibid.
seems to our more gross and eartMy vision
PROPHECYannounces the advent of the
to have lost in that solemn station, some- religion of Jesus Christ; History records
thing of its wonted vivacity? Wisely, in- its progress; Literature and Criticism com·
deed, has the Almighty ordained, that as bine to attest to the muniments of its docwe draw near the immaterial, our attach- trines; but its surest witnesses are to be'
ment for the material world is lessened.
found in man's own breast, in the granThus have we an opportunity of prep al'- deur of his thoughts, in the lowness of'
ing ourselves for that mysterious change, his desires; in the aspirations which lift.
and of regarding undisturbed by mortal him towards the heavens, in the vices
cares those momentous truths and all-ab- which weigh him to the earth; in his sub.
sorbing realities, upon which we are about lime, his inexplicable conceptIons
of
to enter.
*'
Infinity and Eternity, in his humiliating
1 experience of folly, misery and guilt.~Gulian C. Verplanck.
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For the Cluistian Magazine.
lay clasping in her withered arms the frail
is my Neighbor?
form of a child, whose pale brow was alN ow there was a time in these latter ready stamped with the deep marks of
days when the sons of God came to pre. want and care, and whose little untaught
sent themselves before the Lord. And tongue kept lisping to the passers by, in
there came one whose name was Ashral, childish accents, beseeching them for
and whos e d welling-place was in the reo bread. Ash ral wept when he beheld this,
motest parts of the Universe. And when for his eyes were unused to such sights,
the time was come for him to present him- and his heart had not become hardened
self before the Lord, he besought Him from a contact with the world. However,
that he might be permitted to visit'the sons he did nothing, for he had not come among
of men, and to remain in their midst a the sons of men to do, but to see and
little season. And when the Lord had to observe. So he sat still and watched
granted him his request, he made haste, the poor woman and her child, and the
and soon found himself upon the Earth. money-hunting, pleasure-seeking dwellers
But the inhabitants thereof knew him n~t, in Gotham, as they passed by her.
forasmuch as ce had changed his appearAnd while he watched, there came by,
ance unto the likeness of a man, and first a rich man, whose garners were welllooked in ev~ry respect like to the sons of stored, and whose coffers were filled with
Adam. For, said he, if they know who heaps of gold and precious things. He
I am they will do me honor, and will be was attired in fine broadcloth and much
so guarded in their mai1l1er of action to- costly apparel, and st:ode with a grand
wards me, that. I shall not perceive what air, as if the earth he trod upon was not
are their daily walk and conversation.good enough for his feet. His face was
Therefore, will I change my seeming so very red, and the blue veins stood out upthat none shall know but what I am one on it in such a manner as to indicate that
of the children of earth.
,he was a lover of wine and a patronizer
Now the place to which he first betook of the gin-bottle; and his great corpulence
himself was the city of Gotham, one of of body bore ample testimony tothe choice
the great cities of the earth. A city full viands anfl man y delicacies which he
of much wickedness and abominations; was accustomed to place upon his table.
as were the cities of the plain which of Forhefeasted luxuriously every day,and his
old incmred the wrath of the Immortal. nights were far spent in bacchanal revels,
Here Ashral wandered about for a great and most riotous living, and ungodly bewhile, up and down the principal streets, havior. Surely, thought Ashral, this man,
until his steps had grown weary, and his possessed of so much wealth, and blessed
heart was faint at beholding the evil he with so great abundance, will give of that
had been constrained to look upon. So abundance a mite to help the starving
that when he at last drew nigh to one of widow and her helpless orphan. Alas!
the public places, he sat him down upon what a mistake was in ~hy reckoning, a
a paving-stone and thought to rest his Ashral, when thy untaught innocence so
weary limbs.
But not long had he been beguiled thy wisdom as to lead thee to
sitting there before he beheld on the oppo- such a conclusion!
The rich man passed'
site side of the way, a poor woman lying on, with head erect, and a proud step, and
clothed in rags and filthiness, and ghastly his swollen red eyes peering straight on
pale. For she was greatly ahungered, and before him, as if he were gazing upon the
her limbs were wasted by reason of her wan shades and ghostly spectres of the
great fasting until she had no strength to lost hours, and unimproved days, and murwalk, or even to open her thin and blood· dered years, which were now Irrevocably
less lips. to ask for bread. But there she gone. He heard not the low moan of the
Who
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;oor woman, or the lisping tongue of the ~seeming was sanctimonious and pure.child. He neither heard nor cared to hear. He was the Great Divine. His dress was
What was other's pain to him? Was he of the most approved fashion, and his
not blessed with affluence? Why then neck was tied about with a stainless
&.llowhis quiet to be disturbed by opening neckerchief.
He walked with a very sol·
the door of his heart to the knockings of emn step, anLl gravity sat upon his shaul·
conscience, and listening to her upbraid- ders like a garment that has long been
ings? Ah! no: he would not do it! Let worn. He had beep. accustomed from his
the poor die in their poverty and rot in earlier years thus to appear before men,
their rags and filthiness; he cared no more and had wrapped him~elf about with reli·
for it than if they were so many sheep gion as a cloak to conceal the natur-al
dying of the murrain. So he passed on- meanness and low depravity of his heart.
and when he had passed, Ashral wept None appeared more pious than he before
aloud at his want of feeling and benevo· men, and none was counted of a purer or
lence, and smote hjmself upon the breast more spotless character.
For he preached
and made great lamentation.
to please all men, and all men were,
But he looked again, and behold! there therefore, pleased with him. They did
came now a fine lady-a lady whose feet him honor when they met him in the
for very delicateness seemed too good to streets, and at the public feasts he was
tread upon the ground. Many were the wont to enjoy the uppermost places.priceles. gems and pearls, and costly silks Now Ashral beheld, as he approached, the
in which she was arrayed. Her taper·like men bowing to him on the right hand and
fingers were studded with jewels, and her the left, and he saw with what a gracious
hair was embroidered with gold and pre· smile and a most pleasaI:lt manner he recious stones. Her fate, too, wore a most turned their salutations.
And he argued
bewitching smile. and her eyes looked as thence that truly here was a great man,
soft and mild as those of the gentle gao whose soul was expanded enough to take
zelle. And so pleasant withal was the in the wants and woes of his fellow·crea·
appearance of her countenance, and so tures. But he was soon undeceived.
For
chaste her deportment and bearing, that no sooner did the Divine perceive the
Ashral's heart began once more to beat poor woman and her child, than. he turned
light, for he felt assured that the poor wo° aside and we·nt another way. And as he
man would now be comforted, and that did so, most sanctimoniously did he turn
her child would be cared for by gentle his eyes to heaven, and crossed himself
hands. But what was his horror and devoutly, and made a long prayer to God,
great stupefaction when he beheld the fine not that He might hear, but that men
lady turn away her head, as she passed might hear, and that he might have his
the spot, with a look of disgust and an reward at their hands. And there folexclamation of heartless indifference.lowed immediately upon his steps one of
And yet he wept not, when he beheld this. his own flock. A man he was of an
o no; it. was a. grief his. pure spirit ominous look, and a face. mOorelength.y
which dIled up hiS tears m theu very faun· than the shadow of a settmg sun. Bu,
tains. It was a grief t.oo great for teats. eyes were ever red from weeping over the
It smote him about the heart like a chill of many ills and disasters of human life, and
despair; for he thought if one so lovely for the lost condition of the heathen.could act thus, there surely could be no The distant always concerned him more
loving kindness or tender compassion in than the near. Many hours daily did he
any of earth's sons.
spend upon his bended knees, beseeching
However he did not leave, for he beheld God to have mercy and compassion upon
an aged man approaching, whose outward the poor and the outcast in far-off lands,
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Many times did he lift up his voice in the did not see the young men stop as they
congregation, and cry aloud to the people approached the poor woman, and question
in the most doleful accents, because of her with oaths and many black disgusting
their hardness of heart in not being alive words. He did not hear their horrid mock.
to the sufferings and wants of those who ery of her Righsand groans, nor the hollow
were far away. And thus was he come unmeaning meriment which the following
to be esteemed a man of a great soul, of hags did raise thereat. Nor did he see
a philanthlOpic spirit; and from hi. great them all at last come trooping by, and
length of prayers and awful seriousness paes unfeetingly on to spend in riot and
of face, he was called a goodman, a man godless dissipation, what would have
()f piety and uprightness of heart. But saved a fellow·mortal from the grave, and
what did he now when he drew nigh filled a lonely and desolate heart with
where the poor woman lay? Did he seize quiet and consolation.
But Ashral saw
the present opportunity of doing a kind not all these. Nor only these beheld he
and benevolent action? Far from it: this not. He saw not the thousand others who
was a case with which he had nothing to followed after them as heedless and uncondo. His business was to call attention to cerned as they. But one there came at
those in distant lands who suffered, and last whom lle did see. A coalman he was,
not to be distracted or turned from his and who now just returned from his labor.
great purpose by the voice of want and His hard but honest face was an begrimmed
beggary that came up from the streets of with dust and sweat, and clothes and brawhis own city, and that oftentimes made ny muscular arms were much befouled.most pitiful beseechings upon his own These were things he could not help, for
threshold.
So he turned aside, and fol· they were incident to his avocation. But,
lowed the steps of his worthy master, the although a toil-worn son of JaLor, and clad
Divine-like
him, making most devout in habiliments tattered and coarse, he
prayer and supplication the while, and walked with a manly step, and an air of
looking the perfect embodiment of sane- native· born independence which showed
tity and humility.
the nobleness of his nature. He, too,
When Ashral beheld this, he was so passed by the pOOl'woman with the countfilled with grief that a kind of stupor less multitudes who passed before. But
came over him, so that he sat for a great as they passed, passed not£o he. When he
while unconscious of what was passing beheld the pitiful little orphan outstretching
about him. He saw not the next who its feehle hands, and heard the childish
followed in the steps of those who had lispings of its little tongue, his heart was
already passed. He observed not the thin- touched. His manly bosom heard with
lipped, sharp·visaged man hasten by with compassion, and a tear·arop stole from out
a nervous step, and with his mind so en- the corners of his eyes, and fell trickling
gcossed in the affairs of business that he down over his roug:4 toil·worn features.was not even aware of the presence of Yet said he not a word; but with gentle
poverty and want. Nor did he hehold hands he uplifted the poor woman, and
that crowd of gaudily dressed young men bore her with her infant in her arms. On
who came swearing and staggering down he passed, through the thronged streets and.
the street, with a multitude of lewd wo- public places, and countless myriads of
men following a t their heels, making, the human beings, regardless of the sneers and
whi.le, the most uncouth merriment; and coarse jests of the heartless wretches with
then. betimes looking lascivious looks, whom he met. On through the scenes of
and making most wanton smiles, that vanity, and butterfly-enchantment, and ill.
they might calch the birds in chase ofl gOlten g~in, and ,fraud ~nd villainy, he
which they were so hotly engaged. He l wended hIS way, stili bearIng the poor outI
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casts whom his brave, good heart had con-I can feel fully, can reaTize the import of the
strained him to look upon with a sympathi- iI old songzing eye. But there was one who followed "Be it ever so TlUmble, there's no pface like home."
in his steps, of whom. the coalman knew When cast upon the world, unknown, and
not. There was one who followed him in a friendless wanderer, passing in rapid
all his windings, with an eye beaming with transition from one scene to another, in
approbation, and a light step and a heart, which a familiar face seldomgreets the eye,
that for one man's great sou( felt willing and no heart throbs in unisO'n with our
to forgive a million their unkindness and own, how will the lone spirit sigh for the
coldness of heart. It was Ashral. He sweets of that circle in ,vhich during early
hastened on after the coalman, until the lat- days we were blessed in the tender affeetel' now drew nigh to his own door. He tions of dear and fondly loved ones!
then approached him, and gently laid his
There are many who, in the full flush of
hands upon his shoulder. The coalman youth, with bright. hopes and sanguine exturned toward him, and lot there stood be- pectations, have left their homes to seek
fore him an angel of the Most High. He honor and fame in other lands; and perstood revealed before him in all the be atific haps, after years of arduous labor, of vabrightness of his original purity. A.nd be- ~ried toil, adventure t.nd enterprise, and
fore the coalman could regain himself from I anxious strife to reach the desired goal,
his astonishment, Ashral said to him in with blighted hopes, disappojntment and
tones of loving kindness: "0 happy art dejection, the wanderer turns again with
thou among the sons of Adam, blessings melancholy pleasure to seek that quiet and
shall pe heaped upon thy house from gene- serenity of mind which he enjoyed anI'!) at
ration to generation, and peace and content home. In its calm retreat the fadeless laushall there take up their abode forever and rels that deck the brows ·of heroes, the
everl" And when he had said this he van- blood-stained trophies of the martial field, .
ished from his sight and was seen no more. the grander glories of conquering intellect
But the coalman's heart was £lIed with re- have no longer their wonted chl'rms for him,
joicing, and he hastened and took the poor save as they are admired in the distance.
woman and her child into his house, and The vain aspiration after ephemeral glories
gave her of all the good things that were no longer haunts his soul, and he enters
therein. And he and his whole household not upon the wild chase after wordly pleastejoiced, and made glad in their hearts ~ures, which, like the deluding fire-fly that
many days; and in all that they did they I floats on the twilight air, will spread its
prospered exceedingly, insomuch that their wings and display the beauty and glitter of
neighbors wondered greatly at beholding it. a diamond light for a moment, when all
But they kept the secret thereof to them- again is wrapped in darkness, and he learns
selves, and going thei l' ways, ever kept in to smile in pity upon those who still pursue
remembrance the vision of the heavenly and toil on, but to pluck one single leaf of
messenger, and the words which. he spake. the green laurel bough that mnst wither
D. R. HUNDLEY,
and die in their grasp.
Richmond, Va., 1853.
.But home - tranquil, peaceful, qniet
home! How is the weary spirit refreshed
For the Christian Magazine.
Home.
and the sobbing heart soothed, when after
Is there one on this broad earth who long wandering, we can again sit down by
can say he has never s:ghed for the pleas- the ever cherished fireside, and view around
ures and comforts of home? Pleasures are us the dear objects that we were wont to
found there that exist nowhere else, but meet there in other days. Each rememnone save those who have experienced the bered form tha.t meets the gaze calls up
p vation of that Ilpot, the dearest on earthl pleasing aSllociations that, perhaps, had
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slumbered long, and we feel and thinlc al- 'upon the histoq recorded upon the close
m<lst as we felt and thought in childhood.
pages of our own hearts-upon
our own
At home! Ah! wh at heart never felt soul. Let the storm -cloud darken above,
the thrilling delight that those little words let the winds howl and shriek around us,
.are capable of giving. There is a power in let the tempest spend its rage-it reaches
the words that the conqueror of the world not us- We are at home.
could not free himself from: there is a
But stay-let us not forget one other of
charm in the words that subdues even tlie the blessings of home. That other the
harsh nature of the savage. The rude In- richest of all blessings-surpassing
in its
dian, roaming over the wild prairie or mid depths of treasures Golconda's brighest
,rugged hills and woody jungles, associates gems and the boasted wealth of Peru's maswith eac-h spot the idea of home. Take sive mines-better far tItan the philosopher's
him to the habitations of civilized man, to stone--better far than the fabled fountain
the homes of refinement and luxury, and that renews youth and beauty in the mortal
he will turn with a regretful sigh to medi- state. What is that treasure? THE F AMItate on the less gentle, but to him more hap- LY BIBLE. There on the stand ~iesthe Anpy life in his own rude wigwam, the scenes cient Volume. From its pages the father
<>fhis infancy, where his life was spent in and mother have read; from its pages tbe
unrestrained liberty, free as the soaring brothers and sisters have read, and as we
eagle of his own native mountain, or as the turn again to the glowing truths recorded
bright waters of the gentle stream that seem there, what happy thoughts and holy recol{o smile with joy as they glide along through lections come thronging upon the mind.-{he goldes glade. His home is in the for- There, we remember, is a passage read by
.est green. He refuses to become domesti· one, explained by another--there a verse
cated in a stranger's land.
repeated by one, admired uy all. And now,
At home all things seem to wear a differ- though the eyes of some one whom we had
eDt aspect from what is elsewhere seen.been accustomed ta meet around the doThe sunbeams seem more warm and cheer- mestic hearth, be closed in death, while the
ful by day, and the stars twinkle more ra- destiny of another calls him forth to wan.
diantly by night; the birds carol more del' far from his home, yet their remern.
sweetly on the summer bough, and the bered presence is fresh in the mind, and
katy·dids are more joyous in their nightly the bond that unites heart with heart and
serenades-the
whippoor-will pours forth in spirit with spirit, is strengthened with time,
sweeter melody its lonely song from the old and the fond fancy still 10,vesto linger upon
oak tree-and
the breeze seems to come the picture of tp.e home circle as it was
fresher and purer, bearing on its wings a viewed in oth~r days. Ah yes, it is this
milder perfume. All nature seems more Sacred Volume that gives to home an addihappy and charming. Even the fire seems tional charm. It is here we find the never
to burn more brightly, and to give forth a failing source of unalloyed pleasure, and
warmer and more genial light; and the as we pore with delight over the inspired
watch-dog, grown more social in his old page, aDd d6nk in joyous gratitude from
age, dozing in the corner, and the ancient the pure stream of truth, how tranquil the
grimalkin slumbering on the rug, bear to us happiness in reflecting that we are permitthe character of~ familiar friends. And ted to read our Bible at home--to worship
there is the old arm-chair that we never God under our own roof. And there is
loved to see vacant, and there, beneath the another comfort while we thus read-that
window, the old-fashioned settee, where in Book tell us of another 7wme, a home where
meditative mood we may recline, and look the family band will again be united, and
without upon nature's face, or within upon sundered never; where the union will be
the d,omestic circle, or still deeper within perfect, harmonious, eternal.
A home
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where we shall ever dwell in the presence
of the Father, and partake of the joys of
the redeemed. A home far above the blue
skies, "a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens."
ELOISE.
Somerville, Ala., Nov.8tb, 1851.
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RIGHT.

in His world men cllin serve. And such
'Yaiters on Providence-suc.h
listless people, satisfied that all's for the best, may
well study the different uses which he
makes of men, and the division of men into two great ~}asses, to one of which they
must belong.
• Chri,lianRegister.
These are the class of God's servants,
Fromthe
Whatever is is Right.
or slaves, and the class of His friends.There is, probably, not so much danger Fulfil His will they all must-and out of
that people will think too well of the world, their rebellion if they rebel-or out of their
as that, in their selfish and complaining negligence if they are drowsy, good must
moOds, they shall think too ill of it. And come. Or on the other hand, if they do
yet, tor journalists who try to find the moral i what he commands, and are admitted into
side of daily movements, and the moral the company of His friends, then they work
lesson for them, it is quite worth while to with the energy of fellow-laborers, parisee what danger there is, resulting from the ners in the great concern-see
something
indifferent habit of persons who say,- of the great plan of advance of the Uni.
"Whatever is is right," and choose to let verse-and as they help it along, are enathe world alone, be.:ause God is willing to bled to see more and more of it. It is betake care of it. Every election reveals the tween these two uses which men choose.existence of a class of these do-nothings. It is the last of these two which men reAt every election it grows larger and larger. ject, who say that whatever is is right, and
Not nearly so large a proportion of our that they will trust God, and do nothing for
voters vote, as of the French voters. For the world themselves. An inglorious enough
\ve have a larger class than they who say position. It considers itself to be very
that all is so well in God's hands that they philosopical. It rather prides itself on its
will not try to mend it.
calm, philosophizing spirit. But its phiGod does rule the world. He rules it so losopby amounts to the dignity of these
completely, too, that out of all evil he non-resistants, who sit clumsily on the
educes good. From alife as bad as Nero's, ground, so as to compel the police officers,
there has sprung ere this time, in the way who have to deal with them, ~oremove them
of example, and moral lesson, as much in the most annoying manner.
good as from the life of Seneca, his virThere is a passage of Scbleiermacher's,
tuous peace minister. From pestilence and where he makes the contrast between such
famine there came in the end blessings to philo~ophical ~ptimists,. and men who ad?pt
the world. And as history passes on, there t~e sImple falt~ o~ dOIng .the dllty whlc~
is not one change which does not "meet its lIes next them, IIIa comparIson of the pOSIpurpose."
tion of a Roman slave and the friend who
"EverycloudlIoatsintolight
should be admitted to a Roman gentleEVPJY woeitsglorygreet•."
man's councils. It is a criticism on Jesus'
So much encouragement and reason have parting from the Eleven:-alJuding to the
men who decline to take active part in passage where he called tbem friends.-helping the worlq. They are 110tuseless. ~Schleiermacher contrasts with that portion
They cannot make themselves so. God the condition of those who are "onlv sercan use everything, even as hopeless, in- ~vants, heartless workmen who ar~ imtractable materials as are they.
pressed to their service. With another will
They are of use in his world. Oberlin, than God's in them, they can never feel
Buxton, Daniel Webster, have been of use that the work which they are forced to is
in it. It is worth remark, then, that there God's work, until they have lived along to
are two very different sorts of use, which see its conclusion, and what He intended.
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They are tools, m no relation to God but to gratify their own low tastes and appetites.
that which springs from His might and their Or, if some aspiration for higher knowlweakness."
edge did tempt them, and they did try to
With such a description of the two forms make out what was passing in their Master's
of usefulness, he goes on to the contrast of dwelling, we cannot wonder that with no
which we speak. "The servant knoweth means of measuring it but their own poor
not what his Lord doeth. In those times," attainments, they should only pile up a usehe says, "the servant was from a foreign \ less llIass of merely wonderful learning,
and despised race, his language was strange and end their researches by heaping error
his bearin~ was uncouth; and l1is whole upon error."
outward appearance, the very dress he
This illustration opens fairly enough the
wore was a restriction and disgrace to him. real position of the well satisfied optimists,
It was impossible for him to raise the cur-l who serve God-because he is so powerful
rent of his thoughts to the level of the pol. that he educes Good from their laziness:-islled nations where he was a slave. He Who are satisfied to be his servants, rather
was committed to the fancy of an arbitrary than his active chililren or friends.
master; the law nowhere interposed to rellIove his yoke, or to lighten it. He was
Eccentrics.
shut ,out from aU the privileges of a citizen,
CINCINNATI,
Oct. 4th, 1852.
not permitted to participate in any of the
It was a favorite theory with a physiinterests of the common weal. This in cian whom I knew, that all men are deitself must have estranged him from his ranged more or less, and that insanity is
master's life and action. He might stand a thing of degrees. So far as anyone
before him bravely dressed-even
in an was unreasonable, prejudiced, peculiarhonorable livery. He might be the confi- and who was not in something?-he
was
dant, even, of the most secret parts of the crazy. However the value of this diagmaster's action. Still he would know these nosis 'Of the most terrible disease may be
only as parts, he was not admitted to see estimated, it is certain that there is a con·
the principle, the spirit, the object of the siderable class of men in modern society
whole; and so could never rightly find the who would hardly tolerate the epithet inmeaning or purport of these details. All sane, and who yet are thrown so far out
the fine ties of Patriotism, all the grandeur of the range of common prudence and
of self·sacrifice for the State, the noble agreed principles, that they are regarded
discipline of learning and the arts, their by their fellows as no doubt cracked.delicate processes and the study which ac- Modern life is in fact too intoxicating for
quired them, were nothing for him.
this class. Their heads cannot stand it.
As, thui;l, these slaves did not compre· Its amazing discoveries, its wonderful in·
hend their Master's undertakings, they ventions, it.s din and bustle, and progress,
could not understand the object of his com- and new ideas, and revolutions, raise such
mands to them; and, as they obeyed, their a commotion in their heads, that they lose
words and acts had no value of their own, that fine thread of connection in their
none but what he gave. Their lives be- ideas which constitutes mental soundness;
tween the moments of formal obedience their faculties are jogged slightly out of
did not assist his purposes, and so in what their true positions, and begin to play at
they did, there was nothing of what Old sixes and sevens with whatever is sub·
L:mguages call a living Source. And mitted to their action. In the general
thus we cannot wonder, if surrounded by waking up of the human mind, and its
a life which they could not attain, and from more intense exercise upon great •.themes,
which they could gain nothing, they went we must expect some compensating evils.
stupid in their own way, and only sought One is the increase of insanity;' for the
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statistician assures us of the fact. Then and carries them with a hurried and eager
the freer course opened to the most splen· walk all over the city, to warn men
did prizes of wealth, honor, and office, against such superstitions.
The latest is·
must draw many into an excited and gam· sue is called "The Eye Opener, No. 1.
.bling kind of life, grasping at great reo The Nature and Obligations of an Oath,
suIts, and making great risks.
as taught by the Church of Rome. By
These remarks have been suggested by Ole-ment."
Instead of the word eye, we
coming into contact with several speci- have that organ pictured out in visible
mens of this unique derangement-not
proportions, after the style of the symbol·
total obscuration of the reason, but a gen- ~ical little Bibles of our childhood. So
eral displacement of its functions. These 'our friend goes on peppering, with his lit·
men walk about,' deem themselves emi· tie paper pellets, the fortress of Rome,
nently wise, are safe members of society, more to the amusement, probably, of her
ride their hobby at a full gallop all the champions, than their fear. He is Case
time, and really believe they are a species No.1, of the Eccentrics.
of reformers, that are going by and by to
Then comes another man of an entirely
make this heavy old globe wag their own different spirit, but just as crazy. So far
way. They seem to have no idea what from attacking Rome, he proposes to make
stiff ancient modes of revolution it has, all denominations of Ohristians brethren.
what a dead weight of gravity, what ob· His method of saving the country is to
stinate centripetal and centrifugal habits, drop all this irony and controversy, and
and general penchant to follow its illus- to form "The Freeman's Order of the
trious solar leader in his journeys about United Freemen of the United States, and
the universe. They apparently think that the Minor Order of the United Sons of the
by the turn of their hand the moon and not Freemen of the United States."
This
the sun will be the centre of revolution. plan he has developed in a large sheet, and
Verily, are they not moon· struck?
sent out to the clergymen and others, with
One of these characters is a former the hope that, for "the honor of Hamilton
priest of Rome, then Episcopalian, and county and the State of Ohio, it will be
now Protestant in general. His mission founded by the citizens of Oincinnati."is to wage an unrelenting warfare against What the said citizens have concluded upon
the Papacy.
He writes, he prints, he we have not yet 'heard, but presume they
talks, he travels, he circulates tracts; he will turn a very cold shoulder, in the midst
is instant in season, and especially out of of their merchandizing, to Mr. "G. O. B.,
season, as I can testify, in exterminating or Newob Amanuensis," as he signs himthe Man of Sin and the Mother of Abom- self. And yet this man, wild 'as he is, is
inations.
He has a tete exalte on this not without a good idea or two; as that
subject. His dress is poor, and his pros- "all our expressed prejudices against each
pects poorer; but money, family, quiet, other as Oatholics, Jesuits, Jews, or Protvarious occupation, change of subjects ~stants,are an injury, without any advantage.
and studies, have no charms for him. He
No.3 is yet a more towering specimen of
is possessed with one overmastering idea, the insanity of fixed moral ideas. He is the
and he has but one dream at night and "Constitutional Citi,zen," "the Lord's Serone purpose by day, and that is to uproot vant," "the Branoh,''''the Lord's Messenthe dreadful errors of the Romish Church. ger," "the Theocrat eJect," "the Jew ."His talk is fluent, and his mental ability He too prints; and ."the Light of the Age"
not deficient, if the type of his brain had has reached the sixteenth number. Here
not accw.entally been thrown into what the is a tall, strong, ~ealthy man, with a good
printers call pi. He publishes little estate and family, rational in every thing
tracts, not without point and argument,. else, who has got the laughable kink in
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his brain that, on the 22d day of October, will discuss this subject in th:~t
1845, he "realized," as he callsitin Yan.j Market space to·night, and have some·
kee phraze, "the second national birth," thing to say of the three Platforms before
the first having been under Washington. the People."
The same reformer preach·
A new nationality has begun, of which he es what he calls"the Human Gospel," and
is citizen, king, and founder; but the lectures hard against "the Highest Stee·
difficulty is, nobody will follow suit. He pIe." The monopoly of land is one of
says "the sworn citizens of Ohio must the worst of monopolies, no doubt, and
account to the Jew, (himself;) for the lies most directly in the path of human
great day of accountability renders further progress. But who are "the industrious,"
delay dangerous to the' peace and ruinous to whom alone the land belongs, it might
to the welfare of those who refuse to ac· be difficult to determine.
Such sweeping
knowledge the servant elect of God to measures of reform alarm the timid, con·
rule his household."
"Democracy"found the judicious, and strengthen the
meaning our free in.stitutions-"
shall conservative in the full persuasion that
pass away as an exploded delusion, suc· the great crash will not come in his lifeceeded by Theocracy, leading to life eter· time, and that as posterity has done noth·
nal."
He pronounces in no soft terms ling for him, he will do nothing for poster·
"the democratic element constitutionally
ity." The feHers of society must be worn
dead, officially judged, and in its federal off, not snapped off. Change the spirit of
head scripturally damned."
He claims to society, and its form will change too.be "a constitutional citizen in allegiance System-makers build. their garrets before
to the Great I AM: the judge, subject to, their cellars.-Ch.
Inq.
and connected with, 'Jesus the King, appointed to set judgment in the earth."A Chapter for Ruralists.
Once or twice a year he appears at Wash·
Can anybody tell why country people
ington, and announces his terrible decrees
so universally and pertinaciously persist
from the gallery of the House and Senate,
in living in the rear of the house? Can
with after-pieces of constables and floods
anybody tell why the front door and winof laughter.
In poetry, too, he adminisdows are never open, save on the Fourth
ters impartial flagellation on all the heads
of July and at Thanksgiving time? Why
of the body politic.
Zedekiah, and Timolhy, and Jonathan,
"Awake to Judgment, ye Clays and proud Webster,
and the old farmer himself, must go ro~tnd
In uniotl with Cass to perpetuate (1) crimes,
the house, in order to get into it? Why the
And bend your proud necks to the Rod and Sceptre
Of Israel and Judah in fullness of times."
whole family, (oblivious of six empty
"For Esau In Tyler broke yoke from his shoulder,
.
rooms, ) ta k e th'ell""vapor bat h", an d t helr
And Polk proved dragon in Mexican war;
The Lord in his wisdom did choose a brick-monlder,
meals, simultaneously, in the vicinity ~f
And gave him the Lamp-the
bright morning·star."
a red hot cooking range in the dog days?
A fourth case of eccentrics is in one Why the village artist needs paint the
who is entirely sane, and in many respects roof, and spout, and window frames bright
worthy, not without ability and intelli- crimson, and the door the color of a mer·
gence, yet who enacts such absurdities as maid's tresses? Why the detestable sunthis handbill: "Laborers, attend! Scott, flower (which I can never forgive "Tom
Pierce, and Hale!
Industry against pub- Moore" for noticing) must always flaunt
lie and private plunder!
Monopoly is at in the garden? Why thQ ungraceful prim.
the expense of the labor of the country! poplar, fit emblem of a stiff·old bachelor,
The soil should be owned exclusively bYl is preferred tothe swaying elm, or droopthe industrious, and all speculation in the i ing willow, or majestic horse che.stnut?
soil is the plunder of the poor. L. A. H. ( I should like to pull down the green pa·
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OLD WOMAN."

per window curtains, and hang up some of~ have heard wives so called occasionally,
snowy muslin. I should like to throw though in the latter case the phrase jg
wide open the hall door, and let the south more often used endearingly,
At all
wind play through. I should like to go times, as commonly spoken, it jars upon
out into the woods, and collect fresh, the ear and shocks the sense. An "old
sweet, wild flowers to arrange in a vase, woman" should be an object of reverence
in place of those defunct, dried grasses, above and beyond almo~t all other phases
and old maid "everlastings."
I should of humanity.
Her very age should be her
like to show Zedekiah how to nail togeth-' surest passport to courteous consideration.
er some bits of board for an embryo The aged mother of a grown up family
lounge; I should like to stuff it with cot- needs no other certificate of wor~h. She
ton, and cover it with a neat' patch.' I is a monument of excellence, approved
should like to cushion the chair3 after the' and warranted.
She has fought faithfully
same fashion. Then I should like, when "the good fight," and come off conqueror.
the white-haired old farmer came panting Upon her venerable face she bears the
up the road at twelve o'clock, with his marks of the conflict in all its furrowed
scythe hanging over his arm, to usher him lines. The most grievous of the ills of
into that cool, comfortable room; set his life have been hers; trials untold, and
bowl of bread and milk before him, and known only to her God and, to herself, she
after he had discussed it, coax him (in- has borne incessantly; and now in her old
stead of tilting back on the hind legs of a age-her duty done, and patiently await·
hard chair) to take a few minutes' nap on ing her appointed time--she stands, more
my "model" sofa, whileI kept my eye on truly beautiful than even in youth! more
the clouds, to see that no thunder shower honorable and deserving than he who has
played the mischief with his hay.
slain his thousands, or stood triumphan t
I should like to place a few common upon the proudest fields of victory!
sense practical books on the table, with
Young man! speak kindly to your mothsome of our fine daily and weekly papers. er, and ever courteously and tenderly of
You may smile; but these inducements, her. But a little time, and yo,u shall see
and the comfortable and pleasant air of her no more for ever, Her eye is dim,
the apartment, would bring the family of. her form is bent, and her shadow falls
tener together after the day's toil; by de- graveward!
Others may love you when
grees they would lift the covers of the she has passed away; kind· hearted sisters
books, and turn over the newspapers.-perhaps
she of all the world you chose
Constant interchange of thought, feeling for a partner, she may love warmly, pasand opinion, with discussions of the day, sionately-children
may love you fondly;
would of course necessarily follow.
but never again-never while time is yours,
The village taveri1-keeper would prob. shall the love of woman be to you as that
ably frown upon it; but I will venture to of yon old, trembling, weakened mother
predict for the inmates of the farm house, has been!
!l growing love for home, and an added air
In agony she bore you! Through pulof intelligence and refinement, to which ing, helpless infancy her throbbing breast
they themselves might possibly be uncon- was your safe protection and support; in
scious.
wayward, tetchy boyhood she bore paF A.NNY FERN--Olive Bmnch.
tient1y with your thoughtless rudeness,
and nursed you patiently through a legion
"The Old Woman."
of ills and maladies. Her hand it was
It was thus, a few days since, we heard that bathed your burning brow or moisten·
a stripling of sixteen designate the mother ed the parched lip; her eye that lighted up
who bore him. By coarse husbands we the darkness of wasting nightly vigils,
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Naber called after him to stop and lis·
ten. Certain of not being pursued, he
turned and halted at a short distance from
Naber, who was armed with a spear.
"You have taken my horse," said the
latter; "since Heaven has willed it, wish
I you joy of it; but I do conjure you nev·
er ~o tell anyone how you obtained it."
"And why not?" said Daher.
"Because," said the noble Arab, "an·
other man might be really ill, and men
would fear to help him. You would be
the cause of many refusing to perform an
act of charity, for fear of being duped,
as I have heen."
Struck with shame at these words, Da·
her
was silent for a moment, then spring.
'I
An Exquisite Story.
ing from the horse, returned it to its ownIn the tribe of N eggdeh, there was a er, embracing him. Naber made him ac·
horse whose Same was spread far and near, company him to his tent, where they spent
and a Bedouin of another tribe, by name, a few days together, and became fast
Daher, desired extremely to possess it.friends for life.-Church
Adv.
Having offered in vain for it his camels
and his whole wealth, he hit at length upSketches of Character.
on the following device, by which he
THE TRIFLING
YOUNG LADY.
hoped to gain the object of his desire.Miss Augustina Snivil is a young lady
He resolved to stain his face with the yet in her teens, and possessed of great
juice of an herb, to clothe himself in rags, personal beauty, of which she is well
to tie his legs and neck together, so as to aware. She is not deficient in intellect,
appear like a lame beggar. Thus equip- although'the natural powers of her mind
ped, he went to wait for Naber, the owner have been sadly weakened by the petty,
of the horse,· who he knew was to pass trifling pursuits of her life. Balls, parthat way. When he saw Naber approach- ties, theaters, and operas occupy her en·
ing on his beautiful steed, he cried out in tire thoughts, when t:>hehas not on hand
a weak voice:
some flirtation to displace them [or a time.
"I am a poor stranger-for
three days
She has never laid up a store of know1I have been unable to move from tilis
edge of any kind; and as nature abhors
spot to seek for food. I am dying; help a vacuum, her head is crammed with bits
me, and Heaven will reward you."
of trashy novels, scraps of romantic sen·
The Bedouin kindly offered to take
timent, and all such weakly accessories
him up on his horse and carry him home;
that go to form and complete the charac·
but the rogue replied:
"I cannot raise; I have no strength ter of the trifler. Her affections are easi·
ly won, because, placing very little value
left."
Naber, touched with pity, dismounted, upon them herself, she is ready to present
led his horse to the spot, and, with great them to the first fool who asks them; and
difficulty, set the seeming beggar on its is as ready to take them away, to bestow
back. But no sooner did Daher feel him· them on a second who may apply for
self in the saddle, than he set spurs to the tnem. Having no principle of integrity
horse and galloped off, calling out as he
in her character, the violation of her
did so:
word,
h~wever solemnly pledged, forms
"It is I, Daher."

watching al ways in yout fitful sleep, sleepless by your side, as none but her could
watch.
0, speak not her name lightly, for
you cannot live so many years as would
suffice to thank her fully! Through reckless and impatient youth she is your counsellor and solace. Up to a bright manhood she guides your improvident step,
nor even then forsakes or forgets. Speak
gently, then, and reverently of your mother; and when you too shall be old, it shall,
in some degree, lighten the remorse which
shall be yours for other sins, to know tha t
never wan Lonly have you outraged the
respect due to "'old women."-Harrisburg Telegraph.
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no bar to her in the affairs and offices of among demi-gods, but common men and
love.
She will pledge her heart to half a liltle children.
It is not some crusading
dozen at a time; ancl, when circumstanGodfrey, but "little Nell."
The poet sings
ces happen to expose the duplicity of her not of celestial Paradises
but of common
conduct, she affects surprise that all her things.
Pollock grandiloquises,
after the
admirers were not aware that she was fun· most approved theology, of angels and devning all the time.
ils, and nobody reads him; but the "wee
The best and soundest-hearted
man may hopping bird" of which Burns has sung,
be deceived by the blalillishments
of such that "cowers its chittering wing" in the
a girl, and really. feel a true anl honest blast with no shelter in which to "close its
attachment
for her.
The discovery
of e'e," suggests more than a hundred homisuch a passion
in any of her admirers is lies in favor of that religion which comprerare sport for her, and she carries on the hends the least things in the Divine mercy.
war of the feelings with consummate
skill, The great prophet of Christianity however,
until she has got the poor fellow into the in the direction we speak of, thl') missionary
condition of a slave, to be used for her that bears it downward from the height of
mirth and la'Ughter.
Of the two, though society through all its dephs, and shows not
flushed with triumph, we pity the deceiver
merely humble men but the humblest things
more than the deceived.
He has only down even to the insect that sports in the
had the weakness to betray and honest de~ summer's morn, encircled in t~e sweet arena
votion; she the audacity to exhibit, with- of the Divine love-is
Mr. Wordsworth.
out a blush, the utter lack of moral prin- This "is the great service which he hath done
ciples and integrity of character.
Hap- to his age.
No man living or dead hath
py is the man who escapes the snares
done so much to humanize its literature,
such a being.-Star in the West..
to show it in loving aspect towards all that
• Chrislian Register.
breathes, and around the lowliest scenes and
From the
Spread of the Gospel.
the lowliest sufferer to wake "the still sad
We are prone to measure the progress of music of humanity."
In the diffusive spirit
Christianity by the square miles of surface of that humanitary religion of which he is
over which it has spread, and I)ot by the pre-eminently
the prophet,
and which is
depth through which it has penetrated-to
none other than Christianity spreading downtake if we may so say the superficial, and ward as well as outward, crueJ.ty will become
not the cubic dimensions.
And yet the hideous; and not only man will be redeemed
missionaries
that c;1rry it downward are from bondage to man, but mute nature will
quite as divinely commissioned as the mis- rejoice in the same redemption.
sionaries that carry it outward. Indeed we
We can h'ardly open a page of his, which
look far more eagerly for the signs of its breathes not the spirit of this heart-moving
complete inauguration
in the world as we gospel, but perhaps nowhere has it a more
see it extend its influence into minute af- tenaer utterance than in the lines that comfairs, andover
humble tl,ings, and make ~memorate the murdered Hart in "Hart-leaf
them redolent of its heavenly fragrance and vVel1:"
radiant with divine beaut.y.
Gray-headedE'hepherd,thou hasl spokenweH.'
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eVIdence of the progress of Chnsin the direction indicated, is to be

Small difference

lies between

thy creed aud mille:

This beast nol unobserved by nature fell;
His death wasmournedby sympathydivine.

found not in the theology of the times so
much as in the spirit that breathes through

TheBeIngthat is in the cloudsandair.
Thai is in the green leavesamongthe groves,

its literature; for the moral sentiment is
always in advijnce of theology, and sometimes leaves it clear out of sight.
The
novelist must now select his hero, not from

For the unoffendingcreatureswhomhe loves.

Maintains a deep and reverential care

One lesson, Shepherd, let us too divide,
Taught by what Nature shows, and \V.hat conceals,
Never to blend our pleasure or our pnde

With sorrowof the meanest thing that feels.

POETRY-SPEAK

NO ILL-A

PSALM

OF

LIFE-THE

SAINT

Speak no Ill.
1\ay, speak no ill; a kindly word
Can llever leave a sting behind;
And, oh! to breathe each tale we've
Is far beneath a noble mind.
Fnll oft a better seed is sown,
By choosing thns the kinder plan;
For if bnt little good be known,
StW let us speak the best we can.

heard,

Then speak no ill, but lenient be
To others' failing!! as your OWIl;
If you're the first a fauit to see,
Be not the first to make it known.
For life is but a passing day,
No lip may tell how brief ils span;
Then, oh! the little time we stay,
Let's speak of all the best we can.

.

,

A Psalm of Life.
LONGFBLLOW.

WHAT THE HEART OF THE YOUNG MAN SAID TO
THE PSALMIST.
Tell me not, In mournful numbers,
~'Lifeis but an empty dreamt"
For the soul is dead that slumbers,
And tllinlfs are not what they seem.
Life is
And
"Dust
Was

real! life is earnest!
the grave is not ils goal;
thou art, to dust returnest,"
not spokelJ pf the soul.

Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,
Is our destined end and lVay;
But to act, that each to-morrow
Find us farther than to-day.
Art is long, and time is lIeeting,
And our hearts, though stout and brave,
Still, like muffled drums, are beating
Funeral marches to the grave.
In the world's broad fleld of battle,
In the bivouac of Life,
Be not like dumb, driven cattle!
Be a hero in the strife!
Trust no Future, howe'er pleasant!
Let the dead Past bury its dead I
Act,-act
in the living Present!
Heart within, and God o'er headl
Lives of great
We can make
And, departing,
Footprints on

men all remind us
our lives sublime,
leave behind us
the sands of time;

Footprints that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er Life's solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked
brother,
Seeing, shall take haalt again.
Let us, then, be up aud doing,
With a heart for any fate;
SW I achieving, slill pursuing,
Learn tQ labor and tQ waH.

WARRIOR.
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The Saint and the Warrior.

Give me the peart that fain would hideWould fain another's fauits elface.
How can it pleasnre human pride
To prove humanity but base?
Now let us reach a hjgher moodA nobler estimate of man;
Be earnest in the search for good,
And speak of all the best we can.

EY

AND THE

From the Port Folio.

'IHE

SAINT.

The Christian battles on
In ever aching strife;
If Heaven there was none,
Ahl who would live his life?
He has a strife Wilhout,
A flercer one within.

•

He braves the world's low sneer,
The faggot and the lIame,
The taunt, the ribald Jeer,
The loathed, though deathless name,
He falls as one should fall.
Who owns a Lord in henven;
No one of all his foes
Is -left to be forg iven!
Ah! he must quench the tire
That burns within his heart,
Smother the bursting ire,
H he would ere be blest.
The lIame that wars for vent
In his consuming heart,
Prisoned must be, and pent
Till prayer shali ease the smart •

o there's

a conquest here,
O'er passion and o'er pride,
O'er ridicule's pale fear,
Resistance raging tide,
Ah me! no worldling's
tight
The Saint's cut heart can cure;
Ah me! how easier 'tis
To fight than to endure.
THE

WA.RRIOR.

The Warrior In the din
And flashing of the cloud
Of battle, yearns to wiu
A sword to deck his shroud;
With his sword upon his breast,
And his banner bright uufurled,
He is lowered to his rest,
'Mid the wailings of the world.
Perchance the warrior chief
Had earned the name of greatThrough flelds of deathless grief,
Had conquerPid Borne strong state;
And hele were men to weep
Over the man of bi.ood,
Who never mourned the sleep
Of oue whom Christ called good.
'I'he Saint lidS on his bier,
His fight and death pang o'er,
Perchance a lonely tear
Falls on the form they lower;
But for the Warrior's fate,
Bright eyes with tears are pear/ed,
lIe conquered some strong stale,
But the good man-the
world!

:<m

R.F.P.,

JR.

"ALL IS FOR THE BEsT."-Dr.
Johnson used to say that a habit of looking at
the best side of every event, is better than
a thousand pounds a yea~. Bishop Hall
quaintly remarks: "For every bad there
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~
a worse; a~d when a man breaks
his leg, let him be thankful that it was not
his neck!"
When Fenelon's
library was
on fire, "God be praised,"
he exclaimed,
"that it is not the dwelling of some poor
man!"
This is the true spirit of submis·
sian-one
of the most beautiful toits that
can possess
the human heart.
Resolve
to see this world on its sunny side, and
you have almost
half won the battle of
life at the outset.-Ch.
Inq.
Anecdote of Daniel Webster.
I well remember hearing my father tell
the following anecdote, illustrative
of the
genius of this great man:
Ebenezer Webster the father of Daniel,
was a farmer.
The vegetables
in his garden had suffered considerably
from the
depredations
of a woodchuck,
whose hole
and habitation
was near the premises.Daniel, some ten or twelve years old, and
his older brother, Ezekiel,
had set a trap,
and fin'ally suc~eeded in capturing the trespasser .. Ezekiel proposed to kill the ani·
mal, and enu at once all further trouble
from him; but Daniel looked with corn·
passion
upon his meek, dumb captive,
and offered to let him again go free.
The
boys could not agree, and each appealed
to their father to decide the case.
"Well,
my boys," said the old gentleman,
"I wi]]
be the judge.
There
is the f prisoner,
(pain ting to the woodchuck,)
and you
shall be the counsel, and plead the case
for and against his life and liberty."
Ezekiel
opened the case with a strong
argument, urging the mischievous
nature
of the criminal,
the great harm he had
already done, said that much time and
labor had been spent in his capture, and
now if he was suffered to live and go again
at large, he would renew his depradations,
and be cunning enough not to suffer him·
self to be caught again, and that he ought
now to be put to death; that his skin was
of some val ue, and that to make the most
of him they could, it would not repay half
the damage he had already done.
His argument was ready, practical, to the point,

WEBSTER.

\ anu of much greater length than our lim·
its will allow us to occupy in relating the
story.
The father looked with pride upon his
son, who became a distinguished
jurist in
his manhood.
"Now,
Daniel, it is your
turn; I'll hear what you have to say."
'Twas his fir~t case.
Daniel
saw
that the plea of his brother had sensibly
affected his father, the judge; and as his
large, brilliant
black eyes looked upon
the soft, timid expression
of the animal,
and as he saw it tremble with fear in its
narrow prison·house,
his heart swelled
with pity, and he appealed with eloquent
words that the captive might again go
free. God, he said, had made the wood·
chuck; he maue him to live, to enjoy the
bright sunlight, the pure air, the free fields
and woods.
God had not made him nor
anything in vain; the woodchuck
had as
much right to live as any other living
thing; he was not a destructive
animal,
as the wolf an'd the fox were; he simply
ate a few common vegetables,
of which
they had a plenty, and could well spare
a part; he destroyed
nothing except the
little food he needed to sutain his humble
life; and that little food was as sweet to
him, and as necessary to his existence, as
was to them the food upon his mother's
table.
God furnished their own food; he
gave them all they possessed;
and would
they not spare a little for the dumb crea·
ture who really had as much right to his
share of Gou's bounty, as they themselves
had to their portion?
Yea, more; the
animal had never violated the laws of his
nature or the laws of God, as man often
did; but strictly
followed
the simple,
harmless instincts
he had received from
the hand of ,the Creator
of all things.Created by God's hand, he had a right from
God to life, to food, to liberty; and they
had no right to deprive him of either.He alluded to the mute but earnest plead.
ings of the animal for that life, as sweet,
as dear to him as their own was to them;
and the just judgment they might expect
if, in selfish and cold hearted ness, they
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t-o~o
k-t-h-e-I-i'-fe-t~h-e-y~co-u-I-d~n~o-t
-r-es-t-o~re-a-ga
in, lri ngi ng,-:;r by forceo f figures,
the life that God alone had given.
During this appeal the tears had started
to the old man's eyes, and were fast run·
ning down his sunburnt cheeks; every
feeling of a father's heart was stirred
within him; he saw the future greatness
of his son before his eyes; he felt that
God had blessed him in his children be·
yond the lot of common men; his pity and
sympathy were awakened by the eloquent
words of compassion and the strong appeal for mercy; and, forgetting the judge
in the man and the father, he sprang from
his chair, (while Daniel was in the midst
of his argument, without thinking he had
already won his case,) and turning to hisi
older son, dashing the tears from his eyes,
exclaimed, "Zeke, Zeke, you let that
woodchuck go!"-Star in the West,

irect

0r

b;~~

principles of taste, or by high church,
or by low church, or by no church; wheth·
er he shall be set to splitting trusses of
polemical straws with the crooked knife
of his mind, or whether he shall be put to
stone·breaking instead. In the midst of
which dust and noise, there is but one
thing perfectly clear, to wit, Tom only may
and can, or shall and will, be reclaimed
to somebody's theory and nobody's prac·
tice. And in the hopeful mean time, Tom
goes to perdition head foremost in his old
determined spirit.
But he has his revenge. Even the winds
are his messengers, and they serve him in
these hours of darkness.
There is not a
drop of Tom's corrupted blood but propa·
gates infection and contagion somewhere.
It shall pollute, this very night, the choice
stream (in which chemists on analysis
would find the genuine nobility) of a
Norman house, and his Grace shall not be
[This passage, from the last number of
able to say Nay to the infamous alliance.
"Bleak House," has a fearful truth to be
There is not an atom of Tom's slime, not
pondered by all communities.]
a cubic inch of any pestilential gas in
DARKNESSrests upon Tom·all·alone's.
which he liTeS, not one obscenity or degDilating and dilating siJ;lce the sun went radation about him, not an ignorance,
down last night, it has gradually swollen not a wickedness, not a brutality of his
unt.il it fills every void in the place .. For committing, but shall work its retribution,
a time there was some dungeon ltghts throu"h every order of society, up to the
burning, as the lamp of Life burns in Tom· i proud:st of the proud, and to the highest
all.alo~e's, hea:il~, heavily, in the nau- of the high. Verily, what with tainting,
,seous air, and wlllkmg-as that lamp, too, plundering, and spoiling, Tom has his rewinks in Tom-all·alone's-at
many hor· venge.-Ch.
Inq.
rible things.
But they are blotted out.The moon has eyed Tom with a cold stare,

'"

as admitting some puny emulation of her·
Rules for Home Edcation.
self in his desert region unfit for life and
The following rules we commend to all
blasted by volcanic fires; but she has patrons and friends, for their excellence,
passed on, and is gone. The blackest brevity, and practical utility. They are
nightmare in the infernal stables grazes worthy of .being printed in letters of gold,
on Tom-all-alone's,
and Tom is fast and being placed in a conspicuous position
asleep.
in every household. It is lamentable to
Much mighty speech-making there has contemplate the mischief, misery and ruin
been, both in and out of Parliament, con· which are the legitimate fruits of those decerning Tom, and much wrathful dispu. i ficiencies which are pointed out in the rules
tation how Tom shall be got right.to which we have referred. Let every paWhether he shall be put into the main road rent and guardian read, ponder, and inwardby constables, or by beadles, or by bell· Iy digest the following:
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~::;-;our
childr:n's e:.:liest ~fancy ~drea~:l-:::sequences
in the ruin of thouinculcate the necessity of instant obedience. sands.-Star
of the West.
2. Unite firmness with gentleness.
Let
your children always understand that you
'••
mean what you say.
"I PRAY you, oh excellent wife, cumber
3. Never promise them anything unless not yourself and me to get a curiously
you are quite sure you can give them what rich dinner for this man or woman who
you promise.
has alighted at our gate; nor a bed cham4. If you tell a little child to do some- bel' made at too great a cost; these things
thing, show him how to do it, and see that if they are curious in them; they can get
it is done.
for a few shillings in any village; but
5. Always punish your children for wil- rather let the stranger see, if he will, in
fully disobeying your commands, but never your looks, accent and behaviour, your
punish them in anger.
heart and earnestness, your thought and
6. Never letthem perceive that they can will, ~hich he cannot buy at any price in
vex you, or make you lose your self-cam- any city, and which he may well travel
mand.
twenty miles, and dine sparely and sleep
7. If they give way to petulance and hardly to behold. Let not the emphasis
temper, wait till they are calm, and then of hospitality lie in bed and board; but
gently reason with them on the impropriety let truth, and love, and honor, and cour·
of their conduct.
$ tesy, flow in all thy deeds."-Ch.
lng.
8. Remember that a little present punish- $
ment, when the occ,asion arises, is much
more effectual than the threa~ening of a
greater punishment, should the fault be renewed.
9. Never give your children anything because they cry for it.
10. On no account allow them to do at
one time what you have forbidden, under
like circumstances, at another.
11. Teach them that the only sure and
easy way to appear good, is to be good.

OBITUARY
DIED,

morning,

NOTICES.

at his residence in this place, on last Saturday
Mr. SAMUUJ. ISAACS,aged about 33 years.-

The deceased was one of Nature's noblemen, upright,
just, and liberal in his intercourse with men,-a
warm
and devoted friend,-a
kind and affectionate
husband
and parent. The writer of this b,ief notice has been
long and intimately acquainted
with the deceased, and
can truly declare that he has never heard a syllable ut·
tered derogatory
and unobtrusive

to his reputation.
Though diffident
in his manners, his worth was known

and appreciated

by his fellow·eitizens,

who had twice

honored him wilh the rfsponsible trust of County 'freas·
nrer, whieh office he held at the time of his death. The
deceased was a worthy member of the Masonic Frater-

12. Accustom them to make their little
recitals with perfect truth.
nily, and was interred with Masonic Ilonors on Sunday,
1
"
$ the 5th inst. He was buried with hi. Lord in baptism,
13. Never allow ta e-bearmg:
$ nine days previous to Ilis death. He stilrwent on his
14. Teacb them that self-demal, not self- way rejoicing, until that trying hour. He entered the
. d 1.
. the appOlnted and the sure gates of death with his eyes fixed on the eternal throne,
In u gence, IS..
and with a radiant, heavenly smile, he was mhered into
method of securmg happmess.
the holy and purified throng above. The bereavedfamily
. t th . d 1
have the heartfelt sympathy of the Masonic brethren,
15. Guar d tl1em agarns
e In u gence and the community, alld will receive such consolations
of an angry and resentful spirit.
as true and genuine sympathy can alford. What more
. .

can be added,-what

higher eulogy can be pronounced,

If these rules were reducedto practIcewhen we have said he was an upright, just, and good
daily practice-by
parents and guardians, man,-esteemed bl' all who knew him,-and by all his
.
ld b
d h
death is deplored.
Uut he was mortal; and it is aphow mue h mIsery wou
e prevente , ow pointed once for all to die. He has paid the debt-Ile hao
many in danger of ruin would be saved, passed the portal. of tllis, to a better world. And dear
dhow larcrely would the happiness of a friends, though the affliction is great, should not indulge
a.n
b..
lin uncon,olable grief, but yield submissive
to the will
th~usand domestIc cll'cles be augm~nt~d.of Him "who givelb and wh~ taketh,away."
'
It IS lamentable to see how extensIve ISpaA Fltl END OF THE DEPARTED.
.

rental neglect, and to wItness the bad and
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the tendencies of
. my views, he deserves,
and must receive a respectful reply.The true and false basis of spiritual au- Although in his last effort against us, he
tko.rity-reply
to Messrs. A. Campbell associates us with such terrible men as
and C. L. Loos-their
proficiency in Lord Herbert, Chauncey, Winchester, of
the knowledge of spiritual phenomena, the past, and insinuates that we ought to
~·c.• o/c.
seek brotherhood with Dr. Clapp, of New
WHERE
the Reason of man is accounte.d Orleans, and some charitable fraterof little worth. and Dogmatism has vio· nity around Cambridge University or Bos.
!ated the principles of common courtesy ton, and more than insinuates that we canand the confidence of fraternal fellowship, not have his patronizing' fellowship; still,
the last resort is to the use of hard or un- as he disavows any wish to abridge our
popular name~. Scolding is the language f ecclesiastical or political rights, we can
of passion; and hard words, to unfortu- proceed, we suppose, to say of the new
nate states of the moral sense, are ever aspects of this controversy whatever may
more ready than hard arguments.
To a accord with truth and charity. If we do
candid and painstaking pen, it is a pleas. not formally return our thanks for this
ure to represent an opponent truthfully; di~avowal, he must not attribute it to in.
and no flattery from partizan emulation capacity to be grateful for small favors,
or ignorant prejudice can induce it to re- but an unwillingness to yield to him any
proach where it cannot convince.
But right either to "abridge" or seclolre the
dogmatism originates in prejudice, and rights of which he speaks. We were glad,
~an only perpetuate its assumed authori- however, to see the disavowal, for public
ty by appeals to prejudice and selfish am- opinion was beginning to make it l1eceshition.
Men can rail where they cannot sary, and may even yet enquire more
reason; and their railing ought never to scrutinizingly into the nature of the conbe returned.
St. Jude informs us that troversy he so heedlessly prOVoked.
when Michael contended with Satan for I ,He had remained silent so long, that
the ]jody of Moses, he did not bring some of our friends were becoming uneaagainst him a railing accusation; and sy lest we might complain of neglect;
Archbishop Tillotson has a commentary but we have long since observed his leisureon the Scripture, running somewhat thu,w: ly walk, when others of less power and
The Archangel knew that in a contest of character were keeping up "the hue and
railing he could not suceeed with one so cry." We reply to his notice more to reo
accomplished
in the art! With such an cord a remarkable phenomena in the his.
illustrious example before me, and my ob· tory of this controversy, than to mark all
servation of the course of many of my se· the new phases it has recently assumed.
eret and open opponents, I must again It ihould be recorded for the good of 80.
dl:}cline the conflict they seem so anxious ciety.
Our Faith Called by Hard Names.

to.{lngage in. But when a man of Mr.
That a people, who have been reo
Campbell's
position and character con- proached by every hard name, such as
tinues hij warnings to tbe people against CampbelJite, Schismatics, Scottites, Her.
1

~~~~~~~~~~.-:...;OUR

FAITH CALLED BY HARD NAMES.

etics, Unitarians,
and Infidels; and whose
system of religious
teaching,
as developed by its prominent
promoters,
has
been often denominated
"baptized
Infi·
delitYj"
should,
before a ~ingle generation has passed, use their own periodicals
in denouncing
each other as Unitarians,
Universalists,
and Infidels, is remarkable,
to say the least of it, and reveals a kind
of culture and feeling deplorable
in the
extreme.
It is, however, as foolish as it
is persecuting.
Its effect is no longer
dreaded by any opened eye or observing
mind.
Such names are without a sting,
whatever of arrogance, or assumption,
or
reproachful
imputation
they may reveal
in those who rashly or ignorantly
use
them.
Their object-as
seems ever to
have been the object of all who fail to
respect the convictions
and conscience
of
their human brethren-is
to exclude and
disparage all who dare to differ with their
accepted forms of religious knowledge.But the exclusion
is not acknowledged,
and never will be, while those who modestly assume to order it may be pardoned
for the harmless
outbursts
of venerable
fretfulness, or immaturity
of judgment, as
the case may be. The rumblings
of pulpit and periodical th:1,lnder have lost their
terrors.
H thQse who oast out our names
as evil have more wisdom, more piety,
more benevolence
than those they de·
nounce, the world will see it in due time,
while at present their attention is directed to their Christian exhibition of it. If
they have not, the use of hard words will
only make those words bye-words
for
scoffers, and their 0llposite2 will continue
to be designations
of self-righteous
and
sanctimonious
assumptions,
and may be·
come synonymous
with Hypocrisy;
and
like the words "godly"
and "saints,"
in
one period
of English
history,
inspire
more of contempt for those who use them
than reproach for those to whom they are
applied.
Mr. C., therefore,
ought to set
an example to his friends endowed with
less culture and refinement.
If respect for learning,
character,
and
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the whole world will not revolve, despite religion, and they are asking for a reality
all warnings that they must do it, or suffer to take the place of a sham. They are
the shame ,of being called Heretics on learning that God's government of man is
earth and the pains of eternal burnings a government by the eternal ideas of truth
under it. But they gain a strength of faith and juslice, and a system that violates
which destroys the unnatural divorce be- these even for the humblest of his crea·
tween moral and intellectual conviction l tures, is not of God and no appropriation
and religious belief, and they are prepared of good names"nor ba ciWg of bad ones,
to make a reality of the Christian life, can save it from merited exposure. In
that knows no heresy, save the heresy of our bles~ed country, our fathers have conwicked purposes and wicked deeds: which que red civil liberty, despite the names of
abhors to tax the "mint, dill and cum- "rebels" and anarchists, given them by
min" of speculative opinions, while it their persecuting traducers; and their chilpractices injustice and inhumanity to its dren will yet conquer religious libertytoil:ng or suffering brother. And there is liberty of thought upon all the deep themes
no strength of human creeds, written or of philosophy and religion, despite all efunwritten j no assumed authority over the forts to the contrary. Christ has placed
free choice of men, and no power of arbi- the latter on the only ground upon wlJich it
trary discipline comparable to such a can stand, when he said call no man MasIltrength. It is a power unto death, for it ter, but love your neighbor as yourself.becomes a part of the man himself. Are It is not his spirit to use a name of reproach
men sincere,but timid, in avowing their ra- against any man; but it is his spirit to ac·
tional convictions? Let them ask them- cept of all reproaches and all dishonor of
.elves whether their timidity is from faith men, rather than yield the Kingdom of
orthe lack of it. Do they see that the pow- God within us, based as it is upon the iner of priestly assumption and authoritative destructible principles of Reason and Condogma is untenable and ineffective to re- science, principles, by which~alone we can
claim man from sin, or help him forward worthily accept of any form of belief. And
to holiness? Let him ask himself if they men who will not appreciate the strength
have not become so by the use made of and joy of such a position, may be ex·
the church to defend selfishness and re- peeled to use their bad words, and fancy, if
atrain the free mmd and motives of men, they choose, ,that they have killed their
and disparage the best gifts and opportuni- Heretics, Unitarians, Universalists, Deists
ties that Providence ever bestows1 And and "bpirit-;Rappers;" but men of more safor what? For the sake of adding a new gacity, looking on their foolish affray, will
lect to the many petty parties that already discover that they have not even caugM
disgrace the history of Christendom, or for them, much less killed them. We tell our
the purpose pf displacing men from posi·l voluntary opponents then, in all kindness,
tions they will not make, subservient to that neither ascribing the phenomena, relelfish ambition, no matter under what ~orded in their journals, to Satan; nor the
name it assumes to dictate to, and direct denunciation of men once regarded as "es·
the affairs of, men who never acknowl- timable brethren," as Unitarians, Univeredged its assumptions. And can such as- salists and Infidels; nor the statement that
Bumptions succeed 1 Never, never, while they do not fellowship men who never asked
men have ability enough to k~?w their their fellowship; nor their attempts to pr\lve
rights, and virtue enough to maintain them. themselves orthodox with denominations
It may intermeddle, and even destroy; but of Christians which for more than twenty
it cannot enslave. Armies may destroy years they have called sects and sectarian,
liberty, but even armies cannot destroy have any weight with free-born men, whose
.deu.
The people desire not less, buLmorC deliire i$ to re£eive truth ~n all Iiubjects,
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whether it come from them or others, and than ever entered
into our mind.
They
who judge men by their fruits, both of speak as if they were able to blend the
spiri~ and action, and hold themselves res- most perfect accuracy of narrative with a
punslble to no self-constituted tribunaI.deduction of absolute scientific principles,
They need give themselves
no further and give the world a religio-philosophical
trouble, lest the people fail to understand explanation of modern "Spirit-Rapping."
their use of opprobrious names.
They They know its spirit.origin-its
Satanic
are tired of the childish "tit·for-tat" sort of nature and Necromantic purposes, while we
procedure; and to an extent which has not have never yet been favored with the slightyet entered into the conception of stand· est "rap."
We hope to examine it, howstill men, who suppose because the world ever; but as yet, have not had time.is in motion, it is necessarily
revolving Meanwhile, we would be glad to hear aU
round them as centres. Enlightened men are they have to say on the suhject, while we
asking of every man claiming the ear of the commend to their attention the fact that the
pllblic-Have
you any thing to say that will Artof Printing, by which they are enlightenlarge our knowledge on the subjects you ening us as to its Hadean character, was
discuss, or that will increase our happi ness also once ascribed to Satan, as has been aIin those already examined?
And if it be most every discovery in the power of mind
said respectfully,
it will be listened to; and and the laws of matter, for many hundred
if not, it ought not to be. Thought has years!
And lest they should hear, by conleave to be uttered in this country: and a slllting "mediums," embodied or disembod •
.:hurch that makes its fellowship depend ied, human or Satanic, that we also, as well as
upon its suppression,
will soon be looked they, have been among the "Rappers,"
we
back to as among the things that wel"e.now advise them, that up to this date, Sep.
The people who Ilear it clJim the right to tember 14th, A. D. 1853, we have not witjudge both of it and its tendencies, and can nessed the pllenomena, but hope, with their
generally
discriminate
between the sham, permission,
in an expected visit to their
however bolstered
up by hard names, and more northern and knowing latitudes,
in
the reality.
So let it be.
the course of a few days to take advantage

i

With these remarks, definitive of the im. of the time to see the strange sights.pressions the recent attacks upon us have Should they hear of our success, or lack oC
made, we publish the subjoined
articles it, they will please inform their readers; but
{rom the September number of the" Mil- ~e pray them not to tell it .to the Hopkin~.
lennial Harbinger."
If we do not reply Ville Elders, nor to the Editor and corresto Mr. Loos, it is because his article is pondents of the "Christian Age."
Mean. based upon a false assumption, which he, while, can they not favor us with the inhimself, with all his anxiety to make state- formation by which we can readily find the
ments respecting matters of which he could most remarkable "mediums,"
and especihave known n,othing, is compelled to see. ally those by which they were convinced
. . RapplUg
."
'1'
That false assum ption is, that we are in cor- t Itat ' 'Spmtwas 0 f t he DeVl.
respondence
with "Spirit-Rappers."
If it Any information on this grave subject will
were true, it is a matter with which he be thankfully reGeived, both by us and othhas no more to do than I have with the ers, who acknowledge
their ignorance of
books of his library, or methods
of his the nature of Necromancy, Witchcraft, and
study; but as it is false, and has not even a "Spirit-Rapping,"
but who desire to be igshadow of foundation
in truth, he will norant no longer.
readily pardon us for dismissing his sapient
J. B. F.
animadversions
upon what is so far beyond I
From the Millennia! Harbtnger.
the line of our observations.
Both he and
Elder Jesse B. Ferguson.
Mr. Campbell know more upon the subject 1 In evidence that the views promulged .•

i

i
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and not retracted, by Elder Jesse B. Fe.r-j we ask for ourselves-liberty
of thought,
guson, on the future state of those who die ~liberty of speech, and liberty of action,
in their sins, are essentially Unitarian and within the poles of the political and the
Universalian-or,
in other words, Deistical ecclesiastic globes of the moral and social
-it should be added, that the press under universe. And although we have the full
the control of these various forms of Deism, assurance of faith and knowledge, that £1or Theism, or unbelief, is out against us- der Ferguson's views are unscriptural and
"unguibus et pedibus;" or, in English, decidedly of licentious tE:ndency, we would
"with tooth and nails." "Birds of a feath· not (as he endeavors to insinuate, and his
er flock together;" and, therefore, these special friends affirm for him) abridge, in
latitudinarian Ilceptics are, with one consent, the least, his political or ecclesiastic rights,
exclaiming against our "intolerance" and to think, speak, write, and print what he
"illiberality,': sympathizing with the "gift. pleases. We only ask for oursp.lf the same
ed, eloquent," and "worthy Bro. Fergu- right to think, speak, write, and print what
son," and extolling the great liberality of we think of it, and what appears to us true,
those noble spirits who sustain his "Chris- necessary and expedient.
tian Magazine," and of the portion of the
We hope that they will award to us the
church that sustain him in Nashville.
same liberty which we so cheerfully award
We have, for months past, in silence sub· to them-that of choosing our own compamitted to these imputations and CE:nsures, ny, and of promulging our thoughts on the
knowing that they are a portion of the tax great subject of religion with all freedom
which we have all to pay for the satisfac- of speech, of pen, and of press. We will
tion of having done our liuty. When any give one specimen of the abusive imposts
one obtains property, he has to pay tax for we are enduring, through our friends at
it. And what virtuous citizen refuses to Nashville, with a few accompanying repay these common imposts? Besides, we marks from Bro. C. L. Loos, Editor of the
are not the only sufferers in this case-the
"Disciple."
A. C.
whole brotherhood, from Nashville to New
Orleans, are more or less afflicted by this BRO.A. CAMPBELL
A "SPIRITUAL MEDIUM."
open denial, of not only our faith, but that
The foJlowing editorial notIce we copy
of all Protestantdom, with the exception of from the "Spiritual Telegraph" of Februth~ before named "free thinkers," who are I ary 19th, the chief organ of spirit rappermuch mOle in sympathy with Lord Herbert, l ism, edited at New York by Prof. S. B.
Elhanan • Winchester, Dr. Chauncy, the ~Brittan, and which, with its character and
Swedish Baron, and certain Reverend gen- purposes, we have already, in some of our
tlemen of Boston, than with any evangeli- previous numbers, introduced to lhe accal denomination in our country-Episcoquaintance of our readers. We have itali-.
palian, Presbyterian, Congregational, Bap- cized a few sentences for the special atlen·
tist or Methodistic.
tion of our readers:
But our brotherhood will not long endure
"THE EVIL SPIRIT OF INTOLERANCE.
anyone who has inflicted so deep a wound -Rev.
J. B. Ferguson, editor of the
on the common faith and the common hope 'Christian Magazine,' an independent reof God's heritage.
Besides, ollr friend Iigious periodical published at Nashville,
Fergllson can elsewhere find a more cor- Tenn., has for some time been inclined to
dial brotherhood, in such men as Dr. Clapp, very liberal Christian views. His preachof New Orleans, and, in his view, a much ing,' and the pages of his journal, have
more pious, enlightened, free and charitable clearly indicated the progressive tendl1ncies
paternity, in Boston or Cambridge, than of his mind, while the old demon, intoler·
amongst us. We most clleerfully award lance-the e"il spirit that refuses to be cast.
to every man, and every community, all that j out of the churches-lias appeared tllrougl1
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Campbell as medium, and is
determined to make war on Mr. Ferguson
and the 'Christian Magazine.'
Mr. Camp'bell was never eminently distinguished
for
his candor as a theological
disputant, and
in this case his articles are written in a supercilious tOlle, while they indicate an abili·
ty to dogmatize at tlle expense of reason.
In every attempt to damage the reputation
of Mr. Ferguson,
to impair the force and
credibility of his views, or to diminish the
extent of his influence,
Mr. Campbell betrays a disposition to excite the elements of
denominational
pride, prejudice, and popufar resentment,
seemingly with a view to
coerce the conscience of afree man into a
submission, and to restrict a more compreI,ensive faith. and loftier aspirations to
the limit of his own ideal.
Mr. Ferguson
replies to these attacks in a firm, dignified,
and temperate spirit, which we greatly ad-,
mire.
We have no doubt that our views,
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three ideas in common, his manly resistance
of spiritual pride and oppression, and his
earnest defenw of the liberty of thought,
unlimited investigation,
and private judgroent, entitle him to our cordialfellowship,
and to the confidence of every friend of
Christian and Republican freedom."

Revelation, complete and final, of the Will
of God; as the only revelation necessary,
and to be expected from Heaven, for the
conduct of human life; as of plenary inspiration by the Holy Spirit of God direct;
as, in fine, the full and perfect Word of
God, and not of men, nor angels, nor demons.
These grand truths he has triumphantly maintained in many a hard fought
conflict.
But everyone
of tbese divine
truths stands in bold opposition to all the
pretensions of the class of infidels to which
the writer of the above belongs.
That
these men wbo claim to hold intercourse
with "familiar spirits," which the Bible abhors and condemns; who at best regard the
Bible but as the prod tion of clairvoyant!
and necromancers-an
imperfect, partial,
defective affair-far
beneath the sublime
views now preached from the spirit-world
by Tom Paine and others; who, in one
word, have no faith in any oneoflhe sublime
characteristic
truths of Christianity;
that
such men, Vie say, should be hostile to bro.
Campbell, who has oft and again. from the
days of Owen to the present time, demonstrated by the power of divine facts and
logic, that the entire ground on which all
these infidel pretensions are basild is falseis a matter of no wonder whatever.
The
pure devotion to God's Word, as the only

Weare
not in the least surprised at this
organ of Spiritual Rapperism, Clairvoyance,
and Various other "manifestations"
of InfideEty, feeling and expressing
such bitter
hostility towards Bro. Campbell.
It is the
most natural thing imaginable-a
clear log.'
ical necessity.
The aim and burden of
Bro. Campbell's life and labors~that
which
has boldly characterized
every thing that
he has said and written-whether
in conflict with bald Infldelity in the person of
Owen, or with Romanism,
or the various
shapes of sectarian humanisms, have ever
been a determined, unqualified devotion to
God's revealed word alone, in all religious
m-atters, and an uncompromising
hostility
to every tbing beyond this, be it proclaimed
hy angels, men, or demons.
He has ever
believed
in, and held up, the Bible as a

divinely allowed guide given by God to
man, to lead him to virtue and immortality;
the faith that will admit of no visionary
speculations from an aberrant human reason or imagination, to nullify and stultify
the pure, simple truths of the Bible, these
men call the "demon of mtolerance.""Contending
earnestly for the faith once
(not lately in Rochester and elsewhere) delivered to the saints," they call "supercilious dogmatism."
Not to allow men among
us, unrebuked,
10 advocate by voice and
pen, notions that sap the very foundations 0 I
Christianity in human hearts, is wicked sectarian bigotry.
These men,_ who have ut·
terly abandoned all firm faith in the Bible,
if they ever had any; whose whole spirihlA 1
being is now revolving in a limitless chaps
of nebulous, spiritualistic, deistic, transcen-

j

i

many irnportant points, would accord
with those oj Mr. P.; but if we had not
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dental, vagaries and absurdities; who have
cut themselves loose from an moorings and
fiud thoughts; cannot imagine how any
man can be so foolish and narrow-minded
as any longer to cling with supreme, exclusive fidelity, to the simple voice of the Holy
Scriptures. This "foolishness" of faith, is
doubtless the "spirit" they wish to "cast
out of the churches," finding it sadly in the
way of their "progressive" necromantic
creed, which they long to place in its stead.
Let it be observed that Bro. C. is not
charged with dogmatism at the expense of
the Bible.
That would be a matter of the
most perfect indifference to these- men;
would be only doing what they are themselves constantly guilty of. No! it is "at
the expense of reason!"
This is their
standard of judgment.
How much this
Mr. Brittan knows of Bro. Campbell's
course, that might entitle him to pass judg·
ment upon his canqor as a theological disputant, we know not. He knows, however, sufficient to determine his decision. He
is aware of Mr. Campbell's opposition to
the late "spiritual developments" of J. B.
Ferguson; and above all, he has bE'en informed by a certain whilom Rev. (!?) J.
B. Wolf, of Wheeling, that Bro. C. had,
in his lecture before Washington College,
spoken against the "rapping" mania; and
this, we presume, was sufficient for so liberat a mind as Prof. Brittan's to pass his judgm<Jnt.
We are informed by this editor, that Mr.
F ·rguson "has for some time inclined to
very liberal Christian views;" and that "his
preaching and the pages of his journal
« 'hristian Magazine) have clearly indicated
the progressi'I'Je tendencie~ of his mind."
TIle real meaning of this specious verbiage
is, that Mr. Ferguson has abandoned the
"old paths" 'of a child-like, firm, exclusive,
faj th in the Bible, as the only perfect, final
ru'e of faith and life; that he has transcended. or rather transgressed, the simple intel pretation of this Book, and has sought
fOI transcendental, speculative meaningssp~cial and cuntradictory expositions, wholIy subversive of, and contrary to, the inten-,
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tions of the Holy Spirit in its utterances;:
that he has become tired of the "sincere
milk of the word," and in search for loftier
wisdom has roamed over the foggy paths of
misty speculations. To outgrow tIle sim·
pIe faith in the Bible; to launch, whh mad
self-confidence, into the shoreless ocean of
dreamy m)'stifications; to talk in high
sounding transcendental jargon that seem:;
to mean something, for men who are supposed to mean something talk so; to be ever
giving forth as from a tripod of inspirations
mephitic vaticinations of future glories, of
Elysian ages, that will shame the dull, prosing, imperfect developments of the Bibler
which they regard as the production of a
crude age, of as yet unripe, gross, spirits,
but in the first steps of the great progress
yet to be consummated here, and whose
sporadic truths are adulterated with much
that is fabulous, false and foolish-to regard Christ and the prophets but as clairvoyant seers, like A. J. Davis and the spiritual seers of this day; this is what constitutes, in the estimation of these men, "very
liberal Christian vjelVs"-"progressive tendencies of the mind." We will not say
that Mr. Ferguson has gone already aU
these lengths. Perhaps not. Butsucb are
the views of the class to wbom he belongs
who wrote the aboye paragraph.
He has
told us that Mr. F. has "a more comprehensive faith, and loftier aspiratioI,ls," than
the "ideal" Bro. Campbell and his brethren have. We are quite willing that Messrs.
Brittan and Ferguson shall enjoy tlleir "ideal;" but we insist that it is heaven -wide diverse from our OWD, and that we can never
sanction it, or-have the least fellowship with
it. We still believe, and hope until death
to believe, that tlle prophets and apostles
were not mere visionary clairvoyants, but
received their prophetic utterances direct
from God's presence, were inspired by the
Holy Spirit of Jehovah, not the Ghost of
Pharaoh or Balaam; that Jesus of Naza·
reth was not merely "a seer of rare spiritual gifts, as Socrates, Plato, or Swedenborg," but the only begotten Son of God;
the bJightness of his Father's glory, aBd
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the express image of his person j that he ship of mortals, coming as they did from
came dOll'n from Heaven in person, to save every class and creed of the community,
and redeem man by the offering of himself iand from an overwhelming majority of the
on the cross. We still ever hope to believe church, together with the knowledge that
in the Bible as the only revelation on earth our pulpit must necessarily be vacant for
made to man from God; that is perfect, the most part during our absence,-made
transcending all human knowledge and the trial of a separation as severe as it was
wisdom; above which no man need ever indispensable.
We had been assailed in
stdve to attain with all the powers of rea· the integrity of our faith, character and'po.
son or imagination-human
or demoniac. sition to tIle public. The church and comMessrs. Brittan, Ferguson and others, may munity had stood the shock of every ashave progressed beyond this. We envy sault with manly and Christian firmness and
them not their progress.
forbearance, and had shown themselves
We have said, and repeat it, that we bound to us, as by hooks of steel. But the
know not that the editvr of the" Christian devotion of our friends in the fields of our
Magazine' has gone all these lengths. We former labors, and some temporal business
shall wait for further developments; though we had neglected for years, as well as duty
what we have already learned from him, to the ties of kindred we had not visited,
decides our position with reference to him.l since experiences of bereavement by death
We only refer our brethren, in conclusion, had been made as a part of our mutual cup
to another declaration of Mr. Brittan, of bitterness in life's separations,~required
which reveals another claim to the fellow- our attention, and we set out. The point to
ship of Mr. Ferguson.
"We have no which we first directed our way, was the
doubt," he says, "that ollr views, on mr.ny quiet country shades of the hospitable manimportant points, would accord with those sion of Meryville, Ky., where we had resi.
·of Mr. F."
"Ve presume Mr. Brittan ded, in the most intimate and delightful
knows whereof he affirms. The Univer- friendship, for five years preceding our resalists have already claimed Mr. F.; now moval to Nashville. Here we met a more
the spirit rapping transcendentalist infidels than usually hearty welcome, and were soon
declare their fellowship with "many im- in the companionship of kindred, brethren
portant points" of his faith.
and former neighbors, so free, so full, and
.
C. L. L.
so joyons, as to make us almost forget that
ever the rude blasts of envy and malignity
Visit to Southern Kentucky.
had howled round the peaceful shrine, doAugust 18th, 1853.-After
a very af. IIiestic and congrrgational, of onr chosen
fecting Icave.tak.ing of the congregation, altars. The embowering oaks and cedars,
and many warm-hearted and enduring planted and trained by a hand that has lain
friends at Nashville, we /let out with our in the formless dust of death for ten years
family to spend a few weeks in a visit to -and that was more than half a century,
the former fields of our ministerial labor in skillfully opened to dispense healing to the
Southern Kentucky and central Ohio.sick, and charity to the needy, and welcome
We found it difficult to leave, even for a to the stranger; that had given us the first
temporary absence. The large congrega- greeting on our arrival in the South, and
tions that assembled to wait upon our im- which we folded over its capacious bosom.
perfect ministrations, after the horrible with sadness and hope, when its pulses of
work of defamation and detraction had Iile and generosity on earth beat no more;
8pent its force; the demonstrations of con- the oaks and pleasant walks in which we
fidence in, and devotion to, the sacred ob- bad communed with nature and books
ligations of a friendship a~ genuine and as! not, we fondly hope, wilhont improvement
abiding as is ever granted to the relation- i to ourselves and help for others, were still
I
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familiar, and spoke to ou~ heart as again
we were seated on the green sward, or "an.
derect beside the murmuring
brooks.
The
heat of Summer was passing away; the
cooling approach of Autumn was felt in the
morning breeze and evening zephyr; the
fertile fields were being bared of their rich
harvests to crowd the capacious barns and
store-houses,
and the evidences of peace,
plenty and contentment
were every where
around us. And here, too, was the old
room of a former occupancy, the common
library, and even our accustomed chair,
awaiting us as whilom we returned
from
fatiguing ministr tions in lhe days past, but
not forgotten.
And theg the generous and
unthinking welcome, as full of dignity and
suavity as it is free from narrow higotry and
conventional affectation, and which has ever
characterized
tbe board of the Southern
,planter,
and which still carries the air of
the old Virginia gentleman,
with his refined polish, high sense of honor and pure
morals, makes one feel <.t home as much, or
more, than in any state of society in our
happy country.
The hospitality of the old
·Saxon thane, and the suavity of the Norman conqueror, were bever more marked in
merry England, or more happily united
there, than in these best specimens of
American gentility, whether upon the banks
of James River, or in the hunting.grounds
of Kentucky.
At Oikiadelphia, (house of the hrethren,)
an appointment
had preceded us, and we
found a.large audience, crowding its familiar seats to hear what now we had to say
upon man's spiritual purposes and hopes.
We addressed them on Saturday upon the
great object of the Religion of God in all
ages, viz: "To promote peace, union and
good understanding
amongst men i" and on
Sunday, upon Religious Liberty--its
nature
-its
basis-and
how only it can be secured in our churches
and times.
We
were favored with a most marked and lespectful attention,
an1 received
assurances from many of their accord, both in the
seasonableness
and propriety of the inves-,
t;gation.
The proper sphere of individual!

I

1:-

consci~nce and conviction .as above .all
man tnbunals; the assumptIOn over It as an
assumption of the prerogatives of God, and
as destructive
to the peace and prosperity
of all religious communities;
the vain at·
tempt in past ages at uniformity of belief;
the problem as to how we may have the utmost liberty of the individual, and still preserve the greatest unity of action; th. problem to be solved by our century; the origin
of the prevalent
principles of Religious
Toleration; the manner in which those who
clamor loudest for liberty of conscience so
leadily accept one tyranny for another, and
one more narrow and exclusive than the
one they denounce; the reason why some of
the best talent, best morals, and best phi.
lanthropy will not come into a church; and
why men are more at home with one another, more interested in one another, meet
and co-operate more freely, more heartily;
ana more lovingly in their business centres,
and social gatherings, and even secret sociI eties,
than in their churches;
the reason
why every thing glad, bright, elastic, attractive and progressive has at times been
excluded from the cburclles, and why tbe
life of many of the churches has fled by
being stifled with ghostly sanctimony and
lifeless mummery, chilled by frigid metaphysics, and shock~d by Pagan and repulsive representations
of God,--came
under
review, and was listened to with approba-

I

I

tion and hope.
We were urged to tarry longer;
but an
invitation
to Clarksville took us there on
Tuesday night, where, degpite the rain and
the mud of her hilly streets, we had the
privifege of addressing what was said to be
the largest congregation that ever assembled'
in the house.
They listened to us for two
hours and a half, and seemed not wearied,
such was the interest in the theme we discUEsed.
Some of all parties, and of no
party in religion, avowed their conviction
that we occupied the only practicable ground
for religious fellolVship and impro.ement,
and wished us God's speed.
Resisting urgent solicitations to remain, and address the
citizens of that flourishing city again, after
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promlslDg a future visit, we set out to fill was upon a week-day, and during the busisome previous engagements.
We attended est season of the year, we met a large auan appointment of John D. Ferguson, near dience. Here a few men, mistaking, 3S
Elkton, at a meeting-house called Philippi, we suppose, the nature of church organi
where we addressed a small audience on zation, and certainly mistaking the great
Saturday, on the nature and advantages of principles of religious liberty and charity,
divine worship. On Sunday we met an had manifested some opposition to our use
immense crowd, who listened attentIvely for of their house of worship; but the oppoover two hours to a discourse on the Mys- sition died of itself, and there let it be buteries in Religion, and to a brip.f one over ried. This was the place at which some
the table of the Lord, upon the nature of one, during the meeting of "South Ky.
spiritual communion. Our appointment for Co-operation," was ready to introduce resSunday night in Elkton, the county town olutions condemnatory of our opinions on
of Todd, brought together the largest au the future life; but finding the meeting not
dience we ever addressed in the place, to prepared for so ill-advised, not to say ridicwhom we spoke upon the spiritual individ- ulous;an effort at intermeddling with matuality and responsibility of man. 'fhe la- ters over which they have no more control
bors of the day and night had been too than over the color of my hair, it was, like
much for human nerves and voice, some the opposition to my preaching, dropped.five hours having been devoted to public A little more reflection upon the proper readdresses.
Having an appointment eight lations of men, and a little more consistenmiles distant at Macedonia, near Aliens- cy in our professions of a religion of tolerville, on the approaching Tuesday, we de- ation and charity, will make any honest and
e1ined an invitation to speak the next day well-aiming man ashamed of the foolish and
in Elkton. But no sooner had the invigo- futile effort to condemn either the faith, opinrating morning of Monday opened upon us, ion, or efficiency of men whose immediate
than we were invited by several brethren church relations are outside of their obser·
urging us 10 deliver another address.vation and acquaintance. It is much too
While hesitating, and feeling the reluctance late in tbe day of human improvement for
which genuine interest creates within every men to constitute themselves the ·inqllisi.
public man to refuse the desires of his tors of the faith and wishes of American
friends, we received a petition, subscribed, men and communities. It is simply rjdicu- ,
i(was said, by almost every citizen of the lous, and we regret to learn that our good
place, asking us to remain and address friends at M. should suffer themselves to be
them at night upon the "Immortal Life." so much misguided. In an age of railroads
We did so, and were only able to do so by and steamships, electric telegraphs and free
spending the greater part of the day in the presses, in which all men seem to be iilquiet of a listener, rather than participate dued with new power, and even the "rest
in the pleasant conversations of numerous of mankind" are being brought together in
brethren and friends. We left this beauti. closer relations, and a new impulse is given
ful and hospitable village with regret, and daily to every form of intellectual activity,
'bope for the day when we might be able to and every kind of benevolent solicitude, it
address its independen t and liberal-minded is far behind the age to be unkind and illibpeople again. It is refreshing to the worn era!. Why even the blind, the mute l? nd
heart of man to meet with men above the the idiotic are being blessed with homes,
spirit of sect, of littleness, and of creed, and meet with gentle and benignant minisand who know how to recognize the ancient trations and useful helps. And surely any
and endUring ties of a common humanity Elders of churches, or any man who so far
and Christianity.
forgets himself as to drop back into the
.At Macedonia, although our appointment middle of the darker ages and attempt pro-
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by the bearer
!cri~tion for opinion's sake, w;l soon bej ;st_l be made. -M-a-y-w~e~k~now
ly classed with the "rest of mankind," even when to expect you.
oJ
by his or their most compassionate neighbors.
Sincerely your friends,
.
John W Glass,
C W Poindexter,
From Allensville we passed to Keysburg, E R Cank,
B T Wood,
in Logan county, where some confusion, W mEllis,
L L Leavell,
respecting our appointment, prevented a E H Foster,
R Dilliard?
goodly number from attendinO'. We found, L Bell,
John W. Hays,
•
0
Z Myers,
W M ShIpp,
however. a good audience, to whom we E Gooch
J
Van Culin
spoke of the "Presence of the Invisible D S Hay~.
E M Bnckner, '
God." Our discourse, we were gratified B McKee,
Wrn C Moore,
to learn was well received by men of all de- Geo Buckner,
G B Lunis,
. '.
H
I
R M Lovier,
Geo W Carr,
nommatlOns.
ere, a so. we were com- E J V
h
H Ab
h
'
. .
.
aug an,
ernat y,
pelled to decline inVitatIOnsto remaIn, ow- J P Rowland,
S A East,
ing to appointments at Hopkinsville, and R W Ware,
Wm Fields,
other points near at hand.
B Shackelford,
W Z Thompson,
C C Forbes,
Wm LOIinR,
Our Visit to Hopkinsville.
T G Henry,
Owen A Clark,
James Wallace,
Ralph Pyles,
It will be remembered by our readers R H Shut,
.
John T Watson.
that the Elders of the church in Hopkins- W M Dunnavon,
A G WooldridgE',
ville had felt it their duty to state to the M Mattile,
John S Long,
public that we had not been invited by the A B Withers,
Jas S Hopson,
W A Ashby,
H A Phelps,
church, or any member thereof, to visit John B. McGinan, John A Newman,
them since the "publication of our pecu- L R Shryock,
Jas 8 Torian,
liar doctrines." There was some interest, E A Sllryock,
Jno J Ove,shiner-,
therefore, with our friends to know how the S L Wooldridge,
Jas R Phariss,
good citizens of that place would act in N Chappell,
Edwin R Love,
J P Fisher.
Jno C Noble,
viewof the needless, not to say patronizing, W F Buckner,
Lewis Starling,
protection of their faith and privileges by GO Thript,
John Wood,
these considerate Elders. AccordinO'ly, at G J Bostick, \
H J Stites,
our second appointment in the count;y, we II S M Starling,
M Tucker,
. d h r II . . . . fi
Thos H Baker,
W N Ducker."
receive t e 10 oWlIlglIlVltatlOn rom some IT G W 00 d war,d
of its most respectable citizens. We publish both the invitation and reply, because
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn., Aug, 24, '53.
of various strange and injurious represen- Wm. M. Shipp, Thos. H. Baker, John P.
tations of the occasion of our visit:
Glass, Hon. H. J. Stites, J. C. Noble,

a

l

"HOPIUNSVILLR,Aug. 20, 1853,

&c., &c.
Gentlemen:-Your
polite invitation to
Rev. J. B. Ferguson:
visit and preach in your town, is before
Dear Sir-Your undersigned friends, me. Before receiving it, I had determined
having fresh in memory your eloquent and to spend the first Lord's day of next month
edifying discourses delivered in this place there. You will please, therefore, anand vicinity, and being desirous of seeing nounce that I will preach in Hopkinsville
you, and having our hearts refreshed by on Saturda.y 1light, Sunday at 11 o'clock.
your pious teaching, 'beg that you would 1 A. M., and SUllday night, including the
visit us at the close of your present engage-! first Sunday of September. For the kind·
ments, or as soon thereafter as you can ness manifested in the manner of your in·
make it convenient; and in this we must vitation, aud the generous confidence still
assure you, we but express the wishes of a reposed in my ministry, despite the efforts
very large circle of friends and acq uain-l to ,destroy it, receive my grateful aetances. Every necessary preparation will knowledgments, with the assurance of
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high personal respect' and sincere ture State; and if on all these points he
Christian regard.
did not make full converts of his congreVery truly, &c.,
gation, he certainly gave a terrible shock
J. B. FERGUSON. to the dry bones of Old Fogyism and An·
tiquated Superstition.
"Upon his own griefs and persecutions
Upon the reception of our reply, the
"
.
he spoke with much modesty, and briefly
new house of worship. bUllt by the lIber· d r d d h'
If f
f h h
'
,
,
elen e imse
rom some ate
c arges
ahty of the communIty, was applied for, h t h d b
d
't
h'
~t a a
een rna e agams
1m.
and refused. The refusal was announced ~ "H
II ddt
hI'
h' h h
' h
P
"f
h"
J '
e a u eat
e p ace In w IC e
In t e" ress a t eIr city; an In most
k (h
C
H
)
d 'd h'
,
spa e, t e
ourt ouse, an sal t IS
complimentary terms we were urged to
th fi t'
. h' I'r h
h h d
•
"
.
was e rs time m IS lle t at e a
come, the Editor assunng us no strihng
b
f d d ' .
h
'
h ever een re use a mission to a ouse
arguments wou Id b e use.d We, In t e,
,
,
,
d' time, arnve
'd at t h e p Iace, mar· dedicated espeCially ,to the service of God.
appomte
.
'fi
d
hr'
on the subject;
t 1 e t at men prolessmg t h'e re I"IglOn a f Hed spokeh very feelingly
d h'
'd
d
.
"
an as e expresse
IS gratltu e an
eh nst,
assQclated With a people who had h k
h
h h d h
d
.
.
t an s to t ose w a a t range to give
b een excluded from many sectanan
h'
h'
d
h
.
1m t eIr countenance an support,
e
h
h
c urc es of the country, and had felt It h 'II d h h
f hId
.
"
t
net
e
earts
ate
peop
e
an
th eu duty to sue at the law for their nghts
• some 0 f' tern,
h
. Iy un d erta k e brought tears to the eyes of nearly every
In
sh au Id vam
.
I h
,one
present.
to dIctate to, and contra t e free chOice
'M F
.
. I
. 0
.
"
' r. erguson IS certaIn y an
rator,
of men of equal p16ty, mteillgence and
db
C bl
Th'
influence in their own immediate fellow. an
y no means a ee e one.
~re ~s
·
th'
f
h
'
h
f
~a
grace,
and
beauty,
and
chasteness
In
hiS
h
21 Ip, to say no
mg 0 t e WIS es 0 as ~
.
"
.
I
d
bi
'f
h'
language, and a freshness and vlgor m hiS
~r?e an ,respecta
e a portIOn 0, t eIr style and manner, that mark him as no or.
CitIzenship as ever was represented many d'
d h
I
h' h h
invitation.
But we knew the influences
lDary man; an. t e con,tro w IC 8
. 1.ue
1 d t
d b eI'leve d t Iley (e1 possesses over hiS hearers
IS surpassed by
th ey h a d Yle
0, an
, ,
'
bi
few
of
the
best
political
speakers
of the
serve d as muc h a f compas~lOn as arne. d
my

The citizens fitte~ up the court·house
a!.He is what may be called the "Young
-the
larg~st room In the ~Iace-and
of America" of Theology; and his blows at
our receptIOn there, we Will allow the Old Fogyism are as keen as the cimeter of
"Press" again to speak:
Saladin, and as terrible as the battle-au
"'REV,
JESSE B. FERGus~N.-This elO'lOf Creur de Leon.
quent Divine preached in this city on Sat"But we are probably" going out of the
urday night last, and on Sunday at 11 way" on this subject, and if we do not
o'clock, and at night. He was greeted on mind our P's and Q'l:', may be called upon
all three occasio~s with the largest audio ~to prove our own orthodoxy. We hope
ences that ever assembled on such an oc- i not, however. We do not wish to be in.
casion in Hopkinsville; and we suppose volved in religious discussion. until'the
that no assemblage was ever more highly Louisville and Memphis Railroad is built;
pleased than were his auditors. For about and certainly do not intend to take any
two hours on each occasion he enlisted part in the present controversy. We
their most earnest and wrapt attention; merely wish to give a reflex of the matters
and at the close of each sermon, they lin· and things that are passing around us, and
gered in the house, 1;'Sif in regret that he for the benefit of our readers to "catch the
had ceased to speak.
manners living as they rise."
"He spoke on Religious Liberty, Chris"It has been a long time since Hop-tian Tolerance and Charity, and the Fit· kinsville has heard such sermons, and ney,
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themselves stumbling. blocks to their own
er have we Eeen any audiences so delighth h
h 11
peace.loving membership; t at t ey s ou
cd as were those who listened to Mr. Ferh
Id
place themselves where t ey cou not
guson."-Hop. Press.
fail to become the butt of ridicule to rna.
On the morning of our departure, the ny of their own neighbors and friends; but
young men of the place and vicinity for· they childish ly and obstinately chose their
mally presented us with one of the most~ course, and surely will not blame us for
superb copies of the Scriptures we have' its consequences.
The modesty of their
ever seen, as a testimonial of acknowl- assumption must be apparent to all men,
edgment for the discourses they had heard, It is nothing short of a claim to superior
and of their esteem and confidence. The intelligence" and superior virtue to all,
(:itizens gave us many assurances of res- both preacher and people, they exclude.
pect and confidence we shall ne.ver for'l It is but natural, therefore, that their be.
get. It was even proposed
build ~~ a nigh ted fellow· citizens, the membership of
church, and liberally sustam our millIS' the neighboring churches, and all, both at
tration, would we consent to become a home and abroad, who have opened their
citizen of Hopkinsville.
houses and their hearts of friendship and
These may be called small matters; and fellowship to us, should ask these selfso they are, under some circumstances.constituted supervisors of the faith and
But as exhibiting the honest indignation character of those over whom they never
of a free people to the spirit of intoler- possessed control-" Are you exempted
ance; as, also, their sense of justice and from the common frailties of men? Have
magnanimity, despite the efforts to defame you higher gifts of penetration and wis.
and destroy, they speak volumes both to dom ? Were you educated under m'ore fa.
the head and heart of every right·thinking vorable circumstances of mental improvelind well-meaning man. It may be folly ment? Have you more anxiously, serio
to record these demonstrations; and I ously and unweariedly studied the deep
would feel it to be so in the ordinary l mysteries of life and religion? Do YOUy
course of ministerial visitation; but in lives express deeper reverence for God and
the circumstances my enemies have su- love for man than others?" And if in all
perinduced, I am willing, with Paul of these respects the Hopkinsville Elders
old, to become "a fool in boasting," see· can sustain their claim to be the guardians
ing they have "compelled me." And it of the public faith of their flourishing city,
would be an affected modesty and hypo. they might still be asked whether the com.
critical humility for me to deny that these munity 'had been so 'impressed with the
unbought, unsought, free and voluntary weight of their importance and dignity,
demonstrations are alike grateful to my as to confer upon them the authority of
heart as they are encouraging to the hope of Censors; and if so, it ought at once to be
any man, for:whom inflated vanity and mis- suggested that they be freed from the or.
guided fretfulness, by acts of petty tyran- dinary burdens of selling goods, and
ny, would provide both injury and insult, builc1ing carriages, lind distributing Medi.
under the cover of "heretical opinions;" cine, and be set up' at once as a regular ec'that is, in this case, opinions differing 1 clesiastical court, with powers and honorll,
from those of some of the leaders of the limited only by the nature of their marpeople it was once our delight to honor velous claims and still more marvelous
and serve. We regretted the unfortunate duties. Bu't they must pardon us if, in our
and unprovoked course of the Hopkins. simplicity, we were made to believe, that
ville Elders; we regretted they should do when they lent themselves as tools to men
what no other church around them could engaged in detraction, by denying an in.
or did approve; that they should make vitatioD we had never represented them 85
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giving, we could not expect a wise, a pru·
dent, or a friendly procedure from them.But in their folly, we had thought it would
yet be written of them, as of some of old,
"They put him out of the synagogue."
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engraved
where no misconception
nor
slanderous tongue can touch or mar them.
We will yet meet, where all are just, all
are considerate,
and all are kindly alfectioned; and where no representations
of

From Hopkinsville
we passed to "Euergesia," near Oak Grove. In this neighbor-

false friends can hide the true state of the
heart and the purposes of God's free, tho'
hood we had labored for years, most hap- often unworthy, children.
pily, and, we ada, successfully.
We fouud I. From "Euergesia"
we passed to C.orour little church here in the years past a Inth, and addressed a large congregatIOn
"small
people."
We had left them large ther~, on ~he adaptation
of Christianity to
and influential
enough
to build them a 1 ~an s. entlfe nature: ~nd all the wants of
good house and sustain the regular teach·' his bemg and conditIOn.
Here, often we
ing of Christianity.
To say that we had have realized the wish of the hymnloved them and served them as 110ne other
"May be proclaimaloud
Tbe wondersof Ihygrace;
has done, would be invidious.
But we
.Anddo Ihou 10 tbe !lsleninecrowd
were with them in their feebleness and in
His fallhfullabors bless."
their strength;
and there was no church in
Southern
Kentucky
whose interests
we
have sought to secure above this on e.Death has been among their membership,
and some warm hearts and ready hands
were absent which we were wont to meet.
I
The day was rainy, but the house was ful .
Weakened
by too much duty, we spoke to
them in much feebleness of body; but in
no discourse in the country, did we satisfy
ourseh'es as in the one delivered amid the'
remembrances
of the departed
and the
warm greeting of the living at "Euergesia." . Th~ :vriting of this word. reminds
us of ItS OrIgin as the name of their church.
We feel like recording it. A gentleman
of more. than ordinary learning,
readi.ng
and philanthropy,
. present.ed them With
the ground for thelT meetlng·house,
and
proposed that their church be called after
the writer.
Of c~urse
we de~lined the
undeserved
compliment;
and, In r~t~rn,
as he was not a member of any religIOUS
denomination,
we proposed,
pleasantly,
to call it" Euergesia," o~ the "good gift."
We were agreeably surpnsed, after our abo
aence, to hear that this was its name.
A
tear to the memory
of the noble heart it
was intended to honor, and a blessing from
Heaven, we ask upon all who meet there
to worship.
We missed one aged and deToted man there, we will not forget.
His
past kindness
and our mutual
labors are

We thought also of the second verse of
the hymn, as we sat alone in the closelycribbed pulpit, we were wont so often and
so pleasantly
to occupy in the years
past"Preserve him fromall wrong,
SiandIhou al biBrigbt band.
And keephimfrom tbe oland'rous loague.
And persecuting band."
I had heard it sung there by voices now
in death; and the white stones that
mark the resting-place
of their dust, were
in my eye as the strains came to my memo
ory, and the prayer
was' involuntary_
"May God keep Corinth from the' spirit
of selfish emulation
that characterized
the ancient church called by that name!"
Here we met, also, with old and abiding
friends.
We had labored
and worshiped
together in "old Mount Zion," now s.
ruin; we had seen the new temple go up,
and had often gone up together to it, and
we could not, we desired not to forget._
•
Nay, could I ever forget the churches of
South Kentucky,
then, too,my right hand
would have forgotten its cunning.
I can
never fail to pray, "Peace be within

1 stilled

them."
A' pressing

iRvitation,
subscribed
by
"Your old friends of Trenton, ", we Wert}
compelled to decline, as well as one from
Casey's school-house,
owing to "tired nature's" incapacity to labor day and nigh
without the needed rest,
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hope of the race, may read and digest it
and find their manliness improved by itl
clear and bold ~tatements.
We would advise them that it was not
written fot a case, as most of the articles
we have had upon this subject have been;
nor was it written for our readers, but ap'
pears in the "Christian Examiner," of
Boston, and is from the pen of Rev. W. R.
ALGER, alike one of the ablest and most
learned writers for that accredited Unitarian Review.

.After a few dey's respite, we visited
Berea, in Logan, and spoke twice to large
end attentive audiences.
The usual welcome greeting awaited us there as everywhere. For everywhere throughout the
entire country, on the working days of the
week, and on Lord's day, we were met
by such crowds as we never addressed l'efore. Let our common Father have the
praise, and we the forgiveness for noticing
marks of friendship, esteem and confidence that, under ordinary circumstances,
should be sacred in the blessed memories
of the heart. We will, God willing, see
our friends in South Kentucky again.

From the Christian Examiner.

Peter's Doctrine of the Last Things.
The fundamental and pervading aim ~fthat
J. B. F.
Epistle of Peter, the genuineness of which
•••
is unquestioned-and
the same is true in
Peter's Doctrine of the Last Things.
a great degree of his speeches recorded in
Since the publication of our unpretend- the Acts of the Apostles-is
to exhort the
ing essay on "Spirits in prison," found Christians to whom it is written, to purify
in the April number of the 4th volume of themselves by faith, love and good works;
this work, we have received written and to stand firmly amidst all their tribula~
printed essays upon the subject and its tions, supported by the expectation, and
practical inferences that would have made prepared to meet the conditions, of agio.
an ordinary volume. We have, for obvi· rious life in heaven at the close of this
ous reasons, refrained from burdening our life. Eschatology, the doctrine of the Last
pages with a discullsion of anyone sub· Things, with its practical inferences, all
ject; but that our exposition was correct, inseparably interwoven with the mission
and the views of the future world which of Christ, forms the basis and scopeof the
the opposition' to us on account of it, whole document.
compelled us to state and defend, are
What conception Peter entertained of
founded in reason and every proper view of the nature and original rank of ChristRevelation, we have every just reason to whether he was the Logos, whether he was
believe. Among many essays it has call· pre· existent, or whether he was merely
ed forth in the Religious Reviews of the a divinely accredited, though a human meso
day, we publish the following, both on ac- senger-cannot
be told '" ith certainty
count of its dispassionate and candid from his brief and vague references to that
statements and the acknowledged learn· point. B\lt since there is nothing in his
ing and character of its author.
We writings indicating the contrary, we ought
would advise those who are determined to conclude that the last was his opinion,a.
to hold on to inherited views not to read that would be the most natural view to a
it, for it may disquiet their prejudices and Jew.
He speaks of the Saviour with
make them see that there are other au· clear and repeated emphasis as the true
thorities in criticism upon the sacred text prophetic Messiah, and as charged with
than those the readers of "Reformation the functions of that exalted personage: to
PerioJicals" are familiar with. But those fulfil the ancient dispensations and prom·
who fear God more than the face or de· ises, declare the word of eternal life, reo
nunciation of man; and believe that He ~c:oncile sinners to God, bring the Gentiles
can be acceptably served only by truth into the folJ of faith, and ju<lge th:>quick
on all subjects affecting the faith and anl the deJd.
His opinions concernin,
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ClITist can be gathered only by inference reasons: because such was, notoriously,
from the offices he attributes to him; and the belief of his ancestral and contempo.
these not being metaphysical or theologic· rary countrymen: because he speaks of
ai, but practical and historical, afford no the resurrection of Jesus as if it were a
clue to his inherent position in the scale wonderful prophecy, or unparalleled mira ..
of being.
It is therefore impossible to ele, a signal and most significant exception
l'now that to the mind of Peter Christ was to the universal law: because he says ex.
in nature any thing more than a brother of pressly of David, that "he is not yet asour humanity, miraculously chosen and cended into the heavens"; and if David was
empowered to be the Messiah. "Jesus of still retained below, undoubtedly all were:
Nazareth, a man approved by wonders because the same doctrine is plainly in.
and signs which God did by him."
culcated by other of the New Testament
According to this Apostle, It was de· writers, especially by the author of the
clared by God, and testified by the proph. Epistle t<?the Hebrews, and by PauL.
ets, that Christ should die and rise from and finally,because Peter himself, in ano.
the dead. "He was foreordained bef.ne ther part of this Epistle, declares in unethe foundation of the world." The proph- quivocal terms that the soul of Christ went
ets "testified beforehand the sufferings of and preached to the soul3 confined in the
Christ, and the glory that should follow." under-world; for such is the perspicuous,
«Him being delivered by the determinate unavoidable meaning of the famous text,
council and foreknowledge of God, ye "being put to death in the body, but kept
have wickedly crucified and slain,"-"of
alive in the soul, in which also he went
whose resurrection David, being a proph. and preached [went as a herald] to the
.et, spake."
spirits in prison." The meaning we have
Peter believed that, when Ghrist had attributed to this celebrated passage is the.
been put to death, his spirit, surviving, only simple and consistent explanation
descended into the under· world, the separ- of the words and the context, and is what
ate state of departed souls. Whoever must have been conveyed to those famil.
doubts this interpretation
must doubt iar with the received opinions of that time.
whether there is any meaning in words.Accordingly, we find that, with the excep.
Having cited from the sixteenth Psalm the tion of Augustine, it was so understood
declaration, "Thou wilt not leave my soul and interpreted by the whole body of the
in the under-world," he says it was a Fathers. t It is likewise so held now by
prophecy concerning Christ, which was an immense majority of the most authorifulfilled in his resurrection.
"The soul tative modern commentators.
Rosenmiilof this Jesus was not left in the under· ler says, in his commentary on this text,
world, but God hath raised him up, wh~re- "that by the spirits in prison is meant
of we all are witnesses,"
When it is souls of men separated from thllir bodies,
written that his soul was not left in the and detained as in custody in the under.
subterranean abode of disembodied spirits, world, which the Greeks call Hades, the
of course the inference cannot be avoided Hebrews Sheol, can hardly be douhted"
that it was snpposed to have been there (viz dubitari posse videtur).
Such has
for a time.
ever been and still is the common concIn.
In the next place, we are warranted by 1 sion of nearly all the best critical theolo.
leveral c.onsiderations in asserting thad gians, as yolumes of citations might easi.
Peter believed that down there, in the ly be made to show. The reasons which
gloomy realm of shades, were gathered
• See Christian Examiner for September, 1852, and
and detained the souls of all the dead gen- for March, 1853.
t See, for example, Clem. Alex. Stromata, Lib. VI.
erations.
We attribute this view to Peter, ed. Hoinsii. p.459; CnmaD, rres~. ad\'. Jl\d"m9, Lib. 11:
cap. 27; Lactant,"s,
IJlVln,
Insill. Lib. V.1. cap. 20;
from the combined ,force of the following etc., etc-, etc.
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led ~ugustin~o
give a different exposi'l become afraid of the associated Romil,h
tion of the text before, us are such aSidoctrineofpurgatory.
should make, in .thi~ case, eve~ his great
If Peter believed-as he undoubtedly did
name have but httle or no weight.
He -that Christ after his crucifixion descendfirmly held, as Jevealed and unquestiona· ed to the place o( departed spirits, what did
ble truth,· the whole doctrine which we he suppose was the object of that descent?
maintain is implied in the presen t pas· Calvin's theory was, tbat he went into hell
s~ge, but he .was so perplexe~l by certain in order that he might ther~ suffer vicari.
difficult quenest as to locality and me· ously the accumulated agomes due to the
thod and circumstance, addressed to him Losl', thus placating the just wrath of the
with reference to this text, that he, waver· Father, and purchasing the release of the
ingly, and at last, gave it an allegorical !n. elect. It is sufficient refutation of that horterpretation.
His exegesis is not only un· rible dogma, as to its philosophical basis,
sound, arbitrary, oppo.sed to the catholic to contemplate its barbarous anomaly, its
doctrine of the Church; it is also so far· self·destructive absurdity, its intolerable
fetched and forced as to be destitute of immorality. As a mode of explaining the
plausibility.
He says the ~pirits in pris- ~Scriptures it is refuted by the fact that itis
on may be the souls of men confined i~ nowhere plainly stated in the New Testa.
their bodies here in this life, to preach to ment, but is arbitrarily constructed by
whom Christ came from heaven. But the forced and indirect inferences from various
careful reader will observe that Peter obscure texts, which texts can be perfectly
speaks as if the spirits were collected and explained without involving it at alI. For
kept in common custody, refers to the spiro what purpose, then, was it thought that Je.
its of a generation long ago departed to the sus went to the imprisoned souls of the un.
dead, and represents the preaching as tao der·world? The most natnral supposition
king place in the interval betlveen Christ's -the conception most in harmony with the
death and his resurrection.
A glance from character and details of the rest of the
the eighteenth to the twenty-second verse scheme, and with the prevailing thought
inclusi~e shows indisputably that the order of the time--would be, that he went there to
of events narrated by the Apostle is this: rescue the captives from their sepulchral
First, Christ was put to death in the flesh, bondage,-to conquer death and the Devil
suffering for.sins, the just for the unjust; se- in their own domain, open the doors, break
\condly, he was quickened in the s~ir.it; the chai~s, proclaim go.o~ ti~ings. of coming
thirdly, he went and preached to the SPirits redemptIOn to. the SPli"ltS10 pIlson,-and
in prison; fourthly, he rose from the dead; rising thence, to ascend to heaven, preparfifthly, he ascended into heaven. How is ing th.e way for them to follow with him at
it possible for anyone
to doubt that the his expected return.
This indeed is the
text under consideration teaches his subter- doctr~oo of-the Judaizing,Apostles, the un.
ranean mission during the period of his bo- broken' catholic doctrine of the Church.dily burial?
The writer of the Epil>tle to tile Hebrews
In the exposition of the Apostles' Creed says, that "Christ died that he might. des.
put forth by the Church of England under troy him that has the power of death, that
Edward VI.; this text in Peter was refer- is the Devil, arid delfver those who were
red to as an authoritative proof of the ar· in the bondage of the fear of death." Paul
ticle on Ch~ist's descent into the under- writes to the Colossians and to the Epheworld; and when some years later that re- sians, that, when Christ "had spoiled the
ference was stricken out, notoriously it was principalities and powers" of the wod(l of
not because the Episcopal rulers were con- the dead, "he ascended up on high, leading
vinced of a mistake, but because they had ia multitude of captives."
Peter. himself
• See Eplel• XCIX.
tlbld.
l declares, a little farther on in his Epistle,
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~'that tbe glad tidings were preached to the or to adjust the unbalanced law; but it was
dead, that though they had been persecuted
to descend into the realm of the dead, her~nd condemned in the flesh by the will of aIding God's pardon to the captives, and to
men, they tpight be blessed in the spirit by return and rise into heaven, opening- and
the will of God."'" Christ fulfilled the law of showing to his disciples the way thither.death,t descending to the place of separate For owing to his moral sinlesness,
or ow.
$pirits, that he might declare deliverance to ing to his delegated omnipotence, if he were
the quick and the dead bycoming triumphant·
once in the abode of the dead, he must reo
Iy back and going into heaven, an evident turn; nothing could keep him there.
Eptoken of the removal of the penalty of sin iphanius describes the Devil complaining,
which hitherto had fatally doomed all men after Christ had burst through his nets and
to the under-world.!
dllngeons, "Miserable me, what shall I do?
Let us see if this wiII not enable us to I did not know God was concealed in that
explaiq Peter's
langu.age satisfactorily.body.
The son of Mary has deceived me .
.Death, with the lower residence succeeding
I imagined he was a mere man."'"
In an
it, let it be remembered,
was, according to apocryphal writing of very early date, which
the Jewish Apostolic belief, the fruit of sin, shows some of the opinions abroad at that
the judgment
pt"onounced
on sin.
Bllt time, one of the chief devils after Christ had
Christ, Peter says, was sinless.
"He was appeared in hell, cleaving its grisly prisons
a Iamb without blemish and without spot." from top to bottom and releasing the cap'~'He did ne sin, neither was gl1ile found in tives, is represented
upbraiding
Satan in
his mouth."
Therefore he was not elCpos- these terms: "0 Prince of all evil, Author
~d to death and the under-world on his own of death, why didst thou crucify and bring
;account.
Consequently
when it is written down to our regions a person righteous and
that "he bore our sins in his own body on sinless?
Thereby
thou hast lost all the
the tree," that "he suffered for sins, the sinners of the world."t
Again, in an anjust for the unjust,"
in order to give the cient treaties on the Apostles' Creed, we
words their clearest, fullest meaning,
it is read as follows: "In the bait of Christ's
not necessary to attribute to them the Bense flesh was secretly inserted the hook of his

i

i

(lfa vicarious sacrlfioooffered to quench the/DiVinity.
This the Devil knew not, but
4iaming anger ofGoll, or te furnish compen- supposing he must stay when he was del'ousatien for a broke.n commandment;
but this ered, greedily swallowed the corpse, and
sense, namely, that although in his sinless- the bolts of the nether world were wrenchl1ess he was ex~mpt from death, yet he ~ed asunder, and the ensnared dragon him"sufferred for us," he voluntarily died, thus ~self dragged from the abyss."t
Peter himundergoing,
for our sakes, that which was ~self explicitly declares, "It was not pos~ito others the penalty
of their sin.
The ble that he should be held by death."lJenefit of his death, the object of his dying, Theodoret says, "Whoever denies tbe reo
was not to conciliate the alienated Father,
surrection of Christ, rejects his death."9.•..See Rossenmueller'a

explanaU.'on

If he died he must needs

in hoc tlleo .•

t See King's History ·of the Apostles' Creed, 3d od..
pp.234-2JII. "1he purpose of Uhri,t's d..scent was to
<lndergo the law. of deatl" pass through the whole ex;perience of man conquer the Devil, break ,he relters of
>the captives, and'nx a time for tkeir [e.urrection."
To
the same elIcct, old Hilary, ln~hop of Poictle", in his
commentary on l',alm CXXXV'".,
says, ''1& 's a lawaI'
. buman necessity that, the body beiog buried, the 80ul

rise agaIn.
And
his resurrection would demonstrate the for.
.
.
glveness of SillS, the opening of heaven to
.
h b d h' h h d
men,showmg that t e on IV IC
a bound
I
..
h
.
fd
I.
m despair t 1e captives III t e reglOn 0 eatu
f
. I
tIt
b
or so many vOice ess ages was a as
roken.
Accordingly, "God, having loosed

I'

.hould deleelld ad infero •. "
tAmbros, De Fid.e, etc., Lib. IV. cbap. J, declaree that
"no one ascended to heaven until Chl'l~t, by the pledge
'Of bil resurrecrt.ioll, solved the chains of the uuder"
world and tranSlated tbe 50010 of the pioos."
AlB()
<Jyril, Hishop dt J.rusalem,
In his fourtb catecbelical
~Lure secl.lon 1 1, affirms Uthat Chnst descended into
lee u'oder-worl<i te deliyer
tl,os. who, from Adalll ~
lhwowal:d"', had bo eo imprisoned. theee."
>

.

• Epiphanli

In Asoumptionem

Christi.

t Eyan. Nicodemi, cap. Xylii.
t Ruffini Expos. in Symb. Apost.
~ Comm. in 2 Tim. ii. l~.
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the chains of the under-world, raised him
up and set 11imat his own right hand."*
And now tile question na.rrowed down to the
smallest compass, is tbis: What is the pre·
eise, real signification of the sacrificial and
their connected terms employed by Peter,
those phrases which now by the intense associations of a long time collvey so strong
a Calvinistic sense to most readers? Peter
says, "Ye know that ye were redeemed
with the precious blood of Christ."
If
there were not so much indeterminatllness
of thought, so much unthinking reception
of traditional, confused impressions of Scripture texts, it would be superfluous to ob·
serve, that by the word blood here, and in
all parallel passages, is meant simply and
literally death,-tbe
mere blood, the mere
shedding of the blood of Christ, of course,
could have no virtue, no mOTal efficacy of
any sort. When the infuriated Jews cried,
"His blood be on us and on our children,"
they meant, let the responsibility of his
death rest on us. When the English his·
torian says, "Sidney gave his blood for the
cause of civil liberty," the meaning is, he
died for it. So, no one will deny. whenever the New Testament spea~s in any
way of redemption by the blood of the
crucified Son of Man, the unquestionable
meaning is, redemption by his death.What, then, does the phrase" redemption
by the death of Christ" mean? Let it be
noted here-let it be particularly noticed
-that
the New Testament nowhere in
explicit terms explains the meaning of this
and the kindred phrases; it simply uses
the pllrases wilhout interpreting them.They are rhetorical figures of speech, ne·
cessarily upon whatever theological sytl·
tern we regard them. No sinner is literal·
1y washed from his transgressions and
guilt in the blood of the slaughtered Lamb,
-not literally so. These expressions, then,
are poetic images, meant to convey a truth
*;lya mistake an" afa' •.e reading 'he com\Donversion has "the pains of death,"
infoltead of Hthe chains
Qf the unuer·wor d." The sense requires the latter. Re-
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in the language of perscriptive association
and feeling, the traditionary language of
imaginati.on. The determination of their
precise significance is wholy a matter of
fallible human construction and inference,
and not a mlltter of inspired statement or
diviDll revelaiion.
Th.is is so, beyond a
question, because, we repea t, they are jigures of speech, having no direct explana·
tion in the records where they occur.The Calvinistic view of tbe atonement
was a theory ,devised to explain this
Scriptur1l1 language.
It was devised
by persons not enough imbued with the
peculiar notions and spirit, the peculiar
grade of culture and the time from which
thll t language sprang.
We freely admit
-8 long, earnest, and wide study of thi~
particular subject in theology has compelled us to confese-the
inadequacy of
a conception which has been expressed
by many Unitarian writers, concerning the
Apostolic doctrine of the atonement. to
e::r.plainthe figures of speech in which the
Apostles declare t11atdoctrine. But since'
the Calvinis\ic scheme was dev~sed by
human thought to explain the New Testa·
meot language, any scheme which ex'
plains that language as well has equal
Scripture claims to credence; any which
better explains it, with sharper, broader
meaning and fewer difficuhies, has superior claims to be received.
Weare now prepared to state what. in
our conviction, was the meaning origin.
ally associated with, and meant to be con·
vey;;a by, the phrases equivalent 10 "redemption by the death of eliTist." In consequence of sin, the souls of all mankind,
after leaving the body, were shut up in the
oblivious and melancholy gloom of the
1.1nder,wE>Tld.Christ alone, by virtue of
his perfeet holiness. was not subject to
any part of this fate; but in fulfilment or
the Father's gracious designs, he willingly submitted, upon leaving the body, to
.

go among the dead, that he might declare
sides, numero'" manuscripts read "bov, not {)""d.rov. the good tidings to them, and burst the
8M, furthermore
Rosenmueller's
thorough
critIcism
b
f
.
4n loe.
Llkewl.e sec Robin,on's ~ew Testament Greek ~ ars 0 darkness, and return to hfe, and
I.exicon, ol~lp.
\ rise into heaven as a pledge of the future
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;anslation ~~;he faithful to that celest:l \ Upon that view the Apostle would have
world, instead of their bein.g banished in.! said, "Christ has paid the dubt and secured
to the dismal bondage below, as hitherto a seat in heaven for you, elected onesthey had been. The death of C'nrist, then, therefore believe in the suffidency of his ofwas the redemption of sinners, in t'hat his ferings, and exult." But not so. He calls
death implied his <l3cent,-"because
it on us in th,s wise: "Forasmuch as Christ
was not possihle tha t he should be 'hold- hath suffered for us, ium yourselves with
en of death,"-aud
his ascension visibly the same milld." Christ suffered for you,
dl/mOnstraled the truth that Goel had fQr- leaving an example that ye should follow
gi:ven men their sins, and would receive bis steps." The whole burden of his prac·
their souls 10 his own abodenn high.
tiCal argument based on the mission of
Three :very strong confirmations of the ~Christ is, the obligation of a religious spircorrectness of this interpretation are af-1 it and of pure morals. He does not speak,
forded in the declaratiolls of Peter. First, as many modern sectarians have spoken, of
he never even hints, in fhe fainoost man- the "filthy rags of righteousness," but he
«ler, tbat the d.eaih of Christ was to have I says, "Live no longer in sins," "have a
any effect on God, any power to change l meek and quiet spirit, which is in the sight
bis feeling or his government.
It was! of God afgreat price," "be ye holy in all
&lot to make a purchasing expiation for manuer of conversation," "purify your
.sins and thus to reconcile God to us: 'but souls by obed.ience to the truth," "be ye a
it was, by a revelation of the Father's hoiy priesth~od to offer up spirituill sacrififreely pardoning love, to give us peni- ces," "have l\ good conscience," "avoid
tence, purificaiion, confidence, and a re- evil and do good," above all have furvent
generating .piety, and so io reconcile us 10~'e,for love wilt cover a multitude of
to God. He says, in one place, in em· sins.1' No candid person can peruse the
phatic words, that the expIess purpose of Epistle and not see iliat the great, all-imChrLst's death was s.imply "that 11e mi.gbt portant moral deduced from the mission of
lead us to God."
In the same strain, in Christ is this: Since heaven is offered you,
another place, he defines the object of strive by personal virtue to be prepared for
Christ's death to be" "that we, being de- it at the judgment which shall soon come.
liv.ered from sins, should live unto right- The disciple is not told to trust in the mereousness."
It is plain that in literal re-/lts of Jesus; but be is urged to "abstain
ality he refers our marvellous salvation 10 flOm evil," and "sanctify the Lord God in
the voluntary .goodness of God, and n01 to his heart," and "love the brethren," and
any vicarious ransom paid in tbe sacri- "obey the la.ws," and "do well," "girding
fice of Christ, when he says, "The God of up the loins of his mind in sobriety and
all.grace hath caUed us unto his eter ai bope." This is not Cah-inism.
glory by Jesus Christ'"
The death of
The third fortification of our general exChrist was not, then, to appease the fierce position is furnished by the following fact.
j.ustice of God, by rect\fymg the claims of According to our view, the death of Christ
his inexorable law; but it was to eall out is emphasized, not on account of any imand establish in men aU mora' virtues by portance of its own in itself, but as the nethe power of faith in the slH'egift of eternal cessary condition preliminary to his resurlife seated to them through the ascension of rectio7L, the humiliating prelude to his glothe.saviour.
rious ascent into heave-no The really essenFor, seeondly, we ask attention to the tia!, significant tbing is not his suffering and
£act, U11l.t
the pract.ical infere~ces drawn by vicarious death, but his triumphing and tyPeter from the death of Christ, and the ex-, pical ascension. Now the plain, repeated
~rtations fo~n?e~ upon it, aTe incOiIsistent statements of ~eter strikingly coincide with
llJilththe Ci/.lvlnlstle theory of the atonement. this representation. . He says, "God raised

1
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Christ up from the dead, and gave him We ought therefore to adopt the one whicn
glory [that is, receIved him into heaven] is at once most rational and plausible in it·
that your faith and hope might be in God." self, and most in harmony with the peculiar
Again he writes, "Blessed be God, who opinions and culture of the person by whom,
according to his abundant mercy. hath be- and of the time when, the document wa~
gotten us again unto a lively hope by the written. All these cOlisiderations, historiresurrection of Jesull Christ from the dead cal, philosophical, and moral, undeniably
unto an incorruptable inheritance in heav- favor our interpretation, leaving nothing to'
eo." Still again, he declares that "the ng- support the other, save the popular theoure of baptism, signifying tbereby the an- logical belief of modern Protestant Chrisswer of a good conscience toward God, tendom, a belief which is unhappily the
saves us by the resurrection of Jesus gradual product of a few great but mistaChist, who is gone into heaven."
Ac- ken teachers like Augustine and Calvin.
cording to the commonly received doctrine,
We do not find the slightest difficulty ill
instead of these last words the Apostle explaining sharply and broadly, with an its
ought to have said, "saves us by the death niceties of phraseology, each one of the
of him who suffered in expiation of our texts urged by Calvinists in behalf of their
sins." He does not say so. Finally, in doctrine of the atonement, without involvthe intrepid speech that Peter made before ing the essential features of thll.t doctrine.
the Jewish Council, referring to their wick- Three demonstrable assertions of fact aCed crucifixion of Jesus, he says, "Him hath ford us all the requisite materials. First, it
God raised up to his own right hand, to be was a prevalent belief with the Jews, that.
a Leader and a Savior, to give repentance since death was the pe:naltyof sin, tlle suf·
to Israel and forgiveness of sins." How fering of dealh was in itself expiatory of
plainly remission of sins is here predicated, the sins of the dying man.*" Lightfoot
not through Christ's ignominious suffering, says, "It is a common and most known
but through his huavenly exaltation! That doctrine of the Talmudists, that repentance
exaltation showed in dramatic proof that and ritual sacrifice expiate some sins, death
by God's grace the dominion of tlle lower the rest. Death wipes off all uncxpiated
world was about to be broken, and an ac- sins."t
Tholuck says, "It was a Jewish
cess to the celestial world to be vouchsafed. opinion that the death of the just atoned
If Chtist bought off our merited punish- for the people."t He quotes from the Talment and earned our acceptance, then sal- mud an explicit assertion to that effect, and
vation can no more be "reckoned of grace, refers to several learned authorities for furbut of debt." But the whole New Testa- ther citations and confirmations.
ment doctrine is, that "sinners are justified
Secondly, the Apostles conceived Christ.
freely through the redemption that is in to be sinless, and consequently Dot on his
Christ Jesus."
"The redemption that is own account exposed to death and subject
in Christ"! Take these words )iteraIJy, to Hades. If, then, death was an atoneand they yield no intelligibl'e meaning.ment for sins, and he was sinless, his vol.
The sense intended to be conveyed or sug. untary death was expiatory for the sins or
gested by them depends on interpretation, the world; not in an arbitrary and unheard
and here disagreement arises. The Calvin- of way, according to the Calvinistic scheme.
ist sapl they mean the redemption underta- but in the common way, according to a
ken, achieved, and offered by Christ. 'tV e Pharisaic notion. And thirdly, M was partsay they mean the redemption proclaimed, ly a Jewish expectation concerning the Mesbrought to light, and shown by, Christ. The .
.
_
latter explanation is as close to the lan- ·Hermannl Vl'l\sil D1sserlalio de Soeulohoce' fUt.llr
Nelt. h'er IS uneqUlv.
. ro, See. 8.
guage as t he lormer.
.
tLightfoot on Mall. xiI. 3~.
ocal1y established by the statement itself.-,
t SeeTholuck'.Comm. on John I. 29>.
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sinh that he would,>Voand partly an Apostolic conviction concerning Christ that he did,
break the bolts of the old Hadean prison,
and open the way for human ,ascent to
heaven.
As Jerome says, "Before Christ
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' times of the restitution of all things."
It
is perfectly evident that the author of these
passages expected the second coming of the
Lord Jesus to consummate the affairs of his
kingdom.
,

Abraham was in hell, after Christ the cmU the Apostle had formed definite concified thief was in paradise":t
for "until elusions as to the final fate of unbelieving,
the advent of Christ all alike went down in- wicked, reprobate
men, he has not stated
to the under-world,
heaven being shut un- them.
He most undeniably
implies certil Christ threw aside the flaming sword that tain general facts upon the subject, but
turned every way."t
leaves all the details in entire obscurity.These three thoughts-that
death is the He adjures his readers-with
cxc~ding
expiatory penalty of sin, that Christ was earnestness, he over aod over again adjures
himself sinless, that he died AS God's en- them--to
forsake every manner of sinful
voy to release the prisoners of gloom and ~life, to strive for every kind of righte.ous
be their pioneer to bliss--Ieave
nothing to I conversation, that. by faith and goodnCiS
be cesired in explaining the sacrificial terms they may receive the salvation of their sou~.
and kindred phrases employed by the Apas- He must have supposed. an opposite fate in
tIes in reference to his mission.
some sort to impend over those who did othWithout
question, Peter, like his com- erwise, rej~cting Christ, "reveling in laspanions, looked for the quick return of civiousness and idolatry."
Everywhere he
Christ from heaven to judge all, and to save makes the distinction 'of the faithful and
the worthy.
Unmistakable
indications of the wicked prominent,
and presents the
this beli<:>fare numerously
afforded in his idea that Christ shall come to judge them
words.
"The cnd of all things is at hand: both, and shall reward the former with gladbe ye therefore sober and watch unto pray- ness, crowns, and glory: while it is just ail
er."
"You shall give account to him that clearly implied as if he had said it, that the
is ready to judge the quick and the dead." latter shall be eondertmed and punished.-Here the common idea of that time, name- When a judge sits in trial on the good and
Iy, t~lat the resurrection of the captives of 1 the bad,. and accept~ those, plainly the inthe under-world should occur at the return ference IS that he rejects these, unless the
of Christ, is undoubtedly
implied.
"Sal- contrary be stated.
What thiir doom is in
vation is now only to he revealed in the last its nature, what in its duration, is neither
time."
"That
your faith may be found declared, nor inferable from wh~t is deunto praise and honor and glory at the ap- clared.
All that the writer says on this
pearing of Jesus Christ."
"Be sober and point is substantially repeated or contained
hope to the end for tIle grace that is to be in the fourth chapter of this Epistle, from
brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus verse 12 to 19. A slight explanatory
parChrist."
"Be ye examples to the flock, aphr¥e of it will make the position clear
and when the chief Shepherd shall appear so far 8B it can be made clear.
"Christian
ye shall receive an, unfading crown of glo· believers, in the fiery trials which arc to try
ry."
"God shall send Jesus Christ, .•••
you, stand firm, even rejoicing that you are
whom the heavens must receive until the fellow.sufferers with Christ, a pledge that
when his glory is revealed you shall partake
··'God .hallliberate the hraelllel [rom tbe Irilderworld." Berlholdt'. Chrlltologi. Jud",orum, SectioD~of it with him. See to it that ye are free
XXXIV,
(De Decensu .M,•• iae ad Infera.), DoLe2d.- I from crime,
free from sins for which you
"The captivessbaU••eend [rom'he under-world, BI\ee.
I.
hinah at Lheirhead." Sehoettgen de !.{e •• la, Lib. VI. ought to !iuffer j then If persecuted and s aln
cap, 5, lec.1.
for your Christian proCi ssion and virtues,
tSee hiBLetterto Hellodorus, Epi.t. XXXV., Bene· falter not.
The terrible time preceding the
diet, ed.
f
1\,.
•
h d
tComm, in Eccles. Cap. IlL 21,et Cap. IX.
second advent 0 youruaster
IS at
an .--
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The sufferings of that time will begin with ed for him; and it was intended by our
the Chrislian household; but how much Heavenly Father that man should dwell
more dreadful will be the sufferings of the there happily in the contemplation of Him.
close of that time among the disobedient To this end is it adorned with myriads
that spurn the Gospel of God! If the right- of lovely, sweet-scented flowers, each one
eous shall with great difficulty be snatched differing from the rest in size, in shape, in
from the perils and woes encompassing the color, in frag'rance, and in the delicacy of
time, surely it will happen very much worse its strycture.
Behold the leaves upon the
with ungodly sinners. Therefore let all who trees too! There are countless millions of
suffer in obedience.to God commit the keep· them, yet no two of the are exactly alike;
ing of their souls to him in well.doing."
~all are different in some respect, yet all
The souls of men were confined in the are beautiful and instructive to look upon.
under-world for sin. Christ came to turn These were created for man-to contribute
men from sin and despair, to holiness and a to his happiness and his general good.reconciling faith in God. He went to the But does man derive the amount of pleasure
dead to declare to them the good tidings of from all these that God designed he should?
pardon and approaching deliverance through Too frequently he does not.
He loses
the free grace of God. He rose into heav- sight of the Creator in the creation around
en to demonstrate and visibly exhibit the re- him; and in his pursuit after happiness
demption of men from the doom of s:nners :nistakes the road which leads directly to it.
to the under-world. He was soon to return The grass grows near to his dwelling, it
to the earth to complete the unfinished work covers the fields and hill tops over, but he
of his commissioned kingdom.
His ac- perceives not that it grows for him. The
cepted' ones should then be taken to glory flowers bloom and wither and die; he crush.
and reward. ThtJ rejected ones shouldes them beneath his fe~t as something unintheir fate is left in gloom without a definite i teresting, as something not belonging to him.
clew. Sueh is Peter's doctrine of the Last He hears the music of the birds from early
'fhings, so far as deducible from his written morn unlil the shades of evening drive them
words.
W. R. A.
to their rest, but it is not music to him..•
He claims no particular interest in any of
For the Christian IIlagazlne.
these-they are his Father's-but,
like the
Desultory Thoughts.
prodigal son, he is away from his father's
I love to stroll away into the countryhouse. Day after day he labors diligently,
to ramble over its green hills and fields and counts ea~erly upon his coming grain-to sit in the shade of its old woods, and upon the fields he has sown and workedhear the gentle complainings of the winds but it is rather with a desire to increase his
as they seek their interrupted way through store, that he may build larger barns, and
the den sly covered trees-to
watch, in thE: add more care to his already acquired por.
distance, the farmer at his toil, the domes- tion. This, however, is not the way thai
tic herds carelessly cropping their food- God designed man should live. In
aye, I love to go into the country and listen surroundin.g our abodes here with such an
to the thousand invitations of the little birds innumerable variety of lovely and enliving
singing so sweetly in their native wildsthings he intended to make them cheerful
they draw my heart away from much of and happy for us. He has not merely prowhat perplexes ~t in city Ufe, and causes vided means for the suste nance of our anme to feel once more that I too am the ob- imal frames, but IJe has given to us tastes
ject of my Father's care-that I am his for the enjoyment of all that is good and
child-that I am at home. God made the beautiful, with faculties capable of undercountry for man. It is his temporary abode, standing and appreciating the higher works
truly, but it is richly furnished and prepar. I of his creation. There is nothing suited \0
I
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man in his present condition that either is piness, or the amount of happiness that man
not produced to his hand, or made accessi· is capable of, cometh not of his enjoyment
ble by him; and it is the will of our Heaven- of things in the present state of existence.,
Iy Father that we should make such use of The trees let fall their leaves-the
grass
his gifts as will tend to elevate <1IIrsouls withers and dries up-the tender and deliand affections to Him, and keep us apprised cate flower parts with its fragrance and
of His power, His goodness, nnd His love dies-all, all the lovely and interesting obtowards all his creatures: else why did He jects in nature decay and perish. Our 'own
clothe the hills and fields with these deli-l bodies are controlled by the same univercate, beautiful flowers-and
in such lux- \ sallaw;-day
by day they give indications
uriant variety too? Why scattered he them of their being frail and perishable. Thus,
so profusely in every place wherever His while we are possessed ofa love of life, we
creatures are found-so that all, even to the are constantly reminded of death. It may
very poorest might enjoy them? Think you not be othfJrwise. There is that within us
He could not have made that delicate rose which never can be satisfied with earthly
just as lovely in its appearance without rna- things-an
immortal soul-a
never dying
king it smell as sweet as it does i-and
spirit breathed into us by the Great Creator
these fruits just as nutritive as they now are himself-which, ever enduring, can only 00
without imparting to them their present rich, contented or commensurately happy when
delicious flavor? Could He not also have it has soared through excellence upward
tenanted our woods, our groves, and gar-l even unto perfection.
Man's spirit is of
dens, with all the vast variety of the feath- God;-congenial to Him it must seek hapered tribe without dressing them in such piness in communion with Him. To be
gay attractive plumage-and without teach· ultimately blest it must return in purity to
ing them to sing their sweet songs to us?its Father above-it must behold His face.
Most certainly he could. Yet it pleased But how shall this be accomplished? Man
God to use this method of combining the is now in a sinful, degraded conditionuseful with the ornamental, the delightful his face is turned away from his Divine Fawit\l the lovely and beautiful, that His d.il- ther-he gropes about in the d:trk for somedren, in studying the perfections of His thing he cannot find-he is out of the way
works, might have their l1earts impressed of happiness,--on- the road to death. The
with a sense of His goodness and love to love of life is clinging to him while all is perthem. It, therefore, must strike every rea- ishing around him-his desire for happisonable, thinking mind that °t was the de· ness continues, and he is vainly endeavoring
sign of the Creator in placing man upon this to gratify it by the accumulation of more
earth to make him happy-happy not mere· I wealth, or, perhaps, by the securement to
ly in the enjoyment of what he already pos- himself of an honorable name--the one he
sesses, but happy in his expectations, hap- must leave to children and friends, the other
py in his hopes of an unfolding future.may adorn a tombstone when he is gone.
Within our breasts we discover a love of
He may reasonably strive after excel.
Jife--a desire for happiness-a
longing af· lence--he may hope for ultimate happiter excellence-together
with a sense of the ness through Him who suffered and died for
sublime and beautiful.
us-and
who has invited all to come unto
Everywhere in nature we meet with ob- him "who are weary and heavy laden
jects for the gratification of our senses and and He will give them rest."
Yes, Jesus
desires-for their cultivalion and improve. has died for us! He has secured to us the
ment,-but nowhere, in the natural ,•• rid, hope of beholding our Father's face in a
do we meet with objects that will satisfy all better and brighter world. Oh, highly exthese: consequently we learn through our alted hope? What were life without the
many disappointments here, that true hap- Christian's hope! It-inspires us-it bright.
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ens all things, and points us to true hapPi-/
Her whole dignity, even her respecta.
ness beyond the grave! But alas, all men bility, depends upon the degree of her
have not this hope. Certain it is that all i virtue. She is made the equal and help.
men shalllive-aye, live forever ,-like the I meet of man much more by her moral
flowers of earth they may wither and fall, qualities, than by those which are purely
but, in the morning of spring, they shall be intellec_ual.
Her mind, purified by comcalled into new existence, whether to be munion with Heaven, elevated by strong
happy or miserable in that ever enduring and self-denying affections, rises to an
. Iltate is another ~nd most momentous ques- equality, often to more than equality, with
tion yet to be solved.
It is our privilege, that of the profoundest scholar or the wishowever, in this life to prepare ourselves est philosopher.
But her road to this em.
either for happiness or misery in the life inence is seldom through the regions of
which is to come. As thecharacteris furm- abstract thought or abstruse inquiry,
cd here so may we expect it to endure which she seldom enjoys, and for which
hereafter. It is fearful for us to think so the ordinary occupations of her life afford
when we see that men live as they do, so but little opportunity.
To a few women,
indifferent, if not altogether careless of what now and then, at long in tervals in the
may be their eternal inheritance when they world's history, the opportunity and abil.
lthall have passed out of this preparatory I ity are given of rising to fame and honor,
bourn. Truly, man is wiser in all things independently of those qualities which
than in the knowledge of himself!
adorn her moral character; but such inMEAD.
stances are rare, and when they occur,
••.
fail to excite admiration.
Generally
Woman's Mission.
speaking, they lire lOwered in our respect
by the app·arent exaltation.
BY w. G. ELIOT,
JR., OF ST. LOUIS.
Mtln may command a certain degree of
respect, and may rise to a great height of
I I
h d
d .
worldly dignity, a t lOUg eprave
in
Reaven."-Matt".
v. 16.
character.
I am speaking now of the
My object this evening will be to show world as it is, not as it ought to be; ,and
the relation which woman holds to mo· the history of our own land. as well as
raHty and religion·. I shall attempt to every other, proves what I say. A man
prove that she is bound, not only by a gen- may command admiration as a ~cholar,
cral sense of duty, but by peculiar obli·, or as a statesman, as a historian, poet, or
gations, to promote those great intarests,l novelist; his fame may be so extended that
both directly and indirectly,
by every ~his writings are found on every table, and
means in her power.
his name on every tongue, although he
It needs but little consideration to see himself may be notoriously a bad man,
that her own interests, individually and and his works confessedly impure.
as a sex, are in fact inseparable from those
We might give many instances, if needof which I speak. Whenever she speaks ful, in proof of. this assertion; but your
a word against them, whenever she does own memory will supply them. We do
anything, either deliberately or careless· not say that one can rise to the highest
Iy, to their prejudice, she becomes her own eminence under such .conditions, or that
worst enemy. Similar remarks may in- his fame will be of the most enduring
deed apply to man; for we all gain in com· kind; for I believe that almost without exfort and happiness by the advancement of ception, the Shakspeares, and Miltons,
the highest interests of society; but altho' and~ ewtons are men who, in their lives,
true of all, it is particularly true of wo- have been pure, and, in their writings, ad.
man.
vocates of goodness. But still, there are
"Let your light so shine before men that Ihey may see
yonrgood works and giorify your Father who i8 in
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the Byrons and Voltaires, and a hundred possessed of great property by inheritance,
others, more than enough to prove my as- she died among strangers, with no kindred
sertion.
Distinguished men are tried, at hand to close her eyes, and the place which
the bar of public opinion, too much by the once knew her shall know her no more
laws of intellect, and too little by those forevet. So strict is the standard by which
of morality.
But to women a stric.ter rule woman's fame is measured. The first reo
is applied.
What would become of the quisition is that she shall stand upon the
fame of Miss Edgworth, Mrs. Opie, or side of virtue and religion, or her fame
Hannah More, if you divest their works becomes infamy, and her name a reproach.
of a pure moral tone, or their characters No degree of talent will save her from it,
of good moral principles?
Can you im- and even her mistakes, though well in·
agine a female author to occupy a posi- tended, if they place her in opposition to
tion like that of Sterne, or Swift, or even the great interests of society, are visited
like that of Hume, or Gibbon? What in· upon her as crimes.
In the more private circles of life, also
fluence would they have, and what degree
of respect would they command? Letthe moral delinquency is punished with great·
names of Frances Wright, recently dead; er sternneSf> in woman than in man.or of Madame George Sand, still living, This proceeds, in part, from the fact, that
a. by-word and an astonishment, give a men make the laws and fix public opin.
sufficient answer. The pages of biogra- ion, and are therefore more lenient to
phy give no instance of more complete or their own sins; perhaps because they bet·
Bad disappointment in life, than that expe- ter understand their own temptations, and
rienced by her whom I have just named, as perhaps because it is always easier to see
having recently died. I remember her dis- the mote in another's eye, than the beam
tinctly when she first came to this coun- in one's own. It is a difference, theretry, the daughter of a noble family in fore, caused partly by selfishness, and is .
Scotland, and received with cordial hos- ia so far unjust. We have a right to com·
pitality, at the seat of Gove.rnment, by plain, and we do complain of the injusthose whose friendship conferred distinc- tice, when woman is trampled under foot
tion. I remember her tall and command· and shut out from all possible return to a
ing presence, and her keen intellectual good life, and almost from the hope of
glance, not quite womanly, perhaps, but salvation, for the same sins that are easily
full of vigor, and awakening thought in excused in man. But we believe that
those to whom it was directed. She came the apparent injustice proceeds also, in
in company with the great La Fayette, part, from the difference in tlie natural el·
and for a time divided with him the pub· ements of the niale and female character,
lie attention.
She gave promise of rising and sometimes the greater severity 0 f
to the highest fame, and our country began which we speak is indicative of greater
to congratulate itself at her coming. But respect for woman's moral nature, an,l
her mind was already divorced from relig- not of U1ljustfeelings.
A good woman .is the equal of a goo,1
ious faith; she hoped to be wiser than the
Gospel, and to re-orgallize society under man. I do not mean by offsetting the
laws of less restraint; and although her higher moral qualities of the one again~t
general purpose seems to have been good, the higher intellectual qualities of the
her whole life became a mistake, a sad- other; but her pure mo:al nature, whrn
ness anel a loss. She accomplished noth- rightly cultivatcd, elevates and ennobles
ing that she had hoped to accomplish; her the intellectual, and gives her a cIearnrss
fame passed into unenviable notoriety; of thought, an accuracy of judgment, alld
she ·became a warning, instead of an ,ex- a comprehensiveness of understandillg,
ample, to her sex, and at last, although which place hcl' fairly upon a leyel with
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the highest. We need not, therefore, be varied in degree only by the strength of
surprised at the saying of an eminent temptation, the power of resistance, and
statesman, that he had never taken a other circumstances of which God alone
wrong course in public affairs, when he can judge correctly; and under this judghad fir:;t asked his wife's opinion concern- ment, woman may deserve the lighter sening it. He found her conclusion general- tence as often as man. But man is com·
ly correct, even when she could not tell posed of harsher material, and the stain
the exact premises. from which derived.left by sin, though equally deep, is not
Perhaps'many of us who are not states· equally evident.
As a statue made of
men, would gain by similar consultation, granite or free-stone seems uninjured by
with those whom we now scarcely conde· the handling, when the marble is soiled
scenJ to inform whether we are rich or by the dust falling on it, and stained by
poor, and whom we seldom allow to share the lightest touch; so with the nature of
our more serious thoughts. There wouldl woman; her organization is the more deli.
be a great many less failures in business, cate, and by so much the more, her worth
and a great deal less wildness of ~P(1cu· depends upon keeping that delicacy un·
lation, if all to whom Providence has impaired. She lives more in her affec.
given good wives, caul!). also obtain wis· tions, and, by 80 much the more, they
dom enough to advise with them in the must be kept pure and generous, to 86'
conduct of their affairs. For a sensible cure either her happiness or the beauty of
woman will generally advise moderation, her character.
By goodness and truth,
and will readily consent to a diminution by modesty and a gentle demeanor, she
of luxury or comfort, rather than to have becomes, in the performance of her hum·
her husband a slave to business, or en· blest duties, an object of admiration; in
gaged in puraui ts which his judgment de· the lowliest sphere worthy of the highest
elares unsafe, or his conscience wrong.
honor. But sin destroys her utterly. It
The wife is very often guilty of great ex- seems to leave nothing in her to love or
travagance, because ignorant of the cost I respect. Every wrong thought, every deat which it is maintained.
She does not Iviation from modesty, every un lady· like
know the wear and tear of mind lind con- or unwomanly action, every selfish or
Ilcience to which the splendor of the house- worldly pursuit, degrades her in mind, in
hold often subjects those who support it. heart, in character.
No strength of in·
lt would, therefore, be a great gain to both tellect, no mental accomplishments, no
parties, if she were more fully informed, scholar-like attainments, much less can
"here she is so deeply interested.
Let beauty and elegance and a fashionable
the husband treat her as his equal, and he manner, compensate for the loss. Wowill find that :;he is fully so.
man's only strength is in her moral excel.
But on the other hand, an indifferent or lence. She cannot find her true dignity
bad woman does not rise to the poor apart from goodness. That is the only
equality with an indifferent or bad man. means by which she can obtain the res·
Little as may be our respect for a man pect and consideration on which her hap.
without good principles, a woman without piness depends.
good principles deserves and will receive
Again, she has a great deal at stake in
le~s. We do not mean that her sin beforel the moral and religious character of the
GoJ is greater, but that her present degra- community, where she lives. The regard
dation is more deep. The sin of every paid to woman in society depends very
departure from right is immutably the much upon the standard of public moral·
sallte, whether by man or woman, by the ily. If she wishes to be more highly.res.
monarch or the beggar, by the scholar or pected, and her claims to be more justly
the clown; or we should rather say, it is considered, her best means of accomplish.
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l dema~ds, and even to vile tre~:::~
of knowledge, refinement and virtue.men who are stupid enough to feel themSo true ill this, that you may measure the selves, and sometimes brutish enough to
moral elevation of a community by the call themselves, her masters. In a comestimation in which woman is held. As munity where licentiousness
prevails,
we look over the different nations of the where dissipation is fashionable, and the
earth, we cannot find a single exception dram.shop a place of daily resort, you
to this rule. Learn the manner in which may see disorder and contention in the
woman is regarded, and you can tell the streets, and evidences enough of the prestandard of morality, of refinement, of vailing corruption may meet your eye and
general intelligen('e.
Of course we do ear; but if you would know the worst,
not now refer to her treatment in courts follow the drunkard to his home; see his
and palaces, but to the place she is allow· children shrink away from his approach;
ed to hold in social life generally . Nor see his wife weeping for herself and for
do we mean by respectful treatment, the them but thoughtful of him, receiving him
deferential bowing and complimentary with kindness, but repaid with a cur,e or
salutations, in which the most heartless a blow-bound
to him even in his degraprofligates are sometimes most profuse; dcd state, by an amazing fondness, which
but we mean the genuine respect which makes her at once his victim and his slave.
leads to justice and generosity in our If the wife is unreasonable and wicked,
treatment of woman, to give her the pro- the husband may escape from her, and in
tection which is her due, to providing for active pursuits of industry, or the gay
her proper means of education, to placing companionship of the world, find partial
her, in all things, in the honorable posi- relief. But for her there is no retreat, no
tion to which she has a rightful claim'-i
escape, nay, the very ooblenes88 of her
In proportion as we become civilized, in 1 nature and the disinterestedness of her afproportion as man rises to the knowledge fections sometimes prevent her from acof his spiritual wants and interests, in cepting deliverance. if offered, and thro'
proportion as he becomes wise and good, the long dreary day, with persevering care
this treatment is extended to her. The and decreasing means, she is compelled
Christian religion proves itself to be that to labor in sorrow of heart, in mortificaof the highest civilization, by this al.'much tion of soul, until the closing hours bring
as by anything else, the position in so· back the suffering.
cial life which it awards to her. ThereIt is one of the great mysteries of Provfore, if she would be a friend of her own irience that the sins of the guilty are visi·
sex, if she understands her own highest ted on the innocent; and therefore, if
interest, it should be her prime object to woman would be happy, it is not enough
exert all her influence in the promotion to be pure and good herself, she must
of truth and righteousness.
strive to promote purity and goodness
Again, we are led to the same result'i among those with whom her lot is ca8t.
because the consequences of all wicked and in society at large. She can escape
customs in society affect women more from servitude and suffering only when
nearly than men. Even where man is men become worthy of loving her, aDd
the greater sinner, woman is the greater herself worthy of being loved.
lIufferer. She is, physically, the weaker,
The social interests of women 8M
and the strength of man, if unrestrained therefore inseparable from those of good
by principle, compels her to submit to in- order and social morality; still more are
suIt and suffering. She is confined to thel they inseparable from religi0n. I believe
narrow limits of home, and is there sub. that if she understands her own nature or
ject to petulance, anger and unreasonable her own interests, she will bfl religious
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. herself and do all she can to promote reReligious skepticism is not the proof of
ligion.
a strong mind. Recall the names of the
In the first place, she is herself led to a greatest and wisest men that ever lived,
religious life by the natural tendency of and almost without exception their au.
her affections. Her nature disposes her thority is on the side of religion.
Confuto trust, to confide, to believe, to hope.cius ~nd Zoroaster, Homer and Socrates
Doubt and distrust are painful to her, and and Plato, Virgil and Cicero and Tacitull,
she is happier to believe without evidence together with nearly all, of whom ancient
than not to believe at all.' The strength history speaks, as the heroes of the race,
of her affections, also, the irrepressible the benefactors of mankind, were conyearning of her heart for those that are firmed believers in religious truth, accordead; the consciousness of inexhaustible ding to the best light that God gave to
fountains of love in her soul, which time them. There is scarcely an exception
has only opened, when death comes to amorlg all whose names history has
close' them; the tenderness of her con- thought worthJlreserving.
In more modBciei:!ce,and, in short, the whole construe· ern times, how many of the J;Dost acute
tion of her mind and heart"makes it pleas- metaphysicians,
the most enlightened
ant for her to receive the doctrines of life statesmen, the most thorough scholars,
and immortality brought to light. She may be named as defenders of the Chrismore easily perceives the obligation and tian faith. In our own country, the testi·
the glory of self-sacrifice.
She trusts in mony of the wise and good in favor of reGod because she loves to trust. She wor- ligion, is peculiJlrly strong. Nearly 'all
ships Him because she loves to revere.of our statesmen, nearly. all of our best
When she explores the unknown depths writers, and of our first poets and philanof her heart, unknown even to herself, thropists, have been men of religion; while
she cannot believe that those whom she among those who have devoled themselves
loves so much ~hall perish forever because exclusively to religious things, as the
their Irail bodies die, and although her study of their lives, are numbered not a
mind may listen to the whispering voice few of the best minds the world has ever
of doubt, her heart is strong enough to si- produced. The corrupt age of Charles
lence or to overrule it.
II~ and the troubled times of the French
Skeptical men sometimell scoff at relig. Revolution, produced skeptics by the
ion, by saying that tbe majority of be· hundred, and they flattered themselves, no
lievers are women; but they prove, there· doubt, that a death-blow had been given
by, the folly of their own hearts, rather to the religion of Christ; but the result has
than the depth of their understallding~-- falsified their predictions; and although
The tendency of woman's nature to reo the world listened to their arguments, and
ligion, is her best praise. It is not be· was for a time shaken in belief, the tencause she is unable- to think, but because d.ency of strong.minds has been a return
she is compelled to feel. Her mind is ca· to religion, and "wisdom is justified of
pable of discerning the verbal objections her children."
Take the world's history
and the more serious difficulties, on ac· through, and skepticism shows but a poor
count of wh.ich religion is rejected by so array of -strength. If we can learn any·
many; but they all sink into insignificance, thing from observation, or if the philoso.
compared with th.e infinite consolation phy of the mind proves anything, then
which religion gives; they all fade away may we confidently say, that infidelity is
und~r the necessity, which her heart ere· the proof either of a bad heart or a badly
ates, of a God in whom she can trust, of balanced intellect.
The strong mind
a Redeemer in whom she can hope, of a yearns after eternal truth.
The no.bl.e
heart isnot satisfied with things that perIsh.
Heaven where her loved ones dwell.
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The tendency of woman's nature to re- restrained in its exertion by religious symligion is therefore a witness in her own palhy and directed by religious principle,
favor, and not against that in which she they are sure to abuse it in their treatment
believes.
Those same scoffing men of of the weaker sex. This is true of indithe world, who pride themselves on doubt, I viduals, and still more true of communi.
as if it were the profoundest, instead of a I ties.
superficial exercise of the mind, are ready
When, therefore, I meet a skeptical. woo
enough when trouble and bereavement and man, or hear her express opinions deroga.
sickness and death come near them, to tory to religion, T feel like saying to her,
seek shelter under the religion which was either your mind is most unfortunat~ly
before an object of scorn; thereby proving constituted, or you do not know on what
that they were kept from being religious, your happiness depends.
If she is so
not by their vigor of intellect, but by the foolish as to affect a masculine sty Ie of
strength of their passions.
They show the thought, thinking to evince, by skep"tisuperiority of their nature, by waiting un- cism, superiority to her sex, she is giving
til the storm drives them, with torn sails sufficient evidence of a weak mind alld
,and a shattered ve~sel, to the safe harbor· narrow heart. An unbelieving woman is
age of Faith, instead of anticipating the an anomaly, a contradiction in terms, and
tempest and saving themselves from loss. although her character may be masculine,
Again, as it is always true that our best you w.ill rarely find her intellect strong.
interests are secured by following our best
In christian lands, gratituJe
alone
impulses, so is it with woman, when she should bind her to religion as her best
becomes the advocate of religion. The protection and defence. The Mahomme.
moral qualities for which she is chiefly dan prizes his horse higher than his wife,
honored, receive their highest value, not and the prophet himself could find no
from worldly considerations,
but from place in Heann for her whom he admit.
their relation to Eternity.
It is because ted to be the chiefest adornment of earth.
we hope to live hereafter, that purity and But the religion of the Bible, and espe.
,gentleness and love are highly esteemed. cially Of the New Testament, breathes a
The character which is made strong by different ,spirit. Jesus found woman de.
the affections is prized, because the affec· graded, and stretched out his hand for her
tions will find their best development in protection.
When the severities of the
. the world to come. The majority of men Mosaic law were pointed out for his ap.
pride themselves on their superior strength proval, he said "in the beginning it was
and their better adaptation to the rough not so." He taught that "a man should
uses of this world; but the more intelli.lleave
father and mother and cleave unto
gent overlook such considerations, be- his wife," thereby declaring that the relacause the entrance on a future life will tionship of marriage is the most sacred of
equalize them all, and the soul, whether all human ties. He taught what was a
of man or woman, which is purest in its new revelation to the world, that all souls
life and noblest in its faith, will stand are equally precious in the sight of God;
nearest to God. Hence it is, that relig- nor is there anything more conspicuous in
ious men are always the most forward to his history than the careful respect with
admit the claims and maintain the rights which the women of the gospel were
of woman. In a community of skeptics treated.
Wherever his religion is reo
and infidels, she is sure to be treated ei- ceived, its first influence is to elevate her
ther as a plaything for man's amusement, and defend her from oppression.
or a servant for his convenience.
Men
We might enlarge indefinitely upon
have the power in their own hands, and these topics; but more than enough has
must 01 ways have it; and unless they are been said to show that every woman ill
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bound by her self-respect and by her delire for the respect of others, by the prin.
ciples of her nature and by her .8ocial interests, by her own s'ense of duty and by
aUegiance to her sex, to devote herself,
heart, soul, mind and strength, to promote
the cause of true religion and pure morality. Thus will she best work for the
glory of God, and at the same time most
('lfectllally elevate herself to the place, in
lociety, for which God designed her. It
may be well enough for her, if she has a
fancy for it, to declaim about her rights
and to hold conventions for the removal
of her civil disabilities; for we do not deny that she has hlld in time past, or that
Ihe has now many causes of just complaint.
But the wrong can be made right.
not by altering here and there a law, but
only by the progress of true civilization.
As men become better and wiser, and
more religious, women will have continually less cause of complaint.
(Concluded in next No.)

TN THE_W~EST~._·
~~~

"Nor could I close this letter without
mentioning the names of Senator McKay
and John McDougall, of the firm of Robertson & McDougall, both of your city,
and both natives of this place.
Port
Gibson is proud of these her sons-has
ever been so. There was no need of this
new test of their worth. Unasked, they
came to the home of their boyhood, when
they heard of distress -in that dear old
home.
"Grand Gulf and Port Gibson are both
witnesses to their untiring labors. Mr.
McD. has llad the good fortune to keep
well all the time. Hi has labored night
and day. His presence has been as cheer
ing to the sick as was that of the physician. The poor and unfriended have had
his especial care, 'while the rich-indeed,
all-havll
had their wants ministered to
by this second Howard; and now as he
goes from us, "God bless you!" springs.
from the heart to every lip ."

•
The Star in the Wellt.

A Deserved Compliment.

This paper, edited by Messrs. Gurley &
Quinby, is one of the most able in the U.
S. It is devoted to the spread of liberalizing ideas, and is full of the most interesting matter. We feel especially grateful to the able and noble-minded Editors
of this paper for their generous and disinterested defence of us, during the malignant attack upon our private character.We shall not soon forget their kindness,
and hope they will always meet with the
most ample patronage and complete success, which we well know they justly deserve. They are free men, above the low
passions which build up a sect at the expense and detraction of all who dilkr
from them.

We publish below, from the New Orleans Picayune, a notice of our highly esteemed friend, John McDougall.
We
find, that with his usual heroism and exalted sense of christian duty to his fellow
man, he has faced death fearlessly, to relieve and assist his former townsmen at
Port G~bson, during the late and most
fearful scourge of God-the
Yellow Fever. This last crowning act is of a piece
with' his' former life. Possessed of the
true christian fortitude, of a noble and
generous soul, alive to all the best impullies of human nature, and feeling in the
highest degree the responsibilities and duties of life, he is always ready and willing,
in.8 modest and unassuming manner, to
-.
aid a friend, or to assist and relieve any
"A good name is rather to be chosen than
of God's creatures.
To voluntarily eX· great riches, and loving favour rather than
pose one's life to such a scourge, evinces silver and gold.
the highest degree of both moral and
"The rich and the poor meet together:
physical courage. Who will say the days the LORD is the maker of them al1."of heroism are gone?
!Proverbs.
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lmet a man without this desire. To become
a truly religious man; to perform readily
of its Powers.
and constantly the religious duties; to posA DISCQURSIi:,
BY TH& EDITOR.
sess and enjoy all religious rights and we}"Leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let fare; to do what the Great God willeth, and
"'. go en to P<UY<C'·loN."-New Test.
reeeive all we can receive from his hands,Were we asked what constitutes the is, in some sort, the desire of every sincere
greatness of a State, every patriotic Ameri- man, and of every man in his sincere moClW would answer, in the oft-repeated lan- ments, who is
favored with intellect
guage of Sir William Jonesenough to know what it is to be a man. It
"Men-11igh-mlnded meo."
may not always appear so; but here, all
Its men are the highest product and surest everywhere, appearances deceive. In our.
safeguard of a State. And if farther asked, 1 heart of hearts we all desire to be religious:
what constitutes a man, we would answer, to be accepted of God and lit'e properly
the character he has made out of time and with men. We mry be followers of blind
its opportunities.
Man has bo~h reputa- guides; feel our hopes crushed by. inherited
tion and character. They are similar, but superstitions; may accept human folly for
not the same. He may lose his reputation, divine wisdom; human and imperfect lanbut his character never. His reputation is guage for the inspiratIOn of the Holy Spirwhat others think of llim; his character is it; may tremble before the thought of God,
what he is. Jesus of Nazareth made him- as before a devouring pestilence, and know
self of no reputation; but his character has not of an infinite Father; we may have of.
nned earth and heaven with its glory, so ten gone astray, following the passions of
that angels and men acknowledge "truly youth or the calculations of manhood; in a
this wa.sa Son of God."
word, we may often have been deceived and
There are many elements that make up have deceived ourselves; but our guides did
the character of man; but the religious is not always mean to deceive us, nor did we
the most important, because it becomes the 1 ever intend to deceive ourselves. We all,
foundation and guide of all the rest.then, have intended to be religious, howThere can be no abiding human excellence ever we may have differed in the degrees of
without it.
our will.
Our character is the result of what we
We are all conscious, too, of iII.desert.
are in ourselves; of what is done for us, The best of men are bad enough in their
and what we do f'Or ourselves. We have own eyes, when their eyes are turned upon
something in common with all men; some- themselves. And there is much that is
thing individual in ourselves, and something evil in us that is there without our consent
made for us by the use of our powers and -evil tenants, that have taken possession,
the influence or the forces around us. Re- and will not vacate. My brother Impetuligious character is the result of these pow- OUS, for example, has been contending with
ers.
that smoky-chimney of an evil temper fo.
I do not address an individual that does fifty years, and yet there it is, and will b("
n,)t desire to be religious. Indeed, f nerer 1 I [car, ti;] the ho:.tse falls in ruins; He hll~
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tlied to cover itby directing it against Her-) whO' live d'l1ily i,I'lI.~h'(l"tiolation
theilf
esy it! the church and evils in the great personal,
dome-stic' rnd general
dtrties,
ones of the city; but it will smoke: and both ~wllo are ~triving for nothing more heartil.y
church and town are somelimes threatened
draa to convince' themselves th-a:t they ar-ewith a blaze.
Poor man! he feels it more Jeligious.
True, they worship Mammon;
than anyone else, and gladly would he give the-ir woole souls are drawn out for theit lip. And here sister Busy-Body
has best chance, no matte, who suffe,;}; b\lt are
been struggling for thirty summers to mimI. they not Orthodox? . Do they not believe
her own business, and allow her neighbors
the creed,-that
is, an tlley have ever
to do the same.
She desires peace and the heard of it, and all tney underl'tand?peace of religion, too, and enjo)'s the brief Have tliey not been baptizeJ,
and by all
foretastes she has of it, but she wiJl critici1:e the modes, if you. please!
Go tIley no$
and animadvert unlil her best friends dread regularly
to the church?
And do they
her, and soe feels for the thousandth time not hate all errorists, Unitarians,
Univer~
the loneliness of desertion and neglect.salists, Dei~ts, and Infidefs,-that
is, Sl)
And could we all see ourselves as others far as they know what the words mean?
see us~ and remember how many emo1iO'lls ~And do they not, give the penny to th~
and actions which no calumniator casts in! poor, that they have robbed of the pound?
our teeth but which are known and regretNow this is not af! sham.
Tnese men
ted ·by ourselves, we would feel many a think they are reflgious.
'TIley desire tl)
check to pride and self-conceit
that would be on good term •• with God.
Tney think.
be healthful
in the extreme.
Still, the they have taken the cheapest, easiest ana
worst man )'011 can find; the· robber upon most respectable
way for it. And r refer
tne highway,
and the pirate upon the crim- to these cases to show you flOW universal
son wave; the thieves who devour widows' i~ the religious
desire; how (Ieep-l.]anted
houses, and plunder the ignorant and un-! in the very nature of man, and tflat nl)
protected in the most legal and respectable
man is willingly
without religion.
But
manner; the still worse men who lie in wait you wilf, by the aid of the~e disagreeabl'e
to steal reputation and character, and fatten re rerences, see the pertinence
of our questhemse!l'es on the success or interest of the tion, viz:
theft-the
assassins and murdelers of every
What is a religious character? or wluu
stamp,-take,l
say, the worst men of the is it to be l'eligious:?
You win let us an·
world, and they are not willing to be without 1 swer the question
without reserve.
Genreligion; they shudder at the thought
of erally, we answer: It is to be faithful to
having no prot.ecting God--no bope of im- ourselves, to our fello~ -men, and to God.
mortality.
Even when tbeir crude views of To be fait/iful to ourselves, is to rule body
Religion make it a morose and gloomy mrs· and spirit according to their natQrallaw~;
tress, still, the idea of dying without it, is to develope, use and enjoy every faculty
uncomfortable,
if not horrible.
I have seen in its legitimate
sphere, and just propor·
men IIpon their death-beds, who repented of tions, and harmony; to seek the greatest
many things: of the word spoken in ang'Jr; degree of improvement
under the circumthe deed done in passion; the time wasted stances;
to be so C'Jllscious of the presin dissipation;
the needless
detraction
of ence and inte'rest of God in us, irS to b~
those who never did them wrong;--l
have inwardly harmonious,
blameless and holy.
heard their penitent groans, and seen their To bejait!lful to ollters, is to do for them
scalding tears, but 1 have never seen a man from right motives
and far right ends,
who repented the time, the labor, or the sac- whatever
is right; to love them as ourrilices he had made to become religiolls.-selves; to serve them to the extent of our
Why look over society, and see the decep- ability and their necessity; and so to livf}
ItonS prac,iced upon tbis suhject.
See men harmoniously
with them as to share their
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and be blessed with' slave of dogm8, not knowing what he
in their blessings.
To be faithful says, may cry out, "What! seek unto men.
to God, is to know all that we can know frail, fallible llIen, for help. Your tho'tll
of him; of his power, wisdom, justice,
should be turned alone to God."
But
holiness, goodness;
it is to seek a perfect such men forget that God aids by his sub.
love of him, a perfect trust in him; a per- ordinate
agencies and in~trumentalitiell.
feet delight in his being.
To delight in and that ml(n, men of ope~ed and illumi.
God intellectually,
is to love truth more nated souls, are his great organs to men.
than emolument,
honor or self.
To de- Some men are born to religious genius..
Jig!lt in Him morally, is to love the right, as they are to mathematical,
and every
to love justice.
To delight in Him affec- other.
If such an one belong to yOUI
tionately,
is to love benevolence,
and church or community,
you have one of the
practice
it in thought. word and deed.best gifts of Heaven. Happy for the com.
To delight in Him totally, is to know Him munity if he occupy the pulpit, and thll
lHl the Infinite Father,
able and willing to current of the people drives round him ttl
do all things for us we can possibly need; hear the words of Life.
True, he is evel'
to so kqow Him, as to remove fear from in danger of preaching himself out of pul
our hearts, both for ourselves and others,
pit; but he may retain it; and if so, he is \
llnd realize that perfect confidence
and city on a hill, whose light no cloud of 011.
absolute love that casts out all fear.
In a loquy can put out.
This world is t<",
word, it is to learn how I may serve Him poor to afford many of this sort.
BII t
in the use, development
and enjoyment of there are a few scattered everywhere,
as
~very power of my spirit; every part of great light-houses,
to welcome
and guidi'
my body; every opportunity
of my life, the tempest-tossed
over the reefs of sill
and every influence I can possibly possess.
anll care into Heaven's
own haven pC
This faithfulness
is religion.
To pos- peace.
Compared with the mass of ordi.
less it, is to be a perfect man.
It is worth nary and parrot.like
teachers, they are n~
every sacrifice that may hinder its attain· the street-lamps
of ,our thoroughfares
to
ment.
It is something to aim after, when the shop.lights
of the apothecary
an I
we pro?ose to "go on to perfection."grocer.
Both are necessary, but for very
Every
rational man will desire it, and different ends.
But even in these melt
many will ever be willing to forsake creed, you will not find the totality of Religio/l.
tradition,
superstition,
father,
mother, One has the religion of sentiment.
Hu
bomes, lands,
and reputation;
yea, and will do you good, for he will arouse yOIll"
lay down life rtself to gain it; for to gain religious feelings; your reverence and yOlll
it, is to gain the all·good.
There can be devotion; your loving trust and confiding
none other want.
To know that I love hope in God.
Another is a man of ideall.
God and am loved of Him; that I am dis- I-Ie, too, will do you good.
He will givtl
charging my obligations
to all my fellows you new thoughts
and new forms of old
in all their intimate
and remote relations
thoughts.
He will show you new truth.
to me; and that I am making all the im· and strip the miserable rags from old truth.
provement
of my own mind, feeling and aQd make it appear in new beauty.
Tel:.
taste, of which I am susceptible,-surely
ribly will he thresh, with the flail of a
this is the religious life; the true life; the sound philosophy,
the venerable
errolS
life eternal!
of the creeds and the churches,
until, III
But how may it be promoted? What times, you will think all is chaff, whie-h
means shall we use-what
aids and helps let the wind carry away; but his winnow.
command.
These are many and various:
ing will show you the corn of old truth
we will designate a few.
1. Wemay.obstill left, whilst the new truth, sent dowl!
tain important
aid from men.
Here the from God, will be welcomed into 10viJl&
them
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11earts, and thus, as the true scribe, he willlten of lonely thought and worship, truth
bring forth from his treasure things new Icomes forth; the truth, demanded by the
and old, which may serve as bread for the age, which helps us to throw off the
hungry and seed for the generation to burdens of superstition and the yoke of
come. And still another, having few of established prejudices, and improves the old
the ideas and feelings of religion, becomes modes of thought and reverence, or gives
a man of special justice, and devoles us better. Men, enslaved to the lines of
himself to the riddance of some dreadful party and the habit of viewing subject!
evil from society. It may be the com· with reference to personal aggrandizement,
mon ignorance; and he gives his heart and always obscure their intellects and become
life to promote education. It may be the patrons of narrow views, temporary interoppression of a class in the community; ests, and sectarian dogmatism, who might
and he becomes their mouth.piece for jus- have been lights of the age and leaders in
tice. It IQay be S0me crying vice; and he the free movements of reform, great asgoes for prohibition and riddance.
serters of everlasting truth. We cannot
Now each of these men may help you" be benefited by such men, unless we receive
each in his own way; for you need emo- i warning from their blunders. They often
tions, ideas and acts.
There is an out· positively injure us. They shake our trust
cry against them all; but so it ever has in the calm and deliberate decisions of our
been, from and befote the days of Jesus, rational aGd moral nature, and thus endantill now. Their voic,e is as the voice of ger religion more than all the attacks of its
one crying in the wilderness, saying reo open foes have ever endangered it, and for
form, for the kingdom of Heaven may be the miserable reason that they must sup'
yours. But every wolf in that wilderness port the creed.
hates the axe and spade, and growls at
It is a great thing to meet a man of rethe approach of the Husbandman,
and ligious genius, largely developed, and runwould eat up his children. So every old ning out into a hopeful and lovely life.-nuisance in society has its supporters, who He wakes our souls within us, which is bethave property therein. From the silver ter than giving us tbe soul of Calvin, Lushrine of Diana at Ephesus, to the favor- ther, or some modern Hector, over the peoite scheme of the last ecclesiastical aspi- pIe of God' He stirs the divinity within
rant, they cry out, away with him, and 1 us, and gives us seeds for the little garden
great is Diana of the Ephesians-tbe
im- ~of our own moral nature, that may yet yield
age that fell down from Jupiter! But fear us bread to eat and beauty to look upon.them not; the cry of the silversmiths is re- He helps us to new views of 'the world. It
membered as their folly and sbame, while appears afterwards as God's world, for inthe words and deeds of Paul the centuries finite purposes, connected with our eternal
have not forgotten to honor,
destiny, and our low, mean views of it, and
Independent and original thinkers are acts in it appear loathsome to remember.the source of power and progress to any The heavens seem not so far off; our strugpeople, Churches do not make, and sel- gling humanity displays its rich capacity
dom extend, the bounds of knowledge.before us; and though sin be the more
VVhat experiment have they ever conduct· shameful, the sinner is no longer without
ed or promoted in the laboratory? What hope. He teaches us how to bear trouble
explanation of the animal, vegetable, or and receive its disciplinary uses; and the
mineral kingdom have they ever made?tears of our sorrow and patience are wiped
What principles of criticism or morals, or 1 away as we are helped to look up to the alleven religion, have they ever developed orl seeing and never· forgetting. We become
accepted, save those inherited from the fa- more complaisant; more frielldly with our
thers? No: from individuals; from men of- fellow-man; less irriLable under the little
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car-e-s-o-f-l-if:, and our very souls go up to
the dear God, whose Spirit anon enlivens
our trust and love.
You may ride miles to
hear such men, and never regret
your

\ notions of Religion;
but we ha~,
found our well of water; and if we have
drunk freely, we have been able to go forwanl, like Elijah of old, in the strength

journey.
They are the lighted candles of
the Lord, and givfJ the more light often he.
cause the world knows them not; and they
know not themselves.
It is good to touch
our spirits with their words.
They cheer
llnd comfort us, and fill us with new vigor'
and new faith, hnd we thank Goel and take
courage.
Such were the Prophets of Isra.
el, when they received the words of Jeho·
yah.
Such were the Apostles
of Christianity, after they had been with Jesus and
had partaken
of his spirit.
And such

of it for many days.
~ We need true and loyal men every·
where.
We have machine
men enough.
and machine piety enough; and it is are·
freshing sight to see men who are willing
to be true to the nature and opportunities
God gives them.
I say machine
piety;
and look at the manner of making Christians by rule, and labelling
them with
their party names; and see them growing
sleepy and dull in the churches; and listen to the dreary thing you call a sermon,

might we all be, miserable wayfarers as we which
the preacher
does not wish to
are, if we would be but loyal to the con vic· preach, and would avoid if he knew how,
tions that God gives us everyone by his own and the peop Ie do 1I0t wish to hear, and
messenger--our
Conscience.
We have allj sure enough he preaches not, and they
heard words that we believed; that descend· hear not,-and
tell me is it not machine
ed directly into our hearts and found their piety.
The church meets for nothing,
witness there; words concerning the nature
about nothing, and to hear nothing, from
and purposes of God our Father;
of the nobody; for a dull man in the pulpit is
uses of the present life, and of the greater nobouy there at least.
I have heard such
life beyond,
but we feared to think them a ghastly spectacle compared to the cattle
O\-er again, much less to speak them; and huddled
together
upon a winter·day.so we go halting and fainting and limping The ground is frozen beneath
their feet,
on our way, and like children, need to be anu there is no hay up'on it. They stand
carned until we have the use of our own close together for warmth, and wait with
powers of movement-ever
"under
tutors heavy, slumberous patience for some one
and governors."
So pilgrims in the des- to throw down the clean bright hay, all
ert beneath thC' melting sun, foot-sore and reJolent
with the honeysuckle
and the
without water, theil" camels weary and sick, clover.
Suppose
old musty weeds are
come at length to the palm-trees
and the thrown down in its place?
They may
pearly
spring.
They drink and forget I deign to look at it, the cold and hunger
their weariness,
~nd even tbe dull beasts piercing so keenly, but eat it they will not;
!Ire revived.
They fill their buttles, and and still they huddle together
and look
go on their way rejoicing.
BLlt we will not out of their thoughtful
an,1 patient eyes
drink, though the rock pour out water in as if it must and will te given them. The
the desert, or we must drink in secret, and kind husbandman,
and not the hireling,
not appear
as if we had drunk.
Away throws down the sweet, clean hay, and
with the shameful hypocrisy!
The world soon all.is life and brightness,
even with
is siek of if" When we hear truth that uuJl oxen.
And are men no better than
fueds the soul and helps liS up to love to oxen, that they must eat the husks that
God and man, let us acknowledge it, be satisfy not, when all nature is redolent o[
loyal to it, no matter who fulminates analh,
food for the immortal palate?
Let them
emas, or cries out Infidel.
We lnve all, rise up and say we must have the pure hay
doubtless, felt the bewilderment and scorch- and corn, or we will dispense with your
ing desolation of many of the inherited
feeding.
The churches,
alas! are too 0['
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ten frozen ox-sheds,
and the pulpit the of fcetid wells call it the water of Heresy
opening Jor the falling of chaff, which ~and death, but still onward it flows. Then
the wind dri\'eth
away.
Living
men 1 they ask, "Art thou greater than our Famust be fed on living food.
ther Jacob,
who gave us this well and
Have you ever seen the artificial flow· drank thereof himself
and his children
ers made by the French Milliners.
out of and his cattle?"
But the stream flows on,
ribbon,
gum, thread, starch,
and other and many a "Samaritan
dog," and after
chemicals?
They call them roses, lillies,
awhile many a Gentile
nation,
drinks
and by every pretty name.
But they are thereof, and lifts up the song of praise.
Beentles'l, lifeless shams.
Compare them
Let us take the good thought from eve.rJwith the rose that blooms in Sharon, a~d quarter, whether from Nazareth
or Genethelilly
of every valley, and you will see va, anrl cast the bad away, anrl becoming
the difference between mechanical
piety,
slaves to no man, and owning no Master
made in ecclesiastical
mills and labelled
on earth, we may go forward to freedom
by all huge-sounding
sectarian names, and and perfection, hel ped on our wa"y by eve.
the true reverence for God and truth and ry truth we learn from every source.
duty, that grows only in the earnest soil,
RELIGIOUS BOOKS, also, will help U~.
of truthful and loving hearts.
IAmong these, the books of the Bible take
The manner of teaching churches
may the first rank.
But even these must bll
be compared
to the manner of watering
read with discrimination.
Many a Psalm
cities.
1 believe you used to water yours from Hebrew Bard will awaken and speak
from large deep wells. The water of these to your soul and call out all its life; but
wells,
you now know,-then.
perhaps,
there are few even of these that have not
you did not think of it,--was
mixed with expressions that are not of God and speak
the cleanings of the streets, the soakings
not his perfections.
The truth ever comes
of the stables, the slops of the kitchens,
to us through earthen
vessels, and often
refectories and markets;
the filterings
of wears the impress of those vessels.
If
the grave-yards,
and the off-scourings
ofl God pour his truth into tbe mind of Heall things.
Dead and dirty drink.
It brew Prophet or Christian Apostle, it will
would kill you to drink it now.
But }vhatl take the shape .an.d co!oring of that min~l,
did ye for a remedy?
You threw up yourl and we must dlstll1gulsh between what II!
reservoir
outside these filtlly washings, (of God and is eternally
true, and what is
and from the mountain
stream that had 1 of man and is only }'elativl!Jy true, and
made its cleansing
pathway through the may often be his own folly or mistake.
rocks, you gave us the living water, pure The horrible
imprecations
of David aoo
as from its fountains, and it runs into ev· Jeremiah,
and the unphilosophical
view.l!
ery house to purify and bless and make of the Universe held byPeler,JohnandPaul,
glad.
Religious
teachers
are like these only show that they were men as we are,
supplies.
Some men become mere recep- liable to the false views and mistakes
of
tacles for the acrimony and strife of dead men of like passions, and that it is superI
and dirty controversies,
and from the dead l stition to deify them or make them gods tf)
bones of their ancestors, buried, and which 1 the people; "while their sublime lessons of
ought.to-have-been
forgotten,
they give humanity
and piety,-the
words, beatitheir children to eat, and call it bread.-tudes and parables
of Jesus tbey record,
But above them all; above the level of the speak as the voice of God, tho voice
churches too, I fear, the true men of reo truth and strength from generation to gellligious genius stand up like mountains. (eration.
They receive, all the winter long, the!
There are olher books that feed the
lmows and rains of heaven, and become i thought, and havo been found treasuresprings of living water.
The proprietors!
houses of food for the religious souls of
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anen-as
the works of Aq~ustine,
of Fenelon,
of Bunyan,
of Watts,
of ChanIling, Qf Dewey, and a host of others.You will .find most of them tarnished by
the superstitions
and traditional
notions
of their times; bu.t tbe seed-corn
may be
-severed [ronl the chaff.
An.y book tbat
~ouses and clears the thought;
that awakens and -deepens tbe reverence fox, and
Jove of, God; that removes our prejudices
and selfish walls of separation
that drive
us from our fellowsj that encourages our
hope under sonow .and ami.ction, 3<nd in$.pires Qur dUly ill .the day of prosperity,
way be called.a relIgious help.
And thell books o[ Science
will help
us.
They enlarge our views of the uni"erse; Ul.ey melt it down and mOGld it over
again as it were. within lolS; we ~ its wise,
heneficent
aGd unchangeable
Jaws; and
mind a.nd soul grow and exp.and.as we are
Inade to .admire, ohey, ado.re and lClvei.ng~y trust.

S7.9

upon it. He sees it not only wi',h his outward eye, but in spiritual vision.
Hisintercourse with Heaven and Earth becomes
a part of his daily food.
As he looks or'
reflects, he feels a wild delight,
despite
his sorrows.
As he looks upon it, he forgets his years, and feels immortal youth.
He knows, as he learns its purposes with
him and for him, that nothing can befall
him in life-no
disgrace,
no calamity
which cannot be repaired.
His egotism
dies within him, as he sees and feels its
grandeur;
and yet he is never alone or
unacknowledged.
Jesus
found lessons
in the blooming of Iillies; the fall of sparcows and t'le providence
forravens,-lefsons of faith in God, that- will never be
exhausted.
Every truly great man, from
Socrates
to Emerson,
has delighted
to
read this great Bible of God.
At tast, however,
our religious
help
must come out of ourselves.
Great and
true men may help us; gr nd and great

But not only the b@oks that cI~scribe words in bo'Oks may inspire us; and the
.nature, but the .swdy of Natur.e herself grander lessons of sky and tree and grass
twill help JJS to be religious.
To look at- may be new anel uplifting to us; but we
tentively .at Nature, brings us into cOlllpa- musl.think
and feel and act, or we will
Dy with our.selves.
Would
you be alone receive but little permanent
benefit.
It
;fmd feel your own my~terious being., lo.ok is 'Ii serious hour, often a severe trial and
up often to the Heawens.
There is the per- an arduous effort, in our dull and drudgpetual pr.asence of the sublime.
Had we ing life, to resolve to live for God and as
never seen the br~ght gems that bedeck he wil1eth.
When man and maid plight
them until to-night,
how would we be- their troth for life, and give up to each
Jieve arad adore and Lalk of tlJe city 'Of other heart and hand and fortune, it is an
God which had opened once to our poo.r hour tbat takes color from the cheek aJHl
eyes.
But they are out every night, and givps trembling
to the heart.
And so
their beauty and admonishing
smiles are when man gives his heart to God in ever>over all the dull ways of our toil-worn
lasting wedlock, it is a solemn and a holy
aife.
Yea, let us often look up. There hour.
We do not mean to say that every
.is nothing mean there.
Their secret, the human being should separate a particular
wisest have not kmown.
And then the hour to this purpose.
Some seem religious
.seasons,
Lhe /lowers, the animals,
the from their childhood,
and know not the
moun tains, are all sourc·es of wisdom, tha t day they had not thoughts of God, and
.can alike delight
the simplicity
of our good and glory.
Bnt even these have
.childhood
and command
the profundity
their falls and their sins.
Immaturity
is
I()f all our mat.urer reflections.
There is everywhere, and perfection before the best
property in 'Nature which belongs to all, and the worst.
We must, therefore, at
.and yet which no man can claim exclu- some time, decisively begin, and often d@~ively_
And this i.s the :hest purt of Ns- cisively resume the religious. life.
The
ture, aNd the .reli~ious eye is ever feastedLancientB
knew this, and hence their wash-
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i~gs; their days of devotion; their bap-l do hann, it is tmC', for taey make- inteIli·
tlsms.
But beginning decisively, and gent men bate religion-at
least, the remaking our commonest duties and all our ligion they see them exhibit. Weak men.
trials religious, we may come to such a also, bow down before their anathemas.
perfection as shall make our days days of and tremble and fear all their mortal life.
praii:1eand prayer and daily obedience to I detest their impositions-I
abominate
such an extent, that to bC' religious, will thei. sectarian eanl and superstitious fear;
be as natural to the spirit within us as to and every day I am shocked at its Jesuits.
eat is natural to the body; and onrdays on, in the hatred, servility and hypocrisy of
earth pass on as the days of Heaven.those who accept it as 3 religious faith.
Men are too often but partially religions, We ourselves are ever in danger of thisor frivolously religious, instead of being narrowness and bigotry of spirit. Wewholly devote-<! to God. Their joy, of should beware of il. It leads to tlJe dirty
course, and their strength are proportion· \vaters of debate anu strife,-and
strife:
ally partial and frivoJous. 'Vonld yon about words which bring no profit to the
be religious men as you seek 10 be mer- hearer, and have no vital connectio-n with
chants, lawyers, or even fiddlen, you the Christian life. It hinders tDe grea~
must give time, thought and effort. Evil refonuatory and liber1l<lizing movements>
habits can be overcome only by applica. of the limes. It Clluses good men to mistion,-diligen,t,
industrious application. ~onfeive aDd injulfe eath other, 'alld holds
Good habits flow from good resolutions, hack the advanCl'ment of that free and
good associations and unyielding exer- earnest Christianity which must yet mastions.
, ter tbe who] e e••rth. Let us work, then,
I have not spoken of the aids of Relig.l aod not fight. And let us eve-r rememion, offered by the regular ministration of~ ber thllt C'ven its abettors are our human
this pulpit and the returning ordinances brethren, misguided ZlS we, also. often
of this church.
These are before yon are, and theic-fore need to I,ll' pitied and
weekly, and you are able to judge of helped. And all yOO1d& to speak and
them. We would they WNe more effect- l!Idyance truth and at loving spi~t. will
ual, for our own good and for yours. But serve to hel p on the day when trae Religpoor as they are, there are those--religion shall stand befOUl tDe world in all her
ious men, too-who would destfOy the~n. celestial temp.e-r and beauty, at ante the
Narrow-minded men, sectarians and big- mistress of all earthly good llIlld the guide
ots, there ever have been, and everwiH hI', to all heavenly joy.
who cannot see beyond their own little
But will some one tell me that the culpartizan notions, and whose notions hllve tore of his religious powers, we- now so
prevented them from knowing but little strenuously ~ecommend, will impose a
of anything, less of man, and least of yoke upon him a.nd Jestlain his Goo- given
all, of true religion, though they have} freedom. Not so. It is II choice between
been baptized and know precisely tIle Y,okesheavy and easy, we arC' asking you.
place and the time. These will not hin- to make. Will yOId DO'oV
to the yoke of
der you; for if you strive to be religious your passions, or of your rC'asoll~ Wi],
by improving your temper, your habits, you be master 'of youFsel f, OJ!allow theyour minds, and your life, they will nev- world to be your maste-,! Every Iighter underlotand you, and will giveyou over eous law and every divine law cheeEfully
to Satan, and what is better, perhaps, let obeyed, but extends your freooom. Theyou alone. They cannot judge of genu- law of faithfulness to your God-giverlJ
ine men. An oyster cannot judge of a poweri' and opportunities; to your fenowrobin; nor a toad, whatever venom may I men and your divin.e Father, does not
be in his head, of a nightingalr.
They 1 hamper Qr restIain. It is th~ IesistallC&

OUR

VISIT

of that law that enslaves
us. We are in'
a world that will not al ways yield to our
wishes, which does not always come up
to our ideal.
But our impatience
will
not make it over; the chafing of our pas·
sions against
its adaman tine negations
will not remove
them.
"Running,
not
raging, must win us the race." The world
js conditioned
to us, and we are condi·
tioned to it.
We may, and do, pine in
its bondage; we ask often for wings to fly
away; and those wings will come, but not
from abroad; they are folded now in our·
. selves, and as they are unfolded, we do
fIy away to God, and Heaven, and are at
rest.
The key to our prison a nd the
wings of our flight come from a hearty
acceptance
of the divine conditions
of
our being, and in the making of our good
will as broad as the demands upon us.If we resist the law of our being, it be·
comes a chain to gall us. If we evade or
fly from it, it follows us with the merciless
lash.
If we accept it, it becomes the law
of our freedom, triumph and glory!

TO OIlIO.

scarcely aboard till we were greeted by
friends from Nashville, and in a few hours
we were at home upon our little craft.The rivers were low, and we could not hope
for any other than "slows peed." Wewere al·
most a week on the way, and yet I could not
call it a tedious trip.
The weather was
never more lovely.
The Autumn is ever
the pleasantest season of our year; and we
were now in the midst of its beauties, its
balmyness, its gentle, and yet health-giving
frosts and winds.
There is no better point
from which to observe this beautiful and in·
teresting season, than thatof a slowly-moving
steamer along the changing banks of our
serpentine rivers.
You may sit out all day,
and most of the night, with impunity, and
drink in the delightful and temperate influences that come from the twilight waning of
the year.
These towering banks of the
now placid and brook-like
Cumberland,
seem like mighty monarchs,
dress-ed in
their "gorgeous
robes of 1'yrian dye,"
with their splendid coronets sitting doubt·
fully upon their heads.
While here and
there the ripened corn, and loaded fruit·

I

I

trees, and the

Our Visit to Ohio.

"Keep nol slandillgfixedand rooled,
Brisklyve)llure; bri,-klyroam;
l1eadandhand, where'er Ihou 1'001 ii,
And stout heart, are still at home.

give space for wandering

every sight.
I cannot call our autumns sad
or melancholy.
They ne\er have been so

is it,

ThaI the world was made eo wide,"
Leaving
our friends in Kentucky
on
vVednesday,
the 21st of September,
we
were kindly conveyed by them to Clarksville, to await a Nashville and Cincinnati
Packet.
While waiting for the boat, we
were induced to add ress the citizens of that
fl
. I'
't
.
W
OUrIS ling CI Y agam.
e had a full and
altenlire house, and manv a "God bless
)'e," to cheer us on our j~urne.
Parta.l
,
, "
y
kmg of the hospitalities
of several of our
old, and some new friends, the next dav
• .
, passed pleasantly away, despite the tedIUm
always connected
with "waiting
for the
wa"on." 'l'hursda
j"ht 1
V
b
ht
. "
y n"
,lOWe er, roug
us the Cumberland No.1; and by the aid
of our good bro. R., we were soon embarked

for the Queen

City.

of the wild

.....

In eachland the son doesvisit,
We are gay. whale'er helide;
"1'0

purple clusters

vine, tell of the bounty of Providence and
the plenty of our favored land.
The idea
of maa:nificence
and abundance
arises at

We

were

l

to me.
They are grand, they are complete, they are beautiful.
And to the poet
or observer, that woul1 still persist in rna·
king these, the "melancholy
days, the saddest of the year," we well may ask-

"Say. hadsl thou aeen
variegaled wood•. whenflrstthe frosl
Turos intobeaulv all OctobereharmsWhen Ihe dread'fever qui's us-when Ihe slorm
Of the wild equinox.with all iI. wei,
Ha,sleft the land asthe 11•• 1 deluge len ii,
~Wllh a brighl bow of many('olorsIlUng
l Upon the forrsl lops,-Ihou hadsl nol sighed.
The mooustays lon~eslfor Ihe hUllterUO\\;
The trees easldownIheir fruilage,and Ihe blilhe
Aud busysquirrelhoardshis winler sl,,,e;
Whileman enjoy. Ihe breeze, Ihat sweepsalong
The bright, blue sky abovelum, and thaI bends
Magnifleenllyalllhe forest's pride,
Orwhispers,through\be evergreens. and asks.
Whalis Iheresaddenillgin Ihe anlllmn leaves?"
Our

We passed blithely along the banks of the

----~~-----~~.
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beautiful Ohio, making very slight pauses
at the mt.ny villages, not to say cities, on
the way.
We entertained
each other by
conversations generally upon religi"us subjects, and often upon such forms of those sub·
jects as now greatly occupy the thinking
part of our generation.
We had Jews,
Christians of various sects, and skertics on
board, and all seemed harmonious enough,
while each did not hesitate to give us his
opinion.
We were more annoyed, however, with complaints of the unavoidable,the tediousness of our travel.
The larger
and speedier boats could not proceed at all,
and yet our hurrying American travellers
must be on, or complain of the only craft
that could possibly carry us. How few
llave learned to make a virtue of necessity!
How few adequately
prize tbe pleasures
tbat are open to us in all situations!
How
many rusb on to the new and the rare, and
know not that tbey have really enjoyed noth·
ing, till tbe whole ruund is exhausted!-

-~-~--~-----~~~

TO 01110.

Knowest thou the sublime relationships and
capacities of thy soul?
Fearest thou the
destiny eternal before thee?
Then stir lip
the active powers of thought within the~;
warm thy breast with its own sympathetia
fires; look to the calling within thee, wbatever may be the drudgery of the one without,-and
a new spirit will breathe o\'er
thy frame, at once actiYe and contemplative, and thus suited 10 all conditions of thy
being; new tones will come to tllY voice,
and the whining and the snapping will be
left for lowlier mouths; new words, and great
words, will come into thy mouth, delightful to hear; and thou wilt feel at last that in
thine own being God has given enougb to
make tbee sufficien t to tbysdfj
and place
and opportunity will then follow.
But despite all complaints, we arrived at
the Queen City six days after our departure
from C., and bad every day a bright one.-Here, again, we were met and warmly
< greeted
by Nashville h'iends on their way,

There is nothing upon earth witbout itS! or returning from the East, whither pleasdifficulties.
Let the le8son be early pon- ure and business bad invited them by scores
dered, and a new continent of pleasure and during the present Autumn.
We remained
profit is already opened to Life's adventu- but a few hours j and these were spent, for
reI'. There is that within us all made to the most part, in the agreeable company of
conquer obstacles, which makes the great- my good friend and brother, M--d,
of
ness of our nature.
It waits its time, and New Orleans.
The evening
found
us
then, overleaping the bounds of the narrow f snugly seated in the cars for Springfield,
circle in which others groan witb the bur· Ohio, and passing rapidly amid the smiling
dens of custom or superstition, it clears out furms and towns of the fertile Valley of the
new patbs, and gains the ends that alone Miami.
The spirit of improvement
seems
can satisfy a lofty aspiration.
Give to the to 1 eign as King Supreme in this lovely Valsoldier, the statesman,
or the divine the ley, but a few years since the land of tbe
idea that his lot is an unfortunate one, and wild m:ln, and the horne of the not yet for·
cannot be mended, and he will fret all his gotten and helOic Tecumseh.
I never pass
powers away in complaints of his condition. amid its shining marches of .civilization,
Jf the mood continue, he may be forsaken (without
remembering
the patriotic
old
by all love of this existence, and 1101<.1 the! Chief.
Tbis land was worth fighting for;
life and nature of mortals as nothing, or as i and even a, rude Indian, perhaps as fully us
a mere prinful, short and tarnished gleam erer Grecian or Roman chieftain patriotiof being.
But 'tis not manly; it is irrelig l caly felt for his altars, saw thut it Wa<> serious; I know of no Infidelity or Atheism vile and base to surrender it without a strug·
greater than this; for it is InfidelilY in the ~gle.
He made- the struggle-called
lind
bestgift of heaven and its immortal purposes.
counselled the tribes and warriors-despeAnd whenever I see it, I am ready to say: rately gave himself to the conflict--fell,-Oman, rememberest thou thine origin from and his people have ever since been wan·
Dothing by the hands of Infinite Wisdom? de ring on their way towards the setting
I

I

I

l
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sun.
Classic land, this; and heroic deeds
were done along these rippling waters and
solemn groves; but we are not their chronicier.
We have stood over and drank out
of the spring of the brave Chief; and felt,
as we were seated near by, that perchance
we we~e on the very.spot ~here he felt the
departing glory of hiS natIOn and the cer·
tain advance of the pale faces, and resolved
to preserve his llUnting.grounds or die.

as, when twenty years ago, I saw him in
the strength of his youth.
It must be a
source of pleasure to him to know that the
great principles of Religious Liberty, for
which himself and others have been so long
and so ardently contending,
are becoming
so unil'ersallj
prevalent all over our Godfavored land.
May he live to see them
continue to leaven every denomination and
community of our country, till, despit.1 all

I
I

I

We arrived an hour after night·fall at
the beautiful city of Springfield, and were
loon· in the bosom of relatives and connexions. We spent some two weeks in Springfield; one of which we appropriated
almost
exclusively
to rest.
But our \yorthy bro.

differences of opinion, all truly religiolls
men shall love and honor all who make
the love of God and their neighbor the rule
of their liv~s, whilst a divine charity and
service shall be extended to all of every
grade and condition of humanity.

H. and my connexions,
the Messrs.
F.,
The "Christian
Connection".
have just
would have us consent to preach.
We did opened, at Yellow Springs, some nine miles
&0, first in the
Baptist Church, and then in from Springfield, their" Antioch College,"
the City Haj].
We com~enced
with ordi- with over three hundred students!
Thill
nary congregations;
but before we closed, success, we think, is unprecedented;
and
it was difficult to accommodate the crowds we heartily rejoice in it. The College ill
that flocked to the Hall, although pne of founded upon proper principles;
and sepathe largest, if not the largest, in the place. rated, as it is, fi'om all personal aggranOur congregations,
we were gratified to dizement and selfish ambition, it can but
learn, were made up of the most intelligent
succeed.
The Hon. Horace .Mann, onQ
citizens of the place.
They gave us eve- of the first men of the times, is its PCl'si.
ry evidence of interest and pleasure in the dent; and his professional
associates
arlil
themes we discussed.
We were met here second to nO!le West of the Mountains.by many old acquaintances
and friends.We regretted that engagements in another
Some came down from Bellefontaine, some direction prevented our attendance upon its
thirty miles distant, with whom we had opening exercises, and especially as several
been happily associated in the years past, of its friends were anxious we should be
/lnd we renewed the tie of friendship and there.
We hal'e no doubt that the Institufellowship, which even the false and villain- tion Will soon be the pride of Central Ohio,
ous publica~ions of B. Franklin and 1. L. and rank among the first of the free, libPinkerton,
of the Chris/ian (?) Age, had eral and elevated Collegp.s of the country.
not effected, and had only served to strength-llts
location is alike beautiful and healthful.
cO,as we have found to be the case wherever Over one thousand scholarships
have al·
we have gone. We regretted our inability to ready been sold as an endowment.
Of the
visit their flourishing town, and had hoped buildings I mllst say a \vo d, that some idea.
to be able to do so, till within a day or two may be formed of the gigantic scale on
~f 0111' departure.
Here, also. we met EI- ~which this College is commenced.
The
der ISAAC N. WALTER, of the Christian t main building, in which are the chapel, liConnection, whose name is associated with bra"y, lecture-rooms,
laboratory,
cabinet,
my earliest. recollections.
His ministry has recitation-rooms, &c., is in the form of a
been an active and laborious one; and I cross, one hundred and seventy feet long,
noticed that the advancing years were ma- and the cross· one hundred
and ten feet
king marks upon his cheeks and locks; t11O' deep, four stories high, with basement un.
his finely prop~:lTtioned frame stood as erect del' the whole.
High towers rise on each

I
I

I

I
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corner of the centre, and also at the cor·
Ders of the wings.
It is a v~st pile, and in
good proportions alld taste.
On either side
of this building is a dormitory.
The main
building fronts East.
The dormitories end
to the East, and are one hundred and sixty
feet long, thirty·nine
feet wide, and four
itories high.
Each of the dormitories contain seventy-two rooms, with closets, &c.,
Ilnd a refectory
fur the students.
The
buildings are not quite finished.
Success,
we speak, for all Institutions founded u.;Jon
the liberal principles that have carried for·
ward so rapidly and successfully Antioch
( 'ollege!

among connexions and friends from whom
we had been long absent.
The greeting of
the livin!j, whose b\'st affections seemed
garnered for us, DOWthat onr quiet life had
been made a stormy one by an enmity and
malignity that has long been seeking an occasion to display itself, was free and full, but
it was not without thoughts of the departed,
and never forgotten. And then the Winter of
Age was deepening visibly upon the head pf
a Mother, who for years has felt that she
was halting on the verge of her earthly life.

From Springfield we passed to Lafayette,
Madison county, near the home of our connexions.
Here we had spent a Winter
some nine years since, and during that time
l1ad the pleasure of building up a respectable congregation,
which has since erected
a good house of worship, and preserved
regular worship in it. We were able to
I\ddress them but once, when a very large
audience were g'athered from their sparsely
populated plains.
Our meeting was every
way pleasant, and we hope to renew it be·
fore as many moons have passed, as waned
between our last coming together.
There
are many reasons why we love Lafayette
and its vicinage; but it would not do to detail them here; and although we have dispossessed ourselves of our little earthly possessions there, our spiritual interest in the
welfare of the brethren (',annot be disposed
of, but seems strengthened
now we have
no other "tie that binds."
We regretted
they were about to lose their worthy and
efficient Pastor, in the removal of bro. R.
HENRY.
It will be difficult to fill his place;
but we hope they will not allow their wor·
shipto be neglected,and that soon theywill be
able to secure the labors of some other
minister who "will also care for their souls."
May they find one who, instead of hectoring the sects, will seek to ''lead them beside the pea-:eful water~," after the example
of him whose loss they so sincerely regret,
is my anxious wish in their behalf.
The

days flew rapidly

as

Wel

passed

OHIO.

Gray lJairs have nothing, however, of sadness for me. They are indeed beautiful;
and llOnorable old age is the hanest
of
mortality, wlJOse joys and sorrows and ripened experience shine forth like fields of
golilen grain for the sickle; and the sickle
is not terrible, for it is held by tne hand of
the angel of God.
True, old age is feeble;
but it is quiet.
Its brow is wrinkkd; but it
speaks of wisdom.
Its eye is dim; but so
calm as almost to look into eternity.
Age
does not always sit gracE'fully upon every
one; but we think it does upon all who observe the rule of Addisun'
Remember
when yOll are young, tbat some day you will
become old; and when old, that you had
once been young.
It is beautiful to see
the aged leaning for support. and guidance
in thdr turn up0n a child or children whosQ,
footsteps they guided in infancy.
There is
no sermon equal to this sight, where the
duty of the child is affectionately peFformed. It preaches the eternal lesson. of a
common brotherhood,
despite the name of
parent and child; and tbe one that is akin to
it: our dependence upon one another, from
the cradle to the grave.
It is a lesson of affection for the parent, most unselfish and
dutiful and kind.. Still, Age also- has its
lesson to learn; for we must ever be \rearni ng.
It is not everyone who knows how U>.
be old.
To presen'e the heart green while
the head is gray-Ah!
I will bow down. in
reverence to the man or woman who can so
keep it wherever I meet thern~ for such arechildren of God, however the creed or the·
church may regard them.
And they must.
not thj;j\k that younger folks always err be-

I
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cause they lqok not upon the world thro'
spectacles.
We thank God, therefore, that
despite the ravages of death, which have
carried away the Father and two of the
loveliest of her children, we were still permitted to see a bright and happy old age attended, cared for, and its decline made

heart.
We should not forget that our
good brethren
of the Methodist
Church,
Rev. Joshua Boucher, R. Miller, and othen, made us companions while in Springfield, and we found them as free and as liberal in their sentiments
as any denounced
as Heretics in our travels.
Their kindness,

i ~nd

s~ooth to ys resting.pl.ace,
by dutiful an~
filIal oversight
and gUidance.
So may It
ever be, with mine and thine, reader; and if
we do our duty, so it must be.

,

. We spent some five days in Cincinnati.During the time, the Missionary and Bible
Societies, that command the attention of a
few of our Brotherhood, held their sessions.
We Ilad been politely invited to take no part
in their sage deliberations,
and of course
we did not.
They were thinly attended;
and if we judge of the interest manifested
in the address of the President, A. Campbell, we think they commanded no great
deal of attention or interest, outside of the
few representatives
present.
There were,
perhaps, some two hundred persons
who
heard the address.
We forbear to speak
either of the nature of their meeting, its
purposes,
or the character
of some who
composed it. It did not impress us much,
any way, and our views of Bible and Missionary operations as it proposes
to con·
duct them, being so different, not to say opposite, to those who make and officer these
Societies, we forbear to speak of them. For
our bro. Barclay, at Jerusalem,
we have
the highest respect, whatever may be tho't
of the utility of his mission.
While in the city, we enjoyed the society of bro. M--d
and a few others, and
bad the pleasure of hearing Father Gavazzi in his crusade
against the errors and

I

the longest day bends down to evening, and
its fatiguing motion earns us rest, so the
longest visit finds its end, and we must
"way to our home
in tbe South,
or
the Winter will be upon us. The shrill
whistle of the locomotive
calls us off
from kindred and brethren, many of whose
names and images are engraven
upon our

fra.ternal a~ection, and the spiritually
Improvmg meet lOgs we attended with them,
we shall never forget.
Rev. G. W. Quin.
by, of the Star in the West, paid us kind at-

tention, and offered us the Melodeon in
which to address the citizens of Cincinnati,
and promised an overflowing house, if we
desired to preach.
But we declined.
"\-Ve
shall (D. V.) give ourselves that pleasure
at a time not far distant.
We found Mr. Q.
a gentleman
of good Christian spirit, and
deeply regretted that our interview should
have been necessarily
so brief.
We hope
to meet him again shortly.
But I cannot close without expressing
my surprise and gratification at the growth,
wealth and comfort of the country of Central Ohio, and the liberality with which 1
was welcomed everywhere,
even by those
who differ with me on many religious ques.
tions.
May the blessing of Heaven rest
upon and promote this spirit of liberality,
both amongst us and all, until this glorious
land of ours, and all its churches, shall be
radiant with sound knowledge, a pure reo
ligion, and a divine charity.

i
I

J. B. F.
Woman's Mission.

i

BY W. G. ELIOT,

JR.,

OF ST. LOUIS.

I

"Let YOllrlight SP shine before men that they may see
your good works and glOrIfy your Father who i. in
Heaven."-Matt.
v.lO.

,

crimes of the "Romish
Catholics;"
and
Miss Lucy STONE, upon Slavery.
But as
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I

Concluded.,

It was my intention
to ~peak in this
discourse of woman's duties towards the
poor and suffering; but I have said !O
much on other topics, that I can say nothing on this. It is an important
subject
which has never been treated as carefullr
as it deserves.
The poor will never b••
properly provided for until they are place,l

WOMAN'S

MISSION.

nlore directly under woman's care.
Poor
In view of such great responsibility
Jaws, alms-houses
and committees of men resting on her, have we not a right to de·
lire useful in their place, but charity is mand of society, that greater means for
floubly blest when administered
by wo- woman's
education
should be provided?
man's hand.
Let her have the opportunThe education of the young is exclusively
ity of learning
by expetience,
so as to in her hands, and her natural capacity of
avoid being betrayed, by her sympathies
teaching is greater than man's, so that the
or by well·contrived
imposture, into inju- schools of our whole land are likely to
dicious action, and the same money will, be under her control; yet the provision for
do more good and go further in her hands her own education is so imperfect that sh~
than in any other way.
But I should in-' requires an unusual degree of diligence to
cur the risk of tiring your patience,
al- become a well educated
person.
In this
ready too severely taxed, if I were to en· respect society seems blind to its own in·
large upon the f'ubject now, and hope that terests.
Legislators
experiment
in lawItt some future time I may find an oppor- making,
and incur the risk of dividing
tunity of bringing it before you.
families by making a separate
purse beHere, then, is the true idea of woman's
tween husband and wife, and by granting
mISSion.
In her own place, wherever it every facility of divorce-experiments
at
may be, and with all her influence, wheth- which I cannot
help looking with 'a good
or it seem to Qe great or little, let her CtlUnt deal of distrust; but they do comparativeherself as the missionary
of Christ's re- ly little
to elevate the standard of wo°
ligion, a laborer with him in the cause of man's education.
A State is seldom ten
righteousness.
Let her light so shine be- years old, perhaps not passed from the
fore men that they, seeing her good worb,
leading strin~s of territorial
government,
may glorify the Father who is in Heaven. j before it has colleges and universities
and
Let her become the salt of 'the earth, re-' high schools for boys and young men; but
membering,
also, that if the salt lose its for females,
the village school, with or
savor, the purifying influence of religion,
without a beggarly appropriation,
is ac·
it becomes more worthless e\'en than com- counted enough.
But legislators
do as
mon dust,
I know that this is man's miSe their constituents
demand,
and the blame
ilion, too, and that his life also becomes \ therefore rests where the punishment
is
debased, unless con:>ecrated to goodness.
fel t; for the consequence
is that women ar~
But woman is bound to the same cause by but half educated, and their duty as moth·
peculiar motives, and is able to prosecute
ers and teachers but half performed.
it under peculiar advantages.
She is able
N or does the neg] ect cease with the
to begin at the beginning,
to direct the school-days.
The whole arrangements
of
first development
of the mind, and almost society, even in the most advanced cities
to secure its growth in righteousness.
She of the world, seem to indicate that it is
controls the affections of men, and there· not expected of women to read or think,
by moulds their character.
If she could but that, as a general thing, it is enough,
only understand
the importance
of her' after her routine of duties are over, to en·
position and the greatness of her work, as joy herself and be agreeable.
the educator of the human race, she would
We have lately seen in the newspapers
find enough to employ
all her faculties,
descriptions
of magnificent
hotels in easand to satisfy her highest ambition.
So- tern cities, built and furnished at a cost
ciety has no other hope than this; for if beyond that of palaces; and among the ar·
woman becomes worldly and irreligious,
rangements
we find every appliance
or
I<lciety is educated in the same spirit, nnd luxury and elegance,
For gentlemen,
a
its tendency must be l;ontinually
down. reading·room
is supplied with newspaperll
ward.
1 and journals from every part o£theworld,

l

l
l
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and every facility
for using them.
But
for ladies, Turkey
carpets and silk cur·
tains are enough, and neither book, nor
journal,
nor newspaper
is provided
{or
their use.
Would it not be a popular,
as
it would certainly
be a judicious movement, to provide a reading parlor or circu·
Iating library,
together
with other luxu·
ries.
Care enough is taken of woman's com·
fort, but it would be well to think more of
the intellectual
enjoyment, and not com·
pel her to resort to gossip or shopping,
for the sake of passing the time.
In our library associations,
also, which
adorn every, city, and will soon become
the pride of ours, how small encouragement is given, except to men, fo.r their use.
'The
lady may visit them as a matter of
curiosity, or for the selection
of a book,
but no place is assigned to her, where she
can feel quite at home, for the purpose of
reading books which she may not wish to
take away,
or where she may be quite
sure that she is not intruding.
I think that
3heshould
have equal rights and privileges in all such institutions.
Give her the
facilities of continued
self-education,
and
she will probably
use them.
Nearly
all
of us, whether men or women, conform
O'Jrselves, in a great degree, to what is ex.
pected of us.
Let society expect and reo
quire of the young lady to be fond of
reading
and diligent in self· culture,
and
she will probably
be glad to become so.
But after all the aids that society can
give, the work of moral and intellectual
improvement
is chiefly in our own hands.
It is a work of self·culture
more than anything else.
The Scriptures
teach that
even our salvation
must be worked out,
Imaer Divine
direction"
for ourselves.. t rue 0 f e d uca t'Ion In
. k now. 1
Th e same IS
"
.
edge and vIrtue, In the present life. The
young must take hold of it with an indio
vidual purpose.
They should
use the
means within their reach'to
the best adt
d th
'11 fi d th t
11
van ag.e~an
e~ WI
n
a sma
op·
portuUltles,
we11lmproved,
are better than
the ,greatest, if used less carefully.
Let
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me end, therefore,
as I began, in urging
upon them the necessity of thoughtfulness
and industry.
Let the young lady determine that she will not be a trifler, devoted
to pleasure, desiring only to be waited on,
greedy of admiration, driven to and fro by
every wind of fashion.
Let her be at
least as careful in the adorning of her

mind as of her person.
Let her hr,ve
principles of conduct, from which neither
the example nor persuasions
of thought.
less people can make her swerve.' However highly she may prize the elegancies
of life, let her prize still more highly the
substance
of life, which is found in mod.
esty and a well-governed
temper; in gentIe ness of manners and a womanly character.
Some may smile at the homeliness
of my advice, and they may find a more
attractive
and easier way in the routine of
fashionable life.
'rhey may say that they
have no particular
desire to be wise and
well·instructed,
judicious
and good women, and that they are satisfied to enjoy
themselves as they go along.
Their conduct proves
the sincerity
of their words,
but they will probably live to see the day
when all their facinations
will not save
them from neglect, and the real trials of
life will prove the necessity of real strength
of character.

Finally, let the foundatioll
of charaeter be laid where alone it can be well laid,
in religion.
"Remember
thy Creator in
the days of thy youth,"
Hold fast to
that religion which has redeemed your sex
from servitude and degradation,
and which
is needed to redeem your own souls from
the servitude of the world, and the degradation of a selfish heart.
Be religious;
not sectarian or bigoted, as if the riches of
God's grace were confined within the limits
of this. or that church; nor seek a sentimental piety. very devout on Sunday and .•ery
worldly
through the week; but be reli _
ious with genuine, sincere faith, with h~mility towards God and charity towards
man.
Learn to be followers
of Jesus
Christ, who first understood the depths of
woman's nature,
and whose religion bestows upon her a strength which is not her
own.
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Spiritual Manifestations.
man of God, to which prayer a,nd watchBrief of an ExllOrtal'ionfor a Devotional ing and loving trust will anoint thee every
Meeting.
day.
The presence of pure· hearted and
Men are anxious now to know how to
cheerfully
religious persons laffords a become mediums to draw responses from
strength to their associates not always ap- the Spiritual world. Will they allow me
preciated. I knew a subject of deep af· to point out the best qualification and
fliction to. say, that when in the presence method?
Spiritual.mindedness;
trusting
of a lad of not more than fifteen Sum- faith in God's goodness, brightened by
mer~, she could bear everything cheerful· constant use in acts of kindness at home
ly; and when I made his acquaintance, I and benevolence everywhere, will make
was not surprised at the happy influence, them see and realize more of spiritual
for he was evidently one whose whole things than hundreds who pass through
heart was in harmony with the will of the mesmeric trances of undeveloped and
Providence, which he loved, and scarcely worldly manipulation.
knew that he loved. At his approach
I, to?, unwaveringly believe in the extrials and perplexities were forgotten, and istence and nearness of the departed, who
smiles and conciliating words and kind· are still our spirit-friends.
Indeed, I canness assumed their rule. And yet there not look back to a period in my life when
were those who spoke of his cheerfulness this faith was not near me. But a con·
with fear, and seemed sad as they heard stant growth in grace, and increase in dihis hearty laugh. Horrible views of Re- vine love, ever and alone at-sures me that
ligion still prevail, and must be expected I am not alone, and that the Father is with
to prevail, so long as our view.s of the me; and when the power of his Spirit
universe and of God are so immature and guards and directs my thoughts, I know
forbidding.
that all kindred spirits are near me. The
It is possible for every Christia
to sense of his Presence creates the atmosbreathe the breath of Heaven, and cover ph ere, and, for ought I know, the magnet.
his every·day intercourse with the beau· ic medium, for the nearness of Spirit
ty of holiness; and whenever this is done, minds. But whether this be so or not, we
Christians will become the life and joy of all know that the pure in heart have visthe world. There is something in tem· ions of God, and that that purity alone
perament; but there is yet more in effort renders life beautiful and cleanses us from
and will. We may differ in the suavity of all sin that would drive away or hinder
our manners-may
have different degrees the influx of the good, either of earth or
of attractiveness; but a realizing sense of Heaven. Godly penitence for error and
God's fatherly presence over all his works sin will bring us to the sense of God'~
and ways, will clothe any temperament pardoning love; and our hearts, trusting
with the beauty of holiness. No man that love, will often be melted until ther
should claim to be a Christian who does can be thoroughly moulded into the image
not possess a tender heart and a devout 0 Christ, which image will show itself in
spirit. This is the substratum of the supreme love to the Father and all his
Christian character-the
spirit of Christ, suffering children. And by diligent culwhich makes us his-the spirit of tender· ture ofourreligious powers,we maycome inness and devotion. Fully possessed of to sympathy with all purified minds, and
this spirit, we have at once the holiest mis- at l&ngth feel and act in unison with Heavsion in the universe to fulfil.
To cheer en and its hosts. He the t thus feels and
the disconsolate; to open the pent-up acts, will ever be the light, hope and comheart of the care·worn, and become t? alll fort of his home, and of many hearts.a joy-prouucing friend, is thy work, O! And were .he Church of Christ, so cal led'
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filled with the experience
of this attractexpect at their hands!
Spirit of grace and.
ive spirit of Christ, it would at once be- of God, help us everyone!
Amen.
come what it was designed to be-the
J. B. F.
medium of deliveraNce
from error, igno.
Tance and sin to all the world.
The Religion of Progression in contrast
with that ofLimitation.
I stood over the bed·side of an amia· "And hesaiduntotlJem,Yeknow
how that itis an unlaw.
ble man dying with a slow, wasting dis·
f,,1 thing, for smau that is a Jew, to keep company,
etise.
I spoke to him of God's goodlles~
or come unto one of another nation: but God hath
in his own

experience

and in the world,

.howed me that I .hould not call any man common or
unc:ean.'·-Acts
x. 28.

and he seemed to believe, and even adore.
"VE have here in direct contrast two op:lnd asked, Will you not be a posite doctrines.
"It is not lawful to assoChristian?
The word aroused him as from ciate with a man of another nation;" and
-a long and painful dream. "A Ghristian!"
"call no man common or unclean."
They
:said he; "those I know are false men-men
have errch its appropriate
origin and sanc'Of prete sion-men
whose word I cannotl tion.
The oI]e in Judaism; the other in
believe, end whose words and deeds me i Christianity.
The one receives its sanction
words of detraction
and injury.
Talk to from nearly all usages aod ceremonies of
me of God, and of Christ, and of honest the Jewish law; the other its enunciation.
men, but not of Christians!"
He was too development and authority in the gospel'of
weak to say more, but his manner was that Christ.
'1'he highest honor we can confer
of expressive thought and feeling.
I went upon the exclusive doctrine is, to call it naaway
sorrowful.
And now I ask you, tional; the other :s universal.
The one is
who profess al~o to be Christians,
~hall of tbe spirit of time; the other of eternity.
this charge be true?
May kind Heaven
Tho one has the limit of place; the other is
forbio it, or remove me fwm being respon- of 11,e extent of a boundless universe. The
.sible as your spiritual teacher!
one is of the spirit of man; the other of
Let us seek in earnest the reality and God.
The one is of Palestine,
a tribe,
lleauty of holiness.
Let us cleanse our ~ntl engenders littleness;
the other of the
-hearts from tlle stains of worldly ambition, universe, of the race, and partakes of the
and occupy them with heavenly work.nature of God's paternal greatness.
The
Nothing will help us to this more than the one served as a depository in an age of vioculture of our devotiooal feelings and the lenee for the other, and prepared the WHy
fellowship
of good men.
Let us cultivate for its coming.
The one is of the flesh,
the Jove of ~ruth, both in word and act, narrow and confined, looking to a God of
however it may come in conflict with our the Jew, and of Judea only; the other is of
fancied in terests.
Let us make our inter-. the Spirit, as [ree and wide-spread as the
ests what they sh'Ould be: the interests of fields of Nature and the unfolded heavens;
~ruth and righteousness;
the principles of and it looks up to the unfailing Shepherd,
.he dQctrine of Christ;
and our preach- who everywhere makes known the prining will become beautiful and our worship- ciples of Jove, unity and recipr6cation, ma-'
ing assemblies will be clothed with hurnili- king every flower inviting; every grove a
~y and hrotherly love.
sanctuary of prayer and devotion, and the
spirit of fidelity-spirit
of God-come
whole universe a fold of peace and safetv,
near and make us a sweet savor of life, ho- in which all may be gathered and blessed.
liness and peacG to all around.
Spirit of "The Jew only is clean; call no man comPatience!-spirit
of God!-leave
us not, mon!"
How wide the contrast!
and still forbear!
Still continue thy graBut we will be asked, and very pertinentcious influences until all called Christians
Iy, Did not both doctrines come from God?
here shall qe as winning to the world as And jf so, how can ·you account for an ex• their holy professions have Jed the world to c1u~ive lind a universal
reliO'ion flowinrr
2
•
0
~

I con tinued,
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,
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from the same divine source?
vVe answer, the divine and the universal
begins.
I!J'
without hesitancy,
it is easily accounted
Natural Agriculture,
you connt that yow
for-ju~t
as we account for two depart- have the- divine- for the production ofa crop,
ments of manfs nature' and interests c:oming when you have found the pJ'oper soil for'
frolll the same God:
~an i human for
human ends; has hlS anImal and earthly
,
appetites and relations:
and man also is
divine for divine ends, and haS' his spiritual
and eterna} Felatio?s.
He is created for
this world, and also for another.
What
may be necessary for him here may not be
when he bas changed the mortal for immortality.
God adapts him and the universe
to both departments of his interests.
We,
also, act upon tbe same principle.
\Ve say

l the

pr~per see.d in the prope~ climat.e ..The SOil and clrmate adapted, IS the diVIne'
appointment;
and not any man-made standard of soil and climate.
So in the Bible~
1 The criterion of the DivilJ'e in tho Bible is~not a man-made
standard
of faith and
l conduct which we attempt to apply to aU
acts and all stages of societYr for if so"
then Judaism might be perpetuated,
with allitsbur~ensome
feasts and fasts, and exclusive worship and manners.
vVhat, then,.
I

to our child at school, Contend for tbe is the criterio'n?
prize, though that prize may be, intrinsicI. Good,ness in t1fe aim-and
'Wisdom
ally, a mere bauble.
It stands us a te- in the means-and progress in the conseward of meritoriousattaiornent,
and serves' que~ce3.
This will s~.o,v pure divioity
to call out the latent powers of the mindl.j anywhere.
In your body; in yonr farms;
But when that same child has become a in your business; in scienee; in governman, we say, Contend only for the appro' ment.
Judaism
ba<i goodness for its aim,
bation of God in the testimony of a good wisdom in its- means, and has led to the
conscience.
Both regulations are wise, imd highest progression of the world, by alfordboth con uce to the development of char- ing a nursery for Christianity.
It was Divineacter and the ha ppiness of the world'-l
Ollce, for ooce it was "unlawful;" but now it
Both look to different relations of the same > bas passed awav,• for !!I0 mali fS to be accountindividual.
So also we often give contra- {ed "common 01' uflcleal')." In the early age&
dictory commands.
To a boy who has dis- it was ,rise to reveal Religion through tbe'
locateq his leg, we say, Lie still: wllile to sensl!fJ;for the darkness of idolatry covered
the same lad, when hale and hearty, we the earth.
The Jewish
ceremonial
and
cry out, Rise with the lark, and away to worship afforded a splendid matel'ialism to'
wvrk, or school, as the early morning leads this end.
And the rich and compreben3iveupward th13 rising day. Upon t~e same promises of its opened minds in its prophets,
principle it was at one time wise and good kings and priests, looked forward to the'
for God to sanction a system of exclusive- time when "all the ends of the earth would
ness, and at another time to rend asunder remember and turn unto the Lord, and aU
its walls of separation
and tear its narrow the kindreds of the nations should worship
yeil from off its holiest place.
He benignly before him;'
We bope you will apply tbisadapted his revelations to the necessities of rule.
There is no good aim in seleciing
the case; to tbe condition and capabilities
wise means and leading the progressive
of lhe people he dealt with; intending in advancement
or the race, but what Inay
uue time to stnd by them the message of lay the highest claim to the Divine.
good wi\l, which should be "to all people."
Another object we have in view ill' the
I

But we have stated these facts, not mere-

ly

to draw this contrast, but for a higber
and more instructive end.
We wish to lay
before you the criterion of the Divine in all
things.
You will desire to know where tbe
human and the exclusi\'e enus, and where

use of the contrast in our text,
tbat,
II. Adaptationandgrowtli

divine operation everywhere.

is

to state-

are tokens of

Tbis is implied in our previous remarks; but we desire to give it distinctness in our thoughts.

~-
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Do you desire to know whether a doctrine sawall received into Heaven, by God.......•.
divine-is of God r Look at its adapta- Then, and not tl11then, could he say, "Gall
tion to your wants and condition, 'and its not that common which God hath cleansed."
power of growth or expansion. All na- Great was the change he uilderwent, and,
ture is growth, development.
From noth- difficult was it even afterwards to preserv~
ing, or immaturity, it goes forward "to the Oatholic and God-like tendencies Gf
perfection."
The sterile rock beneath our that change. Even Paul, when lIe, too,
feet; the nutricious vegetables that crowd had learned the golden truth that "God
our tables, and the burning Rerap11before was tIle God, of the Gentile as well as of
the face of Jehovah, swift and strong to the Jew," reproved him for dissimulatiolt
do his will, are the outgrowth of immature in countenan~ing a proposed return to the
germs-the result of the law of adaptation exclusiveness of the Law. This rel'elatiOIl
and development.
Mov-ement towards re- -"call no man common"-was an anticifinement and perfection, is the gradual and pation of the highest truth a Providential
eternal law of all nature. The: substance Science has disclosed. From the days of
of the earth progresses to mineral and Newton, we have spoken of but one ullicrystalized bodies, and these to the vegeta- verse. One God and one family had beec
ble, and these to the animal; and when still revealed to Peter and the rejoicing ani
more purified, it becomes perfected so as to Creed spirits of' his 'day. So that we ClUl
associate with and compose the organiza- say, We have but one Fat.her of infinite
tion of man. This is pre-eminently true perfect.ion; one universe of infinit.e boundaof that internal and invisible quality and ry and duration; one spiritual family or vaessence which we call mind; the truth of all ried earthly fortunes; and one eternal anll
truths, the end of all malerial means, the progressive destiny. "CALL NO MAN COl(real of all realities; which transcends all MON."
forms, even the forms of our bodies, and
But al!ow me to ask: Is Peter's declarawill exist when they have completed their tion believed? Is it believed in our churchmortal purposes and shall have passed es? Then why their exclusive ceremoniaway. So, also, the holiness of the bright- als and Pharisaical §eparations? He beest saint that ever stood upon the summit lieved it when near his death he sa iii
,
pf human excellence, has its counterpart "Honor all men."
Who cumplies with
in the guileless simplicity and lovely affec- this injunction of universal application ftion of an infant. The whole universe, in Men are just beginning to do it as they send
its every part, leads to the development of forth their sympathy and help to the blind
,
the mind, heart and conscience, in propor- the lame, the outcast, the
downfallen. But
tion as we give it attention. The Law was some still bu ild their foolish waIJs of sepaa school-master, until Christ, in the same ration high as heaven, as they think. So
sense. But as Christ has come, the repre- thought the Jew of his covenant of cir.
sentative of the race and 'of all conceiva- cumcision, which he called everlasting, and
ble perfection for the race, we are no lon- bis sectarian distinctions generally, Byt
ger under the tyranny of the school·master. his temIJle is fallen; his nation is scattered,
ill

And Peter, himself a Jew, must needs undergo the development necessary to the
assertion of this truth-"cal!
no man un
clean." Once be would call down fire on
a Samaritan city; but the Divine Master
said, "Ye know not of what spirit you are
of." He never fully learned of that spirit
until after the vision of the sheet, filled
wiLh all, sorts of beasts and reptiles, and

and his glory has departed. So will it be
with every sectarian and exclusive system
in Christendom; for the same God reign,
who came down upon Zion when her altan
were in pollution and swept them away.
But once a'dmit this truth-Hcal! no maa
common"-into your heart, and it will regulate all the current of its affections, It is
but the proper outgrowth lind direction of
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lelf-Iove.
If I properly love myself, I, will then, let us say in ueed, as well as in word,
love my fellow, my equal, my brother.
Call no man "COM~1ON OR UNCLEAN!"

J. B. F.-

"Self-love but serves the generous mindto wake,
As the smootbpebblestirs the peaceful lake;
Tile ('entre moved, a circle straight succeeds
Another, and still another spreads.

I

Religious Liberty and Church Independence.

Friend,
Parent, Neighhor,first
it will race;
embrace:
Hiscount~ynext,
and then all buman
Wide and more wide tbe overflowingsof the mind,
Takes every creature in of every kind I",.

C hTlsttanity,
. .

as taught by Christ, dis·
tinctly recognizes the existence,
in every
man, of a sphere of Conviction and Con-

Jesus lived and died' to sanction this law
of love before Peter preached it, or cou,ld
utter the words of ollr text.
God now
speaks to us in that life and the truth which
flowed from it. Ages may be required to
work it into all the elements of society;
but whenever it is done, the true Millenniurn will have dawned,
and Heaven come
down to earth.
In proportion as we work
it i[}to our soul~, do we establish the Millennium, or the Kingdom of Heaven, within us. And could we this day know our.

science 'above the authority of all human
tribunals.
In this recogni tion, it but reaffirms a primary dictate of Reason, that
the relation of man to God depeI;lds upon
no breath
of mortal, and cannot be a
subject of legal enactment, either by civil
or ecclesiastical courts.
No body of men
can buy or sell, or otherwise dispose of the
conscience of any man; for though the selleI' should receive the price, or consent to
the disposition,
yet he continues to hold it.
He holds it, however; in hypocrisy.
Who

selves; our spiritual capacity; the affinity of can sell his Conscience, or who can yield
our minds with God; their normal power; it, except to his convictions?
It is ever'
their connection with futurity; the depend- mani(est, therefore,
that when a human
ence of our whole happiness
o~ right af~ i power assumes a lordship over the sphere
fections and action, we would at once arise of Conviction
and Conscience,
it aasumes
and say: we, tpo, will not account, neither in the prerogatives
of God himself!
This
our faith, or fellowship, or intercourse, any sphere has never been surrendered
by God
"man
as common."
The sense of this to any secondary power; for though we haye
truth is the sense of duty to all men--is the a rignt to address each other's Reaso,n, and
love that fulfills every divine law-the
love by all honorable means seek to spread our
of our neighbor as ourselves.
It is to us measure of knowledge,
still the Reason we
the greatest
gift of God.
He gives it to address, must decide for itself, and will de·
us by giving us his Son, who lived and died cide according to the measure of its devel·
to illustrate it. This principle, once right- opment
and its amount of faithfulness to
ly developed within us, will carry us for- truth.
., CaU no man Master or Father upward forever.
The whole Christian Re, on the earth," is the clear precept of Christ,
ligion is a testimony to its power, and the and is illustrated by every act of his life,
necessity of our receiving it. By it the and most triumphantly'
sealed in his sub·
wOI"th of man is established.
By it our miSSIOn to an unjust and arbitrary condemcommon Father would create us into a new nation.
No true disciple of his can ever
image,_even the image of Jesus, the bright- I exercise lordship over the conscience of
ness of his own glory---the express repre- his brother; anq an assembly of men, assentation of the character of Him who sends suming sllch exercise, can lay no claim to
his blessings upon the evil and the good, thl' designation--"
Church of Jesus Christ."

r

the just and the unjust.
By it he would
purify our souls from every stain of envy
and selfishness; co~municate
to them a
new power over eVil, and bless U3 with a
hope of immortal
development.
Verily,

The foolis'h and fierce controversies
of
past ages, tear,ing asunder even the human
relations of men.; the zeal for per eeution,
which has disgraced the history of all State
churches and of all churches
seeking the
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province and power of the State, have had tice; and that every attempt to establish petheir origin in the violation of this funda- culiar and distinctive doctrines had served
mental principle of Reason and Truth.to perpetuate ignorance and superstition;
And however it may seek to cover up the to foster the sectarian >spirit; to infringe the
selfish and fleshly passions that give it force Christian
Liberty
of individuals
and
and di, ection,-under
avowed love for "the churehes, and disturb the practical influence
good of the cause," "the honor of God ," of Religion.
They formed variou~ church·
the "love of Christ,"
and desire for the es in all the States, varying somewhat in
"salvation of souls,"-it
will in tbe end be the nature and extent of their faith, but ill
seen to be anti-Christian
in spirit and ten- no case disfellowshiping each other for dif ...
dency, and calculated,
more than all the ferences in conscientious convictions.
The
Heresies
or' Infidelity
of the world, to movement gave a new impetus to religious
break up the peace and prosperity of so- investigation everywhere,
and churches of
ciety.
LiberalOhristians
were organized with the
An assumption over the Conviction and avowed intention of permitting
no man to
Conscience
by any human tribunal,
sub- lose his fellowship in them for his conscienverts free inqlliry; destroys the independtious convictions, so long as he led a devout
ence of all religious communities;
breaks and upright life.
up the improving and joyous intercourse'
Alexander
Campbell's
and his father
of good men; drives the best gifts and ac- Thomas Campbell's
movement among the
quiremr'nts,
with the best men, away from Baptists, some years after the period referthe as~ociation that submits to the'tmnatu·
red to above, as it opposed all human creeds
ral assllmption;
promvtes hypocrisy to the and the decrees of all church courts, and
extent to which it can offer inducement for seemed
almost an ()xtravagant
protest
acquiescence
in its assumption;
stagnates
against "the clergy and clerical assumpthe rnental cullurc> of all under its power; tion," was understood
to be of this same
discountenances
and treats with intolerance
free and fraternal
spirit.
Many churches
nlltho"ght beyond its narrow ci rcle, calling in Kentucky,
and the West generally,
i~usually impious, ungodly, or infidel i pro- formed. a union with the Messrs. Campbell
motes ignorance in the place of knowledge;
and their associates,
under the influence of
prt::jlJdice in the place of chaTity, and gives this impression.
The union gave great raprom,ncnce to men who, of all others, seem pidity to the movement in favor of religious
possessed
of the least claim to place or liberty,
and churches grew up in many
influence.
It condemntd the Lord of glo- parts of the country, renouncing all sectary, and has persecuted all possessed of his rian names, creeds and human authority
spirit, in all ages, and at this moment does ·in religion,
leaving the mind of their
more to prevent the advancement of man- membership.
free to read the word and
kind in knowledge and happiness than any works of God, and draw from them their
single cause".
o",'n conclusions.
Seeing these and other resulls following CHURCH
IN NASHVILLE,
AND ITS
in the train of ecclesiastical authority,
rna·
RESOLUTIONS.
ny of lhe most religious and patriotic men
Among others, a Church in Nashville,
of the United Slates, in different and wide-l Tenn., was organized,
\\ hich, near the
ly separated parts of the country, at or near 1 time of its organization, gave expression to'
the b£'ginning of this century, determined ~ils views of Church Independence
in the
to shake off the authority of human creeds following language: "We will not be reand the shackles of prescribed modes and quired to subscribe, to any human instruforms o( religious fellowship.
These men ment of un ion as the test of our doctrine
insisted tbat ev(:ry man must judge for him- or practice."
"We consider ourselves at
self in matters of faith and religious prac- liberty to appoint our own teacher or teach-
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ers, and all other officers, without moles-;:'- \ a state of trial, which seems only to end~~
tion or assistance from any; to judge for its great principles more and more to those
'(lurselves when the sentiments deli~ered by who appreciate, or care for, them.

I

oor teacher are contained in the Holy BiWe believe it occupies the only consist·
ble, without acknowledging
tbe right of any ent position.
While repudiating
in prinei
flthers to interfere in the judicial investi- pie all authority over the consciences
of
gation of sucb sentiments. " Every church men, it does not assume it in practice.eught to have "a full, free, and. unmolested
While renouncing all written human creeds,
liberty of ·Conscience .."
"We are far from it does not establish an unwritten
one.believing that all ,is koown,and
are there- While denying. the ri~ht of the leaders of
, fore willing to learn what is trutb, whoever
Catholic or Protestant
churches around it
'be the instrument
of p(}intigg us to it," to dictate to it matters of faith or practice,
.&c., &c.
it does not allow the Pastors of other
In the possession of this freedom, this churches, heretofore
in more close affinity
Church had lived and prospered
for more to it, to interfere with its internal regula.
than twenty years.
But while in the high- tions.
And still, while occupying this free,
-est period of its prosperity, it \vas disturbed 1 strong and determined
position, its arms;
by Mr. A. Campbell and others c~1ling up-l are wide open to receive and live with all
I on it to repudiate the teaching of its ac- the followers of ou~ Lord and Savior Jesus
knowledged
Pastor, because of views con- Christ, without respect to differences
of
cerning the future state of spirits.
Mr. opinion.
It desires,
and we h0l'e will
C., and those who promo;ed the disturb- strive" to promote just and happy relations
ance, were not,members of this church, and even with those who protest against its reof course, u,pon the principles
avowed cent actions.
Whatever
duty it may owe
above, and upon !\Ill,principles of n;ligious to itself, to posterity, and to the Church of
liberty,and
church independence,
had no Christ in defending
the rights
of conauthority over its action.
It chose to sus- science, either its own or those of otbers;
tain its Pastor, ,and has done so on three however firmly it may rese!)t every asEeveral occasions, by the largest votes ever sl1mption upon those rights; still, we hope
taken of its membership since it bas ,been that no passion or bitterness of feeling will
organized.
Some twenty-nve
have pro- ever dishonor the efforts it may feel itself
tested against the sentiments of the Pastor, compelied to make in that defence and rebut the majoriLy of the church have signi- sistance.
It may pass through a severe
ned their desire "to retain ,him above all trial.
But let misrepresentation
be met by
ethers."
So the freedom of the church is just stateme~ts of fact; let crimination from
preservee,
and its p!'osperily not materially
abrqad, and from those who needlessly ininterfered with.
Its membership i!l as large termed die and appear to desire the destrucas it has ever been; the congregations
that tion of its peace and harmony, be met with
wait upon its ministrations are larger than fair dealing, uprightness and kindness; let
they have ever been; and its influence in those who may leave it, receive all their Iefavor of tbe g,reat principles of Religious
gal and equitable rights.
By this course,
Toleration, is as great as at any previous heretofore so carefully observed, the cause
period of its history. * It is passing thro' of true religion will be promoted by its

1

-If report~or its membershipappear loss Ihan here- present
trials, and the spirit of Christ-the
tofore. il is not because there has been a decline; but spirit of forbear~nce, justice, and lovecome Iwo Imndrcd o,rmoro of its colored popl1lation will be better understood
and appreciated

laye been formed,

WIth a new

aud separate

house

'Worship.and someef ils membership reside,·or do

of

Im-1 in the

·rine:.s in, other 8L"l.tes. 'Ve hope that recent represen·

(

whole circle of its influence.
..

\alionson thissubjectare notinlentlonal misrepresentaThe foJlowmg has been handed us by the
110ns. The actual memberslllpof the Churchwas nev- officers of the Church for publication.er larger than it is tbis daj'; snd lhe altendanee UpOn T
b"
d R
I .
d
lis worshipwa, never moregenerat.
he su ~Olnc
eso utlons
were passe
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FEAR.

I

without my knowl~dge, -at their meeting, pray that this happy consumm.ation may not
one week after my re·election to the Pasto-l be obstructed by any uncharitable
expresa-ate of the Church.
\ sian which may have escaped either my
lips or my pen in the controversy upon the
"CHRISTIAN CUURCH, N~..SHVIJLLE,
-3
great
principles we 'have endeavored
to
20
18
.,
t>.
N ov.
maintain.
J. B. FERGUSON.
"Resolved, That Brethren, ALLEN A.
.•
IL'!.LL, JAM~S MORTON, a~d JESSE D.
•
Irreligion Leads to Fear,
MAHCH,
be requested
te wait au Brother
.
I use not the word In the sense of reverJ ESS'E B • F EHG'US<?l:'i. arnd ma k e k flown to
. .
'
·
I
I'
f
th
.
t'
th
t
~ence,
for Christian reverence
h lin tIe c JOIce a
e Cc)ng~'ega KJn,
a ~
. . IS of love, and
.
h P tor a f th e inot
of fear.
But I use It III the sense of
J Ie s Ila 11 contiUlle
to k_
U<:: teas
I
"'I
h
dread and terror.
And I say that a proper
••....JUrc .
I
I Ii'
F h
knowledge of the ave of the n lllte at er,
"Resolved, That we have unabated con- casts out all fear from a well-developed re:tiden<.:ein the purity. integrity, and capaci- ligious nature.
We may fear men, for the
ty to teach, of our Brother, J ~SSE B. FER- undeveloped
may do us injury, anrl fear
GUSON; and preferring
him, as \\'e do, above may lead us to defence against, or avoid.
all others, we earnestly and affectionately
ance of, them.
But to fear God, whom I
request Ibis compliance
with the wish and cannot avoid; from whom even Death shall
<Iesire of the Brethren and Sisters, to can· not separate me; who is everywhere,
and
t.inue his Jabors amongst us.
meets me c:verywhere--O
it would be hor-

t

"Resolved, That the vote taken on last rible indeed to fear Him. Death may sep'
Lord's day; in'regard to the Pastor of this arate me from my murderer, or traducer,
-congregm.ion, and Ille I<lregoing Resolu-, or the wolf that comes upon me with rations, be f']Hea4 on the ilo@ks of tile ~venous hunO'er and then they can harm me

f

of"'h

I"

'

~

'" " .

d

urc 1.
~ no more.
"ThiS IS all that they can a."
1"01'.this dev,(jt~n 00 til: part of an .over-I But death brings me only nearer to God;
IWheJmlll~ ~nJ01"1tj of ~b,IS Church to the 1 and I wonder not how the thought has made
great prlllcipies of Rehg,Oous Liberty and many insane and suicides, that we must
Toleration, for whic~l w~ hare humb~y. con- dread and stand in terror of Him towards
tended from the beglomngof
our wlOlstrYi whom we are ever advancing,
and from
and for~he express~ons of estee~ and co,n· l whose presence we can never flee. It is
lidence 111 the unanimous resolutIOns of ItS inelio-ion' it is Atheism
and the most
o
'
,
officers. I ,can hut return thanks to owr In'l crushing of superstitions,
to dread God./finite Father, while
rejoice to know that' This is a hard charge; but your hearts will
.the hearts ·of all men ~lld the oods of all make it true whenever you are true to them.
llUwan conduct are in his hands.
I say it i~ Atheism, for Atheism denies and
"LI

l

l

J:

It is of His favGr that all things are ma~
will not name the object of its tenor, or
Ito work (.ogetlaer for good, and with that fa· calls it Chance or Fate, and feels its power
vor this work will not be in vain.
May His 1 relentless.
Think you that an Atheist
richest blessing rest upon us all, and by alll would dread the existence of a Merci·
-our tdals promote in us our further moral; ful Fathe~·-h.is
Father-his
all·powerful
.development,
and save us and all froOmthe 1 Friend.
I tell ye, nay, and we" you, or I,
-spirit of exclusiveness
and denuneiation, 1 are Atheists whenever we dread Him; we
.an:' bring 00 the brighter Jay of His are (A. Tlteos) without God; and without
'Church, when tbe errors and corruptions ~God, we are without Hope; and without
,that 1l~1Vdisfigure it shall be removed, and Hope, we are l?risoners and slaves to Fear •
.all the children of God ·rojoice in that per-1 But I called it also, superstition.
Super.
feet Jove of Him and each other which casts stition professes faith in God, but it stands
-out all Jear.
And m.cst ferrently would
befure Him trembling, not trusting.
It is

I

l

l

II
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a branch from the same root of Bitterness
-ignorance
of God-of
his true nature
and purposes.
It makes him: a Moloch,
thirsting for cruelty and blood, and knows
him not with that knowledge which Jesus
declared to be the life, the eternal life of
the soul.
-Whoever

knows

God as Infinite,

must

:l'INE

YEARS

AGO.

loving, and no absolute evil shall ever cometo his erring and sinned-against
child.And this thought,
more than all others,
makes me faithful.
So that jf I fail, I may
the more heartily commit it to Him; and
when defeated, I may lie down in bis arms
everlasting,
smiling with the joy of trio

I

umpluint

Hope.

True,

then,

my beloved

cease to fear; will love.
Tlls knOWledge] rerrders-true
is it,
'
rolls off the nocturnal darkness of Athe"There are brianbesetlin~",,"ery path,
ism and Superstition as the mist of morn is
TI'1'hat.
call for patIent ca'le't
lcre IS a cross Hi every

dispersed by the ever and always shining
Sun.
Dread and horror flee ever before

0

,

I

Andan earnesl need for prayer;
I

I

B"t tlte lonely Item·t tilat t,·""t. in God,
Is HAPPY b:vtRYWUKRt:.!"

the footsteps of love. To know that an ~
Infinite One gave me being; that I am more
his child than that of any earthly parent;
Our "Heresy"

J.
•,
Published

B.

Nine Years

F.
Ago.

that He is near me by the myriad agencies
We have heard it stated that we ought
of his Providence;
and that if Infinite,
to have presented our"peculiar"sentiments
He will never be absent.-Ah!
it is this at before we were invited to the charge of
last that satisfies; that gives repose and the Nashville
Church; and had. we done
strength, and fills me with tranquillity
and so, we would never have re~eived so
peace.
True, I know not what an hour hearty an invitation.
To this slate,menl
may bring forth; my breath may stop while we reply, that three years before our ac·
I write; my bouse, my horne may be in ceptance
of the unanimous
invitation
of
ruins by accident or IwaverYi my own or the Nashville
Church,
we wrote as folanother'~
fault may bury every ea,rthl.y lows in th,\"Christian
Revje~," published
prospect, the tongue of an enemy may stllP in that city.
In Vol. I, artlcle-"Skepme of every earthly friend; the love of~ ticism-Christianity,
No.3,"
we say:
truth more than party may drive away the~
"Christianity
is, when properly examtimid and time-serving, and leave me to dig,l ined, a universal remedy.
There is noth·
or beg, or even die; every object of in-\ ing narrow, local or exclusive
in a~y one
stinctive or voluntary afIection friend
pa.- of its llrecepts.
It makes no barriers by
.,
'
which to separate the interests
of man·
rent, cbJld, WIfe, may be scattered before, kind.
It is not the religion or a sect or a
my eyes; some wolf in sheep's clothing nation;
and any who thus consider it,
may devour my living and substance; my abuse and misrepresent
its catdinal feaown senses may decay and perplex me, tu~es; but it is emphati~aJly
the religion of
and darkness and confusion come over my Universal man.
The mnovatlllg
ar~d co~.. '
.
.
rupting
hand of man may domestIcate It
eye and. ear, disease may fasten chams up- to suit the political
complexion
of Italy,
on my limbs, and ~ay thou shalt move no! Engl and, or St. Petersbnrgh,
but its freemore; still, still, I have DO fear. I I know born spirit will break all .such restraints,
of God, and through Him of Eternity.so that, comme~surate
With the t~mp~r,
From disease, and man, and poverty, I ap- character
an.d mt~rests. of man, zL _wzll
shed abroad zts enbglttenln~ and enhvpnpeal to God; and then, though forsaken, I inK influences,
The laced jacket of Ro·
am not alone; though cast down, I am notj man Catholi£ism,
or the many-colored
destroyed.
Inwardly I fold tbe arms ofmy$ coat of divided Protestant
Christendom,
spirit when I can use my bodily ones no cannot confine it to any local centre, .for
'more' lind I smile at the ruin which 'briDas it will dwell ollly in a 11'lnp.Jeas e~tenslve
,
•
.,
':' as thewants
of man, and It cultlyates
a
the peace of God an~ make;; H radl~nt 10 field as wide as the exige'ocies of suffering
my soul.
The In£01te God knows It all, humanity.
It breaks alI chains that can
and He is all-powerful, all·wise.aJlI1Qly, all be put upon it-abrogates
all sectiOl)a~
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l
~laims.
Neither "in this mountain,"
nor certainly has ~ome obje~t; and as we can·
111 Jerusale~,
nor yet in Rome, or L~n- not well conceive
that their happiness
don? does It acknowled.ge
an Imper.lal would be much accelerated
if that object
ResIdence.
In a word, It esteems no Ill· be the damnation
of those over whom
divi!ual,
or assoc~ation
?f men, a5 pos· \ they are to be placed, I have concluded
sesslllg any exclusIve claIms to theknowl-I
that the reign of the Sail~ts is to extend
edge o~ J;>lessings. it impa rts; and i? this the offer of Salva tion to those who have
se~se, It IS ossenttally
and emphatIcally
never heard the joyful sounlt."
ul1lversal.
"As it respects numbers, the Christian I . Again, in 2nd Vol. of "Christian
ReScriptures
have never assured us how rna. VI~W," published
A. D. 1845, page 224,
~y or how few will be sayed.
The ques- the Editor published an article, the whole
tLon was once asked the Messiah-Are
of which we copy, as follows:
tbere few saved?
But the separation
of
.
his religion from the gratification
of all "ANOTHER
STATE OF PROBATION.
idle curiosity,
and the practicability
of
"We are often asked by men m~re cuhis teaching,
gave it no other reply than rious than wise, What will become of the
"seek to enter in. for many shall seek to ignorant but honest Heathen,
who have
enter in who shall not be able."
The ago died without hearing the saving truths of
gregate amount of the saved or lost, has the Gospel? Some, to get rid of this difficul·
not been determined
by any Prophet
or ty; for some men co n never hold their mind
Apostle of the government
of God, under in suspense; and being U'llable to arrive,
either Old Testament
or New.
And just by any natural process of reasoning at a
at this point, by the same authority that conclusion,
h.ave jumped at one; that
the Skeptic claims in making the ObjeC-\' they, in common with all who are in in.
lion, I claim the right of making a sug- fancy and idiocy, will be annihilated
at
gestion.
We are taught
prophetically
death.
Who knows but that with referby Daniel, and positively
by the Savior, ence to such there may be another state of
that in the coming age all nations
shall prubation?
There is at least as much au·
be placed
under the dominion
of the thority for this as for the sweeping concluSaints, who shall reign over them by the sion that covers them ovel with the im·
authority
of the King of kinO"s. Now it penetrable
veil of e\'erlasting
oblivion.
is a question unsettled either"by the cap- Nay, more; for whilst the Bible is as si·
tive prophet or tl~ Lion of his tribe, for lent as the annihilation
to which these
what purpose they shall be thus placed.
sapi~nt reasoners
have consigned
them,
Shall they reign over them for sf,llvation all ItS great principles
of benevolence
or condemnation?
Will the great KinO" would dictate at least a more rational end.
make his people the Saviors of those na~ Besides, we are informed,
that aftcr the
tions?
Will the benefits of his death in downfall of all the sin-promoting
governthat
age be extended
to them by the ments of ~arth, that the kingdom and do·
Saints, as they are to us by others in this? minion and the greatness of the kingdom
Is there any thing in the Christian Relig- 'under the whole heaven, shall bl' given to
ion that would be forfeited, were we to the people of the saints of the Most High
say that God will, at the cominO" of the God. I ask, for v.hat purpose shall it be
Me~s!ah. and the downfall of the "present g,iven into their hands?
For the destr c·
polItical and. hierarchical
governments
of tl~n or torment of those over whom they
the eart,h, raIse up all those nations who reIgn?
Thcn they would be very fiends.
!lave never had an offer of life; and plac
!"or their salvation?
Then the difficulty
lllg them under the dominion of his puri- IS removed, and such persons may still be
fied people, make the latter emphatically
s~ved from the oblivious shades of annithe Saviors of the world.
There are ma- hdation, the sage reasoning of our modern
ny sayings
in the prophetic
word which metaj)hysicians
to the contrary
notwith·
seems to favor such an idea; and as it is standIng.
_
J. B. F.
more J:>leasing to ~onsid~r celestial happi"Baltimore,
Sept. 9, 1845."
ness 10 con~ectLOn. WLt.h ~umanity
at
We do not deny, that were we to relarg3, than With an mfillltesimal
minori.
I
ty of mortals'
d
tl
.
l'
wnte t 1e above now, we would chanO"e
, an as Je unlversa
reign
h
°
of the royal. family which our Heavenly
the p raseology
~omewhat;
but anyone
Father by 11ls Son has been
atherinO" out will see that the views now denounced as
of every nation, kind red, tribe and toOngue Heretical were then fully avuwed.
We are

I
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not of those who care much for consist·
ency.
We believe in the growth of mind
and spirit.
Vie would'love to make some
cl
a vance every day in the· principles
of
wisd'om and love.
And we believed ourselves united wilh a people whose principIes of religious
fellowship
and church
independence
allowed the utmOst freedom
of investigation
and the honest statement
of any conviction,
bearing upon· the reo
ligious problems of life, death, and im·
mortality.
Nor will we yet believe we
were mistaken.
Where the matter
has
been fully stated, our churches have ever
declared
their willingness
to allow the
freedom, without which we become as sec·
ta'rian as the narrowest sects in Christen.
dom.

In the Nashville

Church,

by the

largest vote ever taken in the church, we
have been sustained in our position upon
this subject; and no man in it, we pre.
sume, will ever seek a uniformity of opin,ion as a basis of fellowship
or co·operation in good works.
Again:
Our rule of interpreting
the
Scriptures,
was also set forth in the same
year and J ourna!.
145, VoL 2:
"INTERPRETA

We quote , from page

1'ION OF THE SCRIP'rURES.
"In -interpreting
the Scriptures,
we
should understancltheir
language according
to the usage of the people to whom they
were addressed.
Many words and phrases then in use are still in use, but wi th
very different significations.
Such, for
example, is the word,
,
WORLD.
"There is no word so frequently
used
in the New Testament,
more calculated to
carry an incorrect
idea than this one, if
the .•above rule be disregarded.
The ignorance and pride of the age in which the
New Testament
was"written,
gave the
Roman Empire this comprehensive
name,
And as the inspired
penmen addresseJ.
men living in the Roman Provinces,
and
were themselves citizens of one of them;
,anrl as they designed a correction, of relig10US ~'ather thGn geographical
or political
ignorance,
they adapted their t~achi'lg to
the views and circumstances
of the age.
"We forgive the vanity and ignorance of
the ancient
Romans, in restrictin"
the
world to the limits of the I:ountry of °their

NINE

YEARS
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own powerful and victorious people, be·
cause they were dazzled with the number
and exten t of its provinces,
and the inesistable character of its military
and civil strength;
and we are willing to allow
them to despise and forget the countries
adjace.nt, and confound
their mighty Empire with the terraqueous
globe itself.
It
was powerful: &.considering its extent from
the Atlantic
ocean to the Euphrates
in
length, and from Dacia to the Tropic of
Cancer in width, embracing
the most fertile and cultivable
lantis, and extending
the broad regis of her power over the fairest and most civilized of our race, we
apologize for their contracted yiews.
"Whilst,
therefore,
we apologize
for
the vanity of the ancients,
we must reo
member, in reading f>uch a book as the
Bible, not to attach a modern and now correct definition to words which were used
in an ancient hut a universally
appropri.
ated sense.
"World also frequently means age, in
our ve~sion of the Scripture".
'rhe Jews
counted time by Jubilees,
and eYery fifty
yeers was regarded as an epoch or an age
in their history.
Hence we read of the
"ends of the world,"
which is equivalent
to the ends of the ages.
This is evident·
Iy the menning in Luke 1; 70; 1 Cor. 2:
7; 10: 11; Eph. 3: 9; Col. 1: 25; H e.b 9 :
26. See also Lev. 25: 39, 41; and Exodus
21: 2, for an explanation.
Frequently,
however, the word does/efer
to the mate·
rial wodd, and this meaning may generally be determined
by the connection.
It
also signifies the present order of things,
on this mortal transitory
state and its duo
ties and amusements.
1 John 2: 17, and
the like.
The're are several words in the
origi·nal tra!1slated world, and sometimes
they seem to be used interchangeably.Remembering,
however,
the facts above
stated, we can have but little difficulty
in determining
the meaning,
if we will
pay proper regard to the connection
in
which it OC(;urs.
J. B. F."
"Graysville,
April 29, 1845,"
With these quotations,
which might be

extended from several of our periodicals.
we" desire also to state. that we do not
now remember
a single preacher,
for
whose
sincerity
and independence
of
thought we had respect,
and with whom
we were intimately
associated,
to whom
we did not often express the same views.
J. B. F.

STRANGE F!CT

Strange

Fact

IN J~.!!TICAL

in Heretical

WRITrN~~=ONE

Writings.

called the" Brit·
isll1l1illennial Harbinger," made up mostly of' exttacts
from Pres't A. Campbell's
paper of the same name,
and other peri.
odicals.
When
we were conf'idered orthodox, this periodical made frequent quotations
from the "Christian
Macrazine"
and crave us the accustomed
cr~dit.
It
There

GOD, ONE UNIVERSE, kC.

but one God and one Universe,

399
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resist the conclusion that there is but one
Destiny.
If but one God, the destiny must
be from that God.
If but one Universe,
the destiny must be in (it cannot be out of)
that universe.
There may be different conditions in that destiny; still, the destiny is
of God, and in his universe.
But, says our
object~rs, we do. not wish you~ reasonin~;
.0.
.
j we deSire a SCriptural declaratIOn that WIll
contInues occasIOnally
to do so; but smce (warrant your assertion.
To which, we rethe charge of Heresy has been fulminated
ply, "How readest thou?"
"As in Adam
against us, it never gives us credit for the all die, so in Christ shall all be made
articles it copies from our pages. From alive." He~e. is onefami.ly dying ir: Ad'
1
h
.,
am and recelvlDg one destmy-a de8t1Oy to
t h IS, we conc. ude t at a Herehc may be j'C
' CI1r1S.
'. t
'B• u t every man .10 h' IS own
lIe 10
heard, provrlled the "people"
do not know order."
True: but every m~n-"one
famithat it is he that speaks.
But still more. Iy"-is
there-is
alive ill Christ.
As there
Recently we discovered a long and care- is "one glory of tbe sun, and another of
fully pre{lared
essay of ours on Pra 'er the moon, and, another of the stars;"
a~d
'
.
"
'"
} " as "one star ddfereth from another star III
pu bI Ished III the
MagazlU/e,
and III glory," "so is it in the resurrection
(the uppamphlet
form by our State meeting,
in 1 rising) of the dead."
One family, then;
this country,
in tbe page~ of the "B. 111.' one destiny, and every man in his own rank
Harbinger"
and other initials than ours in that family and destiny; either near to
t 't'
'
the Central Perfection, or afar-off, accordo 1"
ing as his nature shall be unfolded in obeWe care but lIttle for these strange pha- dience to that Perfection.
ses of pretended
soundness of faith, and
Every man of experience
in the field of
would not record them were it not that religious controversy,
has seen how diffithey serve to show the' foIl of all such cult it is, to represent an ~pponent, truth,
.
y
,fully.
Even where there IS no dt:slgn to
pretensIOns.
BeSides,
we were a lIttle do him essential
wroncr and where his
0'
amuse d·1U 100 k'lUg over the November No. words are cited in confirmation
of what is
of the American "Millennial
Harbinger,"
ascribed to him, the quotation of ~ single
to see that a very small sentence or two sent~nce oryaragra,ph
apart from ltS conof ours was extracted from the Briti h M nectlO~s, w.lth no lunt of the grounds, up.
.
,.
s
. on which Its statements
or conclUSIOns
H.,. eVidently Without knowmg Its source. rest, or the qualifications
by wbich it is
ThiS could, and does, occur with any pe- conditioned, may easily create a false and
riodical.
But what amused us was, that~ unjust impressio,n.
I have suffered in. this
the few sentences
referred to contain, as' way from all m} opponent~, to ,an extent
.
that amounts
to real falsification
of my
we understand
them, the gist of our Her- s t a t,..,
'
C an do 1', III
'
ewen t s an d meanmg.
esy!
May we indulge the hope, that our representing
an opponent, is a rare virtue.
views, when not known
to be ours, are
Those wbo quote the above sentence110t so objectionable
after all?
"one family, one destiny"-leave
out the
J B F
qualification-"every
man in his own
. . .
sphere." This omission makes their use

1

I

•

"One

God-----O-n-e-u-n••.
iv-e-r-s-e------O-ne
Human
Family·--One Destiny."
To this sentence, fQund in some part of
our writings, and beard frequently
in our
discourses, there has been made a most serious complaint.
We have listened atten.
tlvely, and have yet to hear one good reason urged against it. If we admit there is,

of the sentence a gross misrepresentation
.
As we believe in "one family"
of many
tribes, and varied individualism,
so we believe in one destiny-a
destiny to an im·
mortal
state--of
as varied
degrees of
knowledge, power and happiness as there
are varied measures of moral capacity,"One
God," then, "one universe,
one
family, one destiny, but every man in !tis
own order 1'"
• J. B. F.
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of a laborious

Pastorate,

we

We are in the receipt of a letter from a feel to be sufficient
apology
for retiring
Committee of leading men in Cincinnati,
~from the chair Editorial.
The paper has
inviting us to deliver a course of Lecturesl~ never been a source of pecuniary
profit
in that city.
We hope to be able to com- , to us;. has often taxed our attention
and
ply toward the close of the Winter, or in) labor more than we were able to bear; but
the early Spring; and have written to our we were willing,
and are still willing, to
old friend, Du. A. CURTIS, as to the sub- 'write for any religious periodical
estapjects we would prefer as themes for Lec- Ii shed upon proper principles.
We extures.
pect during the year to publish something
-more
in the Book form, devoted entirely
"ASTROKOMICAL JOURNAL," Cam bridge,
Mass., No. 66.--We
were much gratified
in perusing an article in this Journal from
the pen of our friend, W M. FERREL, A.
M., of Allensville,
Ky., on the effect of
the Sun and Moon upon the rotary motion of the Earth.
It is evidently
the

to religious subjects.
It will be sold in
numbers,
by the publisher,
and at the
Bookstores,
and not be issued by sub·
scriptio~.
This arrangcment
will save us
from all the annoying
duties of editing,
and not materially
interfere with other
~obligations,
as we shall not be pledged to

result

i issue

of deep and familiar

exhibits the patience
calculation.

thought,

and

it at any given time.

of nice and accurate!

In takinp; leave of the friends of the
; Christian
Magazine,
in view of all we
have done and have failed to do, we inNo league or confederacy
for Heresyvoke the blessi~g of God upon them, and
hunting can ever be justly regarded as a anything
its pages have ever presented,
Church of Jesus Christ.
caJculated to liberate,
purify a~d devate
the minds and lives of its readers.
Let
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